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Please find attached,

I)DC Ops

While this particular assessment is not being provided to your attention
due to a specific recommendation being made by the Service, I believe
you will want to be aware of its content and associated fact rig givers
previous discussions.

[Xi 4SI3

Available to discuss at your COMErile me.
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SUBJECT: Mobility Review - Transfer of

Service employee

~(

f
(:

submitted t0 the 4l»! a

request to not relocate
. As per the Service's Mobility of Intelligence
Officers procedures, section 5.3, which is governed by the Recruiting and Staffing policy, the
employee submitted two written rationales in support of her request for the cancellation of the
transfer (attached).
Furtherto
request, and pursuant to the Service's Mobility of intelligence
Officers procedures. section 5,4, the ADH designated the undersigned to form a Mobility Review
Committee with the mandate of evaluating if the grounds submitted by the employee are
compassionate or compelling enough to postpone or cancel the relocation.
Committee members reviewed the employee's written submissions. This process included
convening as a formal committee to evaluate the employee's documented reasoning, which was
considered in the context of relative policy and organizational requirements. Finally,
was interviewed by committee members on 2015 01 20 in N11 during which time
answered questions and provided additional information and context relevant to this
determination.
Subsequent to these steps. the Mobility review Committee has arrived at the following
recommendation
Postponing the Transfer to the summer of 2016
While there have been discussions with
management
no steps were taken to relocate

Committee members believe that there are compelling and compassionate reasons to postpone
transfer
It should he noted that the Committee had a discussion
around cancelling the tnmsfer
but decided against it gi'en that
niobilityi is a condition of employment for 105 in order to meet the Service's operational
requirements.

Recommendation is;

L Accepted

L

Not Accepted
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Service canadien. du
renseignement de securité

Canadian Security
Intelligence Servie

Director - L)ircilinet)r
PROT EC TEL)

I}car
[ am writing to inform you of my decision with respect to your request to cancel your

trans fer
In arriving at a decision in this nutter, I have taken into account all of the points you
raised in your written submission to the ADH. as well as the recommendation of the Mobility
Review Committee_
Given the unique circurnstances of your particular situation, combined with the fact that
mobility for 10 employees is subject to review as part of the Special Project on Operational
Transformation, I have decided to postpone indefinitely your transfer
Notwithstanding the foregoing, should your personal situation change and you find
yourself in a position to revisit this matter, please advise your Regional Director General.
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authorintion ta request a waiver to the pension
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who are
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Director, via AD>-)E

FROM:

DC RltS

BRIEFING NOTE
SUBJECT: V4+ORI[FC1RC_F. A1D,iUST14ilE?►[T fWF'A1 --

rpmION REDlfC'Ti t~N
1 wexlvJ3RnQiiFiTEoRIwI

BACKGROUND
Asa result of the Workforce Adjustment in
the employ=s listed below •
As per the current pensi i7 guidelines under a workforce adjustment action, a
. a Full pension without penalty as long aie they
request can be raiade to allow the employee to dtau
meet the eligibility criteria of helweeu the ages of 55 and 59, with at least 11,1 years of service_
employees risted below meet the eligibility erïteria and have not received an educational allowance
or a reasonable job offer. The Pension.Reduction Waiver Request inuLt be signed by the Deputy
Head, and scat 10 to the Pension Center for processing.

RECO14fMEPlDATION:
The Director sign the waiver forms (attached} for the following two employees atlectod by the
recent workforw adjustment action in
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CONFIDENTIAL
For information

MEMORANDUM TO THE DIRECTOR
MINISTERIAL BRIEFING ON BILL C-44
23 February 2015, 10:50 - 11:15
Minister's Board Room, 269 Laurier
• You have been invited to attend a Ministerial Briefing to discuss Bill C-44 in
advance of the upcoming appearance before the Senate National Security and
Defence Committee (SECD) on or after 2015 03 09. Along with the DM of Public
Safety, you will support the Minister for the first hour of the appearance and then
remain to answer questions for the second hour_
* Key messages remain the same for C-44, although new language has been
developed to address communication issues arising from the introduction ofC-5L

BACKGROUND:
Bill C-44 has received third and final reading in the House of Commons and was sent to the Senate
where it was introduced at first reading on 20 15 02 03. it is expected to be sent shortly to SECD for
review. It is expected that SECD will consider the hill at several committee hearings before the full
Senate will consider the bill a third and final time, Alter this, the bill, W voted on and approved, would
he sent to the Governor General for Royal Assent;

CONFIDENTIAL
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Of note, you have a bilateral meeting with the Minister on 25 February at which you have the
opportunity to further discuss/clarify issues arising out of this meeting.

KEY MESSAGES ON C-44
These amendments bring the legal certainty required for us to effectively fulfill our mandate.
The world reminds us on a daily basis the extent to which our national security is inextricably
linked to events and persons abroad.
• To ensure the safety and security of Canadians, we must be able to investigate and advise on
threats to the security of Canada and Canadians, whether they originate at home or abroad.
• This legislation provides the express legal authority for CSIS to do so.
• Source and employee identity protection is vital for reasons of personal safety and to maintain
CSIS' operational effectiveness.
• These dedicated individuals need to foci confident in the protection offered, which requires a
strong and clear basis in law.
• Recent Court decisions created significant uncertainty for certain of CS1S' investigative
activities and necessitated an urgent legislative response.
• Nothing in Bill C-44 alters CSIS' mandate, duties or functions. Rather, these amendments put
our investigations and authority to seek a warrant for activities in Canada and abroad on a clear
footing.
• Nothing in C-44 or C-51 changes the threats CSIS is authorized to investigate,
• CSIS will continue to investigate the threats it was charged with 30 years ago including
terrorism, espionage, and foreign interference. Nothing in either of these bills would change that.

•
•

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me should you require further information,

Torn Fenner
Assistant Director Policy and Strategic
Partnership
Enclosures:
Tab I: Agenda
SECD Briefing Binder
This document constitutes a record which may he subject to mandatory exemption under the :lcce_ .v la h formationAct or the
Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act, The

information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian Sccuritl
Intelligence Service.
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An Act in anrrad the Canadran Security
Intcll lg{aw c Service Act and other Acis

Loi modifiant la Lui sur ]o ServilDe
t d irai do
rcnsci rrcrnkr]E dc s& utité cl d' uittcs lois

Het Majesty, by and with the advice and
cornait of die Senate and House of COMMUAS
of Cana& unaus as i bI Iow :

Sa Maiegtc, sur l'avis et avec le consememerlt
du Sénat et de la Chambre des curimuncs du
Canula_ édicte:

SHORT TITLE

TfTRF AROC&-

1. This Act may be cited ais die

Prwertion aj

t~ü1HddL! fFiunr Terr,ur7S15
n.s.,

r',21

CAN

AN SECURITY TN"fELLTGF.NrvE
4RRYICF. ACT

2. Section 2 of the Ca:fudicR .Secarrlp
iruei}lgr++ra.Frlvh'r Act k mended adding
the fallowing ln alphohetieal order

i, Loi sur fa pxü 2 rrip rm du Cu ror, du CYN t rh' 3CS
5 6rrr+xu'Fe',x.

Ti Irc a M4é

5

101 SU!! l.F. SF.R4I['F. CANADIEN DU
RENSEIGNEMENT DF.

I_R.,Lh[--_1

2. L'article 2 de ]o Loi sur k Service
nottetnw +ir de iPécorrir cxt
ra+taiïek
modifié par adjonction, selon l'ordre aiphahitiquc, de ce qui soil

7.nxul aoxr6C- "human source

V hw,ir

h4Mui,IFk

mcang an individual who, ai~cr
i aourec humaine» Persnnnc physique qui a t[}. i.-uci
ALonsAlc.
.having received a promise of coirfujeritiality, has 1.t nrçu unc promesse d'anonymat et qui, pur la
'8xexa t urce
;provided. provides rtr is likely iu provitie suite. a fourni, fowtmir uu pourrait wraisemb[aIinfgrnraiipn ki the
:blcmwra flItnir des informalioac au ÿcrvicc.

3- Section 122 M the Act is renumbered ai
3. 'Partiale 12 de la mime loi devient Je
suhAcctiou 12(1) and ire amrnded by adding paragraphe 1241) et est modltrc par adjonc- 15
the fnitow{ng:
15 tien dc cc qui suit:
Nn Lcnr:.vo1

nn,■

(2) For grcaer certainty, the Service may
perform its dutscs and functions under subsection {/ j within or outside Canada_

12) 11 cat entendu que le Service peut ccctcl r
les fonctions que Je paragraphe (I) lui oonfarc
m5rne a t'cxtcricur du Canada.

Awnmr lima
Irruanak

4, Section 15 of the Act is renumhered as
a. L'artie}e 15 de la rame loi dC rierlt Ir• 20
6nhrevliun IS{ll and is ■rneoded by addiay.20 pnraigruphe Ir+4I) ri rit rrrad111i pur ndje~urthe inilnwiag.
don de ce qui suit ;
N,. kn il.rul
IimII

907501

l2) Fer grcatcç ccrtalnty, th¢ Service May
eunduu the imostigutiuns rcfernal to in sub•
ReC4irwr (t) with in or oussidc Canada,

(2) tI est pntendxi que le Service pcui mener n,nnr I®ilr
Ics tarquiti:s visk.!s au paragraphe (1) ro4ittC Ji 'orlprilk
25
l'cxtCricrir du Canada.

204I,cri.
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5. (l) ruregrapli l6(1)(&) of the French

i. il) l,'alinca 16(1 .6) dc la vcrsïun (mu-

vcniun of the Art is replaced by the ioilos&
in;

pl9e de la marne Ini est rcrnplacc par ce qui
MM:

hi d'une purs moe qui n'.app i1ioi t 6 aucune
dus cntégixics >}uiVunLv'. 5

bl al'unc personne qui n'apluarticnt d Maine
des earegorie all ivsilIC9 :

fil Ira citoyens canaditars_

fi) les Citoy n& etinndicns.

(ii) Ces residents permanents au sens du
paragraphe 2(1) de la Loi SEP' 1 Fnlunigrrrrivx

fa) lea rfnidrarls peinianent nu SCaia du
paragraphe 2f]) tic La Lof sur l'immigre/C.1102

C,f le

2001..6.27.

221
'

5

rt fa prodecriorl des re fugrEly

,mtiect orr des réfrdrgais,

iii Ces pmutnieui mbrailus constitutes 10
sous I r6 mit d'une loi federate ou
provinriatc.
(21 I' rieNraph 14(3)((n) of lite French
version of the Act is replaced by the kilims-

[i ii) ]us pesonnes morales cotretithpces 10
90119 1C e irrIC
ptovincialc,

nu

(2) L'ntinëa 16(3)b) de la version frwnçalt'e
de lo rient loi esr remplacé par ce qui suit:
1S

t) au consentement persunrie] etnt du minis-

ire.
SuhsecUon 19(1) of the Act is replaced
by the fallowing:
{ "Mme m
Ofciocc Idemlw

h) au cunsenlemtmt personnel 6t-rit du minis- 15
Lte.
b. Ir paragraphe 18(1) de lu mi mc loi cwt
renrplocê per ne qui suit :

IN. {1) Sablect to suhscetion (21, no person 211 I$ Op Sous ulve du paragraphe (2), nul
shall knuwin,ly diacicwc any information that ne peut sciemment communiquer
9u ries informa- 2fi
Lhey obtabred xx w which they had ucress in the tuons qu'il a acquises nu auxquelles iL usait
courek of the pertcirir lice of their &ilie and aet..s dans l'astre.= ales fonctions qui lui axant
mottions wider this Act or their patlieiprdion in conférées M vertu de ta prisente loi ou tors de

the administration or c iforeeme u of Ihis Ac! 25

—

patticipatiull 6 l' x[culioui ou au contt+dlc

and from which could he inferred the identity rat' d'application de cette loi et qui permettraient de 25
un employcx *ho was, is or is likcl}_ to hcçom_c decouvrir l'identitc d'un lanpiayc quia pariitmgagi,A in covtat operaliomni activities of the cip4, participe ou pourrait vraistanbtubt€ntenl
Scs ioe or the idartity of a person who was an participer des acli+'iri oplratioltncllcs eachéeo
cmptnyec engaged in Ruch ltcrivitiçg.
30 du Service col l' ide:Mite d'une personne qui était
un einaloyc cr a participe é de telles sctivitça. 30

Vivace nr
arion
Muon srwrces

Ih.wMulnn wn
diwlw..s

7- The Act h ■mended by adding the
following after section 18:

7, i.a raine loi ext n11xttfitse par adieudan, apr-is l'article lit, de cc qui soit :

18.1 (I) The purpose of this section is to
iansurn that the idcnlsty of human sources is kept
ocinldential in Ordr`r 10 pro= Ihtir tire and 35
security and in encourage ind ividuals to prow idc
inforlilation tu the Semite.

18.1 (1) Le prisent article vise a preserver 1N0 d.
l'v Kle
L'anonymat des sources humaines afin de aa~
reex
t.mvnes
pnatéer leur vie: et leur p&uritc el d'Alcwragor 35

Its persormcs physiques ii Fournir des informations au Service.

(2) Suhiect is sibac,~iions (3) and {g), eo
(2) Sous réserve dcc paragraphes (3) d (R), Insma.a.,..k
persan shall, in a proceeding before a court,
dans une instance devant un tribunal, un `"'""'''"'
tauon or body with jurisdicliun Lu eurnpcl the 40 urgiuristne ou ulve personne qui cot k pouvoir 417
production of information, di.zclnec the idcnrity
rue cnntrailrlrc !r la production d'imrfixrnalinma.
irf a humain source ce any info matitm from
nul ne peut communiquer l'idemit d`une
which the idcniiry cil a 11U rigin source could bu
9oirco hucn. ilie ou 10111e irlforniarinn qui
mtpredpermettrait dc &couvrir tette identitd_
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(3) L`idcmite d'un:. source humaine ou une
txter4;xn
(3) The identity of u humain Source or
.Ennsememerit
m furnmüon from which the identity of a humai)
infotmasiion qui permettrait de dCcouurir cete
source cuuld be inferred may be disciused in a .,identité peut vitre enmmunigwie dons une
.procceding referred lo in subsocriot4 (2) if the :l'aman= visbç au paragraphe (2] si la suurix
5
human so4IrG>': and die Rircctnr consent In the 5 humaine et le directeur y eunsentent.
dimclesure of that information.
(4) A parry to a proeccding reterce¢ to in
(4 ) La partie â une instance visée au IkmarnenIr
subsection (2). an arirkur rurloe who is paragraphe (2), l'uniras en iea nomme dans KJI
appointed in re ipcot of the pmcccdmg or a cette instancc eu l'avocat spécial nommé sous le
person who k appcimod to act as a spacial 10 régime de la Loi ar r l'immigration a lu
advocate if the prooceding 19 under the immiprotection de'srrjugrev peur demander a tin 10
gration and Refugee Protection Act may apply
tige de décimer, par onlonnunoe. si une lelle
d$elararion eti pCrrinoue dans l'insrancc:
te a judge for cue of the following orders if il is
r levant to the pmeceding:
a) qu'une personne physique n'est pas une
(u) an unto declaring that an individual is 15
Dot a human source ur that information is net
inti rmarion from which the identity of a
Human source eould be inferred; or
(b) if the proceeding is a prosecution of an

Catirell0e, art oMer declaring char the d iscEoture 20
of the identity of a human sciure° or
information from winch the idenlity of a
human snuwe could he infLi nil ;s e coil tat I¢
establish the accuscl'c Innocence and that ht
Troy be disclosed in the prciccc/J ng.
L'iclGnc and
~r.,,>• ,:I'
Irlr,lrlu,nn

3
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3ouzee humaine ou qu'une. infunmtitm ne
permettrait plis de décusi rit l'identité d'une 15
goures 'humaine;
Ill dans le cas où l'instance eel une poursuite
peitr infreclion, que la alanmünicalion de
t'identitC d'une source humaine 0w. d'une
information qui pain vrai t do &couvrir adné 20
identity est essentielle pour i]iaitilir l'ionoeertcc de l'accusa et que colle communication
peut cire taire dans la poirmuite.

(5J '[he application and the applicant's affi(5) I a rlw•marlrte et l'atïidauii du 401111119EICIE r,:new
davit drpusing to the farda retied on in support parlant lair tea faits sur lesquels d fonde Bette-ci 25 .1,112:1..,
''" k
of the application atm)] be Fled in the Registry
sont dcposca au greffe de 4a Cour fédérale. Sana
of the Federal Cautt" The applicant shalt, délai upres le deptk, le demandeur signifie cogie
without delay after 111e application and affidavit 30 de la demmtdc et de l'affidavit au procureur
uru filed, sent a copy of them en the Attorney
geri&ral du Canada_
General of Canada.
(6) Onus SC7V011, the Attorney Culerai of
(6) Lc proewunrr gL•néral du Canada est 30 Itnc,unlr
Canada) is deemed to be a party tu the répute erre partie li la demande as que celle application,
35 ci lui ces signtifiCc,
(7) The hearitig of the ilpp]ihariiun shall be
held in private aid in lie absence of the
applicant und their cnun el, un lean the judge
orders cvhenvise,

[hekr

Jlwl.r.ac •

nW~h.l,

inr.xer,u

Fificliuc rwor er

.mlQ

(711 Lu demande cat entendue n huis clues ut en
t'absenee du denuand¢ur et dc son avocat, sauf si
Le juge en ordonne autrement

(11) if the jud .e brama an applieatirei made d0 ( k) .Si le juge iieeuellle la demanda pesante„
under paragraph (410), the judge may order die
au titre de 1'alinia 14)l). il peut ordonner ta
disclosure that the judge umsidcrs apixrapnate
communication qtr"il estime indiquée sous
subject to any conditions that the ,judge
reserve doe conditions qu'il precise,
speci fi4s,

4udili m

35
d lnl„nr.m,.
aniu,liva
F„urcl.hlir
rhx.ranx

19) if lite judge. glanes
application made 45 (9) Si la demande présentée au litre du 40 tria ën1kI dr
under auh eFJon (4), any order made l+y the
paragraphe (4) t-}I m'eueillie, l'ordonnance t'Isd'"nrc
judge does not take affect until the time
prend effet apres l'expiration du délai prévu

4
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452fi3

il

prmlded to arrimai the order has expired or. it Fuir en appeler ou, en cs d'appel, aptes ça
the order is appealed and is confirmu3, until
umfirmaitm et ré.puisemeni des moeurs en
either the time provided to appcol the judgement
appel.
rxm firming the ordo- has expirai or all rights of
oppeul have been embaumai.
5
CnnIldenbaa

{10j The judge shall tvisure the coi u1ei tiulity of the following:

{1O) ]1 inermibe au juge de garantir la
vanfidentiaiité -

(a) the identity of any human stnrroe and any
information from which the identity of Al

sij d'urne part, de l'identité de toute soutes
hrorimine minci que de Ioule lnfor11wallodn qat
pennettrail de découvrir ee te idcmitc:

human source could be inferred; and

tO

b) d'autre part, des informations Cl autres

(h) information und oilieresidence phrvidcd
in respect of the application if, in the judge's
opinion, its disclosure would be iujuriuus to
national security ar endanger the safety of
any pereon.
ClnfidCmiHliq
m arp[a.

Ill) In die ca.e of an appeal. subsection 00)
applies, willi any nec scary mudiln7ltions t3 the
court to which the appeal is Lekeu.

ralrattwtts

5

éléments de preuve qui lui sont fournis dans 10
le cadre de la rttimande cl doms la commuaicaliol parrefait auei rate, selon lu i, à la securitc
nationale Oil h la rdçklTité d'autrui,
(il) [ti cas d'appel le paragraphe i 10) cterxdonlidie
s'applique, avee lee Irdxphil'wns 1
ssaiIs ,15`°IPI `I
aux tribunaux d'Appel.

S. (1) Subset-ion 21.(1) of the Act Is
Le paragraphe 21( 1) de la ucnlc lad
replied by Ire fallowing:
20 ml rcmplaci par te qui sell
.klrJitalnn lor
wanvd

21. (1) 1.1 the Director or any employee
21. ( I) Le direetcoir ou un imploye désigne
onunidr ac
nx,.rr
designated by the Minuter for the Inc
g cote fin par le ministre part, aimes avoir 20
believes, on rcasu]ulble grouodls, that a warrant
obier lu I'epproholiou du ministre, demander A
wider this section is required to enable the
s
RII Bige de démener kin roamer qi enlltnrmltd
Serviez to inv'catiRatc, within or outside Canada, 25 avec le prsscnt article 5-i1 a des motifs
a threat to the security of Carom or to pu foi In
raisonnables de eroire que k mondai est
its duties and functions ululer suttiu]i Id, the
rrCxx;Stairc pour pram 11re DU Service de fair. 23
fjircetor or employee may, aller liai. iog obtained
anquble, eu Canada ou ii l'extérieur du Canada,
the Minister's approval, make an application in stir des .nlrn e es crises la sécurité du Canada ou
oceordancc with subsection (2) to a judge for a 30 d'exercer les tonctions qui lui sont contcreas em
warrant under this section.
vertu dc l'article 16.
(2) Seetlon 21 of the Act is amended by
adding the foüowing aller a-disertion (3)r.

l2) 1.'.rtlde 21 de la m@me loi est modlhe 30
par adjoucflan, après le paragraphe (3), die oe
qui

hvniho]
otlriJL Canada

suit

(3. t) Without regard tu any other law,
13.11 Sans ëgmxl 11 mute autre règle de droit,
Acui - n
' ,~ou du
including Lhat of any foreign state, a judge t5 nulurl]mrart le droit dout
lo tai R:Lranger, le juge
1,:'171,7
may, in a warrant ilstrçal under euhecetion (3). 11e91 autoriser l'exercice à l'eattricur du Canada 35
authorize activities outside Canada to enable the dru aeuivit autodees par le mandat deecrmc,
Service to investigase a threat to lite security or en vertu du paragraphe (31., pour permettre ail
['onde_
Service de taire croqua sur des menaces envers
la sécurité du C'anarla,
9. The portion of suhsecilue 39{2) of Ihe40 9. 14 passage du paragraphe 34(2) de la 40
Act before paragraph lai. Is replaced by the
mime loi prcccdani Valine' a) est remiptadti
fulluwing;
par cc qui suit ;

2013.2(1}4
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were ~
Inrnmrdon

(2) DCspiiC Stlb,Wction I Il.l ~), any other Aci
of Par/lament or any privilege under the law of
evidence, hui suhjxt try sulrscchnn (3), the
Review Committec is centi13od

(2) Malgré IG pLLrgl,mlphe 18,1(2), tonte antre
lei fE,déralc ou tüuLc inunm]iik reconnue par le
Limit de la preuve, 1lreia sous réserve du
learagraphe. (3). k comité de survcillancc;

2011- c. ^-2

STRENGTHENING CANADIAN
CCTIZEN51lf1P ACT

LOI RENFORÇANT LA {:I7-{1Yf1Np7t
CANAI61ENh'E

10, SubLrceiinn 24(5) of the Strengthening 5 111 l.e paragraphe 2I(5) de a f o# rpÿuw- 5
mat La rko}mrr'Eté earradielmne mi remplacé
Caantiiur atizemleirp .get k replaced he Ille
mna, ,: 14,
„ 1'-icl

iellowIng:

par cc qui trait:

(R) Paragraphs 270 to (fJ) of the Act are
replaced by the following:

(5) Les alhréas 27i) ir ~~1} de 12 mine lut
sant remplaces parce qui suit:

pmviding torr Ile: nimber pf ¢gpies of any 1 b
declaration, certificate, or rider document
roule, icsuad or provided under this Act or
prior legislation shat any persan is entitled to
have:

ii prdciscr le nombre dc copies dc dixlara- 10

lion; certificats nu antres documents établis,
délivrés ou fournis en vertu de la pr erre. loi
ou dc La législation antérieure. qu'une personne a le droit d'avoir,

(1.0 respecting the provision under para- 15
graph 12(E 1(h) or (2)(h) of a mans of
estakrlishing citi7eianhip rrthcr than a ocrtifrLalc of a1EiZenahip;

L I) ré gir la fourniture,

W prnuidin14 for the surrender and retention
of certifirtam of eatvcnahip, certificates of 211

j) r4gir la restitution et la rétention des

naturalization and cevilliirates tiff renunciation
=slued nr granted under ibis Ail or prior
legislation and of documents provided under
paragraph 12{1 Ma) or (20) if the e in rcacnn
to believe that their 'solder may not be eniiticd 25
[L1 them cor has oatmrsavia 1aI any of the
provisions of tais Act:

uu dc rïisudiation dcLisns tar vertu dc la
présente lot ut de 2a legislation anis:rieure ou

(;-i) pmvidrng for the renunciation o1 eitizensbip by limons
(i) who are cuizena under paragraph 3(1
3(11 )[1} or (el,
(ii) who art piirena under any of para-

graphs 3(l)(k1 10 (r) and whu did nos,
hctbrc the coming into three nt this
subparagraph- bodme citions by Ray 13135
R uh1L as distinral in sutasc twin 3(9), m(iii) who arc citizens under paragraph
.1(1)(fî) for the sale rcaeon dia( LriFç o1 kulle
parents arc persons refermai Io in any o1
paragraphs 3.(1)(4) su in) and who did nut a0
before the coming into force of Ibis
subparagraph- become d :ens by way of
grau( as defined in aubSeCsion 3(9);

en app]içation {ICS 15

a]indaeu 12(1)h) ou (2)h), d€s moyens de
prouver la qualité dc oi[ny€n autres que !es
certificats dc crtoycnncté;
certificats dc citoyenneté`, dc naturalisation 2(t

des dot-unit-Ms fournis cu application des
alinéas 12{1)111) ne (415). ]resqu'il y a dan
raisons de croire que leur titulaire n'y a pert- 25
are pay drone ou a enfreint la présente loi;
i,i) régir la répudiation de La citoyenneté dc

quiconque:
(i) a quaiité dc citoyen au titre des alinéas
3(1 1f) au g),
30

(ii) a qua]itc de citoyen au titre dm alinéas
3(L )k4) â r) et n'a pus obtenu, avant I'entnhs
le vigueur du présent suas-a1Jnhi, la
citoyenneté par attribution au sens du
paragraphe 3(9135
(iii) a qualité dc citoyen en v rtu dc
l'alinéa 3(11fî) pour la seule raison que
soie pi3w ou sa rrit}I1. au ses rkut prsr.ats
snot rias â l'un des alsncas 3(I).0 8 n) Lit
n'a pus ublunu, ousel l'iiLrix ear viguuur40
du présent sous-alinea, la citoyenneté par
attribution au sens du paragraphe 3(9);

11Rtt,cn.14,
per. 12151

PfY}2rt71MJ riff'anada.fnaoe Fernarfats

(5.1) Section 27 of the Act b amender] by
adding the fut oviltiL ufer paragraph.
or..1) prescribing the fuatin ihat Oie MmL4ttr
shall anrardcr in firming an opinion as to
whether n hearing is required under suhsee- 5
iion lü(4);
0.2j Faragrnph 27{1r] of the Ael is replacet/ by Ihr following;

62-63 E1.r2'. TI

(5.1) L'article 27 4e Is ne$ene toi est
nsaditkr pair adjonction. aprks 1'sIInéa f 7)
de ce quit cuit
j.21 établir les fauteurs dont Le mioisue doit

tenir compte pour fondit sa décision quart ii 5
la nïxma,itd de la tenue d'In1e audience visée
ou paragraphe 10(4);
(5.2) L'alinéas 23k1 tie le rame loi est
remplacé par re qui suit

Vo providing fnr the surrenok r and cancel laLion of certificates und duwmemts refcrrtxk to 1.1.I
rn puragrrph irl if their holder is not entitled
tu Ilion;

k] régir la restitution et l'annulation des Li?
certificats ou des documents mentiooncs â
l'alinéa jj- lorsque leur titulaire n'y a pus
droit;

(k,f) providing for the collection, retention,
disclosure and diaposul of information
for the purposes of this .Act;
15

k 1} ps weir la collecte, la consravotion,
l'utilisation, la communication et ka destruw IS
tiara de renseignement pour l'application de
la présente loi;

Li .

(k.2) poua iding for the dise lusarc of Al forma-

ticwo for the purposes of national seeurity, the
dance or Canada or 11k conduct of iuicraracanal affairs, including the intpleii la #i. in of
an ag uemcnl or arrangement entered into 20
under seetion 5 of the Department of C:rfi:eros'hip aigri Im nig outer Ace;

L!) prévoir lu communication de renseignements tux Cens dc sdcuritc nationale, de
ddfense du Canada de conduite dos affaires 20
internationals, y eompri3 la mine fir oeuvrw
d'açcprda ou et emt ntea rondin' au titre de.
l'article 5 de la Loi .sur le mioisrFrd' de le

(k d) provkdmg for the disclosure of informa-

Ciimrrwcié. e de !'Immigration.

tion to verity rte eiciz:.oship ;lattis or identity
of any is taon Ina the purpcetcs oC adoiinis-25
toting any Coderai or provincial Law or law pf
soother country;

k.3 j. pnv.'uir la eUIwmuou atruo dc renseigne- 25
Items aux fns du sdtificution du ;meut dc
Citaycnner$ et dc l'identild d'une personne
{lens k tsars dc l'administration tie tnurp loi
fZiderale, provinciale ou etrangdre

(k 4) providing for the disclosure rd-informa-

tion for the purposes of rnnperatinn within
the Gava-ment of Canada and b rwccn the 3fI
Government of Canada and the government
of a province..
{k 3] rtwiyating the disclosure of information
telaling to the professions] or ethical co induct
of a perie n re-forms ro ;n any of parlgraiphs 35
2].I121ja} tu (c) in Connection with a
prw.niU Ji rap — other shim n praiaccdong before
a superior cart — or apprlscarron under this
Act tu a body that is responsible fnr
govcming or invegrigating that conduct rsi a0
to u persan who is responsible fir iovetiigatin that conduct, fur the purposes ofenrsurin,g
that persona rctbrred to in t'ose paragraphs
offer and provide professional und ethical

L41 prévoir la cum iurfle on de renseignes 30
mentis aux fins dc cooperation au sein de
l'adminisi nlion publique fddcratc et entre
l'administrutiun publique Kenale et colle
d'eue pro+doue;

k 5i régir lu communication dc renseigne- 35
meots relatifs ii la uuncfuilc, sur le plan
pritCfeinend ou do 1' thique, d'une pagorine
via& n 1 -un des alines 21.](2)aî â e)
relativorient & une deli Lade eu d une instance
prévue par la pn5seartc loi —à l'exception 4t7
d'une instance devant une cour supèeieure
—â l'organinmç qui regir la conduite dc Cette
personne ou k l'organisme ou â la przsuane
qui enquelio sur cette «Induite, et ce en cue dc
veillez a cc que le personne trisce â l'un ou 45
l'autre de ces alinres teprésaorle ou Conseille
tea porson.rbm, nu offre do le Faire. cri

PYlJn?Chf1Pi du Canada (arum f{.:3 tPYA'orL4fPR
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re#rcmtiiiiiiuii and advice to panons id
uimfirs:tion wilh soh pracocdings and applicalions. and

Wdlditd]l~ e<VCC 149 e6g1c5 dc fia -prrf}fi.xlSiilR wt

Iix rZg3n d.Mliquc rciativrnueni 3 une tolli
ikrnandc un inatwice;

f 1. (1} L'artltle 31 de la rame Ind rsl
11. li 1 Section 3) of the Art Is amended
by aiilding the following after suhicertinn (2)r 5 modifié par adjonction. aprAs le paragraphe S
(2), de rte qat suit!
Urdu in onmul

(2,11 Oli the liai' on which seçtloir 11 rames
Into force, the reference to section II in
subsection (l1 Is replaced hg a reference Cu
(that section 8.

(2.1) A la duly d'eatree en aigueur de 112.1L1
1'nrticlr S. Ir renvoi h t'ordcle II vice au
paragraphe (1) est renipincé par un rcnvni
iü
rtei article S.

(2p Paragraph 31/3)01 of the Act is tü (2) L'aliiiïu 31(3)x) de la m$mue loi est
replayed Ely the following:
remplace par te qui Sint:
(p) the reference to section _It in suhsection
(1) 1s replaced by a reference to that
tuhsttthnn 2[2); and
12. Subsection 461 2) of die Act is replaced 1
by the following:
Ürda in couina

cul le renvoi 'u l'article 8 vise mu paragraphe (1) est remplace pal un rcliVol à te
1S
paragraphe 212);
IL I .e paragraphe 46(21 de la mime bol est
remplaec par cc qui suit

(2) Subsections 2(21, (3)- (5), (6), (8). (11),
(2) Les Paragraplies 2(21, (3) (S1, (6), (Sp, o cirer
(15) und (171 l0 (19). 3(1), (4,14) to (6) and (1 1), (151 0(17)3(19(43(1),(2),(4)6(4)4(84
(8) and 4(Z), (3). (5). (6)., (9), (10) and (11). et 4(2), (3), (5), I6). (H), (10) et (11), l'article 6, 20
eccüan 6. subsections 4(2) and (4), scctinn 10, 20 les paragraphes 9(1) ci (4), l'aride 10, le
suhrc4lon 12(2), section 14, subsections 16{1)
paragraphe 12(2) 1'nnkle 15, les paragraand 131, seatiuita 17 and 18, subsections 19411
phes 16(1) et (3), les articles 17 et 18, les
para raPhes 19(1) et (3J l'article 2.3, les
and i<3p. secdon 23 subsetliolis 24(2) ro (5)
(5.2) and (6) and sections 25 and 28 lo 30 paragraphes 24(2) a (5). (5.2) et (6) et lied 25
come Into force on a day to be fired by order 25 articles 25 et 28 i 311. nitrent en ligueur i Ii
of the Governor in Council that is made nut
dais Ga`r`e par derrei, lequel peut erre pris an
railler thin one day aller the day un whlcli plus Mt k jour sidvant ta dote die prEsc du
an order Is ruade under subtectlan (1).
décret vise su paragraphe (11.
(2.1) Sobsectioaa 7(11 outs (2), section 9, I 42.11 Les. paragraphes 7(1) et 12), l'article 30iuew,
;subsecthon 9(1), section 14, subsection 19(2), ;lilH, le paimgraplie 4(1), l'article 14, k paragraphe 19(2), l'article 21, k paragraphe
merlon 21. subsection 74(5-1) and sections 42
and 43 entre iota force oo a day to he fixed
24(5.1i et les articles 42 ri 43 entrent en
by order of the Governor ln Cornell.
vigueur i ln date Urée pur décret

ikikr in own:il I

I

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENT TO
..
THE. ACONS, TO INFORMATION .Cl

MODIFICATION CORRËI.41IleE Â LA
LOI SUR 1.'ACCF4 Â L'l'silORMATIIYi

t 4, Schedlaie 11 to the Acrr.lx 1m 7njoraea.
13- L'annexe 11 de la L-ni sur i'ucrés ri 35
glapi Ad 1a amendes) by rrplarlilg; the refer- }i !'rnfaarniasir+n fqi mouillée par rcmplarehiicnt
once to `oecdoa I R" oppnslte the reference lu
de la mrnGua r urliek 18 u, figurant en
"C-atinurllan SucurUy Inlrllii,icnrc. Service Act"
rrith a reference ta `sections 18 and 18.1".

Pohlished urds uudrvit}' ai the ÿreakern.`:ha llrn,se 4e-immuns

regard rie lr mentirm a I Al sur le :service
canadien du renseignement de secnrltc », par
ail
«articles 1H et 16.1 v.

Publie uvec E'auLvieaiiun du pmskkva ila Fs 4'hnIIIIHC iIG lrimisnins

Y
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Anti-Terror Legislation—News Cuy'rrage
&lentihs profassore behind tlra swift assault on C-51
Maaclean's Magàzine, John Geddes 2015 03 01
Prme Mrnister Stephien Harper mast wonder what's hit him When Harper announced Bit! C-51, known at
the Anti•Terrorisrn Act at a campaign- style event in Richmond Hit. Ont-, on Jan. 30. he might reasonably
have judged that his eo,rernrnent's response la what he called "vicient jihadis n" was a sure politscal
winner. After all. polls show his Conservatives enjoy a solid edge over the New Democrats and Liberals
on the fighting-terrorism file On the policy details. the experts in security law at his disposal inside the
federal public service easily outgun anyone in the opposition parties' research bureaus. What the
Conservatives didn't figure into their calculations however, was the scheduling of academic sabbaticals
It happens that both the !Jrliveistty of Toionto's Kent Roach arid the University or Ottawa's Craig Fcwcese-arguaably the country's two top law professors when it comes to national security—are both on breaks
from their usual teaching duties. That gave Poach and Forcese ample time b join farces and mount ra
swift assault on C-51 unlike anything seen in a federal policy debate in recent memory. They set up a
i

webslta. under she stolid banner "Canada's Antiterrorism Act An At[9eaarrrent," on which they have
posted a series of devastatingly comprehensive Crinqu9s of Iha bill--tackling everything From how it would
chill free speech- to how it would undermine privacy. to haw it puts judges in the unprecedented position
of authorizing Charter of Right and Freedoms violations by Canada's spy agency. Roach. 53, has been
studying the Canadian Security Intellige=nce Service from the Isme it was born—even a bit before. Aa an
undergraduate political scienta stude+nt at the University of Toronto in the early 1950s. he came under the
thrall of Prof. Peter Russell, who had been director of research for the landmark McDonald Commission
on the RCMP. It was the McDonald Commission's recommendation that a civilian national security
agency be split off from the Mounties !hat lad to the creation of CSIS in 1984. the year Roach handed in
his undergraduate thesis nn the hi-and-new intelligence service
Grand Chief Phillip, Palmater invited to tastily on anti-terror bill before committees of MPs
APTN National News, Staff reporter, 20t5 43 04
Ottawa - The House of Commons committee studying the Harper government's arid-terror bill Ilea invited
Stevrart Phillip and Parr Palrr',atrr to appear as witnesses, according to a list obtained by APTN National
News. Phillip. president of the Union cf British Columbia Indian Chiefs, and Palmater. a Mile-nag
professor and lawyer, are on a list of about /0 potential witnesses wtio have been asked to appear oefare
the COmmonapublic safety committee The committee is studying Bill C-51, the Narper government s
proposed anti-terror bill that would give more powers to agencies like the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (CSI$), the RCMP and Canada Border Services A gency (CBSA). The Assembly of First gallons
drafted an analysis of the proposed bill which concluded the proposed law could lead to the labeling of
Indigenous activists as "terrorists "
garner PM& not on C-61 witness list
Globe And Mail, Daniel Leblanc. 2015 03 04
Ottawa - A parliamentary committee will hear from strong supporters and vocal critics of the government's
anti-terrorism bill, but not from, four former prime fnini6ters who have decried the luck of increased
oversight in the legislation Bill C-51 would beef up the powers of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (C51S). criminalize the promotion of terrorism arid provide the RCMP with new powers of
preventative} arrest. But critics charge it goes too Far and risks ensnaring environmentalists and First
Nations in the fight against terrorism. The public safety committee of the House will hear from 50
witnesses between March 9 and March 31 as part of its study of the bill, starting with Public Safety
Minister Steven Blaney and Justice Minister Pater MacKay. 1 tie 4B remaining slats will be tilled from a list
of 7U potential witnesses, based on their
According to the list obtained by The Globe and Mail.
witnesses will came from a wide range of society- including government, academia, law enforcement and
various nor- governmental organizations. For example, the committee could hear from former public
safety ministers (Liberal Anne McLellan and Conservative Stockwell Day), current and past members of
the Security intelligence Review Committee. current and past privacy commissioners. and retired judges
,john Major and Louise Arbour. The list of potential witnesses includes fierce critics of C-51, namely
Maher Arai who was tortured in Syria after being flagged as a security risk in Canada, and law
professors Kent Roach and Craig FOrte35e+. NDP MP Randall narn san said he is concerned the
COrnnU$OO will only have two hours with Mr. Blaney, Mr MacKay and IheiF affiraals. including RCMP
CommisSipner Bob Paulson and CS'S director Michel Coulom be.
Witness 'Est long on anti-terror taw
Toronto Star. Alex aoutilier 2015 03 DA
Ottawa - The House of Commons committee studying the Conservatives' controversial new anti-terror law
is expected to call retired spies, former politicians and same of Bill C-5l's ha.'shast t1itiOE to testify A draft
wrtraess list obtained by the Star shaxs the committee will invite about 70 people to fill the 48 speaking
slots on the bill. The list Includes former Supreme Cowl justices lawyers and academics, as well as
retired politicians. Law enforcement and security c icials, both active and retired, are also expected to
appear to discuss the legislation High- ranking officials from some of Canada's closest security partners
will also be invited to testify But the list does not include four former prime ministers- John Turner. Joe
Cla rk, ,sear, Chrbtian and Paul Martin - who have been publicly critical of the bill. The New Democrats
hoped to call the Four to testily before the committee. According to the committee's list. other potential
witnesses include Maher Arai-. whose rendition and torture in Syria led to a federal inquiry into Canada's
Security agencies' DO-operation with American spies. ,justice Dennis O'Connor, the former associate chief
justice of CjiIanio who led the Amr inquiry. Chuck Strati! and Deborah Grey, the former and current dead
of CSIS's review committee, respectively, and former Conservative politicians. U S. Department of
Homeland $county Secretary Jeh Johnson. Craig Forcese and Kent Roach, two academics who have
raised serious oonoems about Bill C-51. Louise Arbour, a retired Supreme Court justice. Anne McLellan,
e farmer Liberal cabinet minister who oversaw the implementation of Canada's 2441 and-terror regime.
Ottawa didn't learn Air India lesson_ say& ex-judge
Globe and Mail, Saar fine 2015 03 02
The Farmer Supreme Court judge who headed an inquiry into Canada's worst terrorism incident says the
federal governrr►anr's new anti-terror legislation is flawed because rt fails l4 ensure that CSIS and the
RCMP share informalian on unfolding threats. John Major says the crucial lack of cooperation between
the two agencies that occurred before the 1985 Air India explosion is still a core Gem and that a security
overseer is needed to ensure rnfOir tiorl-sharing takes place. In his 2010 impart irrto the disaslcr, he said
a national security adviser with enhanced powers should be appointed to settle disputes and encore
intelligence is shared between the Canadian Socunty Intelligence Sorvice the RCMP and 14 other
security agencies and departments. The Consarvahve government rejected that recommendation at the
time. 'They may be artilled ID do more then simple intelligence gathering.' he e.a:d of CSFS under the
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proposed new law "If thaïs the case, it ran lead to other problems of overtep. The RCMP get a little
annoyed arid think, Well, let CSIS do it.' And CSIS doesn't do it When you have Ihat ma ny agencies
involved, it's a recipe for confusion unless there's somebody staring the ship.' A spokesman for Public
Safety Minister Steven Blaney. however. said greater information-sharing is a pille r of the proposed law.
"This Act fulfills tire government's commitment to Introduce information-sharing legislation as part of the
Air India Inquiry Action Plan," JeanChtistophe de Le Rue said. But Mr. Major said he saw nothing in the
bill that g 11.95. a national security adviser the authonty necessary to ensure the information is actually
shared.

Le $CRS a peu de pi uYoir pour arreter le recrutement de terroaiste5, Selon des experts
Radio. Canada Nouvelles- 2015 Q2 28
Ottawa Le Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité (SORS) dispose de peu de marge de
manoeuvra dans son mandat actuel pour prévonrr le rocnitemant par des gioupos radicaux tots que le
groupe armé État islamique, selon des experts en s'écurite a Ce n'est pas illégal de quitter le pays »,
souligne le professeur a l'Université Macfwan d'Edmonton Jean-Christophe Boucher « Ce n'est pas
llegal de payer le billet d'avion de quelqu'un d'autre Ce n'est pas illégal, é certaines Oonditons, de
convaincre quelqu'un de partir é l'étranger a, fait-il. valoir. Cette semaine, Radio-Canada e révélé plusieurs
cas de jeunes femmes qui ont quitte le pays pour rejoindre tics rangs du groupe amie État islamique
(El}.pana rune de ces révélations. une femme d'Edmonton lest dite furieuse que sa sueur. qui étal
surveillée par le SORS, ait pu quitter Io pays 1'$te dernier pour rallier r El. H Je ria comprends pas pourquoi
ils ne t'ont pas arreteo à l'aeroport de i omato Ella m'e raconté lors d'une Cdnvershtion qu'ils l'avaient
suivie tout au long de son voyage ii. ait-elle affirmé
Rules spat puts hearings on anti-terror bill up in air
Ottawa Citizen fen MacLeod. 2015 02 28
Ottawa - The start of public hearings on the government's anti-terror bill is in question alter the NOP
complained Friday that Conservatives troke parliamentary rules du ng a committee vote on the
heanngs.NL)P House Leader Peter Julien formally asked deputy House of Commons speaker Jae
Comartiri CO void a Thursday vote byte Commons' public safety committee Cornertfn said riouse
Speaker Andrew Scheer would respond 'as quickly as possible.'Valith Parliament now on a weeklong
break, Scheer's response isn't expected u ntll Monday, March S. Public hearings on Sit C-51 were to start
the following day and ccnti nue th rough March al ,The contentious committee vote came just before 5 p.m.
Thursday, after more than seven hours of bickering between government and F1DP MPs on the timing of
hearings to listen to expert witnesses on the anti-terror legislaton.The proposed Iegaslaton gives CSIS,
Canarilani anti-terh}r bill opens door far human rights abuses, law scholars argue
The Guerdian.ca.uk, John Barber. 2015 02 2e
Toronto - More than 100 Canadian law professors have warned the prime minister, Stephen Harper, that
a sweeping new anti-tenor haw inirod uaed by his Conservative government is a 'dangerous piece of
Iegislatiion'that threatens to undermine trie rule of law, human rights and democracy itself. Although one
poll showed that fuirout of five Canadians supported the proposed law shortly errer it was tabled last
month, criticisms that origineted with scattered human-rights groups have since been amplified by a
growing chorus of the nation's leading jurists, academics, editorial-writers and opinion-makers. Bill C-51
significantly loosens current restrictions on police and spies seeking to disrupt lenbrist activity But critics
claim that it also opens the way for the Canadien Security and Intelligence Service (C51S ) to target
legitimate dissent, making cnminets of environmentalists, native people and ether protesters hostile Io the
government
'people are afraid' Health minister switches to terrorism during health speech
Canadian Press, Bill Greveland, 2015 02 28
Calgary - Federal Health Minister Rona Ambrose made an unexpected leap Fnday from tacking about
health-care innovation to tears over the threat of the Islamic State.Am brase was discussing health care in
a speech to the Calgary Chamber of Commerce when she abruptly changed topics. We're also proud of
our record of making careful princi pled choices reflecting the values of Canadians whether its ecoriornic
and financial security or creating and protecting joss but also keeping Canada and Canadians safe in a
dangerous and an uncertain world, Ambrose said.) know it's on a loi of peoples minds and the tuth is we
are again at war wIth a very danger ous enemy, IS IL's cempaign of what is unspeakable atrocities,
whether it's beheadings a.r rape or savory on the most innocent of people including women and
children.Her comments come as Ottawa pushes ahead with Bill C-51. which seeks to increase the powers
of police and spy agencies mn the name of fighting terrarism,Ambrose lauded actions the Conservative
government rS taking, including changes to the Cdizenahip Act as well as the new anti-terroneni bill The
bill would g Ive CSI $ the ability to dtSrup1 terror plc;s. make it easier to limit the movements of a suspect,
expand no-rly Ilst powers crack down on terrorist propaganda. and remove barriers to sharing securityreiated information
Tories use majority to I Imit study of terror bill to eight days
Toronto Star. Alex Eautilier. 2015 02 27
Ottawa - Conservatives used their majority to timit a House of Commons study of their controversial new
terrorism bill to just eight meetings. After a day of delay tactics from the NDP iii an attempt to expand the
sludy or Bill C-51, the Conservative members of the public safety committee overruled their own
committee chair to force a vote on the schedule The opposition was suggesting at least 25 meetings to
sludy 1110 bill that would drastically increase the mandate of Canada's spies. On Tuesday, the governmenti
offered only four meetings. In die end, the Conservatives permuted sight meetings on the bill which they
say will allow for about 50 witnesses to testily. NOP public saraty c ilc Rasane Dore Lefebvre c.5L 9Cl that
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a snail victory, but said eight meetings -- inCluCling Or* with Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney and
Justice Minister Peter MacKay - is still not enough. "We were trying to have a full debate on 1he study, sO
we were pushing for that," Clore Lefebvre told reporters Tltiuraday, 'VVa could have sit evenings and
weekends, and have a Full study. But unfortunately we didn't get what we wanted, but it's 6tilr a area
Victory in the end "
ISIS recrutts' beliefs usually known by farnitlas, Stevan Blaney says
CBC.CA, Laura Payton, 2015 02 27
Ottawa - In most cases where someone is willing to travel for terror-related reasons, the a around them
are aware of their beliefs, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney said Thursday. as he urged people to
report those Eases to officials.
all have a re-spansibilriy and our studies dearly demonstrate That in 80
per cent of the [cases]. when an individual is willing to travel for a terrrnst purpose, the people around are
aware or informed of that situation,' Blaney said outside the Mouse of Commons. "it is important to report
it to the authorrhes For the well-being of that indivirival, for not being Further radicalized end also sawing
human lives." C5C News reported Wednesday an a woman in Edmonton who recruited a Canadian
woman to join ISFS. On Thursday_ media reports said six Quebeckers had travelled to Turkey and are
believed to be on their way to Syria to join jihadists there. Marley said Wednesday that Canada "cannot
became an exporter of terrorism" by letting Canadians travel to join ISIS. Blaney urged Mips to move
faster on Bill C-51, his proposed anti-terrorism legislation, which wound vastly expand the powers of the
Canadian Security Intelligence Saritiœ (CSI S) One power would be the abilitly to disrupt s-uspected
terrorist activities, wilh very Few limits. New DernOcrat public safety critic Randall Garrison questioned the
need for some of the powe-rs proposed in the bill, arguing that Canada's security and law enforcement
agencies already have the power to stop Canadians From leaving t0 j5- in terrorist aOtivrt e
CS15 needs power to stop high-risk travel Isis, says Steven Blaney
CBC News, Staff reporter, 21]15 02 2.5
Canada must take action to prevent its altizens irOm treveping abroad for terrorist purposes_ Public Safety
Minister Steven Blaney said after a CDC News investigation revealed s 23-year-old Edmonton woman
travelled to Syria after being radicalized. "Clearly, Canada cannot become an expartei of terrorism. This
is not the Canadian way of living," Blaney said Wednesday. The women, whom CBC News is calling
Aisha to protect her identity, made the journey to Syria to jialn up with ISIS last summer, after taking an
online course to study the Qur'an taught by a woman based in Edmonton, according to her older sister
Rabic (whose narre has also been changed) Blaney said 1tie Conservalive-barked gin C-51 - which
would bolster CSIS'8 powers, allowing the security agency to disrupt the travel plans or financial
transactions or Canadians the agency believes have been radicalized -• is aimed at preventing stories just
like Aishg s. "In Bill C- 51, !here are provisions that enable our intelligence officers to interact with the
families and the corn munitles. not Only to engage in a disr„ussian but to reduce the threat and prevent
individuals from travelling," he said. "Currently, we are not able to prevent a high-risk traveller from
boarding an airplane. With the bill, we will be able to prevent those rndrviduels from getting an board . So
that's Inn threat diminishment measure that is in the bill, that clearly would have helped to avoid that kind
of Situation." Blaney said the bill -- which has prompted vocal opposition from civil libertanans and privacy
advocates -- would also criminaline the promotion of terrorism
Work an better Spy MOnitO ing Still underway four years after promise: feria

Canadian Press, Jim Bronskiil, 2015 02 25
Ottawa - The Conservative government says It Is working On more COr7lpreheneive monitoring Of
Canadian intelligence agendas aver four years erter aanmitling lo do so, In December 20t0, tic
government promised tp eflaw the review of national security activities involving muttiple departments and
agencies, The goal was to eliminate barriers that prevent spy watchdogs from talking to each other_ It
elep pledged to create an internal mechanism to ensure accountability and compliance with the laws and
policies governing national security information-sharing. The cam mrtmenls were included in the Harper
government's response to a Wave! caromisston of inquiry into the 11485 Air India bombing !het killed 329
pfsople, most of them Canadians. ,fosoa Siroia, a Public Safely Department spokeswoman, says the
government is still developing options for interagency security review, adding she ilea no details on when
it might be dons. -The government of Canada recognizes] the importance of independent review in
maintaining Canadians' trust in our national security activities,` Siroia said, While there we efforts to
Improve Information exchanges between intelligence agencies_ calls to break down walls between the
watchdcga that keep an eye on those agencies have largely gone unheeded. Pleas for new rules that
would permit gyrate,. vas-operatlOn between watchdogs have come from Chuck Strafil. former head of the
Security intelligence Review Committee, which monitors CS IS, and Robert Decary, vitro once led the
oversight agency Far the Communications Security Establishment_ the electronic spy service.
Small boost for security, even logs far watchdogs
Ottawa Citizen fan Macleod, 2.015 02 25
Ottawa - The government plans madinat spending increases far key national security agencies in the
COrnirlg year despite proposed legislation to dramatically expand their powers and scope, according lo
federal spending estimates released Tuesday. What's more, as the Conservatives continued their
weeklong defence of anlrterrpr sill C-5 t in the Commons Tuesday by insisting that rights and Freedoms
will be protected by robust, independent oversight, Treasury Board revealed that Canada's two rationa.I
security oversight egenc+es are to receive a rombined total of just $t6.358 in additional funding in the
next fiscal year. By comparison, Canada's "human- spy agency, the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service S$)
(Cl,
and the electronic spy ager1cy, the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) pre tp
get a combined total of almost $37 million more in annual nel spending for 2415-15. CSIS is to see a net
$20.8 million, or 3.8 per cent, boost, bringing planned spending to $57 million for 201 55-16. The CSE is to
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get $16.1 million. or three per cent more. for iota' spending of 5-538 7 million The Canada Raider
Services Agency's (CRSA) net spending is ta rise $37 million, or 2 2 per cent, la $1 76 billion The RCMP.
wthCh ri.nreSPOnSibillity for Criminal national security investigations. is to sea a $4.1-rnillion. or 0.2 per
cent spending Increase.
Tortes move to limit I turfy Of terror bill
Taranto Star, Alex BautiEier, 2015 02 25
Ottawa - The Conservatives are seeking to limit testimony an their wide-ranging terrorism bill to just Four
days, sources say, with Prime Minister Stephen Harper urging MPs M pass the bill "as quickly as
possib e.' The paritamentary committee studying Bill C-51 met for several hours behind dosed dears
Tuesday to discuss potential witnesses and schedule meetings. Seca use the discussion was held in
secret, MPs are prohibited from speaking publicly about 11' debele But several Wu roes tad the Ste- the
government wants only three meetings to hear expert witnesses plus one appearance from Public Safeky
Minister Steven Blaney and Justice Minister Peter MacKay Ti
iat would amount to only Four days CO study
the most dramatic changes to Canada's security legislation since 2001 No degsians were made on
Tuesday, and Blaney's office said it's up to the committee - on which the government enioys a rnajority to determine how m&fly meetings they'll hold. In the House or Commons. NDP _eeider Thomas Mulcair
demanded that the bill be given a Full study, "Ramming C-51 through without improved oversight is
reckless." The Conservatives inüoduced Bill C•51 in January, suggesting the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service needs expanded powers :o combat lorrarist threats Co Canada Critics also point cut
that while CSIS will be given a Ea rgar mandate and expanded powers- including the ani pry to break the
law or violate Charter righis, with judicial approval - the government refused to add more oversight.
Harper urges swift passage of anti-terror pill as NOP calla for full study
Canadian i'ress, Jim Bronski.l, 2015 02 25
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper is urging a House of Commons committee to study the
government's anti-terror bill as quickly as passible, in spite of accusatiprs the Conservatives are using
their majority to rush the legislation onto the books. NDP Leader Tan Mulcair told the Commons on
Tuesday it Ls essential to scrutinize the bill, and asked Harper 10 ensure that secunty and human rights
experts are not only heard, but also heeded. The Conservatives brt}ughl in the bill - which would
significartly expand the powers of Canada's spy agency - Following the murders of two Canadian saldiera
last October. The bill would at50 Make it easier For authorities to control the movements of terror suspects,
expand no-fly Ire' powers. crack down on extremist propaganda and outlaw encouraging someone to
ommit a terrorist act. The NDP opposes the legislation say.ng d threatens civil liberties and fails to make
Canadians safer. Harper dismissed Mulcaiis criticisms and said the public strong:y supports the
proposals. "I would urge the committee to study this bill as quickly as possible. in order to ensure the
adoption of these measures to ensure the security and safety of Caradiens," Harper Said The NDP
hapea to call anywhere from 80 b 100 witnesses lo testify on the bill during more than MD dozen
meetings, and as of Tuesday had finalized a preliminary roster of 20 names. They include four former
prima ministers and several retired Supreme Court Justices who recently publrehed a staternenl rafting for
increased oversight of Canadian intelligence activities. The New Democrats also want to hew from Eva
Plunkett, the former inspector general of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, whose office was
abolished as a cost-cueing measure- Cntics including the NOP and Liberal's have called For maw robust
oversight to complement the work cif the Security Intelligence Review Committee. the remaining
watchdog charged with keeping an eye on CSIS.
Spy agency's review group has no clout
Ottawa Citizen, lan MacLeod, 2015 02 24
Ottawa - The small group watching aver Canada's spy agency says it was purposely devised to be a
limited, after-the-fact "review" body • not an all-seeing -cversrg hi" committee that would vet spy
operations. During three days of lively debate in the Commons over the controversial anti-terror Brll C-51
Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney, Justice Minister Pater MacKay and other Conservative MPs have
repeatedly characterized the Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) as providing oversight or the
spy agency. known as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). Prime Minister Stephen Harper
hart dame the same. Yet SIRC has. no such mandate, its spokeswoman card Monday 'We review CSI$.
We lank at past activities," to ensure they are lawful, appropriate and effective, SSlRC's L indsay Jackson
said "Rec nlly the terms 'oversight' and 'review' have became almost interchangeable, but they do
actually mean separate things- "Direct oversight implies a certain amount of involvement in the active
political decision-making or the operational decision-making, and we we not involved in the operational
dec.sion-ma king." at CSIS. Under C-51 - which MPs have raw sent to committee for study - CSIS agents
old be allowed to actively disrupt threats to national security. a significant expansion From their current
chief mandate of producing security intelligence For government. CSIS wcula only be required to obtain
judicial "threat dbsrupt,on" warrants in instances where the activity was expected to be illegal or
unU]nstdutiorle I
BJII's terrorist propaganda provisions overly broad: law professors
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskild, 2015 02 24
Ottawa - A Federal proposal to scrub tee rorist propaganda from the Internet n sks sweeping in too much
speech that has no ties to yxnient threats, says a new analysis. The definition of propaganda in the
government anti-terrorism bill is dangerously broad law proressors Craig Forcesa and Kent Roach say in
their paper. The bill, introduced late last month, proposes giv:ng the RCMP parer to seek a judges order
do remove lerranst propaganda from websites. Forcese, of the University of Ottawa, and Roach. who
teaches at the University of Toronto. say while Hey support tine idea in principle. it should be rooted in
actual or threatened violence The Conservatives brought in the bill which would also significantly expand
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the powers of Canada's spy agency following the daylight murders of two Canaadi e n soldiers lass October.
The Canadian Sem airy Intelligence Service would bseorrle an egerr y That actively tries to derail terror
plots, not just ono that collects and analyzes information. The bill would also crests a new criminal
attenoe of encouragin g someone to Carry out a terror altock.
Blaney s'appuie sur la menace contre le West Edmonton Mall pour promouvoir C-61
Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web). Journaliste maison, 2015 02 23
Ottawa - Le gouvernement ca nadien s'appuie sur 1a menace proferee par l'organlsalan intégriste Al
S habab contre le centre commercial West Edmonton Mall pour justifier son empressjement a adopter son
projet de loi antiterronste. Le arojet de loi vise a étendre les pot oi;s du Service canadien du
renseign orne ni de séCurile (SORS), en réaction aux attentat& d-Ottawa at de Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu•r
Kenney spurns calls to Increase security oversight • A+
.. x
!^
f !^
Glaire and Mail, Steven Chase 2415 02 23
Ottawa - The federal government Is rejecling calls for more indepersderlf oversight of Canada's national
security agencies even as it speeds passage of legislation that would give sweeping new powers to spies
and police in the name of Fighting terrorism. Parliament will vote tonight on the Anti-Terrorism Act after the
Conservatives limited second reading debate for the legislation to three deys The bilk will be sen( la e
Rarliarneniary committee for scrutiny. The Tories want the controversial legislation to become law before
the summer begins. On Sunday, Defence Minisler Jason Kenney, who has t.inekoned as the
government's lead spokesman for Ibo legislation in recent tlays, rebuffed an appeal for more independent
Su parvkeion or national-security agencies - one that came in the form of letter published in The Globe and
Mail and signed by former prime ministers, ex-Su prame Court justices and others. Mr. Kenney noted the
letter's key
nalaries. Jean Chrétien, Paul Martin. Joe Clark and John Turner, did not change the
oversight of Canada's soy agency, whicu is currently supervised by the Security Intelligence Review
Commiltee, while they ware in power, " The legislation is a response to the deadly Ottawa attacks on
Canadian soldiers les! Fall that included a gunman storming Parliament. It would give CSIS new
interventionist powers to bisrtpt potentat threats to national security and make il Easier for authors les to
detain or restrict the movements of suspects. Prima M'ouste( Stephen Harper has changed his mind on
oversight Ho 2006 election platform premised to establish a " tladonal Security Review Cam mittee" to
"ensure effective oversight and a greater degree of accountability and transparency regarding Canada's
national security efforts "

!

Ant-terror act risks cresting 'gray area with RCMP
Globe and Mail. Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 24
Ottawa - Beefing up the powers o1 Canada's spy agency will rnme at the expense of the ROM P's ability Io
invostigate and prosecute terrorists. security and legal experts are warning. In addition. giving new
powers :o the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to "disrupt` security threats will i ncrease the role of
pdilical officials in law-enforcement operations in Canada experts said The federal government's
proposed Anti-Terreeism Act has sparked a fisrCe debate between proponents of security and defenders
of civic rights The Conservatives and Liberals voted to send the legislation to committee for further study
- against the opposition of the HOP - on Monday night. Security experts are already icisirig questions
over the governments decision to provide CSIS wilh new powers to disrupt terrorist threats, which stands
to increase its overlapping areas of responsibility with the ROMP. In particular, CSIS agents would be
able to clay rnuciu tonger on a case before they call in the Mounties to open up a criminal investigation as
they frequently do under theirjaint responsibilities over national-security maltera. Instead of facing a
criminal investigation, potential tefrorlsts would continue to be monitored, and datentially d: erupted by the
intelligence-gathering agency. but not race the possibilily of being charged, which is the sole purview of
the ROMP

Nouveaux pouvoirs a ntiterrorlstsa: plusieurs Interventions échapperont aux jugea
Le Devoir, Hélène Sufcetti, 2015 02 21
Ottawa - Las nouveaux pouvoirs conférés aux espions canadiens par la loi antiterrorisle ne seront pas
aussi soumis e l'aval d'un juge que le laisse Croire le gouvernement conservateur. Lin mandat fudiciaue
sera requis du Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité (SCRS) seulement si les méthodes qu-d
entend employer sont iilOgales.Le projet de loi C-51 accorde un nouveau pouvoir au SORS, celui de
perturber urge actirnre qui " constitue une menace envers fa sécurité du Canada ' Le SCRS pourrait par
e xemple entrer 9n conte.Ct avec un terroriste en herbe pour le détourner de cette voie ou encore perturber
l'expédition de matériel chimique que convoiteraient peul-eL+e des gens mal ' ntenitannbs. Les experts
s'interrogent sur la nécessité d'éteindre au SCRS De pouvoir de perturbation que las corps de police ont
flejà La différence, soulignent-ils a gros traits. c'est que le travail policer débouche sur des accusations
Dans le cadre des procédures judiciaires qui s'ensuivent, Ce travail policier est re clé au grand four at
peut élre contesté par l'accusé Ce n'est pee le cas avec la SORS qui n'a pas le mandat de faire
enquête, encore mens de procéder à des arrestations Cela fait craindre a plusieurs experts le
transforrrration du SCRS en une sorte de police politique de l'ombre. Pour rassurer tout le monde, les
ministres conservateurs répètent que sas pouvoirs seront conditionnels é l'obtention d'un mandat d'un
juge. Encore vendredi. le m: n sire de la Justice, Peter MacKey, a déclaré en Chambre que " la
surveirançe judiciaire est nécessaire pour que nos agences de renseignement puissent agir Sur les
renseignements qui auront Erté colliges " La veille, le ministre de le Dense. Jason Kenney, avait déclaré
que ce sont plutôt aux " juges et aux ü ibuna ux " que les nouveaux pouvoirs sont accordas
Prime Min later Harper has categorically rejected the idea of a secu riigr-cleared committee of
parIiamentariana monitoring spy agencies
Canadian Press, 2015 02 20
G

Ottawa • Prime Minister Harper has categorically repotted the idea of a security-cleared committee of
parliamentarians monilenrg spy agencies. like the ones in Britain and the United Slates Harper was
asked in Surrey. B-C to respond to 8telamen# by two dozen prominent Canadians calling far stronger
oversight. The prime minister says the government prefers independent export oversight - riot by
politicians. Four former prime ministers and several retired Supreme Court members are arnong almost
two dozen prominent Canadians calling far stronger security oversight. Their statement, published
Thursday in the Globe and Mail and La Presse newspapers. comes as the Conservative government
proposes a new, expanded mandate for the Canadian Security Intelligence See to counter terrorist
threats.
Defence ministeraays more homegrown FiMichel terror attacks p0eeible
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2015 02 20
Ottawa - Defence Ministei Jason Kenney sang the praises of the federal government's ant-terror bill
Thursday as he used his maiden speech to Canada's military establishment to warn that mete
homegrown terror attacks are likely. The country is engaged in a long-term ideological struggle with
radical Islam. Kenney told the annual Ottawa gathering hosted by the Conference of Defence
Associations tnsttute. -We need only to Iook to Copenhagen, to Pars, la Brussels and to Sydney."
Kenney said"Are need only consider the Toronto 18, the ongoing trials in Vancouver in the plat to bomb
for the B.C. legislature and in Toronto against the alleged Vla Rail bombers_ to know that there is a high
probability of future johadests attacks from within.' The notice that western civilization and style of
government are newer gong to be challenged is wrongheaded_ he added. Some Canadians can be
forgiven for indulging in that fantasy." Kenney said. Canada's geographic remoteness, prosperity and
pluralism "have given Canadians reason to think that we can avoid real threats to our peaceable
dominion. Yet we face a global movement that quite literally defies reason.- Kenney. who took over from
Rob Nicholson earlier this month. says the country "shouldn't overreact to this threat, nor should we
underreact. • Debate over the federal governrnenrs proposed Bill C-51, which would Increase the powers
of aeturlty agencies, notably the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, began earlier this week in the
House of Commons. The concerns of the bill's critics are exaggerated, Kenney said. "We are taking all of
these steps while respecting the rights cf Canadians.Strong support for anti-terror Legislation In Quebec poll
Maclean's Magazine, Nick Taylor-Vaisey, 2015 02 20
Ottawa - It tour prime ministers. Five retired Supreme Court judges, three former justice ministers. four
pa G! solicitors general, three ex-members of the Security Intetigence Review Committee, two recent
privacy commissioners, and a longtime RCMP watchdog all sson a letter, find willing publishers al The
Globe and Mail and is Presse, and criticize a sitting government's direction in the middle of e
tre nendously important public debate about their country's safety, whatever they write is news "The tack
of a robust and integrated accountability regime for Canada's national security agencies makes it difficult
to meaningfully assess the efficacy arid legality of Canada's national security activities," wrote Jean
Chreliien, Paul Martin. Joe Clark 8nd John Turner, who roped in a lengthy cast of co- signatories "This
poses serious problems for Fiume safety and for human rights - Their problem: Federal anti-terror
legislation doesn't bolster erdsting oversight of Canada's security agencies. Their solution: 'A strong and
robust accountability regime mitigates the risk of abuse, stops abuse when it is detected, end provides
mechanism far remedying abuses that have taken place. In the years since the Arar inquiry, international
human rights experts-including the UN Committee ag,anst Torture-have called on Canada to improve
oversight of its national security agencies." he oversight question isn't bst on Thomas M ufcair's party,
which will oppose Bill C-51 on the grounds that ifs provisions " Co.uld hump legal dissent together with
terrorism" and - would give significant new powers to CSI S without addressing serious deficiencies in
oversig ht."
MP will oppose "overreaching' terrorïem bill, while Liberals offer support
Toronto Star, f onda MacCharles, 2015 02 i g
Ottawa - New Democrats and Liberals staked competing claims to the political high ground as
parliamentary debate on the Conservative government's proposed anti-terror bill kicked art' Wednesday.
Ndf Leader Torn Mulcair cast his party as a bulwark of Canadians' rights and freedoms, vowing to
oppose Bill C-51 unless its extraordinary spying and polite powers are curtailed and parliamentary
oversight created to prevent abuse. Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau proposed more oversight a mandatory
three-year review of the legislation, and a narrower definition cf riai€s to national security. yetcanfm>ed
his support for the bill nonetheless. it all comes as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS)
informed the Star the spy agency had no records at all on Michael Zihef-Bi beau in the nearly two years
prior to his deadly Oct. 22 attack on a soldier at the National War Memorial and his assault on Parliament
Hill. Zihef-Blbeau was not on the radar of CSIS or R(MP. yet the Conservative chair of the public safely
committee, Darryl Kramp, tad reporters the proposed new powers for Canada's spies and palioe, along
with a unified seduri#y force on Parliament Hill, would likely have stopped his assault.
Anti -terror taw aeld to target •evolring threat'
Ottawa Citizen. Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 19
Ottawa - Recent terrorist strikes in Australia. Paris and Copenhagen are tragic reminders of why Canada
needs extraordinary new taws to hammer the evolving threat from violent extremists, Public Safety
Minister Steven Blaney declared in the Commons Wednesday. His comments marked the opening of
parliamentary debate on Bill C-51, a far-reaching series of planned national security law reforms that the
Conservatives expedrted fallowing October's murderous attacks by lone extremIsts in Quebec and
Ottawa. 'We've always said that we must remain vigilant and adjust to the evolving threat and that 15 why
we ara tabling this bilk," said Blaney. It "represents an important step to improve the means that our
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services have to fight effectively against the terrorist threat The international jihadi movement has
declared war on Canada and our allies." Blaney rejects critics who betie,re the legislation tramples
individual rights 'Thee is no liberty without security," he said " It Creates a no fly list for individuals
suspected of planning to join extremist fighters overseas. And in exceptional cases, it gives the Federal
Cowl authority to issue warrants exempting the Canadian Security Intelligence Se,vice (CSIS) from
breaking the law in order to disrupt and "reduce" national security threats. A dozen federal acts will be
arneraded and two additional statutes will be Created to make way for the proposed powers, Me biggest
overhaul of the countrÿs national security legislation since the 2401 terrorist strikes against the U.S.
Trudeau repeated his pledge during Wednesday's debate that the Liberals will vote in favour cl the bill,
evert rf the L:onserv5tiver, ignore his party's demo nda tpr changes That includes creating a new body to
monitor and oversee CSIS.
Anti terrorïern bill opens door to spying on opponents, Mulcair charges

Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 16
Ottawa— Information-sharing measures in proposed a i-tesransm legislation are so broadly worded they
would aElow the government to spy on its political foes, NOR Leader Tam Mulcair says. M utcair took
exception Tuesday to the bill's mention of interference with infrastructure or r3coruomrc stability as activity
that undermines the security of Canada The wording is sufficiently vague to permit a Canadian Security
Intelligence Service investigation of anyone who challenges the Conservatives' social, economic or
environmental policies the Opposition leader said daring the daily question period. ' "alJhats to stop this
bill from being used to spy en the government's politic l enemiet?" Pnrne Minister Stephen Harper
dismissed the suggestion, telling the House of Commons the NOP had entered the realm of conspiracy
theory. -That's what we've carne to expect from the black helicopter fleet over these." The bill introduced
late last month would grve CSIS power to disrupt suspected terror plots. thwart financial transactions and
covertly interfere with radica! websites.
Head of AI India inquiry 'comfortable' with terror bill
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 02 17
Ottawa.-The mission of prosecuting terrorists should return to the Department of Justice and be led by a
special prosecutor with a dedicated team of litirgators- retired Supreme Courtjustice John Major told a
Senate cammiree Monday. The creation of a "director of terronst prosecutions" was one of two
suggestions Major made to the committee inquiring into security threats facing Canada. The other is an
enhanced role for the naborral security advise-, Beyond 'Mai, the man who headed a four-year
commission ai inquiry into the 1985 terrorist bombing of Air India Flight 182 said he is "axnfortabre" with
the Conservatives' proposed Anti-lerrorsm Act. Bill C-51 would give significant new powers to the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS] to carry out covert aptiviti25 to disrupt national security
threats. It would also criminalize the promotion of terrorism: make it easier for police to arrest and detain
individuals w.thout charge au
peOted national security threats: allow government departments to share
E>as

personal information about individuals suspected of "undermining the security of Canada". and much
more. A new critique of the bill by noted national security law and constrtutonal law scholars Craig
Forcese and Kent Roach suggests Canadians should be anything but They argue the government
proposes radically restrucl'uring CSIS and turning it into a "kinetic" service -"one competent to act beyond
the law '
Liberals, NDP careful on terror bill
Ottawa Citizen, Ian Macleod, 2015 02 16

Ottawa—With the House of Commune set to teg.n debate this week on sweeping anti-ter or re0.slairon,
the two main oppostion parties are treading gingerly, reluctant to confront the bill head•on. Both New
Democratic Party leader Torn Mulcair and Liberal leader Justin Trudeau have expressed concerns about
Rill 51, but neither party has said it will oppose the biggest restrucwring of national security powers
since 2001. Only Green Party leader Elizabeth May has raised Fierce objections, calling C-01 an "act to
create a new secret police" NOP MP Randall Garrison. the party's public: safety critic said s distinction
needs to be made berween ongoing monitooing and aftegr-the-fact review by the CSIS walthdog group.
SRC. The Security Intelligences Review committee is, en independent fivememberoeinmittee struggiing
to operate erTlciently. Meanwhile, the Liberals say Trudeau's early support for the bill with or without
government accepta nce of proposed Liberal amendments - still leaves the party with options. "If the
government is riot going to allow democracy to work and allow sensible amendments to he put into the
legislation, then we will put those key amendments in our election platform," said MP Wayne Easter, the
party's public safety critic.
New males are long overdue to counter threat
Ottawa Citizen. tan MacLeod, 2015 42 14
Ottawa - Proposed additional powers for the Canoe pars Security Intelligence Service are overdue in this
era where terrorist plots and other potential national security threats traverse the globe at the speed of the
Internet. says g, former high ran king Canadian spy. Ray Boisvert onetime CSIS chief for counter-terrorism
end later assistant director for intelligence, says giving CSIS intelligence agents powers to go on the
offensive and actively disrupt threats to national eaçurily will modernize a national security structure that
was devise,' for the Cold 4Var,CSlS was created in 1984, replacing the disgraced and disbanded RCMP
Security Service after revelations of -dirty tricks" against left-wing radicals and Quebec separatists in the
late T960s and early 1970s Acting on the recommendations of the McDonald Com m'ssion (officially called
the Boyar Commission of inquiry into Certain Activities of the RCMP), the government mandated the new

civilian organization with collecting and analyzing infarmaton and producing Intelligence about potential
national security threats to Canada.lmplirit in that mandate were several degrees of separation from
police work. CSIS was not allowed to counter threats.
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Former CSIS officer warns new federal anti-terror bill will `lead to lawsuits, embarrassment'
Postmedia News, Stephen Maher, 205502 14
Toronto • Former CSIS officer Francois Lavigne is alarmed by the Conservative government's new antiIerror pill. He believes the met surer propoeed in C-51 are unnecessary, a threat to the rights of
Canadians and that the prime minister ie using fascist techniques to push the bill.Mr Lavigne started his
career with the RCMP security service in 1 9F53, before the CSIS was established."' was hired by the barn
burners," he said in an interview last week. "I went to work for the FIU unit, the fcreigf interference unit.
And that was where the barn burners came from.'The barn burners were the off-the-lush Mounties
whose law-breaking ways led to the McDonald Commission, which led to the establishment of Canadian
Security Intelligence Service in 195.4, r, Lavigne, wh0 went from the Mounties to CSIS arid later worked
overseeing spies in the solicitor general's office, likes CS IS's design. It was set up as an intelligencegathering body, not an enforcement agency- actively overseen by an inspector general anti reviewed by
the Security Intelligence Review Comminee-Mr- Lavigne, 55, left government In 1888, but 'chows
intelligence news closely.He spent yearn tracking dangerous radicals wtl-Kul the powers the government
wants to give to C515."1 find it a little convenient that in the past few years that these radicalized people
are fie biggest threat to ever hit urs." he said. "There are more people dying because of drunk drivers or
because of gang violence."The changes in C-51 will give CSIS broad power6 to take action to disrupt
plots and reduce throats, in Canada and abroad This is a recipe for trouble.
Federal }ustJce minister defends anti-terror bill
Calgary Herald, James Wood, 2.015 02 13
Calgary - Federal Justice Minister Peter MacKay defended the Conservative government's new anti-terror
legislation Thursday, saying it is needed to deal with real threats facing tare oou n ry. in Calgary to make
two announcements, MacKay said last fall's attacks by hon1.egrrnm terrorists in Quebec and on
Pertiameril Hill — as well as alleged plots against Via Rail trains and the crush Columbia Fegralaiure —
illuetrate the need for new measures outlined In eitl C-51 -It ig eel $ lutely seriou9. lk's not theoretical,- he
told reporters at the Calgary Police Service headquarters. "We know that its happening. We are taking
steps to curtail that activity to the greatest extent passible, to do so within the Canadian raw." Bic C- 51,
introduced at the end of January, would make promoting or advocating a terror act a crime punishable by
up to five years In prison. If passed. the legislation :would also expand the role of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service, allow authorities to detain people who haven't committed a crime for up to seven
days, and use a no-fly list to thwart Canadians planning to travel abroad to loin groups like the Islamic
State- But the bill has raised concerns among civil litrert mane about potential abuses of the enhanced
powers for CSIS. And Christianne Boudreau, a Calgary mother whose son was killed after joining Islamic
extremists overseas, told the Herald recently she is worried the law will raise more mistrust and fear,
pushing at-risk individuals towards radipelizafion
Judges at risk of being CSIS pawns: Report
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2015 02 13
Ottawa - Turn prominent law professors argue that Canada's judges are tieing "dragooned" into the
service of spies through Parliament's overhaul' of nationalseeurity legislation. Professors Kant Roach and
Craig Forcese are to release a scholarly critique of the Conservatives' Bill C-51, tabled last month, on
Friday. The analysis focusses on proposed judicial authorizations for future Canadian Security Intelligence
Service `disru ptibri• campaigns, Government officials and the proposed law do not spell but preasaly
what 'disruption' entails The professors argue the bill could conceivably grvs3 CSI$ licences to engage in
break-ins- computer hacking, draining bank accounts, n pping up passports - even -smear r,mpaigns" ao long as judges sign off in advance The professors. who have written books about Canada's security
laws based on more than a decades worth OF research argue such spying activities could be directed
against a variety of CSJS "targets" - not just terrorism suspects, but possibly lower- tier threats, such as
extreme enwirori mentalists. Other legal experts counter that the judiciary would never write CSI$ a blank
cheque to violate the Charter. 'The Federal Court judges have shown thernaelvee quite fiercely
independent of the government" cage Ron Atkey, a fanner Conservative politician and past chair of
Cl
S S's watchdog committee, "They will resist the notion orat they are tools of executive power-"
Targeting methods raise concerns about CSIS powers
Globe end Mail, Colin Freeze, 201b 02 11
Taranto - When Canada's spies designate someone as a "target" of a terrorism probe, they input that
information with one of Four l I is - ' errarist," "e>dremist," "supporter" and "sympathizer." From there. the
spy service determi rtes whether the target is a Level One or Level Two threat. Only the latter can be put
under the surveillance of bugging devices or paid infiltrators. Newly released documents provide details
on the. targeting methodology now being used by Canadian Security hrtelrigenCe Service the secretive
agency that's about to be given new enforcement powers through legislation. The recently added ability to
deem "sympathizers" as nabone l- security threats means CSIS may already be casting a wider net to
head off the threat posed by jihadis Yet observers. including one retired spy- service execulive, point out
that fundamental c iangea we occurring at a time when Parliament has coma under criticism For le
GCrutiny of spying. 'Where's the ongoing aboountability. and review, that the system contemplates, and
depends upon frankly?" said Geoffrey O'Brian, a retired former CSIS chief of a untenntelJigence Mr.
O'Brian says CSIS targeting is now less centralized than it was a decade ago. when the agency's chief
personaly vetted most major targeting dedsions. !Documents now suggest the next rung of CSIS
executives oversees such decisions The Globe and Mail recently obtained two 2013 CSIS documents
stamped 'were • internal reports on whether Ma spy sarvipa re fallOwmg the rules of its warrant and
targeting programs The CSI$ Internal Audit Branch reports. released under Access to information laws,
rooked at two years of records Auditors determined the spying powers were being exercised lawfully.
However, some criticisms and the specific numbers related 10 CSIS - targets" were redacted
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Privacy rights want be trampled in terror right, says public safety minister
The Canadian Press, Jim Bronskull- 2015 02 07
Ottawa - The privacy rigllt6 Of Canadians will be respected under new ant-terrorism legislation that would
allow more information-sharing with the United Slates says Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney. Blaney
has been discussing security issues in London with U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson and
ministerial counterparts from t}ritain, Austoalia and New Zealand. On the sidelines of the Five Eyes
meeting, he and Johnson talked about strengthening bilateral information exchanges, including casespecific sharing on citizens suspected of terrorism-related activity. Blaney pointed out that the
Consarvalrve government's new bill would allow sharing of data from Canada's no-fly list with close allies.
In an interview frday, the minister said that doesn't mean handing U S offiCia.s the full list Of people
suspected of being a threat to the skies. "t made clear that, from a Canadian perspective, we have to first
take into consideration the prmacy of Canadians" Blaney said only information about high-risk travellers
would be shared under a memorandum of understanding that conforms with Canadian prrracy law.
Legisiatian tabled late last month would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to
actively disrupt threats, not just collect and analyze information about them. IA would also make it easier
for police to control the movements of terror suspects and to detain them longer without warrant. In
addition, the legislation would expend the na-fly regime to cover those travelinlg by Birth take part in
terrorist activities. whereas currently there must bean immediate risk to the plane. Opposition MPs and
civil liberties advocates have Called for stronger oversight of Canadian ir,telligenee serytees in light of the
proposed new powers - something the government has rejected as unnecessary. given existing
watchdog mechanisms
CSIS oversight body Tacks renew roes former member Bob Rae says
CBC News. Staff Writer, 2015 02 07
Ottawa - As the government's anti-terrorism bill is set Io enhance ire powers of the national spy agency,
a former member of the independent body that watches Over the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
,s concerned it is not equipped to provide sufficient oversight.Bab Rae T the former premier of Ontario
and lie-time interim leader of the Li bers' Party — was for five years a member of the Security
Intelligence Review Committee, which keeps tabs on CSIS.In an interview airing Saturday an CSC
Radiô s The House, Rae told host Evan Soloman Mat although GSIS has a budget "well over a billion
dollars," the agency mean.' to welch over it has scant resources in cornpansort.- SIRC's budget is $3
million. So that 0.3 - one third of one par cant of the IC;Si$j budget" he said 'I believe vary strongly
that SIRC also suffers from a lack of resources. And, frankly. in the last few years particularly from a lack
Of attention and respect from the government Itself."SIf2C Is meant to be a frill- parson cam mettle, hul
Rae said vacancies have gone unfilled for months, There are currently four members on the
committee 8il1 C-51- the new antiterrorism legislation, aims to give Canada's spies powers that would go
beyond just gathering intelligence, but also allow them to disrupt the activities of the people they're spying
on. Rae said theta needs to ne a discussion about Parliament's role in watching aver security work Sui
the prime minister's parliamentary secretary PautCarandra turd The House that the non-partisan approach
used to watch aver CSIS is preferable to parliamentary oversight.
Topcourt to decide CSIS`s spy povrffrs
Ottawa Citizen. Ian Macleod, 2.015 02 D5
Ottawa - The Supreme Court will decide whether ifs legal for Canada's spy agency to employ foreign
security services to spy on Canadians abroad. Coming at a lime when the govemrnent has introduced an
ambitious bill 10 widen the powers date Canadian Sacunty Intetliger.ce Service- the CEEB pits C$I$
against the Federal Court of Canada in a rxanfrontatian aver whether the court has the authority to
approve CSIS wa rra nt appl1catianE to electronically spy on Canadians overseas. The federal court insists
it has no such power CSIS and the government argue it dries. The competing positions are layered in
Complex legal arguments laid out in secret courtroom hearings. The debate led the court to issue a
slinging rebuke in 2013, accusing the national. security inreltigence service Of purposely misleading and
keeping the court "in we dark- in order to win warrants to spy an suspected Canadian terretists overseas.
That raised questions ado it whether CSIS has been v 'elating charter p•ivacy protecüans and oven
criminal law. Federal Court Judge Richard Mosley the nation's foremost jurist on national security law,
crafted a ruling that allowed the communications intercepts nc-t respected the territorial sovereignty of file
unnamed country or countries involved. But the Court has iurisdlotion !o authorize the warrant udder the
CSI5 Act only as long as Cho com muniCatrons in question are intercepted within Canada So Mosley
authorized the warrants on the understanding that the federal electronic spy agency, the Cam munfcatians
Security Estabti5hment (CSE), was to do the intercepting.
High court to hear case on overseas terror tracking by Can edfan spies
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2131.5 02 Da
Ottawa - The Supreme Curt of Canada will delve into the legalities of overseas spying by the Canadian
SêCurity Intelligence Service The federal government had urged 1ne high court to hear the case- arguing
that guidance was necdod on the issue avÈl1 though the Conservatives had introduced legislation to
clarify tereign intelligence-gathering powers. In its arguments, the government said recently tabled
Legislation didn't overtake the high-profile issue of whether CSIS needed a warrant to seek ailied help in
spying on CaM16dian5 abroad. It said C51S was left in the dark as to when a judge's approval is needed to
manitDr Suspected Canadian extremists it other counties. Fetleial lawyers also said k wee c:ouits made
significant errors in dealing with the delicate matter. As usual, the Supreme Court gave no rea son s
Thursday for agreeirtig to examine the case. No hearing date has been set Ir. a central 2013 ruling,
Federar Court Justice Richard Mosley chastised CSIS over a request for warrants to track two Canadians
with harp from the Communications Security Este Otishment, Canada's electronic spy agency
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Expert says new powers for CSIS a worry

Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod. 2015 02 45
Ottawa - Proposed antiterrorism legislation that dramatically expands the powers of Canada's spy agency
is a gross overreaction that would g ray t the state Impunity to trample Charter rights and reduce Judges to
"enablers of illegality,- a leading expert on national security Eaw charges. Craig ForCe$e. a IDngtirre
University at Ottawa law scholar, says the govemments BR C-51, tabled in the Commons last week, also
would allow Canadian Security InteII Bence Service age nks to conduct warrantless Clandestine operations,
chill freedom of expression and harm palice anti radicalization efforts by criminalizing some of the
lan-guage of terrorism and therefore discouraging frank discussion from Muslim Communities. Pari of the
sweeping legislation. introduced lest week. wnir.d Amend the 1984 CSIS Act to fundamentally change the
Agency's core mandate. CSIS collects, analyses and reports to the federal government information about
"threats to the security of Canada" - from terrorism and espionage to foreign influenced activities It's a
bread Mandate, but the powers CSIS has to enforce it are purposely limited to intelligence collection
That's because its forerunner, the RCMP Security Service. was disgraced and disbanded following
revelations of "duly tricks" against left-wing radicals and Quebec separatists in the late 19.6Oa end early
1974x. Its intelligence-collection powers include court-authorized search-and-seizure techniques. such as
human and etectronr surveillance of suspects. marl openings and other Intrusive measures. C-51, rf
passed - it now has Liberal party support too - would change that CSIS could actively target people
places and things to 'reduce" threats to the security of Canada. According to the bill, the new measures
would have to be reasonable and proportional to the circumstances. Famine says the bill could lead
CSIS into dangerous territory with Canadians' Charter rights and other laws, creating future grounds For a
constitutional court challenge-.
Liberals la support Conseil/eve antl-terror bill, will address the 'gaps' later

Globe and Mail, Daniel Leblanc. 241 S 02 a5
Ottawa - The Liberal Party is ready to ignore "gaps" in Ottawa's anti-terrorism bill and vote in its favour.
while the NDP plans to put up a fight and could still oppose the proposed legislation. The two panes were
united in opposition to Canada's combat mission in Iraq last year, but they are heading in different
directions in regards to Bill C-51, known as the Anti-Terrorism Act (2015). After a caucus meeting on
Wednesday, Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau announced his party will support plans to beef up the powers
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP. and to criminalise the promotion of
terrorism. Mr- Trudeau said his priority will be to 'address the gaps' in the bill In particular, the Liberals
will push for parliamentary oversight of Canada's national security agencies. and try to add a sunset
clause that would force Parliament to evaluate the legislation before it is periodically re-enacted. Mr
Trudeau said the Liberal Party will be willing to compromise during the current session of Parliament, and
then promise to amend the legislation in its next election platform. "The current government can accept
that Canadians want greater oversight and accountability. or it will give us the opportunity to offer that
directly to Canadians in the upcoming election campaign," Mr. Trudeau said.
Anti-terrorism bill bars CSIS from committing 'bodily harm,' sexual violation
CBC News, Laura Payton, 2015 02 04
Ottawa - The government's proposed anti-terror legislation expands the powers of Canadian Security
Intelligence Service to allow it to 'disrupt" suspected terrorist threats -• but It also expressly prohibits CSIS
from killing or seriously injuring a subject Vwhat's riot clear exactly is where the line between thine
activities is drawn and whal That means for the agency when it comes to interrogation techniques, experts
on civil liberties and security point out. Bill C-51 would allow CSIS to take measures within or outside
Canada to reduce threats to the security of Canada. but doesn't spell out exactly what (hose measures
could be. The bill lists prohibited activities. barring 0515 from: -Intentionally or by cn mina i negligence
cause death or bodily harm -In any way trying to obstruct, pervert or defeat the course of justice. Violating the sexual integnty of an individual The bill ties "bodily harm' to its definition in the Criminal
Code, which means any injury to a person 'that "interferes with the health or comfort of the person and
that is more than merely transient or trifling in nature."
Edward Snowden epeake to Toronto students, urea caution on new terror bill

Canadian Press, Adam Millar 2015 02 03
Toronto - Poimei ILLS. intelligence contractor turned whistieblower Edward Snowden says citizens of the
world. including Canadians, should be "extraordinarily cautious` when their governments try to pass new
laws under the guise of an increased threat of terronsm. Legislation tabled last Friday would give the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service powers to actively disrupt threats, not just adlact information
about them. Snowden who remains ri Russia after leaking 4.5. National Security Agency documents.
says citizens of any country should hava concerns about this type of legislation "I would say we should
always be extraordinarily cautious when we see governments trying to set up a new secret police within
their own countries." Snowden said Monday night during a video conference organized by Upper Canada
College in Toronto. Intelligence powers used by governments in ways related to political ideologies,
fadicaliraliori, influence of governments and how people develop their politics are cause for concern. the
former NSA analyst added "We need to be very careful atx ut this because his is a process that is very,
very easy to begin. it etweys happent in time of fear and panic emergency legislation they say were
facing extraordinary threats and again if you leak at the statistics while the threats are there, they're
typically not as significant as pi esertee "Once we fat these dowers get rolling ils very difbcull to stop
that pull though." Snowden said. "So I would say that we need to use extraordinary scrutiny In every
society, in every country, in every city. in every state to make sure that the laws we live under are the
ones we truly want and truly need.' Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney has said he believes Thal the
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Senurity Intellience Review Committoc ufirch reriorts to Pa€liantient has the expertise to keep an aye on
CSIS.
MacKay once backed Spy OverSight now rejected by Tories
Globe and Mail. Daniel Leblanc and Steven Chase, 2015 02 as
Ottawa - One of the Conservative cabinet ministers responsible far Ottawa's new antl-terrorism legislation
once advocated parliamentary oversight of Canada's spy agencies which the government now rejects es
unnecessary even as it expands the powers of this Country's national security apparatus. Justice Minister
Peter MacKay stood beside Prime Minister Stephen l-Lareer Lest week when 111e government unveiled a
bill that would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service new authority to disrupt terror plots and
lengthen the number of days individuals Can be held on suspicion they may commit terror acts As deputy
leader of the Conservative Party in 20,05. Mr. MacKay argued Forcefully for giving MPs and senators e
rose in overseeing Canadian spies. When you talk about a credible oversight body, I would suggest . .
that a parliamentary bony is going to have more Credrtility because of its independence and because of
ChB fact that there is also parliamentary accountability Mai will be brought to bear,' Mr, MacKay said in
October of that year "To That end, I suggest that it would also cause a little bit more diligence on the part
of the security agentslhemselves, Jul knowing that this oversrgn1 body was in place "Asked to comment
Monday. Mr. MacKay said circumstances have altered his opinion
Opposition wants oversight of new Spy powers
Toronto Star, Les Whittington, 2015 42 03
Ottawa - Opposition parties steppes up demands far Prime Minster Stephen harpers government to
strengthen measures to Control Canada's spies as pact of its sweeping anti-tenor legislation, NDP Leader
Torn Mulcair said Harper failed to balance the new powers proposed for the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CStS) with more oversight provisions 10 prolog rights and tiyi I liberties. "d you are
going to give enhanced p n:wars, you have So have enhanced oversight," Mulca,r said Monday "If you look
at Vwashington, if you look at Landon, there's always serious oversight and it's done by elected officials."
He was responding to the wide ranging legislation introduced Friday by Harper that is meant to combat
terrorism by broadening CSIS's mandate to include police-like powers for the f:rst time. Opposition MPs
question whether the existing five-member Security Intelligence Review Corm tttee {SIRC), which looks
into complaints against CSIS, would provide adequate oversight once the intelligence agency is allowed
to take a much more activist role in investigating and thwarting su spatted terrorist threats. The Harper
government has so far turned aalde questions about the adequacy or oversight provisions under the new
legislation But in the Commons Monday, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney sought to reassure MPs,
saying SIRC "will cover al activities that CSIS will be mandated ty this Parliament to arromplish." Mulcair
told reporters he doesn't know if the NDP will support the legislation. Paris of the multi-faceted proposals.
such as criminalizing incitement to commit a Lei ronsl offence, are useful, he said. Elut the I1OF dr..tends to
frghl hard for the it lu9ion of more controls over CSIS
Tories rebuff calls for greater oversight of CSIS
Globe and Mail, Adrian Morrow, 2015 1]2 02
Ol awe - Ottawa is najocrng ells far parliamentary oversight of the nation's spies, dismissing such
increased scrutiny as "needless red tape." Conservatives on Sunday defended their controversial new
anti- terrorism legislation, which has faced criticism for massively expending the powers of the Canadzan
Security Intelligence Service without added public oversight Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney argued
the Security Intelligence Review Committee, a five-member body that investigates complaints against
CSIS, is enough We can be very proud of what they are doing," he said about SIRC cm CTV's Question
Period. "Anything additional would ho just dual Lion.' The anlr-terransm
islet on, which was unveiled
Friday, would give CSIS the right to disrupt terrorist activity, such as by pulling suspected terrorists off
planes Or messing with their bank accounts
Canada Seeks to Strengthen Spy Agency After Attacks
The Few York Times. ;an Austen, 2015 01 31
Ottawa • Citing the attacks by radical Islamists that killed two Canadian soldiers in October and the more
recent assaults in France, Prime Minster Stephen Harper introduced sweeping legislation On Friday that
would greatly expand M0 f'IC of Canada's spy service allowing courts to remove online postings And
increasing police detention powers. "Jihadi terrorism is one of the most dangerous enemies our world has
ever faced,' Mr. Harper sad at a campaign-style event in the Toronto suburb cif Richmond Hie. "It seeks
b harm us hers in Canada, in Pur cities and in our neighborhoods, through horrific acts like deliberately
drnri no a Car at a defenseless mart or [shooting a sctd ier in the back as he stands on guard at a VVe r
M amorist," he said, referring to the two deaths last fall The bill, which was introduced in the House of
Commons shortly before Mr Harper spoke. is the second piece of antiterrorism legislation his government
has proposed sinçe the October attacks. Some legal experts questioned Me constitutionality of its crucial
measures, while political opponents accused the enure minister of exploiting those killings in an elector)
year. The voting majority held by Mr Harper end his Conservative Party in the House of Commons all but
ensures that the bell will pass without amendment Under it, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
wild change from an agency that only gathers information to aria that can actively intervene in what it
regards as terrorist actions in Canada and abroad, and. with court approver, disrupt them. While it would
not gain powers of arrest, the spy agency would, among other things be able to canoes travel
rangemerrts, shut down bank accounts, provide fake versions of dangerous materials to plotters and
compel access to buildings in order to plant surveillance devices
Spy service to get stronger aMi terror powers under federal bill
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskili, 2015 01 31
Ottawa - Canada's spy agency could soap have the power to derail terrorist plots not just gather and
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analyze information about them _ as the government moves to confront radical threats with an array of
new legal tools Legislation, tabled F nday would allow the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to thwart
a suspected extremists travel plans, disrupt bank transactions and covertly meddle with jillacist websrtas
Trie plan fO b00Si th$ spy s* ice's ability to counter terrorism flows from a review of fatal attacks on two
Canadian soldiers last October _ incidents the government believes were fuelled by Islamic extremism.
TheConservatives say One new powers are needed to help keep Canadians safe In OR irtareaSingly
dangerous world. Initial reaction from opposition parties was cautious and muted. Privacy advocates and
civil libertarians expressed fears about trampled rights and iradequate oversiOht. The proposed
expansion of CSIS powers also conjured memories of past misdeeds _ such as burning a barn ID prevent
a meeting of radicals _ by the old RCr,rP securry service, the scandal-plagued outfit from whose ashes
CSIS rose three decades ago, As expected, the bile would else eneke it easier For police to obtain a peace
bond to restrict the movements of a suspect a rid it extends tee period For preventative arrest and
detention
Harper 's next act: Give CS* teeth
The Globe and Mail- Daniel Leblanc- 2015 01 31
.
Ottawa • PM proposes dramatic boost to spy agency's powers in effort to defend against the great evil . .
descending over our w orld'Stephen Harper is proposing the most sweeping Increase in power for
Canadian security agencies SinCe the 8dtermath of Sept 11, 2001, including jail lime for encyOunaging
terrorism on the Internet while playing down concerns over the impact on civil Iibertiiss.The new charge
for advocating "the cernmi
hSSion of terrorist offences in general' would ç.srry penalties of up In five years, in
prison and n part or a package of anti-lerrar measures introduced Friday, which come as a response to
the deadly attacks on soldiers last October that included a gunman storming Parliament.This AntiTerrorism Act is igniting a national debate about the proper balance between freedom and security ,n
Canada in the 21st century, including whether there is sufficient outside scrutiny of the law-enForcement
agencies that are gaining new powers. The legislation would also grant Canada's spy egencyr the
Canadian Security Intelligence Servlae, the power to intervene arld disrupt threata to national security, 61
major change from merely c 1lecling intelligence and handing off the matter to the RCMP. Mr. Harper
made it dear Friday he will try to own the security file in this election year, casting his political opponents
as reluctant to follow in his footsteps, both in fighting terrorism at home and Islamic State in Iraq. Salt the
Liberals and N d P declined to reject the legislation ouhight Friday, saying they need time to study it, Mr.
Harper rejected a reporter's question about whether this might conflict with civil liberties, saying ifs his
rivals tithe worry about that. ' This is really what we get from our oppos ton, that every hint] we talk abMul
security, they suggest that somehow our freedoms are threatened." the Prime Minister said '
Critics fear Bill C-61 could lead to unintended consequences
Maclean's. Rachel Browne, 201.5 01 31
Ottawa - The Consenralives to bled an anti-terrorism bill today, three months after the fatal attacks on Cpl.
Nathan Cirillo in Ottawa and Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent in St-Jean-sur -Richelieu. Willi sweeping
reforms, the Anti-Terrorism Act (Bill C-51) proposes to amend existing laws, including ceanging the
Criminal Code to give law enforcement Officials broader powers to make arrests if they suspect terrorist
activity .'may be carried out" (ceangi rig the wording from 'will be canned out`), and increasing the period of
preventative detention to seven days from three. The pill would also expand the no-fly list. bolster the
Canadian Security lntelligenoe Service's (0515) abilities to "disrupt' suspected terrorist activities online,
and make k illegal to 'promote- terrorism.At midday, Prime Minister Stephen Harper hosted a news
conference in Richmond Hill, Ont., where he explained to a jubilant crowed the need tor these new laws.
'Over the last few years, a great evil has beee descending upon our world, en evil which has betOrrle
more and more powerful. violent jihadism, motivated by extremist distortions of !elem.' He went en to cite
recent terrorist plots that had been foiled by Canadian police forces' The Toronto 18's attempt 10 bomb
the CN Tower and kill Members of Parifamerrt in 2006, and the plan to derail a Via Rail train in 2013. 'But
recant terrorist attacks here and around the world have shown us that as the terrorists refine and adapt
their methods, our police and national security agencies need additional tools and greater coord ination.'However, critic's and members of the Muslim community warn the hers provisions will lead to
more harm and unintended consequences, especially when It comes to dealing with radicalized
offendere,even before ils contents were made public, the bill had been subjected to Scrutiny from Cavil
liberties groups and lawyers, who said it would impede freedom of expression and religion
Spy agency to become "disruptive' Influence
Ottawa Citizen, Ian MacLeod, 2015 01 31
Ottawa - Canada's lead spy agency. the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. will gain some real
cloak-and-dagger clout under the Ce iaervertives` proposed Anti-terrorism Act. The government's
sweeping package of anti-terror measures tabled in the house of Commons Friday would- among other
things, give the organization broad powers to 'disrupt threats to the security of Canada," including
terrorism- espionage. sabotage, foreign-influenced activities, and domestic subversion. Bill C-5t would
amend the 31-year-old CSIS Act to aulhonze agents to secure warrants to enter 'any place or open pr
obtain access to anything, or install. maintain or remove any thing." It would also authorize the service to
"do any other thing that is reasonably necessary to lake those rr>easu res " Whets mere, the law would
compel indniiduals and Organizations. from Landlords to telecoms, to abide by any CSIS request for
a 684slenca in carrying out the smelled 'disruption techniques." 'This allows them to do some pretty
concrete measures," said Christian Leuprecht, a national security expert at Kingston's Royal Military
College and Queen's Universily. Experts have suspected for years that CSIS agents nave engaged in
some "disru ptinn techniques.' Even the service readily admits it conducts electronic surveillance, mail
openings and covert searcbea, hul Only when authorized by a Federal Court warrant The new Law will
considerably broaden the scope of those activities Clues about what they could involve can he gleaned
from RCMP disruptions of suspected terror operations.
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Crltics question whether new anti-terror laws will come at the expense of privacy end free speech
Ottawa Citizen, Jordan Press, 2.015 01 31
Ottawa - Cenade's new anli-lerrasn sm legislation creates sweeping new powers for the nation's security
serrices, but ifs net clear there wilt be equally rabusl oversight to protect privacy, free speech o~ civil
liberties Missing from the act for instance. is a sunset clause foi any Of itS provisions, though the Jean
Chrétien Liberals put such a proviso in their anti-terrorism bill in1rcduced after the terrorist attacks of Sep!.
11, 2001 Nor is there a mandatory review by a certain date though this may yet De added when the bill
goes to a parliamentary committee for review. $OMe question whotncr solidilying national security wilt
came at the expense or
liberties "Countnes that are hie are nlsn safer crsun'ries Civil rights and
public safety go hand-in-hand." NDP foreign affairs critic Paul Dewar said Friday The government argues
that existing civilian oversight bodies - at the spy agency C$t$, the cyber-Spy agar y CSE, and the
RCMP - are adequate. And the new law does require that the public safety minister regularly report to
Parliament on how CSIS is using rts new powers. Prime Minister Stephen Harper also said an Friday that
the government has worked protections into the bill to prevent a resion of civil liberties in the name of
security. "Every time trial we taik about security, they (the opposition) suggest that sarnehowO.Jr
freedarna are threatened. I think what Canadians understand is that their freedoms ants security more
often than not go hand in hand." Harpar said in response to a reporters question. Federal Pnvacy
Commissioner Daniel The rien, stressing he had not had a chance tofolks analyze the bill, said he was
"conoernedr about the bill's new powers to let departments share citizens' personal information.

Des nouveaux pouvoirs peur le SCRs et lea tribunaux
La Presse, Hugo de Grandpre. 20.15 01 31
Ottawa - Le gouvernement H a rper a présenté hier son projet de tri antiterrorisme, qui élargit les pouvoirs
des servis de renseignement et accorde une longue liste de nouveaux ouü IS aux services policiers et
au gouvernement pour carnbat!re le terrorisme. LC prcgct de lai C-51 donna entre autres au Sorvice
canadien du renseignement de sécurité (51:R S) la ppssibilite d'agir lui-mémé pour contrer certaines
menaces, plutôt que de devoir s'en remettre a d'autres organismes. comme fa Gendarmerie royale du
Canada.0-51 rend aussi plus facile l'imposition par Fes tritwnaux de conditions certains Suspects, en
plus de faire passer la detention préventive de trais sept jours au besoin. afin de donner plus de temps
aux autorités pour amasser des 41ements de preuve et pouvoir porter des accusations Le premier
Ministre Stephen Harper a fait l'annonce de tes nouvelles mesures lors d'une conférence de presse aux
allures électorales en banlieue de Toronto_ pendant que les parlementaires et journalistes obtenaienl des
séances d'information par des fonctlor1r Eira8 Qttawa.M Harper a insielé sur rimpnrlance de proléger
bas libertés fondamersteie$ des Canadiens, mais aussi de les protéger contre une menace terroriste qu'il a
décrite comme étant de plus en plus présente
Torles' public safety bill will expend anti-terror powers
Toronto Star, Tonde MecCharje5. 2015 Cl 30
Ottawa - A-Prime Mini star Stephen Harper will unveil Friday details of an omnibus public safety bill to
bin rig'n a raft of new anti-terror powers. including authority toknock terrorist propaganda afiline and new
protections for secret evidence gathered by spiOS. The bill will enact two new laws and make
amendments to the Criminal Cade, the G515 Act, the Immigraton and Refugee Protection .1i,ct among
host of others It's not clear whether the Conservatives are prepared to boost Inc budgets of national
secu icy agencies_ a key focus of opposition CrilhC tin. the government put the Ccsnrnons on notice that
funding w.11 attach to the measures, but a senior government official said it shouldn't be interpreted as
new funding rather is ]ritended Iv provide authority to spend far a few purpose However. the official
Opposition NDP i nsisls the question of resources is the main one and is skeptical of the need for new
laws it fears will further erode civil liberties and private merits. Warpor has chosen the riding of Richmond
Hill to make the long-awaited announcement. flanked by Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney and
,j ustrca Minister Peter MacKay at the same time the bill itself is tabled in Pa d ament The prime minister
will press the need to increase intomlatlon-sharing amolg federal departments and agencies, authorize
CSIS to d.arupt or diminish threats earlier in an investigation, beter jihad ist propaganda and order the
removal of online content that promotes terrorism, enhance "no-fly" rules far airline travellers deemed a
risk, and lower the evidentiary threshold for courts to issue peace bonds or recognizance with conditions
- court-ordered restrictions on a person's liberty and communications The Conservative government
already responded by granting anonymity to CSIS informants under another bill, C-44, now speeding
through Parliament
French consulate increases vigilance but 'noknawn tririme to Vancouver
Vancouver Son, Tiffany Crawford And Tara Carman. 2015 01 10
Vancouver - French consulate staff in Vancouver have mal with RCMP to enhance security measures
after the tread Iy attacks in Paris. Vie have increased ova vlgdante' said Antoine Mar rtiorl, the deputy
consul of France ; n Vancouver 'VNE are asking staff to pay attention to what is happening an the outskirts
when they come into work and we are in the process of assessing our security system."Mention said the
capsulate asked police to ado more patrolling akicers around the consulate !oeated in downtown
Vancouver..althpugh police have not added extra officers. Menban said police "assured us they were
taking the situation very senousfy and that there are already frequent patrols in this area l erause'wa are
downtown near the British end Li $ consulates "He salt Friday afterpcon that the consulate his not
received any threats to staff Bash VPD spokesman Gonst. Brian Montague and ROMP E Division
spokesman SgL Rob Verrneulen said local authorities have net received any threats in Vancouver or the
province since the first attarxs on Paris At A Delta a ppeara nce earlier this week, Prime Minister Stephen
Harper suggested further measures to give security officials mare power to combat terrorism will likely be
introduced Inter this month I hat vnufd he in addition to Bill C-44, also krlowrl as Pm Protection of Canada
from Terrorists Act, which was tabled it Parliament i i October and will scan go before the Senate. Il
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amends the legislation governing the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (Cale) to grim it more power
to share;nfonnatian with allas and give sources anonymity.
Concerns raised about accountability aS Canada)/ Spy agency takes Cr1 mire Overseas missions
Postmedoa News, Dougtas Ouan, 2014 12 01
When Canada formed a civilian intelligence agency in the mid- 1980s, it sparked fears that its members
would run amok wrier Canada with unchecked powers_ As it celebrates its 201h anniversary, the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service is being dogged by similar concerns -- but this time it's in the
context of its rapidly expanding overseas missions and "we go where the threat is" mantra. CSIS was
created strictly as a domestic security Intelligence agency, but some ino ustry observers say it figs been
taking on operations more akin to the activities of a foreign i ntelsigence service They are worried about
the lack of oversight related to its Overseas missions and propose that Canada should follow the lead of
its G-7 partners by creating a separate, dedicated foreign intelligence agency. such as the United States
CIA or Britain's MI6. 'What we are doing is pretending that the skill set for domestic and foreign
intelligence are lLie same ... and affenng nothing in the way of appropriate internal and external
etrountability" surd Wesley VVark, a nalionel 5ecu+ily expert and visiting research professor lac the
University of Ottawa Wark says CSiS has, in essence become a "dual-purpose" agency operating a1
Iarre and abroad. Since 9111, CSIS has expanded its overseas operations "wed beyond the original
functions Wormed by Ralson office is postal at Canadian embasfiies, Proposed arner1dmantt tO the
C$IS Act in Bill C-44 serve to cement that hybrid role, he said.CSIS direct( Midiel Coulomb alluded to
the Spy agency's shifting priorities and expanding "global footprint" in a speech to retired employees
earlier this summer. "In this new environment. we go where the threat is. We do rr1cre foreign operations
and joint operations than ever before. and these are more complex operations than ever before," he said,
according to a copy of his speech obtained by Poslmecia News Ihr;o-ugh access-to-information laws.
Asked to elaborate on his remarks. CSIS spokeswoman Tanera Mufti said there is no question that 11,e
agency's foreign role has expanded, but she insisted that its operations are consistent with its mandate to
collect information pertairnr--g to threats to Canada. Alan Janes. a retired assistant aireCtOr at CSIS,
agreed. "You cannot defend Canada in isolation," he said. "Sometimes CSIS operators must have an onthe-ground presence t4 complete an intelligence collection task." Mat agents are not in the business of
doing is collecting information about the activities of other states -- that's the role Cf a foreign intelligence
agency, he said And there is currently no appetite to turn CS1S into such an agency. Craig Fvrçese, a
terrorism expert and law Wofessor at the University of Ottawa said he's not convinced a separate agency
is needed given that i! would fill the "narrowest of niches" not currently occupied by CSIS, the
Communications Security Establishment (which intercepts foreign electronic communications) and
intelligence arms of the pepartmen1 of Foreign Affairs. That said, Farcese agrees the! the Canadian
security sector needs t4 "go back t0 the drawing hoard' and reconceive how it conducts its affairs and
how it is held accountable. 'Y think we have been making it up as we ga in many areas of national security
law and governance. Thal is not an ideal situation " he said
Majority of Canadians worry about domestic terrorism, according to new survey
Postmedia News, Douglas Ouan 2014 11 24
Ottawa - Almost two-thirds of C.a nadia'rs believe hamagrown te- ronsm is a s'eno•us issue. but most do no!
perceive a threat from radicalized individuals in their =immunities, according to a new survey. The
natural pall. conducted in the wake of deadly attacks on Canadian soldiers, found that lust over hall of
respondents supported new anti-tei rOr ibgtslalion that would boast the powers of Canada's spies Another
22 per cent said the government should go even further, suggesting they have not been swayed by civil
liberties concerns. At the same time. those surveyed recognized that there are many factors behind
radicalization • religion, mensal illness and marginalizatiors- and seamed open to a range of preventative
measures, not just punitive ones. "People are sensitive 1a the fact this is a complex issue that requires a
comprehensive approacn," said Chnstan LAuprecht, a security expert at the Royal Military College of
Canada and Queen's University. The online survey or i,$4$ residents was done by The Vancouver
Province in conjunction with the Canadian Race Relations Foundation, The Laurier Institution and the
Angus Reid Institute A probability sample of this size can-isle a margin of en-er 4f plus pr minds 2.4
percent 19 Mmes out cif 20, according to the institute. Similarly, about One-third of Canadians said it was
likely" that people .were becoming radicalized in their emnrnunities. though this number surged to 47 per
tent in Quebec. conceivably part of the Fallout front Quebec's recent debate over a'Charier of Values"
and a redaction on Quebec's distinct elhn - demographic composition en¢ irnmigraiion !rends, Leuprecht
said. Overall, there does not appear to be a lot of knee-jerk reaction to the recent violence. ieuprecht
said 'We don't see people falling over themselves here, seeing there's a terrorist lurking around every
corner." If a nything, Canadians seem to recognize that when violent events occur. they tend to be
isolated, he said On public policy. 51 per cent said they support Bill C- 44, proposed legislation that
would give the Canadian Security Intelligence Service more powers to watch Canadians. An additional 22
per cent said the bill doesn't go far enough. Twenty-seven per cent, however. said the bell tramples on
civil I ibertios t hose Jiving in R C and people i 8 to o4 were the most likely to subscribe to this view
Government calls proposal to create a committee to averaaa the facets rt-focused electronic spy
agency CSEC 'needless and dvplicative'
Globe and Mail_ Josh Wingrove, 2014 10 31
Ottawa ' The federal' government has dismissed a proposal Io add new parliamentary oversight of
Canada's foreign-focused spy agency at a time when Ottawa i5 boosting C44mterterr4R5rn powers in the
aftermath of two attacks lest week. The rejection comes three days after the government tabled its rnm
bill, C-44, to boost the powers of the country's other major Fntelvence agency, the Canadian Secunty
Intelligence Service (US'S), which has a domestic focus The federal government Elsa continues to
review whet other new counterterrorism powers it will add in the aftermath of attacks last week that killed
tv4 soldiers. though sources said Thursday those changes are still under discussion and riot "imminent."
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Bill C-622, known as the CSEC Accountability and Transparency Act, was tabled in June by Liberal MP
Joyce Murray and ces lnr more oversight cif the Communications Security Establishment Canada
(CSEC), the country's foreign-focused electronic spy agency. The bill would, among other things. create a
padiamantary committee !a oversee national security opera bon s, including CSEC. Currently itk overseen
by a commissioner. Ms. Murray meld a briefing on the bill Thursday along with Jearr-Jacques Blais - a
former Liberal MP, minister of defence and member of the Security Intelligence Review Committee
(SIRC ). that oversees CSIS - and Wesley Wark. a professor who studies national secur ily issues Both
praised the bill, with Praf V4'ark in particular stressing the bill would not diminish GSEC's powers
Oversight by a committee of MPs and senators is 'about making sure that ou r intelligence and security
agencies have the tads and the funds they need to protect Canadians and to protect Canadians' rights."
Ms. Murray argued in Question P9rtad Howowar, the gave.-nment was coal to the prcpos i. Public Safely
Minister Steven Blaney said "robust oversight exists,- though he cited SIRG, which oversees GSIS, not
GSEC. Nonetheless, during debatei an Bill C-BZZ Thursday evening, Canservattve MP Roxanne Jamea
called the bill "needless and duplicative in nature" and said the governmentwould not support it.
Bill extends CSIS source protection, extends judlclal warrant power&
Halifax Chr nicke-Harard, Paul McLeod. 7D14 10 74
Ottawa - New legislation would essentially reverse the ruiings of two court cases last by Canada's spy
agency. A bill introduced in the House or Commons on Monday would allow CSFS, the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service, to spy inlematianally and would grant anonymity to CS1S informants in court cases.
The agency had previously sough: both of these things but was rebuffed by the C=aderai Court and
Supreme Court ci Canada, respectively. Bill C-44, the Protection of Canada from Terrorists Act_ was Set
to be tabled last week. That got pushed back when the House of Gammons itself was hi: by a violent
attack by a gunman Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney d. dn't say whether the government had
changed the bill since last week Some news Dut3ets reported tho government may grani police r..ew
powers to detain people who were suspected of planning terror a;1erks but who are not charged with a
crime. That is not ultirr ietely pal of the bill.
Bill would let CSIS spy on Canadlans whIle abroad
Ottawa Citizen Dylan RsibertSun, 2014 70. 29
Ottawa - The redirai government has !ntmd uced a bt1l to boast the ability of the country's spy agency to
monitor Canadians Amendments la the CSIS Act were tabled Monday under the title 'The Protection or
Canada from Terrorists Act." The bill aiso includes small changes la citizenship rules As 2xpected. the
legislation: Allows the Car-adiar! Security Intelligence Service to obtain information on Canadians fighting
broad with terror groupa through the 'Five Eyes' spy network, which inelu des Canada. the United
States. the United I<irrgdom Australia and Nov, Zealand, Lots CIS more Easily track Canadians
engaging in terrorist activities abroad. and similarly helping a Five Eyes cciuntry track its nationals working
with terror groups in Canada. Gives CSIS informants the same identity protection now accorded to police
sources The bill doesn't mention the F iva Eyes by name, but clarifies that the agency can investigate
outside of Canada as it has done far years "Ifs not as extreme as some people were predicting there's
soma judicial oversight, ifs not quite as bad,' said David Murakami Wc.od, an a ssociate professor of
sociology at Queen's University. But Wood says Canadians fenian in the dark about the implications of
allowing more spy links with partri nng countries
New spy bill would let Canadian agents Operate illegally abroad
Toronto Star, Tondra MacCharles, 2014 10 20
Ottawa - A bill to broaden the powers of CSIS would, for the first t,rne, eupliiciiiy authorize Canadian spy
agents abroad to break the Taws of a foreign country when investigating threats to the security of Canada
After a tense week that saw Parliarnent Hill attacked by a gunman, the Canservaiwe gavemment unveiled
a prornised now bill to boost spy surveillance powers and protection fix secret agents. Even before itwas
inIt ducEd, top RCMP and GSIS dïzciais began lobbying for even greater legal "tools." Public Safety
Minister Steven Blaney on Monday tabled Bill C-44. the so-called "Protection of Canada frorn Terrorists
Act " The Conservatives previously rejected the creation of a foreign intelligence agency, citing cost.
bureaucracy. and arguing GSIS already has a legal mandate to operate on foreign sod ;o invesbgata
security threats to Canada. This melees CSIS mirk mare akin to the CIA. "It's an act of polilrcal courage,"
said University of Cittawa law professor Cralg rcocese_ 'Wham a ferlerai court judge nwr authorized to
do is authorize a warrant ... to engage In surveillance in a Foreign oouirlry that presumably violates that
foreign country's privacy laws." 'So the Parliament of Canada is new saying 9noaro prepared to allow
our stcufity intelligence service to violeté state sevo*oigrlty ' " In practice, she provision expressly a;lowa
CSIS to enlist the technlcal support of Canada's top meant elecarOnics eavesdropping agency, CSEC (or
Communications Securely Establishrnerrt Canada) and ids foreign counterparts in the U.S., United
Kingdom, Australia and Now Zealand in the "Five Eyes" alliance to spy on Canadians or foreigners
abroad irr pursuit of secunly threats to Canada (The CSEC already has the mandate to provide 'technical
and operational support' to CSIS, but =orcese says this clarifies the reach of that power) However,
Forcisse argued that with increased spying powers should carne robust oversight

Ottawa demande des pouvoirs accrus d'enquiéte pour le $CRS
La Presse, Hugo dE Grandpre, 2014 10 28
(Article aussi parc, Clans le Quotidien le Soleil et te Tribune de Sherbrooke) Ottawa - L2 gouvernement
fitdi3ral a propose fri2r d'accÛitre les pouvolrs de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) et dr! Service
Ça nad dan du renaeignernent de sécurité (SORS) pour Cutter contre le terrorisme au Canada et A l'étranger.
Comme prévu. le projet de loi déposé par le ministre de. la $acuritg publique rse cantiant pas
l'élargissement des pouvoirs policiers quia été Avoue depuis l'attaque de mercredi dernier au parlement
et au mont-ment commémoratif de la guerre. Ces mesures sont toujours a l'étude. La Lai modifiant la Loi
1~

sur le Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité et d'autres bis confirme plutôt le mandat du SCRS
de mener des enquêtes s l'étranger et accorde une meilleure protection à ses sources.
Ottawa eyes deeper security overhaul
Globe and Mall, Multple reporters_ 2014 10 29
Ottawa - On a day when the Conservative government [bled new legislation to expand 1he poW rb or
CSIS, 64urcee say Ottawa Is now weighing new tc s ID deal with citizens who openly support terrorist
attacks an Canadians OF back groups that urge this 94131, And in the midst or U lis proposed overhaul of
security laws_ the country's top Mountie is calling on the government t4 make it easier t4 restntt the
libertine of suspects in tervbr cases. RCMP Commissioner Bob Pa ulson's comments to a Senate
committee carne as Ottawa moves on two Fronts ïa Strengthen the pavers of Canada's spy agency and
police forces in the wake of the killings of two Canadian soldiers last week. The first step Cerne Monday
when the Harper government tablet' new spy IegIslatIon railed "the Protection of Canada from Terrorists
Act." which volt expand the powers of the Canadian Security lnlelligence Service. The bill, C 4 , would
better safeguard the identifies of intelligence informants in Canada and authorize CSIS to eavesdrop in
foreign countries. Sources say Ottawa is also considering measures to crack down on individuals who
openly support terrorist attacks on this country or groups that call on aggressors to attack Canadians and
Canadian soldiers Thev cited the case of Marhn Couture-RbiIEYEu who veered into externiSt Islam and
Shared his new-found beliefs online before running down Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent in Quebec last
week. "One of the questions tai has come up further to fast week's attack is you have a case with a guy
like Rouleau who [was] openly supporting a group that calling for terrorlat attacks on Canadian
ditiens," One government SOuroe said of Mr Couture-Rduleau "'Art! there [Gals required? Is there
legislation required?" Experts said the CSIS legislative changes can be considered constrained in the
prou mstances. "In the wake of last week's events, I feared they'd bring out all the more controversial
ideas," said Craig Fbrutes, a University of Ottawa Eaw professor.

An ti-terror Legislation—Commentary
If you're ao sure of C-61, d'abats It
National Post, Torn Mulcair, 2015 U3 b3
Op-ed. Justice Minister Peler MacKay i5 out c touch with reality when he pretends the official Opposition
is bn 'the sidelines" al Bill C-51 {'Freedom and security, hand in hand,' Feb. 2e). In tact, New Dernacrats
have been on the front line - leading the charge - opposing Conservative schemes to ram it through
Parliament at all costs. If the minister and his gbvemrnent wore really serlbus about security, they
wouldn't shy away tram mean) ngful study and debate cif this Sweeping new bill. The N DP knows that
NOtic safety Is the prigrity Of any government and we are not alone in our opposition to bill C-51 A
growing list of eminent Canadians are adding their voices to the chorus of those saying the
Conaeivalives' socailed anti- terror leg islatron goes too far. Four farmer prime rninisters are concerned
with the bill's binait measwes. the privacy çammissioner - an offCer pf Parliament - tacks the power and
resources to provide 4ver5ight 4f C-51; and Canada's reputation is being tarnished as international media
report the Conservative bill could open the door to human rights abuses. Last week, New Democrats
were collirrg on the government its allow a fui range of experts artd others concerned about the bill to
testify at committee in ardor t4 develop practical amendments that will strengthen r}veraight and protect
Canadians' freedoms. I nslead, the government decided to cut off debate and to play more politics that
puts pur freedoms at rlsk. The government wants to give CSIS d huge new mandate without improving Its
oversight; Minister Mackay says the best way to protect ourfundamental freedoms is to rely on our
independent judiciary. Regular attacks err Canada's
they don't rule in the governments
favour show the Ccnservatives' disdain for an independent judiciary, but the issue here lb that judges
cannot b asked b replace the role of civilian Oversight IQr qtr nstipn'S Security. tt is aise hard to
understand why the minister would object to Canada's eluded officials providing security oversight, when
you consider how one or Chair appointments to head the Security Intelligence Review Committee is now
sitting in a Pane maniait jail. Note. Tom Mulcalr rs the leader of the Official Opposition and Ihs NDP
A simple fix to terror politico
Postrneoia News, Mi nael Dan Tamil, 2015 ü3 02
Column' Than is a way far Canadian politicians to wok the tine between the struggle against violent
Islamism on one hand, and dangerous bigotry an the other and that is to deGare war an extremism yet
uphold the rights d# minaribes, iYr thin Context Muslims, with rnetching ferocity, It teeny Es that simple. Haw
odd that, 1-plus years after 9.+19 ttvs lexicon $ em$ still somehow out of reach. ii wçurd he difficult to
overstate the depth of revulsion the Islemis State of Iraq and al-Sham elicits from the average
househoider En, say. Orillia, Ont, or Longueuil, Que. This is why recent pais show Prime Minister
Stephen Harper's government enjoying a bounce in support, particularly in Ouebtd, as the Conservatives
efficiently make !his issue their awn. In the war against ISIS, info which Canada has sent transport and
surveillance aircraft six F-18 fighter jets, and precisely 69 spacial fortes souliers, the Tories appear to
have found a sweat spot Erf appearing combahve white committing and risking little. certainly relative b
the outlay of the Afghan mission. Bill C-51, the new antiterrorism law that last week passed second
roading, sterna of a piece with This strategy. Aside From the measures aimed at easing communication
between federal agencies, and freeing the hands of the Canatimn Security Intelligence Service, which are
important changes, Ma law seems as much political gicad as legislative docament, The obvious
explartiatiOn For C-51'9 IaCk Of robust new oversight, in keeping with the security agencies' robust
proposed new powers, is politics. Each lime an intellectual t}IsaIs about the perils of unfettered spree or
intrusions on civil liberties, the Tories look like brass-knuckled defenders of public safety. Theyre betting
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the populace- whose interest in the detail Of legislation is cursory at best won't get much beyond their
loathing for vicient Islamism and the visceral feeling that it must be confronted and wiped out.
What real oversight would look like
National Pose_ Colin Kenny, 2015 53 02
Op-ed: If the Prime Minister thought public pressure to institute a more robust review system for national
security would slowly die dawn, he has miscalculated. Recently. a number of former prune ministers and
Supreme Cowl justices penned an open letter calling far the. government to keep a closer eye on federal
intelligence activities. While certainly increasing the visibility cif the issue, the tatter was lacking as far as
specific policy prescriplions. There area number cl concrete steps the government should take In
addrea9 the gap in nationat tacurIty accountability. Chief among those are Improving the integrity of the
application process far national security warrants. re-e Stablishing the OfriCa of the Inspector General of
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, and expanding the Security Intelligence Review Committee's
(SIRC). site, capabilities and mandate. National security officials usually seek between 40 and 50 new
warrants each year in addition to the 154 to 250 renewals or replacements. The prime minister argues
that. the involvement of federal court judges is a check on the bureaucracy. It may well be. but we should
also note that thn overwhelming majority of these warrant applications are approved- With CSIS now
designating terrorist "sympathizers" as nalianal security threats and the authority co mama targeting
decisions being delegated 1.0 lower level officials, the need fora balanced warrant application process. is
all the greater. Other obsanrers believe that our warrant process is already loo tumbsrsome. fn 2005,1
met with Baroness Eliza Mannsngham•Buller, the formidable director-general of MI5. the United
Kingdom's Security Service, in her office on the Thames. AI one paint in the discussion. she held up a
three page fours and said, This is the document we use to obtain a warrant, nrrt the bloody phone book
your people require" (clearly sa set up by CSPS). While procedures here may be more Cumbersome Than in
the U.K., the importance of each warrant being wetted to ensure it meets the standards of the Charter is
sssental. Instituting these reforms would allow the carnmrttee to lover much more Irian the "snapshots'
that theyre limited to now.
Freedom end eeCurity, hand in hand
National Post, Peter MacKay, 2015 02 26
Op Ed: I reject the assertions of NDP leader Thomas Mulcair's recent ap-ed in the National Post
(Canadians• rights are at risk. Feb, 10). Now that Bill C-51. the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2016, has passed
second reading in the House of Commons- I wish to provide a reality check to Mr. Mulcai is continued
opposition to these crucial anti-terrorism measures The world has been shocked by recent atrocities
perpetuated by jihad i terronsts We have witnessed outrageous acts of violence by extremists who attack
those that don't share their narrow and oppressive ideologies. As a result, acts of terror #lave been carried
out across Western nations, most recently in France, Belgium, Australia, Danmark and here al home in
Canada. Today, we are part cif a global struggle ayainsjjisjjisht brutal extremism- including in the Fight
against ISIL, Mr. M utcair has proposed that we ignore this fact by voting against the Anti•Terrorism Act.On
many occasions, the excellent work of our national security agencies and police forces has foiled
attempts to terrorize Canadians. Recent attacks in Saint-Jean-stir-Richelieu and on Parliament Hill in our
nation's capital have revealed that terrorism is evolving Our government Iniroducetd the Anti-Terrorism
Act to keep up with Iha everChanging terror tantic9 which confront ua The gOuÛrnm9rrl'6fOCu9 is an
serious threats fo the security of Canada, such es espionage, sabotage and foreign irdiuenced
clandestine operations, as already outlined in the CSIS Act. Our security agencies are interested only in
those who pose a serous threat to Canada's seeturrty.eoth Liberal leader Justin Trudeau and Mr. Mulcalr
have wrongly slated that the new powers granted b national security agencies tasked with pratedmg
Canadians are pat subject to proper oversight. They would rather see Canada's national security
oversight put in the hands of politicians; however, the best way to protect the fundamental freedoms o
Canadians is to rely on our Independent judiciary. Such oversight Is further strengthened by the Security
Intaltiganne Review Committee (SIRC), which provides independent, expert, third-party +advice regarding
compliance with the Iaw.(Nota: Pater MacKayy is the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Ca nada.)
Alarm bells must ring
National Pest, Conrad Black, 2015 02 2E1
Column: Bill C-51, the federal government's Anti-Terronsm Act 2015, is the principal official response to
the increasing threat of terrorism, a phenomenon that infamously prompted into the central bkook of
Parliament on Oct 22, after the murder cl a soldier ceremonially guarding the grave of the unknown
soldier at the war memorial in Ottawa. Tho pu rpassa of the measure is given as assurance that the people
of Canada "live tree from threats to their Yves and their security," as "there Is no more fundamental role
for a government than protracting its country and its people." To this end, government departments and
agencies are authorized and instructed to scare information that could frustrate w reveal attempts "10
undermine" or "threaten the security of Canada;" the Minister of Public Security and Emergency
Preparedness compiles a list of people whom he a she "has seasonable grounds to suspect will ab,empt
to threaten transport securrty" or comma or facilitate a "terrorism offence" in Canada or elsewhere.This
sounds fairly innocuous by the sterKlards of grslakion Oortrerring enherlOed arbitrary powers On lawenforcement officials but, as is usual and to some extent unavoidable, many of the elaborations of
enhanced official powers are very broadly outlined. Pearling through the text cif this and related bills, the
principal areas of impact are lowering the threshold for arrest. criminalizing the promotion of terrorism
conferring powers of disruption or CSIS (Canadian Security Intelligence Service), giving the power to
remove designated terrorist matenal corn the Internet, permitting court praoeedi ngs to be sealed while
they are in progress for protection of investigative techniques, evidence, and personnel, expanding the
government's ability to stop people from leaving the country, and granting unspecified end scarcely
limited powers of arbitrary, warrantless, detention.
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Amend C-51 or kill It
National Post, Multiple Aultiirs. 2015 02 27
OpEd: The following is an abridged version of a letter addressed to all -members of Parliament regarding
Bill C-51, signed by more than t01} Canadian professors of law and related disciplines. The full texl
together with the full list of signatories, is available at. (wp. me) Leas Members Of Parliament, Ate write to
express our deep concern that Rill C-51 (which the giovemrYient is calling the Anti-terrorism Act. 2015) Ls a
dangerous piece of legislaüan in terms of its potentiat impacts on the rule of taw- on constitutianalty and
internationally protected rights, and on the health of Canada's democracy. We believe that terrorism must
be countered not only in ways that are Fully consistent with core values (that include liberty nondiscrimination. and the rule of law) but also in ways that are evidence- based and likely to be effective. In
that respect, Bill C-51 may turn out to be ineffeCtiwe in oiunieriny terrorism by virtue of what is Omitted
from the bill, and actually counte:•productive in that it could easily get in the way of effective poiic rig,
Intelligence-gatheiing and prosecutorial actvily. Bill C-51 would allow CSIS to move from its central
current function - information-9¢therinp and associated surveillance with reapeci to a broad area of
"national security- matters - to being a totally different kind of agency that can actively intervene to disrupt
activities through a potentially infinite range of unspecified measures, as long as a given measure falls
Shy of causing bodily harm. infringements on sexual integrity or obstructions of justice. The CSIS Act
already defines "threats to the security of Canaria` so broadly that CSIS has subjected various
environmental and Aborigrnai movements to its scrutiny; now, they can also be subject to disruption
"measures." That is to say, this new disruption power goes well beyond anything that has any connection
al all to "terrorism" precisely because C S IS's mandate in the CSIS Act goes far beyond a concern only
with terrorism. Further, C-51 turns judges into agents of the executive branch (here, CSIS) to preauthotize
violations of Canadian law and, even. to pre- authorize infringements of almost any Charter right as long
as the iimits in C-51 - bodi'y harm. sexual integrity and obstruction of justice - are not crossed...0-51's
new disruption-warrant regime creates the potential for CSIS behaviour to undermine both the
.nvestgaton and the prosecution of criminal cases by interfering with the evidentiary trail, contaminating
evidence and so on. Thus, we urge all Parliamentarians to ensure that C-51 not be enacted in anything
resembling its present form. Yours 'truly, (Note. Stephen Coughlan, professor of criminal law, Schuliah
School of Law, Dalhousie University Fannie Lafontaine. associate professor and Canada Research Chair
an International Criminal Justice and Human Rights, Faculty of Law, Laval University Audrey Macklin,
professor and chair in human rights law, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto Steven Penney, professor,
Faculty of Law, University of Alberta Donald Stuart, professor. Faculty of Law, Queen's University
François Tanguay-Renaud, associate professor and director of the Jack Mae Nathanson Centre on
1 ransnational Human Rights, Crime and Security, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University Reg
Whitaker, distinguished research professor emeritus, York University; adjunct professor of political
science. University of Victoria And 105 others;
Security reforms raise questions on human right's
Ottawa Citizen. Ales Newe, 2015 02 26
Op-ed: There is GO much packed into the government's current natona -security law reform. it is hard to
know where to focus. Bills C-44 and C-61. currently before Parliament, constitute the most substantial
and controversial overhaul 01 Canada's national-security landscape since the 2001 terrorist attacics. The
weeks to come will see much debate about the human nghts consequences of CSIS's unprecedented
new powers to act to reduce security threats and to apply for Federal Court warrants authorizing charter
violations as part of that process There will be discussion of the vagueness of the new criminal offence of
advocating or promoting the commission of terrorism offences in general and the cerlainly that this will
both intrude on and Chill free expression in the country Indigenous peoples. environmental activists,
human rights cam paigmars and others will worry that the new measures protect only "lawfur advocacy,
dissent and protest, an intentional retrenching from current laws that recognize that protests that are not
lawful in the sense of having a city hall permit are nonetheless not criminal, are protected under the
charter and should not, by any twisted interpretation, he lumped In with terrorism. Bill C-44 and Bill C-51
both establish that CSIS ran be active outside Canada, s dramatic departure from the agency's mandate,
which has always been limited to operating within the country. Bill C-I.1 opens that up with respect to
investigating threats to Canada's security. Bill C-51 extends diet authorization to act outside of Canada to
new powers for CSIS to disrupt and reduce threats to Canada's security.

The anti•terror hill Is a work in progress
National Post Wayne Easter, 2015 02 25
Letters. After the deadly attacks on military officers in Quebec and on Parliament Hill in October we must
consider how heat to protect Canadians from modem terrorist ihreals while safeguarding our values.
Although the government's new anti-terrorism legislation. Bill C-51, lakes some proper steps in that
direction it will need fixing. The Liberal Party is well aware of the tough issues anti sersltivitreas Involved.
We will support C I because of measures that wilt help keep Canadians safe: making better use of nofly lists, building an the powers of preventive arrest and allowing more coordinated information sharing in
government. Beyond laws, there are real worries this government is riot providing enough resources to
the task. Our Cxisting review body for the Canadian spy agency, CSIS, has raised doubts about its
Oapricity after the government left vacancies on its board open for years. We must also ensure bur
security services have what they need to do their jobs, without depriving them of resources in other areas
- especially in light of recent budget cuts .t is nar enough For government to simply say "trust us." That
trust must be earned. rt must be checked and it must be renewed.

Dont saerifise liberty for security
Toronto Star, Errol P. Merdes, 2415 02 25
Op-ed: Four former Canadian prima ministers (including a Conservative) and hue former Supreme C-ou ri
justices have warned Conservative Prime Minister Stephen Harper that protecting the security of
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Canadians and their most important freedoms is not a {Br -Fum game. In their own words ant:cvzing his
anti-terrorism legislation, Bill C-51, they warn 'Protecting human rights and protecting public safety are
complementary objectives, but experience has shown that serous human rights abuses can occur in the
name of maintaining .rational security." Harper has already said he will ignore this historically
unprecedented collective advice, even though it warns that key security agency review bodies will not
have enough power to provide critical oversight of new government security activities. (Contrast That with
the views of our closest allies in the U.S., U.K., Australia and New Zealand who have established that
demo atic oversight is a key aspect of nationa. security.) The reason for the prince minister's refusal to
listen can he found in the tact that he announced his smoaping antfterronsm Irogis;ation not in Parliament
but in an election campaign-style presenfalion in an Ontario riding Igno ingthe most efrethweway to
protect both our security and liberties to win the fear vote an terror is a Faustian bargain of selling the soul
of your democratic principles for power. This Faustian bargain also involves grave errors of fact. Harper
alleges that the under- esaurced review body SIRC, which oversees the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service. Can provide sufficient oversight. The Security Intelligence Review Committee will continue to
have limited powers of review but will not be able lu oversee the vastly enhanced powers C SI S will have
under C-51 Note: Errol Mendes is a professor of constitutional and international law at the University of
Ottawa.
Oversight hall is broader
Toronto Star. Frances Lankin, 2015 02 23
Letter IQ the editor PM rejects call for more spy agency oversight Feb. 20 As one of the 22 signatories to
the letter from four former Canaaian ioare ministers speaking out about the urgent need far robust
oversight and effective review of natonal security adivities in Canada. I feet compeller) to clarify me
characterization or our concerns in this article We did net make a specific call for the The establ•shment
of a committee of elected officials that would oversee CSIS's exercise of its proposed new mandate." Our
concerns are much wider than that. This is a vital paint that should not be last in the current debate We
do. yes, hignlighl the essential role of Parliament when it comes to national security oversight but that is
in a wide sense, not just of CSIS's new manaate. What we very crucially highlight in our call is the critical
need far expert and independent inter-agency review of national security activdiea in Canada, along the
lines of Justice Dennis O'Connor's proposal from his 2405 Arar inquiry report. Frances Lankin, Member,
Security Intelligence Review Committee (2009-2014}.
Terrors limits
Globe and Mail, Hugh Segal 2015 D2 20
Cornmanta ry • As Parliament debates Bill C-51, the new anti-terror leg islabon, and the oversight issue is
I ustifia b!y raised there Ls a bill in the Senate - S-220 - that affords all sides an opportunity to make
progress (A Close Eye On Security Makes Canadians $soar- Feb 19,) S-220. which I proposed last
spring, seconded fry then-senatorRoinéo 0311a ire, creates the kind Ofjlcirrt and multi partisan legislative
oversight that mirrors what is tised by the U K.. U.S. and France. It provides for in-camera hearings.
regular rev,ew or the plans. approaches and budgets of security agencies. and genuine statutory
oversight by parliamentarians from both Houses in the U K , the committaa of parliamentanans'
membership includes- arrong olh6rs, sitting MPs and lords who were former poiir..e chiefs, chiefs or the
defence staff and home secretaries. In both Canadian houses, we have ample parliamentarians with
constructive experience in defence. police and other areas. The U.K approach. initiated soma 20 years
ago, has never resulted Ina leak or security breach. Here, the nation that the Security Intelligence Review
Committee's{etroactive, complaints-based approach to CSIS activity, ar that relying on a retired judge
and small staff who report on the Communications Security Establishment is sufficient is, at the very least,
wildly of imisnc
Canadians' rights are at risk
National Past, Tarn Multair, 2015 132 19
Op-ed• In recent months- horrific terrorist attacks have shocked the world and united Canadians.
Mow ning has bioughr us together and strengthened Our resolve tD defend Our way of life against the
cowards wa nting to intimidate ue and erode our freedoms. That's the Canada that stood together in grief
and defiance the day after the Parliament Hill shooting, pledging that violence would not - even fora day halt the work of our democracy. Unfortunately, at a time when we need responsible approaches to
probe:ling Canadian values and freedoms, Prime Minister Harper is playing politics and putting our
froc[ioms at risk Canadians are right to suspect the Harper gov'ernment's new anti-terror bill, C-51, goes
too Far. After careful review of this complex legislat<On and its negative impacts, the Official Opposition
taw Democrats will not support bill C-51. The Prime Minister is telling Cared ians they need to choose
aeween their security and their rights • that safety and freedom are mutually exclusive. Instead of putting
forward concrete measures to rraake Canadians safer and protect Dur freedoms, Cansenratives have put
politics over principle and introduced a bill that is sweeping, dangerously vague and likely in&Redrve. C51 would g ivo CSIS a huge new mandala to disrupt' the activities of people or groups it believes to pose
a t'rreat. That sounds Ott but the Minister for Public Safety and his affrcials refuse or are unable to
describe what activities this near mandate covers while experts are concerned it would lump legal vissent
and protest together with actual terrorism. There are al reedy serious 4efiCiencieS in oversight of CSIS,
The 1061 report from the under- resouraed Security intelligence Review Committee found that CSIS had
"seriously misled' the Committee in one investigation, and that the Comnnitma famed -ditïhtulli2s" and
"significant delays" obtaining infQrmation about the spy agency's activities. This is on top of the Harper
Government's decision to eliminate the office of the CSIS Inspectai general in 2012, which further
weakened oversight. With these serious shortcomings it rs Irrespanslble to give an agency such sweeping
new powers without enhancing oversight to make certain freedom doesn't hang in the balance Nota
IJOP leaiiei Tom Mulcair is Car--ado's leader of the official Opposition
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A close aye on security makes Canadians safer
Globe and Mail, Jean Chretien, Joe Clark, Raul Malin and John Turner, 2015 02 19
Op-ed: The four of us most certainly know the enormity of the responsibility of keeping Canada safe.
something always front of mind for $ prime minister. We have come togster with 18 other Canadians
who have [served as Supreme Court aef Canada justices. ministers of justice and or public safety.
SpliCilor[s leneral, members of the Security and Intelligence Review COmrnittee and camrrmissianers
responsible far teeing the RCMP and upholding privacy laws. Among us, we have served in our
various public office roles from 190-6 to 2014. Over that time we were faced with. and responded to, a
range of pressing security concerns. Wo all agree that protecting public safety is one of government's
most important functions and that Canada's national security agencies playa vital role in meeting that
responsibility. Yet vie all also share the view tattle lack of a robust and integrated accountability regime
for Canada's riaisonal security agencies makes it difficult to Meaningfully assess the eIFCacy and legality
of Canada's national security activities This poses serious problems for public safety and for human
rights. A detailed blueprint for the creation of an integrated review system was set out almost a decade
ago by Justice Dennis O'Connor in his recommendations from the Maher Afar inquiry. which looked into
the role that Canada's national security agencies played in the rendition and torture of a Canadian citizen
,Justice O'Connor's recommendations, however, have not been implemented. nor have repeated calls
from review bodies for expanded authority to conduct cross-agency reviews. Meanwhile, efforts to
enhance parliamentary oversight of national seounty agencies have el54 been unsucacesaful For
example, in October, 2004, a report calling for p rI amentary oversight over national security activities
was presented to the minister of public safety_ this report contained an oversight structure that was
agreed upon by representatives of all parties in bobs the House of Commons and the Senate
Beyond the law, The bill that would authorize intelligence agents to act
National Rost, Kent Roach and Craig Forcese, 2015 02 18
Op-ed: In this excerpt from their latest "backgrnunder doriJmerrt (see the fu[ text at
w w.antiterfprlaw.C6) 4n Bill C-51. the Anti-Terrorism Act 2015, the authors Focus on the new powers the
bill vrautd grant the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). If Bill C-51 pasSes_ CSIS will be
expressly authonzed to "take measures, within or outside Canada, to reduce" very broadly defined
"threats to the security of Canada." Mere authorized by Federal Court warrant, these "measures" may
"contravene a right or frerdc n guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" or may be
"contrary to other Canadian law." The CSIS changes are dramatic. even radical. In 1984.
perliamentariarns granted CSIS a very broad mandate - found In the derfinibon of "threat b the security of
Canada- rn s.2 of its Act - but were careful to accord it very limited powers It has been an intelligence
service - It collects end analyzes information and supplies assessments to the government Mien
enacted, Parliament accepted CSIS's broad mandate because it lacked what we will calf in this discussion
"kinetic" or physical powers - the powers to do things to people in the physiçal world (except as necessary
to, far example, install a wiretap or listening device). Note: Kent Roach teaches at the University of
Toronto law faculty and worked with both the Arar and Air India commissions. Craig Forcese is a law
professor teaching national &ecurhy few at the University of Ottawa and a participant in the Canadian
Network for Researoli on Terrorism, Security and Society
CSIS-Bill C-61 mowsa US closer to and of prieaoy
Toronto Star, Kent Roach ono Craig Forcese, 2015 02 16
Op-ed The new information-sharing law in Sill C-51 will relax oaristralnts on the flow or irdormation
between government agencies about "activities that undermine the security of Canada." This change has
not received as much attention as have other features of the tails. This is unfortunate because, as with
other features of Rill C-5 I. this proposed law is not balanced. -Big data" technology enables incredibly
detailed and potentially intrusive monitoring and scrutiny of peoples behaviour. Law stands as the
bulwark against the end of privacy_ arid this bill makes the law weaker. Recant events raise rear concerns
about terrorism_ and there may ba a case for ir1Cr6aSed information sharing. The Air India Commission
ever. recommended mandatary sharing by CSIS to prevent another such attack So information sharing is
required. But It must be reasonable in its scope and be countered with effective review to ensure that the
information shared is reliable and respects privacy. Mote Craig Forcese and Kent Roach teach national
Set urity al the Universities of Ottawa and Toronto respectively and Roach worked with bosh the Arar and
Air India commissions They have posted detailed regar analyses of Bill C-51 at a ntiterrorlaw.ca.
Parliament muet reject the Anti-terror bill
GIbge and Mail, Ed Braadbrent and Roy Roma now, 2015 02 12
Op-ed. We are writing Co add our voices to the rising chorus ar opp SitiOn to Bill C-51, prime Minister
Stephen Harper's draft legislation extending the powers of Canada's intelligence agency. This bill should
be withdrawn_ or defeated In Parliament. terrorism is designed to provoke governments into making
damaging mistakes. It is conducted through brutality and rooted in the belief that killing ordinary citizens
will cause nations to abandon their most basic commitments. Terrorism demands a sustained and
effective response. Resources must be allocated to enable police and intelligence agencies to find its
perpetrators and to discover potential terrorises. Those who are guilty of offences must then be brought to
Ju6tiCe. Canada already has mechanisms, practices acid laws necessary for dealing with terrorism. These
include surveillance, immigration controls, perverthve detention and incarceration for criminal activity. As
we have recently seen, our system of national [security is not perfect. But this is not due to inadequacies
in our Security legisLation, It i9 the result of overworked and underfunded police and security services. The
bill attacks the civil. rights at all Canadians, and places the protections guaranteed by the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms under the shadow of wider powers to interfere with lawful and legitimate conduct.
The general tenor or the bill i5 to expand the definriian of threats to national secunty and add to the
powers of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Note: Ed Broadbent is chair of the Broadbent
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Institute and former president of Rights and Democracy Roy Romdfdw is former premier of
Saskatchewan and previously served as a member of the Security and Intetligence Review Committee
Ottawa's anti-terror, corruption oraakdowns show the problem with rushing in
GBC News, Brian Stewart. 2015 0.2 10
Analysis:The federal government has recently taken two strong initiatives linked to the troubled state of
the world -- one designee to counter potential corruption and bribery by Canadian firms abroad, the other
to confront the ji1iedist threat at home, Bath are meant, et least in part, to toughen up Canada's image an
the world. and both nave stirred up considerable opposition among those who think Prime Minister
Stephen Harper is expanding government powers too far. That opoosdion, mind you, is vastly different
One Is made up of the nation's corporate elite, the other i8 the civil liberties crowd, backed by at least
some of the opposition parties in Parliament. It will be interesting to see which has the most muscle in
Harpers often populist Ottawa. Personally 1'd bet on the boardrooms. Already, corporate Canada looks to
have pushed the government into retreating on its tough new ant-corruption rules, which ware rushed
into place irf 2013 and then much strengthened by Public Works and Public Safety Carada without
serious consultation with those firms actually trading overseas While bribery and corruption Is considered
almost the norm in many part a the world lawyers are now warning their Canadian clients that the oak of
any impropriety in seeking a foreign contract is,t'st too nigh now. Indeed, the RCMP is currently said to
be pursuing at least 35 significant cases of bnbery abroad. What particularly riled board morns was the
new initiative to ban companies, including foreign ones. from selling any products or services to the
Canadian government for a full decade if, at any time in the last 10 years, they or even their foreign
affiliates were found guilty of having bribed a broad. This cast a net so wide that five global giants have
been snagged, including Hewlett Packard, Siemens and BAE Systems. In fact, h has been the fierce
protests aver these big-name cases that seem to have moved Ottawa to start weakening its regulatons.
Canadian companies are warning of potentially billions of dollars in last contracts when our important
trading partners, furious over their firms being barred for competing for Canadian contracts, launch some
sort of tit-for-tat retaliation.
Freedoms lost
Globe and Mail, Steven Blaney. 2015 02 05
Letter to the editor. Re Stephen Harpers Secret Policeman Bill {editonal, Fab. 2): The internatiora. Jihad
movement has declared war on Canada. Canadians are being targeted by jihedi terrorists simply because
they hate our society and the values rt represents These threats require a strong response. That is why
our government has put forward measures such as the Anti•Terronsm Act, which protect Canadians
against jihadi terrorists who reek to destroy the very principles that make Canada tie best country in the
world to live. As the Prime Minster said, Our government rejects the argument that every time we talk
about security, our freedoms are threatened. Canadians understand that their freedom and security go
hand in hand and expect us to protect both. There are protections in this legislation to do exactly that.
CS IS is not becoming a secret police force The key powers of the crew legislation are subject to judicial
review and judicial authorization. in addition, a highly respected law school dean was appointed to the
existing oversight body last Friday. Providing GSIS with new tools will ensure that gaps in snaring
information about suspected terronsts do not limit ils abuuy to prevent attacks on Canadians. Steven
Blaney. Minister at Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
Harper got spy powers right, but civilian oversight vary wrong
Globe anti Mail. Bob Rae, 2015 02 04
Oped: Sometimes Stephen Harper is his own sorer enemy Recent events in Europe should bring home
to all of us that there are indeed people in the midst of democratic, multiracial societies who are ready
and willing to kill others in the pursuit of their religious and political beliefs. They are terrorists They plat
and communicate with others of a similar mind, and with similar intentions. They rocoive encouragement.
and sometimes even instructions, from Foreign entities and govsrnrnents. Canada is not somehow
magically aloof from these realities. Our large cities are tria home of millions of people from all over the
world There is no Foreign conflict that does not have a direct influence on the lives and feelings of many
Canadian citizens and. indeed there are events and proposals in Canada itself to which some in Canada
are strongly and irrevocably opposed. Whether these feelings give rise to a direct threat to the lives of
their fellow Canadians is a matter of fact and evidence. But rt would be simply radish to argue that such
threats could never happen here. On June 23. 19,85. a plane which had left Toronto Mr London tarry.ng
more then 300 people was bloom up iii mid-air off the southwestern coast of Ireland They were
Canadians, killed by their fellow Canadians. The bomb that killed them was made in Canada The plot to
make the bomb was hatched in Canada. it was the largest civilian bombing of its kind at the time, a
record maintained until the attacks on the World Trade Centre on Sap! t1, 2001 0515 and the RCMP
had been recently split up In the wake of the Macdonald Inquiry, end the record will clearly show that their
risk assessment and peat-bombing investigation of the Air India attack were marred by competing
'ivalries. poor ,udgmenr bad execution, and simple negligence An exhaustive inquiry by Justice John
Major some 25 years after the incident fully explored the issues and made recommendations to ensure
we learn from the mistakes. I wrote a shorter report for the government on Air India calling for the broader
inquiry. It was called "Lessons to be Learned" We still need to learn the lessons of the Air India bombing
and it'S aftermath Note Bob Rae is former premier of Ontario and a former Member of Parliament.
Putting OSIS surveillance on a firmer legal footing
fdational Post, Kent Roach & Craig Forcese, 2014 10 29
Opinion: On Monday the government rabled the "Protecbon of Canada from Terrorists Act." Composed
mostly of amendments to the Canadian Security Intedigerice Service's law, the bill might be more
accr.rately named the "F+fling Gaps Identified in Recent Court Cases Act " Bill C-44 clarifies CSIS's
powers Controversial and terrorism changes, such as preventive detention and speech offences,
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potentially await another bill. The bill refis back a 2008 Federal Court decision questioning CSI S'S
authority ta investigate people outside of Canada. This dei - a surprise to many - sparked various
workarounds. later condemned in a 2013 Federal Court deciaiaai. The new bill putti surveillance autsida
Canada on a dear legal foaling. This is a reasonable fix in a giobaiized security envimnment, Indeed. me
bill Is diplomatically courageous. It tasks a court with authorIxirtig overseas surveiIance, even if doing so
would violate foreign state law. This frank willingness ID vialate slate sovereignty may discomfort
diplomats. But In our Ie0EE system_ surir International implications kin do acct serve tc render the
stipulated power unlawful, There do, however, remis in outstanding issues- When CSIS investigates
abroad, the risks of misconduct, including complicity in hurrcanrights violations. increase. That behaviour
would raise legal issues. And in its 2013 decision, the Federal Court dearly had this prospect (and the
infamous case of Maher Arar} in muid when It critieitad CSIS far enlisting areign tnt91lig9nte agencies in
n1Onitpring Canard iana abroad The presiding judge learned # this co-operation not because CSIS told
him. He connected the dots by reading reports from reviewers of CSIS and CSE (Communications
Security Establishment Canada, this countrys signals intelligence agency)- two review agencies that stitl
cannot aonduat close joint investigations *th secret infonmatian.(I{ent Roach is a 201 3 Trudeau Fellow,
former director of research for the Air India Commission and a law professor al the University of Toronto.
Craig Fbraes& Is a Iaw professor who teachos national security law at 1t1Û University al atterra and is a
pa rticipant in the Canadien Network for Research an Terrorism. Secunty and Society.)

Selected (non-terror legislation) Service reports
Spies expelled to U.S. were not Americans
Toronto Star, Michelle $héphard and Tonde MerCharles, 2075 03 04
Ottawa - A repart that five spies were thrown out of Canada and sent back to the U.S. nufed diplomatic
feathers Tuesday, prompting Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney to contera that the indtvlduala were not
American agents "All free of the suspe{ted spie6 deported from Canada to the United States were cases
of Canada returning to the United States someone who was suspected of spying against the United
States,' said Blarney's communications direct0a Jean-Christophe de Le Rue. Na ether details about the
cases were provided. Figures revealed by the Star and La Presse Monday show that in the test decade,
Ottawa has sont rive people, out of a total of 21., who were barred from Canada tb the U.S. Officials
determined they were 'inadmissible on security grounds for engaging in an act of espionage Ihat is
against caned& or that is contrary to Canada's Interests " The release of the previously undisclosed
statiatice compiled by the Canada Border Services Agency - and provided to the newspapers under the
Access to Information law - led to speculation that Americana were apyi ng on their northern neighbaura
Efforts to clarify the information with the C BSA, the U.B. embassy, former American ambassadors,
drplbrntits and government officials prior to Monday's repart were unsuccessful, as none would provide
any details an the cases. Michel Coulombs, the director cf the Canadian Secr.rity Intet1iance Service,
has often warned in public statements about eSpitnage, noting in 2014 that foreign spies show a
particular interesi in Canada's nuclear. aremapace and cil sectors. "Our industrial capabilities, rich natural
resources and access to key allies make Canada an attractive target for hostile actors," Coulomte said.
"Wit&t i s new. however, is the sheer breadth of today's targets and the Use of cyber attacks. which are
efficient, cost-effective and most importantly, deniable. providing anonymity for their perpetrators."
CSIS warns gavernrnentfll hornegrovm online antl-Islam threat
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 03 04
Ottawa - Canada's spy agency is eyeing the threat of a homegrown anti-Islam movement spreading
antine The Canadian Security Intelligents Service advised the offica of Public Safety Minister Steven
Blaney of its cpngerns during a aacret September briefing. CSIS flagged well•known warnings of the
persistent manage paced lay terrorist groups al-Qaida, Hezb,Hah and the more violent and radical Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant, or I SI L, say rrotes obtained through the Access to Information Act. But under
the heading Domestic Extremism, the spy service also underscored what might ba the flip aide of That
coin she recent devekxpmeni "of a Canadian online anti-Islam rrmvemenL Similar to bnea in Europe." CSIS
characterized it as an "ongoing rink, particularly as its proponents advocate violence.' The Sept. 11i1
briefing for Blaney's office came a fickle more Chart a month before soldiers were killed in Canadian attacks
just two days apart murders committed by young men that autheriti at say were motivated by Islamic
errtremism. Lorne dawacn, a University or VV15rterlaa socidpgy professor and co-director of the Canadian
Network for Research on Terxaerlsm, Security and Society Dawson suspects CSI$ is motivated by the
horrific July 201 t slaughter of 77 people in NOrway by Ander$ Behring Breivik, who penned a men ifeEtO
outlining his fer-right ideology, including an extreme anti-Muslim cullook. CSIS spokeswoman Tahera
Mufti did not respond to requests for comment.
a On se +rpit Gomme des parente de terroristes w - le pire d'un jeune parti en Syrie
Radio-Canada - Nouvelles, manne Bastien, 2.015 03 04
Montréal - a Revlens, parte que tu me manques beaucoup Je voudrais qu'il revienne. Je rie veux pas le
perdre. Je garde toujours un espoir quelque part Je n'arrive pas a y croire.._ Peut-élre que test un
ça uchema r, je vais me réveiller, c'est un rive pourtant c'est la raalitc. Je ne veux pas que mon fris
embarque dans quoi que ce soit. » C'est une nielle. ddvvaShIle, qui envoie ce message son Fila
soupçonne d'avoir rejoint, avec cinq autres jeunes QuèI évo4s_ las combattants islamistes en Syrie Ni elle
n~ sOn mari n'en reviennent encore. Ils se sont confiés 3 Anne Marie Dassault, de 24150, et é notre
Journaliste Kan ne Bastien. Leur fils est parti le vendredi 15 janvier dernier avec 560 I en poche. Il a pria
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l'avion 4 l'aéroport de Montréal pour la Turquie, point de passage re-pule pour la Syrie- II venait d'avoir 18
ans
Terrorism Survey: 60% of Canadians #eei less Cafe than 2 year ago
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 43 04
Nearly half of Canadians say they feel less safe from terrorism than they did two years ago, according to
a survey, conducted for CBC News. Two-thirds say its likely that art attack witl occur in Canada within the
next five years, including 42 per trans who expect that it will result in mass death and destruction
However. only nine per cent think terrorism and national security should be the top priority for federal
pa]ILtJanS, behind unemployment (20 per cent), the erinimy(19 per Gent) and health Care (15 per cent)
"People aren't hysterical about terrorism. They're still focused on the things that do affect them direclly on
a daily basis, which is the ecangmy and jobs and health care, - said Craig Warden, executive viCepresident of public affairs al Pollara Strategic insights. "But terrorism is there.- Although two-thirds said
they were concerned about a tenor attack in Canada, the issue tra:led several others in to survey.
including the economy (139 per cent). health care (97 per cent), lobs and ur,employmem. (fit per cent), the
value of the dolly (79 per tent). the environment (75 per cent). oil prices (70 per cent) and housing prices
(se par cent). Nearly a third of respondents said the ability of a party and its leader to prepare and
respond to a terror attack would be a major factor in the upcoming federal aloction, wish only 15 per cent
saying it won-t be a lector at an.
The spies next door
Toranlo Star, Tandy MacCharles. 2015 03 03
Ottawa - New figures show Canada has turfed out five spies in the pas!. decade from a surpnsing source
country - its best Ffierld and ally the United Slates. From 2004 to 2014 Ottawa sent back tc the U.S. fire
or a Mittel of 21 of those barred from Canada "an security grounds for engaging in an act of espionage that
is against Canada or that is contrary la Canada's i nlorests - accords ny to a dCcu merit produtsd by
Canada Border Services Agarity its not Geer it the espionage was by foreign government agents or if it
was rod u s trca l espionage - chat is, spying to abtai n state secrets. intellectual property or corporate secrets.
A document relee5e01 under access to information laws show 115e SuSiled.Od Spies were permanent
residents or foreign nalionaFs deemed inadmissible on security grounds, but docent break down them
down by citizenship. Ratner, indiroles the country the spies were sent back to. Still, the fact Thal the
U S. is the origin of the most espionage cases is surprising, especially given the emphasis put by federal
politicians - indudir g two former CSIS directors, one of whom i& now national 5etunty adviser to Prime
M inister Stephen Harper • on China as a suspected &Juron of a &pone a ?n a joint project, the Tomntc
Star and La Presse sought further Irrrtrmation from CBSA, the U.B. embassy, former American
mbassadors, former diplvrnala and Canadian officials, but none shed any tight on the specifics Jt' any
case. 'one have Zang been concerned with espionage,- CSIS director Michel Coulombe told a Senate
committee Iasi month. "Our indusffial capabildies. rich natural resources and access to key allies make
Canada an attractive target for hostile actors. V.rhat is new. however. is the sheer breadth of today's
targets and the use of cyber attacks, which are eff lent. tom-affective and most importantly, deniable,
pm iding anonymity for their perpetrators
Le directeur du SCRS inquiet
La Presse, Joal-Denis Bellavanca, william Leclerc, 2015 03 03
Ottawa - [Fans un témoignage qu'il a livré devant un ccmitiï du Sénat en revricr 2014, le directeur tIt;
Service canadien du renseigrsement de Sécurité (SCIAS), Michel Caulornbe, exprimait Son inquiétude au
sujet de l'espionnage sur le 5451 canadien II relevait aussi que l'espionnage évaluait rapidemenl et prenait
maintenant la 10rme dJ cyberattaques menées â partir d'prrtinateuro a l'étranger. ŒNaus nous
préoccupons depuis longtemps de t'espionnage 1..e Canada constitue une cible attrayante en raison de
ses moyens Ind u stock de ses vastes resso,uces naturelles et de son aces auprès d'alliés importants
Ce qui est nouveau. C'est l'ampleur des cibles actuelles et le recours aux cyberattaques, qui sont
efficaces et rentables et qui surtout peuvent èlre démenties et permettre e leurs[ auteurs de rester
anonymes», a-t-il affirme durant son témoignage.
Timmins, Ont-boni jihad ist recruited 6 others for ISIS
CSC News. Staff reporter, 2015 03 03
Inspired by Andre Pauli n`& apparent charisma and his message, (eve Toronto men followed urn tJ Syria
and ultimately into the amts of ISIS- CBC News has learned. Poulin, from Tirnrnins, Ont., oonvarlod b
Islam and went by the name Abu Muslim. He joked the iihadist right in Syrie in 2012, in the process
creating an 11-minute propaganda Video for ISIS eirned at westerners He died while t-ighting +n northern
Syna in the summer of 21}13 at the age of 21. CBC News has learned that Paulin also had a direct role in
recruiting at least five young Muslim men from the Toronto area to go to Syria. Four were rescued by
farni ly members before they eau 1d cross over From neighbouring Lebo non. but at least three appear to
have returned Ihere to join ISIS. The first was Abu Turaab- His real narnc is Mohammed Ah of
Mississauga Ont He left Canada in April 2014 eight months after Poulin was killed leis father enlisted
an imam to le k sense into him CEC Ne..Vs has learned But the imam told CBC News that Abu Turaab
was already determined to join ISIS. What's surprising is Ihat Abu Turaab and Paulin ware rriernts on a
popular an line forum called Ummah.corn as far back as 2009. Abdul Maiiit'e rather and the mother of
another told CBC News that CSIS agents and the RCMP officers interviewed the four retwriccs several
tuners aftc7 they carne back
Mustlrn leader serest& decision t0 close his schools in Montreal
The Toronto Star, Alan }Hoods. 2015 02 28
Montreal - tt will take more than tougher eriti-terronsm laws to prevent young people frw-n lain ing the
ranks of the Islamic State and other extremist groups- says a Montreal Muslim leader once accused of
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being a steeper agent for Al Oaeda. Ad it C harkaoui was branded a terror threat by the federal
government and fought his forced remu ai from Canada from 2[)43 until accusations !hat he was a
national security threat were dropped in 2009 He is nom a Canadien Citizen Bul Chafkaoui has aeer1
pulled beak into the news with reports ihiS week about six young Quebacers - four yr]urg men and two
warren - who fled the country lest month on a flight bound for Turkey. They were reportedly bound for
Syn a and the ranks of the Islamic Stale group. One of the young mere Bile) Zouaida, enrolled in a
weekend youth group that is run by C harkeoui out of turc Montreal schools. After learning that the young
man had enrdlect Iasi fall, the schools suspended their rental agreements with the youth grwp. even
thaug h Zouaida had attended only two sessions before dropping out. In a news conference, Charkaoui
said *re was "dunned" t}y the decision, which school officias said was basal an the discovery of a vgdeo
they charecterIted 9a cantairiing "hateful" speed,, Criarkaoui Said he enceunage?S young people to
integrate and go to school while offenng them outlets fix their frustrations overvota! he called
"Islamophobia" by taking part in events such as protests, petillions and volunteei wwk. The father d
Zouaida told Montreal's La Presse that rie had conhscared his 1E-year-old son's passport Iasi year fearful
Ihat h& might bE planning to leave the country. The young man reported his (ravel documents as stolen to
w dad CS1S, the RCMP how
the police and applied for a new passport without raising any red flags. "HOw
did nobody see anything and lib toLId have anothsr passport so easily to fly tO Turkey?" CharkBaur said
"I was roally Surpnaed."
Canadian spy agency collects Canadien ernaile to government vites
CBC.CA, Ken Manly. 2015 02 27
Ottawa - Canada's Communications Security Establishment(CSE) Is collecting millions of emazls sent by
C anadians to government sites on the intemeL Tne collected ernails are searched far malware that could
attack government çprriputer networks A top secret document obtained by the CBC and the US news site
The Intercept revealed details about the collection of emails. T he document s from 2010. It cs among Me
documents obtained from fit A whistle blower Edward Snowden The Commu nications Security
Establishment (C SE) The CSE is Canada's cryptologic agency. It is respona-ble for foreign signals
intelligence (SIGINT) and also for protection of government eleclronac and communiralion networks.
Recently a new headquarters was built fur the agency at a coil of 5.1 .1 4itliQn r iaF ins it the most
expensive government facility eider built This no doubt shows the priority of the Canadian Conservative
goverment. Many who support the government constantly coin pie in of government spending but vv en it
comes to national security matters efficiency and control of costs do not seem to count The facilities are
4n 83 acres and the headquarters occupy 1.2 million sq uare feet I t is next door to the braadAr spy
agency Ca nadian Security Intelligence Service (CStS}. the CSE collected abaul 400,000 emeils seat to
government sites each day. Some of the date was stored far years. I expect that the agency thinks (flat
some day it rnight be useful to mine the data fore specific purpose. The numbers collected have probably
grown considerably sdnrçe 2010 assuming the process is still ongoing.
Poursuite d'adil Charkaoul Ottawa engJoutl soue les documents
La Presse, Vincent Larouche- 2015 02 27
Ottawa - Le gouvernement fédéra; et les services secrets on! été engloutis par une montagne de travail
de nature particulièrement délicate, fecem mont, pour tenter de dévoiler autant que possible â Arld
:harkaoui la preuve ultra-s9' rite qui avait jusiflié son arrestation et sa prétention pour soupçons de
1err0r1srtu. ,q l'époque, le service canadien de renseignement de secu;it' (SORS) disait el' Oir «tees matifs
rai sen nabies de croire qu'il était membre d'une organisation terroriste, s'@(ait livre et continuerait de se
givrer au terrorisme et constduait un danger», Il aurait aussi «participe des camps d'entrainement d'AlQaida, f requerrte des extrémistes islamistes, discuté de la pianificaiio n d'attentats et mené des activités
Criminelles pour appuyer le djihad a.
SIx Montreal studs fits suspected of travelling to Middle East Jol n lalatnlo Stela
Globe aria Mail, Les Perreaux a Daniel Leblanc, 2015 02 27
Manlreal & Ottawa • four young men and two warner wtro disappeered from the Montreal region have
Lravelied b the Middle EB St to fight with Islamic State authorities believe- triggering scrutiny of a M usli m
teaches once accused of his own ierrorst links. While the Canadian Security Intelligence Service says up
to 145 Canadians have gone abroad to join terrorist groups. iridudmy an estimated 43 who have joined
Islamic State, the addition of six would-be fighters at once represents a stunning new level of recruitment
in Canada- Until now, most known recruitrnent has involved loners or in rare cases groups of two or three
at most. At least four of the young people eludied et Montreal's College de Maisonneuve as recently as
last fall, a school oriole( ranfirmad The case shacked college officials who said they Seamed about the
recruitment in the local newspaper. Le Presse, and were not aware of a adicalization problem in their
midst At least anis of the young men attended classes taught there in rented space by Ali Charkaou i,
the Mader of a Montreal Islarnic centre who spent six years under security certificates after police alleged
he was an al-Qaecs sleeper agent Courts quashed the certificates in 2D09.
Six québticois manquent A l'appel
La Presse, Vincent farouche, 2015 02 25
Montréal - Six jeunes O uebecois, dont certains fréquentaient le collage de Maisonneuve, auraient gagné
la Turquie dans le but probable de rejoindre des groupes dphadistes en Syne. l,e pers lest rendu sur
place. «Comme un papa poule, juste pour vair qui il frequentaitw- dit-il. PI a décide d'interdire s son fils d'y
retourner, nolemmeret parue qu'il savait que fe litige opposant Adil Charkaoui aux services de
renseignement canadiens. Service canadien du renseignement de sccuritei (SC R$.) n'est toujours pas
réglé.
RCMP red-Slagged Alrnalkl alter 4111, desplto doubts
Ottawa Citizen, Andrew Gutty. 2015 02 25
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Ottawa - Newly released documents show that an RCMP national securily tears deScribed Ottawa's
Ahdullah Almaliti as an imminen' threat and an "irnpOrtar.t member" of a1-Qaada to foreign agencies even
as investigators expressed serious doubts about the veracity of those Oleirr1s. Other documents reveal
that Me RCMP teary, despite its insgivegs, shared details or Almalki's international travel plane with the
U 5, Central Intelligence Agency in December 2001, during the highly charged aftermath of 911 S. "The
available information clearly confirms the rntent or Canadian investigators in sharing the travel information
was, if possible. to arrange for or uss:st in his detention before he could return to Canada," Almalki's
lawyers charge in a written submission to the Federal Court of Canada The new documents have been
released to AlmaIkes legal team as part of the disclosure process in his $100-million civil suit against
federal ofhtial5 fOr his detention and torlure in Syria. Almatki, a Ca rialto Unnrersdy graduate and father cif
sax spent 22 months in Syrian custody after his arrest at the Damascus a:rpart in May 2002. He has
never been charged with a crime in Canada. A federal inquiry has already found that Almaiki was
inaccurately labelled by the RCMP in lette!s to foreign intelligence ageoicaeS. The new documents
diSCiased: by the government suggest that RCMP officers, in labelling Almalki an imminent threat. also
ignored evidence to the Contrary. An RCMP memo. dated Sept. 5, 2001, geriefeted after a meeting with
Canadian Security Intelligence Service officals said that `CSIS have not uncovered information that
would load than b behave the subject Almalki) is doing somelhing illegal.' On NOw 15. RCMP Insp
Michael Cabana drafted a nierrao setting out the "inconsistent information" that the police task force.
known as Project A-O Canada, had Collected in its Almalki investigation. "(CSa$ investigators) have
expressed the gpinion that despite their best efforts, they have never been able to stfbstantiute that
Almalki is in fact a procurement officer for the Bin Laden organization and were often quite careful to
characterize him as an allay ed or suspeC,t4td prOcurerrienl officer,' he noted.
Spy cables; Igre& airline used as intelligence 'front' iCanadaj.
AI Jazeera. Rahul Radhaknlshnan. Will Jordan. 2115 02 25
Doha - Secret cables obtained by AI Jazsera's Investigative lJnil confirm that South Africa's spy agencies
Concurred with allegeGans that Israel uses its flag•carrier- El Al Airlines, as cover for its intelligence
agencies. Leaked documents from South Africa s intelligence agency support claires made on a 2009
South African Celevasiorl programme by a foe-ter El Al employee-turned-whistteblower. Despite official
Israeli denials, the whistleblawer's claims prompted an emergency meeting between senior officials from
both sides, as well as a separate note of enquiry from Canada's Intelligence agency. The Spy Caales also
reveal that Canada's ititftriigeribe agency had written to the SSA and asked for any rind.ngs or
Infotrnatlon' on Israel using the airline as "a front for clandestine operations" promising to treat such
information `in strict carlridence"Leak reveals spies chase MOM ai tiviate than terroriate
Globe and Mad, Geoffrey York. 2D15 02 25
Johannesburg - Despite popular belief that they are chasing terrorists and master criminals, ilia world's
spy agencies spend much of their lime pursuing env iranmentalisia, apposition leaders, dissidents and
even airline staff, leaked documents show. Ti,e inielligence agencies, including Canadian spies are
Interested In CJvlilan targei5 trial go far beyond terrorism, according to the latest hatch of South African
~ ntolllgence agency reports, leaked to Ai Jezeera Many spy agencies are more preoccupied with polrtica>
activists than with terrorism, the reports show. One document revealed that the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS): was strongly interested in whether the Israeli airline, El Al, might have any
guntoting lsraali spins among its staff in international airparlg It questioned whether El Al staff might have
illegally Obtained firearms
ISIS recruited Canadian woman to loin fight In Syria
CBC News. Natalie Clancy, 2015 02 25
Tho family or a young Canadian woman who ;revelled to Syria otter being iasicalfzed say lasing her was
the most "shocking thing in the work" and that they wish CSIS had done more to prevent the 23-yearald's departure. The woman, wt7orn CBC News is calling Aisha to protect her identity. made the journey to
Sync to join up with ISIS last Surnrrlei. artei takiiig an online course is sourly the Qur'an taught by a
woman based In Edmonton, Says Nei older sister Rabic (whose name has also been changed). "arw all
went to work, came horse, all her stuff was gone She hed packed all her winter clothes took her
Computer and left," Rabia says. "It was the most devastating. most scary, most shocking chins in the
world.' Over the past Several months Rabia has been speaking to CBC News about her family's ordeal
Some details, such as names and the family's location are being withheld for Security reasons The
Canadian Security Inleltigence Service declined to comment on the specific case, but said in an emailed
statement that terrorism 'including reidcalization of Canadians and terrorist travel remains the most
prominent threat to Canadian interests and our national security." Rabia alleges Aisha was recruited
under the guise of an online class to study the Quran caught by a woman In Edmonton. But instead,
Rabin says. Aisha learned how to get to the ISIS-canirorled city or Pagga in Syria. CBC News has
confirmed the identity of the woman In Edmonton arid iiiat she was asked to leave a mosque after she
atterllpted to rAuuil people She has nng been charged in connection with this case.
Al habaa b threat against West Edmonton Mall 'nigh risk,• aeCurity expert says
CBC News. Staff repOrter, 2015 0.2 24
Edmonton • A video that appears to list West Edmonton Mall as a passi bra target by the al-Oaeda-;inked
terrorist group al-Shabaab "is a very surdbu5 threat' Mat could impact other Canadian shopping centres,
says a former senior intelligence o fcer with the Caned an Security Intelligence Service. frt the 77-minute
video posted online over the weekend, a masked member of the extremist group appears to call on
followers to attack shopping malls across North Amerlca and Europa Edmonton police say they are
working C&]Sely with R[:MP and West Edmonton Mall Security to ensure necessary precautions are being
made. Deputy police Chief Erien Simpson said Sunday "This was a very general oaanment . it wasn't a
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specinc threat" But Michel Juneau•Katsuya, formerly with CSIS, said that is precisely what makes the
threat more dangerous H2 said CSIS and RCMP will closely monitor corrlmunications aced links between
Canadians and al-Shabaab.

Les services secrets ont supprimé en douce fa prime au bilinguisme
La Presse Vincent Larouche avec William Leclerc, 2015 02 24
Ottawa -Presses de réduire leurs dépenses par le gouvernement Harper, les services secrets canadiens
craignaient d'avoir é geler les salaires ou réduire les effectifs ces dernières années. mais ils ont
finalement trouvé une autre faÇort d'économiser : supprimer la prime su hrlinguisma qui avait été gagnée
après une décennie de lutte par les espions ftarlcaphanes, pnrkcipalement issus du Québec C'est ce que
révèle une note interne du Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité (SCRS). obtenue par La
Presse an vertu de la Lai sur l'accès a finfomnation. L'organisme d'enquâte federal est présentement au
coeur de la stratégie antiterronE B du gauverrreirrrent, qui propose d'ailleurs d'élargir ses pauvaiis
Watch for Islamic# inFi#tration, btogger tells Senate inquiry
Ottawa Citizen, Dylan Robertson. 2015 02 24
Ottawa - Corrode needs to ensure radical Istam.sas don't infiltrate law-enforcement institutions, a
controversial Wagger told a Senate committee Monday Marc Lebuis las tracked radical Islam in Canada
an his bldg, Pont de Bascule, since 2010. With the help of roughly 10 people, Lebuis doOuments bath
leaders and radical groupa. `Leading influential Islamist leader$
tenuous and strong links between
have specifically targeted Canada," Lebuis told the Senate national security c;unlrrrittee. noting that
Islamist groups abroad have called on their supporters in the West to oin police farces and spy agencies.
Lebuis gave numerous examples of prominent Muslims in Canada whom he said supported Islamist
groups, such as a prominent scholar of Islam who suggested Muslim judges in secular countries could
use their jurisprudence to make verdicts shat favoufed the principles ct Sharia law. Fie also took aim al
remarks senior CSIS official Michael Peirce gave to the same corn mrttee last Oclober, when Peirce
discussed "individuals whose activities may be associated with a particular i nstikution, but it's the
Individuals we investigate. For instance. we aon't investigate masques." Lebuis said that was rnisguided
"This decision by CSIS neglects to take into account the pivotal role of the mosque, as it is understood by
the Islamists themselves. and kgnares the numerous documented cases of radical discourses preached in
mosques reported in recent years and weeks," sic said
DN d, CSIS, RCM unable to spend $11 billion of t el r budgets since 2007
Canadian Press. Murray Brewster, 2015 02 20
Ottawa - New figures show the countrÿs three major nabarral security Institutions ware collectively unaoie
to spend ¶11 billion of their budgets over the last eight years The statistos ar, lapsed funds at National
Defence. the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the R CM P were presented today et the annual
Conference of Defence Associations Institute meeting, which also heard a renewed warnings that the
military is on the verge of a mapr equipment rust out The numbers stand in contrast to the rosy
assessment cf the Harper government's defer ce sper'ding record as presented by Jason Kenney- the
newly appointed minister Ken ney dismissed the argument over Lapsed funding saying all departments
do it as part of the normal budget process, an explanation the government used lass year when a was
revealed Veterans Affairs gave back $1.13 billion in unspent casts. 'Every deportment lapses funds every
year. And they always have, and shay always will,-' Ken ney told reporters. "Departments don't blow out
their budgets. That's irresponsible fiscal management Departments submit budgets always with a little
margin for error on the high side and they always have carry forward provisions " National Defence lias
lapsed $9.7 diction since 2007. The ROMP has handed back $1.7 billion and CSIS was unable la spend
$1 BD million.
CSIS-RCMP express alarm over'anti-petroleurti' ideologists
Globe and Mail', Shawn McCarthy, 2015 02 17
Ottawa - The ROMP has labelled the "anti pe1roleu m" movement as a growing and violent threat to
Canada's security, raising sears among environmentalists that they face increased surveillance, end
possibly worse, urrdei the Conservative government's new terrorism legisation. 'There is a grow>Ing,
high.y organized and well-financed antiCanada petroleum movernent that consists of peaceful activists,
militants and violent extremists veld are opposed to society's rohance on fossil fuels," concludes the
report, which is stamped "protectedieanad an eyes only" and is dated Jan. 24, 20%4. The report was
aimained by Greenpeace. The government has tabled Bill C-5 t, which provides greater power to File
secunty agencies to collect information on and disrupt the activities of suspected terrorist g roups While
Prime Minister Stephen Harper fias identified Ire threat as violent extremists rnotivated by radical Islamic
views the legislation wouki also expand the ability of government agencies io infiltrate environmental
groups on the suspicion that they are promoting civil d isabedienee or otter criminal acts to oppose
resource projects A spokeswoman for Public Safety Canada said a II 0-51 does rot change the definition
of what constitutes a threat to Canadian security, and added CSIS does not investigate lawful dissent
"C$`5 has a good track record of distinguishing genuine threats to the security of Canada from other
activities," Public Safety eertada's Josee $Gras said 'The independent reports of the Security Intelligence
Review Committee attest to CS IS's compliance with the law "
CSIS documents reveal how agerroy designates terrorism targets
The Globe and Mail (Online edition), Colin Freeze, 2015 02 12
l orontc— When Canada-5 spies densnate someone as a 'target" of a terrorism probe, they input that
information with one of four labels - ' erronst." "extremist." "supporter' and "sympathizer " From there, the
spy service determines whether the to rget is a Level One or Level Two threat Only the salter car be put
under the surveillance of bugging devices ar paid irifPtratars. f'se ly released documents provide details
On the targeting methodology new being used by Canadian Security Intelligence Service. the seoretve
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agency that's about to be green new enforcement powers through legislation CSIS spokeswoman Tahere
Mufti replied wilh the following statement on Vti♦eeinesday• CSIS developed a lexicon cif Common terms
and definitions to guide and ensure accuracy in its descriptions of individuals in information exchanges
with darneslrc and foreign partners. This effort was informed in part by observations by Commissions cl
Inquiry. and the use of the lexicon's terminology can in no way be equaled b "casting a wider mat". It also
dues not alter the thieshold or the S€- a requiring reasonable giuurids tU suspect an individual's
activities pose a threat to national security before launching an investigation - a threshold which the
Service has dutifully respected for 34 years. F s .ndreated in the ATIP related documents, the internal
audit found that the Service's targeting ararvihes wore carved out in compliance with the CSIS Act,
Ministerial Direct-ves and Service targeting policy.

Ottawa arrests Tit typical network size
Ottawa Citizen Dylan Robertson, 2015 02 04
Ottawa - The RCMP allegations against a group of Ottawa men - if true - are similar to what has been
seen elsewhere with small croups of radicalized Canadians who purs:ae violence. "What often seems like
a lonewolf (plot) or attack is often much more of a network.kind.of•clusler than what we initially imagined,"
said Amarnath Amarasingarn. vita is studying Canadian exlremists who are fighting abroad
Amarasingarn, a past-dacioret student at the Delhpusie University Resilience Research Centre. says it's
urkG 1mmpn in Canada and other countries to see people go abroad with terrorist groups 'without direct
encouragement from others. 'These tend to happen organically. its nil like sar1 c4'i s orchestrating the
whale thing." said Arnarasingam, who says most groups don't exceed eight people because they would
then become difficult to co-ardirate. "Usually ycu'll have a charismatic leader within the clusterwnc's
leading the idenlagical leanings. and maybe a facilitator who is going to pay for their flight or that kind of
thing, and then the cohort or people who are inspired to do the work." Amarasingarrr said the main
challenge for police is proving sarneorrc has radicalized others 'That kind of link is quite difficult to
establish legally. That's why a tat of Mdse kinds of arrests take a lot of time because you have to establish
an evidentiary baSis for this arrest Muter' Sheikh. a former CSIS and RCMP counter-terrorism operative
who is studying radicalization. said society needs a multi-pranged approach to terrorism from tracking
Financial contributions to terrorist groups, to letting people know who lo contact when they meet people
cantemplating visilenl actions. We're so fixated i the individuals (But) if you really want to deal with this
problem you have tQ goo tQ the networks that give them logistical support," said Sheikh.
Prevonting radlcalkzatJon a key In terrorism Fight, Imam tulle senators
Canadian Press. Jim Bronskill, 2015 02 03
Ottawa - Canadians must work harder to prevent your;g people from becoming radicalized rnstead or
simply dealing with the aftermath says an Ohawa imam There is little talk of steering vulnerable people
away from rxtrernLsm, Zifad Delia told the Senate national security Comm,ttee Monday. Instead, the focus
is on trying to deradicalize them after the fact. Political leaders, soaal eeriness, teachers and others net-d
to "find ways of tackling" the lure of extremism, Delia said. Last fall, the RCMP said rt had same B3 active
security investigations an 90 suspected extremists who intended talon fights abroad or who had returned
to Canada The federal government has since introduced two bills aimed at reinforcing of expanding the
ability of Canadian security agencies to Investigate and deter terrorist threats. Legislation tabled last
Friday would give the Canadian Security Intellitience SeNrt9 powers to actively disrupt threats, not just
collect information about them. li wOuld also make rt easier for police to control the movements of terror
suspects and to detain them longer without warrant Opposition MPs and civil liberties advocates
expressed concern falQnday the bill did not boast oversight of Canada's spy agency concerns the
Conservative government quickly dismissed.
Identifying the new feçe of terror
Montreal Gazette, Geoffrey Vendeville, 2015 01 31
Montreal - There was no telling how or when he might hurt Somedne.l n et-Jean-sus-Richelieu_ Martin
Couture-Rouleau - a 25-year-o4d radicalized convert to Islam - chase the miming of Monday, Oct 20. to
plow his gold-beige 2000 Nissan Altima into two Canadian Armed Forces members. Warrant Officer
Petrick Vincent died of his injuries the next day.Two days later, another radicalized convert, 32-year-old
Michael Zehaf-Bibeau, picked 9:32 am. to shoat and kill Cpl Nathan
a sent•y at Otrana's National
War Memorial, before storming Parliament Hull.Both men acted alone, without the formal backing of a
terrorist organization. And both men were from Quebec (;outur -Rauleau seamed to be as pure Iona as
they came.)By all appearances, the suicidal attacks were unrelaled.As Canadians reeled from the events,
our police forces were wondering what, if anything, they could have dore to prevent the killings. Young,
radicalized lone operators who veer toward violence have raised new challenges for security forces
around the world( lAtila w. politico.co rriI rr32gazrr eAtoi y12015; t} 1 1paris-tea rorism-1 14507. htmi) The attacks
in Canada last fall -followed by a deadly hostage taking in Sydney. in Decemb?e.', and the Coordinated
aids On the Charlie Hebdo office and a Jewish supermarket in Paris in January - have fuelled a debate
on whether law enforcement should be given more powers a nd resources to cope with the evoking lace
of terrorism.Orr
the Harper government a nntiunced an anti-terrorism bill that would. among other
things_ give the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) the power to intervene to disrupt
terrorist activities. Since It was founded in 19134, CSIS has been a civilian agency that gathers intelligence
which it then hands ail to the RCMP But can such new measures, which also include increased powers to
restrict the movements of suspected jkhadists. actually stop a lane wolf hiding in plain sight?
Blaney defends' high-flying CSIS boss
Global 'News, Mike Le Couteur. 2015 01 25
Ottawa—Pubtic Safety Minister Steven 'Blaney is standing by the spending halals of one of his top
bureaucrats, a day after it was revealed eh derector of CSIS spent tens Qfli901.15eiroli5 on travel and hQlele
2$

In hie feel year on the gab ASked about the & ObaI News Story, Blarney said. '~14a expect all agencies to
abide by the Treasury Board (guidelines), and I believe all are doing so.' Ina statement, CSIS
spokesperson Tahera Mufti said, "Everything we dD in fulfilling our mandate to protect Canada's national
secu rity interests is done in a mar1rner Of utmost professionalism "
Hamilton man to get hearing with CSIS on 'Intimidation' ease
CSC News, Adam Carter, 2015 41 24
1-larniltOn - A Hamilton activist finally has a hewing date fora complaint lodged against the country s
security watchdog after CSIS agents visited his home - but neither he nor his lawyer will ever get to hear
the evidence in the case.Ken Stone alleges agents from the Canadian $ecurity intelligence Service
{C SI S} visited his house 10 "intimidate hirn in 21313 Slane has ibng been a vocal labour and anti-raoism
advocate, and say% the agents asked him about an op-ed he wrote in the Hamilton Spector titled
"Harper is wrong in demonizing Iran.' Hs also visited Iran to attend a conference. on Palestinian human
rights in 2011 .After the visit, Stone made a formal complaint to the The Security Intelligence Review
Committee ($IRO), a board of political appointees that examines CSI S's operations, Hearing dates for
March 215 and 27 were set during a Thursday morning conference call between lawyers on both sides and
officials But Stone also found out that SIRC has requested what's caned an "ex-party basing," which
means that they get to present evidence in camera - SO 11O one in the. public (like Slane and his lawyer)
gets to see or hear it.
Warren leave Montreal, join ISIS
QMI Agency, Andrew McIntosh Felix Seguin. 2015 01 24
Montreal - Two M ontreal worsen. ages 19 and 19, were reported missing by their families in November
and Canadian authorities believe they have joined Islamic Slate {ISFS} in Syria. Police fear the women
have become "slaves' of jihad ist fighters, said I nsp. Andre-Guy Lamothe at the Montreal polite antiterrorism unit. "There were signs of radiralaation " he said "Unfortunately, we lost them_ these already
arrived there. Trey'fl he used as slaves far the people there." Lemothe wouldn't say exactly ul ere he
believa6 they went. Both Montrealers are considered high-risk travellers end arm being investigated by
Canada's Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams, a %Purse close to the investigation told QMI
Agency. The two women are fnends. The Criminal Cade bars any Canadian tram jo-ining terrorist groups
such as ISIS or providing money or assistance of any kind. At the request of police, QMI Agency isn't
revealing the women's names to prevent others in their Inner cede from becoming radicalized, Police say
they have a dose relatonship with the grieving Families. A CSIS agent told OM! that 149îa 10 15% of young
people who leave their families to join ISIS are women. "Radicalization used to lake three, four or five
years," the agent said. 'Now we're talking abics,! months.- He recalled holding sobtairig parents in his arena
after informing them that their Cl1ildran left to fight with terrorists. Last fall. the head of Canada's spy
agency said authorities are monitoring 80 suspected Canadian terrorists who have returned fiama from
violent hat spots around the world. Monireat polite afficera discussed the foreign fighter problem this
week at a spinal training session on terrorism and radicalization. The session. organized by the RCMP,
also included Quebec provincial police and intelligence agents. About 100 officers received the training.
Le SCRS débordé par las cas de voyageurs e haut rEsque
Journal de Montréal, Andrew MGntasl3, 2015 Of 73
Montréal - Un agent da ren5ei4nernent canadien a dédare cette sernaine quo la majonb3 des effectfs du
Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité (SCRS) é Montréal enquéte présentement sur des ras
de voyageurs d haut risque. Après avoir été radicalises, ceux-i chercheait a quitter le pays pour se
joindre au groupe Étal islamique (El) ou é d'Buber% groupes terroristes comme AI-Qafda, a Noire but, Çest
de les détecter. C'est é la GRC de lea arréteno dit-iL en rappelant que les agents de renseignements
Comme dur n'ont pas l'autorité d'erri`=_ter ou de faire inculper des suspects.
Canada Spies Seen as Biggest Obstacle In BlackBerry Bid
Bloomberg News. Theophilos Argrtie. 2015 01 15
Ottawa - Canada's spies may be the biggest obstacle to any sale of MackSerry Lid (e E) A foreign
acquisition of the Canadian sma,tphone maker would trigger a national security review, largely by e
secret committee of senor officials that includes the heads of two spy agencies. The committee would
determine whether Canada can tu st the buyer with government communication. 'The government has
shown interest In national security in telecoms- and information technology, said James Musgrove, cocfiarr of the competition practice at law fern MOM,Ilan 1LP in Toronto "I expect they would show % very
high degree of interest in this transaction." Questions over whether the federal government would allow a
foreign takeover cf Rlackt3erry resurfaced yesterday after Reuters reported Samsung Electronics Co. had
proposed a potenliat acquisition. Both elac.1CB}erry and Samsung denied the report, sending the stock
down 20 percent today in Toronto, erasing most of the gains from a day earlier. The Canadian Security
Intelligence Service warned in 2012 that some fcceign state-owned enterprises may represent a threat to
national security. Later that year, Canada banned slate-owned enterprises from acquiring businesses in
the nation's ail sands outside of "exc ptionei circurnsten-ces " after approving Beijing-based Cnaoc Ltd.'s
(883) purchase of Nexen Inc of Calgary ?t the time. the government said rt would also "carefully mon itor"
transactions Involving foreign state-carted firms throughout the economy.
Returning jihadists under close watch
National Post, Stewart Bali, 21315 41 14
Ottawa - Ahmed Waseem's return to Windsor, Ont., in 2013 posed a problem for Canadian natonal
security authorities. Asa suspected p hadist fighter, with a battle waund to prove it was he a threat to
Canadians? How should they handle hum? I he 2e-year-el# Solved the problem himself when he
disappeared only to resurfar-e in Syria where he remains, occasionally pasting seines and }ihadist
propaganda an social media under several aliases. most recently Muthan na Ar Kanadl. dozens of other
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fihadist veterans are scattered across Canada and following this week's attack in Paris by brothers who
tied reporledly returned to France trom Yemen and Syria, the government is almost certainly reexamining the threat they pose. They range frorn Fateh kernel, the former leader of a North African
extremist call who returned to Montreal aller serving a jail sentence in France, to I1iva Afi,cedeh. a
Winnipeg man who irained in Afghanistan and swore allegiance to al-Qaida. —The government is aware of
about e4 rndwi-duats who have returned to Canada after travel abroad for a variety of suspected terrorismrelated purposes." according to a report released by Public Safety Canada in August. Testifying before
the Public Safety and National Security Committee on Oct. 5 CSIS director Michel Coulombe said not all
of the d0 extremists who had returned to Canada were hardened fighters l u l he said, "all or #harm could
potentially be a threat, definitely " Another 130 are believed to be active outside Canada in Islamist
extremist violence, including about 30 in Syria and Iraq. Canadians fighting in the conflict have said In
online posts they had na rrtenton of ever returning home, but oirc umstances change.
fi€rw security adviser has street Gred
Ottawa Citizen, Ian Macleod 2015 01 05
Ottawa - The prime minister's new national security adviser warned a long lime ago a bout lone attackers
such as Michael Zehaf-13rbaau and extrerists sw h es these who carried out Wednesday's massacre In
Paris That rney be one reason Stephen Harper has chosen Richard Fadden, deputy minister at National
Defence. as his right-hand roan on domestic and international secunty threats The scope and complexity
of the problem seems to worsen daily. Fadden certainly has the street cred for the job. Men el-Oaada
attacked in New York and Washington in 2001, Fadden was the Privy Counc l Office's intelligence and
security coordinator, an earlier version of the powerful national security fob he's now taking on. Thirteen
yea rs later, when Zehaf-Bi beaustormed Parliament Flilt on Oct. 2'2, Fadden was mee'ing across the
street at the PrNy Council Office with then-national security adviser Stephen Rigby, Canadian Security
Inteingenca Samoa (CSIS) director Michel Coulornbe. and chief of defence staffGen Tom Lawson In
'between those tragedies, he served five years as Canada's spymaster Fie was the first CS'S director to
nave direct interaction - and a leadership role - in the intelligence alliance with the United States, Britain,
Australia and New Zealand. known as the five eyes. His new posting signals b allies that Canada takes
national security- including budgets, capabilities and leadership - seriously Says Ray Basivert, former
assistant director of intelligence at CSIS. Fadden, who officially becomes the national security adviser on
Jan. 13, is said to have a strong sense of how Canada's a nd allied intelligence networks connect and
intermesh. Improving collaboration within Canada's security and intelligence establishment will likely he a
priority to him. say experts
Arbitrator upholds apy`at firing
QMI Agency, Andrew McIntosh, 2015 01 06
Montreal - Canada's spy agency was right to dismiss a junior spy assigned to Fight Hezbollah terronsts in
Quebec. a federal arbitrator has ruled. The recent decision by arbitrator Renaud Paquel lifts the veil on a
little-known aspect of CSIS operations. The Public Service Labour Relations Eoard recently backed GSIS
boss Michel Caulambe in his decision to terminate Marc-Andre Bergeron. 0515 fired the Montreal recruit
in October 2007, three months before the end of his probationary period. His termination letter, signed by
Coulornbe and obtained by QMI Agency, shows Bergeron was in training at the lime Caulambe said
Bergeron had not demonstrated the "aptitudes" to be a spy, the letter reads. All CSIS recruits are in
training and on probation for fee years before they can gain permanency. The probation is mentioned in
all CSIS job postings. Bergeron had no comment to QM! Agency In a letter to CSIS. and in court
documents, he claims to have been the victim of a petty and manipulative supervisor. "The burden of this
surprising and extreme decision was. and remains. very heavy on my personal and professional life."
CSIS bill doesn't settle 'important issue' around warrants:: government
Canadian Press. Jim Bronskill, 2014 12 17
Ottawa - The federal government says if still needs g u ida nee from the Supreme Court of Canada on
overseas spying even though it has introduced legislation to clarify foreign inlell genoe-galhenrng powers.
In a new tiling with the high court, the government argues its recently tabled bill doesn't overtake the ughprofile issue al whether the Canadian Security Intelligence Service needs a warrant to seek allied help in
spying on Canadians abroad It even draws parallels with the politica:ly charged Airbus affair of the 1900s
n making a case far greater certainty The government is urging the Supreme Court to hear the global
spying case, saying a tower court ruling has Leff CSIS "in the dark" about when a judge's approval is
needed to monitor suspected Canadian extremists in other countries. But Gordan Cameron, an Ottawa
lawyer appointed to probe the federal arguments, says the high court shouldn't bather with the case
because the federal bilr could make the central issue moot. The Iegisiation, introduced in late Qctobef,
would explicitly allow CSIS to seek a warrant to inves gate a security threat beyond Canada's borders
something the government flags as a pressing concern as a number of young Canadians travel to train
and fight with terrorist groups abroad. In a key 2013 ruling. Federal Court Justce Richard Mosley
chastised CSIS over a request for warrants to track two Canadians with help from the Carnmunicalions
security Establishment, Canada's electronic spy agency Mosley said CSIS breached its duty of candour
by tailing to disclose that CSE's foreign counterparts in the Five Eyes intelligence network the tinned
StateS, Britain, Australia and New Zealand could be called upon to assist. He also warned that CSIS and
CSE were incurring the risk Canadian targets "may be detained or otherwise harmed" as a result of
foreign agencies' use of the intercepted communications.

Brake Jihadlsts turn to Internet to gat ticket tv ws r zone
0M: Agency, Andrew McIntosh, 2014 12 15
Montreal - Some Canadians intent on joining ISIS have taken to the web to raise cash. The turn to
crowdsourcing has netted potential terrorists as much es $10.000 each IIt's a worrying trend, according fa
Michael Peirce, a deputy director at the Canadian Security intelligence Service (0515). Peirce recently
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raised
issue white testityirrg batare lha Sonata's standing committee on national security and defence
"When we're talking about individuals. for instance, individuals who ere reising money for terrorist
purposes within Canada, they can be relatively moderate sums_ up to 514.000," he teat the committee.
Whd That figure is what can be expected fix an individual, the amount that an organization can raibe can
reach six figures. They obscure where) the morkey will actually be gong, Peirce explained_ "They won't
necessarily direct the full purpose of raising funds," he said "Again, they mignt do it under the cover of
hu ma nitarian aid "But others say that there is na evidence that this is a widespread phenomenon.
Canada's extremist problem
Maclearl's Magazine, M'ohm! F'2trou, 2D14 12 12
Analysis: "I was one of you. I was a typical Canadian," Jahn Maguire says in a recant propaganda video
released by Islamic State, a tihacist group that controls large chunks of Syria and Iraq. In it, he stands in
front of a sheltered building and holds an assault rifts. "! grew up on the hockey rink, and Spent rifts
tannage years on stage playing guitar," Maguire is npt so typical anymore But nor is he unique The
Ottawa-area man, idensified in the video as Abu Anwar al•Canadi. is one of about 130 Canadians the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) says are now figl'liatg with banned tenonst groups
overseas Maguire urgaS his fellow Muntims to join Islamic State. or attack other Canadiens at A8rne
"You either pack your bags, or prepare your explosive devices," he says in the video. "Yea either
purchase your airline ticket, or sharpen your knrfe." Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney says Canada
has revs d
passport. Whip Cenadianb who are n0i duel nationals cannot have their
citizenship revoked for terrorism-elated offences, losing his passport may mean that Maguire will never
make it back to Canada_ But according to CSIS, e0 Canadians who joined banned ter run St groups
overseas have now safely returned. Canadiar, law makes it a ternanal offence to juin such roups But
collecting evidence and building a case can be difficult. Of the more than. 200 Canadians CS i5 says have
been involved with banned groups abroad, including those who have returned to Canada, only one,
Hasibullah Yusufzal of Burnaby, f _C., rias been tnargad with a teron&n offence (A setiond Canadian
who traveled to Syria has been charged with passport fraud.) CSIS director Miche: Coloumbe told a
House of Commons corn mince hie returnees took part in "terrOrast-related activities " The RCMP says
they -pose a significant security threat" to Canada And yet the vast majority, .t a ppears, viii never be
criminally charged 4Wa1 w do with such individuals is an increasingly pressing challenge for Canada,
and other countries around the world, as hundreds of foreigners flock to Syria and Iraq to join Islamic
State. Keeping all returnees under constant sunveillar'te aonsurnes masst,ve amounts of time and
resources. Ignoring them is risky. Bome'JVestern COuntrie9 are expenmenbng with a different option: deradicalizetiOrl
Ottawa refuse la tortura, mals pas son produit
Le Devoir, Hélène Buzretti, 2014 12 t2
Ottawa - Maigre te rapport du Sénat américain, Steven Blaney souhaite que k Service canadien du
renseignement de sécurité (SORS:i con sidere toutes les informations qui pourraient sauver la vie de
Canadiens Le gouvernement conservateur n'a visiblement tiré aucun enseignement du fracassant rapport
américain sur l'uhilisatron -- et l-inutilité — de la torture. Ottawa estime qu'il est encore approprie que ras
forces de l'Ordre canadiennes utilisant des informatiore probablement obtenues sous la torture s'il s'agit
~e sauver de6 vies
CFA torture report: Why Canada can* clairn innocence
CRC News. Andre Mayer. 2E114 12 11
Canadian agents may not have physically participated in CIA tenure tactics, but Stephen Harper's claim
Mat Canada played no role whatsoever misrepresents our relationship with u.5. spas, say a n urnber or
security analysts. it q. es us a good conscience" to he able to nary participation in torture but "rt dtasn-t
lake away the fat! that we're es guilty as !hem," says Mirhel Juneau-Katsuya a farmer senior intelligence
officer with CSIS, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. Stephen Harper rebuffs call to rescind
federal torture directives? U.S. Senate retort condemns CIA harsh interrogations? PS Juneau-K tsUVa
sees h. Canada's spy agencies have a trementiously Case relationanip with the Cie and probably l'ad a
pretty goad idea how the intelligence was generated. Adds security expert Wesley Wark. 'When Prime
Minister Harper says it's an Americari problem with an American issue with na Canadian ramific:atian8
that's not really aocurat - or averslrnplifred on any number of Fronts. TiIe committee Found nal only that
CIA interrogators had used "brutal." tactics such as waterboarding, $Ieep deprivation and rectal feeding to
obtain intangente from suspected terrorists, but that the intelligence itself was largely unreliable
California Senator Dia nne Feinstein, the mmrnittee chairwoman, said, "Under any common meaning of
the farm, C/A detainees were tortured" and that the program is "a stain on our values and an o+tu history "
The report oontaired ai beast three references to Canadians involved in extremist activity. including a
mention of "al-Oaeda operative" AbderraoL.f Jdey, a Canadien cilinen, and an Fi31 interview in which
another prominent suspect AiSu Zudaydah, alleges he sent a Canadian to meet with a Malaysian alQacda member Speaking ;n the HouSe of C:omniôns yesterday, Prime Minister Stephen Harper
dismissed the ides that the Canadian intelligence community was in any way implicated in the report.
"This is a report of the United States Senate." Harper said. '11 has nothing to do whatscever with the
government c# Canada. "Senate Intelligence ci 1mitlee chair dlanne Feinstein called Interrogation tacitcs
the CIA used on terra+ suspects between 2002 and 2009 "a Main on our values and on our history " A
statement released by the office of Public Safety Minister Stepher Blaney said,

Ovary tlas CSIS surVeitlanCe case 'not appropriate for Supreme Court: lawyer
Canadian Press Jim Bronskill, 2014 12 02
Ottawa - A lawyer appointed to probe federal arguments about the legallty of tracking Canadien terror
suspects overseas says the Supreme Court of Canada snouid reject tria povemmerit's plea to hear the
mater. Ottawa lawyer Cardan Cameron - the arnicua curiae. or friend of the high Court - says In a writter,
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submission it is "not en apprap'iate rasa" for the justices to examine. The federal government has urged
the Supreme Court to hear the case. saying the Canaoian Security Intelligence Service has been left -in
the darK' about when a lodge's approval is needed to monitor suspected Canadian extremists abroad.
Federal lawyers say lower oaurtg made "Significant errors" in dealing with the sensitive matter. la a key
2013 ruling- federal CDurt Justice Richard Mosley criticized CSIS over a request fix warrants to track two
Canadians with technical help from the Communications $county Establishment. Canada's electronic spy
agency. Mosley said CSIS breached its duty of candour by failing to disclose that LSE's foreign
counterparts in the Fire Eyes intelligence network - the United States. Britain, + ustrals. end New Zealand
- could be called upon to help. He also warned that CSIS and CSE were incurring the risk that Canadian
targets "may be detained or otherwise harmed` as a : esult of the use of the intercepted communications
by foreign agencies The Federal Court of Appeal upheld Mosley's lodgment in a ruling made public last
morilh.The Court of Appeal declared that a warrant is required when CSIS - either directly or through the
etxspipes of a foreign spy service - u trs 'inti usive" rriethods such as interception of telec4nlmunicalions.
kt said such warrants could be issued where the interception "is Lawful where it occurs." Federal lawyers,
however, said they had many questions about what the appeal court rnear-t.
Canaema ra leaad about accountability as Ca nada's spy agency takes on more overseas missions
Postmedia News. Douglas Quan, 2014 12 41
When Canada formed a civilian Intelligence agency in the mid- 19.00s, it sparked fears that its members
would run amok across Canada with unchecked powers. A9 it celebrates its 301Th anniversary, the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service is ben g dogged by similar concerns -- but this time it's in the
context of its rapidly expanding overseas missions and "we go where the threat is" mantra. CSIS was
created strictly as a dornestit security intelligence agency, but some industry observers say it has been
taking on operations more akin to the activities of a foreign intelligence service. They are worried about
the lack of oversight related to its overseas missions and propose that Canada should fpllgw the lead of
its G-7 partners by creating a separate. dedicated foreign intelligence agency. such as the United States'
CIA Or Britain's M1E 'What we ere doing is pretending That the skill set for domestic and foreign
intelligence are the same and Goering nothing in the way of appropriate internal and external
accountability," said Wesley Shark. a national security expert and visiting research professor at the
University of Ottawa. CSIS director Michel Coulomb alluded to the spy agency's shifting priorities and
expanding "global footprint" in speech to retired employees earlier this summer. "In th,s new
environment, we go where the threat ag We do more Foreign operations and joint operations than ever
before, and these are more complex operations than ever before," he said according to a copy of his
speech obtained by Postinedia News tr. rough access-to-tntormaücn laws Asked to elaborate on his
remarks. CSIS spokeswoman Tahe'm Mufti said there is n0 t#rne5tior that the agency's Foreign role has
expanded. bar! she insisted that its operation's are consistent with its mandate to ci ileot information
pertaining to Threats to Canada. Plan Jones, a retired assistant director at CSIS, agreed. "You cannot
defend Canada in isolation," he said. "Sometimes CSIS operators must have an on-the-round presence
to complete an rntelligençe cbilection teak." What agenTs are nal i.-I the business or doing iscollecIing
information about the activities of other states -- thafs the role of a foreign intelligence agency he said
And there is currently no appetite to :urn CSIS into such an agency. Craig Forcese, a terrorism expert and
law profassu at the University of Ottawa said re's not convinced a 6eparata agency is needed given that
it woukl fill the "narrowest of niches" mat currently occupied by CS'S. the Communications Security
Eslablishrnent (which intercepts foreign electronic communications) and intelligence arms c# The
Department of Foreign Afeina That aoid, Forcese agrees that the Canadian security sacior needs to "go
back to the drawing board" and reconceive how it con-ducts its affairs and how it is held acaauntable
Disclosure of 'sensitive' telecom surveillance details worried feels: memo
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill. 2D14 12 01
Ottawa - A move by telecommunications firms is be more forthcoming with the public about their role in
police and spy surveillance could divulge "sensitive operational details,- a senior Public Safety official
yarned Ina classified memo. Company efforts to reveal more about police and intelligence requests even
the disclosure of broad numbers would regikre "extensive consultations with all relevant stakeholders,"
wrote Lynda Clairmont, senior assistant deputy minister for national and cybersect:rity. Clainnont's note.
released under the Access to Information Act, prrnrided advice to deputy minister Francois Guiniorrt. an
the eve of his one-hour April 17 meeting with represenlakives of Fetus Corp. to discuss specifically what
information the company was allowed to tell the public about electronic surveillance activities The internal
Publie Safety memo sheds new light on behind-the scenes tensions between government officials and
industry amid pressure from privacy advacaies and civil Iibalanans for details of the scope and nature of
law enforcement access to Canadians subscriber information, phone calls and email messages The
demand for more Inansparenay web Ftelled by leaks from former American intelligence contractor Edward
Snowden, whose signjhçgnt diSçlosures revealed tie U.S. National Security Agency had acres-s to a
huge volume of telex enr-iunica1ic ns data. The revelations prompted a flurry of questions about the
acuities of the NSA's Canadian counterpart, the Communications Security Establishment, as well as the
Canadian Security Intell!gcnca Sery..ce and the RCMP. The Public Safety Department is committed to
protecting the sec..,rr•,y or Canadians while respecting their privacy, Clairmont
rmont wrote In her Apnt 16 memo
To Guimont, stamped "Secret/Canadian Eyes Only." '"Are recognize thattraneParenoy i$ key to giving
Parliament and Canadians Corxfidencs In our ability to meet both these objectives, but must continue to
ensure that sensit,ve operational details remain protected.'
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STATEMENTS MADE DURING THE DEBATE OF BILL C-44

nOn January 28 and 30, Bill C-44 was debated at the Reporting and 3-d Reading
Stages in the House of Commons_ Members from the New Democratic Party
expressed their lack of support for the Bill, while the Liberal Party of Canada
expressed their support . Main criticisms from both opposition parties were that an
increase in oversight of CSIS was required, that CSIS was not receiving adequate
resources, and that there were sufficient offences in the Criminal Code to address
terrorism that were not being applied by the RCMP, as CSIS is not an
enforcement body. Below are notable quotes from that debate:
I lieh]ialrts from the ReDoTting Stage:
On C 1S resources and Constitutionality ;lithe Bill: `I think the government k afraid of a ample of
things that carne up. One was that sooÏie ekpeit witnesses said that some parts ur this bill might be
uneunstitutiunal and that if the,-se wcrc declared unconstitutional by the courts we were wasting time
here. 'the other issue we raised was this. ]s the government providing sufficient sources to agencies like
CSIS and the RCMP
P to make use of the tools they already have? The government is afraid of debating
those two questions_ I think that is why it is introducing time allocation,' (M111., Randall Garrison) (For
responsive lines, pease sec Tahs 1E, 2B and 2G)
On information haring: Mr. Speaker, the member is wrong. First, this hill is riot addressing the police
or the RCMP_ but el arifving the role of our national security agency. It is to clarify and make sure that
CSIS. our Canadian security service, continues to do what it has always done. which is to share
information with ow partners... This bill clarif es the role of the service and confirms its ability to operate
abroad and, rnorc specifically, and t want to repeat this, shareiflfurmatïun about and track pcoplc,
potentially Canadians, who may have left the country for terrorist purposes. We will share this
information with our partners and allies, such as the Frs:neh, All nations throughout the world are bringing
in mu-asurea in keeping with their constitutional framework in order Lu protect democracy. Thai is the
purpose of this bill, (Steven Money) (tor responsive lines, please see labs 1.1, 2D and 2E)
On numbers of foreign fighters: IfCSfS and others sa-v that Ihere arc 140. we ran bel that there are a
whole lot more than that... Everything about 9/11 was there, but they just had not talked to each other.
They just had not shared_ I know that the same situation exists among Canada's security services, whether
it is CSIS, CSEC, the 1-)1\11), or the CI{A.'[hose disconnects exist_ 1 would like to ask the minister about
the urgency and the timeliness that is required to connect those disconnects, because the clock is ticking
{1,auric I lawn) (For responsive tins please sec Tab 21)
On C-41 vs. C-51 and ILSIS powers: Mr. Speaker, those were great remarks by the Minister of Public
Safety The problem is that the remarks do not relate to Rill C-44, on which the government has
introduced closure_ the bill he is talking about soiliids to me more like the bill that may be comma on
Friday. This bill really does nothing to address the national security concerns that have been raised as a
result ()I- the Quebec activity, the incident in Ottawa., or what lias happened in Paris. We expect that to be.
in a new hill. This bill basically brings into law wine of the practices that CSIS is now uti fixing and
protects CSIS sources. etiroyne Easter} (Tor responsive lines, please see Tabs 1 B and 2F)
On uperationul accountability; As things stand now, in fact, CSIS cannot legally conduct
exiraterritorial surveillance activities. This hill ni nia to correct that... The amendments we proposed
were meant to make the director of CSIS accountable for secret surweiclance activities conducted abroad.
This will not be the case, because under the bill as it stands, an crnploycc designated by the minister will
be accountable for those activiticm. 1 would ]ikc to ask my colleague why it is not the director of 0515
who would the accountable for secret acLiviLies conducted abroad, and why a straw man should be chosen
to do it instead? 4 Rn mood C8t0 (l'or responsive lines, please sec Tabs 2A, 2C and 2E)

On legality of new powers: hill C-44 contains amendments that will con sidmitly enhance the power of
our intel l igcno c agencies to act abroad in the cnntcr€t of investigations related to threats to Canada's
security... Rather than clarifying things, this hill opens the door to a number of legal problems and could
very well be struck down by the courts. In addition to legal problems, this initiative exploits a certain
social malaise. (.ittitnth:tn Giencsl .luureiaili) (For responsive lines, please see Tabs IC and 2E)
On the legality of extraterritorial actisilies: Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank my colleague lbr his
eloquent remarks and for enlightening us about this bilI.With regard to CMS's activities abroad. various
federal cowls have already ruled that section 12 of the act does riot contain extraterritoriality provisions
that cover covert surveillance. 'This issue has been brought before the courts on a number of occasions.
It is troubling that, ultimately, CSIS is still conducting extraterritorial activities_ Clearly, rather than
remedying the situation by reining CSIS in, the government is trying to condone that behaviour by
amending the act and establishing such provisions. (Itav room el i_ ir') (For responsive lines, please see
Tab 1C)

C:-44 Debate

(311 Rcaedina}:

On civil liberties and accountability: The sad thing about Rill C-14 and the pressure that the
government is putting on (S1S) is that the government would have us believe that giving CSIS more
power is a good thing_ it would be if the government also gave the agency the resources and tools it needs.
f!owerer, unfortunately, the Conscnatises decided to go it alone and did not hold the necessary
consultations on Bill C-44_ There has also been tack about a balance between public safety and civil
liberties something that we do not see at all in Bill C-44 ___ I also think about the fact that the inspector
general of C S IS position was scrapped, even though it was crucial to accountability at CSIS _ _ ..That was
an extremely intportantposition that helped balance civil liberties and national security. (Rosane Dorf'
Lefebvre) Tor responsive lines_ please see Tabs 1.1, 2A, 2D)
On the use of public funds: In addition, we were disappointed to hear about some qursl€oaable
spending (Le travel expenses), to say the least and to avoid unparliamentary language, by Michel
Co ulum be, the director of (CSIS)... 'Fills kind or behaviour is unacceptable. The director of CSIS is
sptuding more on himself right now than the Minister of Public Safely. It is totally unacceptable to
see taxpayers' money spent like that. What arc we hearing from the Conservatives right now? Nothing,
radio silence. They have no response when we ask what will happen next, Will the director of (:Sis be
reprimanded fur misusing public [ulids'.' (Ru aleer burro Lefebvre) (For responsive line, please sec
Tabs 2A and 2B)
On legal opinions received and constitutionality: Bill C-44 affects not just CS]S, but also part of the
Citizenship Act. which has nothing to do with what we arc interested in here, namely the Canadian
Security Intelligence Scruice.., ! asked the Conservative member who just spoke on Bill C-44 whether
they had received legal opinions confirming that the hill is well and truly constitutional, I le managed to
evade the question just as well as the Minister of Public Salcty and all the people who dealt with this bill.
No one was able to offer any legal opinions to prove that this bill was constitutional_ a Rosnue Doré
Lefebvre) (For responsive lines, please see Tabs 1F, 2F)
On existing legislation: The government must explain why it is not using existing legislation and the
relevant provisions of the Criminal Code. ; Wayne Easter) (For responsive lines. please see Tub 1E)
On legalizing that which is Illegal: With the latest bill. we would increase the powers of Canada's s-py
agency. We are offering it up as another international body to engage in espionage and spy on other
countries,.. We are asking our intelligence service to open up the opportunity to spy on other countries,
l4: disregard the laws that other countries might have toward their citimis and pursue our intelligence
system in that regard. We are taming a step to a more confrontational approach to other nations based
on one single perceived threat of 1511., or al Qaeda, or those foreign agencies that we see as being the
prime international threat to the stability of the world right now. (Dennis Revington) (For responsive
lines, please see Tab 11:, 2II')
On transparency amid oversight: We had a lot ot`coneems about the hill, especially with respect to
protections, civilian oversight of CSIS and the fact that the government dues not give CSIS adequate
resources .._ With respect to warrants for overseas covert actions, we moved an amendment that would
require the director, and not an employee designated by the minister, to make the application in every
case. ]i is simply a question of transparency, i know that all Canadians want CSIS to be as transparent as
possible. The purpose of our amendment was to ensure that covert activities do not become routine. We
wanted the director to be accountable,.. a Laurin Liu) (For responsive lines, please sac Tabs 2A and
2B)

On respect for international law; We put forward an amendment to delete the ]irllowing from clause
R(2):
Without regard to any other law, including that of any forcian state,_..
It is important that we remove this part of the bill because we wanted to remove any con tradiction with
international law and the explicit granting of power to Canadian courts to authorize illegal activity in
other states. Canadian activities must comply with international law_.. iL aurin E.iu} (For responsive
lines. please see Tab IL, 2A and 211

Ou accountability and warrants: We also proposed another amendment tu add specific accountability
for the use of warrants to authorize activities Of CSIS abroad tu the CSIS director. We would like the
direetur to submit an annual reporl to (SIRC) specifying the disposition of all such warrant
applications and the activities carri€d out under tue warraurs... and the bill does not contain enough
treasures to protect Canadians' privacy. (Laurin Liu) (For responsive tines. please sec Taira 1 fl, 2.4. and
2ll;
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Relevant Question Period Debate
in Question Period debate (since November 2014) the following issues and questions
were raised with regard to CSIS_

• Insufficient oversight: Insufficient oversight for CSIS and other national security
agencies was raised repeatedly. Sample question: yin the years following 9/11, the current
justice minister said parliamentarians could provide a credible and independent check and
balance to oversee our national security agencies and the power of the state So why has the
government le Ft parliamentary oversight out of its current anti-terror bi'l'l? (Justin Trudea u l
Government response: We already have a rigorous system of oversight on our national
security and police agencies. specifically on intelligence. We have the Security intelligence
Review Committee which is a robust mechanism of independent third party oversight it
functions very well.

• Adequacv of SIRC: Questions were raised about the ability of SIRC to provide sufficient
oversight. Sample question; "Mr Speaker, the house is currently debating government
legislation Mel would increase the mandate of Canada's spy agency giving CSIS bred&de'
powers of surveillance over Canadians. But the Security Intelligence review Committee
suffering from two vacancies and without a full time chair already falling behind in its
investigations of complaints against the agency. Even former chair; Chuck Strata' stated that it
might be necessary to review the role, its resources or both. Does the government not believe
that national security should be properly balanced with effective oversight and respect for the
privacy of law abiding Canadians?- (Brent Rathgebe)
Government response; We have an outstanding Canadian model. a body that has been in
place for 30 years. that ensures continuity in terms of reporting and oversight of the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service, and that has world-renowned expertise, knowledge and credibility.
I salute their work and I urge the member to support the work of the committee, which, as we all
know, is accountable to Parliament.

• StRC Resources: Questions were raised about whether SIRC has adequate resources.
Sample question: The Conservatives are about to give enhanced powers to C,SIS. But the
organization mandated to oversee it will receive only an additional 510,000 this year. That is
ridiculous. With such a paltry budget, part-tirne members and a limned mandate that is after the
fact_ how can the C:onservalives claim that sir is capable of overseeing the activities of CS'S?"
{Megan Leslie!
Government response: SIRC has the resources and authority to fully and independently
review CSIS' activities_ SIRC is an established, well-recognized, expert committee that has the
knowledge to do intelligence security.

• Parliamentary oversight of CSIS in context of IDA: Comments were raised
repeatedly that CSIS should not be given an expanded mandate without expanded oversight.
Sample question: "Former justices of the Supreme Court, seven former federal ministers, four
former Prime Ministers, including a Conservative, have all said they're concerned about The
dangers that C-51 represents, There is no effective oversight mechanism for monitoring CIS.
Why are the Minister and the Liberal leader not listening to this wise advice. " (Megan Leslie)
Government response: There is already oversight with SIRC. We believe that the expanded
powers that are to be given should not be dealt with after the fact by politicians but should be
dealt with before the fact by independent judges. We thought that was the most effective form
of oversight for the expanded powers that this legislation seeks to give to the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service.

• Constitutionality of Bill C-44 and C-61: Issues were raised about the constitutionality of
the new legislation. Sample question: The Minister of Justice is also the Attorney General of
Canada. He therefore has the duly to examine the legality of bills that are introduced here in
parliament. Experts are already challenging the constitutionality of certain aspects of bill c-51 ,

Has the Minister of Justice done his job and obtained the legal opinion as to whether [the bill]
passes constitutional rrrtuster and will he table with the committee — will he table this with the

commit/cc?" (Françoise Boivinj

Government response: Every bill brought by the government is approved by the Department
of Justice. We look to the constitutionality, we look to the Charter compliance before presenting
any bill in the House of Commons.

+ Lawful TDA: Questions have been raised about whether CSIS would require judicial
authorization for all measures to reduce threats. Sample question: 'The government keeps
saying the new power of CIS are subject to judicial oversight. No, they're riot. it would be only
if CS1S were to decide that what it was about to do would be illegal or unconstitutional that it
would then be given the choice of applying for a warrant. All other disruption activities would not
require a warrant. The government is either being disingenuous or not fully reeding its own bill."

lRaricfall Garrison}

Government response: On the question of disruption. if what CSIS was doing was entirely
legal and there was no question of peoples rights being infringed, then obviously there would be
no need for a warrant. However, in the case of any other activity that might violation someone's
rights, but it would be carried out for a good law enforcement reason, a warrant would be
needed.

Application of TDA to nonviolent civil disobedience: Questions have been raised with
regard to whether Bill C-51 would allow CSIS to take measures against peaceful protest or nonviolent civil disobedience Sample question: "There is growing criticism that c-51 goes too far
Now, first nations in particular are sounding the alarm about how this bill would impact them.
Lurid chief Terrence Nelson has spoken out saying that quote treaty rights, land rights, natural
resource development, any protest like that could be considered eco-terrorists. Does this
government not understand that this bill is not fast about terrorrsrrr, are they rely blind to the fact
they carp also target legitimate dissent and take away fundamental rights of Canadians?" (Peter

Julian}

Government responseï CIS is given powers to deal with threats to the security of Canada as
enumerated in the CSIS Act, They explicitly, according to the statute, do not include lawful
advocacy, protest or dissent. The current wording properly circumscribes and identifies the
powers of CSIS so lawful dissents and protests are protected.
• Definitions of threats to security: Questions have been raised with regard to the
definition of threats to the security of Canada with regard to CSIS' mandate. Sample question:
'The government is trying to mix up threats to security with terrorist activities. According to
internal elbCdottelleS. the RCMP calls groups who are opposed to major polluters. for example
environmental groups and First Nations as threats to secwity. With the Prime Minister's
proposed legislation_ will CSIS have the authorization to investigate these groups,
environmental groups. First Nations, are they in your sights as well?"Il'homas Mulcairl
Government response: The NDP may be getting confused about definitions in the information
sharing provisions of the sill and the CSIS Act portion of the Bill. Aboslutely no changes will be

made to what constitutes a (heat to the security of Canada. Further, the CSIS Act specifically
states that threats to the security of Canada does not include lawful advocacy, protects, dissent,
and artistic expression. It is very clear, and again I think some fearmongering has gone on.

+ CSIS resources: Cuts made to national security programs were raised repeatedly.
Sample question: "The new security bill does nothing to solve the problem of resources.
Currently, C. S. 1. S. Is unable to monitor everyone who's. been identified as a potential threat.
Officials are already overwhelmed with the number of riles on high-risk travelers. How does the
minister expect these new powers to be useful when C. S.1. S. can't even cope with its current
workloadr (Rosearme Lefebvre)
Government response: Opposition parties repeatedly (seven times) voted against increased
funding for national security agencies including CSi. The resources we have provided to do its
very important work have increased considerably since the Government has been in power.
That is because we recognize the importance of the work CSIS does, as well as the work done
by its companion agencies_

• Use of torture or enhanced interrogation techniques: Questions were raised in
relation to the US Senate Report on interrogation methods with regard to Canada's position on
such methods. Sample question- -Canadian security agencies have gone from rejecting
intiformabon obtained by torture and having policies rrr place to identity tainted information to an
order that dhows such information In be used and shared. Even at the risk that it will lead to
torture in other countries. My does the minister continue to condone by proxy through this
directive?" Mayne Marston)
Government response: The report. is a US report and has nothing to do with the government
of Canada. Cur government does not Condone the use of torture and certainly does not engage
in it. The primary responsibility of Canadian security agencies is to protect Canadian life and
property. If we get a tip from any source that Canadians' lives are in danger. lives that are in
danger, Mr. Speaker, we will act to save those lives and we will continue to ensure that
intelligence is reviewed and assessed by Canadian intelligence experts before it is acting upon.
•
CSIS Ia0sed funds Questions were raised in relation to lapsed funds of security
agencies. Sample question: The government claims to he Cracking down od terrorists and

through boil c-51, our security agencies are about to assume broad, new powers_ However, our
security agencies lack the resources to carry out even their current mandates. Both the
Commissioner and the deputy C. S. 1. S. Director dearly told parliamentary Committees
last October as much, that a lack of resources makes tracking all extremists at all times simply
impossible. Now we have learned that collectively. CSIS, the RCMP, and DND have allowed
.$11 billion to go unspent and lapse. " (Brent Rakhgeber).
Government response: In actual fact, we have increased resources to our national security
agencies by over one-third.
CSIS response: Over a period of 7 fiscal years, the Service has lapsed funds 018181.9M
reflecting prudent financial management of public funds While money was immediately
allocated. CS(S' stringent recruitment process required that the hiring of new employees take
place over a more extended period of time. There were also lapses related to the management
of capital projects where money was moved from one year to the next. CSIS' lapsed
approximately $18 M in last year's Public Accounts. Only funds of $5.3 M were associated with
CSIS' operating budget carry-forward, which represents 1.1% of CSIS' Main Estimates_ This
amount is well within the allowable 5% carry forward established by Treasury Board. $12.7
related to funds that had been frozen during the year and, therefore, were unavailable to the
Service to spend.

• Director's travel expenses: "Canadians were shocked to learn about high flying travel
al CSIS. The director has wracked up tens of thousands in travel expenses including a $750 a
night hotel bill. Meanwhile, CSIS case officers looking at high-risk travelers are overstretched
and urrderresourceQ Does the minister really think this is en appropriate use of taxpayer
funds?' {Roseanne Lefebvre}
Government response: The travel director of the government of Canada as very clear. It
States that the most economical means are to be selected when booking transportation,
accommodations and facilities. The government takes the management of taxpayers' money
very seriously.
CSIS response: Owing to national security reasons, CSIS does not disclose the particulars of
where our employees travel or whom they meet with — and that applies equally to members of
the executive. That said_ it must be noted that travel is a necessary requirement for intelligence
workers. That's because national security is a shared exercise — domestically and globally — and
CSIS has many partnerships that need to be maintained and expanded. The international
character of terrorism has made this especially evident. CSIS is extremely respectful of taxpayer
dollars. Everything we do in fulfilling our mandate to protect Canada's national security interests
is done in a manner of utmost professionalism. All members of CSIS adhere to the GoC rules
and regulations set forth by Treasury Board Secretariat.

• Costs of the O'Connor and lacobucci Inquiries for CSIS and others: (Craig Scott}
CSIS response; For reasons of national security, CSIS does not disclose details of its budget
and/or expenditures, beyond those publicly reported in the Parliamentary Estimates, Public
Accounts, and the Budget
With respect to costs incurred by the O'Connor Inquiry, CSIS can release the following
information:

S1,849,335.00 (fiscal year 2004)05, received in 2005/06 via the Operating Budget Carry
Forward Policy)
$1.418,280.00 (fiscal year 2005/06, via Supplementary Estimates A)

~I

With respect to costs incurred by the lacobucci Inquiry. CSIS can release the following
information.
$3,133,233.00 (fiscal year 2007108, via Supplementary Estimates A)
5433,973.00 (fiscal year 2008103; via Supplementary Estimates B)
• Costs of the civil action brouuht against Canada Arar, Abou-ElmaatE, Nureddin and
Almalki: (Craig 5com
CSIS response: For reasons of national security, CSIS does not disclose details of its budget
and/or expenditures , beyond those publicly reported in the Supplementary Estimates, Public
Accounts, and the Budget.
With respect to costs related ta the civil actions by the individuals in question and their
subsequent court-awarded amounts, the following was identified in the Public Accounts:
For Ahmad Abou-Elmaati:
$1,924.95 (fiscal year 2011112, as part of Public Accounts amount of 53,729.00)
313,904 13 (fiscal year 2013114, as part of Public Accounts amount of $125,137.00)
31,666.68 (fiscal year 2013114, as part of Public Accounts amount of 55,000.00)
For Muayyed Nureddin:
$1,803,61(fiscal year 2011/12, as part of Public Accounts amount of S3,72g.00)
$13.944.13 (fiscal year 2013/14, as part of Public Accounts amount of $125,137.00)
Fcr Abdullah Almalki$13,94.12 (fecal year 2013/14, as part of Public Accounts amount of 5125,137.00)
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STATEMENTS FROM SECU APPEARANCE 24 NOV 14
On November 24, 2014, the CSIS Director made an appearance alongside the
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness and the Deputy Minister
of said Department (inter alga}, at the House of Commons National Security
Committee (SECU) to testify on matters related to Bill C-44.

Below are key statements made at the Committee_
s On debate length "I ask the minister again: do you think that we're actually going to

have enough time here in committee to give this bill the study that it deserves?" (Randall
Garrison, NDP)

Answer (Blaney): I believe there has already been more than nearly 11 hours of debate
I think we are expected from Canadians, especially in the context of an evolving threat to
do a thorough work but not to drag on our feet and spend wasteful time as this bill is
needed."
• On oversight: 'Why is there nothing in this bill that improves the accountability and the
oversight for our national security agencies?" (Randall Garrison_ NDP)
Answer (Blaney): "I've said it in the House and I said it again today, this bill is particularly
designed to address two issues that were brought forward by the court which ere limiting
the power and the authority of CSIS.
• On oversight and the Bill's constitutionality: "CSIS operates under Canadian law.
This is why we have set up a package of law that is making sure that whenever they
operate, they are operating within the law. Of course, I may be involved in those
authorizations, but, more importantly. judges warrant when our issues need to be
validated by the judicial system. On top of that, we have an overview mechanism of the
whole service_ and this is done by the Security Intelligence Review Committee. I have
brought here a copy of that report. it's in both official languages. We have a robust
oversight of an agency which is to abide by Canadian law." (Blaney)
"I wonder if CSIS maybe shares that same interpretation that there is a new responsibility
for SIRC here included in the bill?" (Randall Garrison, NDP)
Answer (François Guimont): "Well actually I would say, Mr. Chairman, that it's new in the
sense of being defined in that bill, but in reality SIRC can look at all aspects of CSIS'
activity as long as it is not cabinet confidence. Their power is very broad, so that's the first
observation I would make. The second observation is that it is a review responsibility, and
their resource--I think they have 1$ individuals, plus or minus—is a significant number of
individuals who are very capable and understand the business of CSIS. l would like to
think that they are probably equipped to do a good job at carrying out review, should they
decide to do so."

• On the Bill's constitutionality: "So I have a question for the minister about what advice
he has received from the Department of Justice on the constitutionality of the measures
proposed here? Particularly those that deal with authorizing courts to grant warrants
without respect to international law? Also with respect to the protection of identity of
human sources. If these laws aren't going to stand up when they get to court then we're
actually wasting time here when we could do something more effective So has he had
that advice? Will he table that advice with this committee'? "(Randall Garrison, NDP)

Answer (Blaney); 'As I've said in criminal proceedings defendants will have the ability to
seek an order from a judge declaring that disclosure of the identity of a human source is
essential to establishing their innocence. The fundamental right to a fair trial is not onty+
preserved it is reinforced. In another bill from this one we will come back with issues
related to surveillance, arrest and detention_ But this is not what this bill is about. This bill
is about protecting the source. This is exactly why we have embedded in this bill
measures to reinforce the fundamental right, not only respecting the law but the spirit of
the law which I think is even going further. The other aspect is you know we are talking of

Canadian citizens—and I expect this question may come further on during our
exchange—Canadian law and Canadian procedure. We are sometimes working in an
environment where people don'I experience the freedom and the democracy that is
experienced here. That is why this bill is related to Canadian law and that's why it is a bill
that is fully complying with our Constitution."
• On passport revocation: "Those individuals who are committing terrorist acts using the
Canadian passport don't deserve to use their citizenship to propagate violence around
the world. That is why. once they are Convicted of a terrorist act, ! find it Fairly appropriate
to remove this tool and this great privilege to be a Canadian citizen. " (Blaney).
• On powers of arrest "Why hasn't section 83.18{1) of the Criminal Code been used to
arrest those individuals? Two, are there components in this bill that will allow you to
arrest those individuals where you're not now able to?" (Wayne Easter, LPG)
Answer (Blaney): "As you are well aware and you've been in that position before it is not
because you suspect an individual to have contravened the criminal law that you
necessarily are being able to transfer this intelligence into evidence. Thais why we need
to move forward as the legislator. That's why I will come back to this committee to
address this issue, and that's why l hope l can count on your support to do exactly that
To get back to the existing provision of the Criminal Code Commissioner Paulson has
already indicated that the threshold was too high so that they were not able to proceed..• On extraterritorial authorization: "As I see it under this bill there are no checks and
balances where CSIS is going to do something that violates the l w of another country
but we're able to do because of the wafrants issued within Canada_ There doesn't seem
to need to be those checks and balances to protect our foreign affairs interests whether
in trade or in other areas---Where are the checks and balances to protect Canada's
interest when we take action under this section?" (Wayne Easter, LPC)
1 guess it still comes back to the question what is the Canadian response then to foreign
intelligence agencies conducting things that would be illegal here. How do we respond to
that if we're now saying "We may do the same thing to you?" I find it troubling_" (Randal!
Garrison, NET')
Answer (Director Coulombe): "You have to understand that with like-minded partners_ we
do work overseas jointly. It's not like we would go into a friendly country and do things
covertly. As a security intelligence service, and not just as a service—all of our partners
do conduct covert operations. That's kind of obvious, and although it might not be specific
in their legislation, that's what a security service will do at times, but most of the time for
the service we do our work overtly with our partners when they are like-minded, but there
could be occasions when we're sending intelligence officers, for example, into. countries
that are not like-minded where we might not tell that country what we're doing because of
the national interests of Canada but also for the safety of our officers_`
in this bill, if I can put it this way. with judicial decisions, judges, authorizing certain
activities for CS1S abroad, aren't we now getting into, I guess, the extraterritorial
application of what CS'S does from where we were?' (Wayne Easter, LPC)
Answer (Director Coulombe): "First of all, in terms of CSIS conducting activities outside
Canada, and you talked about the Macdonald Commission, but I'm not going to quote,
l'm pretty sure in the report it does talk about the creation of CSIS, that you would have to
be very careful, but they were already seeing the possibility that we would have to do
this. It has always been our understanding that we have that authority. That's why this is
just a clarification: making it explicit in the act that we can actually do what we've been
doing for basically 3b years, because that was the interpretation of.... If you look at
section 16, there's a Clear restrictions: it's within Canada, which you do not find in section
12...: if you're thinking about us acting in other countries, when it's with like-minded
partners most of the time this is done jointly, with the acknowledgement of that country,
just like we expect them to do the same here. When there's cases of non-like-minded
country. like it was mentioned earlier, with, for example. cases of Russian espionage,
then we would investigate, and if there's a case we would pass it to the RCMP."
"Certainly, Mr. Coulombe. you said that there are no new powers for CSIS here, so in
clause a where it adds to the warrant question the words. 'iNth out regard to any other

law, including that of a foreign state.._', my question is, could that be removed from this
bill? If it was removed, would that change anything materially here. Certainly, to me, it

would affect the reputation of what we're doing in other countries. So I'm not sure who's
responsible for the drafting of that and what impact that would have to remove those
words from this bill?" (Randall Garrison. NDP)
Answer.tRitu Banerjee, PS): "Part of the reason it's dratted the way it is, is if we go back
to the Federal Court of Appeal decision. the court made it clear, and this is again
following up from what Mr. Coulombe just said, that it would have the jurisdiction to issue
such a warrant, and I'm quoting the decision, `...where the interception is lawful where it
occurs'. Because that is very challenging to operationalize, we had to ensure that the law
was clear for judges, that what they had to consider was relevant to Canadian law:
primanly the charter and the CSIS act. So that's why it's written the way it is."
Answer (Director Coulombe): "ln terms of being lawful in the country where it's going to
take place, you can imagine the difficulties in the countries I listed earlier. But just talked
about mobility. If we were to obtain a warrant where it would be lawful to do whatever we
want to do in Syna, and the next week nowthat person is in Iraq. and the following week
that person is elsewhere, again, in terms of, as we say in French, pratico-pratique, I'm not
sure how that system would be workable -

•

On the Bill's relationship with citizenship revocation: "J'ai une autre question
concernant la partie qui touche la Loi renforçant is citoyenneté canadienne. Vest un
projet de loi sur le Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité. Pourquoi avoir
rajoute cela? Est- ce que ça a un rapport quelconque? Je ne comprends pas
nécessairement le lien entre le SORS et le rapprochement des dates d'entrée en
vigueur." (Rosalie Doré Lefebvre, NDP)
Answer (Blaney) : "Essentiellement, c'est pour faciliter et accélérer la mise en application
de l'enlevement de la double citoyenneté dans la cas d'individus reconnus Coupables.
Donc, il n'y a aucun élément législatif. et peut-étre que Mme Girard pourra compléter.
aucun nouvel élément législatif, si ce n'est que de Faire en sorte que la loi qui a été
adoptée puisse entrer en vigueur plus rapidement."
Answer (Nicole Girard, DG C1C) : "Les objectifs sont complémentaires dans le sens on

les changements techniques qui sont proposés a la Loi sur la citoyenneté permettront
aussi de rejoindre ce même objectif, qui est de renforcer la sécurité publique, la sécurité
des canadiens et des canadiennes et de renforcer la valeur de la citoyenneté canadienne
et de l'intégrité du programme."
'What I'd like to talk to you about or ask you about first off—and l'Il let you decide the best
one to respond on this—is around the fairness of revoking citizenship of dual-nationals."
(John Carmichael, CPC)
Answer (Nicole Girard, DG CIC}- "l think the first, most important point to make is that
Canada is alone compared to like-minded countries and other democratic countries in not
having this ability already to revoke citizenship for egregious actions that are done
against a national interest, and so the recent changes that Parliament made in June to
expand the grounds for citizenship revocation limited to specific actions—namely
convictions for high treason, treason. spying, terrorism, or being in the service of an
organized armed group or armed Force engaged in armed combat with Canada—is
broadly in line with what like-minded countries already do. I would also like to add that
with regard to fairness. there are many safeguards that are provided in the law and as a
matter of procedure with regard to the revocation process itself. Those include notice: the
ability of the person concerned to know the grounds against them; to see the evidence to
have an opportunity to respond and make their submissions; to receive a decision in
writing; to potentially have a hearing with the decision maker; and of course, to seek
judicial review if in the end that decision is against them and revoking their citizenship.'

Tm wondering how the provisions in Bill C-44 protecting the identity of CSIS human
sources connect with the citizenship process. In other words, if evidence that's being
used from CSIS sources is the evidence that is being used for the revocation of
citizenship, then what provisions are there? The only exemption for detente here is about
criminal prosecutions, not citizenship. Is there an (intersection) between the two bills
there, or any exemption provided for use in those citizenship processesT (Randall
Garrison, NDP)
Answer (Nicole Girard, DG CIC): "I would just respond by stating that the two provisions
of this bill are distinct. They are not intended to be related other than they both support

the objective of the safety and security of Canadians. Then the other point more directly
in response to your question is that citizenship revocation cases would be initiated based
on objective, open-source information to determine whether the provisions apply,"
• On source protection ; 'We clearly need it in order to maintain the quality and the
reputation of the service and the accuracy of the data that they are collecting. Although
before this court decision, this right, if I can put it that way, was taken for granted. Due to
this court decision, we are clearly invited as a (legislature) to clearly define in the law.(Blaney)
When somebody—and quite often at the risk of their own security and with promise of
Confidentiality—is cooperating with the service I think the state has a duty to protect that
person, and to protect their identity so that we can protect their security—and not just
protect them: but sometimes their family, also. So I think there is 2 duty on the part of the
state. Now we have to balance that, in different proceedings, with how we maintain fair
proceedings. I think the bill has achieved that balance... Although we're not in the
business of collecting evidence, that's why our intelligence will be either challenged, ar
there will be a request for more disclosure, including the identity of human sources. It's
just that the nature of the threat environment has changed and has basically changed the
service interaction in terms of dealing with these different proceedings. " (Director
Coulombe)
•

On the risks posed by changing the rights of the defence in court: "You mentioned
the challenge of transferring intelligence into evidence. I think those were your words. We
share the concern about taking intelligence and making sure you can use it in
prosecutions. I have a concern that the way this bill is drafted now in fact it may make it
more difficult to do those prosecutions. When you talk about the protection of the identity
of witnesses, the courts can protect the identity ofCSI
CSIS
sources on a Gaye-by-Case basis
now. They didn't say that wasn't possible. When you say that they invited you to do this, I
believe that if you read the decisions, they said that Parliament could do this. They didn't
say that it was necessary, and it didn't say Plat Parliament should provide this blanket
protection, it said that it was possible. So my question really is. why risk this mange to
limit the rights of the defence to challenge the use of intelligence information in
prosecutions? Why risk a change that might either make it more difficult to prosecute, or
might result in those provisions being àeclared unconstitutional? Why are you risking that
in this bill?_ (Randall Gaarnson, NDP)
Answer (Blaney}: 'What I've clearly demonstrated this aftemoon is that we are doing ft
while respecting the Constitution with the amicus curiae in the protection of witnesses
whenever someone is accused.:'
Answer (Blin ey) ; 'Ce projet de loi vient clarifier les autorités des services_ il va faciliter le
travail des tribunaux, parce qu'il vient lever les ombrages qui existaient dans l'application
de la loi, autant au niveau de la protection des témoins que la capacité du service, non
seulement a opérer à l'étranger, mais également a échanger des informations avec nos
alliés comme la Grande-Bretagne, l'Australie. la Nouvelle-Zélande, comme les
Américains, les Français qui sont allies et qui sont aux prises avec le même défi auquel
nous samnmes confrontes, c'est-A-dire de suivre des individus qui se promenent d'un pays
A l'autre et qui menacent la sécurité des Canadiens. qui s'attaquent - des personnes
innocentes C'est exactement ce que ce projet de loi vient faire, il vient restaurer les
autorités qui ont permis au service, par le passé, d'être efficace et a un moment critique
vii nous faisons face b une menace qui évolue, il est d'autant plus important de préserver
les capacités du service a protéger les Canadiens.'

•

On Service Resources : "Actuellement, le SCRS a-t-il les ressources nécessaires pour
faire le travail qui lui est demandé? " (Rosane Doré Lefebvre, NOP)
Answer (Director Coulombe) - "Le service, comme toute autre organisation. travaille
l'intérieur de son budget. Nous devons établir des priorités et allouer les ressources en
fonction de celles-ci qui découlent des renseignements qui sont fournis par le
gouvernement. Ensuite. nous avons nos façons d'évaluer Jes matrices pour juger de la
menace que représentent les différents sujets d'enqutte. Nous allouons les ressources
On fonction de cela -

▪

On cooperation with the RCMP: "le projet de lai C-44 va-t-il faciliter la coopération
entre la GRC et le SCRS? Des mesures vont-elles vous aider auprès de la CRC?'
(Rosane Doré Lefebvre, NOP)

Answer (Director Coulombe) : -Le projet de loi C-44 ici-mème n'a aucun impact sur notre
relation avec la GRC."
On employee protection (Information and identity] : "II y a aussi une provision dans le
projet de loi C-44 qui parle de mieux protéger ou de moins divulguer l'information en ce
qui a trait aux agents du SCRS_ On parle aussi de structures d'agents. Est-ce qu'on a
plus de détails parce que cela pourrait âtre pratiquement n'importe qui travaillant au
SCRS selon la façon dont le projet de lai C-44 est rédige. Est-ce qu'il serait plus facile de
cibler davantage les gens qu'on aimerait potentiellement envoyer en tant qu'agents à
l'international? Cette provision est vraiment très vaste." (Rosa ne Dore Lefebvre, NDP)
Answer (Director Coulombe} : " Premièrement, la lai actuelle offre cette protection pour
les individus qui sont présentement et qui étaient dans le passe impliques dans ces
activités. En fait, le projet de loi C-44 rajoute ceux qui pourraient âtre impliques dans ce
type d'activites. La problématique avec le fait d'essayer de mettre un cadre plus serre de
qui on parle, b menace et le contexte évoluent tellement rapidement qu'il y a des
individus, aujourd'hui, qui sont impliques dans ce genre d'activités que m'erre moi, il y a
peut-étre cinq ou dix ans. je n'aurais jamais pensé qu'ils seraient impliqués la-dedans. li
ne s'agit pas seulement des agents de renseignement qui peuvent âtre impliqués_ Donc,
il y aurait un danger de limiter vraiment la protection d'identité des employés du service.
Par ailleurs, encore une fois, comme toute autre activité du service, en ternie de désigner
des employés qui relèvent de cette protection, cela tombe sous la révision du CSARS.
C'est quelque chose qu'eux peuvent définitivement surveiller dans le Cadre de leur
révision annuelle."
•

On clause exemption in judicial proceedings (point of order): "So the ability to
request the exemption (in clause 7 of the Bill,) does at deal with, it says the presumption
of innocence but does that include the other Stages of the legal process including bail
and detention?" (Randall Garrison, NDP) {inTorrnafrom was promosed as a follow-up by

François G'uirnont)-
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Absent:

•
•
•

Diane Ablonczy (CPC). John Carmichael (CPC) and Ted Falk (CPC) replaced Blake
Richards (CPC), Larry Maguire (CPC) and Lavar Payne (CPC)
Craig Scott (ND P) replaced Randal Garrison (NDP) for the first twenty minutes of the
meeting.
Sean Casey (LPC) replaced Wayne Easter ILPCI

Witness k
3:30 p.m #o4'30p.m
As individuals

▪
•

Craig Forcese. Associate Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa
Wesley Wark, Professor. Graduate School of Public and International Affairs. University
of Ottawa

Canadian Police Association
• Torn Starnatakis, President
4 30 to 5.33 pm
As Individuals
• Kent Roach. Professor, Faculty of Law- University of Toronto

▪
▪

Christian Leuprecht, Professor, Department of Political Science, Royat Military College
of Canada (by videoconference).
Garth Davies, Associate Professor- Simon Fraser University (by videoconference)

Overview of hearing.
▪

The Committee continued its study of Bill C-44 {Protection of Canada from Terrorists
Act}, with two panels of witnesses primarily from academia.

a

T^e witnesses were divided on the Bill Torn Stamatakis expressed his support fur the
Bill given the irnpprtance foreign intelligence in disrupting threats and supported
extending legal protection to human sources. Prof. Davies and Prof. Leupreçht
supported the Bill arguing that CS!$ needs the tools required to address current threats
such as extremist travellers

•

Prof. Forcese supported the Bill, but suggested amendments to address `ambiguities" in
the provisions that clarify CSIS' authority to operation abroad-

•

Prof Roach rased concern that the class protect on at human sources could have
unintended downstream consequences on criminal justice, and that the exception to this
protection should be expanded to any proceeding where s. 7 `Legal Rights` of the
Charter rights are at issue.

•

Prof. Wark opposed the Bill for not providing more clarity regarding CSIS authority to
operate abroad and additional safeguards. More fundamentally, he disagrees with
authorizing a domestic intelligence agency to also conduct foreign operations and would
prefer that a separate agency be established to operate abroad.

•

All of the academics called For enhanced accountability measures to align w.th the
authorities of the Bill.

•

The Privacy Commissioner provided a written submission calling for enhanced
accountability measures to address privacy risks identified with the Bill
(htips:lfvww.priv,çtc carparli2O14J0arr sub 141125 e.asp

•

During questioning, the Goveminent memters focused on tie need for CSIS to operate
overseas to gather intelligence un threats and the importance of human source

protections.

▪

In their questioning. NOP apposition members suggested that the warrant process was
ambiguous and argued that enhanced accountability measures were required. The
Liberal member focussed only on parliamentary oversight.

•

The NDP agaln expressed frustration that the Committee has not allocated more time to
study the Bill.

tillb#rllnhts of hearing:
■ Prof. Forcese recommended amending Bill C-44 to more explicitly state when a warrant
must be sought for foreign actives {e.g- when an activity would violate foreign or
international law) and to include an explicit statutory authorization for interrcept sharing
with partners that would include safeguards. Prof. forcese also recarnrr.entled an
amendrrrent to enhance accountability measures to align with increased collaboration
between CSIS and its domestic and foreign partners that wou.d result from Bill C-42.
Prof. Foroese indicated that he would submit text for the three amendments to the
Committee once it was translated.
•

Prof. 'Nark stated that Bill C-14 would formalize CSIS's evoluIcn as 'hybrid intelligence
agency that operates both donreshca lly and aboard. He criticized the Bill for not
providing an underlying definition of this hybrid agency ana for riot providing additional
accountability measures and safeguards for the foreign operations. He was also
concerned that there was no statutory requirement for CSIS to Consult the Minister of
Public Safety or with DFATD and DND before seeking a warrant for overseas activities.
Prof. work provided a longer version of his opening remarks to the Committee as a
written submission

■ Prof Roach staled that providing a class protection to human Sources ignored the SCC
decision on Harkat and the recommendations of the Aft India inquiry Citing the Air India
criminal case Prof. Roach argued that that a premature promise of protection by CSIS
during intetligenoergaiherinn could leave the Crown without access to witnesses at dial.
He also argued that ire Bill should be amended to make a promise of protection
explicitly offered and not implicit Prof. Roach noted that CSIS foreign activities could
cause CSEC to override its -estrictrons and called for integrated rev.ew of national
security operations via ministerial and parliamentary oversight.
■ Prof. Leiprechf called for parliamentary oversight similar to the Belgian model where the
parliamentary committee has access to information about active intelliger'roe activrtles■ When asked by Ms Ablor y (CPC) whether the Five Eyes required their intelligent
agencies to seek judicial authorization to conduct foreign activities, Prof. VQ rk stated
that their foreign intelligence agencies required either judicial or executive approval.
•

In responding to a question from Rick Norlook (CPC). Mc Stamatak is spoke about the
importance of human sources both domestically and abroad =o law Enforcement and
agreed That the human source protections in the Bill would allow CSIS to gather
information that would support domestic criminal investigations.

■ In response to a question from Ted Falk (CPC), Prof Roach suggested that clarifying
that CSIS has the authority to operate abroad may be seen as conferring a new power
given that the CSIS Act is silent an extraterritonality.
■ When asked by Mr. Falk to comment on the promise of protection, Prof. Roach
suggested that this authority may regvife rninisterjat review.
■ h responding to a question from Craig Scott (NOP), Prof Forcese speculated that an
application fora warrant to conduct a' interrogation overseas would require the judge to
consider s.7 Legal Rights` of the Charter. The Professor alluded to the Kadf case in his
answer Mr Scott asked whether the phrase `without regard to any other law' could be
interpreted as exempting CIS from the Charter- Prof. Forcese suggested that phrase
referred only to foreign and international law. Mr- Scott stated that Federal Court judges
would have to develop new legal tests to decide war-ants given tat they would be
authorizing CStS to possibly break the laws of foreign countries. Prof. Foroese
suggested that judges may be very demanding when deciding these applications.
•

In response to questions from Sean Casey (LPC), Prof Farcese criticized the part-time
status of SRC appointments, and the fad that its budget had not increased at the same
pace of CSI 's. He called for the establishment of a national security committee of
parliamentarians that would have access to classified information similar to Australia and
tie UK Prat Warfc expressed support for the UK model.

Next meeting

•

The Committee mill proceed bclause by cla aeanalysisd RlC44g its. meeting on
N»d~y. December 1, 2014
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'[he Chair (Mr. Daryl Kranip (Prince Edward—I lash
CPC)): Good afternoon,
coFleaaues and guests. V4'eloonteto meeting number 40 of the Standing Committee on Public
Safety and National Security.
Today, pursuant to the order orrelercnee of Tuesday, November 18, Bill C-44. An Act ti3
urniend the Canadian Security [n lciligenoe.,Setyice t attd other Acts_ will be dealt with.
Appearing before ii's hcrc today is the I ionoitrable teen fllriney. Minister of Public Safety
am] Emergency rrcparednc w_ We alto have François. Guirnont, the deputy ministeL_ We have_
from the Canadian Security latelltgencc Service, Mr. Miche[ Coulutube_ director. And [font the
I.partment cif Citizenship and Immigration. tie have Nicole Cirardk_ director general. citizenship
and multiculturalism branch. •These will be our w itnesseS for the first hour.
At the end ot.the lirst hour_ Minister Blaney will be excused. The other ministers. I believe,
will be staying. We have other additional witnesses wlio will ite aarri# uiu for the second hour
With that understanding, f will now open the floor to opening statements by ourwimesses.
Minister Bltutev, you have the floor.
lion. Steven Blaney (Minister or Public Safely and Emergency I`reparedness): 'Ili ank
you. Mr. ['}rait,
I am here this afternoon to invite you to support Bill C-44—

The C Irai r: Excuse nie. Mr. IJ fancy, bol Mr. Easier has a point of order.
HMI Wayne Easter (1►Iaipcyue, Lib.): [ raise this again-1 raised it fast time this minister
was here. 'Ihe niinisler has the resources ot'all the departments available to hint. A minister
canting before these oummiltecs reads from written notes: we saw that lust time. There was
important information in there we could have used during committee that we didn't pick up until
after, 'o l ask, floes the minister have his statement written_ that d can be presented to the
committee in both ooifiicial languages. as I believe is the custom of this place?
.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Faster_ Ohviousiy I will ask the minister if he has a prepared
statement that he can distribute. And i[ riot, he can go ahead with his statement but take that
under advisement for Andre visits.
Hun. Steven Stoney: Thank you, Mr_ Chair.

1 hcgin b}' saying that what l have to say is not in any written speech, Mr. Chair.
with ]T
] lino[ it particularly special to be here in this room. iii this very room where T
colleagues on October 22, We spent hour here. You were here as well, Mr. Chair. We will
remember those hours for a sery long tinte_ as will our opposition colleagues, who were just nn
the other side of that room. We were all 5orncwhat involved, against.our\4ill, in the terrorist
attack that took place,
A fewweeks barethe attack, I was here with Mr. Cou[umbe_ Mr. fiu Lm.ont,and also with
crur RCMP commissioner to state that we are—we were ai that time and stilt are taking the
terrorist threat ver,. seriously, and than the threat is real,
Untbrtunatcly, we have been exposed to the hatred of thine individuals who committed the
too terrorist attacks in mid-October_ ThaL makes this meeting even more irtlportanl.
With that, l would like to beein by s[ilking to you about Bill C-44. For which I sock ycnir
support.
[Français I
J'aborderai surtout [ensemble des dispositions qui modifient la I oi sur le en'icc canadien du
renseignement de securite. Il faut le dire. c'est une loi qui n'a pas cté mocIifl e en profondeur
depuis ]c; 30 drrni&es années_
Je tiens egalert[ent $ souligner que Mine Girard ici présente abordera la question de la
citovennete canadienne. qui a déjü reçu [a sanction royale plus IN cette année. En cc sens, le
voici sur ]a citoyenneté canadienne ne cou sCm ue pas un nouvel clement ILgisIatil- il en ['aci]itc
seulement une mise en oeuvre plow rapide.

Je suis ici aujourd'hui â titre Je ministre de la Sc:curité publique et de la Protection civile parce
plue le Service c[usaljen.du renseignement de sectir4e fait partie des agences dont le ministëre est
responsable, dont je .sztisre pnnsable, ii il a besoin d'avoir tics outils efficaces pour lutter contre
1a menace trruristc_
Comme vous le savez, monsieur le président_ le Service canradien du renseignement de
securite recueille et analyse des ranseignamcnts provenant Je partout au pays et Je l'Oranger et
informe ]e gouvernement du Canada des nicnuc;ts ti Ca ss`çurite [3at[ona[e_ no[airnrteTrl le
terrorisme et l'extré,tuisrne violent.
[English)

Obviously there should be no doubt about die direct and persistent threat terrorism and violent
extremisin caused to our security. No one can argue that what took place here in this Parliament
and in Saint-,Ivan-sur-Riche[icu are not terrorise attacks. That's why, uutleagues,'te need Ire
swiftl} move forward with this legislation because CSiS ability. to investigate threats to the
security of Canada au [natter where they riiay occur is 'vital to the safety and sectmrity of
Canadians_ and indeed our ability to respond to the threat of terrorism.
Our government is keeping Canadians safe. 'Chat is what this bill is alt about. Let's dive
straight iras) the very reason ul'tfre bill buron:. us today, and therefore su critical in fis inapuriartee
1~ keep Canadians safe to use it as ashicid., The Protection of Canada from Terrorists Act
responds to tv.0 ev cure decisions that
iniplication for CSIS mandate and
operatioiu . •I+rose .of you who have taken the opportunity to get the technical briefing provided
by my Department well unclersurod that, and C could sec it was the case when wu: have some
eschttnee in the ]1, Fuse uhutit the bill.
In May 2(114 the stiprerne Court of Canada issued its ruling in the i larkat case. a he Supreme
Court's decision suited thal the C_ilS human sources do riot benefit from a common law class
privilege similar to the informer privilege applicable no police in formers. Human source are a
critical source of intbrmatiort Fix C SIS. They are at the lien: base of CSIS and wet. Mr.
Chairman. they do not benefit from a protection as this court has ruled. In torah this significantly
hampers our intelligence gather capabilities and therefore it puts Canadians at risk. So this bill is

not sccking at this point in time .for new powers. It's just seeking to clarify the existing authority
under which CS]S can protect us in an efficient manner. 'that's why the Protection crf Canada
from terrorists Act addresses this gap.
~ t1535)
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t,cs modifications cntraincnt une protection automatique de l'identité

inas dll

SCRS.
I En#„fislr I
This bill is halancc- This bit] is reasonable and that's why I'm socking sour support. Thad'; wh;
you've heu] expressing your support in the House mi Cur. why? Because it's Fultw respecting the
spirit of our Constitution.
I}'f'Ctf]{:üiS 1

I.Ls parties pourront obtenir une ordonnance d'un ju¢ afin de déclarer que la pernonue en
question n'cst pas une source humaine ou que les renseignements en question ne rev'dlerout pas
L'identité de ladite personne

[fxrr~l~sh]
In criminal proceedings dcfendanL; wi]I have the ability to scek an order frurn a judge
declaring that disclosure of the identity ot'a ]tuinan source is essential to establishing their
innocence. The fundamental right to a fair trial is preserved and reinfbreed. Turning to the
Second court decision affecting CSNS mandate the fcderal court of appeal recently unsealed its
July 2014 decision related ro the govcnrmerit's appeal u['Jtrstice usle}'s decision that viras
issued bk the federal court Iasi year. [he Protection of Canada front .terrorists Act confirms
CS1S aurliority to conduct investigations outside of Canada related to the threats. to the security
of Canada, and security assessments. This is not a big thing. CSLS can operate within and outside
Canada. That's fairly simple.
[J'''rY#NiJis I

Rien sil-, monsieur le président, le serwice a toujours eu k pouvoir d'entreprendre des astivitia
d'enquéte >i l'étranger. La Cour d`appel fédérale a reconnu ce tait lorsqu'elle a conclu que 1'articie
12 de la Loi modifiant la Loi sur le Service canadien du renseignement de sécorrte et d'autres lois
ne suggere en rien des I imites géographiques i la sphere des activitcs du SC R SToutefois- le pouvoir du SC RS de mener des uctivites à Feininger afin de faire euqusste sur des
menaces pour ta sécurité du Canada nest pas indique aussi clairement qu'il devrait ]'etre dans la
Loi sur le ti{BR'S- IC est donc importaiir que le Parlement et que les glus du peuple clarifient cette
r}uestu.m.
~ Engiisfaj
At the same Lime, the bill also confirms the authority of the tcdcral court to issue warrants
authorizing CSN io undertake certain acli4.mes otitsLde of Canada and it ei+es t]ie federal court
authority to consider only riz lew ant Canadian lass when issuing warrants ForCSTS tu undertake
certain uutivitips cy.tiide of Canarda.
.Iihese ameiidmerits nie impprlaait. We believe that rie Canadian Constitution- especiallw lhtie
Charter of Rights and l reedoms, is far superior than the decrees of a dictator in a far-off land
Canadian Cat.- and even more important, Canadian values, arc what should solidly ground our
legal deliberations around national security, and that is exactly what this bill is accomplishing.
i 1 540)
[Français]

Monsieur [e president, les modifications proposées dans le projet de loi C-44 sont raisonnables
et n4c ss tires pour garantir que le Service canadien du renseigrtenierlt de sécurité et d-autres lois
puisse s'acquitter adéquatement de son mandat. talles sont également conformes a l'esprit de ]a
Loi sur le Service canadien du renseignement de sécurité et d'autres lois et aux recommandations
de la Conniissitm Mc Donald de I 981 .
~ English ~

i_Inioriunately i have heard solve talleg.3tions turmc deharc on this legislation at second
reading related to CRIS tlperaling out_sidc the law. Thar what this bill is preventing from
happening because ifs clearly defining that C'S1S is clearly operriting within the law. Let me be
cleaar , C SIS will. as always, continue to be required to ohtain judicial authori73lion to undertake
certain intrusive activities.
I believe this is clearly laying out the technical aspects of this legislation, and nobody. can
challenge the motive of This bill.
Ef rarrots]
Encore aujtuurdhui, monwacur le pri ident_ on a appris que l'organisation ten-oristc islamiste
ctait en train d'anneler des enfants de huit ans, comme si toutes lis images auxquelles 110115 avons
été exposé, les atrocités auxquelles 110115 avons été exposés filetaient pas Suffisantes. On pense d
une video montrant plus d'une douzaine d'hommes en train de se faire décapiter qui a cté
diffusée.

On y trouvait notamment k travailleur humanitaire Peter Kussig Ses parents ont écrit sur
'i"wmtler qu'ils avaient le coeur brise d'apprendre que leur fils avait perdu la vie en raison de son
amour pour le peuple Syrien et de son désir d'apaiser leurs souffrances, Nofre gouvernement
ei ndarnne avec Permets: les actes de violence commis par l'organisation terrorisé Étal islamique
dans les termes ]es plus Fermes qu'il 6011. C's:`SL la riuisrni pour laquel kk nous apportons uric aide
humanitaire au 1ieuuple perturbé par ces barbares et er alement que nous appuyons la coalition
dans ses efforts pour neutraliser et diminuer leurs capacité a monter des trperation d'envergure_
En plus de ces rapports consternants eu provenance d'Irak et de Syrie_ des attaques terruristes
rcceirlment survenues ici Rn pava nous rappellent quo cette.organisati0n constitue aussi une
menace ici â l'intérieur de notre pays_ 'C'eSt également la raison pour laquelle nous travaillons
avec détermination a amrsliorcr ]es uutits dont disposent le,s forces pu ]ict res et k milieu du
renseignement_ La €..oi sur 1a protection du Canada coolie les terroristes n'est qu'orle premiere
dalle en vue d'atteindre cet objectif. Notre gouvernement conservateur a pri.s des mesures
énergiques pour protéger notre sét urité nationale.
Comme vous le savez, monsieur le presidenL nous avons adopté la Loi pour combattre le
lerroris+ne , il y a défia de cela plus d'un an Celle loi donne aux aratoriles des uutits qui leur
permettent de révoquer ]a citoyenneté des personnes qui prennent part aa ces activités. Comme je
l'ai mentionné_ essentiellement, la composante du projet de loi qui est devant vous aujourd'hui
consiste t accélérer les mesures qui ont déjà été adoptées et qui ont reçu la sanction royale.

Bien stir, nous avons augmente. du tiers le linanccmenl aconnie a la Gendarmerie royale du
Canada et au Service canadien du renseignement de sécurlie. Nous avons rais en place de
nouvelles mesures, € talheureusemeilt_ pour la revocation des passeports et l'enlèvement de la
double citoyennetr pour les Individus reconnus coupables d'actes de terrorisme, nous n'avons pu
compter sur le ti upport de l'opposition tain des Neo-Démocrates que dits Libéraux, Mais j'ai
remarqué pgntlant k debts une ct7trine ne[:eptitin au projet de loi qui est presents aujourd'hui
•

I realire that this.bill was not formally opposed during The debate at second reading, and I Itok
forward to answering your questions today. Urtlrnately, and I woukd say much more importantly
I look fiirward lia this legislation being returned to the House aver thorough study so we can
move turward and get this bill adopted s0 we us parliamentarians. elected officials. cal better do
our part to keep our country safe. l'hank you.

{1545)
The Chair: .[hank you very much, Minister Blaney,
Are there arty other openina comments from witnesses';
Seeing nnnr:_ thank you. We will now go to the rounds I. if que,lionin¢. Weil start off with Mrs.
Jamcs [irr xevsat minute, please.
Roxanne James (Scarborough (:entre, C:i'("}: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you to the
minister for appearinc. as Wei] as the officiais.
Minister, in your opening rernarks you talked about the incident that happened here at the
National War Memorial as well as what took place here on Pariiamcnt Hill, These incidents of
terrorisin were not simply attacks against an individual or a place i.vbeire people go to work; this
was in fact an attack against our Canadian caned threes and against our institutions of
euvernance. 'l Nis is in fact an attack against all Canadians.
At the start, when we talked about Fii]I C-44, there were some comments 1 beard that this was
simply a knee-jerk reaction ua those types of events that took place, the terrorist attacks that took
place in Ottawa and in Quebec. In face Minister, this legislation has been in the works for sonie
time and was to correct a problem that, us you merrtianed. we saw an issue with hefore the
court~_ which were calling into Tan tion the authority of CSIS.
]'m ,just wondering if you could speak about that particular aspect_ that this was not a knee-jerk
reaction, and why this is absolutely critical for the operations of C.SIS Io continue to keep
Canadians safe_
lion, Ste ven B1ancy: 1 thank Parliamentary Secre[ary Jantes 14 her question. Mr. Chair_
1 tic definition of a terrorist act is widely accented throughout the world, and it has throe
components. The first one k that an individual or a group attacks a symbol of a nation. We arc
tanking about the rnililacy uniform and was err talkie about our sacred National War Memorial.
It is also committed based on an ideology We clearly saw that those two individuals }s re
embracing extremist, Cundamentatist, radical [w]arnic views, They are going against the Criminal
Code by corrimittiim viotent acts agailisi innocent people.
Clearly. what took place in Canada on t letoher 20 in tit-,1ean-sur-1 ichelieu„[Fruerçciu I

avcc l'atliudrml Patrice Vincent et ici avec Nathan Cirillo ii Ottawa sont deux actes dc
terroristes.
C'est cc Glue le prï iidenc Hollande a reconnu quand il est venu ici au Parlement. C'est cc que le
scerctairc d'État amaricain John Ferry a reconnu. C'est également ce que le commissaire de la
(JRC a du et c'est i~galement ce que nous dit le Code criminel. C'est la raison pour laquelle il est
important d'agir pie façon mesure face à la menace terroriste. de ne pas réagir de rnaniere
excessive, vrais e alemerit de ne pas rester assis alors que irons faisons lace une évolution
constante de cette menace rerrorrste.
Comme le sait la seeréla[re par leinentaiie — je crois Saloir —, le projet de loi en question
devait are dcpos . k 22 octobre. le jour même oit nous avons subi cette attaque.
Je dois vous dire. triadaurie .autres, que peu de temps après que l'attaque soit survenue, nous ne
savions pas que nous allions être confines ici toute la journée_ puisque nous avons vécu certains
moments d'incertitude, j'avais encore espoir de déposer ce projet de loi le 22 octobre. Clairement_
ce proiet de loi a lait l'objet de consultations et de préparation_ Comme je l'ai explique, il
constitue ti artmoitis une invitation des tribturaus x repundre ti des claril1caiuns juridiques
nécessaires pour que le service puisse mnanifestenient exercer son mandat.

Si j'insiste tant sur l'importance d'adopter ce projet de loi, c'est qu'en cc montent, la e'apaeitL dtl
service exercer pleinement sa fonction est limitee par ces décisions_ C"est la raison pour
laquelle nous, comme parlcmcntairc s, Sil 'rîmes invites aL faire cheminer Le projet de loi pour qu'il
c,hticnne la sanction royale. alin de redonner des autorités déja existantes au Service canadien du
renseignement de s curite a un moment critique oii nous faisons l'ace à. une menace terroriste
réelle.
:lors, pour répondre d votre question. C.laLremrnL ce projet de loi était en préparation bien
levant les deux attaques terroristes que nous avons connues ici a la nil-octtrhre au C: anada, maiw
ces attaques rendent son adoption d'autant plEli importante et urgente.
1.1 (1550}
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9s. RoxanneJarne ; Thank you, minister.
]n your remarks you said something similar to not as elearl y outlined in the•CSIS Act as it
should bel I think everyone in this committee reealls_ and I've mentioned it many tines in
uonti ersations and in the house_ that the C S1S Aci was lirsi passed way back in 1984. This is
actually 30 years ago 'Idle fact that C'SLS lias been operating and communicating with our five
partners and operating outside o f Canada and all of a sudden the courts have cal led that into
question because the CSIS Act doesn't clearl y indicate they have the power and the abilit) to do
so is why we're re ill' here rod e;.
When we talk about terrorism in Canada f chink most Canadians would agree that when we
heard about the Toronto i g it's something that wc had no. heard about before in Canada We also
expetiene:ed_ mure recently, ilea VIA RiiiL plot Now we have seen issues ufinclividuals being
radicali e4, going overseas. and receiviiig trainiiig overseas with the potential to corne hack lieue
and cause even greater damage and assault against {'anadinns in our country within our borders
In reality, te,rriri3m knows no borders.
When I think ah{Mtii ihis bill. HHaarsier. ruEy greiit}t coacèi'44s.11iilt we ahsolutely have lm grec
the ability to he able to operme overseas. Without it, than 4443t]lr! he working with bath
hands Lied behind their hack.
Would you agree with Fluai stEuelirent'+
Hoo. Steven Blaney: Abst~luteiy.

IBilly agree with you. I believe that white we have to make sure that we arc providing at] the
tools, especially in this case, to our national security agency the service, we also need 10
continue to invest ourselves in the four pillars of our counter-terrorisni strategy particularly in the
domain of prevention. This is exactly what was aaroed upon amongst the 300 participants who
took part in the Halifax International Security Conference that just ended yesrerday where there
gas a consensus anioug westerns countries tirai we need to tench out with outreach lti
communities. You have the example of the Toronto ] R. As you know it was because of the
bridges we had built with the communities ttiat we were able la deter titis ietrorisi al lack that was
plotted_ Mr_ Csxilomhe is very aware of this.
in the meantime we also need to show our unwavering commitment in tracking those who arc
comm iiting a terrorist attack or willing to dry so. I hi.s atso includes hate violence whether in their
hchavioar tir in their speech. We also need lei make sure that we have the tools that arc necessary,
not onto to our imticna] security ageucy_ but to our national ]iw enforcement that needs to have
the tools as oven That's why I intend and our goverifluent intends to come back with further
legislation to address this gals that we are faced with.
The Chair: Thank you, ininivtcr.

Well now move on to Mr_ Garrison, please_
You have seven minutes.

Mr, Randall Garrison (Lsquimalt—Juan de Fuca, Ni)P): Thank you. Mr. Chair.
Pd like to thank the minister for being hurt: today.
The N1)P supported this bill at second reading because we believe it deals with national
security which isolviously a very important issue. precisely heuausc of that impurtanue we have

to make sure thai any changes we rnake we get theni right aniJ that they are efeetive '! hat really
requires firll debate on this bill.
What 1 want to rail in something I raiscd•with the-minister in the House during time
allocation_ At that time ] asked the minister [Chu would assure tree that we would have full time

Ibr debate here in the committee. Again_ ix ay. he mentioned m his opening staternenr Ire kook Sri
tbrward to the committee giving thorough study to the bill,
l'in going to ask him again. His parliamentary secretary, who is his spokes[rcrson in the I-fous_
has made sure that wu have only une day of witnesses other than government oilïetals. Thai
means six witnesses un this very importara bill.
L ask the minister again; do you think that we're actually going to have enough time here in
committee to give this hill the study that it tiescr►ve! ?
Han. Steven Blaney: Absolutely. Wc][ as you know why the corrirriittee is determining 1 think

as rialitly evaluated at the time heeded to work on this straightforward bid as 1 have been given
the opportintity to nient icn Co new during clic debate in the Flouse of [commons it's a seven pages
bill. Basically it says that CSIS can operate out and within Canada_ It says that we nett[ to protect
the sources which is obs.ious since its where CSIS is harvesting its information that can be

transformed from intelligence two evidence and then where we can prosecute terrorists and put
them in jail. Rightly so as we have already been doing with the . omhatling'T'errorism Act and
the previous legislation_
Sri I believe there has already been more than nearly 1 l hours or debate. I Mink we are
expected from Canadian, espcciath. in the context of an evolving threat to do a thorough viiirrk
but mn to drag on Our feet and spend wasteful time as this bill is needed_ As you know there are
other measures that will be eoruin iii+pclïillx soon and that this is what Canadians arc expecting
fraln LIS i t1Tirtk i refer to some cniïmr nls that were in the media today }where Canadians think
we should take very seriously the terrorist thrcar and' c should act accordingly. [ think that
adopting: this hill after the study and we are here and the experts wits he here available to answer
all your questions.

Mr. Randall Garrison: But with rcipeet, R1r_ Minister, when we say unc day that actuat]y
imam two hours oJ`this oonttnittee with wiuiesses outside the go+ern,ncnt_ So if we are 'wing to
take terrorism seriously with respect! would think that two hours is not taking it sufficiently
seriously.
Now yOU say it is only a seven-page hill so r hava a question about st7inething which is lint
there. We have seen recommendations from Justices O'Connor_ laeobucci and Major all of them
dealing with the need for improved accountability in rtcttional security_ .I he rtccountabilit i.5
connected +try dirt:city to Hiateflçctiveness. So J guets my question to you. Minister_ is a simple
nnc. Why is there nothing in this hill that improves the accnuntalritir' and the rnrcrsiglit for our
national security agcnuic 7
I Ion. Steven Blade}: Welt r th ink you were given the opportunity to attend the technical
briefing. rye said it in the House and 1 said it again today, this hill is paiticurarly designed to
addre.ss twar issues that were brought forward by the court which arc limiting the power and the
authority ofCSIS. li is importtutt at this very Itiontent where we are facing a real terrorist threat,
and these %walls can sleek by themselves, that we address this capsule. 'Mars why this bill is
scraighttiwward_ I take the Q0111111in-nag today that we will conic with further legislation and that's

why [ seek your support for this bill.

Tr. Randntl Garrison: Well I hope that the further legislation will have improvements in
accountability and oversight hccause that's part of the effectiveness, as l said before.
Another point that ] am concerned about here and that's win. ] think we need more time to
discuss this is there's no point in passing laws that won't withstand scrutiny in the court So t
have a queti,tion for the minister about what advice he has received from the Deparlinent of
Justice on the constitutionality of the measures proposed here' P-ittiwularly those that deal with
authori7irig courts to grime warrants without respect to i ernationial law'' Also with respect to the
protection of identity of human xc>'ur_
lf these loss aren't goine to stand up when they get to Court then we're actually Wasting time
here when we could do something more effective_ So has he had that advice? Will he table that
advice with this committee?
Hon. Steven Blarney: Well actually 1 think our Lime is realty precious and that's why L seek
thi; committee to move tbrward, Mr. Chair.
I .et me just get back to the proceeding and I will address. I thank you for your question.

&s I've said in criminal proceedings defendants will have the ahility to seek an order from a
judge declaring that disclosure of the identity of a human source is essential to establishing their
innocence. The fundamental right to a fair trial is not only preserved it is reinforced,
ir. Randall C:aarrisni: Well only as to the trial, not to detention. not to bai] bearings and all
other aspects of the criminal _justice proems. You've only applied that exception to one small
piece of that. That's why Pm interested in the advice you have received from the Tvlinisterot
Justice about the COU su luI lentil ity uI.`ttral.
Hun. Steven Blaney: In another bill from this one we will come hack with issues related to
surveillance. arrest. and detention. But this is not what this bill is about. This hill is about
protecting the source. .1-his is coact]\• why we have entbedded in this.bill measures to reinforce
the fundamental right, not only respecting the law hut the spirit of the-Jaw which I think is even
going further.
.l lic ocher aspect is you know we are talking of Canadian
rn citizens--and I. expect this question
may come Iilrthcr on during our exchange • Canadian law and Canadian procedure. We are
sometimes working in un environment where purple don't experience the freedom and the
democracy that is experienced here. That is why this bill is related its Canadian law and that's
why it is a bill that is fully complying with our Coiist hit icin,
•'. t]6401
Mr, R.atiidall Garrison: So you have that advice from the Minister ollustiu?
loo, Stereo Rlaneys We are always moving forward with bills that arc seeking to protect
Canadians. That's our first goal and priority and this is how this bill has been prepared. with all
respect to our Canadian ('onstiiLltioii.

41r. Randall Garrison: Thank you

ver.

much.

The Chair: Thank you very muck Mr. Garrison.
Now we will go to Mr. Norlock, for seven minutes, please.

lr. Rick Norloek Irsurllruniberland- Quinte West, CP('l: Thank ecru very much.
Mr. Chair, thrcuteh you to the witnesses_ thank you for attending today_
Minister, [ notice that this act has eeruiil aspects of the recently passed Strengthening
Canadian Citiaensh ipAct Do you belicvc it's reasonable to revoke the citizenship of convicted
terrorists, or people who would do harm to Canada?

Hon, Steven Blaney: Thank you, h1r_ Norlocl,_ for your question.
Well, we are very proud to be Canadian. Whenever we go around the world we are also very
proud to show our Canadian passport. which is well recognized and esrahl ished.
What we realize is that individuals are abusing the generosity of Can adian individuals who
have embraced Canadian principles and values_ and they are reads to turn their backs on this
society.
i.act Friday I just met with the Cultural Roundtable where we have pccoplc coming from
different hackgrounds. Most Of there are not Canadian-berm citizens and they all agree iIuatr when
wi. are Canadians, we are winners. We are winners of the lottery We are a great country. and to
be a citizen of this country is a great privilege,

Those individua€s who are committing terrorist acts using the Canadian passport don't deserve
to use their citizenship to propagate violence around the world. That is why. once they are
convicted of a terrorist act. I find it fairly appropriate to remove this tool and this great privilege
to he a Canadian citizen.

3,1r. Rick No flock: Thank you, Minister.
What you're saying is that citizenship is ar great honour and to those who would do otherwise.
it is not a right. At !cast that's what [ think you said, and that's what I believe.
Minister, N Like to go further into this piece of legislation. One of the parts of the legislation
deals with judicial oversight over CSIS warrants_ We've heard statements that we have to respect
international law and laws of other countries. [ think of some countries that don't have the respect
for human rights Arid the nile of taw, us our country..rhey may get warrants in ways than we
would find totally inappropriate, and that are totally iiainst all we stand for as a country that
respects human rights.
Iwon[ler if you could comment on judicial oversight, the. necessit~. of issuing warrants, and
imminent on this provision and wh} voit ho]icve..it makes sense.
Hun. Steven Blaney; I thank you for your question.
CS[S operates under Canadian law. This is why we have set up a package of taw that is
making sure that whenever they operate, they are operating within the law. Of course, I may be
involved in those authorizations, but, more importantly, judges \',arrarti when our issues need to
he validated In the judicial system_ On hip of that, we have an overview mechanism of the whole
service, and this is done by the Security Intelligence Review Committee. t have brought here a
copy of that report. ft's in both official languages. We have a robust oversight of an agency
which is la abide by Canadian law This is exactly what this bill is doing. We have, over the
eenrse ot't he jail monih, been given the opportuniiy by the court to cLearly define ihut CSTS ha.5
the mandate to operate within and outside the country_ That the first main part of that bill_ The
second part of that hill, which is tin inrpnrloni, is to protect the sources, To quote the definition ni'
- source. - in this bill:
"human bLL6rC means ail ]ndl5'Idual who, after having received a prol]n9C or confidentiality. has proYlJj[d_
prokidea or is Ilktly ia provide information to the Senlcc;

When the service is entering into a contract if I can put it that way, with a "human source",
there is this promise ofconfidentialit ° Iliose sources are sometimes potting their Ives at risk to
share this infonnaticm_ That is why it is important, if can put it that way. this contract he clearly
defined under the law and under circumstances this protection can he used in a trial or tribunals
if it is used.tci prove that someone is accused
This bill has been crafted based on our constitution, based on our laws and based on the
principle, as [''se mentioned, that the fundamental right in a Fair trial is not only preserved, but
reinforced_ That's why I'm seeing your approval for this bill, which is accomplishing those two
main important things: protection ofhtiru ait sou rues within our constitution, emir] rnLing the

authority of CSTS to operate abroad, and, us we have indicated, speeding up the process of
removing dual citizenship, while adding rio other element tu the a[reaJ~.-adopted bill.
:E. (1603)
Mr. Rick Norleek: it's not dissimilar to the rights and to tile' [o015 Ell al exist for police officers
within Canada, and has been so for some time, and has stood Me test of many court challenges
over the years. I think what you're saying is it woutd he reasonable to assume that this would
withstand the test of the courts in Canada, as the legislation currently exists.
Hors. Sieve!' Blaney: Absolutely.
The Chair: Fine_ .l.haltk you very muc h

Now we will go to Mr. Faster. Seven minutes, please_
Hon. V4'ayne Easter: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
We]ectmc_ minister. You no doubt will be aware that ] forwarded 10 youa office a series of dine
questions that I had hoped kroti could provide vwwriiren artsweax to prior to this committee. T wasn't
actually ewer-enamoured with the response T got hack from your office and I'll quote it,
Ti is preCemble that Mr. Ghster pose t€iese gsiesNons TO
minisi er Officials pis 14iouday to a]1nw the
respuntes Lu he an the recurd and have all noeamberr; of the Contmittne be able tu hear the respo5nses 10111ese
R ofic grr€stinns.

Am.'way, Mr. Minister. l do Juive those questions in both official languages here, Mr.
Chairman_ and ask the clerk to distribute them. [ may or may. not get into them_ but ] would
request because they are quite technical that your office provide the committee with answers
prior to us going to.clause-by-clause because it is asking 1br some technical responses la terms of
the bill, I#efore I get to the specific hill, but related. when you last appeared before us on October
8th you said "we know of about RD who have returned to Canada" (meaning terrorists who
operated abroad_ or Canadians who operated in terrorist entities abroad). This is your quote 'let
rue be clear that these individuals posing ai threat to our society at home have violated Canadian
law as passed by this Pariiament in ncE Combating Terrorism Act "
My question to you, none of these people have been arrested ,yet as 1 understand it, although
you said rho? violated the Canadian law. I have sied 10
in the } louse that I believe they
should be able to be arrested under section 83 I $t t I. 1'11 not get imo wt, There's four different
evaluations there. Can you answer one?

Why hasn't section 83.18(I) of the Criminal Code been used to arrest those individuals? Two,
are there coinponents in this bill that will allow you to arrest those individuals where you're not
now able to?

Hon. Steven Btstney: I thank you Cor your question and also your detailed written question
and we'll do our liesi to answer them properly
Relaied to your written question They are related to the bill. Now if I get back to your asks
today they are more abroad, but I'll try to answer it also properly. This number if l go back to the
latest information provided by Commissioner Paulson are around 93 individuals Now. Mr,
Faster, a'i you are well aware and y'ot]'ve been in that position before it is not bee nlsc you
suspect an in divitlual to have contravened thc criminal law that you necessarily are being able to
transfer this intelligence into evmdenee. Thai's why we need to move forward as the legislator_
That's why I will come beu:k to this eütntitiller to address this issue, and that's why i hope I can
couni on your sttppurt tip du exactly shat, !'o get back to the existing provision of the Criminal
Code Commissioner Paulson has already indicated that the threshold was too high so that they
were null able to procccd.
Hon. Wayne Easter: Yes, but sir_ you did indicate they violated Canadian law.

My secoiidary question on that is. if the threshold is ton high to meet and to eharge them is
there anything in this bill that does that or will it he new legislation? You can answer that with
m}' other question.
When you go the bill it specities. in subsection 12:
W iiIi i o or outside t'aoada rnr i_5 r4 actin wider Its ;mil Daims dunes.

And i0 subsection 15:
And its, investi eativc functions.

'Ibis bill introduces an extraterritorial element within the kind of cltieeks arid balances present
in section 16:
Of the Furritm intvIligruct c1the obligation of consu]iutian with the minister and tcsreip

From that complicated wording, under Foreign aldairs, if Canada is going ti! have some of ifs
people do scn iething then s a check with the foreign rtiïftirs minister bee use anything xe dt+ in a
foreign county can impact us in other areas
that threign courttr .
As I sec it under this bill there are no checks and balances where (:S[5 is going un do
somclliing that violates the law o]'anuthrr country but we're able to du because of the warrants
issued within Canada. There doesn't seem lü need to he those checks and balances Iu prated our
foreign affairs interests whether in trade or in ocher areas.
Can you, orsonconc. clarify that for me? Whcrc arc the cheeks and balances to protect
Canada's interest when we take action under this section?
iloit. Steven tllArxC}". I'll an3wer thna gttes1ipr3.If`irSt.

This is exactly why the service is conducting its operation ta protect the interest of Canada., its
companies, its citizens, it's salin, but also its interests.
To gel back to your tirs[ question Ibis bill indeed addresses this indirectly and makes it casier
Io track terrorisis. Phis is because we will be.able to gather Metter intelligence. Why'? ltecatise ue
will he able to guarantee a love] t pmtectiiin rci the witness which is critical in gathering
intelligence and beeausc we will be able to operate prior to those two court decisions. Basically,
we will just get hack to where we were before those court deeiwpris which are, ai some point,
diminishing the capability of service to protect us. Obviously, this will have a positive impact
because, we yott know. when we want 10 lav charges we need to have strong cases and Ihose
cases arc emanating from intelligence
The answer is yes. This hill is definitely a slept in the right direction. We need to do more and
that'; x+h we will come hack with additional measures in the near future,
•
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Doi l.efeh4ri(Alfre.d-Pellnn. \ PIl); Merci, monsieur le présidenl,

MerCl_ monsieur le mtnis4re_ d'are present aujourd'hui.
,te vais revenir sur une question que mon eollcgue M. Garrison vous a prase_ Pouvez-vous. nous
confirmer, par un oui oti par un non, si le projet de toi C-44 est constitutionnel?

L'horr, Steven 1Blanev: A mon avis, c'est le pr{jet de loi k plus constitutionnel que nous
ayons présenté et que vous aurez l'occasion d'appuyer.
Mnie Rosace Doré Lefebvre: Avez-vous rx.çu des avis juridiques d t'elfet qu'il était
eotistitulionnel?
L'Iran. Ste en Blaney: Bien stir, nods considéron iu ours ]cs clemcnts juridiques.
Comme je l'ai indiqué clairement dans tria présentation. non seulement le projet de loi \ itint
uunlirrner la calme ite d'un individu de recevoir un jugement juste et équitable, mais aussi vient le
renforcer et le définir_ Les mécanixmc pour ce Jtairt: sont dee-rib uu quatrierne paraaraplie de
l'article 7 du projet de loi qui stipule qu'on peut merne avoir ce que l'on appelle un anordis cure_
donc un anti de la cour, qui vient en quelque sorte cnchrisser et encadrer l'application des droits
de la personne en cause.
Alors, absolument. C'est tin projet de loi qui constitue un moyen erllïcace ele renforcer la
sécurité des Canadiens tour en respectant pleinement, du nmcrnc souffre, l'esprit de nos lois
canadiennes et de la Constitution, en particulier de la Claie cauiadiertne des droits et liberteS.

Pelote Rosalie Ilori Lefebvre: Vous avez touché le cas du SCRS. C'est un projet de loi qui
est, en grande panic, relie au Service canadien du rensciriemenL de securik, mis a part ce qui
touche Citovennelc et Immigration Canada, Ati cours des dernières semaine, nous avons
beaucoup parlé de l'importance de la sécurité publique, tout cri n'oubliant pas non plus les
libertés civiles qui y sont reliée et eu trouvant un équilibra entre les deux. Pourquoi ne pas avoir
donné, en maiae temps, de meilleurs outils au inéelisipe de surveillance publique du SCRS?
i.'Iion, Steven lilaney: ,le vous remercie pour votre question_ Je crois me souvenir qu'elle a
etc souk ec pendant les débats a la Chambre des communes_ Pren ièèrement, parce que nous
avons d'excellents méeaitiwines de siipen..i.sinit. J'ai ici le rapport annuel 2(112-2013 du Comité de
surveillance des activités de rcnsLigrcmcnL de sécurité. dont tous. les membres ont obtenu une
copie_
Il est formé de Canadiens ex Canadiennes iminents CLtrnïnenl{s qui; ia chaque année, ibn(
rapport au Parlement, il faut rappeler alu'i]w souri imputables an Parlement. et qui s'assurent que le
Service canadien du renseignement de .;ccurite exerce ses fonctions plans le plein respeci des lois
canadiennes. Comme je l'ai p]cinenteiti indiqué__je nl'aLlenJS u ce soue le Service donne suite aux
rccum]riandations qui oeil Cté fornitifkec dans te rapport de cette année. Le Comitéde surveillance
des activités de renseignement de sécurité` fait un travail important et très rigoureux_
Mine Rosalie Duré Lefebvre: J'ai une autre question concernant la partie qui touche la I.oi
renforçant la ciloyennctc canadienne_ C'est un projet de loi sur le Service canadien du
renscignemmt de sécurité_ Pourquoi avoir rajouté cela? Est- ce clue ça a un rapport quelconque?
Je ne comprends pas nécessairement le tien entre le SCKS et ]e rapprochement des dates dcntrcc
ais vieueur.

L'hon. Skye Marley: Essentiellement, c'est pour faciliter et accélérer la mise en application
de f''nlevemcnt de la double citoyenneté dans la cas d'individus reconnus coupables. Done, il n'y
a aucun élérnem legislaiif, et peut-etre que Mme Girard pourra compléter. aucun nouvel élément
législatif, si ce n'est que de faire en sorte que la loi qui a été adoptée puisse entrer en vigueur plus
rapidement.
Juste avarit,_te s t'admis siniplentela vous préciser qu'au niveau comme tel des mécanismes de
surveillance_ je le rappelle, les articles 7 4 et 7.5, donc il } a des mécanismes qui sont prévus
pour faire cri scxne q ue les trihimaux soient impliqués lorsqu'il y a des poassdailitrx pour enlever la
protection d'une, cour c.et.ces ciispositi{nns sont pr vues â l'intérie ur du projet du loi.

['eut-ctrc que%rne Girard pourit}it commenter sur la citüvcnncté, sur l'accélétation_..
Mme Nicole Girard !directrice gentra[e. Dfrectlaa du programme de la Citoyenneté et
do t4lulticulturaiisme. niinistere de la Citoyenneté et de l'Immigration): Je n'ai pas grand
chose rajouter a ce que monsieur le ministre dit Essentiellement ce sont deux éléments
distincts de ce projet de loi C-44 qui vous a été très bien décrit par le ministre. Les objeclits sont

complcmcntaires dans le sens on [es changements techniques [lui sont proposés a la Irai sur la
ciioyenttete permettront aussi de rejoindre ce mènte objectif qui est de renforce la securi1
publique, ia securite des canadiens et des canadiennes ci de renforcer la valeur de [u citcyennete
cauiadicnne cr de l'intégrité: du programme.
Ilirrglrsh ~
'Fhe C'httir; Ai>Id we will now gci to 41.s. rlhlnnczy, lilcasc_ Ra- fil/C. minutes.
.1., { 162(])
Hon. D'ante Ablonezy (Calgary-1Nose Flil[, C'E'C-}, Minster, obis a coinmins amendments
to the ('SIS act which would clarify that CSTS ma}' perfonn its duties and tknld i i 'aubin i}r
outside Canada. I wondcr if you would tell us why you think that clarification is important
Hon. Steven Blantyl Thank you.
11te reason why it is so important is that this law was crafted 30 years ago, and at that time it
would seem that it was not necessary for the legislator to clearly specify that Œ!S can riperatc in
and outside Canada. In a ]aie judgment that was rendered by the Supreine Court_ it was
acknowledged chat it might be pretty° useful, especially in the context of foreign fighters,
terrorists' attacks commg front abroad. That the servicc. a ualiy iperatc outside, which it has
dont over the course of the Iasi year. That's why it is important to clearly speedy in the basic law
of the service that this principle be entrenched.

lion, Diane Ablanezy [ note, too, that llie act and others are mentioned as would allow CSIS
to protect their sources in the saint Willy that police c>'f35acrw can pnnteet their sources, because no
one obviously is goring to give you information if they can he hung out to dry, shaft we say. I
guess I'm a little pu±zled about wit' ÇSIS wuu]dn'i have already had this al ilitw to prolecl their
sources, avid I'd like to ktiiiw why vc i
it's Important that it be iii this legislation's
lion. Steven Blaney: fhat's a good question. Actually. I. will turn io Mr. Ccwknnhc. But cane
thing is sure, we r]csn-I}' need it in ordertu rn itttt>.in the duality and the reputation of the service
and the accuracy of this data that they are culieelirsg. Although before this court decision_ this
right, if I can put it that way, %vas taken for granted. [}uc to this coot# decision, Wr arc clearly
invited as a legislator [o clearly dci ine it in the law.
Monsieur C'nulontbe,
[Frarrças]

I. Mit !ici Coulomb': {dïrrrti:air, Service canadien du reriscignciuenl de si4C'nritie}; Merci.
monsieur le ministre.

[n terms or the first pari of your question oi"whv it's not in the net. at the moment, if you go
bai} x{i year,, ai the time it was not envisaged that the service would be involved as it is todiy in
aiclmiif islrwrii+ e ploceedin s ur criminal prosecutions_ jus( b04:411.1 SC flic three[ has evolved und the

growing place that torrorism is taking.
[ think it iw pretty c>'hviOus why u'e need to pnrtcet tiur sources. We've talked about it in terns
of rwbtidq Waritirig iq cooperate with :as if itte..were putting their lire al risk.

Dot) think'it's a1.5o'Verj itiiportaii1 that we shou[dn'i lose sight that when sotnebod '—pfd
quite often at the risk oftheïr own Security and uiih promise of confidentiality is cooperating
with the service I think the state ha a duty to prcitcei that person, and to protect their identity so
(hat we cart protect tIi it se4ur4—anti nui Just protect them, but sometimes their litmi]}', a]so_ St
I think there is a 1tity on the pari ül llie state
Now we have to balance that, in diffcrent proceedings, with how we niaiantziin Lair
pruceedins_ I think the bill has achieved that balance.

Hon. Diane Ablonez : I read an opinion that indicated that police cyide ce-gathering is
different from CS[S' information-gathering, sn CSIS sources don't need the same protection.
Would you comment on that, please?
Mr. Michel C=oulamhe: It is truc th Ri the x:r'iice is not an enforcement agency. We're not iii
the business of collecting evidence. But again_ because of the evolution of threats. we're more
and more indirectly—and sometimes directly— inwoIved in not criminal investigations, because
we Nil parallel investigations with the ItCMT', bin jusl because cif the nature of the relationship
and exchange of information_ at times service inlinrntalon wc]I be used iii cttaninal pniceedings.
or could be used regarding security certificates, ror esaniple .Although we're not in the business
of collecting evidence_ that's why our intelligence will Ire ciiher challenged_ tir there will he a
request for more disclosure_ including the identity of hu man sources.
It's just that the nature of the threat environment has changed and hits basi c:f l ltiy changed the
SCIN ice interaction in terms ordeeling with those different proceedings
4 {1625}

The Chair: I ine, thank you very much. Time is up.
Now, Mr. Garrison. five minutes, please.
Mr, Randall Garrison: '[1ttv11; you very much, Mr. Chair.
I just want to stress again, Mr. Minister, that when you talked about this hill at the outset we
had hoped the bill could he made effective_ and we had hoped we could have all-party support
for that bill. l have to say that the attitude of the government is now making me very doubtitil.
We share the sane interest as you in making sure that our national security agencies maintain
their quality and the reputation oF their services, and .we think that accountability is quite
important to that_ There is nothing in this bill on flirt.
You mentioned the challenge oftransterring inte[]ivgencc into evïdamcc. I think those were
your words. We share the concern about taking intelligence and making sure you can use it in
prusecu Lions .
L have a concern that the way this bill is clraftet.uow in fact it may make more difficult to do
those prosecutions. When von talk about the protection of the identity of witnesses, the courts
can protect the identity of CMS sources on u case-by-case basis now. They didn't say that wasn't
possible.
Vs hen you say that they invited you to do this, I believe that if you read the decisions, they
said that Parliament could do this. They didn't say that it was ncecssars, and it didn't say that
Parliament should provide ibis blanket protection, it 'aid that ii was possible.

So my question really is. why risk this change to limit the rights of the de fence to challenge
the use of intelligence inli rmation in prosecutions? Why risk a change that might either make ii
more di facult to prosecute, or might result in those provisions being declared unconstitutional?
Wliy arc you risking that in this bill?
Hon. lÿlevell Blaney: ] thank the member for his numerous questions.
The first response would he that sonic of the questions are going beyond the scope of the law.
and t have clearly staled that this bill is crafted tir ensure it responds to the invtlaticm of the
couri S.
All western countries are ['aced with th a challenge of terrorism. I have here a press release
front my i1. K. countcrparl, Theresa klity who is corning up with more than cighl measures to
tackle terrorism and says that time for new policies is required, and whle? • because we need to
adjust to this threal_ [hays clear.

What I've clearly demonstrated this aftcrmaun is that we are doing it while respecting the
Constitution with the amicus Curiae in the protection of witnesses whenever soneone is accused.

fltic member has asked a question on the oversight_ Weil, we have a robust oversight and
clearly this is going beyond the scope of' this hill, hutwe have a clear mechanism that is working
and will ensure that while CSIS is protecting Canadians. [here is robust oversight.
] would say, Mr. Chair, lai to me it is clear tuer there is no liherty without security.
14r.149ndasll Garrison: V4'ith respect_ Mr. Minister_ arll the corti nissiouers that have tookid
into them questions have agreed with fou on half armai: ion forget the ether half Chai they've
said. and that is that tige need iinprcwernents. If you're going to give more powers tu naliuna]
security mincies, especially in this time of technological change, then you need improvements
in the oversight. sol think it is connected to bill e. cri though it's. not hure, Efut I wane to give you
one more chance nit this question of why you're risking the chance of in=king! il very diltictilt tu
use intelligence information lu criminal prosecutions by this very. limited pmtectia ;n, ihiw limited
exemption in this bill
FraNvisI

I!hon. Steven BIine : Cc projet de ]tri vient clarifier ]es auturites des services, a va faciliter
le travail des tribunaux, parce qu'il vient lever les ombrages qui existaient dans l'application de la
loi. autant au niveau de lu pie}rection des tinettes que la capacité du service_ non seulement â
op&cr a l'ctran er_ mais dga.lement â échanger des informations avec nos allies comme la
Grande-llretagime, l'Australie. la Notevelle-/.clande_ comme I Anacricains, les Français qui urnt
allies et qui sont aux prisas..avcc ]e manie dari auquel nous sommes ctmnfronlàs_ c'est-A-dire de
suivre des individus qui se prumanent d'un pays t1 ]'atulre et qtn menacerai la sécurité des
Canadiens, qui s'attaquent t des personnes lnnncentcc. C'est exactement cc que cc projet de loi
vient faim, il nient reStaurer les autnritcw qui tint permis au service, par le passa, d'Are efficace cl
a un mornenl critique oïl noms taisons face aï suc inenan-e qui éru]ue_ il est d'tau tani plus important
de préserver les capacites du service a protéger les Canadiens
rEngfis/rl

l'he ('hair: Thank you leery much, Mr. Ciarrison.

linisler. thank von very very kindly for corning here today. and we thank our guests as well.
We will suspend briefly just liar a minute while the mi n ister excuses li iiiasell•, and we will
+ 'elc[rme our new a tinesss to Na c table.
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l'he C'IiaTrt Colleagues. we are hack ln session.
We wiE] welcome our new ;+•ilnes here today.

We have Lynda Clairniorn Senior Assistant Deputy. Minister; National and Cyher Security
Branch., WC: have Rit. Flanerjce, director of the Tntel]igcnec and Policy Division lier the National
and L'vber Security lkarrclL and we have Mory Alshar, senior counsel, Citizenship and
Immigration Canada Legal Services.
Any rtf the three new witnesses are entitled to make a statement_ should they knish_ otherwise
we will go directly to questions_

We're all fine? 1-hank you very much.

We will go to munds of questioning then. We wi]I start oil. with Mr. Carmichael, please, seven
minutes.
9r. John Carmichael (Don Valley West, CPC): Thank }ou_ Chair, and thank you to our
witnessm for attendinc today.
l'his is obviously a very interesting session as we deal with concerns of Canadians from coast
to coast to coast_ A.a ]'vc travelled through rtry riding, l'w a heard from C rnallian.s (>n this issue
since October 22, and the horror that.. well. actually h-efore that because We had the tragedy in
Saint-lean-sur-Richelieu, with Warrant Officer lrinccm_ and then we were confronted with the
horror of the terror attack here on Corporal Cirillu_ and then in the !rouse. Canadians have hen
vets' responsive re these issues and our security and our safety. is clearly something that they hold
dear and for which they have great concern; how can these types is t'acts happen and what cari we
do to protect our shores and protect our borders?
What I'd like tu talk tu you about or ask you about tirsl sett—and I'll let you decide the best
one to respond on this—is around the fairness of revoking citizenship of dual-nationals. At your
last appearance. Mr. Couloinbe. we talked about the number of citizens who have gone overseas.
who are taking part with ISIS in Syria and Iraq, and those who have returned_ We addressed
sonic of the numhs,rs and the concern of how we're suing to deal with these people. But l want to
talk about the provision in the bill lier t]te revocation oldual citizenship, where we have
soinchady who has hecn charged with terrorism or treason_ served their time overseas_ and then
come back. Canadians have asked ahouL the fairness around this particular clause. 1 wonder if
you could comment on it. I won't go any further_ as far as what l'on heating. l'11 leave it for you to
perhaps comment on the importance of this issue.
{ l f,351
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Ms. Nicole GirarU:'frttartlC you Ver* nitic}s Fut ~i}ur s{ueytio}ri,
I would just note at the outset. as mentioned earlier_ that the provisions in Bill C- arc
technical amendments which would not '!ring any changes to the provisions et' the Strengthening
Canadian Citizenship Ac , which received royal n+sent in tune earlier Ibis year. 1 hey would
enable the government to pursue an earlier implementation of the changiS to the revocation
provisions in the Citiccrtship Act.
Nevertheless, to core directly to your question, I think the first, most important point to make
is chat Canada is alone compared to like-minded countries and oilier democratic countries in not
having this ability already to revoke citizenship for egregious actions that arc done against a
national interest_ and so the rozent Changes that Parliament made in Juste to expand the grounds
for citizenship revocation limited to specific actions—namely convictions for high treason,
treason, spying, terrorism. or being in the service of an organized armed group or armed Force
engaged in armed combat with Canada—is broadly in line with what like-minded countries
already rlo.
t would also I i ke to add that with regard to fairness, there are many safeguards that are
provided in the Jaw and as a matter of procedure with regard to the revocation process itself.
Those include nonce: the ability of the person concerned to know the grounds against them: to
see the evidence: to have an opportunity to respond and make their submissions; to receive a
decision in writing: to potentially have a hearing with the decision maker: and of course_ to seek
jtadiwïal revie}w if in the end that decision is against them and revoking their citizenship.
Thank you.
Mfr. John Carmichael: Thank von. Quite frankly_ 1 think that is in line with the general
consensus amongst Canadians today that citizenship is a privilege and should be respected as
such. f appreciate your comments. Thank you.
rd like to address this lu Mr. CoulomhL perhaps, and you can direct it elsewhere, with regard
to informants.

If an informant is involved with more than one investigation, they must have his or her
identity released. It seems like you're left with a tun is decision. a tough task in how le deal with
that: give up their identity and risk losing intelligence that's been gathered from other ongoing
investizations in hopes of getting a conv iction, or risk ]using that conviction to maintain other
investigations.
Would this be an accurate portrayal of the situation, without having the similar protections
afforded to informants to Canadian law enforcement agencies"
Mr. Michel Cuulomhe: It's actually a very accurate picture of what we're facing.
I would add one more thing. It is true at the moment that a fudge can atlird protectio11 case b).
case. hut because of that case-by-case uncertainty it is more di€iicult to reei.tut or gel people ro
actually cooperate breause there is that uncertainty iii terms ol`their protection.
Mr. John Ca

irhaeI; Irtle uncertainty is about their safety.

%ir. %iichel CouIornhe: Their safety_ yes_
Mr. John Carmichael: Once they ve provided that information, they're vulnerable..
Mr. Michel Coulorahe: YES.
Mr. John Carmichael: That's an iinjrortanr part of what we're dealing with today., clearly_
Mr. Nikkei C'ntrinmiae: hor us it is crucial.
Mr..itahn Carmichael: Do ! hays. tinte, Chair?

7'Ite Chair: You sirll have another minute, si.C_"'"fr y ~1 ü

` 1 r'.
Mr. Jahn f'arrnirhael: Monsieur Coukimhc_ without the assurance that their identity is being
protected, has CS[S ever had issues kith possible informants cornirtg forward with information,
and does that have a possible effect on the safety of the public? Arid cd to that, is there astrong
lilcel ihood that without that 3ceurity that infamant witl walk away from providing that
information?

Mr, Michel Coulon:1 c: Well, there is always that possibility. I don't vwant to go into specifi es,
but again there's always a possibility that somebody with information, knowing that his ideiuit_v
could he revealed. would decide not to share that information_
Mr..lnhn Carmichael: Thank you.
Thr Chair; . I lrank you very much.
V.:elf now vu tc, Mr. Garrison. please, for seven rnintimes.
hir. Randall Garrison. Thank you very much. Mr. Chair. I'm glad to see you back iii the
[ guess one Cotleerat 1 vi.as raising whir the nimister i, that in tâet pa it of matit+nal sccurity,
protecting the country. is protecting the rule iiniitw. 1 just want tu go to something that Director
[ icncral Ciirard said. In terms of the revocation of citizenship of dual citizens. she said there was
the right to see:tt ev itl :nçO.
i'rn wondering now e 'provi kerns ais 13TH '-4 protecting the identity oft.'SIS human sources
connect with the citircnship process In other words, if evidence that's being used from CSFS
sources is the evidence that is being used for the revocation of citizenship, then what provisions
arc there? The Conty exemption for defence here is about criminal prosecutions- 1101 Citifenship. !s

there au inner section between the two bills there_ or tiny exemption provided for use in those
citizenship processes?
Ms. Nicole Girard: Thank you for your question.
I would just respond by stating that the two provisions of this hill are distinct. They are not
intended to he rented other than the'. both support the objective of the safety and security of
C anadirns.
Then the other point more directly in response tu our question is that citizenship revocation
eases would be initiated based on objective. open-source rnforntarion ro determine whether the
provisions apply.
That's how I would respond to your question.
Thank You.
Mr. Randall C:arrison:'lhere is no provision for usingCS1S information in those
proceedings.
Ms. icecic Girard: There is not as contemplated by Bi]I C-44 nor the chances under the
Strengthening Canadian Citizertshir Act.
Mr, Randall Garrison: Thank you very much.
I'm going to turn to Deputy Minister Guinrunt. I'm going to back to the question of advice
on constitutionality of tais exemption provision from die Minister of ,lust ice. The minister talked
around the point_ I think is the most terrible.. [ can he. Can you tell us whether you received
advice on that specific point from theMiiiisler °IJustice or the Department of Justice. and if you
received written advice would you table it with the committee?
Mr. Fran çois Guimecnt (Deputy Minimer, Department of Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness): 'the advice from justice is always factored in the cabinet process, always. That's
miniber one. Number two, the aspects of the bill are consistent with the charter and Canadian
law. That's number two. Number thine is this is part of cabinet confidence- I'm not trying to be
diil etilt, I'm trying to be respectful of the committee but most of you are aware of how that
system unrolds, so dint's my answer.
9r. Randall Carrison: [ respect that am] tam aware, certainly, and expected you lu say it
was a cabinet confidence, something the minister, of course- could have said- but there is a1
problem here then. We really need more time to have experts in on this so that we can get our
own advice in the conrniltee on whether or not ifs constitutional since we can't see the
~u emment's advice on this, and that. is where we run up against the tinte limits and the number
~sflirnile{ t v i[riewwes here rFlakeNit very dillicu[l for us to. {ID.
Oma similar question, I would go directly to ask if' any other like-minded Loan trie~s, the Five
E=wes Countries, have provisions in their acts tha1 allow ignoring the law of other countries or
ignoring international law in the collection of inteiligerrcc?
Mr. Michel Unulnnibe; On specifically having it in their legislation, I'm noi aware of any.
You have to understand that each---and well talk. for example. of the Five i'ves partners--everybody k Working under different legislation, different frameworks, so it's very di It'ieu]t to
compare.
I'm not aware .of any other cuuntrieis, .partners that would have the saune type of legislation.
Mr. Randall Carrisdfit I liftf would ltë the response of the government then if we had a
forcign intelligence agency collecting intelligence in Canada in contravention of Canadian laws?
How do you deal with that? Them scans to he a normal principle, which I think iw callç.d enmity
of international law, where we don't violate each other's sovereignty and WC don't conduct illegal
surveillance in each other's countries whi Ch, to nie, would seem to be part ol'tharl:

If we're now telline people we !Eight be doing that to them. what would our response be to
another country saying it is going to do the same thing in Canada?
(I4)

Mr. Michel C-oulant he: '+ia '1se I can jug correct my previous answer hccause l'm not an
expert on the legislation- Just quickly reading this, actually New Z.cai]ancl- in its legislation with
regard to foreign intelligence warrants, which is what we're talking about here. says that it can be
issues notwithsttnrding anything to the contrary of anti other act.
Mr. Randal! Garrison: 'Iles any other act t New Zealand, not of any other ctxmtr . •
Mr. Michel C.uutombe: We uaui certainty.. dig down on [haL question and provide the
committee with a better answer. ,As 1 Said, l'ni not conning here prepared to—
Mgr. Randall Garrison: I appreciate that. and I thank you for being eooperatiye, 1 just will
remind you that our deadline is uiitg to be before. nest Monday since we're going. to be mos itig
ün to amendments to this bill,
I guess it still dames hack to the question what is the Canadian response then to foreign
intelligence agencies conducting things thin would be illegal here. How do we respond to that it'
we-re now saying 'We may do the same thing to you? " i find it troubling.
Mr. Michel Crrufambe: You have to understand that with like-minded partners- we do work
overseas jointly- It's not Like we would go into a friendly country and do things covertly. As a
security intelligence service. and not-lust as a service all of dwr partners do conduct covert
operations, That's kind of obvious.. and although it might riot he specific in their legislation, that's
what a security service will do at times. but most of the lime for the service we do our work
overtly with our partners when they ar'e l ike-rnutided, bast there could be occasions when we're
sending intelligence officers, for example, into countries that are not like-minded where we
might not tell that country what were iloing hecau.se or the ntaiioanah interests of Canada hut almir
liar the saltty of our olTh ers. r'e -- - Afs
fhe Chair: Very krrietly.
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1rs. Rilu I4atrerjt'c (Dircrlur. lotelligeurc l'ulie} lli+ïsïrkti, ti iiional and Cyber Security
!Branch, Department of Public Safety and Emergency Prep'red uess); In t he past when there
have been issues of espionage in Canada we have used the security certificate provisions to seek
the removal of those individua]5. 1'm thanking of Russians spy cases. So [litre are intuited uses or
our current legal framework to manage that, hue it is very sensitive and very difficult
The Chair:'I'haunk wot, very melt, Mr. Garrison
Now wt will au seven minute_;.

Mr. Falk pleat.

Mr, fed Falk (Prole ocher. CPC): [hank you. Mr. Chairman.
Thank you to our witnesses here today for joining us- I've enjoyed listening to your
1rrescntatrons and your responses. I just want to clarify again that in the proposed Legislation that
we're discussing here tuduy there are no ilew authorities, Is that correct?

Mr. Michel C'uulramhe; Yes that k correct.
Mr. 'led FHIk:.It's a ciarigc:airurn OJ' existirig authorities.
#;'C=;,~~
Mr. Michel Couloml*: Lxatctiv rOhciwing the federal court decision of last year, and the
federal court of appeal this year.
Mr. Ted Falk: trond.

Su when we're conducting surveillance, or intelligence gathering in fcrrcign countries what
kinds of activities would require a warrant in our country. or obtaining a warrant from the
judicial?
Mr. Michel Coulombe: When section I of the charter is at play.
NIT-. Ted Falk: Let mu. clarify a little bit. Would it be farr to say that tx'ewould secure a
warrant from a judge if we were involved in any activity Thar wnultl require a warrant here in
C aiiad a?
Mr. Michel Coulornhe: Yes that's a fair description.
Mr. Ted Falk: So we apply the sanie standard when we work outside of Canada than we do
here inside.
Mr. Michel Coulornhe: Yes in fad Ri]I C.44 all it dues in terms of section 1 is one that
deals with an acquisition of warrants we're just adding "outside'. So it is the same article. the
same criteria that arc going ic' be used.
Mr. Ted Falk: Ciood.
There's also been cone-erns raised regarding the rights of terrorists to a fair trial if they don't
know who their accuser is, or from where the information is being sourced. Can you maybe joist
expand on that a little bit and eon heat on that, and whoever feels they want. Mr. Guimont I
don't mind if you comment on that as well.
Mr. Michel Cuulambe: Again. I think what's in the bill is exact]v equivalent to class privilege
protection that police info manta have. Ft was mentioned earlier, that has been tested a number of
Limes in court, so that's not different. Plus, there are exceptions if it is believed that it is essential
to devolve the identity of that source to prove the itutoce, tse of the person accused
• i160i

Mr. Ted Falk: Okay. [n situations where we have to identify our source, do we provide
witness protection programs going rlrwtrd?
Mr. Michel Coulombet We could certainly look into it it'we get there. With what's proposed
in Bill C-44„. if we conte to a point where vie would have to identify our source. I guess with
discussion there's either the option—and it's a crown decision—to pull the information and
possibly the cue would collapse, or we disclose the identity of the source and then there's the
q ucstinn of assessing the risk to the security of that source and what we can do to mitigate that.
Mr. 'fed Faulk: But they've provided the information to us on the basis that we will respect—
Mr. Michel Coulunibe: In cuntiderice. yes.
Mr. Ted Falk: —their confidentiality Thai creates a difficult situation in some scenarios_
Mr. Mieh:el C.uulamte: It dores_ and it rocs back to my earlier comment_ chat T inrlk believe
there's also a duty ou the part of the state, when you make that promise of confidential ity that
>ou have the measures in place to assure that promise you have with that person.
Mr. 'fed Talk: When wire using the resource of a confidential informant, is there a practice
or procedure in pace that confirms the inttwrnatitrm that's provided?
Mr. Michel Coulomhc: We always try to corroborate information coming from sources, and
not just the human sources. We always irs to corroborate and it doesn't matter it it comes from
partners or others. we always try to corrnhorate in order to better assess the validity of that
information.

Mr. Ted Falk: Okay. And these bows that we currently have on the books and that we're
proposing to strengthen and clarify. are they consistent with laws that our allies would be
applying?
Mr. Michel Cuulumbr: Amin_ it is difficult co compare because of different legislation, but
yes, they are in terms of being Mire to operate overseas, :wain, the ra~gimc of obtaining warrant
might be different. but overfill it is consistent.
Mr, Ted Falk: Okay.
fwlr.
'i- he Chair: You still have another two minute.
ir. Ted Falk: Two minutes, all right

Some concerns we've heard regard the abiliry of the federal court to issue warrants within the
scope of relevant Canadian law when issuing warrants to authorize CStS to undertake certain
activities to investigate a threat to the security of Canada outside of Canada_ Some may wonder
why warrants would not he more appropriate coming from the nation where the activities are
Lak lag place in. Could you comment on why this is inipornutt, as some of those countries may
not exactly have a court system that can he approached for a warrant. as well as the transnational nature of these investigations,
Mr. Michel C'ciulomhe: I'll answer your question ,as when 1 appeared in October and we
talked about Canadians who Eire currently overseas involving threat-related activities. E
mentioned countries like Syria_ Iraq, S ii7utlittf Yemen, AIghanistari, so you can ji6St imagine
going through the court system or the judicial system of those countries to try to get
authorization_ I'm not sure it would he practical_

1r. Ted Falls: Ms. Clairmont_ a question for you. you're representing cyber security here this
afternoon. Cher security is something that can he done anywhere. k it necessary to operate
outside of Canada to completely preside the sec uri t7y that we require here? Or do we do
everything here,"
Mrs. L►ndu Clairmont {Senior Assistant deputy Minister, National and CryherSecurity
grand'. Department or Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness;}: No. Cyber security is

borderless. I would say_ So h can be done within a country and oubrde of the country.
Mr. Ted Falk: fkr you anticipate any changes affecting your operations with any of the
legislative issues here`s

Mrs. I.y'nda Clairmont: No. we don'I.
The ['hair:Thank you very much. Mr, Falk,
We will now go to Mr. Easter for seven minutes.
Lion. Wayne Easter: -thank you. Mr. Chair.

f do want to put on the record, Mr_ Chair, wrtarting my queition because the minister said we
had robust oversight r'or;ecuriry agencies. f would sincerely disagree.'llte Etct is we're the only
one o f the so-called Five Eyes" that doffs not have parliamentary oversight for security
agencies. 1 think die governmeni if it vas thinking about bringing in a balance. would hring in
such a end}' Ilhere is a repot from 2005 where all parties agreed on such a body. I'd just make
that point, As Ms Girard said, related Co the revocation of Cili'lenship, Canada is alone as
compared to other democratic countries when it comes to that issue. We're also alone when it
comes to the "Five E:yes':on purtitutnenCary ovcrsighL I just want to make that point in the
beginning.

] think the probably the nub ot'thc issue, in terms of this bill, is the substantive changes to
CSIS on its. if 1 could call it, extraterritorial activities. Where I conic from--and the deputy or

head of CS1S can correct me if I'm wrong—] think originally when CSIS corne in it was
envisioned that we'd depend on our foreign relations or liaison relations with other countries to
provide us information. and that's how we'd operate rather than so much ris having agents
abroad_ In the reality of today the word has changed, We're dealing with, La a certain extent, l
chink. a stateless world in some regards.
I would ask the question this way; doesn't this bill, in terns of CS[S_ now give wide
extraterritorial applications for Canadian judicial decisions abroad in tenths of how we operate?
Do you understand what [ asked?
(1655)
Mr. Michel C'onlontbe: Not the last pan, ['in sorry.
Voices: Oh. oh!
ion, Wayne Faster; 'flat's fine. Not a problem.
In this bill, ill can put it this way_ with judicial decisions. judges. authorizing certain wily ilia.;
for CSIS abroad, aren't we now getting into. I guess_ the extraterritorial application ofwhat CSIS
does from where we were?
?'1r. Michel Coulonthe; l' first of all, hi renns of CSTS conducting activities Outside Canada,
and you talked shout the Macdonald Commission, but Pm not going to quote, I'm pretty sure i n
the report it does talk abù it the creation ot'CSIS, that you would have to he very careful_ but
they were already seeing the possibility that we would have to do this. ]l has always blx..n our
understanding that we have that authority. That's wally this is just a clarification; making it
explicit in the aci that we can actually do what we've been doing lirr basically 30 years, because
that was the interpretation ol=._. if you ]ouk at section 16. Ilirre's a clear restrictions. WS within
Canada which tiuu do riot find in section 12.
Hon. Wayne Easter; ['m not disagreeing with the approach here, but 1 think we need to be
fairly upon about what we are doing, I: don't think C sJS lias ak ays done this. maybe in the last
20 years. [hit one of the dif iicutries I think now with this act, and with what we're talking about
CSIS doing_ is we are getting into a new are t...or [ guess we're laving out iii law more clearly a
new area that Canada has always opposed other nations' seetirity agencies doing when it's
applied to Canada. is that correct?
Mr, Michel Coillonvbe; Again. I don't think it's a new area_ When you've stated that ills
actually putting it into law explicitly in the ac[, I think that's corned, but ] don't link it's a new
area.
In terms of the second part. again, you have Lo !o & at Ibis in lerrns of: if you're ih ink in , ;iboul
us acting in other countries, when it's with like-minded partners most of the time this is done
joi.nll wltli the ackno}+ledgeiiteril of that country. psi I.kc we expect them to do the same here.
Mien there's cases of non-like-minded country, like it was mentioned earlier, with. liar example,
cases of [Ritssiar espionage. then we would investigate. and if there's a ease we would pass it to
the RCMP_

Bun, Wayne Faller: [ llimk you iniike a val... good point because were really dealing with
several different types of cou at ri es, Mr. Chair, on the earlier question by Randall I do have the
Library. of Parliament question .we asked him here that basically states we were talking about the
wording --within or outside Canada' and I do have a Library of Parliament Limament here I can
provide 10. lite ccsmmitlee ht's only iii I:ngl ish hut if you wanted to get it translated_ It states exact
or similar wording to that found iii Kilt R of C lis not found in the relative legislation of Five
eves \ations. They name t]ie r[:Icvani picccs. So if the committee wants that I can table il.

fhe last question is on the source. On the sources protected i5 there any different protection to
sources outside Canada versus inside Canada. and those outside Canada how do Vito perceive to
protect (bene sources?
Mr. Michel (=oulombe: lucre are no differences" It' not a question of where the source is
actual(}' residing" ICs a question ol'do we promise confidentiality. Su. t etc is nu ditlerence in
terms of a source living hem" or living abroad.
The Chair: Fine shank you ven. much.
Now uc will. go to Madame Doré Lefebvre cinq minutes.
[Français

nune Rosant Dore Lcftbvrc: Merci, monsieur k president.
Je remercie les t@innins d'are restés pendant la dcuxiéme heure pour repoudre A nos questions
Pour l'instant" mets questions portent proBablement plus sur le fait de savoir si le SCRS a lcs
reSsottrces suffisantes pour appliquer ces nouvelles mesures en vertu de la Loi sur le service
canadien du renseignement de la sec trir '? \ous savons que tous les aiinistisres ont subi des
compressions au cours des dernières années" Le ministére de la Sécurité publique en a également
subi. donc le SURS egttlenteni. Ayez-vous les ressources nécessaires actuellement? Sinon" ou
allez-vous les prendre pour avoir un personnel suffisant sur le terrain afin de faire le travail
demande en vertu du nouveau mandat du SCRS?
M. SBebel C ulsymbe: Comme nous ('avons précédemment mentionné, le projet de ]oiC4+1 ne nous dorme pas de nouveaux pouvoirs ou outils" ll fait juste clarifier ce que nous faisions
déjà et une certaine partie que nous avions arrZier de faire suite tv la dtrcision de la Cour fédérale"
l'automne dernier.
Cc n'est donc rien de pou au en turnes de cc que nous pouvons faire, Ce n'est pas un ajout. si
vous voulez, en ternies de pouvoirs ou d'outils taie rtuus pouvons utiliser, Cela n'a pais d'impact
sur les ressources du service
Mme Rusane Doré Lefebvre: Actuellement. le SCRS a-t-il les ressources nécessaires pour
faire le travail qui lui est d Mande?
1•i. Michel C'oulornhe: 1.e service, compte toute autre organisation, travaille a l'intérieur de
son budget. Nous devons établir des priorités et allouer les ressource; en fonction de celles-ei qui
décorilerit des renseignements qui sont lourais par k gouvernement. Ensuite, nous avons nus
façons d' vaiuer les matrices pour.juaer de la menace que represeutent les diff`ereuts sujets
d'enquAte, Nous allouons les ressources en fonction de cela.
Mme Roanne Dari Lefebvre: Avez-vous supprime des emplois qui sont directement lies a
l'échange d'informations entre taos alliés A l'échetle internationale, au cours des demies années?
M. Michel Coulombel Non.
Mine Rusane Dore Lefebvre: J'aimerais aussi savoir, toujours â propos de l'échange de
renseignements" le projet de loi Cod sa-t-il faciliter la coopération cuire la GRC et le SCRS?
Des ttiesures vuül-elles vous aider auprés de la CÏRC?

N7. ie bel C'ouloulbc: Le projei de loi C-44 lati-meme n'8 aucun impact sur notre relation
avcc la CiRC`.
;~}
..`t'6;~ ü~ r }r
Mine ]iZoxxoc ]Doré Lefebvre: En cr qui a trait au profilage genérique d'une source humaine
du SURS, comment k projet ile loi va-t-il faciliter les t.-nquûtes de votre service? Pouvi7-vous
nous eçlairer un peu plus dans ce seuls'' Monsieur C'oulnmhe, ou monsieur Cwutmand pourrit~z
lrcul-étre mDus repoudre.

M. Michel Cuulomhe: La premiere manière dc [Hcilitrr les cnt}uetes, comme _je l'ai mentionne
toui à l'heure_ arec la certitude_ sauf pour [es exceptions. de protéger l'identité dm sources. c'est
celle-ci. 11 existerait plus de gens !iodes ; nous donner de l'in fOrrnation; cc serait plus la ilc pour
le serviccd'obtenir la coopération des individus devenir des sources. s'ils avaient la certitude
que leur identité sera protegee.
Lorsque nous arrivons en tour criminelle pair exemple_ pour !a protection des sources. votre
collegue l'a mentionne plus tdt. le système actuel juge les situations au cas par cas. C'est très
intensif au plan dès ressources. Nous devons ccansacn-r beaucoup de ressources sur cetie
question. Cela nous amene encore a la quesrrori d'incertitude, ti savoir si. dans chaque cas.
I'identite de la source va etre dévoilée ou pas. En vertu du projet de loi C-44. [a protection des
sourt:cs va vraiment faciliter l'apport volontaire des sources d'i fonraation_ k recrutenientt Lies
vrns ci la gestion des cas et vies dossiers quand taons irons en Cour criminelle on ailleurs
i [7b5}

1ntc Rosalie Dort' Lefebvre: 11 y a aussi une provision dans te projet de loi C 44- qui parle de
raiieux protéger ou de moins divulguer l'information en ce qui a trait aux agents du 5CRS. t )n
parle aussi de structures d'agents. Est-oe qu'on a pins de dctai]s purot que cela pourrait elfe
pratiquement s'importe qui travaillant au SCRS s.e]uu la façon dont [e proiet de loi C-44 esi
rédige, [:St-ce qu'il seraii plus facile de cibler davantatte les gens qu'on aimerait pntenticllemeni
envoyer en tant qu'agents a l'international? Cette provision est vraiment Lrs vaste.
M. Michel Coulombs: Premièrement_ la loi actuelle offre cette protection pour [es individus
qui sont presentcrnent et qui ctaient dans le passe impliques dans ces activités. En fait: le projet
de loi C-44 rajoute ceux 'qui pourraient arc implique dans cc type d'activiti:s.
I .a proh]cmatique avec le fait d'essayer de mettre un cadre plus serre de qui on parle- la
menace et le contexte uvoluent tellement rapidement qu'il y a des individus, aujourdhui_ qui sont
impliques dans ce genre d'ac:ti+ites que iri&rte rnoi_ i[ y a peut-ètrc cirtq ou dix anis_ je m'aurais
jamais pense qu'ils seraient impliques la-dedans. Il ne s'agir plis seulement ries agents de
renseignement qui ]auvent ètre inap]iqui i. Donc_ i[ v aurait un danger de limiter vraiment la
proteciiun d'identité des enip[awes du service.
Par ai]Icurs, encore une fais, comme tonte autre activitc du service: en terme de di igner des
employés qui reluàvent de cette protcctiors_. cla tùrrmbc sous la révision du CSARS. C'est quelque
chose qu'eux peuvent définitivement surveiller dans le cadre de leur révision annuelle_

[English
The Chair: Thank you very much, Madame Lefebvre
Mrs. James, Ifive iiiinutes_ please.
1

Roxamie .tanits: Thank you, Mr Chair.

:1 question to Mr. Coulombs in regard Ia± warrants. There have been some discussions
comparing us ici. mir I ivc i),es partners and the fila that the saine explicit text is not necessarily
i contained in other legislation from other countries.
T .just wanted tu confirm that in fact we have ken able to issue warrants since theCS[S Act
was firsi established ul 198.4, and similar countries have the sanie abiltiies hut maybe not
nccessarily the ,same wording in their legislation.
The ptubletti wee have hose in CwiadaL as people recopia:, we also have different court
systems and the judiciatry irrterpiels laws differently. We have the Charter of Riglus and
Freedoms. which may not he identical to other countries as well.
The problem we have is that the courts bave specifically called into question the ahility for
CS[S to operate overseas, to issue those types of warrants_ In fact. the legislation, the very text
we're putting iri this new bill will clarify, will clearly spell out the capabilities that CSIS has

always had, in order to ensure that the courts no longer call it into question. Is that a fair
statement?
1f you could, comment on that, please.
Mr. Michel Caulorribe: Well, you're right that since 1984 xi arrants have been issued, but
warrants have been issued in terms of activities here in Canada
Starting around 2009, and the Federal Court decision 'last November by Justice Mosley called
into question the authority of- the se-mice to operate abroad. certainly not the authority of the
service from Canada because the interception had to h,; donc from Canada, but being able to do ri
when the targets or investigations arc oversews.
i5, since 1984 warrants have been issued- but they were here iii Canada. What the bill is
doing is making it clear- number one. that we can operate overseas- and that yes. the Firal
Court has the jurisdiction to issue warrants that would apply ovc,Kseas.
Y

Ms. Roxanne .lames: I)o you know if other countries that xr.e'rc sometimes compared against
have had similar court decisions that have questioned their authority to he able to operate
overseas or communicate with their allies as such?

1r. Michel Cnulombe: I'm not aware of any. What you have to understand also, if you look
at the Five Eyes partners, for example. they have separate foreign intelligence security service
with a clear mandate to operate overseas. 'the issue we're debating today. they don'i have that
issue because they he+'e separate agencies where their mea claie is to operate oversew,
Ms. Rosanne James: 1 actually posed this question to the minister with regard to when the
CMS Act was .first passed buck in 1984. 1 4i0urilly 'MOW down something von said, thai one
reason we need to clarify this law is that the threat to our national security has evolved, terrorism
has evolved`44(4+ r'

1 think back to 1984. Without disclosing ntv age- I think I was still in high school. maybe. I
had ito email. I had no Inteniet- I had no crrmrrnier. fn fact, I remember lugging my Fathers old
typewriter in that big old case up the stairs to write m} first resume iu get a part-t inie job- A lut
has charmed. I actually recall answeri112 itiy roiary phone when they called tar an interview.
When we talk ahout how the threat has evolved, obviously a lot has changed s ink 1981. How
has the threat actually evolved? You didn't really expand on it at that time.
1r, Michel !'niilombe: Not to reveal my age, hut I was working with the RCMP in 19R5.

Some hon. members: Oh, Oh.
Mr. Michael Coulombet The threat has evolved in a number of ways. You just talked about
technology- The Internet has changed..-you don't have to go back to 1984-..10 years ago, so the
pace at which technology is evu]ving. as we all know- is extremely rapid. That's certainly one.
Thenature tit the thrca-.-bal& in 1484, really- the priority was Cold War espionage. Now it's
terrorism. The mobility ot'people has greatly increased also, and the facility of people travelling,
so thai Iias change the nature or the threat, but the vetucilv- also.. at which that ihreid can develop.
Commurricatiors- again going back to the Internet- with the facility with which you can
writ mtin cate between Canada and Yemen and the Sahel, and elsewhere in the world it dcsesn`t
matter where ' has changed that threat.
Suthere are many tisctur .. and it's nut just rite threat itselt'ihat moves more from a Cl
' threat tu
more of a terrorism threat- But everything surrounding it from, as I said, the technotog y, 'nobility
of people, that has dramatically changed Itie environment in which we work lnday

The Chair: Thank you very much.

We will now go to Mr. Garrison for live minutes, please.
Mr. Randall Garrison: 'Drank you very ouch. Mr. Chair.
l'in not sure who [ should ask this question to. There's ti bit of a problem 1 have in
understanding irk terms ofthe legal draltina of this bill. Who here tndak can talk about that?
Certainly. Mr. C'oulonibe. you said that there are no new powers for CSE4 here. so in clause R
where it adds to the warrant question the words_ Without regard to any other ltnw_ iiic]udior that
of a fotrcizn state___", my question is, could that be removed Elam this bill? Hit was removed.
would that change anything inaterially' Here_ Certainly. to me, it would affect the reputation of
what we're doing in other countries. So I'm not sure who's responsible. for the drallin, of that and
what impact that would have to remove those words from this bill?
Mr. Michel Cuulumbe: Tha[ s something, Mr_ Chair, if we could go back to the eontntitlee,
because that's a very technical, legal question.
Mr. Randall Crarrisori: I respect that. That's why I said, [ have some trouble seeing ii'you
had anybody at the table today who could real]y' respond to thaL
Mr. Michel Cuulumbc: But I just Want to go back to what I said earlier that you have to
realize the type otenvironment and the type of countries that we're tnikiue about. Again, if
you're talking about activities that we were going to do overseas, it would hake to be lawful in
the country where they're going to take plue_ and_ amain_ ]'m not sure that's a viable_ practical
system.
•
I'he Chair:'€hank you very much. (Inaud) anybody eke. I guess possibly what we're trying to
say is, we're looking for perfect legislation to deal with an imperfect world. But carry tm.
Mr. Randall Garrison: Yes, those are words I would not accept. I think whai we're looking
Ihr is legislation that a ilf stand tip to teaal challenges so that we're actually doing something

effective in defence of national security.
Mrs. Rila Baorrjee; Ma}be t cari add a little bit niore to that. Part•ol the reason it's drafted
the way it is, is il`we po back to the Federal Court of .appeal decision, thé'court made it clear_
land this iti again following rep from what Mr. Cnnlrnnhe jUSI ;aid, that it would have the
jurisdiction to issue such a warrant- and I'm quoting the decision. -.__where the interception is
lawful where it occurs". Because that is very challenging tu otperationalize_ we had to ensure that
the law was clear for_itidges, that what they had to consider was relevant 10 Canadian law,
primarily the charter and the C'SIS act. Sn that's why ifs written the way it is.
(1715)
Mr. Randal[ l:rtrricon: Thank you I think that is helpful.
Mr. Michel Cuulombe: 1 don't know ill have time to add one ]ittic thing, because in terms of
being l'awvful irk like w iurktry where it's going to take place, you can imagine the difficulties in the
coumricc I listed earlier. Rut I just talked about mohility. If we were to obtain a warrant where it
would be lawful to do whatever we want to du in Syria_ and the next week now tha i person is in
Iraq, and the following. week that person is elsewhere, again, in terms of, as we say in French,
~1.'r[totÇ~is~
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'Pm not sure boy that sv~tçrn would he wisrl.ahlc_
Mr. Randall Garrison; C}kar.
In clause 4 of Bill C-44_ it makes reference to making infirmation that's otherwise protected
by the protection of identified sources available to SIR C , and again we don't have anyone from

STRC here, but it seems to me that this provides an element which is more complicated than
some or the other stull- that SIRC has dealt with in the past. I'm just wondering about the capacity
of S1RC as the oversight body to deal with this new responsibility Mini believe-1 know. the
Minister says there's nothing about oversight here—does add a responsibility to SIRC. t wonder
if CSIS maybe shares that same interpretation that there is a new responsibility for S1RC here
included w the hill-'
Mr. François Guimout: Well acttiatbv 1 would say. Mr. Chairman, that ifs new in the sense
opbeing defined in that bill, but in reality S1RC con took al all a pecti of CSES'•aetivit4 as long
as it is not cabinet confidence_ Their power is very broad, so that's the lint. obsemat ion I would
make.
The second observation is that it is a review responsibilily, and Their resource- •I think they
have 16 individuals, plus or minds--is a significant number .rrf individuals who arc very capable
and understand the business of CSIS. I would like to think that they cite probably equipped to do
a good job at carrying out review, should they decide to do so.
Mr, Randall Garrison: So YOU would say this section is :min. really more a clarification.
and this information is not excluded From the review responsibilities.
Mfr. FrançoisCuimont: Ti is clarification.
Mr. Randall Garrison: Okay, thank you
Do I have another minute?
The Chair: You have about 15 iecontw_
Mr. Randall Garrison: Oh. 15 seconds. I think we'll lei that eo at this point.
The ('hair: Fine, thank :von veiy muc h. I aprprcceotc vQpr consideration, Mr. Crarrison.
f-•/ r •
~L,Q
We will now go to Mr. ~oriock
1]~ CJ~
i~r-_~
very. much, Mr. Cha.iif*
Mr. Rick Nofloek: Thank
Through you once again to the witnesses, thank you kir attending.
Ill start out by saying that we live in a new world and I don't want to have an oreanizatioii like
CSiS or any other orgaitization that treats the rest of the world like some.... I don't want to
belong to a country that's norm or acts like a Pollyanna and expects the whole world.__. You
know, we respect everything you do and we would never do anything_._. We know that other
eouiatrie are recruiting terrorists, whether they be naturalised Canadians, people who were born
here, or people with dual citizenship, who are now embedded in our country and want to do
irreparable harm not only to individuals in t'aiiada, but to the very foundation.... Iltie very
building we're in is the place where we exercise our democracy.
At least on Five or six occasions at] the questions asked in many different ways here all come
down to what Mr. (JLiinior1#lust said, .[his is not an earth-shattering, new, ominous tremendous
toad on CSIS. This is, just a simple clarification of existing nites and regulations on which a court
ltai4 said. "Yo Li heed to eloril ' 11 5 i
Mr. CIuimont_ you c n tel] late if rill nntkiva this as simple as possible. for my constituents
who are out there. who don't want to betona to a country that's naive and believes that if we're
just nice IA) everybody.. else they'll he nice in us. this legislation tries to impart to CSIS the same
kind of judicial kicee ranee Or protection For huniun resources—in other words, for inlomrants
who vrant to give CSIS intormutioit in a way that won't identify them—or in other words, it gives
them the same type of pwrrttecti•rin that pot i ce already have with informants, Is that correct.'
'.; t 172{3)

Mr, Eirançoi i Guimonr: Yes_ and as Iva; said earlier on by the minister and others. essentially
Bill C-44 is a result of court decisions, if you wish—in one case, that of Justice Mosley—:o we
are essentially fixing this very transparently
My colleague in C'SIS was operating under a regime that we thouuhl was understood, so we're
clarifying that. That's why the word "clarifying" is always thcrc_ even in the bill_ as I remember.
With respect to the protection of sources. it is also as a result of court I rocecdings the Harkar
decision, essentially. Again, out of the logic put forward by my colleague, Monsieur Cou]umhe.
we led that Leine able to ùfkr that proteciicnt is iropnrtnnl fbr their to be effective in delivering
protection to Canada,
Mr. Rick Norlock[ Thank you very much.
It's as simple ai that
Another observation that 171 make you can try to not support legislation by finding little liit,s
and pieces that you disagree with but the bottom line is this is simply a clarification based on
what judges have observed and all we're trving to do is straighten it out.
Thank you for that
My next question is to Ms. C'rirard. You mentioned in your response to one of the questions
that in this legislation that refers to another piece of legislation with regard to the revocation of
citizenship this is just in line with other like-minded countries who have the same kind of
lrgislae[ion that says my goodness being it citizen t}f.Canada is one of the most Rremendous
privileges this country can offer Citizenship is prohahly the most important thing. the most
cherished thing that you can he given. If you do something that imperils or [hat is found to be
treasonous one (lithe most, that used to he the death penalty up until very recently that if you
want to do sunic[hing that really spits on the privilege of brink a Canadian then maybe llie state
•r
,r
shotdd revoke that I wonder if you are aware of any other countries that share Lhe.rights and freedoms that ie
have. the values that we have`' Perhaps you mild list a couple of those countries so that my
constituents know that there are other countries that they may come from that share this kind of
optni nn.
The Chair Very briefly please.
Ms. Nicole Girard: Thank you. yes .
So the provisions in the Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act which enabled revocation of
citizenship from dual eitins who have done these actions against the national interest that ]
referred to are broadly similar to provisi ons Lim ai exist in the R!riited Kiiigdrmr, .Australia and Ne
Yea] arid and oilier democra]lic European cou ries l}rai we looked ait irieludirig France_ Italy.
Cicrnianv, Netherland;_ Switzerland. So that gives you a hit of flavour.
The ('hair: Thank you very much, Mr. hnrlock.
7r, (jarrison.
Mr. Randall Garrlsoiti 1 ac:41.1ttl11' have perhaps more thatt one point of order so l'll just try to
deal with them in pieces,
One is that we're bad an oiler of some additional information being oracle atv'ai lahlu to the
committee_ My concern is that given our tight schedule that the witnesses arc aware that we
would have to have that this week really in order to deal with it effectively as we are going to
elan.sc-hv-clause next Monday
So I guess I'm looking for a commitment from the witnesses it'they would be able tti iihin 4;
hours to provide us with the information. I know that is somewhat unreasonable hut I'm not
setting the i iineframes on this commilree,

71tat's my first point
t
The Chair: Okav first ufall_ briellk. and encapsulation of that first request directed to Mr.
G u imont.
Mr. Randall Garriaun: Yes.
The Chair: Are you familiar with the information as requested Mr. Cioinwnt`
Mr. François Guirnontr. i think, Mr. Chairman, there was a hit of haul, and forth and it would
he very good for all of (LS if the chair could clarify easily what is expected by witnesses,
The Chair: Then please go ahead and repeat the information that woo requested.
Mr, Randall Garrison: Well at the time—and l'in trying to remember cxacl]ti because I didn't
keep detailed notes because 1 thought the witnesses were—but it had to dei with üertxluil} classe
7 of the bill and the exception and if di at exception deals with things Iike hail and detention?
That's my main concern. There arc a couple ()filthier points but that's my main. Su the ahili tar
request the exemption does it deal with. it says the presumption of innocence but does that
include the other stages of the legal process including bail and detention?

(l?25)
The Chair [s that available to our witnesses to provide that`'
Mr. François C uinionirt Yes, sir, we will provide the inforniation as recluesled. I want to do
justice to Mr. Faster, he has been ecuinntitted 1w the minister and hell get an answer to his
questions as well to he filed with the department.
'Hie ('hair: Fine. 'Clank you {-cry much. •
Were thcrae the two piecxs of information you were looking lïir.'

mi.. 1wdall Garrison: [hat wa.s the piece ! was looking for. I he other's were just questions.
My second point of order is given the short timeframc we-re on [ guess I'm Cooking for
unanirttous consent of the committee to authorrbe the'cliair [liai II'there are any wnness slots that
haven't been filled far Wednesday due to scheduling considerations could the chair be authorized
in invite any of thosc who have approached the committee thnou.h the chair. which I know
includes the privacy commissioner_ be allowed to hill those slots, startinu with the privacy
commissioner and any others who approached the chair because we are oii such a tight
timcframc that people may not he able to get.
The (hair.

ln iw io .11.1-der, but i t
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Yet, lvts. James.
Fits. Raxaerie .Janies: I have just a quick point. We have a couple of other witnesses so we
don't know whether those slots would he filled. [ can't give you an answer at this point in time.
1-he (:hair: Yes_ Mr. [:aster_ .,peaking on the same point.
Iwi. Wayne Easter: Yes. Certainly on that. maybe the parliamentary secretary doesn't have
the information available vet_ but given the Privacy Commissioner's interest, the Privacy

C:iinunissiuncr could be put on standby should a spot he fsrund to he vacant at the next hearing.
The Chair: 'V e5. Ms, .lames: `W6+,6-;* 1 t0.
Ms. Roxanne James: That I would agree with if there were a spot available for the Privacy
Commissioner to come as well. but, again_ 1 won't know until we arc able to get hold of the other
witnesses..

The Chair: 'flit chair would only point out one thing. This does change the ha]anec of the
cimcentration of source of witnesses per parry. so as tong as we have unanimous consent liar this,
the ehair is comfortable with that.
Hon. Wane Easter: Mr. Chair_ that's such foolishricss anyway, that balance_ ]f they arc good
witnesses, bring [hem on.
The Chair: Mr. Nortock.
b1r. Rick Norlock: Yes. I`m not prepared to give i v consent to something that I'm not aware
of as to the witness lists etc_ [ think it's not appropriate for me to niake.a dcci ioa ai thLa point
because I haven't seen the complete witness list_ su I'm riot giling It Say 12..es or no to u unanimous
motion until I. have all the facts_ and I do not have diem.

I can assure Mr. Laster that any witness the government would brine forward would add value
to this entcrprisc_
Hon. Wayne Easter: ]t's a political theme_ ill could say so.
The Chair: Okay, seeing no consent at this point, that obviously k a no go now. but what I
might siwgest is there could he coil evvation between the parliamentary secretary and co-ehairs
and we will see how this evolves, and if something can be worked out. line, and if not, we ail
understand the realities.
Mr. Norloek_ the clerk has advised me that the witness lists haw been distributed to ail
members.

Mr. Rïck Norlorkt Thank you ver} much. NI look at it and be able lu 2e1 back with regard to
unanimous consent.
The Chain Thank you vcn! much_

'fo our witnesses, thank you very kind]ti. lût gi'sing us your time and your expertise_
The meeting is adjourned.
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STATEMENTS FROM ACADEMICS' SECU APPEARANCE 26 NOV 14
On November 26, 2014, expert academics appeared at the House of Commons
National Security Committee (SECU) to testify on matters related to Bill C-44.
Main topics of discussion were: Parliamentary and independent oversight; CSIS
extraterritorial operational mandate; constitutionality of clauses put forth in Bill C44; comparisons to allied intelligence mandates; confidential informant classprivilege; and information sharing_

Below are key statements made at the Committee:
Prof: Craig Formic (Associate Professor, Farulty of La», lToiyeriity of Cltlarra, _1s An [midi viduaIl:
"In our system, Parliament has authority to grantexpressl y powers that violate international law .,n long
as those powers do not then also violate the C.'onstitutiort. I personally sen no constitutional complaint_
assuming we are confining our discussion to surveillance issuer) and not fier instance, including
interrogation or other more aggressive harms of investigation .A noted_ however. 1 do see several critical
omissions in this bill.

- First, it is not clear when the service will he obliged tex obtain a foreign sunvcillan cc 'warran t. The
existing statute speaks of belief on rcawcmab]c grounds that a warrant is required. In a domestic
sun eillaoce operation_ these grounds arise when failure to obtain a warttutt would violate section eight of
the charter governing searches and seizures or Part VI of the Criminal Code. But the applicability of
these two laws, und especially the charier. to foreign surveillance is inieertaln. As a consequence. the
existing reasunable grounds threshold is unhelpfully ambiguous when applied to the new warrant
powers in Ibis hill
I think in the final analysis a warrant will be required whenever foreign surveillante involve covert
intcreepticm col telecrmmunicatirmx_ I also believe the amendmcntw niav Tee interpreted as requiring a
warrant :an+ time airw operation inox. violate international or foreign law.. These would he sensible
standard.,, but because the bill k not emphatic, cwialrltshing these Standards may require another round of
litigation. I strongly urge the committee therciti;re CO pre-empt the necessity of another hull-decade or
uoeerliiuty by adding clear language un the trigger fier seeking a foreign sun,eiltance warrant.-

-Right now, there is no clear law on CSIS international Intercept sharing. At hest there is generic more
open-ended permission in the Privacy Ate which seems ii u likely to survive a constitutional challenge. I
would strongly urge this committee to again pre-empt years of litigation h}' codifying an express
statutory anihoriatatiun lot intercept shflriiig that also includes required sakguards.
-I note with profound concern that F'artiarnenr has railed to h:'gislakk a aiv or• (the Arar C'ommission's)
critical recommendations dealing with coordination between the review bodies for CS] S, C'SE, and the
RCMP. Instead_ we have closer and deeper coordination between security services hut review remains
tirmly limited to institutional silos, and indeed we have reported instances of the security services
questioning ais! perhaps impeding the ability of review bodies to coordinate their review functions_ This
hill ewes (:sis a freer hand and will necessarily deepen Its relationship with CSF and toreign
agencies. The hill shOxuld altos} include provisions that augment the authority of the review hod icc to keep
tabs.‘'i•!-.11!-I's review hody_ SIIt.C. is su1?ëring the effects of neglect. ]ts inembets]tip has been below strength
kir a considerable period of time. Tt has been rocked liv scandal at the leadership level, and its level of

resourcing has not kept pate with growth in the operational budget of C. M.S. For all of the e reasons, T
would ask this eon1ntittee to move on the issue 01. accountability."
-- The problem k that implicit trigger and its application outside of the country is unclear. because we
don't know when the charte-r wi]l reach outside of the country_"

"It's not sufficiently emphatic to constitute a. use of section 33 of the Charter of Rights_ It's not an
override of the charter. Any other law presumptively would include the bill of rights, although again T'm
not sure if it's sufficiently emphatic there. Uy reading of this. ms tlssurnption_ has been that -'any other
law" refers to iiiieruational law. Su by including foreign law_ we know that for example the law of the
foreign jurisdiction is inapplicable. say it's rules on privacy, but also international law principles that

might relate to sovereignty wuu[d presumably be inapplicable.-

-1 would imagine that federal court judge would rash to superimpose all sorts iif conditions un the
oonduct of the operations, which would minimize both the degree to which it violates the foreign law. and
also limits the prospect that it will have these knock-on cllccts that would embarrass both CS1S and the
Canadian government."
:_l would say that this hill is unique in the degree to which it emphatically now authoriLes a judicial of iper
to allow a Canadian executive agency to violate litreign ]aW'

-it's a question of stalling (SRC I seriously and earnestly Malting the members full-time appointees.
Resourcing those members properly- And then legislatively_ it means reacting to the int{uiri45 very
important recommendations that there be the capacity for three review bodies we li eve in essence to
coordinate their review functions so chat they can act tally follow investigations across institutional
bütltidariess.-"i believe [Parliamentary oversight} is ncc ssarv. I don't believe that the argurnentt that Jre made thal
it's redundant have resonance- 1 think the more eyes on the spies, the better. It- you-11 lorLzive my
literation-..The ideal model in my view was one where there is robust capawits on the pari of Me
parliamentary committee to access the inthrm ation they need."
"I would imagine that a federal court who risks the prospect to he dragged into some international scandal
would be even more adamant that there was a necessity uudergirdiug flail investigation acid would
superimpose all sorts of ub!igafions.'
"So in the context of information sharing, there arc circumstances where we simply eau't share fhe
information, anti where the human rights implications are so dire- So there err legal lixes and then theic'.,;
also good judgement_

Wesley 'Nark t Professor, Gradu ate School id' Public and International Affairs. llnirersity of
(Ottawa. As an Individual):
"CSIS has becoirte. de. fado. a li} bred service. required to cleat x it h an ever-expanding range of threats to
national security and to operate both at home and abroad.-

-Li intend tu locus un what I think are its key prukeisiuns regarding CSIS overseas operations_ ineludinf
those targeting Canadians.-"Whatever is ultimately decided by the courts with regard to the lawful enlistment by CSIS of foreign
security agencies, there are other issues of principle and practice ai make- The must important such issue
concerns sovereign contra!, 'lb enlist the aid of foreign security partners. such as the Five Eyes countries,
in intelligence sharing is one thing, to autsource intelligence collection to a foreign partner, nu matter
how close and trusted an ally, is another."('-..1-4 cements the evolution of('SIS into a hybrid agency that conducts both domestic security
intelligence and foreign intelligence rmiission -" Wha1 (the 13111t does not do is provide any sensible underlying detinlflon or the kind or hybrid agency
thai CSIS has now become- and it does not provide any added controls, aeeountahitity measures,
cooperative frauiei orles, nr Ira ospnrent'} measures arow}d increased overseas operations by r..9!•.;1!•.;'-

:ln a posL-9.11 1 world,. ] would sti gesi.that to distiuelion between foreign and security intelligence is
meanint:lesi for Canada- and the tact of its meaninglessness underscores the need for a more root-andbranch redratliag of the CSIS Aef it4clf '
"Why the given-intern decidei1 down two separate forks of the roal- with partial amendments to the
CSIS Act and with an appeal to the tiuprcinc t:ourt, when these I w+ forks might well hring them to a
collision at a rill ure junction. remains a mystery to me."
"{There) are indications that not all is netl in terms of the relationship between the service and the
irtiElistet- and thai ministethl accountability for CSIS may be less rigorous than it should he."

-Last hut not least, Hill C'-44 is silent on the issue of the need for a dedicated. security cleared
parliamentary committee to ensure the ability of Parliament to properly scrutinize the activities of CS[S

and related Canadian intelligence agencies,-"In conclusion, Rill C-44 in my view is ai boor quality handaid,,, (and) k unimaginative and it fails to
address the most signif cant legacy issueas around the CSIS Act--- It persists with an artificial statutory
distinction between sectiritp and foreign intelligence, offers insufficient clarity about CIS powers, and
offers no new treasures of transparency and accountability concomitant with the new and increased role
being played by CSIS-"
"ln terms of parliamentary committee construction, focused on the active il les of individual goveninient
departments, that's not how the Canadian SCE Laity and intelligence community writ large is at:ma/1v
crcganicesl- It's an integrated or semi-integrated collection of different agencies opRating under different
departmental mandais and controls-"
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"CSIS may make premature promises cif anonymity to informants that could ]cinder or even thwart
subsequent prosecutions... ] hese are not hypothetical concerns and 1 should mention that I spent four
years as director of research and legal studies on the Air India Commission studying this question-.. the
police and prosecutors may have a yen. difficult time dealing with the consequence of this near obboIul£
privilege that would be bestowed on all CSIS human sources under Bill t'44--"So it would he my submission that you should consider expanding the "innocence at stale" exception to
allow judges; to order disclosure that would pierce the privilege whenever it is required under section
7 of the Charter."I would also propose that when you go into clause by clause_ you should look, at the section 2 Iaaripurege
of the promise of confidentiality. 'Alai language should at least be limited su that it is unl). an explicit
promise made by CSIS of anon}mity that would trigger this broad privilege that, as ] suggested. could
hinder subsequent police investigations and proscr:uiions.'

-"CSIS needs to he able to conduct its investigations outside of Canada. !ILK I do have some concerns
about the 'without regard to aiTy law including that of any foreign s tate' language. f have concerns that
this may override the rest fie Iious that the Nahuatl] Defence Act places on CSEC or signals intelligence
agency liut also I think that there is a nr.ed for nn integrated review or at least statutory aateways, as
recommended 1w the Arar Commission and as Professor IForcesc, an his suhniassion, advocated to you.
and indeed has proposed, some language to that ellliet. 1 ;Natl
. hrI also add that there is a need to ensure
both ministerial and pai1iamentary a crsigliI as CS IS uses its new powers to act abroad.--It inakcs a lot of sense to have a whole-or-government appruaeli to our security threat. The problem is
that too often we're still - One of my concerns is that there might he a warrant granted under !fill ('
th al
not only should the Minister of Public. Safely be aware of. but his or her cabinet colleagues in foreign
f#`airs and defence should also be aware of. So I do think that it's necessary Fur CSIS to lx able ho act
oau tsidc of Canada_ but I think the political risks of that are significant. I think that [fill C-44 could be
improved by havitte sortie form of ministerial non litatitm."

f Ihirrk that the case bs case privilege makes a lot of sense because certainly CSIS will tell you this
enables us to give an iron clad guarantee to all our human sources that there will never be any identitwing
information Thai's nui quilt riRlii in law because the innocence at stake esceptiun- which al so applies
to people who become material witnesses or agents during a counter-terrorism investigation. (liven the
breadth of tetror'i sni offences it may ver'r well he that CS'S sources may actually lose that privilege, Tt
seems to me that at the end of the day this is a difilcult area. absolutes are ]rankly not possible. Thai's why
I would prefer a ease by as judicial decision kntd tailor it.'
-- We have to ask ourselves the question: why was there enough intelligence to take away that person's
passport hut not enough to charge him tinder one of the many terrorism offences that we have in over
criminal code?'.

--1 thine. that proposed srbsecrio}n 18.1{7), which you're referring to iderrlrra with icier?,

prot€elkin),

would present problems it' i! didn't have the phrase --..-tm]ess the judge orders otherwise"- I think that
gives the judge enough leeway to follow+ the Supterne Court's instructions, which arc that closed
hearings without the applicant being present are sometimes necessary in order to preserve the
privilege-"

Dr. Christian Leupreeht (Associate Dean and Associate Professor, Department of Political Science.
Individual)_
Royal Military College of Canada. M
"C'ritics like to cite the case of Mahar Afar As tragic as that case may be. a single case does not make a
pattern. To the conirary. it demonstrates the learning eats in our security sector by virtue EA the fact that
a ear Tike Arar's would he highly unlikely to roc u given the changes in policies now in plxoc.
He who sacrifices freedom for security dcserwes neither. Benjamin Franklin famously said- but what
about he who sacrilices security for freedom? Freedom raid seeurity are nota zero-sum dichotomy. To
the contrary, they are complemellGary. You cannot enjoy orle without. (he other, I Iowecer, you chiait i
cnio' your freedoms if you arc dead."
"Critics concerned tibotri changes lu Bill C-4,1 ore also the ones who will be first to complain why CSIS
did riot do more should an extremist traveller return to Canada and commit rnischie#'here. Overall- they
fail to account for the possibility of keeping individuials safe in spite of them selves, that sharing
intelligence may WILT* liar intcrwcntion abroad. to prevent individuals from harming themseIves,
C:artada- Canadians- anal Canadian interests- I value my freedoms, but I value my [iii and the five; of my
compatriots even more:ministrative and judicial sysiern would necessarily be sen itix a to the revocation of
Canadian citizenship in circumstances where that imposes demonstrable risks for an indivrdtoai-s liie.
Ergo, revocation is judiciable- and thus has a built-in review mechanism-"
-.Can ada

ad

"White Justice Mosley may have been within his right to render the decision he riid- the far-reaching
implications of his decision could have let past practice prevail for a limited amount of time to alLow for
at Iegislati+ a remedy to be in trod uecd.'" (-Jived the current global security environment. including the challenge 0- extremist travellers- the federal
government has an obligation to Canadians to pass precisely the sort of amendments that fill C-44proposes. and that those arc in the vital intwrewt of Canada and Canadians. •I'acticaily, operationally
slrategical[y and liscatlx- this is the sort of way tu compensate for the limits nn CS1S lao engage in
foreign human intelligence gai her ing -'We don't have a mechanism that provide. nnhning ateoiiiittibility iia a5 elli.ctn'e a manner as we could,
and we have a nieehaniam that reports to the political executive rather than being accraountahlc to
Parliamew the major change that would require is uaembers 01-Parliament in be security cleared to have
privileged access to the infiiilrlaiioir dial liter are being provided. turd this would be a siunilieant step liar
Canadian Parliament to take-"

('raie Scoti, NI)I "We need riiucb better oversight and review. mechanisms- including parliamentary
review and including the much better coordinaied o+eisighi mechanism [tor all intelligence ateeneics.... It's
just "(nut] uVcr; ighi 101", and yet a decade later we're still not there..lt's inaponant to note that the

privacy emu roissioner is supporting exactly what (Foreese- sl saying- in a letter he hag sent today- Mr.
'Merrier' has said 'C'lear statutoI- rubs should be enacted to prevent information !sharing by 4: SJS from
resulting in a violation of Canada's international ohligations "'
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The Chair (Mr. Daryl krsrnnp !Prince I+.dwarii—iias#ngoa, CPI')I: Welcome to our
witnesses and colleagues to meeting number 41 of the Standing Committee on Public Safety and
National Security. Today we have. of- course, tsvo hours of testimony arid statement and
questioning. For the first hour we have three witnesses. for the second hour we'll have three
witnesses also. In the second hour two of them wilt he joining us by video conference. Just fluthe }attention of the uammittee--ol.course we afway; have opening staLcments liar up to 10
minutes hut then we generally lima it at that in order to allow time for questioning—I've been
ndvised by our one witness that his opening statement would be stlbstantiall V longer so he has
aced tar abbreviate his statement but he would like his full statement into the record read or
introduced to the clerk so that is available to the corrimitieu to he evaluated but you're nut going
to hear his full statement. You'll hear his abbreviated version and of cawrsc in q and a you ask
him on anything,. But ifnnt., his full statement will he available to the eortioiittee to be able to be
observed.
Yes, Mr-;::uu.

tir. Craig Scott (1 oroitt —1}anfortlh, 11}l'}; Mr. Chair. the foil staatertterit beyond what he
says will be translated first before ils made av ailable.
The Chair: Yes, alasolutelw. The only other alternative would be in lengthen the statement hot

then. of course. if we go till iertgits 4a ttti the statement that's less time fit the committee to he
able to discuss with our }witnesses, 'Tihe chair thought that would be the best way to approach that
and I Thank you for your cooperation.

So, we now have with us Craig Fcirl.'e}L. associak professor of the f9L.'ulty of law University of
Ottawa. Vie have Wesley Work_ profe-ssor of graduate school of public and international affairs
University of Ottawa. from the Canadian Police Association we haves Tom Stamatakis.
president_
Gentlemen, we will go straight to your opening statements if we will for this first hour.
We'll start cilt- with Mr_ Fcircexc, fr[ca_u_
Prof. Craig Foreesc fAasoriaie Professor, Faculty of Law L iii ersitw of Unawa,. As au
Imidi vidual}t . Th an ks verb muds and thanks to the corriixlittee.I i.asii.lig me to testify today.
Fin going. to focus exclusively on the foreign surveillance a lccts of the bill that is bclirrc thin
committee. [.atcr today Professor Kent Roach will he appearing before you and he will he
speaking, to the informer privilege component.
My views in brief !support the proposed amendments to sections 12 and 21 of the CSIS Act.
.I71at said, i think there are three omissi ons in this bill that this conimittee should Crirrcçt. I sec
this corrections as necessary to preempt another half-decade of litigation, controversy_ and
uncertainty
Clause eight in the bill addresses the core contusion #lc iire front three Federal Court
decisions. In enacting these ainendmcnt;, you will now he emphatically asking a court to bless
CS'S cosere surveillance that may violate international or foreign law. In our sy3lern_ Parliament
has authority to grant expressly powers that violate international law so long as those powers do
not then also violate the ttnnstiturion. 1.personally see no constitutional complaint. assuming we
are confining our discussion for s.wveil[ancc issues and not, for instance. including interrogation
or other more aggressive lbrms of in 4'L, ligation.
.As noted. however_ I do see several critical omissions in this hill
First, it is not clear when the service will be cthligcd tri obtain a foreign surveillance warrant.
The existing stafute speaks ofbelicl'ini reasonable grounds that a warrant is required_ In a
domestic surveillante operation, these grounds arise when failure tu obtain a warrant would
violate section eight rrfthc charter governing searches and sci sir€s or Part V[ of the Criminal
Code. But the applicability oi'these two laws_ and especially the charter_ to foreign survcillancc
is uncertain_ As a consequence, the existing reasonable grounds threshold is unhe]pfully
ambiguous when applied ta the new warrant powers in this bilk,
I think in the final analysis a warrant will be required whenever foreign surveillance involves
covert iILterception of te]ecuninfunications. [ also believe the amendments may be interpreted as
requiring a warrant any time an operation inav violate international or foreign law. 17tese would
he sensible standards, hut because the hill is not emphatic, establishing these standards may
require wi[tlher round or litigation. I slrcmgly urëe the cummittec therefore to pre-ernpt the
necessity ofanothtr half-decade of uncertainty by adding clear language on the trigger for
seeking a foreign surveillance warrant. [ have proposed language in an annex to in} hriefwhiclh 1
have supplied to the clerk. and which, pending a translation. will be available to you.
Second, since this bill was tabled, the Supreme Court has issued its doeision in Wading_ That
case concerned the FtC'Mi- Irui the holding extends iii praciiee equally to CSIS. A majority of the

court concluded that ! ;etion eight of the charter appliin to sharing between Canadian authorities
yid foreign counterparts of intercepted ccimitrunicaticns..I o he constitutional, a reasonable lay,
must atLttaori/s: intercept sharing. A reasonable law is one that includes sufficient accountability
and sal uard teEime _ according to the Court. Right nrrw_ there is nts clear law on CSIS
international. Intercept sharing, At Jest there Ls generic more open-ended permission in Liw
Privacy Aci Ivhich seems unlikely to survive a eonstitutiona1 challenge.
airol
1._
I. would strongly urges rthis con-nnittcc to again lyre-elope years of litigation by codifying an
express statutory FLLLEhOri itiuns liar inLL.-n2q I. sharing that als{a includes required safeguards. I have
proposed language in the annex addressing this issue.

I.act, we arc now at the tenth anniversary of the Arar etxnmission_ I note with profound
concern that Parliament has failed to legislate any of that commission's critical recommendations
deal ing with coordination between the review hodi€s for CSIS, CSE, and the RCMP. Instead, we
have closer and deeper coordination between security services but review remains firmly limited
to institutional silos, and indeed we have reported ins;tarices of the security scr ices questioning
and perhaps impeding the ability of rev iew hodies to cordrnare their review functions.
This bill gives CSIS a freer hand and will necessarily deepen its relationship with CSE anid
fore ign agencies..11ie bill should also include provisions that augniein the authority of the review
bodies to keep tabs.
'-• (1535)
,again, I propose language in the annex that addresses this concern
Let itte end with a related plea. C'SIS's review body. S1RC _ is suf)<'ernie the etlects ol`neglecl.

I ts membership has been below strength fin- a considerable period of time. [t has been rocked h}
scandal at the leadership Ievel_ and its level of resourcing has not kepi puce with growth in ale
operational budget ofCMS, I"or all of thcse reasons, I would ask this eorrnnittce to move on the
issue of accountability.
I.et nie end there

Thank you very much.

The (:hair: Thank you very much, Mr_ Force-se.
We will now go to Mr. Wart.
You have the floor, si r
Mr.. Wesley Wark (Professor. Graduate School of Publie and International Affairs.

I niv'ersity rif Ottawa. As an Individual): •fhrjnl: POLI, Mr ('hair
Ladies and gentlemen of the eonirnittce. it's a priwi[eve to appear before you. Fm grateful for
the opportunity_ I'm the long-winded witness, so ['in going to read acondensed version of my
statement.
Since the 9/11 attacks_ the ro]e of intelligence in Canadian national security policy has been
revolutionized. Canadian intelligence has become more significant. more powerful_ hater
resourced_ more closely aligned with allied partners, and more glohaliTed in terms of its
operations and capabilities. As an important constituent o1' what is called the Canadian Security
and Intelligence Community. the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. CSIS, has undergone
its share of revo[utionary change since 2001. CSIS has become_ fir fcrao, a hybrid service.
required to deal with an ever-expanding rang: of threats to national security and to operate hoth
at home and abroad.
The issues that arise with regard Lo Bill C-44 reflect that fact that (T S1S`s functions have
changed enorrrirnislk. sine. the W1 I attacks, and also, clearly, since the passage ol. the original
CSIS Act itself: and have changed both in terms of the kinds of threats that CMS must operate
against and in ternis or its geopolitical scope
in my spec itïc remarks on C44 I intend to focus on what 1 think art its key provisions
regarding CS1S overseas operations, ineltiding Otose targeting Canadians. C-44 would add
ularil;'iug lanaua e to Section t of the act, indicating that in the performance of its security
intelligence ftiritiion it cari operate bolt within and outside Canada. [t further adds that Federal
Court judges may issue }+'nriauils to allow CSIS co collect threat-related intelligence on
Canadians abroad under its Section 12 powers. ('-4-4 also stipulates. in auleitdments 10 Section 21
of the CSIS Act_ that CS1S may apply for warrants to conduct Section 16 operations. That is. the
authorized corlleL:tion of fnrcian intelligence within Canada.

To undenitand the key elements of Bill C-44 we need to put these in the context of a series of
judgments made by the Federal Court with regard to CS[S extraterritorial warrant appl ications.
'tills history begins in 20(17 and follows a winding and complex path down to the present. There
is not time in these hearings to adequately summeriae this history, but let me note that the current
Slaige was set by a ruling front the Federal (Curt ofAppeal €1us past summer, which has been
followed by an appeal by the Attorney General to the Supreme Court which remains pending.
In his application for leave to appeal_ originally [Fated September 29.2.itl4, and unsealed in
November of this year, the Attorney [general summarized what wa7.• at stake as. folio;4_x:
Tlv c tase Is about how the Canadian Scciv'Itç' I nIc111guicz service may Iaw'fnl ly
Et the ad of forennt sei,vnty
uI-C41dult. d,ix Will I Iti:i4L IliL 111111 Incatsaao aet14111as
agerlcltein mcmitcainglhr
that threaten national security_

V''hatcver is ultimately decided by the courts with regard to the] 4ful enlistment by CS]S of
foreign security agencies_ there arc tither issues of principle arid practice at stake. •Dire most
important such issue concerns sovereign control. To enlist the aid of fore igit seetttity partners,
such as the Five Eyes countries, in intelligence sharing is one tiling, to outsourec intclI. igcncc
collection to a foreign partner_ no matter how close and trusted an ally, is another_ Outsourcing
mauls piretitial loss of control of an Ieperatiun, loss of control of Canadian intelligence, anti loss
of control over outcomes. h ie Security I iicelligence Review Committee commented on this
matter by saying:
The ri sk Lu CSiS, Chen_ is the Irbil i ly of a Five l tea FRO I riCr Iv no ici i pendently ion CS rS c,rigi nrel i ufpi viiiLisxt
Chas, in hurl cames theposstble risk of detention or haarm of n target based on information that ti igrinuied with CSES.
SIR(' fnund that while there arc clear advantlapes to I vetaleuig neannd-part assets._.

That is, the l'ive Eyes c& urltries.

•

...m the executicn of this lam warrani power-111c
the pimeà5
eF}e4l11e. Il,p,b:la#;ilsu 4ldcir h;lr;srd:,
shared.

[S :W-138 1van'anrs—and Indoed thrs I s essential for
i,U Ihr I;I,;t< Ur ..;0111.1•01 {,v@l' Ille ilrlell ift q“ once i1 if

C--14 cements the evolution of C.'STS into a hybrid agency that conducts both domestic security
intelligence and foreign intelligence missions. Clarification of the legal standing of C 515 in these
retards poses the dancer of closine of - discussion of the eventual need for a separate foreien
innelIlgence sers ice as a better sol Ion to Canadg's Intelligence needs, and a solution much more
in keeping with the practices of our close Five Eyes partners.
More important than what C-44 does is the question of what it di_ s not du_ What it does not
do is provide any sensible underlying definition of the kind of hybrid agency that f 515 has now
become_ and it dues riot provide any added controls, accountability measures_ cooperative
frameworks_ or transparency measures around increased overseas operations by CSIS.
(t540)
I want to conclude with just a selection of some of the issues that I sue arising from Bill C-44_
Bill. C d4 applies legal handaid_s to the conduct of section 12 and section I fi operations only
hecaiase.we persist with a wholly artificial legacy distinction between security intelligence and
foreign intelligence. CS1S officials used to make the distinction between security intelligence
and foreign intelligence in terms of security intelligence being what Canada needed to have, and
foreign intelligence being a category of knowledge that it might he nice to have.
In a post-9111 worldt l would suggest dial a distinction between liireign and security
intelltgence is meaningless for Canada, and the fact of its meaninglessness underscores the need
for a more rosa-and-branch redrafting of the CS!S Act itself
'laving decided to appeal to the Supreme Court the Federal Coun of Appeal's ruling with
regard to the l 1osley jud ,ittent on E€IS' use. of extralerritonial warrants. the le islative
provisions of Bill C-44 may be rendered null or may require further amendments_ depending on
whether the Supreme Court agrees to h ear the appeal and depending on the nature ctfits findings.

The federal Court of Appeal's decision was available to the government long before Bill C-44
was tabled. Why the government decided down two separate forks of the road, with partial
amendments to the CSIS Act and with an appeal, to the Supreme Court, when these two forks
might well bring them to a collision at a Iii ture ,iiinctiort remains a mystery to me.

Bi][ C-44 ducs [ira add any new provisions to the CSIS Act to eniure proper consultation
between the service and its minister, the v1inisier of Public Safety, and the two departments must
likely
ely tu be affected by expanded CSIS overseas operations—the Department o1 _Foreign Aflairs,
Trade. and I )evelopsnent; and the I )epartrnent if' National I )efeaace tooth ot'these departmants
engage in their own oversew intelligence and information collection through dedicated branches.
Bil[ C-44 does not add any statutory requl rental[s on the part of the. CSIS director [o in roan
the minister with regard to the undertaking of sensitive overseas intelligence collection 'I1ie most
recent S1RC annual report found that CSIS needed to keep the minister more 41115. informed
about foreign operations and section 16 investigations. 5]î3C, in e special study srf what it calls a
"sensitive CSIS activity' also urged that CSIS reporting to the minister be done in a "tiirrnnl arid
systematic mannerThese arc indications that not all is %veeil in terms of the relationship between the service and
the minister, and that ministerial accountability for CSIS may he less rigorous than it should hc.
13111 C-44 does not restore the tunostiuns otthe Inspector General's office, originally established
in the C'41S Act in 1984. and closed down by [he government as pari of ati omnibus budget
implementation hill in 2012. The role of the Inspector Cseneral as the eyes and ears of the
minister aright be considered all the mure critical m an age of expantling. CSIS overseas
operations. As the former. loi g-servira CSIS ]G, Era Plunkett stated, the abolition of the IG
function was a "huge loss-- for ministerial aceotrntahil its,
Bill C-44 adds nu new clarifying mandate or resources for the Security Intelligence Review
Couunittee_ in h:etpin,si w[üt the statutory pro wisiurts authorising CSIS collection under section 1.2
abroad.
Last but not least, Bill C-44 is silent on the issue of [ h e need for a dedicated, security cleared
parliaalnentary committee to ensure !lie ability of Parlianrrnt to properly scrutinize the activities
of CSIS and related Canadian intelligence agencies in an age of global
operations and
diverse threats to national security. Such a committee of l'arlirymeni was recently proposed h4.
Joyce Murray in her Private Member's Bill C-622, and has also been proposed in the Senate Bill
S-220 advanced by now retired Senators ] {uah Segal and Romeo Dallitire. Wayne Easter of ihis
committee earlier offered the 1 louse a similar version of proposed legislation. Bill C-551. The
vuvr:rnmcnt Continues to deny the need for such a new structure. despite all-party support for just
this thing iii 2005.
In conclusion, Rill C-44 in my view is a poor quality bandaid_ It may also be a very temporary
one, depending on a future Supreme Court ruling. [# is unimaginative and it fails to address the
most significant legacy issues around the CAS Act. which is now 30 years old and was created
tar different Threat environment. in a dill:event technolsagicstl age, and in a different climate of
t[rinucratic Eegi[imta}.

It persists with an artificial statutory distinction between security and foreign intelligence_
oilers institÎioient clarity about CSIS powers, and offers no new measures of transparency and
aeeountabil eort,cptpitant with the new and increased role being played by CSIS.
r
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The ('hair: Thank. you very mach- Mr. V4'Ltrk.
We will now go to Mr. Staniatakis_' please.
Mr. Tom Stamstakis (President, Canadian Police Association): Thank you, Mr. Chair. and
Dowd afternoon lo members of the committee.

[ appreciate having the opportunity to speak with you all today, in person fora nice change.
regarding your ongoing study of Bill C-44_ I'm appearing today on behalf of the Canadian Police:
Association. an organization tlistl telrresents over 54.O1t0 front line civilian and sworn ]rolice
personnel son: ing Canada's communities from coast to coast to coast.

My opening statement veil] be quite brief this afternoon as I hope to leave ennuah time to
answer any questions you might have. l'rn going to focus partictifariv in the area of the protection
of human intelligence sources by law enforcement in the course of our duties. That being said,
this is my first opportunity to appear here to Ottawa since the tragic events that took placer gin
October 22 that claimed the life of Corporal Nathan Cirilko oniv a few blocks from where we're
sitting today_ shot by a terrorist who would ]iatie claimed even more v let irri> if not for the
courageous actions of thou who arc sworn to protect Canadians. From members of the Ottawa
Police Service to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police_ as well as our colleagues within the
Fiouse of Commons Protective Service. l'd like to oiler sHw personal thanks fttr their efforts that
day.
'I he reason I raise this, particularly in the context of my appearance here today is to highlight
the need for adapting our taws in this country to provide law enforcement with the necessary
tools to conihat the rapidly etiolving threats that can Very clearly cause tremetsdous danger here
in this counti- and which is why were quite pleased to speak in support of Bill C-44 here today.
One of the most important jobs that has been given to our national security services, and that
would certainiy include both municipal arid provincial police in that grouping. is the gathering of
the necessary intelligence that would eventually help our members prevent attacks from taking
place within our comrtiunities. Gathering that intelligence. however. has never been more
difficult, • fed, nolrrgy lias given criminals and terrorists rapidly evolving tools Thai often allow
them to be steps ahead of those who arc working to protect Canadians. Whether it Ls in the
national security context or dealing with local sweet crime. finding and protecring informants is
(Alen an invaluable tool for police when it comes to levelling the playing field and obtaining the
intelligence necessary, and E firmly. believe that Bill C-1.1 and the provisions within that dealing
with the protection of sources will be a positive step in protecting Canadians,
f should also note. partictifar]v with rehpcet tu infomiants, that their use oiien gets beyond one
single ease and that underscores their continued importance and why so mâriy efforts arc taken to
protect their identities. Compromising their anomniity not only can put their personal safety at
risk. but can jeopardize months tard sometimes years worth of investigations and of police
personnel time.

Furthermore_ informants would often he reluctant to step forward and provide valuable
information to law enforcement without as many guarantees as possible regarditt2 their safety
and anonymity.._ as they are often called on to testify against those who may' know them hest,
their former and sometimes even current colleagues_ family members_ and other people with
whore they've developed relationships.
As f mentioned, l did want to keep my opening remarks brief ail understand nremhen may
have questions regarding the current practices within law entiercerncnt iii Canada and l'll try to
do my bust to provide that information.
t
again, thank Yost ite }` much for the invitation to appear today and l look forward to any
questions yteu might have:, ,~
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The Chaïr': Thank you very much. and thank you. gentlemen, all of you_ for giving us the
time to be able tu get to the committee now tex ask questions.
We'll start cll- the first round of questioning flu seven minutes.
M. ,lames,

Ms. Rosanne James (Scarborough Centre. CPC): Iliank you. Mr. Chair.

['ni actually going to pass my time to Mr. Norlack.
The Chair: Fine_
Mr_ Norlock.
Mr_ (tick Norlock{Nnrthumtierlaud—taint West..
t. C14-:}:'I hank you 'very much_ Mr.
Chair_ and through you to the witncssus_ thank-y.04 for attending today.
I want to especially thank Mr. Staanatakis for his statcme Thai he just made, because my
question was going to he haled on thane preeniscsthat as a human resouroc as they relate to
criminal investigations, and in this case_ protecting Canadians through intelligence sou rces. One
of the key components in this legislation and then are basically only three, has to do with
protecting human sources.
So I'm going to go through a few things. Sonic of the complaints we've heard is that you know
who some or the players are, how come they're not arrested? Would you agree with me that
sometimes during the course of investigations you let the little lish go because you're actually
Irving to identify a bigger fish that will lead you to a better conclusion to>;li e problem that von
already have?
Tom Stamh1a Cin: That's very true and it's a practice that occuns every day in law
enior:.ement,
Mgr. Rick Norlock: So you may have. enough to charge an individual with some offence_ hut
that offence is probably minor in regard to what you're really sifter, let's say the kingpin or the
person involved in the investigation
1r. Tom Stamata ki.s: t: nien,•it's a higher level brayer. Particularly when you're dealing with
organized crime or some of the activity we've seen more recently in Canada with respect to the
recent incidents. one of w]lich. 1 refereed to, the focus i always oji snaking Cite greatest impact
with the resources that we have ai our disposal to prevenl, to he proactive and protect Canadians.
Mr, Rick Norlock: Drawing similar t'onc[u.sions between the two because they're almost one
in the saurme_ so you're some investigations within Canada, let's say over a certain type of crime—
we don't need to get into the types of crime—and it might lead 1..0.1 to. through your human
resources, to the knowledge that some of the people that you need to get information from arc
outside your borders—in 41a words, in other cratm[ries—and that there arc people there who
you need to talk to, and information that they may have that lead you to the ultimate goal that
you have. I lines it make sense to you—and 1 think in your opening statement that it's quite
obvious that in order to protect those human sources of information that CS [S chics not have
the legislaitive power to du now, thtit this pike of legislation gives them. the kind of protections
that the police have when utilizing human souses;'
' Ir. Term Starnatal:ïs: It makes perfect sense to rite from a front line law enforcement
pc 1 .4t]k%C1i , absoIutek.
' l'i- Mr. Rick iorlack: So when you looked at this piece of legislation_ would [ be correct in
saying that's what you personally observed?
Mr. Trim Starnarnkïs: Yes. In foci, I guess the coininent 1 would make is that ii probably
doesn't even go as far as what the police have at their disposal locally. So I. think this is very
touch a step to the right direction in ternis of projecting human sources_ for sure.
Mr. kick f' orlimt; WciiJd I also he correct it'[ were to state thai .we did hear from CS]S so
if I said, CSIS commented on Monday that ii Would possibly have to drop cases ft they km" ld he
Bread to give up their source_ as they arc ottcn 50u1rccs for other invesligations as well.

My question basically is. do yon think it would he ttdvisahlc to have CS]S unable to assist in
the following through nne criminal investigations and prom:cuti om or would protecting the
source of multiple future prosecutions be advisable'.'
•:' ([555)
Mr. Torn Statnatakis: Very advisable, 1 think I reflected that in my comments.
Mr. Rick Nor! rick: Yes. thank you.
T just needed to get a couple ofthese questions answered beouitse sve heat various comments
from diflcrcnt quarters wondering the need to do these things. ! think if we. can relate to the
protection ofliuman sources of intbnnation, boili local and internationally. then we are to what
currently is accepted investigative procedures in Canada I think it helps the average tiitiien
because my messaging, at least ] try to make niy messaging from Parliament is riot Aso much for
the people that populate here but for the people at home so they can understand what we're dotue
and appreciate what were doing in try hie to either in this case tr4ing to protect them from events
as you rightly mentioned on October the 20 and 22.
[ espeeia]l}v want to thank you for mentioning the great men and women on the Parliamentary
precinct who protect us and protected us, but 1 especially think it's worth's to mention the Sargent
at Arms. who is, quite frankly, ] think Our collective hero right across the hoard in Parliament
How much time lent, Mr. Chair?
The Chair; You hroe another minute and a half
Mr. Rick Norluek; Oh great.
Mr. Foreese. [ noticed that you saw some things that in this legislation that you think we need
to continue to do. and th ank You for that. [ wonder if you've given some thought to.._one of the
protections that people have as far as protections tinder the charier is that CS ti would still have
to obtain warrants with regard to receiving information or obtaining information from certain
sources. Tf I can go hack. I made some notes so l ktanL to make sure my note are clear so that
helps mc_ You thought that was appropriate but vou made a couple of other suggestions in regard
to those warrants. I thought.
Prof. Craig Fcrreese: Yes_ the CS1S Act in its present form indicates that the government or
CS[S needs to obtain a warrant where there are reasonable grounds to believe that such a thing is
necessary, which is essentially coded langltage for saying _where there's a charter interest in play
under section R or to immunize and intercept what would otherwise he a crime under Part VT of
the Criminal Code.
'Ile problem is that implicit trigger and its application outside of the country is unclear,
because we don't know when the charter will reach outside of the country. in fact we have a
Supreme Court case called "] {ape' suggesting that many Harms of police itivestigacioiis arid
presumably also C: 5I5 investigations don't trigger the same charter implications when they take
place a uis+ale or the country.
[[' I were now lelt to ponder this provision and I was as king when [ need to go to Federal court
in order to obtain a warrani_ FA have to pu7710 through that: and it wouldn't necessarily he very
clear.
As I noted, I had souue proposed language or sample language, and what I was proposing was
that there he an emphatic ansr nictiniu inccrtutl in the hill indicating when this foreign surveillance
warrant would he required. As C. S1S, when would you he obliged to go to court to get it?
tr. Rick Norluek: Su what you're basically saying is you think it should he more
prescriptive.
Prof. Craig Fipreese: [ think it should he clearer; it should he more definite. Yes, ahsnlutcly.

Mr. Rick Norluck: Thank you.

The Chair lb nii1 you, Mr. Forcese.
We win now go to Mr- Scott, please. Seven minutes.
Mr. C:raaig Scott: Thank ' ou. Mr. Chair. and thank yoti to our 'witnesses.
.lust a couple of prelimin.an prsiiits...- ft's important to know. as err. Garrison stade clear on
Monday, that these are ver" abbreviated proceedings liar something that with witness aller

witness. we're now learning is more complicated and involves a lot more need for attention than
we're giving it. This is our only day as official opposition to have two witnesses we specifically
want cd to hear- and they're getting part of one panel in one half of a two-hour session. Sa this is

Nally an inadequate process.
Thesecond thing is--.I am very grateful to the witnesses for making .sure the whole question of
oversight and review has not been lost in this- The Fact that the inspector general is gone, and the
tact that since the Arar inquiry we've known we need much better oversight and review

mechanisms. including parliamentary review and including the much better coordinated
..
oversight mechanism for all intelligence agencies.... It'slust Intel oversight 101 , mid yet a
decade later we're still not there,
lt's important to note that the privacy commissioner is supporting exactly what you're saying
in a letter he tms sent today. Mr. Therrien has said
'lcnr statuton. rotes slrnuJd he ehavicd it~ grcktni infumaiion aharin by {'wIS ismn rcculnne. in a ainlaticin rri'
Cal
ntCri49liolo1 cd,lipatitm.

So that's on the whole clarity point. It's aise. t think, ultimately on the Wakeling case
implications.
Say}
~t~•.' 1-4
A balanced
ui]nlil aJsn includv in Bill {'-44 rn.c3s.urcs tr. makc the activities ~f al I ticLral
dctxarrnicnrs and aRcnci~s hINrrlxçd
iLc7 fir ' ticy,: sJ4i1i {ivFr11.8I11

I le goes on to elaborate

dint a little bit

Sa people thinking about the implications of both clarifying and extending CS1S's powers are
also sriying that we shouldn't be doing this without a more comprehensive understandinit of how
oversight and review needs to catch up not only with the problems in the past but with what's
now happening in the hill.
l'd like tu sinus, Professor Foreese, if I could, on a couple of your points. On the warrants.

b2asica] [y clause 8 indicates that a new section 21(3.1) would say.
' ithuut nrr¢nrd is env other law. including mut otruny futur ante, a Judge may. 1E1 a WLLTJ]r ..nurtrorixe nctivitrea
ouiside.

The activities that 11e or she autltori ies are investigative aacliv'Ries. Thai refers to an earlier
it.

5'(

provision- Now- you've indicated that you're assuming this would only he confined to
surti'cilll ancc and not irtterrogatlon, but is there anything in the language that would stiggust that's
tt ei ssarily the case?

I'nut. Craig Forcese: No. There's the historical context- That is, the Federal Court Eases.
which are the aerresis ofthis bill- hate dealt with extras-territorial surveillance. But, of course- the
CSIS mandate in section 12 is not confined to surveillance. covert or otherwise. Of course, we do
have instances where CSIS members have gone abroad to conduct interrogations. The most
notorious example of that is Cïuantantnto Bay with Omar Khadr. Presinnahly. in conducting that
interrogation. they were acting within their s6ction 12 mandate.
The issue, in my view, is, what sort of supervision might there be in a context above and
beyond surveillance for ove:rscaa activities? I think that if we're talking about CSIS conducting

interrogations ovcrscac, that the constitutional issues arc potentially dramatically different in the
sense that it's no longer aqucsticrn of section 8 of the charter anymore_ but now it's a question of
section 7. the very provision that was at issue in the Khadr case. That's one reason just to refer
hack to the comments about clarifying language wherc ! would hope that the committee might
consider, including very specific language indicating.that in every circumstance where the
conduct of CRIS "may" infringe internatitmal taw or foreign law_ that there be an obligation first
to go and get this warrant. Su it's not confined simply to overseas surveil]aticX_ but every form of
CSIS operation. Presumably, at that point it's subject then to direct crwersigh t by a court that Cain
presumably then impose conditions on the nature of whatever hvcrseaw operation might be
involved, including presumptively interrogation
Mr. Craig Scott: I'll come back to that hecttise ['m not quite sure what it would kio14. lice to
involve our courts when CSIS CUITitz arid says_ -You know_ we're nine to du something that we
think may likely. of will. violate international law, or foreign or local law_ aiid glow we wani you.
a domestic judge. to tell us we eau do it." Fin riot exactly sure what test they would apply to say,
-- Here's your warrant". So we have to figure that one out, [ think.
Could I ask. when it says. "without regard to any other law". is this a term of our "{any other
law—) Does that mean any other legal system. or doe; this mean any other law in Canada?
Prof. Craig Forcese: That Would he a question of1r. Craig Scott; It would juci Ire excluding the charier, for example.
Prof. Craig Forcese: It's not sufficiently emphatic to constitute a use of section 33 of the
Charter of Rights. ft's not an override of the charter_ Any other law presumptively would include
the bit] of rights, although main fret not sure if it's sullicitmt[ emphatic then._
My reading of this. niy assumption, has been that -any other law` refer; to international law.
So by including Foreign law. we knov.' that flu- example the law of the foreign jurisdiction is
inapplicable_ say it's rules on privacy, but also international law principles than might relate to
sovereignty would presumably be inapplicable.
"}
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Mr. CraigScott: I do have some conttetrtr; 3$~aut hti~
r i.vicicâi that
What about the question of foreign law where the issue is' thatC.Sli is going to do things that
would not he allowable under the foreign law? 1 he iwiinistcr told us that's riot an issue because
tiro have better laws than dictators. Well, there are many other states where C. SJS would operate
that have perfectly functional systems where their own authorities may need to get +4erratis. We
have heard in the past that {'Si.:C, the Communications Security I'.siahtishment Canaria, has on
occasion donc the bidding of foreign serwice agencies, if you believe sonic of what's in the
famous hoot. eat led .pywrr&I by Mike I nisi. We may even have been involved in spying, on
cahinei riiinister;. in the ILK. at the behest 4ot'the intelligence agencies there because it would be
against the law for them to do it. Whether this is true or not factually, it's a scenario. .1.1c
quesiion: is. vw1nat would you say to a judge if CS]S were completely forthcoming and said. "This
is what we want to do. We want to do something that the foreign intelligence agency cannot do
tinder its own lac` ?
Prof, Craig Fore.ese: You can imagine that a Federal Court iud . confronted with that
prospect and the prospect of being enlisted in operation conducted by CSI S. it would he a
diplomatic arc:torm if it wcrc over revealed. That Federal Court judge, I think, would he quite
anxious to make slice that CS1S had crossed hls "t"s and dotted ilS -i"s. l think in net the fact that
a Federal Court judge is invested in supervisinc these sorts of activities is a gain l'or
accountability because of'the anxiety that would likely he produced by being placed in this
position. What a Federal Court judge.might do in practise, it's hard to discuss outside of an
inunediate factual context, but 1 would imagine that federal court judge would nish to
superimpose all sorts of conditions on INconduct of the operations_ which would minimize both
the degree to which it violates the foreign law, and also limits the prospect that it will have these
knock-on efliŸcts that would embarrass both CRIS and the Canadian government.

The Chair: Fine, thank you very Pouch.
Thank you. Mr. Scott and thank you, Mr. Forecse_
We'll now go to Ms. Ablonexy.. pteasc_ for seven minutes.
!Ilan, Diane Ahloncry (Calgary—Nose Hill. CPC): Thank yTlu.
Thank vuu to the witnesses for your thoughtlia[ comment arid analysis. It's very Ilelpt'ul.
As you know, the CSIS Act is about 30 vents old so uF1forttlnately it t cnainiv has not kept op
with the rapidly evolving pace of the threats to our country.
The purpose of this act is fairly simple, in Fact, I believe someone has. culled rt 111e Hiking of
gaps identified in recent court cases", liut there have been same qu scions that the court has
raised so this act aticmpLs Lo address ihaL to give authority for CSIS to conduct investigations
outside Canada to confirm that the federal court can issue warrants for such investigation, to give
the federal court authority to consider only relevant Canadian law, and to protect the identity of
both CSIS sources and employees. There may be other areas that will hti e. to be addressed but
this is the purpose of this law.
1 wonder if either of the professors can tell us what kind of requirements are on the
intelligence communities in the countries of our allies, the Five Eyes or in the countries we
cooperate with. Are any of these required to get court warrants betbre they undertake activities in
other countries? How is our regime comparahte to those of our allies, is the question?
Prof, ('raig Forceset It's a bit o1' a nixed bag. riot purporting to have reviewed in detail the
laws of hundreds of foreign eountric'_ 1 would say that this hill is unique in the degee to which it
emphatically now authorizes a judicial officer.to..allo4z4,Canadiait
office
executive agency to violate
ihrcign law.
, , pco
s!5rr,
la other_ittrisdictious that I have looked +71 that have foreign 1nteiligeiice operations, their laws
are creatively ambiguous un that point. So the reality_ as we aI] know_ is that spies spy and in the
course of spying they niav violate the taws of the countries in which they spy, and international
law in terms of state sovereignty.
Phut again, not having exhaustively reviewed all the comparative law, I am not aware of a
statute that as emphatically indicates that a coon may authorize spying in violation of
international and foreign law,
1 think also in the text of the document you were referring to earlier, [ called it 'courageous-- at
some leve.ls that the Parliament rFf Canada is prepared to put its stamp on a law that emphatically
signals that we art prepared to violate the laws of foreign countries_ potentially including allies,
ill ci)irdt ctiog foreign surveillance
I hat potentially has political implications and I imagine there are people in the I lepartmerlt of

I-ureian Affairs who are quite exercised or potentially quite exercised about the potential fallout
that might occasion.
Hut to answer your question, in my al he it limited experience. this law is fairly unique
f]61U}
Mr. Wesley Work: if I could just add to that...we could look at the live Eyes partners in
particular and I think we would find in that ]ouk that they all have clil]erent Iï+rms ut' judicial or
executive authorization fur iurveillartce abroad_ and indeed for surveillance at home. So they're
probably ail variziti is on a theme.
[ think what makes the Canadian legislation unique is a product of the fact that what we're
trying to do is lind a legislative scheme for an agency that is. as live said, a hybrid CSIS started
ottl being a domestic security intelligence service and Svc. fashioned laws to allow them to
perform that funciton and to control that tuiiction in icons of possible abuses. Now it is_ in

addition. a foreign intelligence service in a way that there is no parallel among any of our Five
ib:yes partners_
All of our live Eyes partners have separate foreign intelligence services and domestic security
intelligence scniccs. '[ hcy have made those separations over time for reasons that they think arc
very good reasons, and 1 think they're reasons that shoat up in ternis of international perspective
as being very good reasons.
l'hay are very different skill sets, very clifferein training regimes, ver', different reuaurecs_ very
different kings of faros of internal accountability and external review that are required for those
two very different kinds ofoiperttiuns_ operating abroad. versus operniipg.all. home_
What we're trying Lo do is find a kind of legislative fix-up foie 9rr agny thai 'we've allowed to
evolve into this hybrid model. without giving that evolution any seri ous consideration. That is
the concern that ] think Parliament and anyone interested in the functioning nF the Canialian
inielliieertce community should have.
lion, Diane Altoona: It's always an interesting debate. 'that's why academics love this k ind
of thing_ hut it does have implications. and [ appreciate you letting them out.
Mr. Siumaiakis, you mentioned the events of October 2.2 and, of coarse_ the apprehension that
Canada is vulnerable to these kinds of activities that threaten the security of smaller or larger
groups in our country.
] just want to ask you where. you ,see the need for tools to our security agencies heading in the
nature" As I mentioned, this act. Bill C-14. has a rani limited scope, but we know thai there hub
to be other vziols provided to out security agencies, Can vou conintent on what those might Zook
Tike. from your point of view?
1r, Toro Sl.aarnaraids: T don't know that I'm qualified to make any kind oil- comprehensive
sugge-s.tiuns. hi . experience is limited to to a1 Canadian law enforcement and, From our
perspective. this is a step in the right direction in ternis of the human source handling piece, the
ability to gather intelligence.
éf;yV{``~ lir•a
I can tell sou that municipal and Provincial police_ and the RCMP engaged ni municipal and
provincial pol icing activities in this eoilnlry, are actively gathering that k Ind of intelligence from
citizens who are obtaining information From the people that they know and that they are ended
in relationships with. That's eertaiuly an important tool.
I certainly think it's appropriate for our securely services thai are 20 ing to be engaged in those
activities, internally and externally, to have the sane sorts oftoots that our local law enforcement
has in terms of the ability to engage in activities arid practises that allow them to get the best
inb rniaiion in a timely say, so that they can be in a position to proactively prevent iaicidents or
activities that pose a risk to Canadians.
I think that these are the kinds of discussiuns that we need to be having and we need to be
moving forward on. But I'm not in a position here to snake a ]or of recommendations in that
regard_
{161v)
I h e t'hair.'Mank you very much. N.V. Statnatakis-

We will now go to Mr_ Casey.

5tiycn minutes.

Mr, Seau Case!. (C;ltarrlelleloWtt. Lib.): Thank vuu, Mr. Chair.

y c^,peel ling to see Mr. Easter iri this seat. I airs not a
Witnesses, [ expect that you were p
former Solicitor General as he is_ Usually l'm on the justice committee_ so I'm not as well-armed.
]f my questions appear to be less eloquent and clumsier, there's good reason for that Althuugh. I
will say that yesterday we went through the Vietim's (till of Rights clause-by-clause. and one or

the decisions that was taken in connection with that bill was to not include victims of terrorist
acts abroad, such as the 9/11 victims. So there's a peripheral connection.
1'd like to start with you, Professor is it.._E'orcese?
Prof. Craig Fareeese: Forccsc.

Mr. Sean Casey: Towards rhe end of your remarks. you referenced accounrahility and you
talked about the vacancies within C:CJRC. Could i ask you to expand oil that a tittle further?

As ymu know, Mr. Easter and Joyce Murray, as was retereaced by Prot-essor Work, have
championed parliamentary oversight and Professor V4'ark went into some detail on that. Could I
ask you to talk a little further about what needs to be dome_ in your view to yet the ]cvc] or
accounlability that you tell..ned to up to the international standards of our

Prof. Craig Foreese: Structurally at C]RC, ideal membership is live. Even when they are at
live, thney"re part-titre which is an enormous undertaking fora review of (SIS if you are fulltime let alone part-time. They've been at three for some time. As y'ou know, two chairs have
resigned in controversy, and as a consequence, the continuity ul']eadership has been uneven at
C1RC'_

Resource wise, you can map the 'growth and operational funds of CSIS. C1RC operational
funds have also increased but not proportionately. And so what was always an auditing function_
C1RC when it reviews__.CSLS doesn't look. at everything_ CS1S has been doing its peaeeneal
presumabka because its scale Is now diminished relative to the scale of CSfS operations. It's even
more peacemea] than it has been in the past.
It's a question of stalling it seriously anti earnestly'_ Making the members full-tine appointees.

Resourcing those members properly_ Arid then iegislatil. el.y_ it means reactin to the inquiries_
very important recxun.nenda1ions that there be the capacirw ibr trime review bodies we have in
essence to coordinate their review functions so that they can actually follow investigations across
institutional boundaries.

There was some reporting from the Giok. o' d Mari} earlier this past year suggesting thai an
informal effort was made by the Commissioner of the CSE in one of his reviews to coordinate
with CIRC _ and the government response was to challenge the legal competency of the
catmtmisstoner to do so. Jun fact as I urtdetstand it, there was some threat thai the co innissiorner
might he in violation of his and his staffs secrecy and security obligations by coordinating..1 hag
requires a legislative fix and it's a long time in corning.
Mr. Scale Casey: With regards tu portianieotary oversight, in }our view_ was it necessary and
what's the optimal model,? If you agree that ii is necessary, what should it look like?
(1620n

Prof. Craig Farte r: Well_ I believe it is necessary. I don't believe that the arguments that are
marte that it'd redundant have resonance. J think the more eyes on the spies, the better. If you'll

forgive my literatiun.
I 'lied iliiiik ir% oinportarti no enhance your ability as parlitirnentarian; to and erstanrl the inner
workings ol'ihe security services so there's institutional knowledge within Parliament itself.

'tic ideal model iii my view was one where there is robust capacii+ tut the part of the
parliamentary committee to access the information they need.

If you look at the models that arc deployed by the allies. I IK and Australia being notihle
examples, there is some variabil ity in termes t't- ]iow much intïirmation the committee can actually
extract from the security services_ rio oeil une level the Australian model is better in terms of the
1ray'that it's structured, but it's not ail that robust in terms of their capacity to compel the
presence of information from the Services. So I would look as a priinary ingredient of any
parliamentary committee model, the ability of parliamentarians to access the information in

question, subject to cxhvicausly secrecy obligations then that are imposed on par]iaimerttarians
themselves.
Mr, Sean Casey: Professor Forcese, you talked about the response that we get when we ask
for parliamentary oversight is that it's redundant. Now you talked in your remarks in some detail
about the decline of ministerial accountability and the measures thnr have heel] attempted to
bring in parliamentary oversight. So T lake it that you've also studied or at least read the debates
and the positions taken by Lhc various parties on i4_
r'
.
f 1 would invite you to critique the response lsai tve:Del. tén. we ask kir ptorliamentary
oversight- So it's redundant. We already hate adequate oversight. What's your critique of those
positions?
Mr. Wesley 'Nark: Mr- Case}', ] thinl, it's an excellent question.
Letme first give you my view of the nature of the critiques acid the re ver>. close to the way
m which you present them, One of the responses to any kind of measure to reform the nature of

the parliamentary review of security and intelligence in Canada is an argument that existing
depattonentally focused. il-}uü like_ parliamentary committees an adequately do this job. This
committee can ailequaately review the security and inteflrgenee practices of the ('anadiaan
community.
It seems to me that there are two problems, perhaps more than two problems. but two
problems that immediately come to mind with that.
One is that in terns of parliamentary committees construction. focused on the activities of
individual government department;- that's not how the Canadian security and intelligence
COrnmunit}v writ large is actually organized- It's an integrated or semi-integrated collection of
different agencies operating tinder cliffercui departmental mandates and controls. t
of the
things that the Arar inquiry pointed out is that we Lack any capacity. either with regard to an
independent review hod} to look at that overall worrk ol'thc sccuritvand inteiligenec community
and in regard 10 parliaTne
eriL we doii't have that catpatcitv at the !tIOmerit to do that iiitegrated loud
of review. As my colleague Craig suaaests as well, there is'a deep problem in ternis of access to
the kind of information that a parliamentary committee or a committee of parliamentarians
would genuinely need in order to serutimiize properly the act
of a secretive intelligence and
security community.
There are models that have been made ts3 work amcaig our Five I •:ycs partners that are of
longstanding. The model that we have typically looked to post 9J1 I in C anada has been the
British model, the model for the intelligence and security committee- which is a rather unusual
construction admittedly. it's a committee of parliamentarians, not a standard parliamncntary
committee- It was built thril way. on the assumption that it would provide better access to
classified information according to the provisions available to them and that it world also
generate significant sustained_ serious, non-partisan discussion of these issues if it was
constructed in a certain kind of manner.
I assisted Joyce Murrayin the construction of her private members' bill and we looked at
various models very seriously, but T think the essence of what parliament needs is a dedicated
committee that can look at the broad range of security intelligence operations that may need to
require both membership to the House and the Senate- It would certainly need additionally
resources compared to what an ordinary parliamentary committee would have in terms of
research staff and it would need The Chair: if you could :inn up please. Mr. Wark.
b1 r, W'esiey:Warl —anorivartiçar.atmosphere to work
The Chair: Fine and thank Ÿt1 t verv'r5ineh ?nr the little over time there I think it was. you can
understand
WC Midi ROW go to Mr. Scott,

(162?
Mr. Craig Scott: flank you, Chair.
I believe I have five minutes so ]']I by to be short anti also ask [lie witnesses to rs.poirel. as
quickly as possible.
There's two things I want to look at, one is the Lack of any provisions in this hill for the kinds
of consultations that both of you raised, in particular Professor V4`ark. T:taink T'm correct that
there's no provision in this for the need torr OAS to have first consulted with the Department of
Foreign Affairs before they come to the court and no requirerrienl drat the Judge requires that
before the he or she would issue the warrant. It would have Io be Iefz to the good grads of judges
to say wow. this i.s the kind of thing i think we need to know a bit more about what it's
implications are and ana [ right the person to, judge it, get the Mirtistet of ForeignAffairs to
weigh in.
Am ] con-ea un that? That there's nothing in the bill that would require CSIS_ now that it's
Formally and officially venturing around the globe to consult and coordinate with either die
I )epartnient of Foreign Affairs or For example the Department of National Defence.
Mr. Wesley Warta f at's absolutely correct. There's nothing expl icit in the bill at all and
what the existing practice is in that regard in formally is a matter ofüllieial secrets
Mr, Craig Scott: Professor Forcese also picked up on that theme and ]'ni not sure if he
revealed a bit more than he wanted to, but he indicated that it almost sounded like there were at
least rumours from the other Sete of{ lttawn, at least in the Department of Foreign Affairs people
are not neecssarily all chat thrilled about CSIS now being given this formal mandate in a way
that's converted it into air ageirev [Iris may [}e in practice it had elements of hut was never
ofl:`iciai.
Am I correct that foreign affairs skottld want to he nirrre crinneded to C'SIS when it starts
operating abroad or are they happy lier CSIS to do whatever it wants?
Prat. Craig Forcese: That was entirely speculation ern my part. I don't pretend to have ears
inside the Department of Foreign Atihirs.
Mr. Craig Scuff: But you were speculating for a reason, were 'pou not?
Prnf. Craig Force4e: I was speculating only on the hase I was inferring from the eontcxt
that is if you've got {'SIS conducting extraterritorial operations it nia% violate foreign laws and
that then becomes a matier dale record and suddenly it's on the front page of k he Washington
Post_ that then creates certain headaches liar the diplomatie core.
Mr. Craig Scott: So then I'd come hauls 10 the question I said I'd leave the last time which k
what ++.ould you witetl as judge to do. keeping in rnirid tliere's cart element oh. the dignity of him
courts Within the Framework of the comedy o[nations where courts arc basically there to say to
other courts were not in the business of cot itribtuing the violation ofyour laws Ilowevermulch
international spying is kind of internationally lawful unlawfulness, the question in involving our
do uric in this espeei.all, where you said one of the triggers should be anytime CSIS thinks they
might be breaching international or foreign law, could von just indicate to me what a judge
would do with that? How would the ..mite say --okay, go ahead and do it even though that's the
ieasrin you're comma to aie. You're goiiia to break foreign law and now I'M going to go on the
record saving you can do it".
Prof. Craig Forcexe: Well_ to.he honest, I'm not in a position to imaeinc what a judge would
do in ever; individual case I do note though that the warrant provisions that would apply both
for domestic and foreign warrants require CSIS to demonstrate that this is really a necessary
undertaking. that there atia'no other oceans that are available other tlrait to engage in this practice
in order to gather information necessary for its investigation.
The best answer T can give you. Mr. Scott. is that T would imagine a court confronted with ti is
warrant application would be extremely demanding of CM'S and already as my understanding is

if you speak at ]east tu the folks in CSLS. they wilt tell you that the warrant application process is
quite an arduous one and that the courts are quite demanding.
7r. Craig Scott: Internally.
Prof, Craig Firrcese: Of course it's ex-party in camera proceedtnvs .
I would imagine that a federal Coiirr who risks thcprospect to be dragged into some
international scandal would he evert more adamant that there was a ncces,ity utldergirding this
investigation and would superimpose all sorts of obligations.
rtr. C raig Scan: Thank you, that's great.
I did want to return to the Waketing case that, just came down roughly a week ago From the
Supreme Court. Md you indicated that from die combined majority holding that already this law
is going to need at least an amendment with respect to much clearer legal provisions On some of
the aspects of what the warrant might authorize including sharing of the information that might
be produced by the activities authorized by the warrant, 7 hags clear from the majority reasoning.
So this bill already needs an runendment baled tin the Supreme Court case.
the dissent ague., with that but they went a hit türther_ And 1 want to read a passage and ask
whether you think this as a policy matter is something we as Parliament should lake seriously_
However. when Intorlmxtlnn I9 ¢hared aernc4 IwL9dICIl{fRll hncs_

The ChaiFr I'm going to have. to interrupt, Mr_ Scott.
:!', (1630)
Mr. Craig Scott:
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'Hie ('Isair; Sorry. Mr, Scott. Your time is welt over and we have
are well into that. So thank you very much.,

I.inie for response. You

We have . just about two minutes let! iïrr Mr. Carmichael.
sir. John Carmichael IDon ► alley West. CPC;): A few minutes, Mr. Chair.
The Chair: [hat's uarrect, sir.
%Tr. John t'a roilehacl: Thank you. Thai's generous.
Well. let me welcome oar witness today. Thank you for being here.
Mr. Frrcesc_ I'd like to just start with.you, ill could_ That may he as for as we go_
C learly we all recognize that terrorism is a global threat today in Canada aver last month's
activities is not immune. And in your the article with the Aationrl Page hack in October, I
believe it was you or your eolleague that was quoted. It said the new bill puts surveillance
outside Canada on a clear le^.at footing. !his is a reasonable rig ill a globaliced security
environment indeed. t he bill is diplomatically courageous as you've already stated. You go on to
UN that there do howevcrrcmain cwtsLanding issues when CSFS investigates abroad_ The risks of
misconduct ink:luding ccornplheity in human rights violations increase and that behaviour would
raise legal issues.

So I'm concerned or confused. I guess, is probably closer_ We have tilt !rev, act that we all
agree is the right direction_ We've talked about our allies and some off the models. One of you
referred to the Canadian version as. .1 believe_ a hybrid of those models. I'm just wondering what
is the right fit. I hear you on we have warrants, we have kderal court inclusion. we have put in
the safeguards that will ensure that we do the job right ideally; and I'm just womJering., what am
missing''
Prof. Craig Forrest.; 1 guess]. would just confine mysclfto the solutions t95 some of the
admissions which I addressed Lu my presentation_ alai is that there is some iltorit\ing language
that iriiaht accouirnodate some of these concerns iliat I've raised in which you're pointing to. So
again. indicating when the trigger point is for seeking these warronis, and then also engaging the
federal court judge in supervision of overseas conduct dui night he pruiwlccrntitic
And at the end of the day, El just come back to the report which said that there are instances
where we really can't engage in this cnnduci So in the context of infirmation _sharing: there an:
circumstances where we simply can't share the information_ and where the human right_;
implications are so dire. So there are legal fixes and then there's also good judgement.
The Chair: 'I-hank von very much. [ know you'd love toconiuiue_ Mr Carmichael_ brai we
have now expended our tirsi hour
The chair_ certainly on behalf of the committees._ would like to thank our witnesses for_
obviously, your experience and your thoughtful comment here today. Once again, it's a serious
issue. Public safety_ the protection of the public, there really is no greater responsihilityof
parliamentarian. Sn we thank you for your contributions here today.
We will now suspend while wer to i k o
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The Chair: We've hack in session. We will now proceed with the introduction of our
witnesses.
With us here in person_ we have Kent Roach. Professor, Faculty of Law, Lniversity of
!oronto wche ame. sir and by rides conference. from Burnaby, British Columbia as an

individual. we have Garth Davies. Associate Professor of Simon Fraser University—welcome_
sit—and we will have joining us also by video conference_ kw it'll be another 15 or 20 minutes
before Jie's live with us here, Christian I ,eupreeht, Associate I )ean and Associate Professor from
t]ie Department of ]anlitical Science, liMC, in Kingston.
Ladies and genllemen, we will first start otFwith opening comments
We will go to you. hear. FtOACh. Carry on, please, Sir.
Prof. Kent Roach (Professor, Faculty of Law. [University of Toronto, As an Individuall:
,L
•Chalk you very much. Chair. .F
['+J like to thunk the committee for in wiling rme to appear here today_

'Ile terrible terrorist attacks last i ionth confirmed Parliament's wisdom in 013 in enactine
four new terrorist offences that can apply to foreign terrorist fighters_ Unfortunately however_
Bill C-44 may have the unintended effect of making it more difficult to apply these valuable new
olJenoes to potential tiwreign terrorist lithtrrs: That will he my primary locus in my submissions

My second fucus will he that the innocence at stake execration to the new CSIS human soli ce
privilege is required by the charter_ but it is unconstitutionally tinder inclusive as applied to noncriminal proceedings where section 7 charter rights are in play,
Finally, I will suggest that while it is correct that Bill C-14 Gives CSIS new powers to conduct
investigations outside of Canada and that this responds to the intent environment that we live in.
i'here is a concern that we need new and integrated review mechanisms a; well as better
ministerial and parliamcntan: oven; igin of C.'STS foreign wily ities.
To move tu my Bise point. Bill C-44 wouiiJ.overturn the Supreme Court's recent decision in
Harkat as well as reject the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry into tisse
Investigation of the Bombing. of Air India that CSIS informants not be given the same privilege
as police informants, Roth the Supreme Court and the Air India commission stns the danger
that because of it's intelligence gathering mandate, CSIS may make premature promises ut
anonyinityto informants that could hinder or even thwart subsegticm prosecutions
Section 2 of Bill ['-44 would give CSiS human sources a veto on dikctosarc Di any identifying
information once they have received --a promise of r:cmfrdentialit ï' from CSIS. The courts have
most recently_ in 201 3. in the context of police informer privilege said that these promises of
confidentiality may even he implicit, I do have a conccm that virmalty cvcry human source that
CS1S talks to under the proposed legislation would then have the benefit ()film:. privilege and a
veto on acv identifying initiarmatiun being disclosed, wordier it's to defend a search warrant in a
terrorist investigation or whether it's to he called as a witness in a terror isni prosecutions.
These are not hypothetical concerns and I should mention that I spent four years as director of
research and Legal studies on the Air India Commission studying this question. In 19g7. the
prosecution of Tal winder Singh fxannar_ the alleged mastermind of the Air India bombing_
collapsed when an informer refused bo allow his name to be disclosed. Now ihal informer was in
a very difficult position and the crown snowy at the time said in open court that if he was in
that informer's position he would have Made the same decisiisn because of fear tier his life as you
have heard from earlier a 'messes, The fact is that the prosecution Zell apart because of the
informer privilege and the informer} abitity ro veto disclo,,inr any identifying information, '
legislation would have given the two informants in the Toronto terrorism prosecution a veto on
whether they would he called a., witnesses or to disclose any identifying iniiarmation about then
because as you heard yesterday_ CSIS is not iii the business t cotlecline eaidence. It was for that
reason that rite A ir India commission wanied that it would have an incentive to promise
anonymity and confidentiality when necessan. to futhil CSIS' intelligence mandate.
lhis.

This is not an issue of CSIS deliberately abtisint the privilege_ but simply because of it's
functions it will have an incentive to promise confidentiality and then Later on down the =cam.
perhaps months or even years later, the polite and prosecutors may have a very difficult time
cleating with the consequence of this near absolute privilege that would be bestowed on all CSIS
human sources under Bill C-44.

'Hie Air India Commission was acutely aware !hat there is a dilemma. Sometimes it is more
important to have intelligence than prosecution_ but it's solution that this that this dilemma
should not be resolved tinilaierallw' by CSIS, or indeed by the RUMP. but that decisions should
be made in the public interest on the basis of all available information bv the prime Minister's
National Security Advisor,
My second poiiii is simply thai the "innocence at stake' exception in section 18.1(4)(b), as
required 1}y the Charter. would apply in criminal prosecutions_ But the Supreme Court_ iti
Chaoiilli. has made it very clear that section 7 also applies in the non-criminal context, and iii
particular the security certificate context_ Su it would be my submission that you should consider
expanding the "innocence at stake" a eeptioit to allow judges to order disclosure that would
pierce the privilege a new? er it is regsrircd wider section 7 of the Charier.
Similarly_ [ realize that a policy decision to extent to privilege may have been made, hill l
would also propose that when you go into clause by clause, you should look at the section 2
language of the promise of confidentiality. That language should ai least be limited so that it is

only an explicit promise made by CSIS of anonymity that would trigger this broad privilege that,
as 1 suggested, could hinder subsequent police investigations and prosecutions_
finally. my last point is that I agree tlint_ given the threat environment. CSIS needs to be table:
to conduct its investigations outside of Canada. But I do have erotic concerns about the `-without
re card to any law including dial of any foreign state- language. I have wuce:rns that this may
override the restrictions that the National Defence Act places on CSLC or sig=nals intelligence
agency. But also I think that there is a nord for an integrated review car at [cast statutory
gateway's, as recommended by the Arar Commission .art l as Professor t:orcese. in Ibis submission.
advocated to you, and indeed has proposed. some language to that effect
] would also add that there is a need to ensure both ministerial and parliamentary oversight as
CSIS kiscs iLS rtcw puwe rs tu act abroad.
thank you very much.
(1645)
The Chair: Thank rxru very much, sir_
We will now go to an opening statement from Mr. Davies_ please_ You're on, sir.
7r. Garth Dnxre4 'Associate Professor, Simon Fraser I -niversit}', .As an individual):
Thank you very much for inviting me here today.
i want to keep my comments brief. 1 would echo pretty touch e►ervthin that's been said up
until this point in terms of the need for ministerial oversight. I think we ail agree with that. I
would think we kwnu]d :ill a<Free that tile context that we're talking nhout, in ternis of the chang ing
nature of terro'risrra_ is such that we need to allow CSIS to have the appropriate toots to trperatc in
an environment that is elhanging rapidly and is really, in ni n ways_ dillercnt Limn what we've
sort of experienced historically in ternis of die level ofthreat that .e're talking about with
regards to the foreign fighter pnshlcm_ with regards to the nature of groups such is ISIS, and
trying io balance thtil with the rialus and freedoms that was kill Lhrrisbi so dearly_
really just wanted io be here rodny to cry to be of assistance in Cory way that I could in terms
of answering any questions that people had. I wanted[ ID just minimize mv time here and cede the
fluor to people that had anything else that they would hke to say.
'f hank you
The Chair: Well, Find. and thank you very much.
We will give Mr. Le tiprecht a moamciit to still < in and get comfortable. He's actually a little
earlier than we anticipated.
Scr c'!1 ivc him a couple of mi nutcs here and suspend for one minute or two till our next
w itness omes.Ii e,
'`/
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Thé {'hair: C3ka}', can }:<au hcar me 110W. Mr. l_ruprccht?
Dr. C'hristiau Lcuprecht (_associate [bean and Associate Professor, Department of
Political Science, Royal 71.1111targ, College 01 Canada, r3.14 a n individual): PM ready for you,
s ir.
The (:hair: Okay, dandy.

Fine, you have the floor for an opening statement up to 10 minutes, should you wish, sir.
[Fremoisi
M. Christian Le%Ipreeht1 Mesdames et messieurs. "Io v}LIS taire mea presentation en attelais.
ma] je peux répondre 1 n'importe gtlel1e question dans les deux langues officielles.
Monsicur lc president, membres distingu~s du crir}iit>c,
[ FJpgli,slrj
['we enlitled my intervention Peace, Order and Good Government: Parliamentary supremacy as
the ultimate soverei6it con st bin iou al reSi]o1i5ibÎlit}',
There is a ubiquitous claim that Canada does not have a foreign intelligence seryiee This is a
misunderstanding if Canada's security intelligence community. Given the legislated limitations
on the Canadian Security i rag IIigence's Areas Of Operations f A01.0 beyond Canada, so CitSs
areas of' operatic ms beyond Canada, one might say that Canada does not have a human foreign
intelligence service, certainly riot one of the scope of the human services operated by some of
our kcy allies. especially the live Cayes' CIA. MIS. and ASIS (the Australian Secret intelligence
Scrviec). However. Canada has
The Chair:
Chair:Mr. Lcuprecht, Urn going to interrupt you for one second. If you could slow down
lust a little bit to give our traiis/ation an opportunity to keep up with ;you" please.
Carry on.
Dr. Christian Leaprecht: Howewcr" Canada has a foreign .si gn als intelligence service, the
Communication Security Establishment" and a very good and respected one ai that. Canada has
compensated for AOli I imitations on CSIS in several important ways..
Two of the key mechanisms had hitherto been under specific conditions, exchange of ccrrai~i
human intelligence intormation on certain Canadian citizens and residents and some other
individuals with a direct bearing on Canada and Canadian interest, with allied Ibreign Ht1MINT
services in general" and with the three aforementioned Five ]vyL partners in particular. New
Zealand's Security Intelligence Service, similar to CSIS, does not have a broad foreign human
inte]iivence mandate akin to that of the US, UK_ and Australia.
Second. under specific conditions. exchange of signals intelligence on certain Circadian
citii ens and residents and some other individuals with a direct bearing on Canada and Canadian
interest with CSE" the Communications Security Establishment.
As reported widely in the media, including the (ïlohc and Mail. In November 21t4. ,lust ice
Richard Mosley of the Superior Coun of Canada hound that CSIS had not been sufficiently open
about all the surveillance alliances it planned to form" Five years ago. CS[S had persuaded him to
sign off on a foundational eavesdropping warrant to extend us reach outside Canada. Judge
Mosley Iearneii the Full extent of the information sharing between Canadian spy agencies and
also lï rreign allies alter reading the watchdog.~" public reports.
lrs ru]ina indicates he had never been told of this by Canada's intelligence agencies during
five vents oftieeret heririiigs Ile took lire a :lraordinary step of reopening a case he had settled in
2009I n Ille November 21114 niliiia, lie rebuked CS[S and the Communication Security
F'.stah]ikhment for breaching their duly ~~i`cg ii;lour to his court. Arid a statement released by the
Court added that, despite perceptions to die contrary, "the Court considers it necessary to state
that the use of 'the assets of the live Eyes community- is not authorized under any warrant
i ssued ,
•r .;''
• ,, L n•
The ease appears to ntr n;latci fir eGncitrhs about one particular instance where C'S ES failed to
disclose to the court, one specific piece of information about a certain individual. In effect, file
result of Justice Moslev's decision has been lo blind CSIS once Canadians and non-Canadians
with court-authorized surveillance leave the 00t1111.11:.

The merits of- the decision with respect to that particular instance of iclosure to the court
aside, Justice 41osley's decision raises at least two fundamental issues. [n Tight of the at least 130
Canadian exLremisl travellers who have left the coy nary as reported in testimony before this
committee by the Director of CSLS, and another at least 8O returnees_ this is problematic. CMS
11 OW has trouble following extremist travellers and their activities outside of the country_ This has
second-order effects with respect 10 its ability to provide timely and accurate advice to the
administrative branch of government and the political executive Lo. which' is reports. arid the
ability to liaise tacLieallly with criminal intelligence and errtorcement agencies, notably the
It CMP and C: BSA.
Second, +hat is and should be the purview of judicial supremacy with respect to matters of
national security? The e,ammittee will already have heard plenty oC te tiinon wall iespee.r to the
former 1 shall not belabour the proximate implications oflhis point. other than to reinforce the
point and concerns raised by others about the deleterious tactical, uperational_ and strategic
couxeyuences of this decision for ('SES. national security poticw Find eallIFreement, and C'anarda's
political e xecutive ability to make informed decisions with respect to public safety and Canada's
national interest.
'l tic .second paint, by contrast, has more distal implications. Canada is a democracy. Its
idco[srgical li.ruudations are premised un those of sural]-L liberalism. That is_ limited state
intervention in people's lives, with a core value of freedom and subsidiary values of equality and
justice_ One of the hallmarks of this type of democracy is the rule of law, an independent and
impartial judiciary, 13v virtue of being in this room. we are all agreed on these basic principles
that underlie Canada's Westminster constitutional monarchical system_
Constitutionally. however, Canada balances the premise of limited state intervention with a
small- conservative ideological premise about the tole of the state in genera[, caul about the role
of' the federal government in particular. Quoring from the preamble of section 91 of the British
North America Act:
It shall be (awful. te tho {queen, by and welt di& elkhx.e. and t'onscnr of the Senate and 1 Louse ofC antuoim_
ro make Lags for the Ppaze, 0.bder,.
cr;nd
a fond { iavernment of.C'anad
a_ ]n 'rc~rnn to all rwtattera oar tnuur~;
wiilun I {'la vcc oF!#ribjeei ii 1hFa . cr acsipncd etelusivetw tp rh¢ lugislarure3 rJ'ncC Provinces

l'or our purposes, at least two observation; follow.
r 16ipF

Insofar as security is demonstrably oCnational concern it falls within the purview ut the
federal government, Such the case in terms of national security intelligence and its interactions
with foreign security intelligence entities.
Second, the federal government h ex an overarching duty to ensure the peace_ order, and good
government ofCanudo..[hat is, the federal government has inherent obligations for the collective
security of Canadian society,
What exactly l'04-1(i denotes has been defined and circumscribed by both the Judicial
Committee or the Privy Council and the Supreme Court of Canada and shall not detain us here.
Suffice it to say that Canada's Constitution imposes limits on judicial supremacy.
Iin!ike Americans, Canadians are not inherently skeptical and mi tft.sti rig of' their government.
This is readil}y demonstrable empirically in terms of pol]ing_
[ :shall skip over this section and it can he read into the record at a later time.
1p point here is L.1:1 al people may hake concerns about particular iss us:;, hut by in large,
confidence ur e*lr ste amily institutions and the federalgovernment's handling of national security
is very high.
The security sector, of course. is one forth of government intervention One might argue that it
is actually the ultimate form of government intervention precisely because it empowers the
government to curtail freedoms in a pretty dramatic way_ Critics like to cite the case of Mahar

Arar. As tragic as that case may tic. a single case sloes not .make a pattern. To the contram it
demonstrates the learning effects in our security sector by virtue of the fact that a case Iikc Arar's
would be highly unlikely to recur given the changes in policies now in place_ Moreover, it is
public knuwkdge that intelligence from the Afar case came from the RCMP and not from CSIS.
And so to he sure, there are other eases where judges have had certain question about CSIS
evidence but none of this has called into s uestion the prole iorialism and lawful conduct of the
organization. Similarly_ CSL's watchdog has repeatedly affirmed tlie,l'iivftiL pd professional
cotidtrct of its actinlues.
• Trti
f •~ ``f

Su where does the skepticism arise?
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It appears to he driven by a curiously denatured interpretation arf the Canadian Cnnstihition,
since tlic introduction of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms_ that sorriehuw the sole
and primary purpose of the Constitution is somehow to limit gowen]rrieiu intervention ui the lives
of citizens. The result of this interpretation would have it that privacy,-eivil liberties, and due
process, Ed well as judicial supremacy... should trump any and till other corisideral inns As
someone who has published on Canadian constitutional polities, the conventional view i.; that of
the Constitution that actually enables government to do good in people's lives_ at least when it
wines to fundamental obligations, such as peace. order, and good government.
At times, that means having to balance considerations of duc process with those of public
safely and national interest. Confidential informants may be anathema to lawyers_ hut certain
dimensions of Seelitiq intelligence would be difficult to carry our wtlhotu such confidentiality
and the trust that we have as a result from our allies.
Again, here, a section that will be read into the record_
Allies such as the i11C, France_ CIcrinany, andtSpain have had to learn to live with terrorism for
decades_ As a result their courts and their sucirlies have developed greater sensitivity towards
the piolection or public safety I k +slto sacrifices freedom for security deserves neither,
Benjamin Franklin fainousbi said. Hut what about he who sacrifices security for freedom?
Freedom and security are not a rime-strm. diehoto m y. To the contrary. they are eomp]ementary_
You cannot enjoy one wrlhoot the tither. ttowe+er_ you cannot enioy your Ifeedoms if you are
dead.
C'SlS exists at the fulcrum of public Sccurily. Critics concerned about changes to Bill C-1-(4 are
also the ones who will he fiat to complain why CSIS did not do more should an extremist
traveller return to Canada and cornrnit mischief here. Overall_ thus fail to account for the
possibility of keeping individuals safe in spite of themselves, that shartnc. inteltieence may allow
for intervention abroad to prevent individuals from harming therresclvcs, Canada Canadians, and
Canadian interests. [ value my freedoms_ but I value my life and the lives of my compatriots
even rnorc.
By the some token, with T -ipso to ehang*ex proposed to the Strengthening Canadian

Citizenship Act_ I believe that the potential for revocation of citizenship imposes an important
deterrent against bringing one's citizenship into disrepute. After all. chose who hold dual
citizenship have made a conscientious choice to divide their loyally. As a naturalized dual citizen
ny.self, I should know. Those who wish to protect themselves against the eventuality introduced
by this amendment have the option to renounce their second citizenship. Some countries make it
impossible to renounce citi ensllip, so the onus is on such citizens lo conduct themselves in ar
manner so as not to rim atbul of the atnendn1ent being proposed. Canada's administrative and
judicial system would necessarily he sensitive to the revocation of Canadian crli{erisliip iii
circumstances where that imposes demonstrable risks for an individual life. Ergo, revocation is
judiciabtr_ and thus has a built-iii review mechanism.
E655.1
Nell) The current cquifibtium needs retialaneing. Justice ivlosley deemed it within his purview
to constrain ccrtnin types of inteliigcroce-shat inla activity_ but he did so in a Nome +Vhim miusual
fashion. Often. judges will give parliament time to remedy these types of deficits. Justice: Mosley
afforded no such opportunity to Parliament •This_ in my view, PS disconcerting. While Justice
Mosley may have been within his right for render the decision he did. the far-reaching

impliearions oihis decision could have let past practice prevail for a limited amount of time to
allow for a legislative remedy to be innoduced,
The Chair: Fine_ thank you very much.
Could you sum Op then, please_ Mr. Lcupre hr.
(1700'I
Dr. Christian Leuprccht: In essence, I endorse the current amendments_ however. Bill C-1,1
does in my world comrnir one sin ofoiriission. many more expansive powers for security
intelligence should he balanced with robust parliamentary accountability'_ not to he confused with
uvcn;ight. 1y preferred model is Belgium's, where two permanent agencies headed by judges are
empowered to audit not only ptut, but also ongoing investigations in real ttnie and report their

findinas directly to a select group of security-cleared members of l'arlianient.
The Chair: Fine.
Thank you very much_ We do appreciate that and thank you for closing 011-as well. So we will

now go ro the round of quest ianing,
We will go to Mr. Carmichael who was so short-changed the last time. You have the first shot
here, Mr_ Carmichael.

1r. ,Jolin Carmichael: Thank you. Mr. Chair, and it's seven minutes?
The C.hair: It is seven minutes fqr $ lrt_;?!ir so you get the bonus.
loQ
Mr. John Carmichael: I act the boutes..
'W el come to out wi picsscs_

Mt. Datw ies, I'd like to start with wuu if I could,
Today'_ I think we have universal agreement that terrorism is a global threat and certainly. after
last month's traigiC events_ has demonstrated Canada is not immune to that threat whether

initiated overseas or internally.
I wonricr if you could just tell us why it is important that C'SLS have the clear mandate to
conduct invcstivatitons outside Canada?
Mr, Gatti] Davies: Thank you for the question.
I think chat we have to consider that we're increasingly talking these days about the issue of
foreign fighters, the foreign fighter pntlticni. I think we understand that they constitute an
increasing iheci 10 our uuuntry. There is evidence that while they don't engage in a significant
number of teats when they come back to their countries of origin_ the acts that they do engage in
are increasingly problematic in ternis of levels of seriousness.

I also
what lias been lost in some of1he discussion of the foreign lighter issue is that by
allowing these forcign. tighters to go oivcrscas_ we're continuing to supply these groups, ISIS.
They appear to he, at least insane instanees, increasingly dependent un foreign I1ahters to
maintain their operations and their tactics and their ability to operate. So T think CSTS' ability and
fin focusing just on one particular issue_ hut T think we need to be cognizant of it from both
perspectives. going both ways. Jis not simply a matter of them gaming hack here, which is
problematic_ but we're providing a pipeline for these groups as well that is probably something
that we need to consider very closely, as to stemming that flow.
Mr. ,krbn Carmichael: Dr. Leuprccht, vt'nuld you like to briefly add to that"
Dr. Christian Leuprcclil: Sure_ III may. I wilt read you one paragraph that t skipped over
that I think responds to your question.

I value limited state intervention. but I also value peace. order and eood government. So. when
confronted with the rare and hard choice ht ween individual freedoms. civil lihmies.. and
privacy on the une hand, and publie safety and uoI1ecti c security, it is within the federal
goverrunetu s constitutional purview and obligation to err on the side oI'the latter_ including
fore gii intelligence activity. The Canadian public gives Parliament and the security agencies that
report 10 Canada- s political execnneve the benefit of the doubt. So I would go—
'Ile Chair: I.ixcuse me_ Mr_ Leitprecht, you gtsiikgta have ta.slo4w dowvn,ju3t a little more_
plca.;c_ Our translat4o-rs are having a little chall~T~~t:, sn if you would just slow down a hit.
Thank you.
Dr. Christian I,euprecht: Sure

E would go so far as saying that given the current global security envirn

the

challenge o1- extremist travellers_ the federal government has an obligation tu Canadians tu pass
preci sel k the sort of amendments that 13111 C-44 proposes, and that those are in the vital interest

of Canada and Canadians. Tactically, operationally, strategically and fiscally, this is the sort of
way to compens.ale lijr the limits on OSES to engage in foreign human intelligence gathering..
So in light of the current global security environment, indeed_ it is vital that CSIS be able Loi
conduct and to he able to have the capaeities that are being introduced in terms ofshartiio ilh

foreign human intelligence and security intclligLcncc in order For the Canadian government to
realize its responsibilities_
Mr. John Carmichael: lank you very much.
Welcome. Mr. Roach

- ~j : -

I'd like to just,stcp back. It's important that the (SIS Act he clarified for explicit authority for
activities overseas, and outside or Canada spec.iLic.ally.
f1i4,ti ;ffi .,,
I low do these amendment i'eampafe to Taws governing allied natlons and security agencies?
That's question number one.
Are judicial warrants required fûr other western nations'? Vial's something I've heard brief]',
today. Are they held in such high judicial authorization?
• 1.1705f
I`rot. Kent poach: Certainly not in the United Kingdom where there's ministerial
authorization_ much as is available with C. SEC.'. In the United States the foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Court sloes grant warrants. I think there arc some examples ofajudicial warrant.
there are some example; elf e ministerial warrant.
Bill Cod has decided to opt for the judicial model. L think that's probably a wise choice_
Mr-John Carmichael!. Good_ thank w.ou.
I log iimiicli time do ] have?
The Chair; You still have another tour minute;.
Mr. .John Carmichael: Good.
Some conecrns we've heard regard the ability of the Federal Court to issue warrants within the
scope of relevant Canadians law when issuing warrants to authorize t: STS to undertake certain
activ ities to investigate a threat to the sec.wity.of Canada outside 44-Canada. Some may wonder
why warrant;; would not he more appropriate coining from the nation the activities were taking
place in. and clearly we've had some examples of that today,

Could you comment on why this is Important, as some of those countries may not exactly have
a court system that can he approached for a warrant, as',ve][ as the transnational nature of these
invest i grit ions.?
Prot Kent Roach: I think than, as you heard frnm•Profcssnr Forccse and as we argued in our
joust Now/ma Port piece, Parliament is being candid about the reality that some of these
warrants may actually violate foreign law.
It seems to me that one of the remedies for that really has to be more pol itical and ministerial
than judicial_ Obviously courts will have to grappk with this problem. but I agree with Pr0C or
I:orcese and t think. that we need some ministerial o etsighi. Of course, in our security
environment—lrnd this is part of the general accountability pnahtem—it makes a lot of sense to
have a whole-of-government approach to Our security. t]treal_ flee problem is thud too often we're
still remaining in silos. One of my concerns is that there might he a warrant granted under Bill C44 that not only should the Minister of Public. Sally be aware of, but his or her ca binet
colleagues in foreign affairs and defence slioutd also be aware of.
So [ do think that it's necessary for CSIS to be able 10 act outside of Canada. but I think the
N1Iitical risks of that arc significant_ f think that Bill C.44 could he improved by having stamc
form of ministerial nullfication.
I would note that SIRC in its latest 2013-14 report has raised concerns that CSIS is not always
keeping the minister inlOrmell. I aurre that under a parliamentary systern_ the responsible
minister has to he aware.
But I think that in the post-9/ I t environment inhere we have a whole-of-government approach
to security, ultimately the aecnunrahility must rest at the prime ministerial level. I hat was one of
lh reasons vrhy. d[1er a lot it 1.110 glu aid d+Rliberation_ the Air India eummisslori recommended
not whatFullC_-44isenacting.whichisaprivilege for CSIS. hut rather apriv'ilegc for t cprime
ministers national security advisor who the eonintission thtuiaht would be in the best position to
determine the competing poles of promising confidentiality to get inlet ligcncc now• • and that's
sometimes going to he the right decision—or not promising confidentiality because we want to
be able io proseeule people Ater,'fliese are were difficult tènsioris . 11rere's no 'one sire fus
solution.
liut nom' cnnecrn about Bill C-44 is that it may mean than USES makes even rational decisions
at a preliminary stage of a counterterrorism investigation that oould.actitally have repercussions
and prevent us from being able to successfully prosecute extremist foreign terrorist fighters down
the road.,
The Chair: Fine, thank you, Mr. Roach.
'rune is up. Mr, Carmichael.
We will now go tit Aar- scot], meus for e, ers nlinides.
Mr, (:rang Scott: 'Plank vou_ Mr. Chair_ and thank you Professor Roach liar being here_
I wanted kF fïrllow tip on the conversation you were just having with Mr. Carmichael just so
that cvciyhody listening is ç.lear. The i„tie, if l'm correct, is shat in tlirs intelligence context (here
i5 riot the same overarching considerations and iricentives for the. intelligence community to take
care in giving promises to sources because they're not thinking about down the road prosecution.
That'!, the real difference, ale [ correct?
ff i]tr}..

Prof. Kent krach: Oafs righd
And that k partly the story of Air India_ Hut the Air India commission also looked at the
carnternporwy relationship between RCMP and CSIS and found that nccrc were still sonic
problems. Again, I'm not saving that this is a personal fault of tither of those two organisations

but you have organisations that have very différent mandates and sometimes those are
conflicting mandates.
Mr. Craig Scotts k there a way to deal with the concern? It's true that the court said that then:
doesn't exista current, in common law, class [?rivileoe and dint's what now being accorded by
bill C-44. [s your sense thoug41. that the courts were more or Icis cclnt rit with the case by ease
qualified privilege and is that what }ou think should remain?
Prof. Lient Roach: Yes_ ] think that the ease by cac privilege makes a lot of sense bowl' se
certainly CMS' will tell you this enables us to giie an iron clad guarantee to M our human
sources that there will never be Duly itlentiF mg illFfjrnlatiLin. That's not quite right in taw because
the innocence at stake exception, which also applies tu people who becoine material witnesses or
agents during a counter-terrorism investigation. Given the bretiikh of tellOrisrn offences it may
very well be that CS[5 sources may actually lose that privilege. It seems 1'.' nie that a1 the end of
the day this is a difficult area, absol utes arc frankly not possible. I hat's why I would prerer a
case by case ,ludieial decision and tailor
% 1r. Craig Scott: Is the case currently under the class privilege that the innocence exception
applies in any ease, right? Sri in would apply whether it's ease by ease or whether it's this broader
cIass.
Prof. Kent Roacli: Exactly.
Mr, Craig Scott: . fo be fair to the way the government is thinking about this, I'm assuming
it's not j ust..._ You put iL sometimes the issue is it's more important to have intel then to have
prosecution. Yes, in a very operational frame_ But in a broader frame I suppose we could sav the
decision dial we have tu be conscious is being made in the bill. k riiew be that it's more utipottent
to have prevention ahan prosecution If the government were to pressent it that wav at least we
would he conscious of what the tradeoff is. Would you agree with that?
Prof. Kent Ruàch: Yes_ although l du go back to what I started with. E very much mean this
and I've written this, 1141 only for domestic bin for 111teiii tk iitil au.liences I do think Parliament
was ahead of the foreign terrorist fighter curve whcii they enacted the four new terrorism
offences in 2011 I support thou offences and I think that the best way to deal with the Foreign
terrorist problem, sure prevention would be great. but there needs to be denunciation and there
needs to he incapacitation.
My concern is_ and I know this is not the intent of the government but my concern is that one
of the unintended consequences or this hilt may make prosecutions under those very new
valuable offences more difficult rather than less di tfcult i think that we need to.... Obviously not
all the information is out about what happened at Saint-Jean-s ur-R i ehel ieu hut we have to ask
ourselves the question_ why was there enough intelligence to take awa} that person's passport but
not enough to charge him tinder one of the many terrorism offences that we have in our criminal
code?
M1ir. C raig Scutt: That's great thank you.
T'd like to move on to constitutionality. You referred to the unconstitutional undcrincluslvc
because the provisions here are limiting the right to have the identity of the human source
revealed by it judicial decision after an application to prosecutions, and not to all the other
contexts in which that source could be behind jeopardy for people's interests_ whether i t's
deportation or security eertifieatbx_ et cetera.
I clearly understand that 4ou'se told us'that this is a constitutional problem ibr that. despite. I'd
have to say, the minister telling us two days ago that this is the most constitutional Law the
government hail ver put ttwrward— t appreciate that
But there's another pt,Mi. With respect n Lou applications either to reveal the identity because
it's necessary to make a defence for the person being charged, or for this slightly more nebulous
seeking an order declaring an individual's not a human source or that the identity ofthe,._well
we'll leave it at that—that other provision. In each case the hearing is held in private and in the
absence of the applicant amt their counsel_ unless the judge orders otherwise_

I. have serious concerns about that as does the Canadian Federation of Law Societies. I'm just
wondering if that's included in your worries about ennstitutionality. Are you okay with that'?
{1715)
Prof. Kent Roach: Thank you liar that quwiion_ Mr. Scutt_
I actually have been reading up on the case law there. and 1 have to say that Fin a little less
concerned than the Federation of Law Sodctics-1Male. it doesn't take away my certificate u ~
pracii 1$w.
'Me Supreme Courts jurisprudence on this actually does suggest that as the first Ie}vcE hearing.
it does have to he done in camera, which means with the public not there. and with the tither S ide
not there. That is because this privilege is viewed as such an absolute_ or near absolute:_ privilege_
On farther reflection_ I think that proposed subsection 1E.117). whic]t you're referring to_
would present prnb[ems lilt didn't have the phrase "...Unless the judge orders otherwise"" I think
that gives the judge enough leeway: to follow the Supreme C'ourt's instructions, which are that
closed hearings without the applicant being present are sometimes necessary in order to preseixt
the privilege.
Once the person's identity is our—
The Chair: l'm sorry_ were well past time.
We will now go to Mr. Falk. please.
Mr. Ted Falk I Provenc her, CPC): l Irar k wort. Mr. Chairman,
f want to thank till the witnesses fur coming here today with their intcrvention s_

Professor Roach. I'd like to start with veiu.
One of [tic first comments ve a made i.; that ibis proposed legislation adds new powers_ Yet
we've heard from the minister and also 1ht.nri.prcvit,us witnesses that this act does not provide any
new provisions, Can you perhaps expand .8 little turtEter ('ri that seeming con[rudictiun'?
['tale Iifnt Rn20i The issue of whether CSIS has cxtraiCciiiori al powers is a matter that has
actually been under titi titrn under the act before Hill C-44. Actually Justice Blanchard said in a
decision Mai it didn't have extra[Lrriioria] powers_ Justice Mosley—and here my interpretation is
a little bit differeni than Professor Lettprecllt's--actunlly said that it did have extraterri[crrial
powers_ He only drew it hack ‘{lien he found in that it was using the Five Eyes to exercise what
he had authorized as extraterritorial CSIS investigations.
When 1 say "new powers", I mean that this a matter of legal dispute. Leave to appeal the
,Itcstice Mosle; decision is now, I understand, being scwght from the Supreme Court of Canada, It
is pn;5rhpe ttie.Supreme Court of Canada will hear that case_ we really don't know right now.
),Vixen I sa} • neck powers- p meal[ kind of black letter law_ new powers that spell it out.
But v'uu'r. right that the AmFrney General of Canada has argued that in die existing CSIS Act
there arc powers for t•SiS to conduct investigations outs ide ofC'atlnda.
Mr. Ted Falk: Right and that this act just prnivides more clarity to that in general 'you would
fame with [hat?
•
Prof. Kent Roach: Yes. f would.k.r- ,_
Mgr. Ted Folk: Okay. You've referen:ed 8,1So Mat there could be implied confidentiality, that
it's something We- could inadvcrcntl}' do?
Prof. Kent Rona: Yes.

Mr. Ted Falk: Or unintentionally provide fier sumeunc?
Prof. Kent Roach: ' cs.
Par. Ted Falk: Can you expand a little how we might address that—
Prof. Kent Roach: Sure.
Mr. Ted Falk: —or why you believe that to be the case"
I'rnf, Kent Roach: Sure.
Well. the reference in clause 2 of the bill, [ can understand why a promise oil- confidentiality
was chosen. That is used in the jurisprudence. But in a 20]3 Supreme C'ourt of Canada case
called Named Person U. the Supreme Court said it can also he an implied promise of
confidentiality. So my worry is if you're going ahead with a CSIS privilege_ that perhaps you
should revisit that language and talk about an explicit promise ofanonwnrity.
When CSIS agents go to talk to someone, it's almost always confidential, so my concern is
that this privilege will apply virtually to every human source that CSIS interacts with and r think
it is important liar there to he legislative guidance that narrows that privilege. because of the
potential downstream effect of the privilege on the prosecution process.
I would also add that it might be wise Co require some form of a review or ministerial
oversight about how this privilege, if it is enacted., works out. Because, as 1 said, rightly or
wrongly. the Air India C bnlmi ssiort alter lour years of deliberation certainly looked at this
proposal, but on balance rejected it because of concern that this night hinder terrorism
prosecutions.
{ ] ?2.[])
Mr. Ted Falk: Good_ thank you.
NIL Davies, a question for you. Why do you think its important for the CSIS Act to give
explicit authority to conduct investigations outside of Canada?
Mr. Garth Davies: I think tight now the legal gray area that they're operating in is probably
holding them back front the kinds of things that we would need for diem in terms of gathering
information. [suspect that it has limited what they fell they can do. They're operating sort of
with one arm tied behind their back So [ think the clarification is required to know they'll be sale
in terms of the information that die 're collecting.
Mr. Ted Falk: Good_ thank you.
Mr. Ls:uprceht. you've indicated in your interventions that you feel your personal rights and
freedoms would take a second seat to national security issues. Could you expand a little further
on ]tow convinced you arc of that statement.
Dr. Christian Leuprecht: The precise nature of rho statement was that Pm concerned that
when hard pressed we h
Iendcn4\ in Canada Lo err on the side of individual freedoms, civil
lib .rtics, and privacy rather than on the side of public safety and security for Canadian society as
a whole.
1 would sug.c.
orst that somc of our allies have perhaps struck what I might terni a bit of a niore
mature balance because they've had to live with the phenomenon of terrorism much longer than
we have So we need to recoatuce that there are certain collective obligations that the
government has and that given the nature of the security environment in which we -live. when
lirreed to make a choice between the two, r would err on the side of peace, order, and good
government over the side of necessarily protecting itemized individual civil rights and privileges
if. as a result. the life_ liberty equalitY and iustice 01- Canadians and Canadian society as a whole
may he called into question.

Mr. Ted Falk: t:».ay.
This bill says that when CSIS or CS]S agents operate on an international level that they mast
operate within the scope of Canadian laws. Do you thank this is an appropriate htlance?
Dr. Christian Leuprecht: I du indeed. Teaching at the Royal Military College this is the
framework in which the Canadian Forces are deployed and I think we have ample examples of
not just the Canadian Forces_ hut of other government ilcpanmen is ; ondu eting operations rtbtoad
and doing so within the legal and constitutional framework that Canada applies and expects of
those organizations.
The Chair: Mr_ Casey. you have the fluor, sir.

(]72 i

Ir. Sean Casey: Thank you, Mr. Chair_
I'd like to start with you, Professor Lcupreeht_ At the end of your remarks you indicated that-and l'rn paraphrasing here—the biggest weakness, or the biggest error is an error of oinission
with respect to accountability but not oversight I think, and you cited the Belgium model as the
gold standard. Could you talk a little more about the Belgium model and highlight the
iiiIZcrences between what we have here. and what we would need to do to get to what you think
is the optimum mode]?
Dr. Christian Leupreeht: The Belgium mode[ came out of a catastrophic failure in the
Dutrotix case and [ woutd sageest that one of the reasons we would want to look at
aceounttihility is precisely to avoid any rise: of such catastrophic failure of a securiry system.
Without going into all the details I would be happy to provide the committee with the etornact of
the senior judge who heads the uitgani alion in I3e1s Toni who [ know quite well. 'Pie kew about
the organization of IietgiMil is that the accountability is provided through a mechanism that is
paid for by Parliamen_ and the mechanism is directly accountable to Parliament not to the
political executive. It has a staff of about .N)(I people, The key element of their accounrabiliry
capacity is that they do not provide accountability just for files that are closed, but they have the
ability to see Files of any active investigation that is being carried nut within the Belgium security
framework. So it doesn't _nisi prhwide.accouittaability after tiie lita h provides accountability in
the actual process of investigations.
The challenge [ think that we currently have in Canada is that we have annual reviews and
alter the fuel atcuuntabi€iLy_ but we don't have a mechanism that provides imgtiing accountability
in as effective a mariner as we could, and we Have u mechanism that reports to the political
executive rather than being accountable to Parliament the major change that would require is
members of Parliament to he security cleared to have privileged access to the information that
they we being provided]. and this would be a significant step for Canadian Parliament to take.
Mr. Sean Casey: taut one Mal you feel represents the best practices internationally.
I]r. C:h,istign l eupreeht: ] do think the Belgium model is perhaps one of the most effective
iii terms o' the accountability that it provides both in terms of the tactical operational
accountability for the organirsiions in question, and the way that accountabiiiry is reported to the
legis]atiwc branch.
.lr. Sean Casey: t hank you.

I o Professor Davies mid perhaps ]'1l get Prof6ssor Roach to chime in am this as well.
Yesterday the conimifee received a letter from the Privacy Commissioner aif Canada and the
privacy cominisdorirrexpressed concerns related to ptiwacs issues_ and the metals bw which
infirmation is gathered related to the extraterritoriality provisions of the bill. 1 le also commented
specifically on the adequacy of existing 3atdguards tocnsure against the risk of :Inch violations
including the risk of torture.
Could 1 have Professor Davies and Professor Roach offer any, comments they wish on the
cionecrios expressed by the Privacy Commissinner of Canada to the committee yesterday''

Hon. Diane Abloaez A point of order.
The Chair: A point of order, Ms. Abitmcry,
Hon. Diane Ablonery: At our Last meeting we had a discussion about the fact the privacy
commissioner put forward certain views" h ua declined to attend to answer questions oil the views.
[ don't know whether we made a decision about whether to deal with Ibis views absent his
appearance before the eoanmittce" Can you just clarify that for me?
The Chair; . ilte chair does recall. that the priyagy ociraTiWoner did not appear. I would ask
the clerk, was lie invited?
The (:lerk of the Committee (f41r. Leif-ErikAune): The privacy commissiomcr was not
invited to appear before the committee for its study of Bill C-44.

Tim Chair: Okay.
Hun. Diane Abionezy: So why do we have this information then?
The Chair: What. I'm suggesting then obviously the privacy commissioner was not invited as

a witness prior to. however. he did send a letter, and the letter was received by the committee,
hut it has not been authorized to accept in as evidence other than being receh cd by the
committee. So that would take a motion by committee to he able to establish that as evidence
within the committee otherwise it is there for the committees personal. use.
(t

ï;3{I1

Hun. Diane Abloom: So is thin question in order then?
The Chair: There's been an ohlecticm raised. Thai would he up in this eornmittee now 10
decide whether or not they wish tu" [i i s in order unless an objection is made. There's an
objection and the objection can he sustained based on whether or not it's in order"
Hen. Diane Abiune v: We're always happy to have inhbrrnatiun, but does that mean anybody
can write a letter to the committee and then we have to consider it because that could get a bit
messy [ would think?
The Chair: I will read the paragraph that ducs apply io this because it is for open ball. It says:
'there ire nu specific rules gvcrnrg the =air
i.m winch may bn put io witnesses before appearing
bc ram camnrcrtcc beyond the sonore rnqurrcinent of relevance tn the issue hctâre the wmrnirteo.

\.ow there is an issue of relevance in that when the letter was directed to the committee it was
relevant to Bill C-44. So it J3 releaant so at rills particular point it would then be admissible and
acccptcd according to the paragraph than is in here. So yes it is in order.
i Inn. diane Ahiant '_ .thank you, 1:1 r. L hairman.

The.. I: Ii

(:arty on Fle:.se.

Mfr. `seen I"ssc}: i'rt,ressnr Poach" Professor Davies, are you okay with the question'? Do you
need me to repeat it and are you ready to respond?
The Chair: ILm.sorry, six, but we are running out of time now with that" We have about 30
seconds left. f ~'tii 4 t##{,_.
r

Prof. Kent Roach: Just quickly it ,foes go hack to the need for parliamentary oversight and
parliamentary access to sec ret the iitlOrma Lion. Certainly the resolution of the Afghan detainer
case shows that there are some problems there
The Chair: Fine thank you very much.

Time is now over. I have one I rile budget issue I would like the committoc to deal with.
however. I would excuse the witnesses and thank them very kindly on behalf of all ot'the
committee and its members.
Colleagues, I have a budget request that you have had sent to you.
A voice:: Sorry to disrupt vour time. My name is Michel [inaudible] and I was horn January
1174_ [inaudible]
Mr. Rick Norlock: A point of order.
Mr. Chair. this is an iiiterrerence in a parliamentary. process.
The Chair: Excu3e inc_ Will you have the gentleman removed pleased. f would ]ikc to ca]I
security please_ What I would like, colleagues_ is I have a witness testimony hadn't request
approved, or not.
An hou. mcmhrr:l approve it.
The Chair: Meeting at flurried.
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY
AND DEFENCE
EVIDENCE
OTTAWA, Monday, November 17, 201'
The Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence met this day at t p.m.tc, study and
report on security threats facing Canada.
Senator Daniel Lang (Chair] In the chair,

The Chair! On June 19, 2014, the Senate agreed that the Standing Senate Committee on National
Security and Defence be authorized to report and study am security threats to Canada including and not
limited to cyber-espionage, threats to critical infrastructure, terrorist operations and prosecution, and that
the committee report to the Senate no later than December 31, 2D15.
Tobegin with, cd'leaeues, before we welcome the witnesses, we w;I -ntroduce ourselves_ I am Dan Lang,
senator for Yukon. On my left is tie clerk of the committee, Jose Thtrien- I would ike to invite C dL:h
senator to introduce themselves.

(French follows - Senator Dagenais; St nateur Dagenais, du Quebec.)
(après anglais)(The Chair contrg • each senator to introduce themselves-)

Le Sénateur Dagenars : Sénateur Dagenais, du Ckuebec.
La s+.}natrice Fortin-f)upllessi8 : SenatricP Fprt+n-DuQkessi s, du Québe:,..
z? i
ISen, Ngo : Thanh r lai Nga from Ontario
[anglais suit)
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IFoliowing French - Senator Fortin-Duplessis - KPna[ri¢a Fortin-E]u,.n,dessis, du Quebec.)

Senator Ngo! Thanh Hai Ngo from Ontario.
Senator Beyrak: Lynn Beyak, Ontario.
Senator White: Vernon

Ontario-

Senptor Day_ S.p. natar Joseph Pay from New 9rtIr wle k,

The Chair; Colearesr before we start wit n our witnesses. I just want to go back and review what we've
clone in the past number of weeks.
During our earlier hearings, the committee received evidence that we have between 135 and 145
Canadians who are dual nationals fig -,ting in Syria and Iraq with FSIS. in addition, we have approximately BO
who returned to Canada a;1d we also have presently same 93 people on a nigh-risk traveller watch list- This, I
he! O*vi, is quite troubling, especially if one considers the responsibi:ities that our law enforcement agencies
as.sum P to ova -.see trw p i 7dividuals.

We also heard that there were 5U terrorist organizations recognized in Canada in 7010. and today our
gavee-nment has designated 5 l terrorist o r rn i7atrons in one capac 1y or another.
Also, when it comes to supporting terro , sm Wth money, we learned that terrorist financing from Canada
is in the six flguYes and often disguis.d as humanitarian aid. The committee heard that we have very Few
terrorism prosecutions in Canada under section 83 of the Criminal Cade. This in itself is disturbing when one
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considers that our taws under section 83 allow for charges when one provides m aterl a support to a terrorist
group or organiâation.
This afternoon, tie committee w ll be meeting for three panels of discussion as we look at the threats to
Canada: specifica.ly, terrorism. We will be focused specifically on the issue of countering terrorism and what
law enforcement and government Is doing to meat these growing threats.
Joining us today Lu discuss counterterrorism and counter-radicalization are three representatives from
Public Safety Canada, Mr. Gary Robertson. Assistant Deputy Minister, National and Cyder Security Branch;
Mr..lahn DaviPsr Director General, r4Rtipn.a: 5eriirity Pnliq, National and Cyher Security. Branch; and
Ms. Anna Gray-H ernsc h el. Senior Director, National Security Policy Division. From the Canadian Security
tntelligenee Service we have Mr. Tom Venn er, Assista nt Director, Pçricy and 5t ategl Partnershi ps.
I understand Mr. Robertson and Mr. Venner have opening statements, and we wiii beginning w-th
Mr- RUJe-Lion.
Gary Robertson, Assistant Deputy Minister, National and Cyber 3ecurfky Branch, Public 5e ety Canada:
A little mare than two years ago, the Government of Canada unveiled its ruunterterrorism Strategy, a
multifaceted response to a threat that is both national and global in nature.
ir renctl follows - Mr. Robertson cantg - ta stratégie repose sur quatre éléments-..I

lap rés ariglaisM(M. Robertson corlt'g- bolt, national and global hi nature-}
La stratégie repose sur quatre Clements qui se campreterit: ernpiçher, d&celer, priver et interve nïr,
r, Roberson : Canadian security and law enforcement agencies...
I ngfais suit
IRA owing French - Mr. Robertson conL'g • empêcher, déceler, p rn..er.et inter venir-j
Canadian security and law enforcement agencies have been successful in detecfng terrorists and denying
them the means and opportunity to carry out thei • a ctivi t es. Gve r the past decade, they've uncovered and
disrupted a series of terrorist plots that would have nod devastating consequences had they succeeded.
Nevertheless, in the last month the events remind us flat the threatuf extremist violence remains- It
affects us both as a nation and as i -idividuat Canad:anc.
Terrorist groups like [SIS and al Ctaeda may seem distant to most Canadians. out lone actors inspired by
their toxic ideology can represent a d i•eet threat to Canadians.
( French fall ows - Mr. Robertson cont'g - Les Ca nad iens qui voyagent dans d'autres,,.
(après anglais)1ttr1. Robertson - d red threat to Canadians.)
Les Canadiens qui voyagera dans d'autres pays a des fins terroristes représentent d'énormes défisIMr- Rooe-tson : They are often tra.ned it terrorist camps,,.)
{ans ais sut)
~ro llowing french - Mr. Robertson carwt'g représen Lent u'énurrnes défia.)

They are often Pained in terrorist camps and they take part in terrorist and combat operations. Those
who return are equipped to plan and carry out Lerro-•-st attacks in Canada. Just as importantly, they have the
credlbi ity to encourage and recru'[ aspiring violent terrorist at home.
( French follows — Mr. Robertson ca nt'g — Ce qui nous arnene 3 poser-.-J
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(après anglais)(1, Robertson - aspiring violent terrorist at home.'
Ce qui nous amena â poser urge question cruciale : comment empocher la radicalisation menant a la
violence dés le départ?
(Mr- Rnoerts4n = The Government of Canada is Com mitted,,,,~
'anglais suit)
IFollowing French - Mr- Rooertson cont'g - menant 3 la v.u'ence des 'e d c ua ta}

The Government of Canada ;s committed to the "Prevent" Element of the CT Strategy; it !s committed to
countering violent extremism in all of its aspects. Our preventive approach, which lald out the "feature
Focus" of responding to violent E tremism in this Vear'5 public threat report, is bujjt around threw, mutually
supportive themes.
We're building community capacity and law enforcement tapadty, and we're usine early .n'erwentian to
red~reçt people away frpm pathways that lead to extremist violence.
{French follows - Mr. Robertson cont'g Nous ne devons pas oublie r...1
laprk anglais){ M. Robertson- that lead to extrernistviolence.)
Nous ne devons pas oublier que la ruile contre l'extrémisme violent ne concerne pas veritablernent re
gouvernement, la poise ou . es agents du renseignement; elle concerne les colleetiv-tés]Mr- Robertson ; familyr members, peers, rehigiuus community---)

.1a rig ais suit}
{Following French- Mr. Robertson €ant'g Clic concerne :es co'Iectivstds.J
Kamllyr members, peers, religious community leaders, even teachers, doct❑ -s, nurses and social workers,
are better plated to identify and respon d to the changes ;r1 attitude and behavipur that are precurwr5 to
vident extremist action. And, with support, they are better placed to take meaningful and positive action to
address th ose early warning signs before they become problems.
50 [Qmmuriity knowledge of radica iaation to wioiençe and ÇDmmunitjr AWdrene55 of the dynamics and
precursors of radicalization to violence are the keys to a preve ntive approach to countering violent
extremism. outreach and engagement ne,-xarrs built up by focal palioe services, the RCMP and advisor} and
liaiso~r groups like the Crass•Cultura; Roundtable on Se€urlty are absolutely fundament2I to building that
knowledge and awareness,
(Frenchfollows - Mr. Robertsoncont'g • Des programmes 'r cis, qui fiümpre nnent.-.}
*Iab0E, Robe t5 n - building that k now•edge and awareness.)
4ry~
r3,
fry
tbrnprennent des. dassie.-sdesensibilisation communautaire, ant ett
Des plagratnmes thesis,
éla borés par Securit puhl.que C.anad en col ahorntion avec la Table ronde Ira ns€ulturelle sur la sécurité.
{#r+lr Robertson = i~fe a e finit sting conversations with-.-)
janglais sa if)

{following french -Mr- Ror}ert5on tont'g -:a Table ronde transculturels:e sur la sec urite.]
We are instiating conversations with corn mun ty g-'oup5 in which we discuss violent extremism in the
context of people's life exaeriences. This is dccomOshed wlt'nthe help of proressir5hal faciiitators who
create a "safe space" for ç4mmunties to talk about radical zo lion to violence and to identify opportunities
for individual and community intervention. W.th the help of the Cross-Cu.turaI Raundrable on Security,
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we've Conducted seven fad Iitated sessions in Quebec. Ontario and Alberta. Response has been
overw helm i igly positive. Dem and for sess ions Curre ntly outstrips supply, so we are deuetoping training far

community facirtatars(French follows in 1310 - Mr. Robertson con'g -

re travail à cet égard a été...)

(aenes anglalsl(M, Robertson - training for ...Dammam

fac litatars,~

Notre travail â cet égard a été reconnu nomme une p•atiq uP novatrice et rernarquab e dans plusieurs
pays, notamment les États-Unis et le Royaurne•Uni.
1M. Robertson : ! referenced the pal:ce a moment -..)
la nel a is suit)

(Fallowing French-- Mr. Robertson continuing-- Notre (ravaiià cet égard a eté...)
I referenced the police a moment ago, and the importance of the trust and community ietworks built up
over the years by the 1iCMVSP and by our provi nci a and municipal police services across Canada. Obviously
outreach grid engagement is a big part of countering violent extremism strategy - Outreach and engagement

is something that the police do very well because it is rooted in the most basic principles of community
po, i ci ng( French follows — Mr. Robertson co ntinu i ng -- I es services de police çomrn {rna utai res-.-1

(a ores anglaisl)M, Robertson)
Les services de police communautaires comptent sur des agents de police avertis et capables de détecter
les signes avait-Coureurs et d'Interveni• de façon appropriie.dar1s un contexte commu na utaire.
-F` e)y

(M. RobFrtsa n : Se a communitv-based response to vioreiit'-,.}

y CS
e-r,"''V r}~' .w E}P..

( angla.s suit}

'( -:

(Followirrp, F re nch — Mr, ROtlertson continuing -- appropriée dans un cpcitexte L.71111 -nunautaire.}
So a community-based response to violent extremism and the forelgi tighter issues Includes police
officersr and'.deally other r`rst responders, whose cnuw§edge and understanding cilvi uler,I. extremism is as
comprehensive as their knowledge and understaiding of any other type at crimin a. beh aviou r.

We want communities to understand the threat of violent extremism, so it follows that police officers
will be sun porting those corn mun:ties in their countering violent extremism eiFu ris must be eoualFy
knawledgea ale.
f Frencli follows -- Mr. Robertson continuing -- Le gouvernement du Canada aidera-..M

Lapr.s anglaisJ(tt+1. Robe/son'.
Le gouvernement du Canada a ide ra d pro mouvoir et â am@fiorer le matér -el de formation existant star
'`extrérniw•ne vi4'~nt.

Lrdl- FÇ~ ortsan :.Pertics~G~ ly, we want to out d
14;7~y ~ L
+M1 r
•~ -1,`} `~~ Gf~~
~
=•v,~~

{anglai's~s~ity

'

~~ ' .~~4!~ `ik f?~-

{Following French — M r. Rpbgrt.5pn continuing — exl5tant sur lextrémisme violent,}

Particularly, we want to build on the success of our programming like the RCMP Counter Terrorism
Officer .r,itlative. CTIO presides front-line police officers aid other first responders with the critical training
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around the warnings and indicators of u alent extremi sm. Approximately 7.,000 candidates nave participated
in this program since it was estahlisbed five years ago.
A community policing response to violent extremism does not replace the necessity for Investigation,
F Oaf permits law enforcement
arrest and prosecution; but it does support the kind of preventive a .
resources to be focused on the most serious of crimes.
(Frenchfoltows — Mr. Robertsan çQntinuing — II est ëvident que les enquetes, les...)
ares anglaisJ(M, Robertson
Il est évident que les enquétes, les arrestations et les poursuites do.vent entrer en jeu lorsque les
mesures de prévention ne donnent pas fruit.
M. Robertson ; But what, potenti ly, does a

(angla.s suit
(Polk -ng. French -- Mr. Robertson continuing — prevention ne donnent pas Fruit-)
But what, potentially, does a prevention-based response to radicalization to viole nce look tike? I-low do
we divert and dissuade people who are tadicaliting but who have not yet crossed the threshold of extremist
v:nlence, whether it's here in Canada or abroad?
(French follows Mr. Robertson continuing

L'etablissement d' un programme..-)

(aarex anglais)(M. Robertson f
L' établissem ent d'un pragrarnme d'intervention précoce est fane çompo5ante de base d'une stratégie de
ri
?/
lutte contre l'extremisrnue via1ent-3 ~ -9ti
'
(M. Robertson =A shared inrtï tlwe between poliça .4

4{

(anglaissuit)

4

• O

Cr.

/0
•

Y.

( Fallowing French — Mr. Robertson continuing -entre I'extrémisme viole it.f

A shared initiative between police and communities, early intervention programming should be aimed at
people at the periphery of violent extremist activity but who haven't yet progressed to the peint where
disrupfve action — investigation, trirniia charges or prosecution is warranted. I-1 . ng community-based
mentors ta provide advice, support and counselling aimed at promoting constructive responses to violent
extremist ideotoRV is a best practice.
Drench follows — Mr. Robertson continuing — Une intervention précoce ne garaiit it

{awes ang'als)IM, Robertson)
Une intervention précoce ne garant t pas que des personnes ne se radicaliseront Pas au qu'ailes ne
voyageront pas al'ët ange pourp re nd repart ux adivites term riSte5.II M. Robertson ; But as a

tool fdir ailvbMint potential ...l

long ais suit)
;FQIlowing French-- Mr, go Perrsgrtçarrtinu-rig --a rend re part aux activités terroristes,)

r,.

El ut as a tool for diverting take nti t vfoJent gtriemist5, it is a constructive alternative to investigation, and

prosecution.
Ultimately, it .representsajointcommunity/law enforcement response so the problem of rad:cal.ration
to violence and ta the challenge of fascist travel.
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Vi ale nt extremist ideologies rernain ppwerfuI. They continué ta encourage people to take part in
operations on the other side or the globe They continue to evolve and, as the terrible events of October
show, they continue to inspire and influence people here in Canada.
'French follows-• Mt. Robertson contïnuing— Mals c'est un'probtérney.]
[apres anglais){M- Robertson]
Mais c'est un prohleme nui ne çe régie pas avec des àrrestations.

(M. Robertson : Asa society, the task facing,..)
(anglais suit)
(Fallowing French — Mr. Robertson continuing— pas avec des arrestetinns.)
Asa society, the task racing us Is to counter violent extremis m at the corn mu iity leve
As a government, our task is to ensure that cOmmunities are equipped with an array of options in
support of prevention a nd intervention. Th an< youThe Chair: I believe Mr. Venner has a presentation.
(French faIl ow -- Tom hlenner, Assistant birector, Polley and Strategic Pawtne rsN3ps, Ca

Security

intelligence Service! Honorables sénateurs, bonjour. fe vous,-.j

(après anglaisl

13/0

151,S

.

.

Tom Vpnner,dlre teuradjoint, Politiques el partenariats siratéglqu¢s,5erhrlve canadien du
u4 remerçie de rn'avpir;mite â parti ciper à
renseignement de sëcurit+r' Flonorahles sénateu -s, no

votrr etudc des menaces qui pèsent sur la sécurité du Canada. Je suis heureux d'etre ici aujou rd' rlui pour
discuter des mesures prises paf le Canada et. en particulier, du r$Ie que loue le Service pour appuyer l'aspect
« prevenLia n 55 de la Stratégie antiterrorïste.
(M. Venner ; Everything the service does

.s

rooted in ,..M

(anglais suit)
(Following French — Mr. Venner continuing — * prévention » de la Stratégie a ntiterrariste.)
Everything the service does is rooted In as mandate, whie r is clearly artieu:ated in the CSIS Act. Through
our national security mandater we are authorized to collect and anntyre information on threats to the
security of Canada, and to prl wide advice t0 vdrtners. For the purpose of tr da(rs discussion, It is Important
to underline that CSI5 is not authorized to art directly to disrupt threats Gr t4 prevent radicalization to
vlalé~,
.
We car, a id do, , aweverr 5uppert the government's efforts te prevent the radical izat ion to v; olenre in
•neap-n0.11 wawa, oath bv understand-ng the threat en,rironment and the dynamics of radicalization, and by
supporting community engagement.
(French follows --twin. Vennercofrtinuir,g - Afin que les partenaires au sein du...l
la or

ang•aisj{i4t. Vernier)

Afin que les partenaires au sein du gouvernement puissent élaborer des stratégies efficaces de lutte
conte l'extrémisme violent, ils boivent comprendre cOrnmen t et ou se manifeste I'extrémSme. C'est dans ce
domaine que le SCRS possède des compétences con s-aérantes, Le SCRS est bien placé oau donner une idée
de l'étendue et de la nature du p h a n omène, la fois au Canada et dans 'e monde, grâce s ses enquêtes, à ses
and!yse5 et d Ses Solides relations avec ses al lié 5.
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(M. 'Jenner : Of couse C515 is most commonly .-,)
(anglais suit)
(Following French — Mr- Venne- cent-nuing — ii ses solides relyVons avec ses allie's,}
Of course, CSI5 is most commonly associated with its investigative lupction, which puts us at the
fa refront of efforts to detect terrorist act ivitles- 8 ut the service does mu re tha.ri d e Lec t threats to the
security of Canada. We also seek to understand then--r Which was the subjer.-of my col eague's intrüdurtory
remarks before honourable senators late last -norsth. We are doing important work to decipner the
dynamics of radicalization • . frying to understand, in other words, what makes certain neaple vulnerable to
extremist idealpgies- The more we understand about tie radicalization process, the roost effective strategies
to counter flat process will be.
To that end, trie service is active pa rtIcpa te in the public safety's Kanishka Project and also mai-,tairas its
own independent research capccity. This ana yt cal work is integrated with our colrectiah and operateanal
activities and, in turn, is shared with aeriners to inrarm. their own research, policy and nrograrns, We a:sa
participate ir. the Canadien Network on Terrorisai, Security and Society, which fosters communication and
collaboration between Canadian academl€s and policy makers on national security issues.
while the service does ncL have a legal mandate to e ngeEC di rectly in outreach per se we have,
nonetheless, been strong proponents of such initatiwes, including the Cross-Cultural Roundtable on Security,
the CERS. The CORS has given us access to representatives from various communities, creating opportunities
to raise awareness and to learn more about sorne of the comet imites we serve. In the ast four years, 1515
has participated in 12 CCRS events on a wide range of issues. And through our reg oval presence across the
country, 0515 also participates in a range of community out-each initiatives Ied by Dur partners, the RCMP.

(French follows -- Mr Vénnflr
importeque taus es Canadiens.--)
.. f±l
.. r%~ . 00ntinUing -- rvidemment,.1
-

-'

fj4,
~ ~~
~
~l~~ fÿsw -

:At?

(aprèsanglais)(M. Venrt~~ . ~~]

r"
i7#'4

L'{J

' i~ ~~ f:• r ~
f~
111

t wi demmantr i I importe que tous les Canadiens comprennent qui nous sommes et ce que nous faisons- I I
importe également que la pr}puaatiUn comprenne que notre mandat consiste a veiile+ à ta sécurité de taus les
Canadiens.

Les Canadiens 5' intèressent vivement â ce qui se rapporte la s cs.i rl1é nationale et le Service est en
mesure, lorsque €-est passible, de favoriser, gréce â des tribunes comme la Table ronde, on dialogue public
erIa
(M. Venner ; That concludes my remarks

(anglais suit]
{following French — Mr- Vanner continuing — la Table ronde, un dialogue public éclairè. }
That cor clades my rernarksr Mr. Chair.
The Chair: Thank yo.u. 1Me'I• begin questions wIth Senator Seyak.
Senator aeyak: Thank VOL' very much, chair. Thank you for your presentations. gentlemen. I wonder if
you cal tell me in formulating our policy how muth you have looked at other nations' policies. The prob lems
in France, Re lgiu m. and the united Kingdom specif-,.ally, the pro blern is gett;ng worse there and not better, I
wonder what you're doing ifete

what you have used From them. Thank you.

Mir Robertson: We have looked quite a bit internationally at what is going on and recently had a
delegation in France dealing w- th a number of our International colleagues- 1 wou ld say we have leveraged
quite highly and quite heavily the information toot`s available elsewhere, especially what has been shown to

be effective; but the approach that we have taken is a little bit unique In that we've developed narratives
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that ma ily engage, Ina much more meanfngfu! way, tie communities that we're attempting to work with,
and in fact it's been seen to be a bit of a best practice rnternatio naI Iy.
Senator

why do you think it's getting wpr5p in those countries, #petifitaIly France, Belglim arid

the United Kingdom?
Mr. 'Robertson: I would say there is an international problem right now that is of great concern. I
wouldn't çharacteri.we it 35 getting worse, but I would say any çroblem that continues to exist ioon ti hues to
fester, and we definitely have an issue on that scale. It's a material issue, DS WC'VC ocen Seeing in 'Me last
months or 58 sere in Canada. It's one we've peen experiencing for years, and it's rertair'IV one WE want to
get a better handle on.
SenatorEeyak; La#t quest.on: Do you have a strategy for doing that?
Mr. Robertson: V. Not to use propaganda, per se but we have a stratrrgyfiat's been in placrssrnce
2012, and we're wurk.ng wlthin that framework.
At Public Safety, we are principally involved in the preventative, but we we involved in the other three
pillars to same degree as well, whether it's through coordination or other activities. But we're certainly
attempting to execute the strategy we already have in place.
Senator Day: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for being here. I think. it would be helpful for
this record if we had some clarification on Mr- Venner's comments in relation to Puolic Safety's Kanishka
project, Can you tell us a bit about that project that you were saying is a good thing?
Mr. Robertson: It's a Public Safety Canada . nitlative, and back in 2011, it was launcied by the
Prime Minister. Basically 510 million of investment went towards enhancing community capacity. So we
have a nurnher of initiatives, argely funded through grants and contributions, with organizations that are
doing researcn in the areas that we're most interested inSenator Day: 5o it's been Fri rtxistenr.e fora number of years nnw anrr it has same public money put into
it each year. Which budget does that tame out at? If I was to trace that ba€k, where would I find t?
Mr. Robertson: For 8rants a n d contri biftion g, 510 miJl ion bsrer fjvg years works nut ta $1-5 million to
01
~} ~ 4~f Ff-"~+r-r `~ ~ r

52 mll`ion this current Fiscal year.

" ~4

Senator bay: Thank you. The other area I'd l ke you to tell us about Is with respect to a Cross.Cultural
Rota ndtaole on Security that we've -ieard mare about, but we're also heard different points of view on this
parLïeu.ar round tab'er so could you tali us first of al. haw long has been in existence? How many
permanent members am there on the board? Where do they get their fundng? Give U5 a background on
that, whatever info --nation you might have, pease.
Anna Gray-Henschelr Senior üïrector, National Security Policy Divisionr Public Safety Canada: It was
createO put of the National Security Policy in about 2.004. Its first meeting was in about 7405.
Its terms of reference allow far up to 15 members, and these members are selected across Canada from
diverse comrnunires, diverse genders and diverse backgrounds. They're aII considered leaders within their

co mmunit4e5. Me•nbers have come and gone over the years. I don't have the answer. I don't know about its
funding, pt's through our Citizen Engagement Branch, but can getthat Information for you- Sorry. I'm d
ûs'chologist, not a finance personSenator Day: If you could follow up an that for 1.15 and let U5 know the total amount of funding, over
what number of years. 10 years, S1-5 million a year, whatever it might be, and It's up to 15 members. You
can send that -ntc us so we have a dull understanding. ft's up to 15 members?
Ms. Gray-Henschel: yes.
Senator Day: But haw many members are actually there now? Have any of you been Involved in
recommending any members for this round table, for example?
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Mr. Robertson, As Anna said, we'll go back and get the financial numbers you requested,

The meetings are quite frequent. Oftentirnas, it's interesting to note the members contribute their time
an weekends, It's often a Friday night, Saturday and a good portion of Sunday. The next meeting k actually
schedued for this Friday, so I'm heading out to the East Coast to pa rtci pate in that along with Anna.
senatorPay' The Fast Coast?
Mr, Robertson: yes, so closer to home.
Senator Pay: This is good. l noticed you didn't have the East Coast and you have conducted Seven
facilitated sessions in Quebec, Ontario, and Alberta, and I said what about R.C. and the east? Sc you are
filling that gap; half of Il, anyhow.
Senator White: Thanks to all of you for being here today, I'm going to refer to the Securing on Open
Society document from about a decade ago. I'm trying to figure out whether we've had' an uodate. Where
are we in relation to the € hanges that we've seen in the last 10 years that would cause us to maybe shift or at
least come up with a new document in relation to national security threats?
Mr, Robertson: What I would say is whi e tie nature of the threat evolves and the participants and the
threat evolve, the fundamentals remain fa rly unchanged. So the foundation piece of it hasn't evo ved a lot.
What has cnanged quite a bit is how we focus our resources to address the emerging t'ireats- As I sa;d, back

in 2012, we developed a counterterrorism strategy, and that clearly laid out the tour pillars we're
ao prim( hirg under it.
Maybe more to your questio l is what changed back in 2012 was the government's commitment to
actually report on progress- So in the last two years, we actually issued an ennue report as to what has bean
occurring, how is been evolving„ what we're investing and how we're see.ng benefits from it. The most
recent report is the 21914 Pl+hlk Report on the Terrorisr Walt r . onoeiPorid it's quite a useful document;
f.i -;r
it's publicly available.
The only ot-ier thing P would say as it relates to the re pars is, as you would expect, it relates to the
previous period. You won't find 2014 acLiv,ties, di least r`ul the sines that were fairly close to the au blishing
deadline, but you'll get a very good flavour for now tiiings nave evolved since then,

Senator Whlte: The second question I h ave 's prababfy more for M r, Vanner, if I may. We hear a lot
about radicalization and indoctrInatian, and it seems people focus an the internat, but there is also, as we
know, that same type of movement in the more tormal locations, Some would argue whether or not it's a

school atmosphere or at least iii a religious rounc}ati on atmosphere,
I'm trying to figure out where we are from CSIS's perspective o7 €ombating or 'making a shift In those
mare formal arenas, If Igo back to the Toronto 1S as an example, we know that at least some of the
evidence told us that, in fact, some of the indoctrination happened in that type of arena. Today we are trying

to combat some of that in Canada, and I think there is more we should do from a legislative perspective to try
and combat that as well,
Mr- Vennerr t think I'll start with going back to the po"nt I made at the nuts et about our role in terms of

collecting litelligen ce on threats. Our focus is an threat-related activities, and we target invest-gated
.nd.v duals engaged ,n those actIYiti es, so we di,u't focus on institutions per se.
Senator White: Fndlviduals and institutions posslely?
Mr. Vestries Voss;bly, but we wouldn't define that a_s inve5tigat ng an institution,
Senator White: Understood.•
Mr. Venner: The results of those In vestigations are obviously the tyre of thing that we may share with
our partners so that they may decide to take action, whether it'sr for example, in relation to counte ng
v.:olent extremism, which the service doesn't have a front Ise. role in par se. That's more for the types of
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mechanisms that are alerted to for the RCMP and, as I think Gary mentioned, the significance of a front-Iine
community policing approach to that problem_
So I tit in I would try and make sure that there isn't a view that We would stray from that. We obviously
gather, on occasion, helpful information that could be shared, but that's not really our focus. We're there to
worry about the threat-related activities that could potent ally pose danger to public safety, and then if we
can develop through tnose Investigations our analysis trends nr acppprt.s of radica i7a=ion, we drink it wou'd be
helpful fa- ou- partners to u
we would certainly b sharing that.
Senator White! Thank you for tria;. 1'1 certainly ask a s1-ni ar question .e ter when the RCMP are irl front
of us.
I have a question for Public 5afetyr though, 'f I may, around the sharing of information and whether rr
not we're actually snaring. Look, our two largest provinces and none of our largest Police services are policed
by this çuuntry'5. national police service, YighL?
P guess I'm trying to figure out whether or not we actually have the ability to share at every level we need
to with t,ose polices agenci es when they may or may not meet the security requirements to receive the
information — sure, they can feed in, but can they receive it bank — anti whether or not Public Safety Canada
belie,res we shouPd have a national standard that all po<ice organizations and tne7 officers meet to be ad:e tc
receive the information that, P would argue, they have to receiver particularly in this day,
Mr. Ration: You may want to pose this to the RCMP when they appear before you later today.
We have five INSETS teams across the country whose sole purpose is to integrate the activities of the
various parce fortes, whether municipal, provincial or fedora;, and to pursue investigations where It's
required. That's definitely focus of the law enfo•cement community.
I think the point that we were hoping to slake most today is more people appreciate the enforcement
side of the equation, which, uiltorttinately, diteir5 happens once #flings gave escalated too Far. Or the
We.ent side, we're hoping to promote to gmate degree the work that's been going on that law
enforcement has been co-leading, in terms of help ng communities understand that there are inte rve ntions
passiolrs earlier; that there are law enforcement personnel who are wet, trained and sensitized to these
unique issues; that they understand how to wore with the community practitioners, as I said to your earl iequestian, whether they be school counsellors, nurse practliionersor whoever it might be; and that it doesn't
necessarily lead to incarceration should the family or friends of a person wiinm someone. is concerned about
approach law enforcement.
The Chair. Colleagues, I'd like to fol ow up with Mr. Verner on a few of the questions of Senator White
to get some clarification on the record.
Do I understand that C515 has 10 ..cspnnsibility at all in respect to institutions that are pe*traps teaching
this radical Islamic doctrine or any otherreligiau5 political doctrine at a religious •,sritutian o- at a university
campus? The reason I ask this question, if you have been reading the international news, there was a report
out recently r resoe€t to England, I believe, w acre It Is berg sold that a I of of this Indoctrination for the
radicalization of young people Is happening n various Institutions. If no one Is monitoring it, how do we
know if it's happening Oe not happening? if you're not doing il, who is dOing it?
• Mr. Verner: I wi;l try to ClariFy, r didn't mean to suggest that there are so-t of areas of refuge where the
Service would be noa laokinp and not investigating. We have policy that deais with how to approach
I rives L'gations that inlay torah upon sensitive institutions such as educational institutions and religious
in.5tituripn5, beraa9e nl the obvious sensitil itiRS arou nd any sort of insrestigat'sre or operational activity that
could potentially impact them or touch an them.
not to Say that we Vona them or CDrtiSider those off limits, but we treat those investigations with a
certain degree of sensitivlty and care. As I said, we're not going to he targeting those institutions per se;
we're going to be worried about individuals who may be engaging in threat-re ated activities conceivably
attached to those institutions. We're not targeting the institution. We're fol;owing that threat related
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activity wherever it may be. When it comes to sensitive Institutions, we are oovlously very careful about how
we do that. There are policies to make sure that that is authorized at the appropriate levels and within the
right framewarac and parameters.
The Chair; Let's get clarification on the record. What you're saying is for those types of institutions, you
do have the authority, if needed. and if there is a threat that you feel beirig+ prised, you can monitor to see
'f indact.nation is taking place, and the n, of course, obvious y may Cie appropriate action can be taken.
Secondly, these institutions are provincial institutions i7 some cases- What relationship do you have with
the provinces in respect to that as well, if any?
Mr. Venner; I'm not sure what you mean ay an institution. Are you talking about an educational
;nstitution?
The Chair; Yes.
Mr- Venner Our issue there is the nature of the institution, whether its federal or provincial, The point
s Et would be deemed a sensitive Institution. tF that's a university or a nother place of edutaton, that's how
we define it. We don't really say, "Well, it's provincial, so we're not going to go there."

The other question was?
The ChaIr; In respect to your authority to -.ie able to go into these institut.Ons, relig ious or educational,
you do have the authority and you da monitor it, and then you take appropriate action if you find, for
example, the definition of advocating hate were to corna into play. The n you wou d report t his to the RCMP
and the integrated group; is that correct?
Mn Venner: First of all, in terms of ou r threshold for Investigations, generally, we have to have
reasonable grounds to suspect the'. an activity %s -elated to a threat to the security of Canada. That would be

ou r threshold for whether or not we would eo there.
In terms of how we would do that, as I mentioned, we have ow interna policy 'n ternnsalif you've gut
an investigation that's Going tq touch noon tnat type of institution, you would have to adhere to that. Ft

obviausly means higher levels of approve' and lhirrgs I'Ire that to make sure It's being treated appropriately.
l'm not sure what e'se I Could add to th at. CCrta nly, we have the aut,arity to do that, but that's how it's
in effect traatedThe Chair: I'm sure Senato r White may follow up on that a little later. I think h e : ndreated that.
(French Follows -- Senator Uagenais — Ma question s'adresse' M. Davies.)

[aprés anglais!
te sénateur txagenais ; Ma question s'adresse â M Davies. Le commissaire de •a GRC, Bob Paulson, a dit
au corn ite qu'1 voud-ait que soit abaissé le ni veau de preuve nécessaire pour obtenir du procureur général
l'autorisation d'imposer un engagement de no pas troubler l'a rdre public â une cible de sécurité nationale, Il
a déclare qu'ou lieu du soupçon raisonnable, i devrait suffire d'avoir la croyance raisonnable qu'une
Irtfrautian est €a -nrrise ou que quelqu'un est -né:$ â cette infraction.
Ila ajoutO que b,eh qu'il cuffisp a l'agent OP .a faix d'avoir des motifs raisonnables de croire qu'une
mesure comme !a detelrtlon preventive s'impose pou' crue Cher, au ternie de l'article 83-3 du Code crimine:,

une personne fiée par un e npape ment de ne pas troubler l'ordre public, de commettre une infraction de
terroriste, il doit d'abord convaincre le procureurgenerai qu'il y a motif raisonnable de croire que le sujet a
commis OU CO-ilrrettra une infraction terra^ste.
te même jour. M. Brian Saunders, Directeur der:poursuites pénales, Service des poursuites males du
Canada nous a dit que f'obtentlan du consentement du procureur general ne usait pas de prob erne à la

pa'ice. On a cependant rappelé au comité que le Code criminel autorise l'arrestation préventive saris
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consentement du procueeur général ni mandat, SI les circonstances l'exigent, ils peuvent arreter quelqu'un,
obtenir ensuite le consentement puis déposer la dén❑nc;dtian en vue de f'e ngagernent assorti de ccnd, tion,
Quelle esta position de Sicurité publique Ça-rada sur l'abaissement du niveau de preuve nécessaire
pour obtenir du ❑roeureur senéral l'autorisations d'imposer un engagement. a 55ort: de cQ ndltians?
M. Davies : le vous remercie de votre question senate tir,
(anglais su it dans 1340 - Mr- Davies : My apol ug ës )
(FDIlo'wi ng French in 1330-- Mr- Davies (cant'g) — .-. votre question SiSnateLJ'.)

My apologies, I'm not going to have a great answer for you. I know the corn misslprier made some
comments- There's a lot of things in discussion right now, post events in Ottawa, and just given the extremist
travel overall, in terms of looking at thresholds and other policy and program Iegislati re aporoac+res that we
could be taking, lucre area number of things being worked out with trie minister now t*rat are advice to the
minister and to cabinet. !Vs difficult for metDdiscuss any particular pfo posai that may be an the table.
Dbviouslyr we're interested in thresholds. We're interested in getting irktelligence in the courtroom in a
safe way that prtect the sensitivityofthat information, We're interested in improvinginforrna Lion sharingIt'sdifficultta talk in details .r.ght now.
;french follows — Le sënateur Dagenals : Pour la version britannique -,-)
;après anglais - in details right now,)
Le Anateur Dagenais: Pour la version britann'que de l'engagement assorti de conditions, l'ordre
d'enquête et de prévention du terrorisme a une durée d"effetmaximale de deux ans, contre un an seulement
pour l'engagement de ne pas troubler l'ordre ouolic- Pour quelle raison aurait-on décide de li-niter la durée
d'effet de l'engagement assorti de conditions 12 mois?

lMr. Donlan First of all, I think they've ...I
;anglais suit)

;Following French — Senator Dagenais-..- conditions a 12 mois?)
Mr. Davies: First of ail, I think they've just put some rfew proposals forward. I think Prime Minister
Cameron its Austral;a announced new changes% We haven't had a chance to nave a detailed look at those. In
the fast, when they've done work in this arear they've had trouble in the courts. A lot of the proposals
haven't held up well. A lot of the work going on now i5 led by
Department of Justice. 1'm not sure if
you're meeting with colleagues frurn Justice i i this cornmlttee on this issue, but they're the lead on tnis issue
in terms of any ddvZEe Un the way furwdr d on peace bonds or recognizance Win €ondlti ons and the other
provisions n wnat was 7.

The Chair As a comni;ttee. this is what we're trying to get to, to see whether or not the thresholds
presently pie tab high- Because we-ve been intarmed on this committee, we have at least 240 Canadians and
dual citizens involved In terrori sm or at leasL identified in one rnbr ter 8r ano ther, and yet tl'ere are no
charges ho"ng aid except fir, my understanding, in one particular Ease. The question is: Is the threshiId Loo
high? If the threshold s to nigh, sir, wh at do we have to do w lower it 50 we can expect you and the taw
er forcumerrt agencies to dd the jub we expect?
Mr, Davies: It's not jolt an issue of thresholds. Tiresholds are an important part, but there is also the
issue of rook-ng sure irrtell;gente is usan'e i'l the court tif law. IL's not necessarily Just about thresholds.

Thres holds are an important piece, but making sure information Ean be used in a court In a way It'S
protected is also an importa nt plecer and also en suring information sets to the Intelligence agencies so that
they can use it, which then can be used effectively in a court of law. ?ou hava t4 look at this from ail anal s-
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There are also adm=nistrative tools at our disposal, whether that's pass parts, watch listing, immigration
actions and so on- It's not lust about the issue of criminal thresholds.
Mr. fiobertson; One other point. If I might. We as o need to look at whetner some of the other
mec'ranisms John juSL referred to are contributing to Tess arrest detentions under trie section that you
referred to than we would expect.
Another program is the !istings program. fly sh-ning a bright light o-' organ izaCons or individuals who are
engaged in particular açti.wities that we deem tQ be quite harmful, rarely is there a subsequent infraction
witnin a Canadian jurisdiction, Oftentimes those fol<s don't return to Canada. They don't come hack or
don't intur problems here in Canada because 4 has been made clear talefe's an issue with the be hay 'ou rs
that we're focu sed on.
Justgnat-per point as to the absence or few charges under the orle regime, ideally if we were preventing
and causing all the mechanisms that açt in cançeit to b. Successfu l, we wou do see a large number of
charges because we wouldn't have a large number of incidents.
The Chair: I'm sorry, colleagues, but I don't think we should leave th. 5. We've been informed that
ttlera's in Mc neighbourhood of RD Canadians or dual citizens who will return back to this country from being
,nvolved In one mariner or another In terrorism activities. at least identified. You Just told me if we identify
the organ-zatiQn, they don't come back,
Mr. Robertson: In some cases. I wasn't u5-ng a generaiiaation. l et me take another approach .lust
because an indlyidual went overseas, we focus more on the extreme cases where they're actually taking up
armed conflict or Involved in other thir.gs. Oihers go over and receive very minor training Or leave. Some are
pe^pherally Fnwplved in financing, wnether WS their "mention ariginal.y or not, Ii $Qme cases people Come
oack quite disillusioned, and so A's quite possible and one would expect some segment out of that 80 are
fokks who would have no inbentil n ur jursuing anyti rig further a'orlg LIie lines we're discussing today
because they've seen e rwugh that they dNn't wish to :ieve or they didn't have the extreme €3tueriersee some
others do and they naven't glorified it. I'm not characterizing the full {} by any moans; l' m suggesting there

.
T
{
+~ - ~~~ ,..`.. ; ~. rr
Senator SAlhite l'm trying to figure titr {irk woe vMalk firttl]Ah gattleririg and sharing some of the

are subsections of triot list that aren't necessarily
-{ ~as h:gh p risk 35 pther5.

information- I'll try not to talk about institutions, because Mr- \term r doesn't want me to. The reality is that
things are happening at some institutions by Individuals, and inat information is out there. We seen a
number of the cases we've disrupted In this country successfully and prosecuted successfully have been
because that information was shared. I have to say Mat I'm not hearing that we have either enough
resources out In tale communities right now engaging and gathering and shag rig, and It's o<ay that we say It
could come from a teacher cr a nurse practitioner happening to work In an institution that could gather il,
but the reality is it still has to move its way through a system tp go from information to intelligence and often
int0 evidence,
background, l'm sure shell walk usthroughthis. Irri not cGnvirîced WE ha
know N1.4,.
the resdtiit;gs +n threw communities to pick up this information to drive it so we ran successfully disrupt, as
we have in the past and we've done extremely well in this country fora decade, I'm not sure our future is as
bright now, to be fair,
My question wil be to Ms. Gray-Henschel: Have we actually moved the yardsticks forward, kept them
where.they were over the Fast decade, or are w2 falling behind when it Comes to Tesource ;ewels and our
ability to Combat this? I w<ll disregard the two incidents in October, to be fair. But overall, as a country, are
we in the right place? And I'm not apologizing far Nutting you on the spot.
Ms. Gray-He nschelr It okay- Thank you for th e question. A lot cif effort has gone through law
enforcement In earning the trust of communities, That's through your basic l aw enforcement work, so they
can engage and reel comfortable in engaging in this radi ta,ization to violence space. In the future focus one
of the things we talked about was building community capacity-
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Ag we ask communities to come forward, to intervene in the pre-crirn-nal space, but also if they çr455 the
Clue, to trust law enforcement and its agencies. They need to have the Information as to what are the
indiptars. We have to equip them. A lot of parents, teachers, nurses and doctors have a number of threats.
We are reaching out to educate them through telling the stories.
Wehave that foundation, which a lot of countries envy. Law enforcement in Canada enjoys the trust of
many communities. Can we do better? Of course, we can always do better. Rut now that we 4-lave that,
people are willing to have a focused d-scusslon on radicaliFatlon to violence, and tna-'s where our enemy will
be. Recently at a fedel-al-provincial-territoria. meeting, the talked about winging those other orders of
government in. Our way forward is to !eve -agethose good rela'ionsilips in g gye ra' and to now do the ea- y
intervention and prevention.

Senator Viihlte: C accept that we are doing much better when It COrn£S to educating chose people who
are in positions of gathering that information, But we at5o know that if they don't understand exactly what
they should be looking for, too much informatiOn that Isn't relevant will be less helofu than no informaL;on.
I'm try-ng to figure out how to make this more formal in this information sharing. I'm back to the question
earlier: Oa we need a standard In this country to ensure people are at the right level to rccc-vc the
information that we. want them to get? Here k what you Should ne Innking for: Snecif'cal.y, we have a
concern about this group, here's how they're radicalizing; because if we can't tell them trial, I'm going to
argue they can't tell us what we need to hear.
Have we actual;y got to the point where now in this country we need to have a standard t4 push out
across the country for all police agencies? The members of most police agencies it this country don't meet a
lever whereby they would receiVi.some of the Same information you have on your desk, let alone the other
agencies we're trying to deal with. Are we at a point where we should be pushing that forward so that we
can have 66,000 police officers in this country sharing 'nfarmation more readily than we have in the past?
Ms. Gray-Henschel: What I can say is that in speaking with communities and listening to communities,
they've a5ked for that information and we've find rea-ly good dialogue around that. They're able to provide
us with their perspectives and the points of intervention. Ifs very mull a two-way dia ogue. With the threat
being .so diffuse, we need everybody to recognize changes in oehavinur, changes in attitude.
A lot of that d75cussion is not of a classified nature. to be quite honest. It's in the pre-criminal space. So
there is a lot of work going into that and communities have received us very postively when we've come and
told the stories and talked about thvSe changes and ate tudes and behaviours, because they're the ones that
are seeing it, then follow-up diSCLOSiUn will be held: What do we do with that information? Who are our
resources within the community? That's where our priority ;s right --law with tie other orders of
government.
Senator White: Did you want to add to that, Mr. Robertson? I notice you're nodding your head.
Mr, Robertson: We're obviously at a paint at reflection -1ght now, We're InQkin,8 at a wide variety of
tiir-Igs.#hat we might want t4consider,especially back to your point aswell. tiCithirkg i 5 otf the table. We're
going through and Îavking at what makes sense- Even when I talked about the program that we've been
'coding, we've had great success with the numnber of people, but we're not In the quan tum you've discussed.
Oneof the responses is to go to more of a tra'n-the-trainers approach, because we know we will newer have
the resources we need to directly interface with every community rnernber who has an interest yr every law
enforcement member who is ins ined to go through that standards-based process. Nothing F5 oft the tai le
ght r7ow.
Senator.White_ Than x stobnth of you for your rPsinncPs. P appreciate it.
IFren€h follows -- La senatfIce Fortln•Ouplessls Ï C'est ma toute première)
herbs angla-A -Stnatvr White • I appreciate it.}

la senatrice Fortin-Duplessis ; C'est ma toute premiere fais au Comité de la defense. le suis très
heureuse dc Mous avoir entendus.
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Ma première question est la suivants- quand prévoyez-vous que le ministre de la Sécurité pubI:que
déposera son prochain rapport annuel sur les tas d'arrestations sans mandats, aux termes de l'article 83-3 du
Code criminel? l'au-ai ensuite deux autres petites questIons.
(Mr. Robertson: The report that's tabled annually is typically prepared-)
(anglais soft'.
(Following French -- Senator Fortin-Duilesszs -- deux autres pentes question s,}
Mr. Robertson: Tire report that's tabled annuaIliy is typically prepared during the sp.ng and early
summer periods, and usually published late summer/early faIl- That would he the r.ekt ppportunityr probably
August or September of 201S-

( French follows - La sénatrite Fortin-DupIQssts : Le rapport de 20141.
fa p res anglais'. - Mr. Robertson - Septemoer of ?i15-)
La sénat rise Fortin-Duplessis : Le rapport de 2014 a-t-il dej' Ete dépose?

{Mr. Robertson_ Yes, it's been prepared and pub.ished-.-1.
(anglais suit}
;Following French -- SenatorFo ti.-,-Duales s déth été déposé?)
Mr. Robertson: Yes, it's been prepared and putrlished. In fact, we can obtain a copy for you, if you

would like,
;French follows -- La senatriec Fortin-Duplessis : Le -nin istre de la Sécurité'.
{apes anglais- Mr. u.be rksun -- f you woulti like.)
La Séndtrlce Fortin-Duplessis : I,e rein-st-e de la Sécurité publique est tenu, aux du paragraphe S3.3{1j du
Cade crimnel, d'exprimer dans le rapport annuel son opinion de l'opportun'té au non de proroger
l'article
Croyew-vous que le ministre se prononcera en faveur de la reconduction de cette disposition telle qu'elle
est actuellement forrnulee?

{Mr. Robertson: l'rn not sure that I fully understood that..-J
(anglais suitl
(Following French •• Senator Fortin-Duplessis •• est actuelleme nt formulée?)
Mr. Robertson: l'en not sure I fully understood that- Could I ask you to restate?
(French fallows - Mr- Roge-tson continuing - Pouvez-vous reformuler?f
(app=s anglais)(M. Robertson - ....ask you tb rust restate?)
Pouwef-vous reformuler?
La s@natrirre Fortin-Duplessis :1, faudrait peut-ét -e que je vous le dise en anglais?

(Sen. Fortin Duplessis :ont'g : Do you anticpate that the minister will support-.-)
(anglais suit)
[fol lowi ngFre,nch -Senator Fortin-Duplessis Continuing - vous le dise en anglais?}
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Do yoü anticipate that the minister will Support extension of this pro,dfslon as currently formulated
concerning section 53.3 of the Criminal Code?
Mr, Robertson: I'm not sure that I have that information- I'rn sorry, that's my response, but I'm not sure,
John?
M. Davies: I don't recall 833. What is ti3t provls:on?
(French f(rIlnwS-- La saznatrir.eFortin-dnplessis _ C'est l'artir.le)

(après anglais — Mr. Davies — What is that praw:sion?)
La sënatrke Fnrtln•Uuplessis Cast l'a rLicle 83.31j.
(The Chair: May I can j I,r.St clarify this.}

(anglais SLritl
(Following French -- Senator Fortin-Duplessis — article 83.31. I).)
The Chair May I can just c#a rift' this? My understanding under se Lion g3-3 of the Criminal Code, there
aye requirement, for the minister, therefore tie department, to be tabling a list in respect to what's taken
place as far as that section is concerned. Our understanding Is there's not been a report tabled since 2007. Is
that cor -ect? If it is S0, is there an intention to comply with that particular section of the Criminal Cade?
Mr. Davies: We'd have tD gëtback to you on toot. I belewe this Is the list of warrants o - applications for
warrants by the RCMP- I'm going off memory here, but this is not our group that's respans'ble for that, but
we'll kook into that and got back ta yoL,Mr. Robertson ; i' Irt hurry that I didn't lldUk' a response for yuu-

(French follows-- La senatrice Fortin-Cluplossis, Vous pouvez nous }
(apres anglais — Mr. Robertson -- â responSe for you-)
La S6natrice Fort in Duplessis ; Vous pouv ez - ius l'envoyer par e.crit?
Mn Robertson ; Oui, nien sûr.
(sen. Beyat: Thank you, gentlemen. To turf r my first question,,,j
(anglais suit)
[Following French -- Mn Robertson ; Oui, Hien rtûr.J
Senator Beyak: Thank you, gentlemen- To further my First question, and Senator Lang's questions as
well: There are count-14 es wh€ a it isn't working- Have we looked at countries where it Is? Australia Seems to
nave a gDdd policy. I'm hearing n your pre$entation the wards "viq:ent extremism," but I'm not hearing
what's internationally known as violent l5'a m is ji had ist extremism. if we can't acknowledge the problem,
now can we find a 5otution7 It's like there's an elephant in the room that nobody wants to talk about.
I believe the fai in the United Stales have the tools Logo into institutions that they believe are radical,
that aretearhing radical extremism from thei- pod;u-ns. If we don't have the tools to go into those
inst:.tutians, what do we need to €nange? Hew can we give you the tools for Canadians who want solutions?
We're all working ha.r.t I acknowledge that, but we seemed to be talking a lot and not actually doing anything
to solve this problem.
Mr. Roller/ACM: The comment ! would make is we ceatainly have seen the retie r€u5sii r 5 at a particular
brand of extremism lately, and it has been severe and certainty noteworthy- It's not, as I believe my
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Colleague from the service would say, the only threat we face" We have other extremists and different
ecological extremists. There ale a wide variety of fo•ks who pose challenges to our country.
I fully agree with you" We need to make sure we're ful'y aware of where folks are being indoctrinated, if I
can say it that way. But again, I think there are huge benefits to Irving •n Canada. There's a huge desire from
mane people internationally to find their home here, and it"s mostly bemuse we're fairly embracing of each
other and respectful of each other's views, to a point where it's reasonable, up to the point :t becomes
extreme.
.gain, our program we've been speaking about in term,s o prevent-on is to basitaIly do a better Job both
from the law enforcement side but also f rom community side, to.deany define where that is, apart from tie
Crim inal Coder apart from the formality of it, and have an agreement that we 5 !iouldn't move beyond that

point" When we're facing situations where we'•e approaching the mr that we want to Intervene earlier"
Hopeful y, that's at least a partial response to your question,
Ms, Gray-Henschel: Can I please answer as well? We are very fortunate to have close relationships with
our Five Eyes and some of the countries that you've mentioned" We share a lot of information about this.
One of the things that we learned about is that communities that take ownership of this problem and work
together wit -1 law enforcement, with social senricesr with mental health professionals, like the channel
[program in the U.K., you can develop a tailored program for that individual person's factors, which might be
different" They have been forthright In sharing that success, as well as some of tie materials around the
narrative s" The United Kingdom and Australia again have shared trot.
The opposite is that Canada has also shared what we nave learned. One of our nest practices is the
Cross-Cultural Roundtable on Security and the partnership tit we have and how they vouch for us within
communities and build network right down to the ground. We are shaving that and really trying to work in
the space together — not an easy space, but we have a trusted retationshi p, Regardless of how the threat is
evolving, we need to keep adding to the tools so wen mur' ties can take what they need based on the gender
and age of the oe-son, who the credible Voices are for that person. N it a peer? Is it an older person? Is it a
coach? Is it a teacher? Tnanic you very much for that question.
Senator Be}lak: DO you need an add' Lien al tool tO be pole to go into Tosques that you suspect have

radical programs? We've heard about them in the press. I'm rat telling any secrets here. Do we need one
further tool to be able to go to where we may oe harbouri ng radical teachers?
Ms" Gray-J-kenschel Radicalization occurs .n our neighbourhoods and Qn our streets, and is fad li#jfed
through social med:a. We need those conversations to take place in these safe spaces and to rea~ly rely on
the leaders as to what they need and we creed to provide them with those tools and that support for
"t
whatever they need but they need to adapt to their awn situation. That is where that d-a!ogue is really
produtt.ve.
I'm very excited about Canada's a pproac h in this. The RCMP has really built that foundation of trust 50
now we ran have those difficult,, emotionally charged discussions and ask what we can do. Here k what we
expect. What do you expect? What do you know about this? Here is what we know about this. Here are
some response actions. Whork going t0 do what? And do it in a nice.,, COQrdinated wary so that we have the
best chance of redirecting that young person from that pathway to one where they're a meaningtul,
product' ye Canadian citizen ,
My parents carne to Canada and as a young person I was taught that in Canada you can be whoever you
want as Fong as you don't hurt someone" 1 .934 was really oo-mforting to me and held me together with alI of
my friends" Those are the really productive di S us ianc :hat we're having with diverse communities right
across the country, and thps a re wl a the rxr9s t rnea ni rig f ul, preventive responses take place.

Senator Beyak: I'm just Mttioe,ri dffsat wp:rrof
ePr
fining it fast enough with w.nat's mine on.
Senator Day: I'm trying to get my arms around all the different programs that are out there from a
preventive point of view and a sociologica' point of view, which I think is an "mportant aspect that we've got
to be looking at here.
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I made a list of the various programs since the 2004 national security policy canna Into being. There's the
Kanishka Project that's about to sunset unless something happens and has an interesting mandate to look
into the psychology of just what is this rod ice ligation is all about. We nave to know a I ittle bit more about the
fundamentals before we can start talking about preventive measures_ I think it's e goad program from the
poi nt of view of understanding Its Fundamental approach.

There's the Canad:an Safety and Security Program, which I'd like you to tell me a .ittie bit about. We've
talked about the Kanichxa Project earlier- There's a National Security Community Qu.reacn initiative by tie
RCMP. You -nay say we should talk to them when they come before us,.but I think Mr. Venner-nd-Gated
participation in that outreach initiative, There's the roan¢ table, the Crass-Cultural Roundtable on Secu• ay,
and you're going to get me the info rm eta n of that. Then I Found the Canadian Network for Research on

Terrorism, Security and Society and there's CS'S. Mr. Venner indicated you're also fostering your own
.com;nuni cab pns and collaborative activities with academics and the public, et cetera.
Have I named all of the programs and are these all of the initiatives going on? Are they all Wm ing out of
the 2004 security policy statement by the government? Are any of you wa-icing on something a little bit

more up to date? That's 14 years ago now. Who would like to start?
Mr. Davlesï Fo, the most oa't no, it didn't come out of the 2004 national security paper.
A lot of the mechanisms you talked about cage out of the government's Air indu Action Plan, for
example the Kanishka research funding of $10 mi lion. We don't know aF another example in another
Western country doing this amount of research into the issue or vioient extremism. Amongst our allies we
a-e definitely looked ta as a leader in pure rpgpa-cn an violent extremigmSenator Day: Did Ka nishka flow from the recommendations in the Air India Inquiry?
Mr. Davies; Yes, Some Of the other m echa -Cs rru are artualEy furyed
from Kar' shka, You mentioned the
. f
TSA.S. r.an't remember the arrgnym-
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Mr, Davies: I believe it is a U C-lef pra}eci with nine urivers'lies across the country. Really the idea is to
create a network of scholars on terrorism and vicrert extremism.
The CORS, as Anna mentioned, a bit of the history of that predates the mica-2ODOs,
Senator Day: The crass-cultural round table.
Mr, Davies: the RCMP has probably been doing outreach Since it was created, A lot of the public safety
related engagement is entwined ar certainly aware at the RCMP engaement, We will reinforce and
comp.emert each other- A lot of these initiatives are in the Dreve+r1 ion, engaRement space. There are
mechanisms to make sure they're talking to each other and they don't overlap, but r think most of them are
probably most recent than the 2O[t1 nation security policy.
Senator Day: Would anyone like to tackle the question of whether we are working on a new national
security policy, white paper, green paper from the government? Are you pa Mel pat ing in that?
Mr. Robertson! NDt to my knowledge. We are certainly re-examining the various tools we have at our

disposai right now and oertair,ly there area numaer of discussions under way, but nor we weren't
€onte•nplating a white paper.
Senator Day: I can't find it right now, but the Canadian Armed Forces research branch is also involved In
deve aping security communications equipment. You have the Canadian Armed Farces hierarchy, you have
CSIS and you have Public Safety.Car,ado invo&ved and the RCMP all in different programs you're Funding
partially or with others. I think part of the concern
is that when you try to develop a po.icy you would
like it to be directed into bringing all ofthese pieces fn together-
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M.s, Grey-Henschel! We have an interdepartmental çou iter:ng violent extremism working group and
that is where we share information about the different initiatives and priorities and work together as a
whole-of-government approach. On some of this research we sit and evaluate and we're asked to look at the
Canad.an security CSSP proposals. This Is where we provide feedback and try to coordinate that research,
but we also coordinate our activities tough that €ornrnittee. It meets every couple of weeks.
Senator Day: We've created a number of silos and periodically they get together to talk about what each
silo is up ta. That's what it sounds like. If we want a whole-of-government approach, then why don`t we
have one department or one agency looking attertris In order to understand where we're going ? Did t
misinterpret your comment?
Mr. Robertson: If I may, this subject Is st:II early in its evolution. It's not something where we tally
understand aI: the chara cteristi[m, permutations and solutions in play, anti thus can sort of run them out like
a sausage maker.
Another area of similar concern is cybew, where you will have 24 different departments all involved from
their own perspectives, where DNR has a legitimate reason to be inwo,ved in cyber even though Public Safety
Canada is seen to be the policy coordinator. In I.9 CT space it's helpful to a large number of folks involved in
the issue. Tiey all have their own legitimate mandate to beintiulvad, and what. is really 'nil porWrit is they're
not doing it in isolating. So when we do exam iie and F.VA; uate the programs that the various leads are
pushing forward, as a Community we can actual y understand which ones are providing is with the best
return, the best bang for our buck, the most impact in a positive way and then focus system-wide resources
on those.
We're sti!I fairly early in this- The kaiishka initiative was only announced in 2011. As you saidr it is a
sunsetting five-year program In the absence o!' a renewal, but four years for pure research is stiff pretty fresh.
We're still moving thrdii i tothe point whe m. we would havL
r ia.
~ F p{th batter understanding.
++

Mr. Verner_ You had asked ifiyou Bari sort ur captured the •rriafn vehicles, driu from the Services
perspect"ve you did- CCRS, TSAS and Kanishka are the main Ways in which we are participating.
wpu.d also add that there was a reference earlier to the CQ
Ti program, tie Counter Terrorism
Information Officer 5eniir2, and we supoprted tie development of that prpg-am. We aka offer advice and
guidance .n the development of CVE programs to be Implemented by others- Tnose are a couple of other
ways :n which were contributing. in addition to the ones you rneitiorled.
Senator Day: I didn't get that last acronym.
Mr, Verner, Sorry, countering violent extremism pregiarnssenator Day: To clarify the record, the other departments that I didn't mention when P vas naming all
the departments, Foreign Affairs and Justice are also involved.
"the c}talr. AndDPtD-

`S151r ,..
Senat4r Day: f rrreritibned f]ND
The Chair: We wouldn't wanttr. forget any one of them.
5enatar Day: Na, I.u{ou•dn't want to do that.
C(
~f/ jA+r `
Ms, Gray-}ionsche
'
feay. I âtâf.a clarftationri don't Want to leave the i rnp.- essio n that these activities
aren't coordinated. This is a very busy spice, and we 'ewerage ail those different departments. We are
Constantly on tie phone and or. e a is beraur.e Foreigi Affairs has a mandate, but they rely on us for advice
and we'll look to. them for adhive. It's t rti same thing w th the Deaartrnent of Justice: national crime
prevention programming, the RCMP's mandate, the services mandate.
We are constantly sharing Information, and people are conducting those activities according to their
mandates. I see them as complementary, to be quite horest.
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Senator Days: I guess the point I was trying to make is that 10 years ig a song time in the spate that's
evolving so rapidly. Maybe this coordination, which is very Important, would be a bit more precise and
better if we had a new national security policy generated.
Senator White: I'm going to change track- I am going to ask. a questio,i or Public Safety, but anyone can
Jump in if they like, In relation specifically to the finaicing of terrorism and our 54.tcçeS5. or lack thereof in
prosecuting such cases- I could only find one, but I could be corrected.
I was try -ng to go back and see if the Tamil Tigers had any prosecution. I don't t'tiink they did either, ever
though they operated fora number of years.
Does the teg;slation need to be changed or are we :asking the tools whether human resources or other
resources — to prepare the cases for prosecution? Is the test too nigh wher it comps to approving charges
from Justice? I think I'm. looking, fora perspective more than anything.
Mr. Robertson: I think you've Mad appear before you, in the recent past, FINTRAC. They talked about
their approach to identifying suspicious transactions.
1 think probably what they would have told you is they flag a large number and tiny pass them on to iaw
enforcement organizations and then they do a screening, Vetting of tnern and pursue them.
In terms of the numaers, sometimes the numbers can mean something different than what you expect.
Again, it can be helpful to have convictions in particu a cases where there has been money laundering or use
of funds for terrorist financing- In other cases it's a good sign.
In the not-so-distant past the Government of Canada risked an organization that was known or promoted
to be a charitable organization, Again, one wcruldn't expect to have a prosecution of someone affiIiated with
that organization because one would expect that a!I the at tivitieS abound that organlzat n would stop the
day It was listed
It goes beck nto sort of the [nieken and egg tune: if we're on top of the listings and identifying the
organizations and -ndfrviduals that are ikely ta co -nrrit these types of mimes, we may not end up having
convictions because we'll hase blocked them f. om doing something.
Senator White: So disrupting the practice is disruotlr,g the organization because of Ilsti rte.
Mr. Robertson; That's just one example. Another one in another do ma ir} wpu Id oe I[a nlshka, which John
talked about coming out of Air India. There are also some boarding issues with some individuals and a
specified persons list where folks are flagged and they don't get on planes if they pose an imminent threat.

there area large number of preventive mechanisms in place.
Senator White; Would we have agreement from tiese investigative agencies that this disruption is
nappening and it's net a tool perspective when it comes to either preparing a case or the prosecution?
Would you suggest the RCMP and every other police agency we'll hear frorrr would say the same thing?
Mr - Robertson; I think what eery org.3ni7ation would tell you is they can always da mare if they have
more, but there's never a never ending flow of funds, as you would know.
It's about hitfng the right balance paint where you're getting a goad return for the investment you're
got. I won't propose to speak for the comm ssloner, or the director for that matter.
The Chair; I just want to follow up an that, if I could, with Mr. Robertson.
A numbe r of weeks aga we were inforrned tha ': t -iere were charitable organizations registered to carry
out human-tarian contributions. We were tnld on the record that there were some organizations raising
money ta aId and abet terra' sm., and IL was estimated ta be in the range of s.x figures
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Are you saying that we haven't Identified those ergs n l tatlons, so therefore t h ey' ,e doing it? I'm not
quite c :ea r on what you just told us. You said that as For as we identify them they won't continue what
they're dolhg?
Mr. Robertson, I would say there is a process. One, you -identify the poten.tia: that someone is doing
something, and then there is a process we use in govern meat to wet that allegation or suspicion. ff it's found
to be provenr yes, we would go forward and Ilse the entity. At that point it would become a criminal act for
the entity to rnnti rue operations or for anyone to sup-port t h e adiviti es of that n rgan:.zari.gn" There could he
entities that are currently being examined where the suspldiun .s that they're duing that.
As you know, charities, because of their nature, and not-tor-protit organizationsr re a favaurFte target
for money launderers or terrorists finan:ers because they deal largely in cash and they after~ have globe/
opertations. There area number of t-iern that were set up for good reasons that can he misused.
The Chair: I'm not going to belabour that. I guess the question is why there haven't been any charges
over the Course of the last 10 years if these organizations have been operating directly or indirectly in
Canada. Are WE not irrvagtigatirrg properly? How do we have t8 change it to prevent this money from being
"laundered,' as you used that word, irr respect to terrorist activity? That is the question I have. That's the
question a viewer would have. We have had no cherries laid in 10 years.
Mr. Robertson; Again, all I can say is I understand that if we are aware of fads that show that someone
has beers doing those aetivitieS, charges would be laid, but I don't believe we've been able to demonstrate
that tact. What I suspect is that some degree of that is related to preventat-ve act'y ities we've take a.
Would I suggest they have addressed all of them? Nor but certainly there have been impacts to the
programs in place.

}•

The Chair: Catleag4resr if you don't mind (would like to fo1'ow up, We're getting close to the end of our
time. I wound like to refer beck to tut . Vienne ,. on a iJrtlber of issues.
There is a question of Œ15`s responsibility for the purposes of vetting indiviUuaIs in respect to the
appointment of individuals to various boards. For example, I want to refer back to the RCM P's decision to
distance itgalf from the United A}bir.5t T#.rrbrisrf handbook that was made pub'ic a number of weexs ago.
They were cart of the publishing of that document, and at the iast minute withdrew their support. It was
found that, I believe, there were four co-conspirators identified from the United States as advisers in respect
to putting that manual together.
Does C51S take on the responsibility as adv-sl rs to ensure, when we're appointing individuals, that those
individuals are who they say they a.-e? 1 don't understand how the RCMP could he putting themselves in a
position to have individuals of this background invo/ved so closely with them, yet at the same time knowing
that these individuals are who they and what they belong to.
Mr, Veneer: a`m afraid I can't speak to the spa€"fics of that case. I'm not aware of the service havIng
been as'ed -n any way in relation to that Issue.
The Chain I have a further question, I don't know if you can answer it, but I'd like you to get back to us if
you can't
When we're [poking for appointments to var'ous boards, to advisory committees rn this very area that
Ms. Gray ale nllorreal, it's an area that we du heed a public COnwersation on to ensure the individuals
representing the va •"ous organi &bons are who they .say they are, that they don't have a rFother message that
they're giving somewhere else.
Are we ensuring, through CStS, that these individuals are coming with the fu I pack ing of the general
punlic they are supposed to be representing?
Mr. Veneer; Since I've been in this position, I'm not aware of the service having been asked to vet
anybody in that regard"
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The Chair: I guess you would do It if you were asked.
Mr. Verner; Weil, the quest on I guess k if k's a request because 's there something in information at
their disposal that would lead us think that this k failing within our mandate. For example, IS there some
reasonable ground to suspect that there is some sort at threat-related activity going on here where the
service should play a role in determining If there's an issue? And if there is, through section 19 of the act we
have the ab-Iity to disclose information to that effert, but it chin a depend on the nature of the concern athe request that was made and the information they had flat we were being asked to Zook at.
The Chair_ The other area I'd just like to fol:ow on if I could, you admitted a little bit Garlic' *sl ing aoout
the question of the investigation of what you referred to, I believe, as sensitive Institutions. where it was
Sensitive_ I can to some degree agree that this probably a very goad description of what we're deaing with
when we're dealing with institutions such as schools or perhaps religious organzafons, that type of thing. At
the same ti me, there's got to tie a concern to a I of us if certain things are being Sai d behind closed doors and
individuals are being indoctrinated. That is what has to oe our concern from the Canadian public's paint of
View.
You said there was a policy in place, if requested, to look at that type of situatan. Could you provide us
with those gu'delines?
Mr. Verner: Absolutely, yes.
The Chafe Thank you.
Senator Beyak: I have a questiian, and then I wanted a Clarification. We identified glorification as a
problem In the process toward radicalization, and I wonder ;if you have enough policies and laws In plate to
go to the Internet providers and have tram shut drown accounts that are gorifying radicalization — the
tweets, the twitters — or if you need mare took in that rapacity?
Mr. Robertson: P think what l wiU Id. say is we're got a very good relationship with the telco providers in
Canada, and many are willing to look at rerltiasrïng objectionable material when it's identified just based an
good governance and goad citizen engagement Wnat I would say, though, is unfortü ately much of this
material resides in servers that are outside of Canada, taus are outside of the jurisdiction_ So that's, again,
where o u r e:aticnship with Our international al-ir,s comes i nto Play, aecau rf we have a Positive
relationship, we have shared values, we can reach OJt and they tart, in turn, have those discussions with their
telCO5. If, however, they're in ju ydiçtigns where we don't have that positive a relationship, it f5 likely that
material will continue to reside on the servers_
Senator Seyak: Is there anything we cou:d do as a committee to help, a new policy?

Mr. Robertson; I think we're looking at glorification es one of the issues. The challenge with it is how d o
you characterize it Ina helpful way, because Canarsa, as many other progressive countries do, pl'omote.s the
open Internet, promotes governance outside of gove'1ment because it's such a helpful tool to r4mote
democracy amongst other positive initiativesLavery Lime we load in 4 res relnt on it, it brings that hind of approach into question. SO LO the degree
that 't paralle;s th'ngs like mate çr'inie5or hate speech, I think we can took at exam-n-nRthose. We don't want
to go tag far ipto the Internet governance domain beyond Mat.
The Chair: Perhaps you can maybe enl;ghten Las in v-ew of the fact t.,at you are meeting with our allies_
Are you having discussions about the question when .t earns down to spreading of hate and those types of
tear?-ngs7 Perhaps you could tell us where you're at.
Mr. Robertson: Every jurisdlction s stri,ggli ig with th s, because it's quite clear what the source is.
Different people have had different app mac nes, The U.K. has a particular approach, as you would ae aware.
The issue is none of them have came to ground and been proven to be quite effective in balance with all the
other things. 5o, yes, we are looking at them, yes we're aware of what is in p'ay right now, but we're back to
Senator Day's response We're still assessing what is t',c best approach that has the maximum Impact.
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The Chair: Colleagues, it's 25 past 2.00. I would like to take a very brief recess, thank our witnesses for
corning ioef ore us. We appreciate what you do, and we're here to assist trie goiernment in any way we can
in respect to dealing with the issue that's confronting Canadians.
Joining us this afternoon from the RCMP are Superintendent Shirley Cui;Iierier, Director Genera I,
Partnerships and External Relations; and Segeant kenuka flash, Acting Officer in Charge, Ferlerai Policing,
Public Engagement,
I understand Superintendent Cui:lierrier has an opening statement, so would you please proceed.
(French follows -- Ms. Culllierrl t; Muns'eur le président, membres du comité, bonjour..)
laures anglais — p; ease rafleed.1
Surintendante Shirley Cudlierrier, directrice gen era le, Partenariats et relations externes, Gendarmerie
royale du Canada: Monsoeur le prés•dent, membres du comité, bonjour.

l'aimerais tout d'abord vous remercier de m avoir invitée â vous parler aujourd'hui du travai de
prevention que nous taisons a la GRC pour combattre le terrorisme.
La o rêve nt ion constltu e e premier Malet de la St ratée asti terroriste du Canada- No u 5 com p reno n5
maintenant que notre meilleure arme pour atténuer la menace terroriste, au Canada et a l'et -ange r, est
d'ernpécher la radica lisati on menant â la violence

En résumé, nous ne oouvoois.pas cornoter uniquement sur nos activités de détection et de perturbation
pour lutter efficacement contre la menace; il faut miser davantage sur la prévention. C'est dans cette ontique
que la GRC concentre Ses efforts de préven-iOn surit programme de lutte contre l'extrémisme violent, ou
LEV.
r
}7 ,L',1;49
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It must oe staled clearly that the process of radicaiitatlûn to violence is an incredi bly comp; ex..ssue and
one that is constantly evo'ving. It is also an issue that law enforcement and ou r partners in the security and
intelligence community cannot address ai one. A whole • of .society ap p reach is required- As such, the RCMP is
currently focusing on collaborative efforts with the community and develo pi ng new and innovative
programming.
With me today is Sergeant Renuka Dash, Acting irector of the Public Engagement team and one of the
officers leading the design and the roll-out of the RCMP's Countering Volent Extremism, or CVE, program.
We are both happy to respond to any of your questions at the conclusion of my cx,rrlr'lents,
Thy • ssue tr terra' 5iii d• id d dita'iaation to viaience has iwen at the forefront of public consciousness
si nce the devastating attacks in ;ate October in both [tuebec and Ontario- Earlier this year, a different viole nt
fddoltigy lad to the target.ng and murder of three RCMP officers and another attack in New Brunswick. In all
of these attacks, it was Canadlans committing acts of violence against fellow Canadians.

We Are also experienr.'ng the phenomenon of individuals either travelling or seeking ta travei abroad to
engage in terrov;st activit-es in several counties around the word. These are examoles of the range of
results of radicalization ta violence.
WhenI reference radicadiaation to violence. I am not speaking of individuals who nave radical beliefs or
who have passionate views- Every citi.ten has the right of th eir awn luelais. What I am specifically referring
to is the process by which individuals come to believe that inflicting v-oience upon others will advance their
cause. It it when is heading towa rds, or when it reaches this point, tnat it becomes of particula r concern
for law enforcement end society at large.
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While the decision to engage in violent acts is often sudden and uripredittaole, there are often indicators

that a change in belief is under way. Often, tnese behavioural changes are the first indications that
radicalixat:on andr more importantly, radicaIttatlon ta. vlalencer Is tak-ng hold.
Indicato rs vary, Trot!) withdrawal from positive social interactions and activities to isolation and
segregation. They could manifest as expressing increased hatred Dr espousing the virtues of violence and

expressing are "us versus them" menta ity.
Of cou rse, none of these are cri mi rlal or should necessarily oe Crf cance'n in and crf themselves, but they
coud be signs of change to triose closest to an ind+vidual • That is writ' we stress trie importance of the

C4mnwnil'y, family and friends #4 idently their concerns t4 ug 3t the earliest 4pocrtunihi.

{French fol 10w5 — Ms. Cu

— Comme le commissaire l', menfon.le lors de-..I

o res anglai s L( M me Cuf llf efrierj

Comme le commissaire l'a mentionnrt •ors de sa comparution, il est loir, d'être facile de dépister ce type
de changements Chez une versonrrer mime pour ses proches, et encore moins pour les responsables de
l'application de a loi. Il n'existe pas de modEle ou de parcours unique. Certaines personnes montrent peu de
signes extérieurs três manifestes- De plus, tel personnes ont peu de traits en corn Mun, si te n'est qu'elles
pourraient en venir a se Livrer a des actes violents.
Le dépistage pose Mut un dtFr mais il est tout aussi dlfflede de trouver la mellteure façon d'aborder tes
personnes
Les responsables de l'application d&d loi disposant d'outils poux expliquer le comportement d'une
personne el fonction du contexte, mals Les adeptes de la Violence #vnt rarement confiance â l'État.
Cette réalité restreint notre capacité collective h obtenir la coor raktion de ces individus ut h les orienter

i
vers une voie plus positive.

_
yf~
if~f6fA r j~C
)f'14(
é
rribèrs;.fam4fy1M5. Cultlierrier: Community m
and ~~r+ds•--1
~'i~f 1~~ •~j-i
{anglais sui0
{Fallowing French In 143b Ms. Cullherrlerr,ontinuing --voie glus pos alvc•;
COmmunity members, farniiy and friends are often ira a much better posit: on to identify and engage with

individuals at risk, but often lack the informaton, the kn w'edge 4f indicators and the resources necessary t4

intervene.
The RCMP is seeking t4 address these challenges through its new CVE program- The program bu"sld5 4n
the RCM P's vast experience in engaging witi communities through our decades-long approach to community
policing. The ftCMP is seeking to build capacity and Dppartunitaes in twu ways: by pruwidin;g education and
awareness, and by establishing methods far collaborative engagement at the community level-

Funtldmenta,ly, the RCMP'S objective Is to prov+de community and law enforcement with the toots they
need t4 i dentity and engake w;th iidividuals at risk. It is also t4 create ave nues 4f support, wnich are needed

to he;p Steer individuals away from a 330rh pf vlo ence•
The p-ogram'.s new training regimen is being develoaed to ensure that volte affire rs a nd community
stakeholders have the m eans to undHr sttnd the :SsuEI üf radicatiaatic n t4 violence and empower them with
effective tools.

,

•'r

j

r

The train ng Inc udes con tex!. on the wider tyaeat nvironment and c.ee r indication of early behavioural
indicators 2nd vu mura biiiLies. It 81soprDy'des in,lorrrmat ion on existing and ev4lwing -net-iads of radiça:ization
to via•er5ce, such as the widesprea d use of social media and other areas of the Inte{iet.
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The Second Component consists of enaaling avenues of Support, through col labo rat; on between
communities and law enforcement that we refer to as `community hubs,"
Community hubs are mu.tl-agency networks of law enforcement, community organizations and huma n
service professionals. They consist of re p resentaL;ves at the rllunicival and provincial levels designed to
ensure that a co laborative approach is used to engage with individuals at ris c. multi-agency approach
heIps. tn ensure that the right people o. groups, with the greatestcnahcé Fa. suLCC S, Jrb ernpodCred to ]Ct
It is important to note that the focus of the RCMP CVE program is firrliied to those individuals who have
DOL yet committed violent action.
As I said earlier, our goal is to prevent ridlcalizat:on to violence before :t occurs, in wnat we refer To as
"#re-cri mina I'space. Once it becomes dea - that an individual is becomingfully corn mitLed to pursuing
Vi Dience, our natlonaI security i nvest gato.s begin a criminal investigation, to this way, we Pnswre that all' of
the tools at the ffCMP's disposal are being used to address the threat.
While I am Confident that our program will have a positive impact in add-easing the threats, our efforts
will not be enough on their awn- It is important that we.LOrrtinue to educate Canadians to Linde Bland the
critical role that they play in contributing to our collective sewrity,
TD b-E successful, alt of society must be engaged and Informed for our collective efforts to wait As I have

mentioned, family members, friends and the community are best placed to know when something isn't
"right," when Someone Close to them has changed,
In toncluSion, let me reiterate that the RCMP is tak ng active prevention measures- We want to assure
the public that they should feel conifortab e in reporting their concerns to the RCMP. Cr their police service of
jurisdiction.
We will Continue QUr effrrt5 to bu:td mutual trust and understand;ng between the RCMP and other few

enforce ment agences in Canada and communities affected by criminal activity.
Our goal is a collaborative approach, with law e nfarcernetrt and rumrnuniles working toget gee to better
protect all Canadians.
French fo lows •- Ms. Cuillierrier continuing -• le tiens h vous remercier...;
après anglais](Mme Cueilllerrier ; -..working better to protect all Canadians,!
Je tiens a vous remercier de m'avoir offert 'occasion de YCru5 parle du travail de prevention de la GRCLc sergent Dash et moi-m> me serons heureux de répondre â vos questions.
The Chair: Tnank you very muds, superintendent...)
(ari lais.suitt
(follkwirR french — ft . Cuit ieerer-- repoudre d V45 questions,M
The Chair; Thank you very much, superintendent- I Just. want to reinforce the responslbllltles that you
have n respect to informing the pub lic r}f your responsibilities and how the individual Canadian has
lities. Cane of the re35on5 we're hau;ng newe hearings is to have this public conversation so that
respo

~r cve and more Canadark5 I eçorÏe aware of the threats but also how we can prevent themSenator White: :71-yank. y'Ou'verimuch, superintondent and sergeant Thanks For ire;ng here today.
I appreciate your wa'k`ng U5 through the program you have. Without naming names, can you give us an
example of how this has worked in orliOcatiOn arid weve actually been able to pre• errant, 35 you c iI it, at
the pre-criminal stage or pre-crime stage Can yiu give U5 one example of how it has worked, possibly with
ariotha• agency'rh particular?
ME. C u i I lierrier_ Thank you for the question.
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We're In the process df rolling out components of our program, and we've started with training. It's still
too soon to be able to speak about individual;nrerventions gr success. We have a performance
measurement Framework because we recognize that :t will be imbort:ant to be able to track our progress in
terms of doing these Interventions. We started with components of rolling out training, where we have
approximately 3D q ua lifted tra:.ners açro55 the country now.
Sergeant Renuka Dash, Acting Officer in Charge, Federal Policing, Public Engagement, Royal Canadian
Mounted Police: One thing I would add is that when we were cooking at reFsearching the dif`erent types of
diversion programs, we did find there nos been a :ot of success wit* Canada. Whether they are prrgranl4
about drug awareness, organized crime or Mentari1g thlldren at d;FFerert stages, those dive ,sinn programs
have peen very successful. OuF program is layering a national security component to those. We have every
confidence that we're going to açtiially be successfu l with this program, because it 5 Early an for vu neraple
individuals at risk that we are going to be aroviding Support to.
Senator White l'm gild to hear that you're engaged with other agencies as weir- The RCMP are not the
largest police service in the rwo largest provinces ar'n any of the major cities in the top 10 cities in the
country. Flow has the engagement been ga le-1g with those police agencies to ensure they are training th ei r
staff at the same time?
M5. Cuiliierrier In September of this year, we had a police officer from the U.K, Prevent program, wiio
came sere, and, along with Sergeant Dash, we offered training to nine police agent ies, incius;ve DI the RCMP,
where we trained a potion of the 3,1) that I nod initially mentioned.
We recagnixe that there Is an•absolute need In the country, and we are tying to manage the requests
that are corning in right now, but we've been involved in speaking with Toronto calice, Calgary policer
Montrea police, Peel and Vancouver, and there's no shortage of requests. it's just a question now of being
able ta manage expectatidns with the resoL rces that we have.
Senator Whites Ds the resources you have meet tie needs and demands? Obviously, rhey don't. You
dust told .me that. what would the need o domand look I.ke, if u,rr.tr,ed to meet.it?
MS- CLAN lierrier One of the positive aspects of our CVF program is w want tg necogni to that fhere'S a lot

of competent Ca Radian police officers irk the cou it ry t not we could de a traf n-the-trainer with, Our CVE
program is essentia.ly built on that model, train-the-trainer. Part of these 30 folks ace from different paiiae
agencies across the country, and the idea is that they w;11, 11. turn, work with their colleagdes in their
respective police agency, as well as work with community members to talk about radicalization and to
recognize the indicators and the vulnerabilities of individuals who are at risk.
Senator White: So you don't have any flea how many resources you need to meet tnc needs?
Ms, Cuiilierrier= We have a 5m ;l team in ieatfqua rte rs, in Ottawa, and essentially we're trying to do the
very tw.,r we can and leverage a5 mucn as we ran thrqugh the bigger police services in the country We're
also working with the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, so we're trying Lo ape rate on a farce
uitip'i r in Lerns of trying to deliver this training as quickly as we ran irr a professional manner.
Senator White; I appfeclete that. Thank you for your response.
{French fol laws -- S.enator Fnrtirr Dup cssis • Madame la surintendante, madame la Se Tente
1aares angiais)
La Aénatrice fortin-Duplessis = Madame la suri-itendanter madame Fa SergentE, Soyez les oienvenues. Je
votas remercie pour voue mémoire.
Vous savez, c'est tassurarit','dans fir rliém oTi2i que Vous nous avez preserrxé, de vair que vous aMe2 des
outils pour lutter contre l e ternarisme- lin ancien professeur d'études religieuses de l'Université de Calgary,
M. Aaron Hughes, a déclaré O la presse que les dirigeants de l'unlverslte n'avaient tenu aucun compte de ses
roses en garde au Sujet de ta radica.lsation apparente de certains étudiants.
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Pouvez-vous nous parler un peu de 'a man-ore dont a GRC et les services de police locaux encouragent
les établissements d'eriseignerne-it â Coopérer avec eux pour sens.biliser la société â la radicalisation sur les
campus et da ns les colliges?
Mrne Cuillierrier : Notre approche Consiste â travailler avec les carps policiers locaux dans La perspective
qu'6 leur tour Ils travailleront avec les communautés pour partager l'information. Cela peut aussi être avec
des CÉGEPS ou des universités. Concernant l'université que vous avez mentionnée, en rn&ne temps que Ce
professeur faisait des remarques aux iourna!istes, ;l y avait une $fisse cpnference â Calgary' regroupant le
corps policier municipe Ir la GRC, des membres de la communauté, ainsi que, Je crois, des memores des
institutions académiques, Tous ces gens sont venus pour discuter de ce point, â savoir cornmerrt identifier
des Indicateurs ou le comportement de gens qui se trouvent dans b période avant do faire l'objet d'une
enquete pour des raisons crimi nelles. Notre orograrnrne vise donc a livrer le me;ca ke et procurer des auti's
tant aux communautés qu'aux policiers.

La sénatrice Fartiri-I]t,plossis â Merci OéauCoup.
Le sénateur l)agenaïs : Mesdames, merci, Fi référence â votre mémoire de présentation, vous ditesr la
de! t igre page, vouloir instau rei LM climat de €ooperation aFn que les organismes d'application de la loi et les
communautés travaillent ensemble pour amdForer la protection des Canadiens,
Vous me corrigerez si je me t!ompe; je vous réfère a une publication intitulée Unis contre ie terrorisme,
qui était le fruit d'un effort d'action communautaire avec la GRC_ Je pense que vous vous étes retiré ou
désolidarisé de cette publication; si oui, j'aimerais savoir quelle expérience vous en avez tree.
Mrne Cuillierrier : Je crois que mon corn missaire, orsqu'll a témoigne devant le comité, en a parlé un
peu. Pour la partie numéro 3 de cc livret, nc,us avons participe et nous y terrons. C'est une section dans
laquelle nous avons contribué a tout ce qui y est écrit, mals nous n'avons pas contribué au reste du I.vret_ La
6RC, qui déploie beaucoup d'etforts pour constamment travaille' aveu .es commu nautés, valorise le fait que
des communautés se regroupent pour livrer un message et redonner â la jeu iresse de eurs communautés, Il
est important d'étab ir ce niveau de confiance avec les communautés. Cela prend du travail et cela ne se fait
bas du jour au lendemain; cela prend parfos des mois et des annees. A la GRC, d'un bout b l'autre du Canada,
nous sommes trés fiers de nos effo rts et de notre approche envers la police€orn -nunautaire.
Le sénateur DagenaTs : Dans un autre ordre d'idée, des gens veulent entrer au pays ou y sont entrés et
ont des doctrines relig-euses différentes et ils ont des fois participé â des activités terroristes. Pourriez-vous
me dire dans quelle mesure le Canada a examiné les motivations de ces gens qui entrent ou veulent enter
au pays avec leur doctrine religieuse?
Mme Cuillierrier: Notre progra-nme parle plus da période avant que nous ne commencions une enquete
criminelle- Nos collègues qui prace-dent aux enquêtes seraient, le crois, plus en mesure de répondre â cette
question; la sergente Dash voudrait peut-étre ajouter quelque chose?
glte Dash; That's correct. Our program is real y about the pre-crimin al soace.,,.
anglais'srjft

ti4:

Fo.-low rig French—Ms. Cui.l ierr ier ... l'ajouter a quoi?)
Sgt, paste: That' s co"ect. Our program is really about the pre-criminal space- It you look et law
en forcement in gene•al, we've got criminal space and pse.crirainal space. Our whole program is to identify
individuals at th e'sa y+ earliest stages, before they mobilise to commit any type of violence. 54 anybody
returning o^ has alrsady been assessed to be a threat to Ca nada's national secu rity will go directly into the
criminel operations side,
Senator day, Thank you, each of yOiir for belrig here. My question 's, rn part, Senator Dagena Is' quel[Ion

and a tollow-uo to it
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Cm concerned that an awful lot of the violent extremism that we read and hear about seems to be tied
into same religious ideology, and that's not necessarily the ease- In many cases, you will see extremism being
developed in a commiJrity, and they don't have any church am iation. They might d-sl-ke people in uniform;
they might have a via ient tendency against political figures.
That's pre-criminal. They haven't done anything erlmina yet, but the}r're developing a radicalization that
!c n't tied into an ideology, Have we skip ped that one? Are we ,ust relyng on the ideolog-+ir ;approach at this

stage?
M5- Cuillierrier Our CVE program is very bread, a rF¢ we're not going to focus nn religious or political
•deology. We're going to look at Wu lnerabillty, risk and behaviour. As Sergeant Dash mentioned, because
we're working in the pre-crimnal spacer in policing, it would not be unusual to look at somebody who is
vulnerable or exhibiting behaviour where they patentially may be recruited into gangs for organized crime
purposes or a young lady being recru'ted online for seic traffrcking Or a young man who is be ng radi cal zed to
violence within a national security threat.
Ourpiagram Is essentially based on looking at behaviour, the indicators, and in a pre-criminal space
around all crimin'itySenator Oat's I'm thinking of an ind.v rival w hogrey,. up in a 5rnall community, like Senator Revak and
yne, • mayie she grew up somewhere else but has moved into a large community. First is the identification

and then trying to do something about it, not letting that person progress to the radical stage.
There was a recent case here in Ottawa, and that individual had lived in a of of different places. The
cpmrntlnity wouldn't know that person wel enaugn to be able to detect behav iou ral changes- Your program

is not designed towards that, aecause you talk about using the community as the main focus for your
program tp try to prevent this.
The community remembers may not be ab e to nelp because ynU haven't identified the individual, first of
all, or they wou'dn`t ne able to Win id~ratifvthe individual because they.harren`t . nown this neeson that long,
and then suddenly he has radi€alined himself. I-fe might, at the last moment, look .or some religious
affiliation to psychu.ugically justify h s activity, buthe{wain`t rcidiçaliled as a result Of that religious ideu.ugyThat was just a handy tool along the way- +'rE i , `i Arc,
Can you fit that kind of situation into your orogram or is your program rnore streamlined than that?
Ms. bash: Radicalization can Occur in many circumstances- What is different -s that Vie pathways are
different for every individual, and as law enforcement we recognize that. That's why we recognize first
res.ponders as law enforcement po.icc officers. We receive the rntormation on behaviours. changes, and
that's what the program is going to be focused an. The consistency ;s behav"aural changes and the best
peop;e to recognize those are fancily, peers, teachers; sa it's beyond just community.
What ou- program. is going to do is the force multipliers, front-line police offiçe-5 have that dialogue and
ihat casual discussion with wherever calk of serw;ce that they go to. If it's a school liaison officer, they will be
ahle to havi. that dialogue with teachers who may be able to see same behaviaurat changes and there's a
Concern
Our program 's to educate the fiant line so they can have that dialogue tust !ike they have a dialogue
acaut drugs, di( JL Organized crime, about truancythat's really the p -ogre m- The heart of the program is
a`med at frynt-line.pollcing and the indiuidua.s that are going to recognin. the inrongi t nt be hay ioural
changes,

,~ f

r

irPr:

Senator bay, Just as a follow-up, I think'the critical oakit i5 that the person naa to ne in a community and
thereafter be identified by €omm°unity readers, If you dart have that, then your program is not going to
via. -)c. at all. You €en'l go any Further- You don't know who it is.
MS. Dash: Actually, the communities could be family, friends, teachers. It could be anybody. We're not
really focusing our efforts an community leade•s. The community can be anyoody, anybody that this
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individual is associated with. The program wil wo ,k, and as long as we're provided that information, we're

going to provide the appropriate service and support.
Senator kayak: At the risk of repeating myself, I asked of the previous presenters, I believe we have an
el e phant in the room that everyone b. afraid to acknowledge. We. Orr talking a bout extrem e violence here in
Canada, but the world is referring to it as extreme jihadist Islamic terrorisrn. Are we addressing It
adequately? Is there perhaps an anonym Q1.15. tip line that parents can call if they Fear something in an
institution, whether it's a school or a mosque, if t ley hear something from their k:ds or their friends? 's
there an anonymous place where people can phone and repoi and have it:nves=igated, or are we just
talking in the communities? The problem is severe, and Canadians are concerned. I feel as though we're

moving very slowly,
Ms. Curtilerrfer; Senator, as t mentiüned before, we're riot going to focus on re; igi on and we're not going

to focus on a type of ideology. I think that's a real y i mpartarrt piece to communicate to cam m unities. We
will not focus
Lhnicity, partl ular Communities, but we do build +elat;Onshlps tiuitn alp cammwnities in the
RCMP across Canadar as do our policing partners.
wor king with young people in scnoal is rawly important to be able to message early. I belseve that our

program will work as long as we lay the fertile environment, fertile grounds for hawing pa- ents, teachers,
coaches, taxi drivers to be able to call the police service of jurisdiction and know that perhaps there is a
different (OW that the police will utilize as opposed to perhaps strictly going to a criminal investigation_
People need to know that there are different options aval.2bit t0 them, particularly parents, and that
those opt ons could be exercised at a cam rr.un"ty level with human service profesSipnals. It might be Social

Services; it might be health; it might be the oaf ce, dot to have that conversation in all of the çam munities in
the country_
I've been around long enough to know that when €omreun ityr people decide to tack:e sameth ng, even if
It's in a criminal space, because it is a threat L0 t ne'rr ,Ind they're afraid, they toe! esee. They corne together
and they move forward.
We have used MADD often when we speak to police officers in Canada. We have our naysayers e'en
within policing that say this 's going to be a very diffitult jobr but if you've worked in the community long
enotEgh, you recogr ile that when people are determined m rnat, e
nge, they w-ll come together- We're

just providing that fertile environment for them to corne togethe' a td have the discussions_
The Chair: Earlier, Senator Dagc n ai s referred to the hand book United 4Orrs t Terrorism, You had
icatad, Superintendent, and the commiss ioner Of the RCMP also indicated, that you were quite pleased
with what you had provided as part of that handbook, yet you withdrew from the handbook. Can you tell us
why you withdrew from the handbook if yon, were pleased with what yotP presented?

Ms. Cuillierrier: The position of the RCMP on the Unifrecl Agrtind Terrorism handbook is that the tone of
the boor was little off, and that was decision of the commissioner. As he indicated, we stand bell ind

section that we cont'ibuLed to.
The Chair; I have a general qupstinrl but it's specifically in respect to the ind:Y"duals that were involved
and being pro-noted in that particule- publication,

TnPre were four indw;duals that had tree Identified in the United States as co-conspirators in respect to
the U.5; Justice Department. That's my ufwlerstanding, What I don't understand 's, haw would a
g[srermnenL pu ll ca tiU'l get to that point utiriing ind ividuals who obviously are very questionable in respect
to what you would want them to be promoting? i asked this of the representative from CSIS today, why
aren't the individuals that we' -e ra ling u pon to represent the community that's a' risk, no matter whether it
be the Islamic eOr1lmunity ur arly ogle/ corn rnunity, ensuring that those Spokespeople are who they say t hek
are and they're not necessarho bringing forward a membership in some other organization, either indirectly
or ell rect•y, Ilce the Musl m Brotherhood or otherw e?
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Do you think it would be a goad idea to put a aaliryr in place to ensure that individuals are scrutinized to
ensure that they are going to meet the test of time in respect to what you're expecting to do?
Ms. CuilIierrier; In ternis of your first question, wnatpr, I'm not aware d these four to-conspirators, I
had no knowledge of them.
In terms of our due diligence when the RCMP does partner withfc ks an a publication or a partne ringr I
trust that due diligence Is given in terms of who we oartner with.
- •Vi`_ T/k
As P indicated perhaps ear.ier with senator Dagena is, I th.nk when communities con4elOgeiltiiir. lo
support countering violent extiemisrn, it takes d bit of courage to get to that- My-understanding in the ease
.ago with the Cornmu nityt that was
whe-e this occurred in Manitobar there was an event that took place a yew
actually quite extensive and we had a of of police partners. l 'll let Sgt- Dash spPax to that.
Ms. Dash: The event was really bringing togethe r com munity members, and they were quite concern
about, not just extremism, but about drugs, about their chiidren and what they are nvoived in, material
online,
Speaking trr our program, thi5 i5 what vie want communities to come together to do, to share and haws

the dialogue and have this discussion about ttre critical coneems that they have.
That was a really fruitful discussion, and that's where we want communities to get to, to have the open,
honest discussion with all of the partners there. That happened about a year ago and we're very proud that
we actually have communities asking us to ne part of their discussion. It's been a very difficult road to some
communities. We've had to rebuird relationships and re-engager but for com-nunities to have this difficult
discussion with parents l thank was a success.
The Chair: Sergeant. rib one is arguing that, and I assume everyone around this table would support that,
taken w h respect to background cheeks to ensure these
but thF question is whether due diligence is be
peop e who are representing.the comrnun-ty are who they say they are. Do you nave a policy in place that
you do hat due dihigenee so we don't get into a situation I ke we dad wit, this pertics,lar handbook that we
referred to earlier?
Ms. Cuillierrier; I'm not aware of a policy, although thee could be one, I have been in the organization
Tong enough that I do know that we do bring due di igence in terms of who we partner with and what we
support. I think that's a crit.cal piece because we want the confidence of co mmiriitieS and we %Onk the
confidence of Canadians. Tnat is ext rem ely -m oa rtant to usThe Chair: I look forward to seeing if you do have a policy in place, if you cou d repart Oacx..
Ms. Cuillierrier; Okay.
The Chair, You refer to pre-criminal space, I have a question and I'm go-ng to voice a concern here. It's
a v€ry fine lipp you walls. I would say, in respect to your joh as an enforcement agency ve^sus trying to reach
out In the cbrninunity and trying to prevent getting into that situation where mere's criminality.
• What concerns me :s that there seems to be a number of offences or appearances of offences having
been cu mrittted in the area of tat rurisrn. We have Canadians with dual nationality coming back from being
invo.ved in terrarist activities, being overseas and actually contributing and fig,t:ng with 1515- There Seems to
be an attitude by same that because they're not necessarily fighting but just involved an the Internet that's a
lesser offence, yet we corn e,sack here and we have these hearings and very few, If any, court proceedings
are doing forward at all. I thin IC Canadians aïe asking themselves exactly what is taking place if these people
are that high risk.
That's the quest; on that i-10 to be asked. The question I have is this: Where i5 that line between
pre-criminality versus criminality as you 'ea ch out In the community and you know that some :rrdividual has
already been involved in same terrorist attack that is against the Criminal Cade— at least the way I read
it-- and we're nor proceeding?
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Ms. Cvfllierrlef: In terms of returnees, our countering extreme violence program is focused on the
pre-criminal space. When an individual does return from perhaps allegedly fighting or involved in terrorist
activities, we I e av2 it to o u r national security investigators to do whateve' they need to d D upon the
individual returning to Canada_ Again, our program will fôtusorl the front end.
M. Dash: I think what maybe needs to he emphasized is that thrpre•crl poi noI space is early-Dn
indicators and that's where our program is focusing_ If at any point in that time yOL want to look at as a
continuum that tie individual who is at risk is displaying signs of behaviour that t hey're going trivia rd5 the
criminal space, that information will be shared just like any calls to service and we 'all get our operations
involved. We would not put any operations at risk and ow line is very clear. We are heaping individuals at
risk at the very early stages.
Senator White: I congratu.ate you on the restorative method you're using in cart cuIa: with young
people and trying to engage them before tieyr become involved in the crimira. act V ty that we're talking
about foe- the most part here.
appreciate the fact that your focus is on the communities and the people in those communities_ do fact
we've seen similar success in Canada when it comes to gang outreach in Calgary and, to be fa r, here in
Ottawa and Toronto as well. F think that 15 the answer down the road. The challenge we're having is that
we've faced a couple of incidents over the past few weeks that telt us we've missed a Few pieces somewhere
along the line, Anti whether or not we're doing enough to engage the people who are going to be violent or
are travelling overseas and getting training or are going overseas and helping to fund extremism and terrorist
ads_ If I may, that's one of the disconnects as a precursor LO my question.
So you understand, this isn't about whether what you're doing is working, I think it is and I think :t will,
but there is a second piece that we're stuc., wits and teat is what isn't working and whether or not we're
engaging the peop;e coming back.
My question now is whether we're seeing enough Invdlwernerit from the curnrnun ty'S leadership when it
Comes to engaging thrsse cornmunTies. Are we actually hear ng community Ieade -s saying they are as
concerned? You've given them a safe env.ron men L. YoiYre telling theca you're not looting to arrest their
children. From what you may tell us, we'-e saying we need to engage them at solve point in time to find a
Solution.
Are you seeing leaders believe that now and came forward andspying we want you to be a part of ur
community and speaking at some of the events we have and engaging at a nigher level so that you're hitting
roarer Cr are yrSu still doing it one by one by one?
M5_ Cuillierrief: I think the tides are shifting in terms of Community engage menr and community leaders
coming forward, I recognized certainly in the last year any time that the RCMP has made arrests around a
terrorism Charge Community leaders have come forth to the media. They have talked about how they've
worked with the police of jurisdiction or with the RCMP.
In speaking with other Canadian police officers who were here in September In Ottawa for our train the
trainer wo-.tshop, they are noticing a change at the community, level with community leade, s and religious
leaders. I do think the tides are changing and communities recognize and need to get mvolved sooner than
later, as opposed to waiting for arrests to happen or for tragedies to come forward.
..c.7•1;
I sense that as we move forward and wt'idQ [iaV E ford multiplier with other police agencies across
Canada and that -nreractio.n and that deliFreraticn, whether it happens in a university setting or at a town
Tall, I do b0: eve people will corn forward. We've had mothers came forward and say, "1 didn't know w4,at
was going on and now that I recognize what should nave seen perhaps l wou'd have acted differently,That's a switch in thinklnfl_
Again, I th'nk and I know that by engagïn$ more people in this conversation we'll have that effect of

peop e comi ng forward to police or community human service professionals_
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Senator Day; The program that we've been discussing here today on counter violence, it flowed put of
Canada's Counterterrorism strategy that was issued by Public: Safety Canada -n 7012; is that correct?

Ms. at;IIlerrier: Yes. We're working on under the "orevent" pillar, yec.
Senator Day, Was there new funding that came out as a result of that polity announcement?
Ms- Cuiltierrier: That predates my time in this positia?sa..E am featly not aware if there was funding in
}
4
+ ` '3f+

2012.

Senator flay, If you're able to determine trot for us, it would be *retpful. What I'm interested in knowing
is the total amount that Is dedicated to your particular CVE, countering violent extrem-sm program, and you
indicated you had 30 trainees across Canada now. Are they being paid specifying to do this job or are they in
uniform and doing that as cart of their normal RCMP attachment?
Ms. Cullllerrler: OF the AO qualified trainers that we have across the country at this paint h time, far
same of them it Is their fuI'-time jab- Some of them may be school liaison officers. Some or *hem may work
in different areas but have an interest in working at communities and/or are very good facilitators and able
t4 train other police officers. That is the reason they would have been selected to come an the training,

Senator Day: Arp they pain in addition to their normal salary for this particular tra.nirlg f oc] that they're
doing?
Ms, Cullllerrrer: No. This would be paft of their care function in terms of their--

Senator Day: Okay. So back to your secretariat here in Ottawa, that's the on" y place w*rese you have
oenple who are workrng an tycs particular initiative. Cat you to! me how much money is being dedicated? is
it coming only out of operations, or da you have a separate line item of expenses that we cou:d go to7
Ms, Cu1llierrier: I WOJid Suggest that in terms of que5tipns nnut hiiqQ-ts, perhaps the chief financial
officer 4f the RCMP would be in a better posiLion.ta resuond Lo L'nose questions around funding and bu€Ige.s.
I essentially work with the people I have and recognize that i can work w`th the INSET teams that are !DEB Led
across Canada, as well as the different municipalpolice services that ale expressing an interest in working
with us a-aund {V E.
Senator 13ay: If you needed more funding, suoe• ntendent, would you gc on tie line of command and
say, "I need more oodies," or would you be told to put that in your budget far the next year? Do you work
out a budget for your operation?

Ms, al!Merrier I do, and my answer would be I do both. I put forward a projected budget, and I also
loos. at speaking to my command around Som e of the pressures or requests that ale çpming -n an our new
program,
Senator Day: I think the sergeant had an answer- that she was going to give here as weld.

Ms- Dash_ I was gang to add to the superintendent's comments in regard to Pu blic Safety Canada- We
nave been working collaborat-very under the Kanishka tunding, so we have received aenefits from same of
the research and too s that they have been able to provide to front-line officers, so we have been using
?uuliC Safety Canada in that sense, .
5enataf Day: l'rn glad jo hear that. We learned that that is funding that w 11 expire next year, 2015.

t'Ff,
Senator Beyakt Thank youi #or you.. preentaLian. I'm still afraid that we're not add ress ing Lhe big issue
hard enough, but I'm very appreciative of your work at the community :evel,
In March or 2011, the Senate did a repot where we Identified the four steps to jihad- I will have to read
it, oecause it was quite Zang. Stage one, the state of haw you were. Stage two, se'f-identification. Stage
three, indoctrinizabort. Stage four, 3i had izat:on, when one decides to actually act. Now, ;t seems we can only
influence
radical Is amist during stage 2, sett-identification, arid stage 3, indoctrinization, What
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spec-fically are you doing to counter Indoctrinixatian, and when do you refer it to the national security
Investigators that you talk to? You talked in your presentation about the community hubs, but t still don't
see how they're going to actually deal with someone who is on the verge of doing what happened in Ottawa.
M. Dash_ Our program is addressing the early indicators of an individual that is going clown tie path of
criminality and potentially there may bra nexus to nat-onal security. I know I've ma du comments before
that early :nd'cators and behavioural changes are oest really seen by family, friends and teachers. Early or,,
the signs could he that there is a language that changes, us versus them mentality. There is alSe language in
regard to maybe political ideology or religious deolugy. Vii,en that type of ri for matkon is brought to the
ilual, that is when we could
attention of law enforcement or a community •eade or a trusted ind•Vc
potential}, get Involved. WE would then look at and assess tie situation and provide the appropriate
resource. It could be a mentor, someone who would come in and maybe have a discussion with the
individual to say, "This is the interpretation of the ideology, and it's not what you're thinklrng." It depends.
It's a case-by-case basis, and we would Icok at that. That's how we would get Involved early on.

The four stages that you've described are pretty much where the individual Fias radicalized- Thal could
happen over two months or three months, or it can take years, and that is all in the c' m ina I space_
SenatorBeyak; When do they cal in the national security investigators? At what point in the
community hub would someone identify that there k a problem?
M5- Dash_ It would depend On the assessment, If there is an intervention that's taking place and the
individual is really not responding to the support, an assessment is done, and that's when there's going to be
a decision made as to what the.next steps. will be.

TheChair Col leagues, I'd like 'o go back in respect 'o the individuals tint have been involved in some
terrorism activity outside the country and have come back and have been ide,tifiedSuperintendent, you idcr lified that there 'Itkedé some who had come bank qu to disillusioned. It wasn't
what triey thought it was going to be. They a•e back -n the country because they didn't want to stay where
they were and Continue doing what perhaps they were doing- Ii reSpea r0 your program and these
individuals that have carne back, haw many have you Identified, in rough numbers, ihat have tame back
because trrey're disillusioned? Are you Litiliting these individuals, for example, in your program to go to these
particular communities t0 tell these young oecl IEi justwhatthe rea'wo drealyis? Do you do that? II you
don't, wily not?
Ms. Culllierrier: Senator, as I mentioned earlier, when Individuals return, they are handled or managed
through our criminal investigations and our national security criminal Investigations, so they do the
follow -up- They do the Interviewing or surveillance or whatever police technique is required based On the
information in the criminal file or the investigation.
In terms of our program in the pre-criminal space, in terms of utilizing returnees or peopre who have had
exper'enca, that is Sometti inF we've looked at. Dur international partners have in some cases done that, and
;t certainly is effective. In fact, there i5 One tool that we wi'I oe using in one of our training sessions that
actually speaks to One Of those examples where a young person has been incarce ,ated in the LFnl led +Cirrgdorn
and had agreed to actualIYdoa video and walk people through his journey. T men 't becomes very evident
where co imun'ty and human service professionals cart actually Intervene had they been aware or iiad a
little bit of awareness in terms of what radicaliiation to violence looks Ike arid what the indicators âre.

Your idea is a good one. We nave thought about rt. We are not quite in a position -n this country to have
that kind ottaol available to us, out we have been working with Public Safety Canada on an initiative with the
consultant to develop Canad'an tools that would actually tell the story as you're suggesting.
The Chafr: As I said earlier, the purpose of these hearings is to have a public conversation to let
Canadians know exactly what we face or what we don't face- Of Me 80 that have come a ack, how many
have come back disillusioned and have come back Just because it didn't work out the way they wanted it to
wo rk out? Could you maybe go back and find out the numbers we're taking axout there?
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Ms. Cuillierder: If I could make a Suggestion, that's a question better posed of our fa.ks who work In
criminal ape•ations around the returnees to be able to give you a sense of what that looks like. I'm sure they
would be happy to give you a broad idea of what takes place when these individuals return to Canada.
The Chair: Colleagues, we'll wait and see If we. can get some infurmathun on that.
I'd just line to turn to one othe r area, if I mild, before we cone to a conclusion. One prcg ram that's
:lean refegiied to is called countering violent extrerri ssrr training, as part of some of tire programs that are
available. You're familiar with that? One of the programs you're working on is (oL:ntering violent extremism?
Ms. Culllierrier: Yes.
The Chair, l'tl like you to provide us the list, if you could, of the individuals involved irs tfiat program,
twining in the program, and those who are outside the government sphere w.na are being used as advisers in
respect ta that, +f you could do that far us.

Ms. Cuillierrier_ In terms of the police trainers, that would be easy to do. to terms of our community
resources, that is certainly not a comprenensivc ist at this point in time. That's something tnat litera ly on a
daily basis we're wdrkirlg on.
The Chair: Whatever list you have.
Ms. C1ui Ilierrier: Okay. We're connecting
The Chair: We know It's a moving '1st. That's fine.
Ms, Cul llierrler Fair enp ugh.
The Chair: Thank you, 5uperirrterldent,
Senator Day: A brief quenon [b gain a bit better und erstanding of your community outreach. In 2004,
the fross-Cultural Roundtable on Security was created for the specific purpp5p of help-rig to develop trust
and understanding In the various ethnic c0inrnunities, and obviously the RCMP and Csls have been involved
n community outreach for a long while, and that-5 how they recruit informants to gather information. What
is it about your community outreach in this particular initlat:. vc that is different frorn the community outreach
that you've already been involved with?
Ms, Cuillierrier: In the case of countering violent extremism, as you indicated, senator, we have certainly
a •ong history of doing community work. Community policing is certainly at the core of how we do policing in
Canada, and that's writ large across the courrtryIn terms of what's different, I'd like to say that its wary much about leveraging what we dlrRady do very
well, and that's es,entiaily building the trust with the communities. I think training police officers, imparting
the information, awareness and education is something we do on an ongoing bas-s. This is a new
phenomenon Pal ce officers In Canada wart this kind of information and education, out what police officers
also want .5: Okay, so I have this knowledge. I recognize or I get a phone rail from a family member. what
du I do with i' Where do I go and what do I do to triage or help this individual or this family? That's what's
different about this program- It's a combination of the traZning, 3W3reness and educarian, and then it's
leveraging those human service professionals at a community level, whether we'a dealing in the past
perhaps w•th sexual assault, gang violence, truancy, this time It's going to be about layering countering
violent extremism and getting people in the çpmrnunity, those professionals, understanding what
radicalizat-,on to violence is.
We have health professionals out there who a'e very much in position to be able to help and provide
information. We have teacners out there who are very much in position to recognize when a young person's
behaviour or Ia nguage o perhaps now they dross s ChArTine- It's cap=ta l.'; ing on everything that 'MP have
b241n doing but bringing it in trtgethe - fo look at çr}unterirrg vioFent extremism, radicalization to violence.
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Senator Day: Thank you That was helpful. The EVE, countering violent extremism program, is that
within the RCMP part of the Canadian Safety and Security Program? Do you know that term? We heard
about that in the last session.
Ms, Cuillierrier: ! don't.
Senator Dar Am you part of that? The Canadian Safety and Security Program works under a different
funding mechanism. We learned about itatthe same time as the Kanishka ProiE LL, wInelyouindicaLedy+ou
do get some funding indirectly for or free'.
Ifyou don't know about it tnee you're obviously not part of it.
Ms. Dasli; No.
Senator Day: That answers teat.
TheChair Thank you, senator.
1`d like to thank our witnesses for coming here today. We certainly app•`eciate you taking the t me to
come here and participate in our hearings because it's very important to the genefal pubsc to hear from
members of the RCMP, obviously. We appreciate the work you do.
With us in this final panel of the day i5 Deputy Cornm issiener Scott Tod, Ontario Provincial Police,
Co-chair of the Counter Terrorism and National Security Committee. Welcome to the committee. We're
pleased to nave you with us today.
We do have prepared text of your presentation. Colleagues, it's in English. I'm wondering I could have
a :notion to dissem-nate it ass draft so that we have something to fallow. Mooed by Senator Day- Agreed.
De4uty COMM iS inner Scott Tod. the floor :s yours.

Deputy Commissioner Scutt Tod, Ontario Provincial Police, Co-chair of the Counter Terrorism and
National Security Committee: Distinguished ::members of the Senate, I am pleased to accept your invitation
le be here today representing CAC? president, Chef C yde Waybill, the Canadian Association of Chiefs of
Police and as Co-chair of the Counter Ter -orism and Nat onal Security Coin m ate e.
The mandate of the CACP is safety and security for all Canadia ns through innovative poice leadership.
This mandate is accomplished through activities and special projects of a number of committees and through
active Faison with various levels of government and departmental ministries having legislative and executive
responsibilities in law and policingThe Counter Terrorism and National Security Committee is one CACP committee with the specific
mandate to harmonize the work of the Canadian law enforcement community an identifying, preventuig,
det ring, in stigating and responding to criminal activities related to terrorism and naLioeal security_
The stratëg a priorities of the CTNS cum-nittee are, one, to promote collaboration and integration
amongst -aw enforcement agences wth appropriate public-private security and intelligence partners; two,
to imp'ove the aaifity to operate in a cooperative and integrated manner wits the v ew of addressing
emerging trends; three, to develop arecesses and facilitate strong communication at all levels; four, to
eecoriiitler.d lee isle t.c rt fu-•ns; dnd, five, to arumrate education and training in matters of counter-terrorism
and net'onal security.
The CTNS committee consists of national representation from police serv-ces across Canada at the
executive level and government agencies with the operational mandates that include a res ponse to the
threats to Canada's national security. I ta', prdvide a list of member agencies, if you wish.
The committee gathers partner agencies that assess and address counter•terrot ïsm and national security
related issues, either from an operational or intellige lee pornpectice. Private industry may also attend our
meetings on an advisory basis or when approved and inv-ited by the co-chairs.
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During the past year, the CTNS CQmrrrittee has cQntinued to strengthen Côrnmunitatlon, cooperation and
coordination amongst the law enforcement community arrd key partners dedicated to cornmunity safety and
well-being.
-Le rroris ri gu.de For the
Act- v:ties or the Committee include the nitiative ta create a uaunte
implementation of provincial counter terrorism measures and strategies a:ross Canada. The purpose of the
guide is to create a toolbox for chiefs of police in Canada, which would ha in line with Canada's
Counter-terrorism Strategy.
Thé CTNS Committee head a national forum this oast September lb and 17 al thu RCMP National
Headquarters to provide participants with an understanding of the national se€.a rity threat; the challenges
associated with counter-terrorism Investigative efforts; and information on the Four ji!lers.rrf prevent, detct,
deny and respond. More than 125 law enforcement and government:agency re preserrtative;r attended that
conference.

The international law enforcement community is confronted with the challenge of increasing its.effc its
to detect and prevent arts of terrorism- This challenge has been exacerbated by the global dispersion of
terrorist groups a nd individuals Causing police Executives to place greater emphasis on the irn pone nt
re lation s 1 ips that exte nd beyond our cities, our orovinDes and our nation.
In response to this critical threat, the RCMP co-seads an international group of like-minded countries and
agencies designed to integrate our approaches to leadership, terrorism and intelligence, with a focus on

strategic thinking, prevention and a global vision.
The CACP CTNS comm ittee assisted the RCMP by assessing and selecting the Canadian law enforcement
and security agency candidates for par;iciratiarr and learning opportunities within an international setting.
The Canadian law enforcement representatives are required to complete an action paper as part of their
commitment to attending. Top committee has assisted in CQrnpltzting a review of tnose papers and also in

approving candidates for the upcoming conference. Fhc approved topics are centred agaia on the four
pillars of prevent, detect, deny and pupa n. d.
At a typical CTN5.Cornm ittee meeting, Members are provided an overview of the current threat
environment within Canada. This is a standing age.;Ida item to gene•aLe d.scussiun on issues affecting all of
the CTNS member agencies, Buueti ns and notices are creaked try true member agencies and shared nationally
through the CTNS committee and the CACP an issues related to threats, trends avid law enforcement
practices.
Tiireatc, trends, nest practices and other timely tcipics are discussed at meet-rigs. A recent Presentation
was made tu the committee by the Federal Ombudsman, Far Victims of Crime. Othe• presentations and
discussion include the work being done by the RCMP on radicalization prevention and the development of
community engagement prog-ams.
In a

to the work of the CACP CMS committee, there are other law enforcement activities ongoing

to address t w threat of terrorism. An examp:e of the provincial activity is the Provincial Anti-Terrorism
Section, ma-e commonly known as PATS, in Ontario.
The PATS section i 5 an Ontario Provincial Police-led joint forces operation comprised of intelligence
memo P rs from Pight m uni ç.i pal police Service$, a kin w"th provincial and federal agencies. Including the

Ca nad a Border Services Agency.
The PATS team 's mand ated tU con duct multi-jurisd;Ctiortal, strategic intelligence operations on matte rs
involving -nternat-oral, dorne5tic and other specific acts related to terrorism In Ontario.
The PATS team works hand 'II hand with tie RCMP-led national security teams In Ontario and meet
regularly ta share information and support each other on terrorism-related investigations.
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Most re€entry at the municipal level, the Calgary Parce Service hosted a co nference on Murdering
radicalization, The conference had experts, atader'nics and presenters from other countries, and most
notably from across Canada.
Law enforcement officials and other pub FIE sa fety officials attended the Lwo-day conference as an
example of the need to inform and share our best practices, observations, research and solutions to the issue
of radicalization and eirtemist activities.

Hopefully I have provided a fair review of the activities.and actions that the CACP CTNS committee and
Is members have under-taken in regard to terrorism and national security at tile federal, provincial and
municipal levels.
Them you, and I look forward to answering your questions.
Senator White; Thank you to the deputy for being here today.
I appreciate your referring a lot to the IICMP and the support they provide. The RCMP doesn't poi ice our
two largest provinces or any of the largest cities in the country, Do the chiefs of police and the agencies — l'i1
look at Ontario for your sake -- get the right amount of intelligence from C51 S, for example, and others? Dues
it always go through the RCMP? Is there en opportunity as well'?
When I was the chief in Durham, one of my biggest complaints was that CSIS would try to give the
information to INSET or others to give to me, which could take weeks in some cases before I received it,
Should they be going directly to the municipa partners?
Mr. Tod: As you well know, in Ontario the Pollee Services Act describes the responsibi sties of a chief of
aalce and the investigation of criminal. conduct or a criminal matter. We're providing public safety for that
at tyre deels:on and discretion of that chief of nolice.
•
In regard to national security, I can to I you that there is an iiforrnatior, f ow that occurs from the bottom

up and from the to down. :'11 starttwith an exam nle o` the bottom-up approach.
In Ontario the PATS team that l spoke about is eight iolce services, and we have a number of other
informal partners. We also have a liaknn program involving private i-id4ct'y. It all provides information into
the PATS unit, which Feeds into the INSET Learns and is then mixed with the Informat'on that's provided from

C515 to the INSET team to develop a clear p- cture and understanding of a th -eat,
CSIS does provide -nformationto the RCMP INSET team. They do it in the one-vision concept, in the
shaming of that information- They do it within the laws of Canada. I have no concerns in regard to the lack of
sharing. Perhaps it's because of the fact that I do sit on the CTNS committee, and CSIS sits on that committee
as a representatieeMore recently we've been active and robust in the sharing of information in collaboration. I think a Inc of
it nasto do wrth the trust that's occurred wituin law enforcement in the last couple of years in Ontario.
Senator White; We've had a lot of discussions with peop'e before us asking a`:aout legislation. Vo we
need more legislation or changes to 'epislation?
A good example is one malice leader questioned tie need for AG approval on peace ponds- Do you See
S hy s-lifts or changes that we need So recommend or that we should be focusing our attention on when it
•eornes to ter r UfiS in, and the C. ni nal Code in}rartitülar2.

Mr. Tod: The recent legiktation I've seen proposed within the federal context in regard to additional
powers for C515, for example, has been Ir- regard to the protection of informants. I think it's a necessary
aspect that the security service needs. P think the other I egi s'atio n we're looking at in regard to Canadian
citizens who travel, Canadian citizens who have an ppportuiity to travel, i5 a'50 en important piece of
legislation which would support our efforts,
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Specifically, In regard to the Criminal Code, I think the Bill S-10 amendments or of ger laws that have
came in nave been satisfactory. I can't it here today and think of any legislation that I could consider being a

strong proponent of at this time from the CACP's perspectiv e
Senator dagenals; Thank you, Mr. Tod- I have two short questions.
Wrist can we do t0 ensure bettercoordir'at on between all'aw fofcement bodies during a I stages of

terrorisai matters from notification of threats ta prosecution?
Mr. Tads As I Opened up with the comments In regard to the legislative oe nn iSSiOnS that are given to
chiefs of pa ice, I will speak for Ontario only. In the Ontario Poke Se-vices Act, it provides the Iogrsiated
obi igetians, roles and responsibilities to a chief of police. Although it doesn't 5perifizally talk about terrorkm,
it ta149 about public safety and about rights and freedoms.
The regulations that we have in Ontario .s peak specifically to terroris -n, counterterrorism, planning and
preparedness fora chief of potlte- One of those things it talks about is a coordinated role, woricingwith
other agencies that provide that service.
The difficult part is in regard to when an event occurs, who carries the responsibility? I-egis!atlan will tell
you it the chief of police, but in some instances that may not be the best decision maker for Something Ilke
that. That, to me, at times is confounding in regard to what other pieces of the puzzle we have in place to
ensure toot the coordinated effort is occurring.
For example, the chief of police has the option not to call fora national security team, nut t0 call for a
provincial security team or not to call a fellow or neighbouring police agency for assistance.
The other part on the cpa)rdinat-pn piece '9 the intellRence park. The ieceof readiness is, "How ready
are we?" That is the question we always ask ourse yes. I nave learned that readiness can Pnly occur through
coll aboration, coordination and 9ha•:ng information-

That's why the PATS team, which comprises many poi ce services in Ontario. works hand n hand with the
fed e ralpol'ce service anthe national secu*dy enforcement teams. We've learnedthie best way toprovide
and learn information is by being at the taaie .with them and coordinating and sharing.
I hope I've answered your question. Again, it 5 the indivldtraï chiet at pdriie who really has the say in haw
much cal aborabon and coordination will occur.
Senator pagena

How much, in terms of resources, do our local police forces dedicate toward

counterterrorism and counter-fadicaliaatian matters?
Mr. Tod: Far Le •rorlsrn, we have the na lion a security e n fa rcem en L teams. I hefieve there are six across
Canada. Those teams invite munic"pal and prov-ncia police services to join tiern. In Ontario, I oelieve the
national seru•'ty enforcement team in Toronto has eight other police services that are partnered, co-located
with them. The other team, the national security enforcement team in Ottawa, has three police services that
are working together,
The collahorat on occurs in regard to the larger police 9ervic,e5, the police services tnat carry a suostantial
amount of aopulation and a suastantial arnaur--t of a potential threat, and are engaged with the national
security environment.
On the radica'ization process, that is something relatively new: I would say within the last year or two
certainly, two years of policing. Flaw much work occuFS, I think you've heard from previous w"tnesses here
today about tie efforts of the RCMP. 1 mentioned one conference that was recently held in Calgary. I know
of two others being held rn December -- one :n the Niagara Fal s area and one :n Ottawa -- to counter riwent
extremism and raSdiCulita t;on,
I think there are substantial efforts ongoing new in regards to it. At t said, it ha$ heel a TecenL
phenomenon, wit gin the last year, t!iat we've paid a close amount of attention to it.
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That's from a policing perspective. Our sect'-ry pa rtners at the federal level have had that, in my
opinion, on their radar a little longer tnan we have.
Senator Boyak: Thank you very much fo• your oresentaton We had a representative here from
FIN TRAC a little while back_ I wandered how Involved the loco: police seevl€es and the OPP would be In laying

charges and pursuing a Lase for financing terrorism, The RCMP has a national role, but I'm assuming you
would have a Tale to play at the local level,
Mr. Tod: FINTRAC sits as a representative at the national Labe with Vie CACP CTNS committee_ They
provide information in regard to mo ney=atrndering and finand-rgofterrprismto tietd0'-e. That information
is available to any police service upon request o , with notification from FINTRAC.
The money laundering is orle aspect we look at, especially right now on the i5544e of radic.ali7ation. It's
thel i —ris t'aveller, for example, and the rad €allzatïtn process to high. risk travelers, but also the
facilitation of the travel itself is very important. We do look at how the funding is obtaïne>f and wnere the

funding comes from. We can't do that without FINTRAC assisting us.
Senator Kenny; I attended the conference in Calgary this past week. !t was a remarkable two days_ One
of the .ssues that carne up was the question of separating a community outreach program, much like what
the last set of witnesses was talking about, from the Fo;ks involved ill gathering intelligence in 2n
organization.
Do you think, Ina practical sense, that actuary can work?
Mr. Tod: I do. senator. Speaking on behalf of the Ontario Provincial Police, as a result of undergoing an

extensive review of otr actions in regard to Cann Ipperwash and as a result of a public inquiry that was held.
we had an opportunity to look at the orgdrlization and Fines we manage information and now we do
community outreach. We created something cal.ec our provincial. liaison teams; it's .nd:v duals out there to
work with the €ornmuri=ties, work with the groups, work with individuals, and to be ab•e to provide a
perspective of both sides or a perspective In regard to law, a perspective ;n regard to 50m pan rz eisp's rights,
someone else's position on something_ I do think that's a very important role, separate and apart from
intelligence.
The purpose of our provincial liaison teams 'sriot to collect intelligence ana provide information back to
the centre Or back to an analysis Function, but to orovi de perspective, tb provide d alogue, ta provide an
open door far engagement- I think a similar program in regard to radicalization or community engagement
or CVE -- cOunteri ng via lent extremism — is very possible.
fn ❑ntario, at a government level, right now we have a community safety p.an working group. We're
developing Community safety plans for communities_ I hope that radicalization and CVE --taunteringviolent
extremism — will become one aspect within those community safety working group discussipn5 and that
looking to the €riminc+genic factors Of poverty, homelessness, addiction and mental hEaith, that we will also
use.thpsc Ctnminogenic factors and too( at extremism and taditalizatian also in a similar ignt so we can
identify vutneraixleintlividua's who may muse harm to themselves or gociety.
Senator Kenny: What would happen w thin the OPP If somebody in community outreach came across
actionable intelligence? what would they do?

Mr. Tod; Within the confines ûl the provinc.al p0!ice policy, they are required to report that, information
tnatwou d prevent a criminal a rt from q€coming, information that would prevent someone from being 'lurk,
.nformatian of a n•eaeh of surne other pract'Le or pa iuy that's important to the paI:sirig organization.
SenatorKenny_ The outreach programs are dependent on the trust of aeople they're engaging with. I
find myself putting my head in the place of a mother whose son is starting to behave in a problematic way.

What do you have to go through as a police officer to persuade that mother to know where the Sine is when
she can come forward and that will be of benefit to her soh, Of when she decides otherwise? There's bound
to be a measure of mistrust initially, at least.
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Mr. Tod; Absolutely, senator, I heard a prev:ouswitness describe pre-crimi,a space. On the aspect of
mug llzetion and engagement, it not a pol ice function; it's a community function. 5o the police are
facilitato rs of .ia- 50n and engagement. We would prefer artua ly riot to do it, the full act, but we would
prefer to facilitate how community mobilization engagement occurs.
In the instance of the mother, we would hopefully buitd trust w-thTn a community leader, a community
champion or an issue-specific champion within that Community that Can represent Or advocate on behalf of
not just the pol-ce but on behalf of the citizens FR ttre community to do the right thing.
HE ng the police fulfill all the res pen sibilit es and obl-gations OR engagement and Faison we know :5 not
the right answer. We have to have comrnun:ty Facilitation occur. we raye to acti;rely go out and. Tor the
sake of a better word, recruit trusted leade-s within communities and issue-specific concerns in our
communities ta deliver the message or to be the trusted person I think you're 5pea;dig about.

Senator 6eyak; As a follow-up to my previous question, lust for the benefit cif those watching, with the
money laundering, the terrorism financing and The faciiitation of travel that you mentioned, what raie would
each level of police force play in building a Cn se to ay charges there, the local poiiCQr thé OPP and the HCMF?
Mr. Tad: Many police services have a relationship with FINTRAC. Where it is idear is the relationship
with the federal national security enforcement teams that do finan€ ng and laundering investigations an
terrorism. A police service itself to do that investigation requires expertise iR açc44,rltrng, forensic
accounting, unde'sLanding the economic management Sy Stern we have in Canada. Generally, they would
seek expe`tise from a larger organisation Dr another ageRçy that has that specific experience and knowledge
on how to do money launde-rninwe tigatiôn5.
But it starts with a patrol officer- It really does.. It starts with the understanding by the patrol officor that
for a person to travel outside of Canada It costs money. In ma-ny places it's very expensive, depending on the
mode of trove;. That officer understands that they have an opportunity to look for plane tickets, Visa bills,
receipt3, Lash, things that occur within the individual or the environment of the person who is travelling, and
t' m .sing high-risk travellers hcrer or in other types of individuals who maybe entered into terrorist acts in
Canada. Everyone plays a role. I'm talking about the oaltrol officer, but also senior executives at my level to
make sure that we're working cooperatively togrrtnerr e9pecially PINT RAC. they do provide annual reporting
to all the police leaders in the country to make sure we're ak wanting together.
The Chair, Colleagues, could I follow upon th's? I think.this is an important area. We've been informed
that we went from 50 to 53 identified terrorist organizations operating ih one rapacity or another here In
Canada. That's the information we received at this committee. Second, we've been told There is a serious
problem •dentif-ed out there of financing of terrorism organlzallons through charitable organizations that

contend they re doing humanitarian work.
What I don't understand Is, we have has a nurnhe• of witnesses come here, say that it's a paoDiem,
out irie what the problem Is and the magnitude of the problem, and yet at the same time, to my knowledge,
We have had no charges laid over the course of the last 10 years.
Is the threshold to nigh from what wer within the judicial system. are asking in respect to laying charges,
or is there another way we should ae doing this type of investigation so that we can get the necessary
evidence to lay those charges? It has to be a concern to you and to the general public if this is obviously
going on, and the'e are no ramifzcatian5 to ;, at the end of the day. Do you want to corn merit, on that?
Mr. Tod' YAs, Cha r. Very true. We a,-iP cancérr1Pd About frnanting of terrorist activities in Canada or

outside of Canada by Caradiala cit-zerts. The difficulty ;n the past is the ability to prove that the hinds
themselves were used to facilitate terrorism and follow the funds -"follow the money" is the Items we used
when I was a fraud investigator and the end result that the money truly facilitated a terrorist act or
terrorism in one way nr another. That ha s always been the difficulty.
In the past, some of it was experience, knowledge of police services. I think we've worked well towards
that. But it Speaks to the lame picture of how much money actually from Canada is used to facilitate terrorist
acts in Canada and around the world, and I don't have that number. I can't tell you what the country-spee:tie
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amount is, what the couMry-specific percentage is to global terrorism. I don't know_ it may be a
Combination of many things, but it issomethir+g that we are always :poking at in regard to investigations
involving terrorist activities, and something we always look at is the facilitation and source of funds.
Articrunit reaIty aren't that large often as we look at it.
The train: We were informed here, I believe it was at our last committee méet:ng, that it's as high as six
figures. We're talking hundreds of thousands of dollars maybe through one organization, according to the
testimony that was provided.
I want to go back to my question again. Is the tnreshosd too high in respect of organiFatiins Su01 as your
1:101:e force or others? is it being requested so that charges aren't laid, Of Cou'd I ask this question: Crti you'
exper:ence and your knowledge of other police forces, rs information being compiled, investigations being
done oy tie various -aw enforcement agencies and then being brought forward to t.e Crown prosecutor's
affire and t-Ie-I not being taken forward? Is that what's happening?
Mr. Tod: I can't answer that question with a specific answer, my apologies.
Senator Day: This meeting that just took place In Calgary was under the auspices of what organization,
t-ie chiefs of poi ice?
Mr. Tod: It was the chief of the Calgary Police Service.
SenatorDay; How does that happen? You mentioned a number of others that wi11 be happening. Is it
the initiative 4f the taxpayers in a partirç,,,Iar region to Cover the cast of this? Do you have a rotation within
the Canadian Association of Chiefs of PDI-Ce saying it's your turn to do something?
Mr. Tod: We don't have a rotation. The forum I spoke about on September 1S and 17 was in fad the
apN frst forum we've ever held as the CACP/CTNS Cnmmittee. We nave soaker about extremism before in
the CACP env:ronrnent, This was the very frst. specific forum we had on terro ,'sm As I mentioned in my
opening comments, each inictfviduat thief at police i 5 re5pci nsIble for public safety within their own
jurisdiction.
Senator Day: Yes.
Mr. Tod: Chief Hanson in Calgary took It upon himself, largely as a resu t I would assume from his
discussions with other police services in the province of Alberta and thé national police servie, and decided
that it was W the benefit of the police officers :n Alberta to hear from the experts that he had attend.
believe It was at his own initiative, much like the one being held in Niagara Falls in 1ecernbe•. It's the
initiative 4f the chef 4f the Niagara Regior+aI Police Service and the prav:ncial anti-terrorism section who
haire decided to put on a conference in relation to terrorist attacks and radicalization.
Senator Day: That's quite haphazard though. You're dust hoping that the next chief In some other area
will decide to cal: a conference so you can exchange Information rather than it ae-ng objectively looked at
and sgyrng. wa should be sharing this Information on a regular basis, every s x morrtns or whatever you
decided,
Mr. Tod: It largely a resit of the Phenomenon of radicalization that has ready become a large sperif
topic in the as year tnet many of the chiefs have decided to take action 4n their own. The CACP/CTNS
committQP has a member of the Calgary Police 5erv:Ce on 1. Whether the CTNS committee, as a resu it of our
wa-s an radicalization and ter -orism, and that member returned to the service and suggested it or not I can't
speak t6, out we do nave and we do monitor and we provide assistance in the way of speakers and exp ertise
tt, ciiefs of police who wish to put an conferences around tefforlsm.

Senator day; Have you participated n the -ournd'table an countering extremism?
Mr, Tod: E don't participate in that forum,
Senator Day: Is that something you would get Invited to participate In from lime Lo time?
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Mr-Tod! My applVe5, I can't aniwer without knowing th P sper.ifirs
Senator f)ay, Cross-Cultural Roundtable an SecurityMr. Tod; I'm not familiar with that committee et all.
Senator Day: Flaw about the CVE progra in that we just learned about. RCMP coi,nte ring violent
extremism program and the various training sessions that they're haring; are you fam:liar with that?
Mr, Tod: F've .received two presentatiarL5 n regarikto that, yes.
Senator Day; k that a helpful thing that should in your view be continued.
Mr. Tad: Extremely and timely.
Senator day_ Thank you. That's helpfu:.
Senator Nip: I would Ike to continue the question raised by the chair and some others here. We know'
that more than 130 Canadians overseas brought Some tel.ated terrorism activities. We know about
8O-something returned to Canada, and this inc:uded involvement in training, fundraising, promoting radical
views and even planning terror SL violence.

Inthe Cpm bating Te rism Act, dos it al.pw you to arrest those pe4pfe susper.ted of terrorism for a
period of time?
Mr. Tad; Temporary detentions
Senator Ngo; Yes, temporary detentions, oecause in the Combat ng Terrorism Act they allow you to do
trial- Have you done :-t so far? According ta the chair so far we have only one charge.
Mr. Tod: I have nu khowF edge of that, na .
Senator Ngo: Did ynt, know how marntir times the Combating Terro-=sm Act has been used to detain these
individuals
Mr. Tad; I can't answer that question either, sir..

The Chair. Colleagues, I think we're all trying to understand what the RCMP ddesr what your
organization does, and other organizations within trre law enforcement agencies.
I just wait Lo go back to the SD- to 90-some-odd Individuals who have neen identified as high r5.k in
security. Is only the RCMP involved in that or are you i nvol.ved if it's in the province of Ontario in part of that
surveillance and rnonitoring these Individuals who are determined high risk?
Mr. Tod: We provide assistance to the national security enforcement learns and I'm sneaking of Lhc
OPP -- ve provide specific support and Invest5gative assistance to the national security enforcement team n
regard to a I of its activities, whether it be a high-risk traveller or a planned and deliberate attack. We
provide resources to them p I t'le time, of which surveillance would be One, as well as technical assistance
and Intelligence analysis. We provide the assistance to them continuously. That's true of the partnership we
have within Ontario.
The Chair: Rut j rest fol low this t h ro uE i: You're not the dec-s ,io n-maker y, filet 1e r o r nota charge would be
laid, you done bring that before Lnepwsecutur, it'S the RCMP; is that trrc ct?
Mr. Tod: 7o a Far6aexf4rrt, ye_s t}f~f'5 çarreçt,
The Chair! Coud you ?
Mr. Tod: We could, yes, absolutely. Any chief of police in Onto*.p has the ability to dp that .
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The Chair: The question I would have to you is, in following t Trough this, with the laws fiat are on the
hooks and have been passed by Parliament in respect to terrorism -- and I th'nk they're very Blear, I don't
thirR the re's any question of what it says -- why aren't we proceed ng with charges with same of these
individuals with the knowledge we have? Is the tnreshotd too high that you have to meet from a point of
view of ev denee ïn order to lay a charge?
Mn Tod! The individuals you're ta k'ng about, are you ta tic ing about the hi gat-ri 9 k teavel le's?
The Chair: Yes.
Mr. Tod: I would say the threshold Is not too high The ablity to collect, analyze and understand the
criminal information sa that we can propagate a criminal charge is a challenge fo- polic#! officers. It's
resource extensive. In order to understand the Surveillance aspect of it, if an Individual is under survei lance
24}7 we are rewired tQ put pro beoly a combination of 34 officers a day on one individoa.
The number you spoke about, senator, 130, or the returning 80, if you multiply that 34 per day it's
staggering in terms of police resources. That's lust the human element with the physical surveillance.
There's also the technical surveillance, which is extremely challenging for police services. We could actually
deplete much of our surveillance resources and our technical resources looking after the high. risk travellers
and leave nrgani7ed crimp and other facilitators of crimp in our corn muc1 ri PS alone.
The challenge for us is to First determine the threat level of individuals in the group we're talking about,
and I don-t have a specific number w-th me today. The number grows and eb as.
The Chair Can you $ t us that i nfQ rm etia n?
Mr. Tod: I can access that informatign if I nee it, yes..
The Chair: You can get It For. US though?
Mr.TOCI: I
Senator Whfte: I appreciate your discussion around working together.
We had the commissioner of the RCMP in recently, and we have had other Sol ce representatives, loot
know what cuts the RCMP awe also fated over the past number of years. Does the RCMP have the
resources available to them today to maintain tie things they're Bong and to actually focus energy that all of
us need them to focus on t'iis t'nreat? Since you don't work for the RCMP, you can say this bluntly, I'm sure.
Mr. Tod' I am familiar with spaçifiç aspects of the RCMP in regard tQ deplQyment. I can't speak to the
national deployment picture, the provincial deployment picture or any other federal responsibilities they
share- It may be unfair.
Let me specifically say that the phenomenon of the high-r;sk traveller has caused an incredible resource
pu'l u:r the OPP. Vide are evaluating not only the terrorism and national security projects we're doing but also
all tr,e other projects on the argarrlxed crime side in regard to gaming and crirxrinal activity involving outlaw
motorcycle gangs. We are evaluating all of those proiects or targets of investigation and are challenged with
the fact that we need resources to deal with the m ost immediate threat to our communities. The most
attentinr we're having right now is in rev rrtto the high-risk traveller phenomenal.
Do they have enough? I t.hin r the commission r of the RCMP can answer that much better than I can.
Could we use more? I would suggest the answer is always yes, and I'm saying that with great caution
because I understand the challenges faced :n the economies of policing. I understand what it's costing out
communit-ses. I understand that. We are chalIenged every clay with deploying our resourçea in the most
effective manner, and we attempt to do that al the time.
Senator Whites I appreciate that respunse, deputy. I do- I think it was the Manday afternoon we had
Mr. Yawcrski from 0515 here speaking to us, the same afternoon the soldier was

ad in Quebec, actually I
think around the same time. We asked h m the question, and t can't remember who asked it, about whether
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or not we had enough resources In this country to track the 85, not including rie medium-risk and the

law-risk that may shift back and forth between medium and high, if we understand that. His answer was we
have to always kind of risk it out and figure out whore our priorities Ile. That week, we had two Incidents
where people, one who was under watch, one who was not, were successful in what thole set out to do.
We are saying, though, regardless whether the RCMP have enough resources, we don't in Canada, In
your mina, have enough resources to do everything we're.doi ng and take on this challenge. Would that be
correct?
Mr. Tod: Again, it's a very difficult question. I think it comes down to the risk management dbikity, the
ability to manage the risk of an organization. The smal er the organization, the less ability you have to
manage a risk. The larger the organitationr tie larger your polite budget, the larger iuma1r *esource capital
you have, the better o b i i ty you have to manage a risk. F think the yery .a r,ge organizations in law
enforcement in Canada can manage the riex within the 'eStriet ions they have of people and Money. 1`m
evadirwg giving you a true answer on this one but, as I said, could we always use more? Absolutely. It comes
down W the risk management Stra tegy of an organization and what attention you're app y:rig to that.
Through the various governance models we have as police services and who we report to, that's questions
that should be asked to the police leaders In Canada. What risks are you taking? W13l risks are you
managing? That's where the discussion deserves to be held in regard to resourcing and deployment.
The Chair: 9tlt doesn't It also go hack to the threshold in respect to what's being asked for you to do the
work you do -n order to be able to proceed in the court systerr ? If you have to give 3Q police officers a day to
do surveillance cm an Intiivldirair we don't print enough .money In Canada to do that, if we keep continuing
with these numbers that are corrtinuing td escalate. There have to he other remedies other than just strictly
surveillance and things of that nature- It's a mu1tlfaceted question out there. Would you not agree?
Mr. Tad: Abso utely, Senator, I agree. The ability to col eclthat criminal Inforrnat:onr as you said, is
expensive in regard to surveillance and tie human resources capital that's required. Technically, it's very
¢xpen5ivP in regard to the technical tapab-lities. Again, the threshoid to determine criminality, if I can use
that word, the terrorist activity that requires that a Criminal charge be charge i?id, that's threshold is fine.
The ability (o collect the information and analyze the iri#briroation and have:acccss to: ire information for
5
everyone - what is critically important in regard to determining Ow- threat and the ability to lay a Charge.
The Chair: Wei, obviously we're not coil ect ng the information, because we're not laying any charges at
this date, except for one particular ease.
Senator Day: I just wanted you to comment on the community outreach issue we were ta:k:ng about
earlier. Various police forces have been doing that for quite a time, the larger ones in particular, gathering
information wit respect to organired Crime, motorcycle gangs, et cetera. NOW We're into the anti-terrorism
side of things, which is pre crimina: and takes up a lot more resources. I'm assuming from what you've said
that it's only the Ja rger police forces that would be able to get "nvolved 'n that to any great extent because
the smaller ones are pretty busy with their detection and p nasecutiarr slide of things.
Fronn the pai,tofview of those police forces that are involved in this pre-c rim lanai gathering of
information, cumnluii;(y outreach, trying to see '1 there's anything strange happening, :S'l the Canadian
Associat'on of Chiefs of Police, or do you again leave it up to each chief of police to talk about gender
sensitivity and ethnic balance and al those factors that are important, particularly so in a community
outreach #_tiiatlori? Where dress the nitia!ivp tome tram in that regard?
Mr. Tod: I can't Speak to the at 'Ter committee work tnat's being done by other committees in tie CACP.
l' I speaks ecirical,y'n rcgdrui Lo Ontario.
A5 I mentioned, since 2009, the policing model of 7r ..ferente in Ontario is the Ontario mobilization
engagement, commusi ty mabi,Ization and engagement model, and the four specific action amas within that

mode( are mobilization and engagement, lia:son and engagement, the risk-driven collaboration piece, wh-ch
is that community-police pi ece loge tier, and final y the fast une is the law enforcement suppressions piece.
Any service, regardless of size, has the opportunity to fill all four of those quadrants in the mobirizatian
engagement model.
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I will speak for Ontari D SPecrfi[ally, That is the model of preference we have taken :n regard to moving
forward with our safety community working groups and the opportunity for the community to actually lead
the aspect of liaison and engagement, in tithe!. worth, Ilalsorr in regard to working with the comm unity and
asgistins the community in being healthy and vibrant, but the engagement rests within the community. The
po ice facilitate. We step back, We play the Hack roo-n portion of that and allow the community Itself to
engage and the community itself to work towards identifying what we call acutely a evated indiyidualls,
largely because of criminological factors--mental health, addictions, truancy, homelessness, poverty, th os e
sorts of things. After that, we have the suppression pfeec, the policing enforcement. The criminal space is
where we prate
When you talk about pre-criminal space, I look at the pre-Criminal snare in On*rij as bei ng the liaison
and engagerne it piece. That'5 pre-criminal where police have a very y1•1a11 e8$ponsibi icy and role to play :n
that. The criminal spate is actually that community collaboration piece. That is whe-e the ool-ce and the
co mmunity leaders are sitting together Identïfying a cute ;yr elevated IndividuaIs, arable s or Concerns, and

working together on collaaoratiori,
Tige last piece is simply the collaboration is not going ta work, the liaison is not going to wort, the

engagement i5 not going to work, and we have the suppression piece where we have toga and be the police
and investigate, charge and prosecute people.
Senator Day: We were informed by the RCMP that this new initiative w- th respect to countering violent
extremism is in the pre-criminal phase and there is a community outreach aspect to that that's ve ry
mportent, but that's not Something that the chiefs of pollee or the police forces across Canada, other than
tie national ones, are gettng ihrolved in very mush,

Mr. Tod; I th-nk every police service win be involved in that, k know police leaders across Canada now
understand the aspect of engagement and lia son and ^hat rsk grauo, and I tall it risk-driven [olla beret' on_
It's working together with communities.
In 7008, I visited Prince Albert, and th.eF MCFee, now deputy min, ster McI=ee, was starting up the whole
aspect of community rnobil:zation.
Doer the years, it has grown into a true çallbbffrat;.ue approach in identifying what they call the hub
environment, and there are many hubs. You may Retire Heard that.

Senator Day: We did hear that te -n, yesMr. Tod: That's wnere the whole aspect of CV belongs, within that liaison engagement. Collaboration
pc..urs in the community hub where people can identify teachers, Social SBrviteS agencies, community youth
groups or sporting groups_ They can identify an individual or a concern and work together collaboratively on
it without having Lhe nOlite carne in to run it end drive it and provide ail the resources for it if that truly
works, then we have resources that we can dedicate back out to things like investigations On terrorism,
nvetigations on organized crone and other work that falls within the responsibility of the police.
•
I may be. generalizing here, but the Innovative leaders that we talk about fn our mandate of CACP,
.eadershfpthfough Innovation, those police leaders understand taie whale aspect of community
c011ai]aral On and where it belongs. That p'e-criminal space is a community responsibility on engagement
'ia"spn, and the policing responsibility S#arts to work in the ca'laborative approach working with our partners.
Then at times there are people out there in the organized crime world who are neither add.cted, homeless or
panr, they've gone tr} schDPI and they are et i,1 members of a large criminal organization_ That's where the
po•ice come in and the#'s w.neee we wgrk best.

The Chain r'd jt~~stAk f g~}il3 rie other area. I'm going to ask you a quehton. I may be putting you
on the spot here, 50 if I airi; 66).1',Wrill crie,
it was announced by Prime Minister Cameron that I believe they intend to bring In .eg,slation where sf a
Citizen of Britain leaves the country and is involved :n a terrorist organization that has seen identified by their
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country, their citizenship will he revoked for at least two years. This was announced, I beieve, down in
Australia.
Do you have any comments on that? The reason I ask this question ks because when I w2rlt home over
the past week, a -lumber of peaoie asked,' Well, if people want 117 become involved in this, why are we
allowing them back into the Country?' Obviously, It puts you in a situation and all the members that you
represent of having to monitor and put these individuals Linder 5unePilla acp it view nF the fact of wnat
they've been Involved w.th upon leaving the country.
5a -lave you given any thought to that type of legislation perhaps being considered ay Canada or otnc•
countries?
Mr. Tod L I haven't, senator" I haven't given it much thought, hut I VDU Id much rather spend our ti me
and fesousces with the ciVaens we now have in Canada by preventing them #rpm aacaming radical ized and
wo rking towards the whole aspect of someone travelling abroad,
t don't think it's as simple an answer as revoking tlirzenshi p, I don't think that will stop terrorism and

diminish the VIreat we have in regards to that. I don't think I can answer that. It's just nota simple t}uestion
for me to sit here and answer.
The Chair; ColleapWesr we have come ko the end of the time that has been set aside for this particular
committee hearing. I'd tike to thank our witness for appearing- We appreciate your forthright responses to
our question s.
I would like to Ea in camera far a few minutes ariorto leaving. Thank you"
The committee contir ued in camera.} ;"• ''
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY
AND DEFENCE
EV DENCE
OTTAWA, Monday, October 27, 2014
The Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence met tn-s day at 1 p.m. ta study and
report on security threats facing Canada and on national Security and defence issues in Indu-Asia Pacrfic
relations and their imp ications for Canada's national security and defence polic-es, practices, circumstances
and capabilities5ehaWr Daniel Lang (Chair} in the chair.
The Chair: I would like to welcome everyone to the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and
Defence on Monday, Dçto4er 27, 2014.
Before we welcome our witnesses, I would like to oegin by introducing the peon e around tyre table. My
name is Dan Lang,.senaror for Yukon. On my Fmmediate left is the clerk of the committee, loeëe The rien and
on my far r:ght is our Library of Parliament analyst assigned to the committee, Fto ly Porteous. I will now go
around the table and invite each senator to introduce thernse!ves and state the rog ion they representSenator Mitchell.- Grant Mitchel.r deputy chair of the committee and I'm from AlbertaSenator Stewart Olsen; Carolyn Stewart C'Sen, senator from New Brunswick.
Senator Kern:
y Coln Kenny from Ontario,
Sénator Beyak: Sena tar Lynn l3eyak, Ontario.
Senator Ngo: senator Ngo from Ontario. "'fy
Senator pay, Joseph Day from —
Senator White: Vern White, Ontario.
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The Chair Colleagues, this afternoon the committee will be meeting to corainue our two studies
pertaining to our mandate of national security and defence. In the first two Hours, we wi I .00k at the
te-orist threats in Canada and In the third hour we wi.l focus on tie Inds-Asia Pacific region as part of our
spcnnd study.
Before we begin our study I wish to express, on oenalf of all members and all se.nators on this corrrmittee,
our deepestcandolences to the families of Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent and Cpl- Nathan Cimillo our two
Canadian Arched Forces members who were murdered by terrorists In Canada last week in two separate
:nçidents. Canadians are prowl of our women and men -n Uniform and we w ll not be intimidated, nor will
we surrender to th-ose w no D rCirrrate hateful religious and n-om religious views as a means of advancing their
ppl;tical object:ves. I would also want tG paint put like many other Canadians and on behalf of members of
tris committee that we'iketo sea our soldiers proudly wearing their uniforms in public. We must not be
;ntiminated.
On June 19, 2014 the Senate agreed that t7e.Standing Senate Committee on Nat'onal Security and
Defence be aut+igrized to study and report on security threats facing Canada including but not limited to
cyb.er espionage, threats to critical infrastructure, temp
recruitment and financing, LOrrorism operations
and prosecutions, and that the committee rppnrt to the Senate no later than rlpr.p mher.31, 7015. ThP
Senate commenced this study because we, !lice all Canadians, are conce rned about the threats to our safety
and security- We wish to ger to the core riff the i. 5ue in a reasoned and well-informed manner,
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Corn rni ssi oner Paulson, we are very gkad to have you here with us today aIo ng with Mike Ca oana, Deputy
Corn mi ssione r, Federal Policing and Peter Henschel, Deputy Commissioner, Speci ail zed Policing Services- You
are not strangers to this committee and I welcome you back. We hope this will be an informative session and
that at the end of the day Canadians will have a better unders-tandingof the magnitude the threat, the
nature of support for those threats, a Netter sense of what radiCallitation means and counter-radicalization
that is taking placeCommissioner I understand you have an opening statementQvb Paulson, Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Piliee: Thank you, Mr- Chair and members of
the comr i
( French f llows -- Mr. Pau=son tnnt'g -- te tiens éWi démine nt a vous... I.
(apres anglais}(M. Paulson -- and memoerr of the committee-7
Je tiens ev-dernrnent vous assurer que nous présenterons au comité une cop-e de mes commentaires
d'ouverture des que possible, dans les deux langues officielles.
Compte tenu de l'évolution de la Sitteation et de notre compréhension des événements de la semaine
derr,itre, nous avons dCi faire les dernitres mises a jour ce matin- Nous vous remercions de votre
Compr2hensipn â cet égard.
;fv1r, Pau.san: Tiank you for the invitation to dis€uss ...M
(a-igla.s suit
(Following French — Mr- Paulson c nt'g--a cette-.-y
Thank you for the invitation to discuss the range of Security threats tati;ig Canada now and into the
foresee apie future. I had original,y intended to focus my comments an topics including tybercrime, cyber
espionage and threats to critical -nfrastruçture to name a few. +lowewer, in light 4f recent events in Quebec
and Ottawa I w ll focus on the threat of terror'sm, specifrcalry t.hosc'rite n din g to commit acts of terrorism
bath in Ca lada and abroad. That s aid, my cp.Ieagu.es and I are happy to take your questions 4n the range of
secu• ty threatsAt the outset, I would like to again express the RCMP's corrdoiences to the family and friends of Warrant
Officer Patrice Vincent and Cpl, Nathan CiriElo, as well as to all the women and men of the Canadian Armed
Forces.
Terrorism has been a threat to Canada and to the Safety and Security of Canadi a is tor many years. We
are not and nave riot been immune to acts of terrorism. However, it does feel as though tnc events of tht
last seven days have le-cl to a sense of loss and vulnerabi.ity not felt in this country for a long time. Perhaps
most.nuMW: is that the attackers were Canadians. Tbey were members or our own communities who
somehow curved against their friends aid Tamil es to cornrnit violence and spread terror.
In light of su€n senseless acts it is natural to have a desire to seek those who want to do us harrnHoweve:r, we must be niinditi that Canada i5 a nation of laws and the Charter ensures the protection of all
€'tlmns. 1 erronsm .s a serious came with harsh penalties anti we must be sure that our nursuit of justice is
had on evidence, which w'Il support prosecut ions, .secure convictions and tin rig eventual penalties. Our
approach must he Pal aiced with dogged po,ice work, evidence gathering and col aborative efforts with our
partners, oarticula•ly those in the Public Prgseçut:pn Service 4f Canada to ensure that the full weight of
Canadian .3W ran be brought to bear,
The RCNMF ;s mandated Lo -nveslIgaterand praver.t terloristactivltia'i. It :s one of pur most important
dures and we take this responsioility extternely sen ously. Olier the past decade we nave been successful in
detettingr disrupting, investigating and cnarging terrorists across the country- In total, 17 individuals have
been convicted under Canada's anti-terrorism laws.
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Just last week Mishahuddln Ahmed, who was convicted In July, received a 12-year sentence for terrorist
accivit les. We have also prevented a number of terrorist attacks through other disruptive means- We are
leveraging our lung-standing and effective pdrtnersh ps with the police departments across the country,
indeed the entire safety and security cammuntyr to combat this grow.ng threat. Terrorism i aria of our
mast challenging investigative areas. It is extrerrrely difficult to detect the early signs of rad ical lzat: on a n rt
ultimately deterrnine If an individual maybe preparing to Iaunch an attack on any scale. Many of these
individuals often show few signs at being disposed to viaeert action. €van these unde' cl'o investigation
often exhibit Iittle to krraw warning signs before an attack Is ca'r,ed out. Ironically, tie more elaborate tic
plot the g-eater the oppartunity for 5uç;e5sfuI disruption.
(French foilaws -- Mr. Paulson cant — Le terrorisme est un type de crime,,,
(aprs anglais](M. Paulson -- opportunity for successfuk disruption )
Le terrorisme est un type de crime Qui compte parmi les plus problématiques su- lesquels nous avons
caqueter.
Il est extre'rnement difficile de détecter de;s signes de radicalisation de façon préçQçe et de terminer gi un
individu donné est en train de préparer un attentat quel qu'en soit l'ampleur. 9icn souvent, le terroriste ne
montre aucun signe permettant de croire ou' I soit dsspose a :a violence. Dans la majorité des tas, rrréme chez
les individus faisant l'objet d'une enquête suivie, rien au presque rien ne laisse soupçonner qu'ils sont sur le
point de passer â l'acte. Ironiquement, plus un complot comporte un haut degré d'é,aboration, plus élevées
sont nos hantes d'y faire échos..
(Mr, Paulson; FUrth@r, there is little corn monality „I
(anglais Suit]
(Following F*ench — Mr. Pau:son tont'g --cnances d'y faire échec....)
Further, there is little cornmona+its amongst these .ndi .duals besides their eventual radicalization. Ow
holdings tell us that they came from d ifferent soc.o-econorn a bac,iârountfs, are of ttifferent rates and have
taken Vastly different paths t0 their eventual racFca' 2auion to violence The attacks of last week underscore
the challenges fated by the security and inte ligehce cornmIttee. These arts we-e ca-pied Out with na
advance warning and, thus far, seemingly little to na areparaticn. The events of last week are clea- examples
of just how suddenly (here attacks can occur and how urlpredictaole radiçalired ïndrv•duals tan be.
Asyou are 211 aware on Monday, October 20 at 11.40 aim-, Martin Couture-Rouleau struck Canadian
Armed Forties members with his vehicle in the parking lot of a shopping plaza n Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu and
on October 22, beginning at 9.52 am., Michael Joseph Zehaf-9ibedu opened fire on the cdrdm onid: guards at
the war me mo+ I. He then headed to Parliament kit.- After entering the grnund5, he commandeered a
Veilicle and drove to the main entrance white being pursued by RCMP. Upon entering Centre Block, ne
engaged -n en exchange with House of Commons security and RCMP officers w sere he was killed. Neither of
the individuals in these events were linked, nor were they a pan of a coordinated attack.
If prevention 3ases challenges when we are aware at an individual, it is even more daunting to prevent
the arts at 5omu ne,rnknawn to us. We did not learn until after the attack that Zehaf.9ibeau was hoping to
leave for the.Midüle East. White we 145va have a video'ne made describlrrg his Ideolog•cal and pol;tical
mot ves, our <nvestlgatlan ,s determining het
he had shared or communicated these, intentions to
commit vp.enrp to anyone- Just like the earlier incident that week, the attack came without warning.
Unfortu lately, we are all too farnil'iar with the unpreriittabilltyr of these events.
Theseattacks were similar to the Jed y events of Iastlune in Moncton, New Brunswick, where three
RCMP officers were murdered and another two wounded by an Individual radical:Lad to violence by another
political ideology, While hindsight offered same Indication of potential violence, there was na forewarning.
While we are facing this threat at homer we must focus efforts on preventing individuals frith travelling
abroad tv commit acts of terrorism. Preventing the individuals from travelling is critlral. IF these individuals
return with training andfarbattle eKperlenee,they pose an even greater t h reat to Canada and our allies.
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We are seeing a growing number of Canadians drawn into the ranks of 1515 and î5IL and al Qaeda and
attempting to or travelling abroad to conduct terrorist-related activities. in January 2013, two Canadians
participated in an attack on an Algerian gas plant where 35 people were killed. Since then, still others have
gone to join conflict zones in paces such as Syria and ImpWe are taking active measures to address these threats. Interr•.a•Iy, we have irnpiemented a range d
activities to detect„ prevent and respond to terrorist activity. This includes everaging our domest-c and
international partne rs an d identifying new and unique ways to combat this threat. C}peraLiprially, the RCMPled Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams, cased across the :aun=ry, have been Riley mobile ed to
add ress the threat of high-risk travellers, In addition to the existing 170 resources, we are reallocating the
necessary funds and personnel from other priority areas to combat tais threat. In recent months, and over
the past week, over 300 additional resources were transferred in to enhance the capacity of IN5fT from
other federa policing priority areas sucrr as organized c--me and financial crime.
We are continually assessing the threat and the requited resource levels aid taking the recessary steps
to reallocate resources as required- Additional y, other partners have contributed resowces to our INSTS.
Further, the wider law enforcement communities in Canada and abroad continue to offer their help and
ass stance.
We are meeting dairy with our partners at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to assess the threat
posed by crown high-risk travellers and those radicalized to violence. The RCMP has estahlished a group
which has resulted in an unprecedented level of interdepartmental cooperation. The high-risk travel rase
joint operations centre is housed within the RCMP op centre In order to respond in an expedient manner to
changes in threat and to bring tfte.full powers of the Government of Canada to bear the moment an
individual is identified•
Our partnerships are not limited -to the s'ocurity and i rite li igence community or law enforcement. The
active engagement, cooperation and support of the camrn u nity are key to our efforts. Pt Is Rely that familyr
friends, teachers and community members wiil ne the first to see the radicalization process begin and
perhaps hear the first threats of violence.
Po- example, It was the concern and vig lance of th& family and friends of Couture-Rouleau that brought
him to our attention.
Early notification of sudden changes can be key in assisting an individual before they became radicalized
to vio cote. These changes vary. It could be anything from withdrawal. from positive social Interactions and
activities to isolation, segregation, expressing increased hatred or espousing the virtues of violence and
expressing an "us versus them" understanding of the world. These are often not criminal act.rSris -- farfrom
it -- Gut we would suggest that friends and family members pay close attention to these indicators and reach
out to law enforcement or other services in the eornrnunity if there are concerns.
The RCMP and the broader law enforcement community recognize that the best way to prevent
terrorsm is to prevent radicalization in the first place. We are doing this through countering violent
extrern sm efforts and programming, Tfre RCMP in collaboration with key partners is .mplementing a
program to provide leant-line palrce officers and the community with the tools that they need to recognize
and assist ind-viduals at risKin Closing, I would ike to reiterate what I sic ii my corrinle1tS to the media last week: Canadians are
safe:. Fundamenta%ly, the events of lastsrreeis lave not changed us. This was evident last Wednesday when

citizens jo.ned with police, medical technicians and mllita-y personnel to protect and provide medical aid to
Corporal Nathan Cultic- There were other acts of bravery and examples where citizens cooperated with law
enforcement. In the face of this adversity, Canadians of all faiths, races and political persuasions came
together to protect and suppnrF one annth P. r, I am Confident that th is will Continue.
Thank you very much for your time and we're happy to answer any questions.
The Chair, Thank you very much, commissioner, for being with us this ofternoor, and For your
informative presentation I would like to begin with a question. The question that's outstanding for
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Canadians Is, what exactly is the magnitude of the public threat that we as a country and as Canadians face
going forward? I want to refer you back to the document called Security, Freedom and the Complex Terrorist
Threat_ Positive Steps Aheod that was a report lay the Special Senate Committee 'n March 2011 chaired by
Senator Segal and Senatat Joyal,
The statement was made:
tie RCMP has estimated that as many as 50 terrorism organ:zatlons are present in some caraciry
individuals i, Canada suspected of

In Canada, and, as of May 2010, CSIS was investigating over
terrorism-related activities-

~
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Commissioner, Can you provide us wit:' an upaate for 2014 in view of what we wie'e facing back in 2010?
Mr. Paulson; Thank you, Mr. Chair- I guess the best way to frame up the magnitude of the threat, you
will have heard perhaps that I had sort of assi3ned a number when I was at anat -re- committee hearing,
talking about the number of individuals who were identified as high-risk travellers. At the time, I think I
identified 90; .est week it was 93. It's a number that fluctuates in terms of the identification of people who
for one reason or another and to one !eve of understanding or another want to go abroad, aarticipate in
terrorist activities, participate in jihad. That is one way of understanding that element of the threat.
We {(or however, have a number of other active ineesti ations in partnership with the intelligence
service. -law to frame that in terms of the Rumue-s at individuals[ there are both individuals who are of high
risk, perhaps arising from radicalization, and there are otfrE•s who are being ae.tlwely investigated for criminal
offences related to national security. Sol think the magnitude of the threat is best €naracterized as serious

and present and one that requires ah people ‘n the naIonal security business, ;n the law enforcement
business • Indeed, all Canadian citizens -- to'be vigilant,
The Chair: I want to.pursue my .n;Lial question- Igo back to tine statement that the RCMP estimated as
many as 50 terrorist loop n izations -- not ind iy idhals, nrgan'rati nns -- are present in snme capacity in Canada.
Is that true today?
Mr- Paulson; I can't really say in terms df the number of terrorist organ.xat;ans: Wa are framing up our
targeting on the back of individuals, some of whom are inspired ny the broader ccnrt of al Claeda threat, and
others who are inspired by the recent !Sit pher.ornerna.
In terms of trie organizations, I'll ask my colleague Mike Cabana to speak to you.
Mlles Cabana, Deputy Commissioner, Federal Policing, Royal Canadian Mounted Police; Thank you,
cumin issionerSenator, maybe my answer will not be quite as helpful as you would like- We start first by understanding
that 53 different organizations are listed as terrorist entities in Canada currently, so there is a slight increase
from 2011. But I think the danger in trying to quantify or define the 'eve. of the threat through numbers is
rathc- a daunting one but also a dangerous one.
The threat is multi-dimension at. It involves the nigh-risk traveller that has been tie subject of much
ttiscussion over the past week or so, but it also involves actual organizations That are vperatng in Canadathe•e are Individuals corning uack to Canada f.'om participating in foreign conflicts. Fie have Individuals in
Canada who are attempting to travel abroad for the purpose of par Licipatiorn- Then, of course, we have
organizations here in Canada that are involved in supporting the terro-st organizations through recruiting
and funding. r wou'd caul on in trying to put an inventory n place and define the tnreat based on number of
organizations.
The Chair: Perhaps I could pursue that later on,
Senator Pr1Ltchell: Thank you to each of you For being here- I do want to underline the gratitude of the
people of Canada, but for every person on the H-II and who works there it was clear that there were a lot of
uniformed mart and women ga:;ng directly at that gunfire, and It was very Inspiring to see that,
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I wou d like 70 do two things to refine further the Chair's question
First of ad, he is talking about the magnitude of the threat" Maybe it's a fine distinction, but the nature of
the threat, Is It more likely we have the single gunman, the single car driver? How do you compare that
possibility to larger attacks, bombs or even more coordinated attacks with more coordinated, organized
organizat;0ns?
Mr. Paulson: Thank you, senator. its I said in my ppenrng rp mments, ironically the more laborate the
plot is the more : i kely it is we are able to respond in advance. There are probably marc i ndicata^s that will
come to our attention of a developing plot.
To the heart of your question, I thinK the evolution of the threat, which is continua'ly evolving but is now
prwdpmin ant ly being understood as that sort of single individual actor doing things like using his vehic:e as a
weapon, and so that presents a much more challenging threat. to that sense, I would suggest that the threat
rlas ewalved to a state which is much more chal.engir,g and disce•ncertir,g for law enforcement In terms of
respond-ng to that lows actor.
Senator Mitchell Arid to go further, still, in pursuing this line of questioning, over the last number of
days I've been asked this question many times — we read about it — how is "t t hat if th e re are SU returnees
that you and others have alluded to, from fighting or some terrorist activity abroad, that they can still be
functioning here in Canada in freedom? How is it that somebody whose passport has neen taken back, as
was the case with Couture-Rouieau, we can't secure that person more? If there are 94 people who you are
following, what level of restrictions and monitoring can be brought to bear?
Are there gaps in your authority? Are community programs not broadly enough based? Is that outreach
not working? I don't mean to be critical; I'm trying to get to the root and nature of the problem.
Mr. Pa ut5pm Perham I could begin to answe r your question" I will invite my colleague to weigh in,
because it 7 s an important question Couture- Roul eau is a vefygood exampl P of having the suspicion, having
the instinct aid intuition that his intention was to travel abroad to participate in rlhad. Certainly that was the
family's concern as ie was radicalizing.
Ina law enforcement response, we have to Pans late those misgivings, intuitions, thoughts and concerns
"nto evidence that will permit us to make an arrest, h''ng a prnspcut inn, snit provide the ev.dence to a court
to have a Conviction"
The chaIIerve$ are multi-dimensional in the sense that we need to have evidence of his rriterlt. Never
mind nirn fora second, but somebody else who has been au road and come back and we have evidence that
they did participate in some of these activities that were related to a terrorist group; so I's the transtiôrr
from the apparent belief and suspicion to the hardware evidence that is tangible, articulable and transterahle
to a caurtroam.
Mr. Cabana: Actual;y, commissioner, it was very eloquent, t'm not sure there is couch I can add" In
terms of whet herthere are gaps n the tools that we nave i 5 actually the subject of analysis and review on a'i
on go rig Oa5IS.
1 can assu-e lido that the RCMP and its security partners, including the rest of the law enforcement
con n un::y in Canada, work consistently at ideettifying what those toots are and leveraging every tool Prat is
at our rj spc d to try to orevelt anythirig else from. happening"
Senator Mitchell; This relationship between the preliminary work that 0515 does — anti CSIS has told its
that they tallow people up to a po-nt, and there is a threshold point at which the RCMP become involved -how is that apordi nation working? Wolild it not be more prpductive tp hate the RCMP involved earlier? 15
there a strong coord-nation of those two forces or is that a place where there is a weaknessi

Mr. Psau1Sgn: I would say that's a place where we're quite strong" We have been working an that 5inte
I've been in Ottawa, and we have gotten the relationship and the day-to-day operations between CSl5 and
the RCMP to a place that is very effective.
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I understand you are going to talk to our colleagues :rr the Canadian Security intelligence Service. We
continue to be challenged with the transit=on of Intel igence into evidence" That is a seem,ngly intractanle
condition of our work, because on the one hand we would have interligence that the service might have from
other sources or from their sources and met'iads that cannot be revealed. It makes It S Chad ledge to bfjng
Mat intelligence, which may give rise to a ve-y strong suspicion and belief into the Criminal context,wh.Ch
requires a complete examination and exposure of the sources, to be able to weigh and test the nature and
quality of that intelligence.
We have done a lot of improvements aver the years in terms of handing off i ivestfgations, us being
involved in the early part of the CSIS work, to be able to assist at nforrning the criminality that is arising to a
point ttiat requires intervention; hence, our 17 successful Convictions, frank.y. That has all been done
through pa.nsta ;Li ng work between 0515 and the RCMP.
Every day we're sitting down with those folks, looking at our .ioldings a n e deco nth cting pur h-nidings, ar.d
we continue to work effectively, But I would be less than forthright if I said it was art !slue sides and green
lights. We have challenges with respect to transferring intell Bence to evidence,
Senator Stewart ûIWrl: Thank you for coininlg. After the events on the Nil.. and being at name this
weekeid in New Brunswick, we live in a country that peopl e are not accepting of acts lice this One of the
things that was veryr clear to me when I stopped at tree War Memorial this moiling is that people want to
know what they can do to assist. They don't expect our security and police services to do everything. You
did mention something about ramping up programs so that Canad"an5 can help, but if you could give some
idea of what they can do, because overriding our meetings in this study s the security of Canadians and
ofatect:ng tooth 75. I know that's your overriding principle aswed
Mr. Paulson: Thank you for that questlar. Let me begin by saying you're absolutely -fight that a key
solution to our ehallenge.s Iles within our communities. wnat I mean is what I mentioned in my opening
comments, which was encouraging and haying people in our comma.inities ronfident in referring changes 'n
oe`iaviours, unusual
rCrtlM5t i ces to po lice,
I will use tie analogy of a parent who is concerned aeout a child's drug use. They recognize that there is
a problem, but they're reticent, and understandably Sor to oring that forward to the pa ice because the police
response will be uridersluod as an enforcement ac Con on that drug use. We need to persuade Canadians
and to develop t i ir trust such that the p roblem of a slgr i f cant change in be.nav you r giving rise to misgivings
about a oe^son's radicalization needs to oe quick y identified to the appropriate authoritis. We have a very
effective network of law enforcement across thi s country, nottust the RCMP but municipal police farces and
oro+vincial police forces, which are informed and ready to be able to manage that response. I think that's
where a big chunk of the answer lies"
Senator Stewart Olsen_ Laving gone through the whole situation in Moncton as wall, I Jew Brunswickers
art very concerned and wantrngto help prevent something likethatfrom happening again. Tney have

•dentif ear though, that they don't know quite how to go about it.
Do you have something in place that is easily accessed and perhaps secure for them? Cif course, there's
always a fear "f yon r .1 the police or whatever, They will need some specific information about haw to get a
void of you, how to repot and also perhaps that list of what you should look for. l'm just hoping that you
will be able to reassure me that you're thinking of how to put this all in placeMr. Paulson. Certainty we're tninti+ig abo-ut it, and indeed, much of it is already in place. One of the
features of our countering violent extremism strategy is every police force across this Country has effective
access points for the community to reach in on matte rs of prevention and matte rs of intervention" One of
the things that we're doing is using that infl2structu:7er if I can refer to it, to overlay the national security
response.
~.y 7 fr.rV~ r +
We also have several other programs that I ye referred to in other appearances, Our front-line
counter-terrorism infix-mat:on officers bring those pre-a flack. ;ndiçators and suspicious behaviours not just to
the attention of nofce officers on the front line, which is vital to have, but also into the community so that
People understand what it is they're seeing, What it might mean" It one tnirig to Say, "Johnny is behaving "n
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a strange way," It's another thing to say that strange behaviour requires some steps beyond those that I can
provide as a parent, a friend, a colleague or a neighbour.
Seri-tor day Comrnissionrr gentlemen, thank you vent much for oeingilere, • support ad the
comments that have been made in reiat ion to our support for the men and women in uniform. I hope you
will take that back to the members cif the RCMP, that we're fully supportive Trye questions we are asking will
hopefully be helpful- Both of the points that I wanted to follow up have already beorr to uched on.
The first one, commissioner, i5 the reiationsoip w;th T SIS. I think it can't be over-emphasized, the
importance of the transition from the intelligence invesrigatfiion that 0515 does and The Criminal nvestigatiO,
that you do and the relationship thereof. We don't want two soli tud-es here- I heard what you said and your
answer. I'm going to assume that you feel that th-ngs are flowing nicely, but I will ask the same question of
CSl5 when they are here in that regal-d.
You m ay comment on that if you like, and it there is some investigation 4' Stu I iding on to make Sure
that fl ows, I would be reassured by that.
Mr. Paulson; Let me take a quick second t4 saw that for the last seven or eight years, I pe rsu n atly have
peen invo'ved w -th colleagues in rect]gh'zing the importance of that relationship, recognizing that in this
context, everyth-ng that we do, every piece of information that WE have In the national security business,

CSI gets. We are continually making sure that they get all of our information.
In terms of gett-ng tree information from 0515, as I mentioned in my previous answer, we need to be
particular, and purposeful In how we take that information from C515 to build our investigations. We will
continue to and often do run para11eI Investigations, not tripping over each other. We have accomplished
some significant breakthroughs in terms relying on Each other's equipment and relying an each other's
authQrizatrohs lawfully. We have come quite a long way. The relationship with 0515 is very strong, sound and
functional.
Senator Dey; Thank you The ocher area Senator Stewart Olsen touched on, and I would like to
re-emp hasize, all of us here have returned to our regions across Canada. I happen to bt From the same
prov.nce as the senator. Our communities are sma le r, ana most of the people I have talked to cirri
understand why someone who is starting to change h s o• her attitudes and is starting to say things that are
wore saute, why that can't be brought to your atterrtion, You're DOi cing in -new of the provinces as well,
and hopefully all of your officers doing either national Or proyirl€ial work will be trained the same way

It seems what we're seeing now is not necessarily an ideological driving force but someone who has an
emotional or mental problem and is focusing on people in uniform to vent that hatred that has developed. It
seems to me that the ideological aspect of this is an adjunct to looking fur some place to hang your hat and
say, "I'm doing this because of this."
5Q it's the importance of being able to monitor activity that coed develop into something very serious,
like we've seen. With that background, rnu ri you IEI! me what your rountertErrnriA -n informat ion officer
and that newly created position is doing along those lines?
Mr, Paullsonï Maybe I'll invfte my colleague Deputy COmmiksirner Cabana tO Speak to that. I've
mentioned some 4t it, Are have the countering violent Extremism program that we are, a5 we speakr rolling

out across the country. We have other pogroms that pre-exist and are being supported and have been quite
Successful al many regards. I will osk Mr. La bona L seeps. to that.
Mr- Cabana! Thank Your ca Minn iss} uner. Senator, as Cornmissioner Paulson menLion ed, there ate a
rlclntber of programs, the most recent on being the cou ntering violent extremism strategy that has been
-mplernented, which seer trf provide front-line enforcement resources frôi i Other agenti E r but wisp from
the RCMP, with the necessary tools and knowledge to De able to identify if they are potentially dealing with
the onset of radica Ilia t.un but also how to deal yrilh .l-

There a.le many different components to it. but I would say one of the key components is the creation i f
community hubs, which engage a number of different specialists from d-fferent fielder such as health and
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social services, that come together once cases have been Identified and develop a custom tailored approach
to each individual In an effort to provide them with the necessary support in order to change their way of
thinking, if you want.
Mr, Paulson: In other words, if it's, as you mentioned, a mental illness issue perhaps or a drug addiction
issue, compounding and interfering with the ab'IIty to get that person off thIs road of Viol ent radical Izalion ,
th e n VIP wi ll bring in and assist people at b rain starmin,gr problem-cnlving and providing professional support
to get to the heart of the matter.
Senator days ''d like you to comment on whether you have the sufficient resources A rid legislation to do
just that, the intervention and preventing it from getting worse.
Mr. Paulson: As rye said •• I'm not su-e if I said it here or not, but I have sa d it !n other places, current
circumstances are requiring that we move our resources around within federa' paliting, and we're b.:nging
ail tie resources we need to do this and it's getting done. What's happening is other areas of our
respo ns'bi I ities and our mandate are being rn oacted, perrlaps in organized cr- me or in financial integrity
matters, but we have the resources that we are devoting to get this up, running and effective.
Senator Ngn; Thank your commissioner. You me-droned you have about 90 or 93 high- risk Individua:s
who have been identlfigdr who have left for abroad and have c4`nw back- Tnnse are the high risk. Do you
have anything like medium risk? If you have medium risk who supports or associates witii radical Islamic
extremism, do you nacre a list and do you have any idea how many people are on that I'S#? Can you
characterize what "mediurn risk" means?
Mr, Paulson: Thank you for that question. You're referring„ as I me ntioned nefore, to our high-risk
travellers program, which Is now a task forte, whe-o I had recently identified 9g ind;viduais as having been
listed as high-rise t-avellets either f ram individual's who want to .130 abr4id or who are a trrDad and want to
come bat s. We are invest gating that and we are managing that, and in fact, we are working w.th our
partners at CSIS'ri a dally re-evaluaiior of that.
Let me ta-k about that other group of individwa s, let's call them high-risk individuals, who fair one reason
or another we have a basis to suspett have td ken the oath towards radicbllt2tiun. We have a number of
those individua s as well. What we've been dung •n the recent past with tie service has been going back
over all of our holdings, all of them. We have sort of recast and re-evaluated the basis open which we lave
tometa understand the threat posed by these individuals; and with ow partners across law enforcement :11
Canada, with the service, with us, we have made sure that the evakuation of the threat on tnose people is
articulated and is -esponded to in a way that gives us confidence that the threat posed by the individual `5
being responded to by either the intelligence service, the RCM or the partner police agency.
Senator Ngo: T`7ank you, camm'ssioner, kf that's the case, haw da you approach them, the so called
medium risk I'm talking about„ not the l'}0 high risk yo u m entioned? Haw do you approach Merin? Do you
seize the passport or what are the steps you have tart in order to evaluate the medium risk; and if there is,
do you face any other radical Islamic extremists in Canada?
Mr, Paulson: The way we assess the risk is CO the oasis and reliability and accuracy of either the
ntFlligence or information that is hringins them to our attention in the first place- T-iere is an evaluation
process the- is. applipct. kh'ho are thesepeople? What is it that is being sa•d they are intending to do? What
5 the nature and quality of the evidence and intelligence giving us an indication of what they intend to de?
Then we will classify them as rrquiring irnniediaLe response, perhaps, in teems of a criminal' investigation that
is featuring wiretaps, curveilIerce; perhaps even) 414,1-m
enough, an arrest and €large, all the way
dawn to sciiveil lance, to ;nterventlon far an i nterVicw,

perhaps an intelligence file for the service. The

sAiring of passports or the application far a revocation pt passport is one of nurnerous tools that are available
In this soft of non charge spar.
The ideal condition for me, the s mole country copy is we've got evidencer we bring this person under
arrest, we bring him to court, charge him and convict him and deal with him. That's how we would iike to
roll.
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There are a number of cases, as I have been mentirrningr that fall short of that; and so we have to have a
strategy to kntervene, surveil, acquire more evidence, Intervene, prevent, as we'I as detect and prosecute.
That-s, in a nutshel Ir our strategy.
The Chair; Could I perhaps go further on that question? At the outset we caked about wanting to look
at the magnitude of the public threat that Canadians are facing. We've been cod, and you have been very
transpa"ent and clear about this, there ate 90, 93 travellers. IL rnaveskit ix fluid,
What I'd like to get at is, below those travellers, the ti'sgh risk, let's go dawn to that medium level or even
the lower lever, what are we talking about in magnitude of lnd"sviduals invoFved in tnis typo of iden1oggy, this
type of mindset? Are we talking 300, SOOr 1,000 people that between the RCN1P and the CSIS have reerl
dentif-ect so that eventually as they became more involved then they became high risk? They have to be
identif ed at the beginnings so tie rhaps you could expand on that.
Mr. Paulson; I don't know how useful it is to understanding the threat to have a number assigned Lo
t.nat- tusk for an o rde r of mega nude, frame of reference, we can talk about thousands of ooIce occurrences
where Depute will have identified individuals who will require a response.
Those would be from "k ükn't tike the look of that person I saw on that bus today, really 'poked shifty" to
"I was in tie bar last night and I heard this person plotting to blow something up" to "got pictures of this
oecson putting together a plan." That's the range.
I thFnk that, again, It's not particularly le'pful to understand the magnitude of the threat, because as wf
go through the events, such as the terrible events that we have lust gone through in this past week, People's
interest splke and we begin to get a lot of "don't I-ke the cut of that person's jib on the bus this mo"Wing," but
we am talking as an'finder of magn rude in the house ids.
Senator White! Thank you for acing Here today and .pang ratulatians to your members in '-nanag:ng bath
incidents ast week, one as a secondary but one as a primary and tharsks far that. Also, thanks for the
transparency you showed- I think it was he'pful to people iving in the city to see you stidw the videos and
explain the circumstances.
My question is going to speak a little bit, Deputy.Cabana, if you don't mind, you talked anew the
radicalization and the shape and a I-ttle about the perspective e,ren'arountil the New Brunswick incident is
some form of radicalizing of someone's idealogyr which isn't what we think snout when we think about
radicalization. We often hear about the Internet and how it allows peoale to became radical;zed, but we also
hear, if we look at the Tpro`ttq IS case, circumstances around radicalization happening face-to-fare often in
institutions in this country.
Do you have the looks to manage those face-ta.face encounters from an ab-lity to stop some of the
activity happening that does take someone who is at risk mentally, drug induced or at he rsr stop those
ind:v:duals from radicalizing the people that we are seeing committing the acts, or do we need to step
forward and .Start having changes in hate legislation ar something else that allows us to attack thosr.

`nd"w-dunlss' I can't repeat the question. I apologize.

Ivir. Cabal*. No, I don't think you need to. it's not an easy question to answer, whether we have the
necessary tools to be able to address that issue.
Of course, trst and foremost, It's important for us to have the knowledge that the issue exists in the first
place with recaeçt ta certain individuals. I would say that when we have that knowledge and the individuals
are Ire ughtto Our attention or identified for us, whether the discussion occurred face Le facer if you want, or
even over the Interiief, we're 1PMerag;ng the ts7ois we have to the extent that we Can,
Unfortunate y, as we Saw in recent events, the ability I'm not sure what kind of tool we would have to
have in p:aae to be able to prevent all kinds of incidents like the ones we saw last week, especially if the
planning behind the incident is done Just by one -ndividual with very little coIlaboratIonfrom anybodye.se.
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I rgalixe I pribably didn't provide the answer you're looking for, but I can't think of a tool that would
actually allow us to make sure that there will never be any other incident_

Senator White' Have we successfully prosecuted anyone for successfully radicalizing Someorie eke in
tie country? Is there a prosecutable offence?
Mr. Paulson: Yes, there k.
Mr. Cabana: There is. We have not, but yes, there is.
Senator White= So we have the tool from a legislative perspect ye?
Mr. Cabana; Yes, we do.
Mr, Poulson: That's right. In Fact, not just Loess recent events, but that's a focus of oral concern in the

follow-up Investigation, particularly in the Ottawa event, is to satisfy ourselves V-at there is rit} one behind
this character. were we to have the evidence, we would certainly bring a prosecution or a charge against
those individuals— not just a5 king çornmun'ry memoe•5 to give us indicators of people's behaviours but
asking people to give us information about people who are leading this radicalization effort, because sQm e
people are vulnerable and some people are he rig taken advantage of and some people are tak-ng advantage
of these people, and those are high-value targets, in my mind.
Senator Kennyt I have three areas I want to touch on.
The first has to do with cooperation with CSI5. Your organizations nave different objectives. For some
time we've had the impression that the oejectives would be at crass purposes. If you want to cal:eçt
evidence and prosecute somebody, and they want to collect intelligence and 'teen on collecting Intel' tomes,
from the way you described it, you make it sound like everything's working well there. My impression is that
this is a constant debate and that h'$ a chal;enge.
Mr. Paulson! I would agree wr.th yiti, Senator_ You w"II recall my misgivings about our abilities to
trans Lion inte.ligence to evidence. Let me give you a real, concrete example of where we, in the police, have
taken steps to contr:bate to a much more effective relationship, and that is in the casd of these boats that
were trying to come to Canada_ We have shipped offccrs shoulder to shoulder w:tl} CSIS and other agencies
of the Government of Canada abroad, and WP lad to demonstrate and say,'LaUK, we're not going to wreck
everything by Insisting that we manage everything towards a prosecution. We're going to ielp get to
prevention." Prevention is equally our mandate, as Is enforcement.
it's taken a little bit of a culture change within our world, which r'm proud to say that we've accomplished
in that sense. But there is still work to be done on the broader sort of issue of that inte.ligentc to evidence.
Senator Kenny Did I understand you correctly through an earlier question saying that you saw no
further nuud for legislation to enhance your abilty to do your work?
Mr. Paulson: No, I didn't say that.

Senator Kenny, We -e you, close to t h at? The question came up with Senator Day about what sort of
toots you require, and he was referring, I believe, to legislation, If you didn't say it, could you tell us wnat
tools you do need in the wav of legislation?
Mr. Paulson: I think that is being examined as we speak in terms of what Borne DI the options would uc_
Frankly, generally speaking, I am of the v'ew :hat ir. some areas we need to be able to lower the threshold
and pe ,naos exclude some steps, for example, getting consent from the Attorney General In respect of
bringing a peace band against a na lion a.: security target. I think that the thresholds for belief of either an
offence being made or an Ind iulduar being involved in that offence need to be lowered to a reasonable
susç ti on as opposed to a reasonable belief. There are some things that need to be addressed in the short
term, and they've been identif led and certainly we've raised them. Hopefully we''I oe able to see some — it
has to be balanced, of purse, as you will know, senator. tt has to be balanced against Canad;ans' rightful
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expectation that they're free aid that they're safe from the improper application of police powers. I think
there is a balance that can be reached there.
Senator Ninny: Finally, resources. You gave tie impression -- at least I got the mpression. earlier -- that
you were nappy with the Financial resources that you have. rn light of the fact that the budget of the RCMP
has been decreased 15 per cent over the last three yea rsr I can't understand how you're okay. I kn ave about
the efficiencies that you're creating in head4uarters, out it just seems to me remarkable that we're in this
state of affairs and we're cutting back on the budget otthe pcuic,e.
Mr, Paulsonï Senator, I prepared to came and speak w.th you here today. Ore of the things I did was
review the testimony of other people who have appeared before you. Let me out it this way_ Were doing
what we can with what we've got
Senator white; t guess a little hit on the d;stussien around mental illness and radicalization. I gave an
interview last week with a CSC reporter who t•:ed to suggest somebody who was rnentaliy Ili couldn't be a
terrorist or couldn't commit a terrorist act. Just to clear the air — because a couple of people nave jumped on
that again this weekend, in part icuFar ;r relation to the Individual in Quebec your persaectiveonthe fact
that a mentally ill person could rarrxrnit a terrorist act.
Mr. Paulson; I'm not a psychiatrist. I understand mental illness and I understand the ravages that it can
have on tamifes and people_ Certainly when it comes to some of the purposeful, deliberate, considered,
premeditated actions that flow into some of the things that we've seen retentiy, I'm not persuaded at all that
mental illness is what's driving these things_ What's driving these things is a distorted world view of what's
happening around these indivitfiJass perhaps corning to fruition an the back of somebody who has some
mental rhalberi es. But they are ent'rely Uistinguisliao e, in my estimation.
5enatar Beira kâ tha,k you very Much, genii emen. You have our admiration, respect and gratitude, Like
Senator Stewart Olsen, ail weekend I beard from ci:nstituents that we Live in a great nation, and they want to
keep it that way and do their part to do w ial they car as wel,.
I have a th•ee-part question about the 93 travellers. Peuple wonder how many of Lhem, if all or a
majority, are what are commonly intern at-analiy known as radical Is 12m'c jihiadists extiernists_ If that is the
case, haw often are they travelling? How are they getting back? Do we need more took to prevent them
from coming back? k this war mare than a criminal court due process thing?
Mr. Paulson; Thank you, senator, for your comments at the outset it yn,, r question, L guess I would say

it's rhy view •- and I would defer to my colleague to my right herein terms of these individuals. Again,
we're just talking about the high-risk travellers. I woutd suspect at varying !eve IS of belief, all of them have
some indications of radicalized behaviour- That's the first thing.
that

I-low often are they travelling? We are endeavoring to make sine that they not travel. But that's not the
objective, because I think there is a reasonable analysis that flaws from stopping one of these radicali zed
i rdiwiduals from travelling, but you better be ready to do something about that when you stop them,
5o we're very concerned, as are our partners at C515, about individuals who come back from the war
zone, from the terrorist activity abroad, with these sk:I1s and this mindset that they hate acquired aver there.
That is an area of focus for us.
I.mLrst.confess that l don't rernembe r tne.third hart of your question
l[
Senat[or Bt+yait: The third part was how nions of them ye born here Lo adicai Muslim parents or are
Canadian cifizens, dual citiaensivisds, tem.orarie 5 x
Mr. Paulson; We do have that data. t don't it now that I could provide it to you now. We do know that.
wou/d Say most of the individuals are Canadians. t et me defer to someone who does know with a Iirtlp mare
cÛrifidcncc_
Mr. Cabana_ Tnank you, çpmmi$siinner.
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Senator, there is not one profile of 54m eonP who's been radicalized. A significant percentage are
Canadian, a good percentage of whom were barn in Canada. But not all of them — actually, very few of
them -- were born to what you term "radical parents." Radicalization aceurs often outside the fam-ly u nit.
Mr. Paufson: As I indicated in my comments, the most troubling and oitensive element of these recent
attacks i s that they were both Cana dians.

Senator Beyak: Thank you very much.

(French follows -- Le sénateur bagetrals; , Merci nos tipis invités . , , . )
(aprés anglais)
Le sénateur Dagenais: Merci' n05 trois invites pour leur Aresenre aujourd'yui .
Dans un premier temps, j'aimerais féliciter toute votre équipe pour l'excellent travail qui a été fait Id
seina'nedernl&re- Ayant été mol mémo policier pendant plseur années, je comprends les d*f`cultes
ux iel les p n peut faire face lors d'événements sEnlh labl es.
J'ai deux questions, que je vais vous poser en anglaislSen- Dagenais: For the sake of clarity, wa5...I

anglais suit)
Fgilawing Fre.nch— Senator Dagenai9 t ntg after:.. - poser en ang1ais,j
For the Sake of clarity, was Martin Coutu-e Rou:Eau under national security criminal investigation by the

RCMP? Can you advise the pubric when the video of Mr. Zehaf-B beaj will be released sv that Canadians can
make their assessment pertinent m atte fs?
F-ench follows — M PiuI$pn 1 P vous rem rc e - , .}

~ ~pr~s anglais}
M. Paulson

l4

0

C'
1

: Je VDLS remercie pour vos questicos, sé nateur,

i1f 4 f

'

a

Pau son_ Couture-Rouleau was a subject...I
jangla:s suit)
FpIlawing, French — Mr. Paulson contg after: - . - pour vos questions-)
Couture Rouleau was a subject of a national secw,ty investigation, I thonk we have becn fairly forthright
in describing that; and I don't know that there Is much more to add. Vite have tried to sort of depict the
chalPenges i.i that investigation :n terms of what our actions were, how we i nte•ve nad and how we worked
with the family and others, meeting with therm as recently as October 9, prier to tuis attack. He was the
su bject of . criminal investigation, and had we had suffi€lent evidence to charge him, we would have charged

hi m.
1 he video on Mr. Zehaf-f3iaeau is hung analyzed.riet now for its intelligence and evidence value. We
are a I interested in getting that before the puolit, but we're interested in making, sure that we have secured

and are confident in its intelligence a eviderice value I don't knew when it's going to he released. It will
certainly be -eleased someday, but wou ld be a fool to sa y when it wi:1 tie released. I am inclined to
overcorne those (galleilges and get it released as soon 3s possible,
Senator Dagenals: Second, how would you €ha.-acterize the level of monitoring applied to Couture
Roweau? Wa 5 it equivalent to that of the other 89 persons 5u5pected of terrori5t activities or sympathies
th at you are currently monitoring?
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Mr- Pa Lifson: I would say this about Couture Rouleau; We had a number of ind'.v;duals in 'air national
security investigative team personally engage with him and his family in frequent, if not constant, contact

witn family members. It was very aggressive in terms of try .ng to engage and monitor him. How would I
characterize that against other ind viduals we are monitoring? It goes, as I said carder, to the evaluation and
assessment of the threat that the individual arc poses. It would be no sr: r..ret, and hopefully Canadians would
understand, that there are individuals we are monitoring continual.yr to try to get evidence that they are
doing criminal acts; there are individuals that we have just learned about arid Pee assessing; there are
individuals that we have spoken tog and there are individuals that we nave sucr,eeded, in our view, in turning
around- There ,s a complete range of activity.
AIM° ugh it ended veey badly with respect to Couture Roul eau, the officers in Particular, and Klee would
know better than I, were horrified-- horrified •- that things had happened, as were al; Canad ans. They were
heavi;y invested in this man, and we're rethinking all of that.

Senator Mitchell; I would like to pursue the point you made that you've readacated, l tin you said, 300
people. I don't know what each one of those aeop!e makes, but if you made a rough estimate you're talking
about $25 million. It sounds to me, one cou d argue, that you need them. You have allocated them, and you
are $25 miliion short, not to mention what you might need for better community based intervention to solve
the problem before it occurs.
Bluntiyr asked, do you have the resources? How long will you need those 300 people? where will you
find the money to sustain that?
Mr. Paulson: Frankly speaking, one of the chall e nges in managing and leading a police organization i s
that you never have enough money — you neve^ db. I will never have enough +honey. So what's your
strategy? Get more money or manage effectively With what you Kaye, and mate periodic appeals for more
mnneyiven the threat, wha's.happenedand how it's developed, I'm satisfied as we Continue to check daisy
our ability to move resources from one area of our operations to another. If we were blurs-skyirig how we
were going to inçrease our respurcing, for exam ple, a iot of things would have to Pe put in place. We. just
now have ou• recruitment and depot training system and all those elements operating in a very finely tuned
way, so the seed to be thoughtful around haw we're going to approach.that if there is a need to ramp up.
I didn't come here to get resources. I carne here to help understand the nature of the threat_ We are
going to make dec-sions; we have made decisions; and we will continue to make decision around moving
resources to respond to the greatest threat to the S.afpty of Canadians. That's so-t of my mantra_
Senator Kenny: Commissioner, the government is going ahead with the building of a $50-million visitor
centre here on Parliament Hill_ Have you or has the RCMP been consulted an it? Are you satisfied that it will
address the problems that exist now, such as people being searched for the first time right under the Peace
Tower and those sorts of things' Is it going to be a plus from a point of v ew of security?
Mr. Paulson: I don't know that I'm in a position to give an answer to that.
I' 1r_ Cabanas t k t to the leve4 of detail that Senator Kenny is look-rig for. There have been prellmrnary
d~ scusslons IN it us So f know that we're engaged. In terms of knawigg what impact it will have on the

security pastu re on the !lilt and checking people, unfortunately P can't answer that.
Senator Whlteï CammiSSi0ner, you ment-oned the perssibility aE removing a step for approval on peace
bonds to the Attorney General of Canada. Have wa had a problem with the Attorney General refusing peace
bo.ncis or is it lust the liming )
Mr, Paulson: No, Ifs the preparation and the amount of extra work requIredto accomplish that. It
seems to me that the Attorney General's consent in most of our national security investigations and charges
i5 well thought 44it and properly placed. In respect pt these peace bends, there is an a rgurne -it to be made
that cops can hand.e that.
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Senator Day' Someone reading the transcript of tr is hearing or watching it on tel
might camp m
the conclusio -1 that the term "radicalizat;on- relates only to re;igiaus-based radical nation_ You indicated that
it is a term and an offence under the Criminal Code. I don't have my Crirn-Hal Code here but maybe you can
give us a br.ef understanding of "radicalization."
Mr. Paulson: It's probably laid out differently within the code_ Wti i we talk about radicalization, and
don't let me be too elementary, there is no crime in Jtay .ng radical thoughts it's tnc act of -Holding someone
into doing cornetningviolent Or in support of a terrorist actVrtythat artractsour attention_ The radicalization
phenomenon is sort of recognized as being an indivicuaI w -io .7as -Haybe strong or contentious th.ougnts or
those that are not ;n the mainstream; and that's gene-a.ly no crime. It's -Wowing that radical thought into an
area where you begin to act and move towards violence, which is wnere we kick in.
It's probably no surprise or shock to anyone that there are individuals w.7o would. be deueraping and
exploiting People's weaknesses at radicalizing their views and bringing tne-n alrng. Even that, in terms of
soma areas, Is not a crime. The moment they begin to advocate for violence then that's a very serious
engagement on the terrorist offence.
Senator Day: Thank you. I think that wi I oe helpful.
Senator Bey] k ï I don't mean this question to sound critical in any way. I want an u 7dersta nd i rig of
something I don't know_
I worked for the last Frye years w:th very moderate Muslims in the United States and Canada. I don't
think I can say their names, but I was a little ap?alled and glad that you repudiated the handbook, United
Agaiesr Terrorismr but there were same pretty radica' Muslim groups that were part of that cook and
wondered how we were associated With therm and Why. Pin ad that you repudiated it and, if you're going
to take a stand, would you explain a little ail why you were associating in the first place wits, them
As t said, I don't mean to be critics-. i just didn't ike the book at all.

Mr, Paul5oni l'm used to being crit,çized,
In respect of that pamphlet, first, ijlrteeds to he.5,aïdthat in terms of PUT prewe1tion activitreS we need to
engage and hang out with people of all d'fferent .Ik and.aiI different activities. Wh. le f did make a statement
with respect to the ultimate pamphlet that was produtpd, çjuV chapter within that pamphlet Is pretty solid
and I stand by what we had to say about our role and how we resporxi to the threat. It's unfortunate that I
had to ask that we not put a public aspect to an announcement of that. But really wnen you Jock at our
thapte• in that boot we stand by that.
Senator eeyak: There's talk that three of Lie gr oups were uroindicted co- conspirators in radical Islam.
Do you -iave any comment on that or did you have any k now .edlge of that?
Mr. Paulson: I'm afraid I don't know what you're referring to,
Senator B eyak: i3 kdy, bank you,
The Chair I nmue nneL qu action on the th reghol d of the legal framework we irecently work under a n d
that we could in spine areas fower it to allow you and your force to da the Job we ask you to do.
Right now we have 93 individuai5, as I understand it, and Canadians have heard that 93 individt,&ts out
Lhere are under some sort of surveillance, or at least ide tified that they could oe of some violent
consegjw ice to the general pubi ic. It we were to owe r the threshold i n a number of areas that perhaps you
and other departments of the government could recommend, would that put us in a position where you as a
law Enforcement agent, could pethaps cn rlstraln, :Vstrairt or detain these Individuals fora period of time so
that at least you have an opportunity to deal with this radicalization as opposed to trying to deal with it at
the doorstep?
Mr. Paulson: Yes, that's right. There are two areas where J think we could examine and discuss the
lowering d thresholds. As we've talked about already, one in respect of the peace sand. After an
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application to a court, the peace bond assigns cond:tions to restrict the movement of an -ndividual, have
them account perhaps, have them report or hase them do this or have them do that. I think that's entirely
reasonab e.
Another area is in getting assistance from various corners of our communities and 54Ciety, in terms of
getting'ntormation. Information has become very difficult to came by. Privacy :nterests are very strong. and
properly n many Instances, but in getting information perhaps relating to Internet registration or gett;ng
information in respect of telephone numbers. The world is changing rapidly, not only In Wan of the threat
that we've been discussing but also in terms of the technology that people are using t~e iroave .to keep up
With,

7i ~ .~ -•

r'l i

You've heard this lament perhaps before, out I think there is room to be able to discuss lower thresho,ds
of assistance orders to ind:v!duals to provide Information where it's reasonab'y suspected an offence has or
will take place and where it's reasonably suspected that an individual is perhaps contributing to that offence
The Chaim Commissioner. I appreciate your giving us the time you have. We felt it was an important
enougn issue for Canadians that we should take as much time as we can.
I want to thank you and your colleagues for appearing. Obviously this is a committee you're familiar with
and l'm sure we will be seeing you in the future. Thank you for doing the job you do.
As we continue our look at terrorist threats to Canada, we're pleased to have with us Micnael Peirce.
Assistant D rector Intel'Igence, CSIS. I apoioglze for the lateness of our start. I know we were doe to start at
two p'CIo€ .r.,, but, in view of events, you Can see why it has taken a littl e hit more time. We appreciate the
time that you have taken out of our schedule to be here with us today. I understand that you have an
opening statement_
Michael Peirce, AssiFtant Director Intelligence, Canadian Security Intelligence Service' Good afternoon,
honourable senators. Thank yeru For your invitation today Co discuss the terrorist threat to Canada.
Mr. Char, fast, on behalf of the men and women of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, I would like to
express my deepest respects fur Warrant Officer Vincent and Co-coral Ciri'lo, as we I as my condolences to
the r families, friends, and fellow mernae -s of the C-anrdian Armed Farces. w can assu-e Canadians that,
though we, too, are deeply affected by these acts, we are firm in our resolve to protect Canadians and the
security of Canada,
Mr. Chair, unfortunately, as Canadians now know firsthand, the threat posed by radicalized inctividuals,
be they inspi•ed by the Islamic State of [rag and the Levant, which I will refer for as iSIL, al Claeda or other
things on social media, is, as our director recently said, all too real, Willie I will not speak of the specifics of
the recent events-- it's simply too soon fur us to do that I will endeavour to address some of the questions
that have been raised in the aftermath of those events.
Honourable senators recently heard from the service's Deputy Director of Operations, Jeff Yawnrski, who
is responsible for the service's human intelligence collection activities. As Assistant Director of Intelligence.
am retponsiole for the product'on and dissemination of intelligence assessrrrents .
The service s intelligcnce assessment funct.on is integral to the conduct of our investigations. In fact, our
analytical work is increasing"y irrtegrated witn our collection and operational activities. Just as my analysts
draw on insights gained through the serfce's ope rations, those same analysts provide direct support to
operations. 1 hose core functions or the service are mutually rei nfo rcing.
Dur assessments are also outwdrd Facing and strategic in nature_ They enhance the government's
awareness of the nature and magnitude o` the threat, assist decision makers in their efforts to counter these
threats, suppo rt the mandates of other domestic and foreign partners and ident'fy gaps and emerging issues
'egarding the national security agenda.
Classified CSIS threat assessments are shared widely with partners surri as the Royal Canadian Mounted
Parce, Canadian Border Serice Agency, Communications Security Establishment, Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, Public Safety and other government departments and agencies. The timely
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dissemination of these assessments is critical as it enhances our partners' situation awareness and allows
them to consider their response to any new developments or trends, To he clear, this 15 in add-Tien to the
operational cooperation between the service and its provincial, federal and foreign partners. I should also
point our that the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre, ITAC, which is a community-wide resource
housed within 0515— and when I say "Community-wide," I r11Er with ii the nat:o-GI securitycammunity — is
respon&iksie for producing Integrated, comprehensive and timely threat aSSess ments for a I evels of
government with security responsibilities; first-line responders, such as law u ,force neriI.; and, as
apprnprLate, critical infrastructure stakeholders -n the private sector. TTAC's aII-source assg$sm ents are
Iikewise shared se that m easures can be ta ken to prevent and mitigate threats.
While my analysts produce assessments related tin all threats to the secu• ty o' Canada • cybe r,
counter-espionage, counter-proliferation -- as you rn it expect, terrorism, includ-ng rad reGzation and

terrorist travel, is our top intelligence priority- Though what we know continues to evolve, CSIS has to date
found that radicalized ind-v duals in Canada came from varied social backg'ouncis and varied age groups,
tend to be educated and tend not to come from Impoverished circumstances. P say that 'n çanfrast in
particular to the profile that we see from [Leonean radicalized individuals. They often at least appear tope
integrated into society, Whether these characteristics apply equally to lone actors 15 an area of continuing
study,
Just as the se-,rice has prioritized opera tionsr likewise our assessment branch has mobilized all available
resources and continues to work diligently with domestic and foreign partners to leverage all available
intelligence against this terrorist threat. This is because, as noted, there is not one set of identifiable
characteristics or behaviours amongst extremists, There isn't one profile there where you can say, "This is IL
If we had that prole, It would be easy to target those individuals in our investigations," Rather, we know the
threat posed by radicalized individuals is diffuse and can materialize quickly- For these reasons, terrorrsm
contlnbcs to pose a consistent tactical threat in Canada and facing Canadian interests.
One Constant Is the extremist narrative which hâltfs that the West is at war with Islam, This narrative
continues to exert a powerful inf:uence. we are concerned about the emergence of new, more violent and
radical groups such as ISIL, as it's clear Lnat their violent and extremist ideaiagies..are resonating,
unfortunately, with some individuals w:fhln Canada,
The knternet and social media increasingly play a hale in the radical?z ati on of individuals, their
rope Iization to violence and the facilitation of threat activ-ty, be that fundraising act v lye retrultme nt,
training or planning. We have a so seen that extremists and their networks are resilient, adaptive and
opportunistic- I want to assure honourable members of this subcommittee and all Canadians that CSIS is
tak ing every step to - dentify terrorists and the"r activities, to assess tie threat and to share information with
Our pa rtmers.
It's important to stress in this regard that CSIS is not an enforcement agency. We are not authorized to
crest, detain, revoke status or deny travel. C5!S does, however, support its uartners who have their powers
in thei r elfn its to administer and enforce Canadian law.
4+,fn le what we do and now we do it must remain classified so as not to jeripard'ze our ability to
investigate threats to the security of Canada, by sharing adviçe or assessments with 4+r r partners they are
able to take action in accordance with their mandates, In relation to our own authorities who have been the
subject of much discuss on, I iespectfu fy request that the proposed measures recently announced by the
glue rn tent, which will soon ne introduced -- very soon -- be discussed at a subsequent appearance. This is
both to fespect the parliamentary process anti also to allow senators the opportunity to consider the
proposed amendments, On that note, I will condude my remarks to allow time tar ques'ions.

The chair: Thank you, Mt. Peirce. We apprec ate you coming here today. Once again, we apo:ogize far
the lateness of beginning the proceedings.
From your perspective, could you speak far a minute or two with respect to the magnitude of the threat
that Canadians face? That is In part why we're having this study, namely to define what the threat is and to
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look at what we can recommend In respect to confronting the threat and perhaps resolving some of the
issues, Could you expand a little a n that?
Mr. Peirce: To been with, the magnitude of the threat, as the director and the deputy director of
operations have both recently said, it is a very read threat here In Canada. it's a tactical and persistent threat.
The scope of the threat is affected significantly by the travellers' issue, often -eferred to as foreign fighters'
issue as wp I.- I'm sure you've heard cons ide abletestirnony a bouttite.fr}[i that 230, 135, 140 Canadians who
have a nexus to extremist activity have t rave bed abroad, We save approximately -- and I say
'approxVnatel ' because the number changes; we have concrete numbers put within 10 minutes the
nu mber could have changed because of a develoament aut there -- SO.nd:v-duals who have retuned. Those
are 5ignificarrt numbers and much more s gnIficant than the numbers we saw, fo' •nstonce, during the late '
1990s, early 2000s, where we had indiwidua:5 travelling to the Afghan .stan{Pa i5-an region. Those individuals
returned to Canada and we *cad 20 yea-s of counterterrorism work to do as a result. The numbers are far
more significant today. As well, I think the nature of the threat is different. The abi ity to cornmun`rate
through social media has changed that threat. It is more diffuse and it is able to change rathe- rapidly. IT Fs a
sign ficant challenge for us which increases the threat.
f hefe s been a Iat of Focus on the numbers; that is, the 130 to t40, the Si7 returnees- WP have to ne
careful not to be distracted by the numbees. In addition to Lha travellers' issue, we nave existing and ongoing
investigations into terrorist threats within Canada. That is, individuals who may not want to travel. There is
that component of it as well. In add tion, when we talk about numbers, there is always a definition tied to
that particular number and we could parse the definitions differently- It gives you a oirture of the idea of the
volume of the threat, but we shouldn't focus Loo much on the cumbers by themselves. The nature of the
terrorism threat has grown; It is a real threat
Senator Mitchell; Thank your Mr. Peirce. Last week Mr. Yaworski wasn't Po Ryan na about it, but he said
Canadians are safe. Today Canadians probabFy feel quite safe, but maybe a little ass secure than they did
prior to last Monday. What arc you doing or thi-uing about doing todal that, a week ago yesterday, you
weren't doing? Have you upped or changed your game in sortie way as a result of the realization of these
threats Fast week ici two cases?
Mr. Peirce; The fl^st thing we have done, and F ti'nk it is a natural reaction, Is make sure that the
business you have been doing already has been done well and that. you're not missing anything. Asa resu:t,
everyone takes their files and goes over then 2s carefully as possible We've been working 24-7 to do that to
make sure there isn't 58 meth
out there we're missing that wain t apparent in cuir files.
We have shifted bath operational and our assessment resources to mate 5U re. we can glue that kind i f
coverage, both as an immediate response and then do ng so on an ongoing basis. Frankly, it's tile nature of
our i rganimtion that we have to be nimble. We have to bp able to respond to changing threats- We have
seem do increase -n threats in a number of areas., so it's not just the terrorism area that we have to address in
Enat regard
Senator Mitchell: You use the ward in the context of ISIL, of haw it's possibly resonating, in Canada- I'd
like to have you assist us in qualifying that to the sense of resonating. Would it be that there i5 a specific,
coordinated eFfort on the nail of ISIL to send agents or to recruit diem ;n a place like Canada to develop a
coordinated plan of attack? Or is "A nvore that they're through the Internet and the news media, and just the
fait that titanic doing what they're doing that somehow captures the imagination of people who are
vulnerab'e to -adicaliaarion or have other pro Iems?
Mr. Peirce: ISIL first and foremost are focused an the area in which they are at war. That said, the
Internet is a very effective recruiting tool and it is the number one 'WO: for recruitment and radicalization,
That s one of t differences we see whereas in tie late 1990s, early 2000s, individuals who went to
Afghanistan pr Pakistan to train had to came lack =o Canada th radicalize individuals. They were in relatively
small numbers, as I have indicated, so IL was a much more contained message. Now you see it al. over the
Internet- YOU can go on YnuTube and see things tnat you ought not to spend tor} much rime watching,
frankly- There is a serious aspect that way.
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As well, because we nave a number of Canadians — approximately S0 or so in the Syrlar Iraq area •• who
have travelled there and individuals who have CUT e bark, they both bring with them the ability to radiçalite.
When they came back, in particular, they nave treanendcus what we ca I "street cred-" They corne back and
they're the cool kEds. K ds want to listen to them, and that has an impact. They tan do that from Syria and
Iraq. They can nun a websIte and send out Twitter messages fri3rn Syria and I-aq and have that impact, but
when It's in person it has that much more impact.
It's not so much a matter of a planned attack by ISIL. We don', have a clear, deverooed plan of attack
radi LE iced ar%d encouraged Loaclion.
against Canada by ISIL. Whet we have are'nd,viduals who are
This isn't an entirely new a€tit-ty. Certainly under al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula they used to put out
a magazine calla inspire. You may have heard of it. It encouraged lone actor attacks the same 'v ay .Sit has.

What's different is this has happened in Canada now.
Senator Wnfte: Thank you very much for being here, sir.
My question is going to talk quick:y about the information that came out a couple of weeks ago
surrounding nuclear power plants. My understanding is the Canadian Nuclear Security Corn mission advisi ig
nuclear power plants to tell people living within a certain area around those to be prescribed with iodine
tablets. I'm trying to get my head around if this IS a warning from 0515 and if sor why there wasn't a broader
discussion. 1 know In relation to the Darlington, Pickering nuclear power plants the po}ice Se-vies wasn't
engaged in any discussion about a possible th-eat and whether that came from CSIS.
Mr. Peirce: The assessment DI threats does come from 0515 an a number of levels and a number of

ways, We share with our governmen t pa rt ners- We don't have the mandate to advise the prwate settar per
sc- As t0 a specific threat to the L arlirlgton station, I dot= believe that that was direct adviC2 from CSIS.
We provide advice, as I said, to the Government of Canada and that advice may have gone an.
5enettr White: I used to. meet with the Ca riled ier Nuclear Secu''ty Culnrrl:Ssi ori regularly and they
receive information regularry tram 0515, My question surrounds the local police service jurisdiction, the
pcl rharn Regional Police Servicer which is 1,300 strong. receiving no advice from anyone In relation to that
same threat, then that's a concern of mine- I oval pQ:irP agencies are me ones who wilt respond to the call,
as we saw last week at least in part here on parliament !Ili!' and just off Parliament Hill. Is there a thought
that information should be 5 hared more broadly with police agencies that wi l resbi rid to those calls instead
of teem hearing It from, I think it was, CBC that actually reported on it?
Mr- Peirce: I cant speak again specifically to that particular situation, but I can say that UPC, the
Integrated Terrorist Assessment Centre, does provide threat assessments to first re.soonders, I ncludmg the
pQ;ice, And generally speaking I would expect that if tnreat advice was provided in regard to DaAirtgton
station that it would have been provided to tree local police as wellSenator StewartOlsen: lust to continue a bit on the provision of Li real. assessment warnings, ITAC was
originally conceived as a service that would provide the threat warning requirements t0 a range of clients,
some Cf which ope-ate at a non-classified level- Can you give me same idea Of what the difference is
between class:fled and non - classif er? How m any would he non-classified?
Mr- .Peirce! I don't'xnnw the exact numbers as to how many would be nori-Class ified. The bulk of
indiviril ial5 or €rrEanixitions receiving intelligence either from ITAC or CSIS will he receiviig it at a classified
!eve I.

There'are sometimes difficulties in their holding the'ntelligen€e. They may not have appropriately
secure #a€ lities far holding the •ntelligerr,,e, so they may receive it in a written form that's at a non-cassified
level. The bottom line tlireal message will be consistent, whether Its at a classlf ed or unclassified level- The
difference will be in the detail that can be given.
.
FQr instance, if you're providing unclassifen threat advice, you will endeavour to obscure your SOvrca5 so
that you can protect those sources.
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Senator Stewart Wen: If I might just follow up, you say your client base. Does that extend beyond the
federal government and selected law enforcement agencies? What is your client base?
Mr. Peirce: Far 0515, formally and officially, our mandate is to advise the Government of Canada- We
share, with foreign partners for example, and the purpose of that i; tc ensure that they're -nfarmed and
can help protect Canadian interests. Gbvisourly, it helps us if they are well enough informed. We will also
share on what's calfeda give-to-get basis. We need to get information. and often to gel- informationwe have
to provide some information. We will share in that way.
ITAC does have a broader mandate for sharing of their asses9rnents and it does include, as t said, first
responders, Provincial governments; it doe.s include local police fortes. It's a lrreade.' base in that respect.
Senator Stewart Olsen; Rasicallyr when you say first respondersr fire cleaartme-itsr ambulance, it is not
just law enforcement; ITAC would make a decision as to who should be Informed, depending on the threat?
Mr- Peirce: Absolutely. Whenever you are disseminating intelligence, one of the things you have to da rs
mare a determination as to who should be rece v}ng that intelligence and ensure that it gets into the right
people's hands.
Senator Day ITAC is integrated terrorismr and you say assessment or analysis.
Mr- Peirce' Analysis.
Senator Day: I hear both. it was a threat analysis centre previously described. Have you restricted your
activity for finan5AI reasons or just because terrr5-.sm is one of th e threats that:s most important from your
point of view now?
Mr. Peirce: To be clear, I'm notthe heâd ofITAC, ITAC Is an independent o•ganization but we work very
closely together. The rri and ate of'TAC was changed a few yyears ago.. Now t n e a-ga n izat ion is 10 years old;
it's just celebrated its tenth anniversary. It was changed simply to focus that mar.datc on terrorism. That is, I
should say, consistent with what we see among rur'international partnar4. The Brits have TTAC; the
Americans have NCTC. They're terrorism focused.
Senator Day: Are there other threat-assessment•facused entiLes {n Canada or the five Eyes, for
example, the other countries that we share a lot with that deal with other types of th-eat assessment that we
Participate in and that CSIS Is part of?
Mr. Peirce: We do, but the others are gene-ally Structured in the Same way that 0515 is, which is that we
cover tire broad range of threats- There aren't necessarily bodies that are targeted specifically to the

national rollnter-prntifer-ation centre.
Senator Day: Cyder-threat, for example.
Mr. Peirce: Cyder-threat; there are different parks oil the federal government that deal with the
€vber-threat; the Ctrmmunications Security Establishment, CSIS, and Pub is Safety all.
Senator Day; Where .s that Integrated Th{eat Assessment Centre located for cyber-threat?
Mr- Peirce' There isn't a single, 'rites rated antre for it- Faun of u5 has a piece of the responsibility, but
we work all very closely together and are closely .ntefrated in that respect,
Senator Day: I wanted to ciarlfy your point earlier about ISIS and In tern at-onal Islam suggesting that or
encouraging s"ngle terrorist activity, one-person activity. You are not suggesting that all of these one-person
terrorist activities that.we a re stdrtIng to set yu:te a bit of here in Canada and sorrre In the Un% fed States are
all ideologically based as opposed to other rypec at focus for these individuals, Maybe they hate people in
uniform because they grew up with a fat he,' wno was in the fire department and never home- There could
be a)1 kinds of psychological reasons why they rion't Ike people in uniforrn, so they go around doing whatever
they can to rim ve them.
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fvlr- Peirce! I think it's a very important point that you're making, senator. We should not jump to
conclusions about the drivers. It's actually very difficult as l'm sure you know, to determine the threshold
factor that motivated an individual to violence- We should be very careful in reaching those Conclusions.
In saying that, F'm riot speaking at all about t he two •ecerst events. I rea-lty don't think that this Is a
moment for us to do that and certainly not for 0515 to do that.
Senator Day: My question wasn't specifically an the two recent euents either. • .
Senator Beyak: Thank you very much for your excellent intelligence
I asked a question of the group that was here previously, the RCMP, and I'd Ike to ask a similar one of
you .

Mr. Peirce: Did you get a goo answer?
Senator Beyak: I did.

Mr, Peirce: That's what I wanted to know.
Senator Beyak: Canadians are tolerant, welcoming, open-minded, Flexible, and I've worked for years,
since 2X8, w-th moderate Muslim groups and Mualini ri Canada and the United States, But there is a
concern amongst Canadiarks about the term "radical Islamists" and the flCMP said that 93 of their travelers,
the Mast majority are associated with what is commonly known Intetnatior,aIIy as the radical jltsadist Isla rhist
state, ISIS, Could you tell me how many lnd:y:duals you follow who are radicalized and what your concerns
are, and F you have the tools to do it effectively..
Mr, Peirce: On the f-rst part of the q,,res}ian,•wh?e we have toIke o about traveller numbers, one at the
things we haven't talked about and we hold very closely;s the number of targets of irvestigatilark that we
have. That remains classified i nfarmatirsn. I wn u Id n't 8n dawn that. roatj.
Senator Beyak: I was afraid of that.-

CJ'YS
`

V~(j

Mr. Peirce; In terms of the tools that we have, that does lead us owe , inLc events that are taking place
momentarily, whica is Some new legislation I oe'ieve that s being introduced. We will see some
developments in tnat area. Certainly they are welcome developments but we' I await a suasequent
opportunity to speak to those.

Senatortteyak: Thank you very much- I thought it would be classified, but L had to asx,
(French follows - Le sénateur Dagenals : Manseur Peirce, je vais avoir)
I,apree anRkais)
Le sénateur Dagenais' Monsieur Peirce, je v iiï avoir quatre questions pour V41JSr .S le président m'en
damne ;a perm ission.
{Sen. Dagerlals: That's a very short questior, ...j
Iang,aissu:tJ

{Following French - Senator Dagersaiscontinuing - men donne la perm isstorn}
That's a very short er uesti
The Chair: If I tot.ld do it for Senator Day, I could do it for Senator Dagenals.
Senator Dagenals: I will begin with two.
Senator Day! I bean with one .
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Senator Dagenais: Mr. Peirce, thank you very mutt. Thailand has been going through political to-moil
for the past five or six years. Could you provide us with an overv iew ut the current situatian 'n the country
now?
Mr. Peirce: There's going to ae fol' o W-ua to that, too?

Senator 12agenais: Would you like to have the atner questions right -ow?
Mr. Peirce I think that I should be very cautious about speaking anow. anut'ta c u ltry, first of al;, aid
their paitscular circumstar es_ Certainly, there s been a difficult past there Mat we are aware of and we have
seen Prcgress in some areas,

The threat certainly has not been eliminated in relation to Thailand and it rs an area of ongoing concern.
Beyond that, a S I say, I should be cautious about my comments,.
Senator Dagefais: What are the prospects Far a stable solution?

Mr. Peirce: With caution, what VII say is this: I am optimistic about progress that has been made.
Senator Dagendis' Thank you so muci. I will keep my other questions for the seca nd round.
Senator Kenny: Could you please out on the record for us what your products are and why they're
useful? I think Canadians k now you don't predict the futurer that yau'-e mo re i nclined to give context and
options_

Talk to tie committee, if you would, far a few minutes about the sort of products, why they're useful,
who uses them, and I'm going to be asking about a reallocation of resources after that,
Mr. Peirce: Excellent. Let me start with our products than. We provide, out of my directorate, which is
the intelligence directorate, two primary kinds of nrnrtucts. Ong is intelligence assessment. Tnose are
assessed intelligence, where we've taken tyre inte liger ce from rnult:ple sources. It wilt be our own
collection, but we'll be informed ny intelligence from foreign agencies as well as open source intelligences

and assess it to give a picture of an evorving or dove°opine threat,
As you say, p-edittJon isn't our business; prediction is a fraught e xerc ise, ouI. being able to ind icate things
to look for, sign oasts, "If you see This happening, th is is a concern." When we talk about operational

intelligence, we talk about trip wires- "When we see this event La xe o ate, you shou:d now ae watching Far
the fol:owing th reat-"
That is our assessed intelEigen€e. We also provide raw intelligente, and we provide thousands of raw
CSIS intelligence reports. Those are seL in context, We have some reference to the source so there is some
context for th e reliability of what WP am providing_ We provide rt to other government departments and
agencies, as well as, in appropriate ti-cu instances, to our foreign partners.

Assessed intel:igence can be used for everything from guiding decision makers, including policy makers
within the Gnuern•nent pf Canada, including up to the highest level on potential threats. The assessed
intelligence may also info-.r our operational people, A5 I said, it may give an indication that here are five
indicators of terrarist travel, and if you see these indicators then you should watch that your target may be
preparing to travel; so that kind of assessed piece.
The raw i1telllgence we don't prow'de for the purpose of making direct policy decisions. We don't want

individuals to tyke a singie niece of raw ;7telrgerice and make a policy decision on that. We want to make
sure they',-e Informed and they can come back =o Ls and ask us an assessed v'ew of the Intelligence IF it's an
an issue of re;evar ce to then, That singl.e piece of raw intelligence is a bit dangerous by itself, so you want
try make sure. Ws educate our clicnt, about that regul sly_ We disnerninete those, as I said, to our
gowernrneiit departments and agencies, Tien they're aware of evolving threats and can come back to us and
ask foF those assessed pieces,
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Senator Kenny; How do you know if the Stuff you're producing k any good? How much of ït ,s produced
because there is a demand for It. 5omebwfy says, 'I need to know something," or "I need to know more
about something," and how much is pushed out or offered oy your "Hey, you had oetter pay attention

because this might affect you "7
Mr. Peirce: I think it's a cycle, and if s not one or the other of those things. Goth our co Iection of
intelligence and the intelligence that we disseminate is based 01 the priorities let by Lne Government of
Canada- Those are high level, but they are set by the Government of Canada And give us our ;uidanee. Then,

as an o"ganization, we take that high-level guidance and break it into intelligence requirements. I torget
what our total is right now. We have SO-odd intelligence reyu:rerrrents, very specific and dctai ed: "Collect
intelligence on these issues." We use that to provide the raw intelligence that s collected and, as 15air1, to
assess cased on those priorities.
We take the time to inform government a oout the threat so they can make znfnrrned decisions about
how to set priorities. Et is a cyclical piece. We give you this intelligence. We give you L'rit urieflrng that goes
you some context, and then you tell us what you want to now.
We always have to be alive to the fact teat we may collect intelligence that hasn't been specifically
requested, We keep the flerrEi ility to make sure we can report on emerging issues and seek feedback- We
have a robust feedback mechanism to do that.
Senator penny, How do you evaluate the work you're doing? Who eva uates you?
Mr, Peirce: We get feedback from our clients. We seek that feedback actively. 'When we send out an
intelligence report, there is always'a request for feedback as part of that. and we do compile the feedback we
receive- We're working to develop a more robust feedback rnethan

When you go out and solicit feedback, somet:rnes you only hear from eithe- endof the spectrum! The
people who really like you or don't I ke you. We waif to make sure we're et c rig comprehensive feedback,

sa we're con rinuing to work on developing a mo-e rcbi,st mechanism.
The Chair' I would like to follow up in respect to what your organization does. You u.seri th e term 'ftO

tar et5u?
Mr. Peirce! Eighty individuals; returnees, I believe- They're individuals who hive returned to Canada,

having travelled abroad for extremist purposes.
The Chair: Another ag
chin IN Informs you of those individuals; is that not correct? You are not out
there finding or identifying them.
Mr. Peirce: We very much are on the front line of identifying those individuals. We are aided from a
variety of sources, including the Canadian border service agency, who will share in form at-on with us- We're
very much on the front-lint of identifying the individuals- These are individuals who have travelled from
Canada.-The Chair: I k now w7a: CMS.is; I was thinking about your responsibility.
Mr. Peirce: I am C5I5,
the Chair: You are 0-515 ?
Mr. Peirce: I have a boss.
The Chair: r think I've got it somewhat clarified. I want to go further, and that has to do with tire
financing ofterrorisrn, which we naven`t touched on so far.
I have two quest,ons: HOw does the g.or-fication and financing of terrorists increase and contribute to
radicafizatian in Canada? How serious is the question of terrorist financing in Canada, and where is that
financing taking glace,. If it is?
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Mr. Peirce_ There are at least two different kinds of financing. One is financing for individuals within
Canada, for example, who wart to travel to engage in jihad. Those are relatively smal sums but very
operational y important.
As you can imaginer If you see money going to an individual, It may bean indication that they're amass-ng
those funds fDr the purpose of #ravelling, if they're someone who is otherwise On our radar; So tracking that
kind of financings very important.
There is financing that flows from Canada to terrorist organ.zatiris, and ;hat isind of financing is very
dependent on tie kind of terrorist organization. If we lock at f5iir it is a terror:sr organization t iat holds
considerable territory; they have control over banks and oil ;n Iraq_ Asa result, they are a very welir funded
terrorist organization.
We see other terrorist organizations such as al Qaeda and the Islamic Maghreb who actively engage in
kidnapping for the purpose of raising funds for their operations. We see smaller sums tnat flow from Canada
for organizations Ike al Shabaab, which is a terrorist organization active in Somalia and Kenya, in aarticular.
We watch for the flow of funds there. There are different kinds of funding relationships, each one of them
very much a f concern to us_

The Chair: You cannot operate unless you have money, no matter where you are. But our focus point
has to be withn Canada, and where tills money is being raised and the volume of money that is being raised.
You've obviously been able to mdentify at least some of the sources for that financing?
Mr, Peirce; Yes_
The Chair; Perhaps you can expand on exactly what we're speaking about and what volume of money
we are speaking about.
Mr. Peirce_ On the sources of fine nci ig, trey are Certainly uaried. You have clip nlzations that attempt
to operate under cover of dlffesent purposes or;ndividuaIs attempting to operate under cover of different
purooses, ostensibly raising mQ ney for humanitariar5 purposes in Syria and Iraq, and they may wet. be
actually funne.ing that money to a terrorist organ'zation, so we see that kind of piece of work.

We have seen a recent phenomenon, essentially crowd share. The Internet age has given us tie ability
for people to go on and essentlally Rut out a puolic message seeking funds. They won't necessarily d•rert the
full purpose of raising the funds. Aga inr they might do it under cove,. of humanitarian aid, but crowd share.
"I want to RQ carry out humanitarian aid in Somalia, please share funds," arid Lh.ey Set up d webslte and
funding flows tiro ug.n, It's quite a troubling development from the Internet_ You have more astute
organizations that try to rase funds directly associated with terrorist organizations. One of our significant
concerns is fundraising for liezbollan in Canada, for instance.
The Chair: I want to go bark. What volume of money are we speaking of in this context? Are we talking
tens of thov.sandsr hued ads Of thousands or millions of dollars? What are we speaking about here, in your
estimation?
Mr. Peirce I don't nave an overall volume, and I would be loath to get into specific details in relation to
specific organizations. When we're talking about individuals, for instance, individuals who are raising money
for terrorist purposes within Canada, ticy can be relatively moderate sums, up to S10,OOO kind of thing,
That's the ran +e.1p '.Il normally see for individuals, particularly int i iduats who want to travel, far •nstante,
up to that kind ~g2., .
When VcrULre faWing arganizatrons, you a-e talking six-figure sums.
The Chair: Are we laying any charges?
Mr. Peirce: First of all I have ta say that's not my and of the deal. We provide the adviser and we know
that FINTRAC also provides advice, and it would ac For tie RCMP or local officials to lay charges.
The Chair: We'ii definitely follow upon that.
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Mr. Peirce: It is a difficult area, though, because you have the fundraising, but until. funds are used for
something, it's very difficult to prosecute simply 4n the basis of the collection of funds- It's done under
careful cover. 'Y want to go and Study at a madras In Yemen." Okay, cm the face of it, that's what you're
collecting it for, and I'm going to have a very difficult time, based on coIect.on of Intelligen{e, prosecuting
you an that basis,
Senator Eieyak' Thank you, again- I wflnder if you could tall me, f wi!I word it a little differently, not the
numbers that you're following but the actual numbers in Canada. I low big Is the magnitude? Flow big i 5 the
threat? How many individuals are radiralimd, arefolloWing radical fslam2 Do you have the funds Lu
Investigate the mosques and the imams who are espousiig hatred towards Canada?
Mr. Peirre: In terms of the numbers, again, I wi:l be very cautious about doing'hdL; sa 1 worw't provide a
set number for individuals, Certain.y, the question of resources, I think you've heard much testimony today
about the Importance of prioritizing our resources. We work within the resources we base. We do shift our
priorities around. We've al wa ys shifted our priorities around and shifted our resour€esaccordingly, a rid at
this tirne we are certainly going through the process of again mooing resources 'n resuarise I. the terrorist
th real
S¢r!ator Beyak: Thank youSenator Day: I have a request fora definition- You talxed about the dangers of sharing raw intelligence.
I've always thought of intelligence as being facts or information that has been out together and in Some way
looked at that is different from pure raw facts, but are you using the term 'raw intelligence" just to mean raw
facts?
Mr. Peirce: I will give some concrete examples of raw intelligence. Raw . ntelligente may be we have
Spoken to a human sours,. The human S ource says that ne-s.on K is interested in doing something, and let's
consider that terrorism based. 11 rrliay be that human source tells us that partiou:ar country is interested in
Collecting intelligence "n a certain area. That's raw ' ntelligence because, while we've assessed the
so roc this is a long-standing source; t its .s a credible source; we have an assessment of our source
there. — it's just an Individual piece in isolation- You want to set that against Ot its r -rrte l igenCe to glue a full
context and assessment.
However, Ff we s* collected that piece of rayifiii.lidgence and-ft: says that country X is looking to collect
such and such -nforrnation Gr it says that an individual is intending to carry out some Conduct, we want t o
share that, but we want to share it saying that's just one piece. Tnat's why t call it "raw intelligence," It has
not peen put together with ail of the other intelligence we may have in the are., and that other Intelligence
adds context. It might fill out an assessment. For instance, there could tie a spin on that intelligence that we
See from Other collection,
Senator Day: Thank you. That's he pill!.
Woui d It be helpful ir! the work that you do and that your colleagues do at CSIS to have a law requiring
everyone who leaves !Canada to report to Canadian authorities so we have a record of ewe ryone who has
exited Canada?
Mr. Peirce: Undoubtedly, we don't have that exit information, as you know, now.
Senator Day: Yes. I understand,
Mr. Peirce: We do collect from a variety of si urccs. nd try to cover that but certainly a ?aw that gave us
that kind of information HMI did tw helpfil. Tnat's not to comment nn whether that law or However that law
might be framed wOufd be an appropriate law. I don't go into policy.
Senator Days Is your name Seel Led I ii a that 25 a result of you working at CSI5 arid Mat everyone who
works inere has a name like that, ar spelled su iiewh-at differently, so they Can't find you in the t hone book?
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Mr. Peirce; I w111 say a few things first, it's not a nom dP guerre. Second, I am very well practiced In
grammatical rules. It's 'I." before "E" except after "C" or In words that say "AY" as in 'neighbour" and
"weigh." There are other exceptions, They include the name "Peirce." Unfortunately, they also include the
ward "weird," so you can make the connect ons you want to make with thatSenator Day: You've been asked that quest:on before.
Mr. Peirce: I have.
Senator Kenny: Following up on what Senator Day was asking you about, when you say you go to other
sources, would that be, for example, airline travel information?
Mr. Peirce; Ftot neces5,arily airline travel information. There may be tire when we cars get airline travel
information- We may get information because somebody may be on the specified persons Itt, which is part
of the Passenger Protect Program, so we may get information there, but we'll also collect information from
sources in the €ammunity, We will in some instances have technical sources intercepting tommucuca tie] ns

nthat will give a nd:tation. we may have a technical source that allows us to intercept Internet traffic so we
can see their booking their ticket online. It's a broad range of sources.
Senator Kenny: If we could go back to the reallocation of resources. When Cornmi5Siomer Paulson was
here, he talked about taking a Sinnifiçnt number of people away from, amongst other things, white-collar
crime. we've had a director of CSIS In the past tame to us and say SO per cent of C515 is focusing cm Chinese
espionage Are we not paying any ar•tentikn to the Chinese now and refocusing on the terrorist threat, or
how have the resources been moved around fn the organization?
Mr. Peirce: We, first of all, looked at our V orltles, Lased on the direct=on from The Government of
Canada, and we re-established our -ntell:gence requirements, the tiering of them, When t say "tiering,' what
happens i5r as I sa-dr you've got, Fetus say, 80 into Ilgenre requirements and you're gaiig to have maybe 15 to
20 that are tier 1. These are your highest priority. Ynu will collect age: nit toes R.

You will have a tier 2 set. These arc important :nteliigence requirements, You will put resources to
them, out you're going to moderate those resources compafled to those tier 1s.
We'll have tier 3. Those are really ones where, if you get collectiDm on them, possibly secondary
collection, you're going to report on the m, lrut you're not gong to put resources necessarily.
There are four tiers- The fourth category will be areas where you say that's a watching brief; we're not
actively collecting on that, but it's a watching brief.
We've dust recently looked at those tiers and said, "Do we have them right?" and adjusted them Brightly.
take ones off and say, 'This one, Chinese espionage, is no longer important," and take it off and we
wQl' collect. We are still coveri ng those priorities.

We didn't

We did alsu go through the exercise, though, of looking at our Investigations and, for example, looking
across the country and looking at the threat that's being ,nvestigated and saying, "Are we getting a ;lit out of
tni5 regi^n ern this threat?" And if not, maybe those resaurcec don't have to be di meted in that region to that
tnreat, so rnayac we can rïcr a some of those resources OR to the terrorism threat, for instance.
That's the kind of exercise that we've been through, very actively looking at where are we not as efficient
w *rut a r'Ffrclive, and maybe those resources can be put to a mare efficient or effective use. That's the
y
'
_
exercke • .
.--.-:•0„y
~' k _
bPo
Senator Kenny: The committee has Beard a fair amount about the relationship between C5l5 and the
RCMP. Could you talk to us about CSl and the Communications Security Establishment? What sort of
mechanism do you have to e•7sure that you're functioning -n a war that is constructive and complementary,
and how do you ensure that Canadian resources are put to the best use between the two organizations?
Mr, Peirce' We have a 'cumber of mechanisms to help us in that regard- We have very dose relations
witn the Commun;cations Security Establishment.
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Senator Kenny_ They are just next door.
Mr. Peirce_ They are now just next door, our new neighbours. They're keeping it down, SD we're quite
comfortable with that.

First of all, we have joint management tear, meetings where their management team sits down with our
management team and we identify any Issues. We identify priorities and areas where wean work together
more effectively. A5 you can imaginer with the fad that they've moved in next door, vrre're very LOnsc:0u5
about opportunities for efficiency and effectiveness, areas where we car, share serwires w:th them, for
exampi'e- Sn we have those joint management team meetings.
We have individuals from each organization seconded to the other, sometimes it's not Oust knowing that
they work this way and you can work with them, but you bring one of the rn net. and you send one Of your
people over; and by working socaosely, you get to understand the other better. We've done that and it .gas
proven very effective for us.
We've also at down and looked at our intelligence requirernentsr which I spoke of earlier, that set out
our priorities. We've crass-referenced them to make sure that we have tooth coverage -- there are no big
gaps across our priorities —
also to make sure that they're ratio nal i7ed against each other. You want to
understand what it is they're collecting aD and what you're collecting on, Sornetime5 they ran be mutually
supporting. If we cars collect s"gna s :ntelligence, it may aid us in our human source activity, for instanter and
vice versa. You want to make sure you're well-coord-nated in that way and that you're going after the same
priorit'e5. That's how vie operate in that sphere.
The Chair: I would like to go into a whole different area from the point of view of C515 and your
respo:lslb111ties. Earlier today, we learned that tncre are 93, 95, 90 extreme travelers; EO have returned,
We've also been told — and don't quote me on thi ; I'm gorrg on rn mpry — that there are up to 145
Canad:ans, or dual citizenshiv Cana didris, fighLing with various terrorist organizations offshore- We have
been told that there are thousands o` ,nd=viiduais who have been identified ;n a lower level in respect to
perhaps their involvement in the terrorist movement, either indirectly or direct y.
I'd Hlce to hear CSIS `s comments In respe.et to the statements being made in some quarters in respect to
same 5661015 that are oprhaps esppUcing radiça Islamic views, or do inaires, in snme quarters in Canada.
Is that true, and do you have some concerns?
Mr. Peirce' First, one Peiint of clarification, just because I don't warm ter;cave any misimpression out
there. When we're talking about'ndividuals who are overseas, the 135 to 140 individual's, they are not
necessarily engaged in fighting; they are engaged in supporting- It's a distinction 5erauser for the Canadian
public in particular, we don't want them to think that there are 135 to 140 individuals who will come back
with hardened combat abilities. That's not the Case, and we don't to leave that misimpression.
On the second part, I wasn't sure what you were referring to when you were reterrin$ to schools,
The Chair l'm referring, to a certain ideology or doctrine that obviously these individuals are being
exposed to, either indivictua, or individuals. My quest on is: Where are they getting those teachings to be
able to go to ca dicatizatlon? It's one thing to talk about an i5[Ilated situation off in Quebec and another
situation that happened on the Hill, but at the end of the day there seems to be leas; a thread of idea;ogy
the (lase of LR1:s. My question s: Are thu:e teachings going on in Canada that are espousing that parlieular
riewppint, which •s then transf e rring itself into c dicalitation?

Mr. Peirce: The short aruwer to the question is yes. There are individuals who are espousing a radical
ektrgrn t vie ' []f ISIr~T , and they am rtning so Specifically to rad ira liTP. Indlvlduals oftentimes young
individuals That message is having an impact ana we are, as a result, seeing people turn to a radical view of
Islam- In addition, there is an enormous proliferation pl' extremist propaganda un the Internet, and it's a very
powerful radicalizing too .
The Chair, i want to go bark to get it clarified on the record. There are attua schools or classrOorrls or
venues that are being utilized on alti ongoing basis to esraouse this type of doctrine; is that cor'ect?
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Mr. Peirce: I'm not talking about %pee-Mc institutions. l'm talking ainout individuals. I should be very
Clear about that. When we investiga we Investigate individuals and their activities. There may be
individuals W nose activitles may be assocated with a particular institution; but It's the Individtraiswe
te,

i nvestigate, For instance, we don't investigate masques.

The Chair, The question I have is: If you have a school and a clasroorr4 ands teacher who has been
s- dentif-er. by your argan Oat ion espousing that type of & ,trine, do you pass that informat'ori on to the
provincial government or the atrthority that has the responsibility?
Mr- Peirce: If we have that kind of information.
The Chair Have you done that?
Mr. Peirce: I can't say that we have dyne that with regard to schools, #Cpt -Instance. I can't sdy
camp rehensivP.ly "everr" but I haven't seen information specifically about a school saying, "Th..s school has an
individual in the classroom underta ne this activity-" Wp will target individuals.
Individuals don't tend to operate In an Institution quite so brazenly as that. Individuals may be
associated with an institution, but they'll take students off to the side and conduct their activ ities In the
community as opposed to in the institution. That-s what we'll target,
The Chair: Cal leagues, time Is coming to an end here. I want to thank our wrtness- i believe you have
been ve y forth right. I speak for ail my co I eag u es when I say that we appreciate your nde u r, I is a very
important :s sue far Canadians. J know many Ca nad is ns are watching this public forum. One of the reasons
we' re having these hearings "s so we can inform Canadiaxis of what you do, why you do it and the importance
of what you do.
Mr. PpirCp: Y han k you ve ry rr uC n.

The Chair' On June 19, 2014, the 5enare approved the following reference for this committee: that the
Standing Senate Committee on Nat anal Security and Defence be author.2cd ta study and report on national
security and defence - 5.5ue5 n IndQ-Acis : arif:c re at nns and their Frn p kat; ans fo r Canada's nationaI security
And detente po ides, practices, d Feu rrrstances and Lapabil ties; and tiret the carrrm tLec repot to the Senate

na later than December 31, 2015.
Joining us today to discuss the Indo-Asia Pas ific the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and
Development are David Drake, director, Genera Security and intelligence Bureau; and peter h?a€Arthur,
Director General, Sauthr Southeast Asia and Oceania Bureau- From National defence and the Canadian
A..med Forces is Rear-Admiral Gilles Couturier, Director General International Security Polity- Welcome to the
comm Nec.
I understand we have two opening stater»t}nts, one from each depa1tme nL,
finch follows-- Pater MacArthur, Honora a les sénateurs, je vous remercie de. .
lapres r lits)
Peter MacArthur, directeur generalr Direction gene ra le de l'Asie du Sud et du Sud-Est et de l'Oeeanier
Affaires étrangères, Commerce et développement Canada ' Honorables sérkateursr je vous remercie de
,n'a vol. invite â m'adresser a votas aujaurd' 1t~i.
Je suis ncurcux d'avoir la possibIlile da m'entretenir W9Lic vous. Le Canada a établi prés de 40 missions
dip'.onlatiques dans a rt glg n Indu-{Mie-Pacifique, qui emploient prés de t pp{} personnes. {e rese iu
dip.omatlque du Canadfa e; Asie est plus sulide que dans toute autre région et cro't en importanceFn faisant r¢f6rentea1,1 titre de l'étude du Cgmit& je salue le cho`x importent qui a Pte fait de reconnaifxe
la place de l'Inde dans la sécurité régionale et rna

e. Maintenant dotée d'un gouvernement qui est axé

sur les réformes et qui détient un vaste pouvoir démocratique, !Inde pourrait être 5u' le point d'effectuer
d'importantes réformes économiques suscept
s d'entraîner des répercussions mandlaies. Le Canada et
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l'Inde valorisent taus deux la IIberté, le p•wallsme, le respect des droits de la personne et la primauté du
droit. Nos deux pays sont des démocraties parlementaires d'inspiration brita nnique, qui connaissent des
gouvernements majoritaires et minoritaires. Nous croyons que tous les membres de la société ont un rôle â
jouer pour l'avenir.
Le dialogue est la prémisse fondamentale de notre approche i l'égard de l'Asie, Quelques-uns des
meilleurs exemples de transition réussie vers la dPm ncratie au cours de la de'n'¢re g¢nPrat ion se trouvent en
Asie, c'est.â-d:re la Corée du Sud, le Japon, l'Indonés-e et la Morgclie. Plus tôt cette année, nous avons Pitémoins d'élections importantes en Inde et en Indonésie, deux des trais pays démoc ratiques les plus peuplés
du monde, ainsi que d'une percée de la dcnocratie er, Afghan'stan ez, l'année dernière, au Pakistan.
Para II klement, lorsque :e respect de la dprnocratle et des droits de la personne est mis i3 rude épreuve,

comme en Thaitande après le coup d'ttat, le Canada doit continuer d'exercer son influence et d'encourager
un programme fonde Sur des valeurs démocratiques. Les sociétés qui ne +6ussissenL pas mettre titi pince des
mécanismes de freins et de contrepoids tantrituent â l'instahi ité,
ilMr- MacArthur: To Furtfrer Canada's engagement In the-.-]
lang:ais suit)
{Following French-- Mr. MRCArthi rcnntg after . -. contribuent l'instabilité-)
To further Canada's angagement In tnc region, the govemment seeks to join two vital faru:ms! the East
Asia summit, EA5, and the ASEAN Defence Ministers' Meeting Plus, ADMM.,. The DU likely w II become an
increasing y impor tantvenue For security as well as political and econornic dia. ogue. ADMM+isa relatively

new mec hanism that provides a framework for d-scussion and cooperation between regional militaries.
Canada is a participant in toe ASEAN Regiana{ Forum, ARE, a long-standing venue which facilitates
COQoecation an regional security. Canada aiso participates in the Shangri-La F}ia.ogue, another important
regional opportunity for.serurity di.ccuSSfnns in Singannre. Canada holds a number o= nigh-level dialogues to

discuss security and defence issues n the Inda-Asia P3cifc region, includ;ng with regiona! partners such as
India and Japan- In August 7074, Minister Baird announced 571 million to help address security issues of
shared concern in Southeast Asia on top of $30 million that has alFeac been announced and invested in
recent years.
Projects Include those to mitigate biologit:aI and rruclear threats; disrupt ill icit.flows while protecting
Iegitimate trade; combat human smugEring activities; improve regronal•eybersetu 'ty tools; fu rther

public- private partnerships and sound financial regulation; promote healt h and effective disaster response;
and work with ou- ASEAN partners to address the foreign fighter phenorne con and radica-ization. We are
currently pursuing the mpstambitious trade agenda in Canadian h-storyr inçluding with :a pan and India as
well as the broad Trans Pacific Partnership negotlatlons,
We have recently ratified the Canada-south Korea FTA and the Canada-China Foreign Investment
Protection and p•om r?tionAgreernent, Energy security is a very important oppori-unityfo - Canada as Japan,
South 1ca.rea. China and India are <eading Importers of energy, Including liquefied natu rai Ras. Canadian
levelopmenL prugrains and activities i, Asia area concrete tool to help bring security and prosperity In all
their farrns, Iric lud rig t h rough listai na blé econorxr is development- Let me touch briefly on some pa rt icuPar
areas tif inte-est.
Y
,L
.

•

The Indian ocean_ Mile thë'f .of inch ina5'bee at the forefront of geostrategic think ng fur some
time, Ind has'ed the Way as a model ;n the region of a knowledge-based ecolomy. As the world's largest
demoC•acy, it also has the advantages that institut;ons of po:i tical accountdbil y and the rule of law confer.
Asthe world's fourth largest economy, Ind a's elation with - ts c: ose neighbou rs are central to region a!
stability- Supported Iby important investments in its navy , In

is Iookhig to assert itself a$ the dominant
power in its Indians Olean neighbourhood, However, India is a lso prudent in its a pproach to maritime
disputes to its Bast- It is preoccupied by maintaining access to trade routes but av8!ds taking sicles in
maritime disputes. This approach has been to the benefit of regional security and many corn r entators agree
that India-Chi ra re!aticns are can a relatively stable footing.
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Tensons in the South China Sea area reacned a new high early last summer. Sovereignty over parts of
the South China Sea Is disputed by China, Brunei, Malaysia, Philippines and Vietnam, as well as Taiwan. The

most prorninent disputes concern thu Sprat!y and Paracet Islands, Two thirds of the world`s trade passes
through the South China S. An escalation in Maritime boundary or territorial disputes between Asian
tourltri es could have disruptive effects on the global economy and threaten regional stability and g°obal
prosperity.
In East Asia, regional efynamics have also become more €arrtplex, The East Ch-na Sea has been d f.ash
point for C n ina and J a pan. Destabilizing factors such a$ resurgent nazi pna li s m are stctki ng fears. Ch. na nas
become lntreasingly assertive in pursuing its -nterests, r eluding through the establishment of an air deter ce
id e ntification 74ne which coYiTr5, in part, islands disputed with Japan. la pan is saE?<ing a more active role for
its military in defence and cooperation wItn allies, though 1t seeks to retain strict limitations on its role.
In conclusion, there IS a wide recognition the balance of power in Asia i5 shifting. As economic growth
and integration continues, all çountr-es in the region are being forced t rg«Gbrate the r relations. In demi.
the lido-Asia pacifie ::egien is the new centre of global affairs and It Is here that profound economic and
5trategiç cF.ant{es are unfolding.
Rear-Admiral Gilles Couturier, Director General International Security Policy, National Defence and the
Canadian Armed Ferre- Mr- Chair and SPnatnrs, thank yo 1.1 very much !'or paving m P before the committe e
tadaV to speak on the Indo-Asia PacificCana dians Iwo In an uncertain world and, as I knew you understand, increasing globalization has meant
that develpp.•nent5 far from our-Flores çaq have a deep impact on the safety and nterE is of Canadians at
home and abroad. The events of last week c:early demonstrate that flout,
Speaking at the ShangN-La Dialogue in 2033, the then f451nlSter of Defence Peter MacKay Stated;
A5ikpar.ific 5eçu ,:fy is now oart of g;ohal security dyne
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or pan-Pacific, as I tike to cal! it from the perspective of a Pacific co'. try,
French follows - Mr- Couturier continuing - Fn bref, Ie5 preniop,rpatinns.pt la~ 1<nlPux 'iés à la sPcuritP en

Asie sont par leur . , .)

~aor;~s anglais}(tam Couturier fro m the persaective of a Pacific country.)
Fn bref, las préoccupations et res enjeux lips à la sécurité en Asie sont par leur nature mime des Enjeux
et des ortoccupatiô is pour la sécurité du Canada, et la participation du mlriistàr2 de la Défi=sse darts Cete

ani on dynamique du monde vise à appuyer les oajec#ifs tiu gruver net) ertt canadien à !refile IIe mondiale.
(c

Couturier :-hp region 52curity 2nv;rOnrne-lt in trie

(anglais SUItf

(Following French - Mr. Couturier continuing)
The negionat security rrtvironrxrent in the indo- Pacific remains ever changing, uncetLain and challenging.
5everaI long-standing boundary business disputes, particularly in the maritime area, have increased tensions
and are at risk of devolving into open conflict duc to rrrisu*rderstandirsg, m•scalcul.atlans and the inflexibility
caused by nationalistic audiences.
Fo, example, the tension rose last wring in the South China Sea, the sea lines of communication that
feed our own economy, which carne under duress. 0n the North Iceman peninsula, stabilityr is threatened by
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the erratic behaviour of the leadership and Its pirsu-t of nuclear weapons as well as the terhnotagy to deliver
them- Fine IIyr the region is challenged by piracy, illegal migration, resource pressures and rratUral disasters.
As part o€ the Government of Canada's overaII focus on the trsdo-Paclffc reglan, the Defence team is
€anxmitted to defence and Security coopeatian aimed at maInfaining pope and stability in the reg:on to
which Canada Is integrally connected,

(French follows - Mr. Couturier continuing - Notre principal objectif est de favoriser un erwVirOnnement de
sécurité stable , . -~
(après anglaisJ(€am Couturier - region to wnich Canada is integrally connected.)
Natre priridDai objectif est de favoriser un environnement de sécurité sta le dans lequeI les litiges sont
resolUS selon es normes et les lois internationdlE3, Mais une contribution â la sec urite régionale reg uia t la
mise au point d'une stratégie exhaustive.
t€arn Couturier =Canada is not alone and manyof Qurfrlends..-j
(anglai 5 5 lait l

(K olloviing French • Mr. Couturier continuing)
Canada is not alone and many of our friends aid partners have similar concerns and are undertaking
similar pro€esses. We are Sharing information with like-minded nations, such as Australia, New 7ealand and
the U.S., and coo rdirrating resporMe$ to help strengthen our representative approaches.
At home, the Defence team i5 active y'Ndrkin w,`.hwhole-of-government partners ter explrôre
app r i aches and develop plans that will take us in to s d;rection. This was the impetus for the Asia-Pacific
policy caaperationfrarriewurk 5igrred by MinisterNicial5on and U-5-Secretary of defense Hegel at the
Halifax Intern3fonal Security Fdrusn .ast fall. This fromewo: <sets the toundation for chaser cooperation
between our two countriesr white Fes pert:ng a u r nd, v /dual riatl 6nai in retests,
In carrying of t this undertalcing we Are hiiilding upnn existing commitments and engagements. The
Canadian A•med Forces have been con tribut,ng on an ongoing basis since 1.953 to the üN Command
/ ini tice CQmmi5SiOn in Korea- The defence team has acrvely been w;

-ng alongside friends and partners

in the region to mitigate regional security challenges through important activities such as participating in
engagements witn China' 5 People Liberation Army, res pet ing the theme of "mpdpstr enduring and
reciprocal," and with an aim of errcouraging them to take on their Foie as a responsible and participatory
member of the global community.
We had numerous disaster relief team, or DARTr deployments since 2004, the tirrt one being in Sn Lanka
for the tsunami, In Pakistan In 2005 far the earthquake and most recently in the Philippines for typhoon
Haiyan. We are also demonstratlng our commitment and capabilities through Our participatioi in regionaI

mlliterr exercises.
Indeed, afte-the 11-5., Canada has been tlw largest contributor of troops to many of the exercises in the
Korean penin5111a suc h a5 the LII ch zreedom Guardian in5Quth Korea. I ast sum mer more than f rD1)13
Ca:iadian sailors, soldiers, airmel and alrwomen deployed to the I Iowa• agi Islands and southern California as
cart of the exer_'se 131M of the Pacif:L, t ie world's premier cornh.ned and joint maritime exercise. Their
ne-formance in th s )7-country =trnng exercise was ab clutely 5tellarFurher, the Military Tra`ning and C000cfation Prvg-am has been a waluabfe defence diplomacy tool
building regional cpdbllity as we stnve to deve'ao impa-tant bilateral relatiores within the region. Fleven
Asian countries partic. pate€f in the prog•arn and aver txie last fiscal year more than 150 offcers from reembe•
countries received training sponsored by ,he MTCP ip, Ianguaf[e, peace support, military staff and
professional development programs. Canada has also sponsored severa l high profile seminars in Indonesia
through the MTC program.
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The Defence tea-ri ;s focused on developing key bilateral relations, conti nuing participation in the ASEAN
Regional Forum and exploring opportunities to contribute to the ASEAN Defence Ministers' Meeting Plus,
which would give Canada a stronger voice In the region in the defence and security spne-er as you heard
from my colleague from Foreign Affairs.
Multilateraldialogue tools hold great promise and opportunities to work on defence and security-related
issues and strengthen cooperation in the region, At present we are. 5trivingfor targetect engagement in
making contributions where we heliÈve we are adding value- This Includes the areas where Canada has such
a strong reputation, such as peacekeep'ng, counter-IEp and anti-terrorism and of course HECiii
In sum, if Lire government's objectives and ambitions in the #sn —Asia Pac"flit reg'on are to be.ftaaly.
realized, defence engagement must remain a priority within a coherent and comprehensive Canadian effort
The sense of a renewed effort speaks to a more focused priorty set and achieving impact .n a region of
dynamic. growth and complex security challenges.
-M'. Couturier continuing - bans l'ensemble, s' le Canada veut rta fier ses aspirations
French
générales clans cette
après anglais}

Gans l'ensemble, si le Canada veut réa:ise'ses aspirations générales dans cette région dynamiquer nous
devoirs continuer à investrr dans notre sécurité et nos relatons en matière de défense long terme. Cet
investissement exige des efforts soutenus Pt constants.
{16h00—cam Coutufer ; Thank you for giving me the opportunity-.-j
{ a ng ais suit)
{reliowing Fre nch in 1550-- Rear-iidmi rai

Coutu

er cunt'g— soutenus et ronsLaits)

Thank you for giving me the oppo'tun;ty to aonear befo e you, noir I .noi fo-wa.rd to the discussionThe Chair: I'd Ilke ta begin with Senator Mitchell.
Senator Milcbeii. Thank you very much, gentke9:nan-This:5 an interesting and fit portant topit, if not
quite as urgent as trie one we had earlier- We've had your testimony today, a 0 we've had some before. !'m
seeing these two 'ines of thought, and I can't quite figure out which way the consensus would come down.
On the one hand, China, and this regionr is clearly an econom'c opportunity, ana the risk the'e might be tl5at
we would miss it. On the other hand, t sere is this theme that there is a rni itary threat somehow- Mitigating
that, in my mind, is the fart that China holds, I think, 3 or $4 trillion worth of U.S. bonds and wouldn't want to
do couch to offend that economy, I wou,d think. We actually included them in RINMPAC this year, for the firs'
time. We're training with them- This is kind of a high•lever question in the sense of which it is. Are we
concerned about a war with that region, or are we concerned about rn;ssi ng out on the economic
opnoriuriitythat's inherent in trade with that region?
Mr. MacArthur( Oerhaps I could begin, ttlr. Chair. I think our relations with China and North Asia need to
be seen in a iolistic manner- There is an economic opportunity there, and we are determined to engage with
eves•wide open- There is the capacity, on paraI:el track;, 54 ma intain relations, whet ner it's cormtmentimig oil
hu-iiart r:pnt5 anuses or attempting to do more with China in terms of FIFA, for exampler which was just
ratified and a:lows Canadian companies to invest in China with greater predictability and transparency- I
think we ran walk and chew gum at the Larne time Fii these very important strategic relationsh'ps, which are
multi-lacet'id. I would turn to my colleague about your comment on trie mil ita ry potential of the country
Rear-Ad rairai Couturier; L'ne you sad. we do our engaging with the Chinese. The goal there s to
there some of our own nest FractIces a nd to nester understand how they work as far as a mil itary assn.ciatet

with th e ir own engagement iii Lie way they du bu-iiiess- We've nad a least two engagements Iù date. In
both cases, it was an exchange of ideas. They had an opportunity to look at now we operate, how we da
business. One of them was on how we do human resources, and there were some significant differences In
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the way we proceed -n how we de business. At the sanie time, we had en opportunity to hear from them
about how they deal with their own challenges and how they see the future developing from a human
resources perspective, The goal there, without a doubt, Is to get a better understanding of where they are
coming from and to share some of our best practices.
Tfte example of RFMPAC speaks volumes on where we believe the way ahead is. The best way to
understand where the country Comas from and to avoid any misunderstanding is to operate together. If you
put this in the maritime e nvironment, the fart that weiieve five ships -- but three operational
ships -- deployed there gives us the opportunity to see how they react at sea and to get tie ccrnmander's
appreciation that, if things were to happen, there is a way to communicate that would prevent any
misunderstanding. They achieved that w thin the exercise of RIMPAC,
5enatar Mitchell: My next question Is more specifically military in the idea of trie d vision of our
resources between the east coast and west coast. I don't know how much of this you can actually answer,
but is the navy giving thought to redeploying due to reassessing !via rdies?
Rear-Admiral Couturier: It's hard for me ta speak for Admirai Norman. Right now, he is not my direct
boss, but he could be soon. So we have to be careful of where we tread.
Hav:ng said that, we do discuss that on a regular basis amongst some of the senior naval officers. What
needs to stay at the forefront is that where we're based doesn't real 'y affect where we can operate, We did,
over the last two years, have ships dealoy from the west coast into NATO theatres of operations, and we can
certainly do the opposite if necessary.
The infrastructure, as It is right now, is more favourable to the east-west split trial we have as far as
forces, One should not interp 'et that as meshing that we can't deploy on the west toast because of the
.s
number of assets necessary. If the need or requirement there, there is certainty the opportunity to deploy
s hins from both coasts to answer the request of the governrrrent to dep.:oy in a specific regia.l,
Senator Stewart Olsen , Thank you, gentle men, for corn'ng.
Because Canada is very much focused, as a'ountri, or trip protection of demncrat:c rights for people,
l',-n wondering about certain concerns that have been exoressed about deinoc'acy and whether it is thriving
in the region. I'm wondering if you would agree that it is a matter of concern. It so, are there areas we
should he looking at? My second question to you would be: What mare tin Canada do to beef up making
democ'acy more important ors the agenda of these count•.es?
Mr. MacArthur Very good question. Because we are a value based foreign policy, we are focused on
dernoc-acv: the mle of law and human rights, pa'ticularly for women and girls, for example. This is
something that we promote through our diplomatic presence around the world, ! think it's a mixed picture
on democracy- There has been a setback in Thai and after the coup d'état there, which seems to be a harder
coup than p revious, softer coups and is something of great concern. It's not business as usual, currently, with
Thailand. You have seer statements by the minister when the coup took place. We are also concerned
aaout tiurnan rights and democracy in Vietnam, for example.
On t5e other s ide of the con,, we see some progress in Burma, which Is opening up and becoming more
democratic. We expect elections in 2015, and we just opened our embassy there, our first resident embassy.
The trend File is in terms cf very complex, historic elections in Indonesia, India and Afghanistan, in two
rounds. They are good trends. However, the elections that were held in Bangladesh were dysfunctional
because the opposition party boycotted the election. Ifs ve•y much a question of governance, and we have
funding ca led the Canada Fund for Local Init-atives, Corn ained with our development programming, there -s
funding availab'e and being invested in trying o enable greater democratic flows. For example, in the case of
Burma, we had actua practicing p0 Ii Lica rss brought to Parliament F1:11 to experience committee meet ngs,
Question Per; lad and the work of the House, and we sent parliamentarians and officers of the House into
Naypyidaw, the capita of !Burma, for pee r•to-peer rnentoring. That is designed to show to other countries,
inrtudtng Thailand, In this case, which has mo-e military in its government than Burma currently does. That's
the kind of change we're seeing.
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I think Indonesia and India are showing a mode! to others, and it is very much a focus of foreign policy.
The work of our ambassadors around the regon is consistently pushing our messages and looking For
progress, including through some funding programming.
Senator Stewart Olsen: Overall, you're more encouraged thau disco r ed7
s~lf~n
Mn MacArthur: Overall more encouraged than discouraged- I t1 Ihk thi7ise of ASEAN is helpful in that
regarc, as -s Indonesia being a model as the core, largest country of that a Man iiatior.
The Chair: I trust you didn't show them Question Period during the course of that rnertoring that took
place- I will go to Senator pay next.
SenatorDay: ASEAN has been talking about more political integration. Has mere been any advance on
that? The ASEAN netlortsr from a military po-nt of view, have cooperated, and Canada has-been part Of that
fora while.
Can you tell us what's happen-ng in those Southeast Asian nations?
Mr. MacArthur: I can start, and my colleagues can add in if they wish. Yes, you're quite right, senator,
there is a move afoot to econurn ical ly integrate the ASEAN 10. The theoretical date Is the end of 2015. Most
observers heileve :t will take longer than that, but you're soaking at a regiana: economic block of 51111 mil ion
people, the size of the European Union. it k quite vibrant, with some of the faster growing economies in the
world, the Philippines and Indonesia being examples of that. Political union will not be possible.
Th- s is a coordinated secretariat In Jakarta. Minister Baird was the first foreign minister to meet win the

Sec-etary-General, former Vietnamese foreign mIniater, in August of this year. We are keen to assist ASEAN
through their connectivity agenda--not just UO3 nomicalEyr, but helpingtrrem people-to peopler In justice,
oalitics and democracy,..to bring them together.
We're watching how successful they are in doing that but there it disparity in the economic development
between Singanpre and Iaas- CulhiraI!yr it's not a m 'matt h; it's federated. Some of our rapacity in federalism
would he of interest to certain member cou-7tr4es of ASEAN such as the Pi,ifijpinPc, for example Mindanao in
the south. I will turn to my colleagues Crk tie ARE, which is a separate ins titutio1.
Rear-Admiral Couturier We are trying to support the progress that they're doing and we've offered our
services as far as trie mil l-to-mI l l aspect and bath the bilateral function in a multi .at e rel agenda. At this stage,
'loweverr there is minimum engagement from a military perspective.
SenatorDay: There used to be good cooperation between China and some of the other Southeast Asian
countries, particularly In trying to stop piracy near Singapore- Singapore was sort of the centre for the think
tank in t ist regard- Since the difficulties in the South China Sea and the East China Sea, are we see.ng any
mi itary cooperation between China and any of its neighbours?
Rear-Admiral Couturier; You're correct that Singapore used to be the centre. They are still coordinating
retponte for part clpating countries in the region. The Chinese are dealing not oily with anti-piracy in that
region but also with the anti-piracy chanenges we are facing in the gulf- Tnere are still d,scussiuns arid
they're still engaged, but our appreciation of the level of cooperation tnet's happening at the lower revel has
changed quite a bit since. the recent past.
The Singaporeans are trying to bring everyone together. They are going to build an
centre of
excellence within Singapore to supnart anti-pirary- By centsalifing al; those central committees, they hope to
be able to get setter interaction fpm all the countries.
Senator Day: As a final condbd:rigcominent, there are a good number of parliamentarians botn in the
Senate and House of Commons who have sae -it a lot of time on the A5€AN inter-parliamentary political
group that we have been an active member of and the Asia Pacific parliamentary fo -um. I urge you not to
forget parliamentary diplomacy and the assistance that member$ of the House of Commons and Senate can
be in that regard,
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{French follows —Senator Dagenais• Merci â nos trois...).
Iaprés angaaisj
Le sénateur Dagensbs ; Merci nos trois Invites. l'ai deux courtes questions pour M. Couturier. J'aimerais
rev4111i- â la Thaïlande. Qu'a fait le gousrernernent canadien pour prornouve r la stab lité dans cette région?
Cam Couturier On le fait de deux façons, Il y a la partidp7tion â un exercice comme RIMPAC au niveau
mil taire —te pane d'un ongagemenl de militaire amilitaire, Au cours de cet cxcrc•ec, on a des discussions
entre les officiers seniars de la région. L'officier senior chinais est venu, il y ova"-auasi un officier japonais
dans le groupe. Cet exercice nous a permis de voir, non pas du point de vue politique, ca• cela ne découle pas
de notre dam aina, mais du point de vue militaire la façon dont un n:erre les opérations et les pussihi ite de
mieux travailler ensemble pour atteindre les objectifs respectifs de nos gouvernements, sans engendrer
d'aspects politiques a ce travail. C'est la raison prima re d'un exercice Comme Rlpo Ro..C.
Le sénateur Dagenais : Vous avez répo nd u en partie â ma deuxième question qui Vida it â connaître un
peu l'implicaLion du gouvernement de la Thaï' ode pour arriver b cette stabilité. Vous dites qu'un officier

•

japonais et un officier chinois ont travaille avec v0u51
Cam Couturier : Plus spécifiquement„ pour ce qui est de la Thaïlande, nous avons arrête nos activités
miliaire .a militaire en attendant de voir comment va Se dérouler l'aspect politique dans la région" Nous
avons un attache qui est déployé, mais on a mis en suspens nos activités de ce côte. On s'attend ace que, a
un morne.'t donné, il faudra réintégrer pour continuera faite des activités très importantes pour eux.
Une des choses que l'on fait, du poiit de vue militaire, est d'examinerr durant les exercices que nous
menons avec MTCP, les relations entre les ?militaires et un gouvernement civil é;u" C'est une partie du
développement que nous faisons avec eux. N^u5 voyons ,ce point comme un aspect positif et une
contribution quand môme assez importante.
(sen. Beyax: Mr. Couturier; Çuurd you provide :he Curn-nittee.".)
(anglais suit)

[Following French — Mr. Couturier cont'g — même assez inn porta nte.I.
ide th
mm itter with the full list of the
Senator Sayak; Rear-Admiral Coutur er, could you provide
defence and security agreements being signed and the list of those being negotiated? Would you be able to
give mp that?

Rear-Admiral Couturier, I would have to go pack and look at what those are" Ctf the ones that were
signed, the mast obvious i5 the one we signed during the ISI5r and that was between the minister and the
secretary of deFence. I will look at some of the 01 hers.
SenaterBeyak: There is same concern about China's expenditures militarily by other countries in that
region. DO you see :t as a prp4tem? Is it destab"lizing things in any way?
Rear-Admiral Couturier There is certainly expansion. For example, in the sugmarine world — farus navy
guysr it k an important area—they're ♦building 3-m-1 compared to our V"5, counterparts" If you hear about
the U.S. rebalancing "n the region, this h an area where they are refocusing. The U.S. has sent ?Wore
submarines on the west coast to try to re oalance that element. 4+ e're monitoring a Ord, based on what you
have heard from Dr" BQutilier and others, there is not only the expansion part of China out there is also a
nationa. element. You have Lo consider Plat aspect when you analyze the growth of m.Iitary hardware in al!
arias. We're mnnitnring and are, concerned to a rertain extent, but at this stage we're engaged with our
allies and we are comfortable with where we are.
The Chair; Our last witness here ast week, Dr, f3autilier, commented that we were late in having our
presence fe t In this particular area of the woad
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Yet, Mr- MacArthur, you stated in your opening address that Canada maintains nearly 40 missions in the
in do-Asia Pacific region, with a staff of close to 1,000; and Canada's diplomatic: network in Asia Is stronger
than in any other region and it "Ls. growing- Perhaps you can comment on the statement made by pr,
Boutilier?
Mr. MacArthur: Certainly, Mr- Chair, I was referring to our diplomatic footprint which was growing In
places like an ASEAN ambassador'spresence in Laos and Carnbodiato ensure that Canadian valueç and
foreign policy and economic interests are wel understood for aik ASEAN capftais. That's the work of our
ambassadors and diplomatic staff. Canada's soft power has a lot of take in that part the wu•:d ENO-1 MT

a

human rights values, our governance, which is tested; everinur balking system is of interest. Tnc robust
nature of Canadian society, multiculturalism, and the way we are governed — we shouldn't iinr1 re4tirate
that brand image in countries not just of ASEAN but in the general region. My point was that diplomatically.
and that ;nciudes economic diplomacy as a subset of our diplomacy, we are muc:n more engaged than we
have been in the past.
I will give you an example. In June this year, the trade minister invited an ASEAN trade ministerial
delegation to Vancouver and Toronto. Only Japan, China and the United State s have done that, These were
ministerial and deputy minister-al representatives of all ASEAN capitals who came to Canada. It was an eye
opener for many of them. That's the kind of engagement we're trying to reverse our steady flow of ministers
and officials, including ourforeipn and trade ministers who have been to ASEAN d'alague mee tings for three
Successive years and have presented substance at their meetings and engaged better than ever before.
That's ail supported by our weft of netwo•<efs in the embassies and Consulates across the region.
Rear-Admiral Couturier From a budget perspect-ve, if you look at 2007-08, we had 11 per cent of our
OMTC budget going toward the Indô-Asi a. Next year It will he at 30 pe• cent, so we certainly realize the

a

importance of that region and we have refocused some our resources to meet training requ'rement5 in
the area that I mentioned earlier- We. are seeing Lhe 'rncturLance and trying to ensue that, both from Lhe
DMTC perspective and the `ii.itaryto m litary aspect, we xeep Fricreasing our abilitytoshare our own Iessans
learned witi there,
The Chair: Turning to another area, ballistic missile defence, can we hear your comments with respect to
tie Installation of that particular program i.n that pai7 of the world?
Rear-Admiral Couturier: Fforn a Canadian A -ned Forces persper vet I wi.l be clear what we're seeing in
that regian is led by the U.S. far the threat that's generated from there. From a Canadian perspective, we in
the military are lacking at the options in the future and how to best deg; with Mat. That wi11 be addressed by
the government's decision in the near future, d epen ding on whether they decide to go that route or trot.
David Drake, Director, General Security and lntelligeoce Bureau, Foreign Affairs, Trade and
(Development Canada: OFtoursc, ballistic missile defence concerns are focused primarily at North Korea,
which has an extensive missile program and delivery program that F'm sure you're well aware of. Canada is
very focused an this. We work within the international Community Lo try and contain North Korea. It's
pro4fernat:c now because of the lack of the s;x-party talks, but there s significant work taking place around
the wo- d and tocused.on Nunn Korea at this point in time,
Obvious y, we have extensive economic sanct"ons placed on North Korea, including prohibition of
irnacrtS and exborts from North 'Kemp, with humanitarian exemptions- North Korea has systematically
ignored a whole ser:e s Of UN Security Coun& resolutl ans and Canada plays a b;g oar in trying to keep
pressure on them come to the bargaining table and deal with these worrisome -slurs.

Senator Ngo: 1 he yuestfon I wanted to as t you was a ready answered, so I wll+ turn to another one. In
your oresentation you shy that tension it the South China Sea reached a new early O ast 544m merr and the
sovereignty of the South Chtr'a Sea is disputed by China, Brunel, Malaysia, f}hil.ppines and so on. The dispute
concerned the 5pratiy and Pa race: islands.
•
Recently, the United Slates has been fang-ng a closer reFatio'shFp with Vietnam .n the hope of ramping
up its presence against China, by lifting its ban of selling weaponry to Vietnam --. There Fs concern
throughout the region and beyond that these hostilities could erupt because of lack of tranquility at sea- We
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know that the United States has signed a military all'anice with the Philippines, a rni!itary presence in South

Korea, military protection in Japan, and recently selling weaponry to Vietnam. The question I'm as.cing is in
the wake of the -- and econornical exploitat on by9e:Jing,what is Canada's Iasition over the territory of
dispute in the South China Sea, and how critical k it for Asian nations to see that Canada is committed to
contributing to tie peace and stabi lity in tie region
Mr. MacArthur: Very good question there. Obviously, I think the Government of Canada's position on
the South China Sea is that we are seeking a peaceful resolution under the Law of the Sea, all International
law and peaceful resolution. We do not take sides, but we very much call for a wooperat-ve approach. I
know, for example, when the deputy 131-i me
ster and foreign minister 0€ Vl etnern were here that was Cho
Canad-an message, the need to make sure that this is done through international negotiations.

I'm happy to say there are reports of senior officia as of China andASEAN meeting currently or very soon
to talk abouta cade of conduct for the South China Sea. 5o diplomatically, arrione senior officiaIs, there is
dialogue. I tir•nk ASEAN plays a key role given its weight In the region and, for @lam ple, the role of Indonesia
behind the scenes seeking to ensure that things are done in an appropriate manner.
Mr, Drake: I think it's important to recognize that what you have right now is a who e series of — and in
Same cases overlapping — daïrns, like multiple countries- Obviauslyr the Chinese have the largest claim- They
are atso involved in the East China Sea in terms of their new air defence zone. The Ch inese have put forward
a disante. but certainly they have never substantiated their clam can and as demarcated by the so. coiled
"nine-dash" tine, which covers ZO per cent of the Sea. There is clearly a lot of work that needs to be done by
the internatla nal community, notab:y the Countries themselves,

The hest th rig to do is cal! parties; as Mr- MacArthur said, to start talking according to international law,
and there is not enough of that, in terms of where we need to be here, I think Canada's position is quite
strong on this. We don't take a part.cular position sr s 3 Vis one countryyr but it is the process. It is the process
of international :aw, which we need to focus on, and certain'v Canada is a country that is highly regarded in
our advice for many years.
You mentioned the South China Sea, out there :5 also Fast China Sea —a seri es of territorial diSputeS—
and the wdy through tais is by Lite force of in Lerrraalcna law.

The Chaim One other area before we close, I would like to Fohi 'ir up .ori Senator Beyrak's question about
agreements that are tieing negotiated or have been negotiated wiih.the Jnd —Asia region, Has either
department considered moving to a strategic coope-atlan agreement with eitho Japan o India, similar to
what Australia and the United States ha s done in the past? Do you have any comments on that?
Mr. MacArthur: I think the Canada-India relationship, particularly since the Prime Minister's visit in
November 2012r has taken a certain significance and improved *elations with India and oresents good

opportunities on a whole set of levels to do mare with IndiaFor example, rust a Couple of weeks ago both the foreign and trade ministers were ;n India, a icing with
the BY:tish Columbia prerwer. There was a massive Canadian presence, including the private sectoi, in the
de egati on, In effect, we are already conducting a very hi h-revel, substantive reratian$h;p with India across a
whole range of factory.
It would n't bP in,pos.sibl P to comemp :ate that xind of a s Recta l Teich onship that's very much developing,
oarticula-ly w ith the election of the new governm ent under Prime Minister Modi, I think there are goad

aossibilitlesfor the kind tiFcooperation Prime +]i nïster Mod! 'tad when he met with our rn in isters In Nevi
Delhi, It was a warm meeting arid high y cooperative. lthink there are goad winning conditions thereat
present for that and of developmentRear-Admiral Couturier! With India, Jan the military Sider we're at the ea-:y stage of engaging in some

discussion.
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For example the head of our navy was recently conducting bilaterals with the head of the €radian navy, so
we're certa'nly louk'sng at this, but very much at the beginning of trying to reinforce that bilateral
relationship.

On the Japanese side, we have a se ries of discuss-uns on the bllaterak e,ement, One is calked the
cross-service agreement, more oriented towards e Iogistiçs element. Once tnis agreement 's signed we
believe that witl tre the first of others we will be able to generate to Increase our cooperation with the
Japanese, As I said, all services are very much en$ $ .d_ Thare is SOME discussion bptwee r the chiefs of
services regularly. In June of this year we had a discussion w -tlt thei- academic community vn the m'Ittery
aspect of it where we shared some views of the world including, at the ti-ne, Ukraine and Iraq. I believe that
bilateral is very strong.

The Chair Col€eagues, I sae time has moved of here. I would lice to thank t he witnesses for taxi ig the
time to co rri a and appear before us, You nave added to the information in respect to the Ongoing study we
have undertaken_
I will exr..use the witnesses before we go ri camera_
'The committee continued in camera.)
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PREVIOUS STATEMENTS FROM SEOD APPEARANCE
On October 20, 2014, the CSIS Deputy Director of Operations (DDO) trade an
appearance at the Senate National Defence and Security Committee ( ECD) to
testify on matters related to terrorist threats to Canada,
Below are key statements made by the DDO at that appearance;
•

On foreign fighters: "Canada has between 130 and probably 145 Canadians right now
that are over there fighting. They're not all with ISIL, They're with other ten-orist groups.
such as Hezbollah, and in other parts of the country and North Africa, East Africa and
West Africa. These Canadians are involved in activities overseas that they shouldn't be.
The CT threat is mucti broader than Just the ISIL group. It is something that aancems us
greatly and is our number one priority." (For responsive lines, see Tab 3D)_

•

"The service is aware of at least 50 Canadians involved in terrorist-related activities with
ISIL and other extremist groups in the region Of these individuals, we are aware of
approximately 30 in Syria alone, with the remainder located in Iraq, Turkey and
associated border regions. The participation of Canadians in these conflicts is harmful to
our international reputation and destabilizes regional security. Canada has an obligation
to do her part to prevent such travel." (For responsive lines, see Tab 3D)_

•

::As the Director of CSIS noted recently. we also remain concerned over the threat posed
by individuals returning to Canada after having engaged in threat-related activities
abroad, whether with ISIL or other groups. Tike Jab hat al-Nusrah in Syria. While such
individuals' experience and determination vary widely, it only takes one individual or a
small group of individuals to cause great harm. We are currently aware of approximately
50 individuals in this regard. and we actively monitor them, some under judicial warrant.
for any threat to public safety {For responsive lines. see Tab 3E)

•

Do you have an estimate of !mow many supporters here are ocl wcly involved with those
200 or 215 identified ferronisl activists? "It is a good question, Senator, because you are

introducing another concept here of what we don't know quite honestly These are
numbers we know. What keeps me up at night are those who haven't come across our
radar screen." (For responsive lines, see Tab 3D).
•

On radicalization_ 'We also remain concerned that global events could shape the threat
environment in other ways detrimental to Canadian interests. For obvious reasons, CSIS
remains concerned that lSIL's message and successful social media strategy could
inspire radicalized individuals to undertake attacks here in Canada. Senators would be
aware of such a possibility from recent arrests in Australia, where an ISIL-inspired
terrorist group planned to engage in random acts of violence against innocent crvilians
CSIS is actively investigating any such possibilities and will. of course, advise the
appropriate parties on such matters, but I would also like to stress that, as the director
has stated, CSIS has no information to indicate that a terrorist attack in Canada is
imminent_" (For responsive lines, see Tabs 3A and 3C).

•

"We have individuals who have an expertise in radicalization, but our focus is more o,'
targeting and ensuring that we're aware of those individuals that are problematic,
engaged in threat-related activities. In terms of whether outreach impacts criminal
charges or not, that's best put to the RCMP " {Far responsive lines_ see Tab 3C).

•

"If you look at radicalization, it comes in many farms. Each individual's path to
radicalization is quite different and unique. There's no one descriptor that can explain
how one person went from sitting in the basement of his parents' home, surfing certain
radical websites, to actually being engaged in the conflict in Syria itself. That step of
radicalization and those individuals that are radicalized are quite concerning.' (For
responsive lines. see Tab 3C).

•

On budget allocation/resources. "like other agencies and departments, we work within

the budget that is assigned to us. We do have to prioritize. The foreign fighter threat is
one that is growing The returnees are one that does concern, me a great deal. For ever/
extremist that we prevent from aoino overseas to engage in extremist activity is one more
individual that we have to investigate closely because they're radicalized to the point
where they want to leave. Saying all of that, there is nothing mare we can do with the
budget we have except b prioritize internally as effectively as we can. and I think we're
doing that. Our success rate has been quite good I say that with some pride in terms Of
what we have been able to accomplish. I would be foolhardy to say we have all the
bases covered. We do what we can with the budget we have, sir." (For responsive lines,
see Tah 31)
•

"Therefore, when they do come back to Canada. obviously, we have to monitor their
activities as much as we can but prioritize as well We can't devote all of our resources to
ail of them all of the time. So we do have to prioritize those a^dividuals. We do know
where they are." For responsive lines, see Tabs 3E and 3C).

▪

On exit Information/controls: "An exit information system is not exil control. There is
no control. Canadians have every right to leave the country and enter the country again
whenever they wish. Exit information is something we're lacking right now, and it's guile
germane to the foreign fighter issue. We don't know when certain individuals on
Canadian documentation have left the country_ We just don't have that information
available to us right now in terms of something that can be corroborated in terms of a
,,
passport that has been swiped on the way out of Canada, (For responsive Tines, see
Tab 3K).

■ "Your question about passports is a valid one. In order to get back into the country, they
would have had their passports. In order to leave the country, they would have had
passports. it is important tc note, as well, that, in terms Of tracking these individuals when
they leave, Canada does not have an exit information system. It is not always easy to
know when these individuals have. left,' (For responsive lines. see Tab 3K).
■ On information sharing: 1 think wheat you're referring to, at least in the context of
individuals who have travelled overseas. is the ability for other agencies with certain
capabilities, particularly in a iechniçal space. to acquire intelligence on Canadian citizens.
Where that has happened arid where we've had any role in it, it has been based on
warranted targets that we have had covered, But other agencies have The ability to target
whomever they see fit, based on risks to their own Countries or their own national
interests. We do riot have any control over that, it's based on their own laws and their
own capabilities. But We general rule is that Five Eyes partners will not spy on each
other " (For responsive Imes, see Tab 3N)
+

"I'll say that what we've learned over the years in terms of improving the relationship with
ourselves and the RCMP has led to a system where we will provide them lead
information, because it's Only natu.rai we will be the first ones b come across that
counterterrorism-type information. We have a lower threshold in terms of acquiring our
warrant of powers. We have a lower threshold to use those intrusive techniques that will
lead to the intelligence that indicates a clear threat.' For responsive lines. see Tab 3J).
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THE STANDING SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY
AND DEFENCE
VIDENC_
OTTAWA, Monday, October 20, 2014
The Standing Senate Committee on Nation Security and E]efence nw.t this day at 2 £i -n. to study and
report on security threats facing Canada and on na tie nal security and defence issues in Indo-Asia Pacific.
relations and the-r implications for Canada's national security and defence policies, practices, Circumstances
and capabi'ities,
Senator Daniel Lang (Ciaoirj in the chair.
The Chair: We nave an *lour for this panel_ I know that we ale anxious to get on with the business, so I
would lire to call the meeting to order.
Welcome to the Senate Standing Committee on National Security and Defence for Morkday, Ocl fiber 20,
2014_ BeFure we welcome our witnesses, k wou d like to begin by introducing the people around the table.
My name is Dan Lang, senator for Yukon, To my immediate left is the clerk of the coTIMI nee, Josee Theri en
and, on my right, is our Library of Parliament analyst assigned to the committee, Holly Porteous. I would like
to go around the table and invite eacn senator to Introduce the'nselves and state the region they represent,
starting with our deputy chair, Senator Mitchel.
Senator Mitchell: Grant Mitchell, Alberta,
Senator Write! VP rn White, Onta :n.
Senator Beyak: Senator Lynn Beyak, Ontario,
Carolyn Stewart Olsrn: Carolyn Stewart Olsen, New Brunswick

(French follows - Sen. Dagenais: lean-Guy nagerais, senateurl
(acres anglaisl
Le senateu r üagenais Jean-Guy Dagen ais, se nateur du Quebec.
(Chair : Thank you. This afternoon, the committee will be meeting to commence._.)
(anglais suit

(follow"ng French - Seri dagenais -- du Quenec_)
The Chatrt Thank you. This afternoon. the comm.ttec will tie meeting to commence two new studies
pertaninR to nor mandate of national security and defence. Before we begin our study, I wish to welcome
our new deputy chair to the committee, Senator Grant Mitchell from Alberta, and two new members,
Senator Carolyn Stewart Olsen and Senator figo, was will he with us soon. I would also like to welcome back
to the committee Senator Colin Kenney who is our dean and perhaps the longest serv ing member of the
representation.on the committee.
eomniittee,..Thrat's•tbe oft

I woulci also aCktwwle0e the new chair of the Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs, Senator Joseph Day,
and the new Deputy Chair, Senator Caro.yn Stewa't Olsen.
Also, I would be remiss if we, as a committee, did not formally acknowledge the excellent work of
senators Segair Wells and Dallai re, our previous members.
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On lune 19, 2014, the Senate agreed that the Senate Standing Comm+tte@ on National Security and
Defence be authirized to study and report on security threats facing Canada, including, but not limited ta,
cy ber-es pion age, threats to critical infrastructure, terrorist recruitment and financing and terrarist
olaerations and prosecutions, and that the committee report to the Senate no Iater tian December 31, 2015.

Th;s new study will build on the work of tie subcommittee on anti-terrorism, published In March 2011.
in the neoct few weeks, we will have the deputy char of that comrrttec appca, before usto provide an
update on their report that was published back in March 2911, entit;ed Security, Freedom oral the Complex

Terrorist Threnit, Positive Steps Ahead, The committee was chaired by Senator Hugh Segal and Senator Serge
loyal.
A5 part of our present study, we will hie focusing an t're threats that[Canal mitt Canad•ans face from
terrorise i. Terrorism is not new to Canada. We nave seen the ter-grist attac .4 on A-r India faight 1g which
departed Canada on June 22, 1985 and exploded the next morning above the InS1 waters not far feom Cork,
kil.ln,g all 329 passengers, mostly CanadiansThis ad of terror did not occur without notice or with out victims- Many of our fellow citizens were I eft •
without mothers, fathers, brothers or sisters, a grandparent, an aunt or an uncle.
In 2097, Prime Minster Stephen 1-lamer announced a pub:ic eommrssion into the Air India tragedy, and,
iii 2011, the Kanishka Project was launched to help Canadians'earn more about terrorismOn September 11, 2001, many of us witnessed the 941 terrarlst attack an the United States, which left
24 Canadiais dead- On that fateful day, Canada p'ayed a vital role at INORAD, and many Canadians, from
Yukon to Newfoundland and Labrador, opened their homes and hearts to those in need.
Colleagues, on our telewisions, in our newspapers and on our computers, we see a daly rise in terrorism,
mainly from :Slam c jihadl5ts fighting for dom nance over#elluW citizens. Canada has listed a number of new

e ntities sVice 2066. The th-eat is an the rise, •t is important to understand it and take appropriate action in a
reasoned and well-informed manne ,.
One key point is that money and idecrn y drives terrorism. Today, to çr m-nence pur look at the terrorist
threat, we are pleased ta have with us Gera Id Cassettes Director of the #!mandai Transact ons and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada, and Luc Bea 'Airy, Mr. Cossette, 1 understand roui have an opening statement- We
have one hou' for this pane.- Please h2gin.
(Frenchfollvws - Mr- Cossetteup in Nil -- rlonvrables srrnateursr bonjour)

('prés anglais)
Gérald Cassette, directeur, Centre d'analyse des opérations et déclarations financia6res du Canada
homo ables sé nateurs, bonjour. Merici de fojrnl à CANAI' l'nu.aaloul de cont 'bue. , A '!rude Maraie c ir les
menaces la sécurité.
Avant de comme ncer, t'aimerais prendre quelques minutes pour vous présente manca ltegue, Luc
d.eaudry, gestioinaire du groupe de CANAFC qui travaiile Sur le renseignement destiné sp€-cifiouement la
lutte contre le f nanceme rit -du terrorisme- M. El eaud ry m'aidtra à répandre â vos questions Cet après midi- Je
peux vous assurer que nnuS serons aussi ouverts que po si hle dans nos panses; par rentre, comme vous le
savez, nous ne pauvanS pas fournir de l'information c.assifiée dans un lieu aussi public- Egalernent, notre loi - la Loi sur le recyclage des produits de fa Criminalité et e financement des activités terroristes — limite ce
que nous pOUvonS dire au sujet de l'information que Trous déte nons.
Avant de répondre â v'as questions, j'ai-neraic commencer nar d&rir le mandat de CANAFE et le rôle
que le centre Joue afi7 de pralége+ les Laradlennes.et les Canadiens et l'Intégrité dii systdme financ:er
canadien, le me pencherai plus particuIiere-ne nt sur notre contribution, en étroite Collaboration avec nos
partenaire$ du régime suuS les serv 5 çps ppticierx et des organismes de sécurité nationale, afin de détecter e9

de combattre le financement du terrorlsrne,
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CANAFE a 6t6 créé en 2000, au moment de l'adoption de la Loi sir le recyclage des oroduits de la
criminalité et le financement des activités terroristes, afin de dissuader, de pnevenir et de déterrer •e
blanchiment d'argent et le financement du terrorisme. En vertu de cette loi, CANAFE, les services palicFers,
les organisrne5 du renseignement et de la 96'curité nationale, les procureurs et environ 31 DO0 entreprises
partout au pays ont tous un r,vle à jouer afin rte créer un environrtéfier.l hostile a coud qui tentent d'abuser
de note système financier et qui menace ta sÉcu rite. des Canadiennes et des Canadiens.
Les mesures législatives obligent Ses entités offrant des services financiers, les entreprises de service
monétaire, les casinos et d'autres entrepr'ses assujetties à la lui à mettre sur u.ed un p5rogi drrii ne de
conformité, é vérifier l'-dentit des clients, à surveiller les relations d'affaires, 5 conserver certains documents
et a déclarer certains types de transactions financières i9 CANAFF. t` gaI npnt, les déclarations de biens
appartenait des groupes terroristes .qui sont envoyées d recte Ment ;3la GRC et au SCRS doivent aussi étre
transmises â CANAFE.
GrAce aux 20 rrrilElorrs de déclarations de transactions fi nancires que nous recevons chaque année, le
centre est en mesure de fournir un renseignement financier exploitable qui permet aux services de police et
aux organismes de la sécurité nationale de protéger le Canada et les Canadiens et Canadiennes.
(M. Cossette = During the past fscal year, we provided-,-1
(angia;s Suit
following French - Mr. Cossette — et les Canadiens et Canadiennes)
Du ring the past fiscs! year, we provided 1143 d isclosu-es of actionable 1inanc7a I intelligence to our
regime partners to assist them In the investigatidns of money Iaunderi -ig, te"orist fnarrcing and threats to
the security of CanadaOf these disclosures, 231 were Sp-ec:iically related to terrorist f,nancir%aid threats to the securIty crf
Canada in response to information provided by our partners. This is up 50 pe r oeiit from last year and
450 per cent from 200a.
FINTRAC also produces Classified strategic fnartcidl intelligence reports on suspected terrorist financing
activities and trends by groups formally listed as terro^st entities by the Government of Canada.
The thfeat of terrorism ;s real, and it is not going away. A number of individuals are currently making
their way through our crim inal Justice system for terrorist acts that they have aliegediy p anned to cdrnmit
here in Canada. Just last month, an Ottawa resident entered a guilty plea to terrorism charges in an Ottawa
court, and he received a 24-year sentence for his crimes. Over the past many months, we have also seen
violent attacks in many parts of the world, a number of whicrr invo lved Canadians.
Thedirector of CSIS recently confirmed that his organization has identified more than 130 Canadians who
have gone abroad in support of extremist activities. He also said that at least 80 of these .ndividuais have
subsequently returned to Canada.
Terrorist activities requ--e funding and we know this funding is obtained from i legitimate sources as welas from egitimate ones. We a:so know that sonne of the funds that are raised to finance these violent crimes
originate In Canada or transit through our country. As an example P would cite the case of Marvin lihawala,
who was found gui:ty ut, among other cnareg, providing funds to facilitate terrorist activities
With I i we nave seen very ç early the devastaf'onfhat terrorist groups can inflict when they have
access to sibstantraI resources-

a,~n
FINTRAC disclosures, wile are pfferi based an hundreds or even thousands of financial transaçtion s
reported by Canadian businessea, help estak,.isFi links between individuals and g•uup 'n Canada a-,d ubrod d
suspected of financing and supporting terror st activities.
For examoler at the end of the April, the RCMP ,ntc5rated Natigna. Security Enforcement Teams in

entario and Que bec. recognized Dur contebuti on to a terrorist financing investigators on the International
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Relief Fund for the Affl-irted and Needy Canada, Dr IRFAN-Canada, an organization a legedly linked to thé

terrorist entity FfamasLast year, the RCMP} also acknowledged FINTRAC's eonti button to Protect Smooth, following trie arrest of
two individuals far conspiring t4 carry out a terrorist attack against a VIA passenger train.

G ive ri the comp:ex and transnational nature of terrorism, we mai main very strong and productive
working relationships with our police and national se-curity partners. In order far our financial intelligence to
be acti onable, it must be closely aligned w;#h our partners' p-'prities. We ensure ta is alignment through
regular contact, as well as our participation in the Canadian Associat on of Chiefs of Police and is cornrnfttees
deal'.ng wit'1 o rgan ised crime and naLione. 52Curity.
FINTRAC also woriss closely with other financ ial intelligence units Bcnund th e world ,n order to share
intelligence and expertise, broadening our reach and anwysis of internationa. financial transactions.
Financial Intelligence-- bothtartital and strateg -- has become a key Component Of our regime
partners' terrorist investigations. fifilfRAC has provided timexy and relevant disclosures as part of the
gower iment's broade r effort to combat ISIS and at-ie•s who have sunported te-rorists at home and ab road.
IFreflch follows - Mr. Cossette continuing - En conclusion, Monsieur le president, le succès du regime
canadien de lutte contre . - -}

{après an,gla"sS ~ ;M. Cassette - others who have suaported terrorists at home and a broad.I
En conclusion, MV7orlsieur e preii dent, le succès du negime canadien de lutte contre le blanchiment
Sargent et le financement du turroaisrne deuend du dévouement de toutes :es parties canternees, des
entreprises aux premières lignes du sieste me fina ncie r canadie -i, aux procureurs qui font condam ner les
Ensemb.e, nous prorsuison5 d'i-n porta ntx
criminels qui recyclent des fonds et financert'e te"
résultats pou es Cern li ent et ,es Canadiennes.
arisme,

Monsieur le président, hoîorabies sénateurs, je vous remercie et notas nous ferons malmenant un Dlaisir
de répondre vas questionslChair : Thank ypu very much- We certainly apprer."ate the presentation.-.)

ng:aiSSuit4
{Fallow ing French — Mr- Cossette - maintenant un alalsfr ale répandre a vos questions,)
The Chair: Thank you very much. we certain ly appreciate the presenta tion that you've presented to us

here today.
I wou ld li ke to begin with a coupe of short questions. talle i5 irL reference tp your staLernent that there
were 2.34 disclosures specifically related to terror-sat financing and threats to The security of Canada this past

year.
Can you provide us with a full list of d isclosures shared per year since 2006 as it relates to terrorism? Can
you fell L14 hnw many were rP.{ited, when it cores to te. rrnri.5rn, t0 Charities and non-profit agencies?
Mr. Cossette: I don't have those numbers with me, Mr. Chair. We could nrowidethose rumbers to DU

and we wi I do that.
The Chair: I want to roilow up further, Co .1 agus, in respect to the question of charities and non-profit
agençies. As has been stated, governmPnr artinn nag neen involved in respect to reviewing some 4f tneSe
agencies from that point of view and financing tern' risrn- 1-I 25 your organ nation been involved in
overnrnent action agai.n to-' rist organizations benefiting from charitable stat us under th e Income Tax
Act? Can you provide further examples of that}
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Mr. Cossette! When it COMES to monitoring and reporting on activities FINTRAC does net monitor
RAC monitors transact:ans a nd tra nsaction re ports that
orge •, itaVons or nongovernrneant o rga n Izat ions, f I WRAC
are provided to us by reporting entities.
The fusion of transactions and names, or individuals or specific organizations, happens when we do
receive from our partner speaç inforrrmat,on about organizations. For inStanCe, Mr. Chair, if I were to
receive a transaction about Gerald Cassette, It doesn't say whether I am a mein oer of . srrecific nrganiratinn
according to the tranxing transaction reports. lt is the mix hfthe information we receive from financia
-nstitutiDnns and what we 'nay receive from our secu-rty partners that brings these two things together_
In answer to whether we monitor specific organizationsr we do not monitor specific organizations. CSIS,
the RCMP and CRA use the information we disclose and then they go after specific targetsor investigations.
Senator Mitchell:
(French follows - Senator Mitchell • Merci beaucoup, Messieurs, pour votre a resentation. C'?tait tres
intéressant et très bon,i(apres anglais)
Le sénateur Mitchell ; Merci beaucoup, Messieurs, pour votre presentation. C'eta t t -és intéressant et
très bon.
(Sen. Mitchell l'm struck by the point you make in your presentation ...)
(anglais suit]

Ai

..
..
[Following Frençh - Senator Mitchellcortinning]

_ L fF

Imam struck by the point you snake in your presentation that you have worked and made your contribution
in close cooperation win Our uul,ue and national security r egime pa_ Lners. That rs very important and very
significant, and you do mention t gat vow have provided information_ What is the nature of that relationship
with the C1RA. CS1S and RCMP on sharing information? What are your thoughts about those organizations
having direct access to your data banks in that respect f
A corollary of all of that is haw exactly wou d you ensure proper use and proir- privacy consideration
protect°ons?
Mr. Co ette! If I rnayr Mr. Char, I will answer the second question first. That w II exp:a•n the kind of
•
felationship we have with our partners.
No One and ria organization but PINTRAC has access to FINTRAC's database. Our security partners do not
directly access Dur database, be it the RCMP, CSIS or police forces_ We do receive information from financial
institutions accu: d ins Lu u u r ir•gïslatiün. IF we do establish that that iniür mullion may be useful lin the context
of a money laundering or terrorism financing or a threat to Canada investigation, and if it meets that
thre5hotd, tnen we *mild' communicate t4 the relevant partner.
It is not as if we edged the information and It sits there and people come and tap into it. We lib have to
establish that tnresho'd that there is suspirian Of money laundering or terrorism financ-ng}national security
before we can communicate the Information to our security partners.
In terms of meeting their requirements, we do sit with them when they establish their priorities. Is it
organized crime and what it is under organ-zed crime? We do that with the RCMP, far instance. We de the
same wltn regard to CSIS. Wt kind of target are they after? Are there certain regions of the world that are
of interest to them? We consider iist$ tit the United Nations Security Council may have released.
Wework with them at the outset to estaalis'n the priorities and then we disclose tactical information_ As
we di5tlosP to them, we also ask for their feedback as to wnether w+nat we are providing is useful, relevant,

timely and so on.
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Senator Mitchell Cue of the key, elements of the usefulness of this kind of information, among other
things including re:evance, accuracy, predictability, an ti tailored to the pointy is timeliness. There has been
some concern In the Intellgenee community about not just FINTRAC to others but about the timeliness with
which "nformatia n is she red" There has been a specific cri Lids m in the case of FINTRAC - - I may be wrong.
Can you give us some idea about whether that Crltic-5m Is legitimate and what you do to ensure either
reaction to that cr"ticism o fixing it or ensuring timeliness in the sharing of information?
Mr. Cassette: Our partners today are toni ng us that the Information is ye*y useful, relevant and timely.
Th-s is the feedback we {het. Over the oast Couple of y e r5; n d Ltt Could expand on that if it is of htereSL to
your Mr. Chair,. we nave improved Pre processes that allow us to discrosc now much more quick.,. than in the
past.

Over time of course, we have accumulated information that is looked at o7 an .0.n going basis, We don't
necessarily wait for requests before analyzing the information that cornes in. I don't know how you call it
techn cal y Luc, but we have a process that allows us to disclose much more quickly th an we dlsclos.ed in the
past. If we have names of individuals and organizatons provided to us by our partners, we may keep L+iuse
files open so we don't have to start the process every time there's a request.
Senator White: Thanks for your presentation. I have an understanding around the $14,000 trigger that
we wou:d see. rs there consideration around multiple triggers? in other words, we have seen in the Oast
where known groups that certainly were training In terrorism in other countries were moving amounts of
money less tin 510,000 — $9590 might be the number, I guess. You are saying that you don't get access to
information that allows you to look for second or third triggers. Wau:d it be helpful to you if you did? It
certainly would be helpful to Canada if we did.
A story comes out of axe b•ac, to be fair, about the amount of money that travels to one particular
Caribbean island every f ridgyr nrght, and it Is always le.s than $IOrOLDO, from a movement of illegal funding. R
would make sense to me that we have other potentia• trigmers that would al Ow u5 to do this, if you don't
already. I think you are teliiug.rne ti udon't zio. that nuw;•ii#haicrorreet?
'•y,~i -} fhb
CPr,
Mr- CPssette' There are three fh(ngs I wôrid.sa~%'ill re5ponce t4 that;que5tiofi, Mr. Chair. Given the
Iim Lat ons provided by the $10,000, when people transact at a lower threshold, we work with the financial
institutions more and more to reinforce tne'r suspicious transaction reports,. which have rya threshold. If
fnanclal institutions see patterns that they consider to o,e abnormal given the regular behaviour of their
cust4rner5r they can dist:ose to us. The amount of money In those c;5es is rreieuant. It may be 5200 or
$300; it doesn't Bally matter. Given the limitation of $10,000, we have worked with the financial institutions
a lot to reinforce the capacity to produce useful susp'Cihus transaction reports.
When we're looking at thresholds below $10,000, and it is often even mure Te event the context of
authorizing financing, the issue there to ae honest so far has been the capacity to process that information
because then you would be talking about millions and millions and millions of transactions. Numbers and
technology have to work hand in hand. We are in the process of acquiring a system that wiN be able to
process many more transactions In the right amount of time than we can process now. Once we have
acquired that capae`fy, the time will arrive for us to review.
we speak, the tools we have provide us with
what we needSenator White: I appreciate that. Have you given consideration to "will By" lists of people whose names
come rhmugh bank•ng to a ctun±ly share that into ligençe across rho spectrum of enforcement agencies ro

identify them? For example, if Vern White has been. identified at Toronto Pearson and has only $4,004 but
happens to be noted in some of pur'nvestigatip1s as bung involved in some suspicious transactions_ officials
at Taranto Pearson could do soar
.7g and notify our on site officials in the country of destination that the
individual is travel ing there" ,
Have you had that type o# $itilogut r.yffu ri't answer me now, it's okay,
Mr. Cassette:: We haven't had that type of dialogue. We do have financial institut=ons reporting more
and more an suspicion of either 'money laundering or terrorism f naKing. The number of .suspicious
transactions 'sparts has increased by 16 per cent over the past two years" We're convinced that it%s because
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we work with them to make sure they understand that such a report makes a difference. Recently, we nave
seen suspicious transactions reports being sent to FINTRAC far which there was not necessarily a request
from 0515 or the f2CMP_ We disclose, f-rom our perspective, to those organizations without waiting for a
specific request. We do that as well.
Of course, we respond mainly to requests we receive, but there is also an attempt to be proactive, EIS
much as we can be, in terms of disclosing information that Tay not be avatIabit to our partners,
Senator Stewart Olsen: I have a few questions fad owing up with the report t"iEjt bari kin g did an
FINTRAC_ I have to note. Mr. Cosselle, that you made severe.' changes already that I ran ,ear i, same of the
questions.
To my specific questions, how do you follow up once you report this to your yarints partners? Clo you get
a regular follow-up, perhaps quarterly, as we recommended? What happens once you have reported what

you would consider to be suspiCrous transactions?
Mr. Cossette: We a8k Our partners to report to us on each transactson we send to them. We ask a
certain number of questions to assess whether the -nformatianand the fonnat are usefu _ We also ask what
makes a difference to them in all the information we convey to them? Is it the beneficiary ownership? What
is it in a suspicious transaction report or serie s of reports, because some of our disclosures may have
hundreds 4f diffe•ent reports, that makes a difference so we can have the feedback?
We also have an ongoing dialogue. Once in a while, we try to bring the flnancia institutions and the
security partners together so that the financial institutions can explain how it works and what makes a
difference.
A couple of weeks ago, Luc gave a presentation to a number of financial institutions on suspicious
transactions repo its that are useful.I n the coitexrof terrorism financing. We have feedback, as much as we

can get, from both the flnanciat histitirtinns and the partner.,
Senator Stewart Olsen: Does that feedback include whether they woJ1d prosecute based on your
Da you have that kin of ftedoack?

-nformetion?

Mr. Cossette; Luc probably knows that better than I do. We're being to d, far Instance, "This Is a name
we d'd not have. This Is a link we did not see before " The advantage we bring to the table -s the
norizontallty of what we see. Investigators look at their investigation. We may see something in
N ewfoundi and that is related to Alberta that is related to Quebec, or what have you. We're told very often
that this picture is new to them. They may change the focus of the'r investigation because of the information
we provide. They may launch new investigations Oecause of the information we provide. Sometimes they're
not as specific as one would ask. in a sense that our job is to provide intelligence and their job is to
Investigate; SD what we don't need to know, they don't tell us. That's the understanding we have with born
security agencies and police forcesI don't know if the-ers more you want to add.
Luc 9eaudry, Manager, lerrorlst Financing Intefllgence Group, Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada_ Our jab essentially Is to draw the picture and point the finger toward where
they need to investigate_ That s their job.
The leedoack we receive can oe d'fferent at differ.enI. stages at the investigation. At tie start of an
,nvesligation and at the end the feedback is different, but it -s important to have it. We collect the stats, but
we also get Informa' feedback because we talk with the invest igators_ We want to make sure that our
broducl is useful driLl that we're nut wasting their Lime.
5pnatai Rio: In your pre cerrtatian you lay that you work closely with other fInancial Inte:Ilgence units
around the word and so on. In light of the demonstrated interests in foreign intelligence services, criminal
organizations, terrorist 8 romps try to gain access to the government-held information, What is the state of
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FINTRAC's tyberse€urlty defence? What is the state of FILITRAC's personal 5ecurib+, particularly in the
context of insider threats and risk, potentially involving FINTRAC by a third party?
Mr. Co ette' When it Çpmas to cybersecurity, w&rQ of the v:ew that we are as well protected as any of
our sister organizations. We have the right system. When we're looking at tie classified information, which
i5 where we mesh together information provided by financial Institutions with the information provided to
our partners, this is a top secret 5y5tE'm, It's an a separate floor; it has lim,ted access- From an outside threat
poterltaI, It is as well crate€tea as any other organization.
We follow the standard. In fact, we have CSIS cone once in a while to do an a ia ysi5 of 'nterrial and
external threats. We work with the Communications Security Establishment in order to estab ish Ouf
requirernert5 when It comes to €yberse€u^ty. We have a fairly robust regimewhen : comes to iisi der
tireats in the sense that the Privacy Commissioner tomes to our organization eirc'y two years and assesses
whether the Information is used for the purpose it is intended. Our Legislation also nos a robust framework.
It people were to he found, For instance, they can be charged for up to five years anr: her; a in iPiort dollars ill
penalties but mureoverr we do ertoourage a culture of security.

To give you a specific example, tomorrow I'm launching a series of representations for al the analysts at
FINTRAC, rem-nd-ng them of the external threat, the internal threat, what they should and should not put on
t ie web. %.h+e also have limited access -- not technically but from a policy perseecti,re for instance, to social
media. We do not encourage our people to use sadal media and at the office, they are prevented from using
social media. We try as much as we can to make there understand the context they are operating in, which is
a security agency.
Senator Ngo: Couid you p-ovide the committee wth what Security screening is practiced in FINTRAC, for
examaIP, and with what frequency?
Mr. Cassette: If you look at the security lever of ou- employees, all our employees need top secret;euel
security, so it's not only enhanced security; it's secret. Them there is a top secret requirement to it. And even
for employees working in other departments that come to join FIhCTRAC, either fora smart term or long-term,
AEI rnet"mes we redo some of the s€reen:rlg to ensure that tncy meet our own standard. From that
standpoint, we're as high as the Government of Canada allows us to he.
Senator Beyek: Gentlemen, it's rrry understanding t-iat Since FINTRAC tuas estaaJi shed, Canada has only
conv:ctEd une persan of ter'r'orism financing- Could you elaborate on that a Irttle b-t and tell me if there's a

reason to your knowledge?
Mr. Cassette: I would say, Mr- Chair, this 'soutside of our mandate Our contribution in that whore
process is basically to receive information, process '.t and disclose it What happens after that step would ale
much better answered by your police forces or Pubric Prosecution Service of Canada because, as I said, the
information we provide k intelligence, not evidence, so why that evidence does not lead to convictions Is
difficult far me to answer.
Senator Mitchell: I'd like to pursue a point raised by Senator Ngo with resoe€t to your relationships with
international agencies that would be your counterparts. I would like W know specifically what is your
men date en d eve lo p and to dPa i w th t na m, where does that come from? And in light of the Ara r case, which
hangs over a lot of what you do and what this committee wi!l be discussing, what safeguards do you have
about agencies that you tea' with o5'ng th;5 inlprrnatio-i and if v"ng it to a third party?
Mr- Cassette: First, we do not share information wit.-r counterpart organizations that don't have an MOU
with us, a rnc.mcrandurn of unuerstanding, which -s rev-ewed and approved by the Minister of F-narite. So
we have fewer t'1an 5f} MOUS as we weak, and the MQU5 request foreign çpuntrie5 or countries with which
we're doing business to have a privacy regime sirniiar to ours. It does not have to have the carne shape, but it
needs to provide the same safeguards. The seccrr.d thing is that the MOUS do no+ oblige uc to disclose, so if
we would prefer not to communicate information for all kinds of reasons, there is no binding obligation to do
so. We decide On our own whether the country request-rig the information should get it or not-
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The third thing is that we do disclose exclusive leads W other ar$aniratians, such as FINTRAC, so we have
no authority, for instances to disclose our inform at On to the FBI In the LL S or to any other agencies
worldwide. What we can disclose, flow we can disclose it is fairly well protected by the mechanisms we
have. We do receive and send requests very specific -- and if there is a requirement to go above and
beyond what we would provide according to our leg's latIon, w ask the foreign couture to go through our
RCMP or enfo-cement agencies. That mechanism is well in place and Is properly used.
Moreover, we do not do business with countries that ate not members of the Egmont G-n up, which is an
-nternatio n a eroeR of financial intelligence units, W. we (now with whwm we're dung business.
Senator Mitchell; I have several more questions, but l'Iicârfté•back'a r 11{link you said that the
:nforrnation you rnvght give to your coutr er)art in the U.S. wouldn't go to the FBI,

1

Mr. Cossette; We cannot disclose directly, Wedieelose exclusively ta our-Senator Mitchell: is there any element of your MOt 1 with your U,5- counterpart tnat May cannot
disclose it to the.Pgt?
Mr- Cassettes We would ask them ta ask Our permission.

SenatorMitchell: That's not binding, necessarily.
Mr. Cossette; Once they get the infarmat-on, they have the information.
Senator tleyale If your inftirmation was omected to he available or involved, was there any time, to your
knowledge, that an Attorney General din not consent to that information being used to Gvnwict far terrorism
financing
Mr, Cassette= Our i-ift}rmat;on is rarely used directly. Our information is used by enfo kernel t partners
either to obta.n a production Order, sea•ch warrant and the things. It is not evidence. It's not like what the
police do, which is build a cola to demons rate that something has oceu*red, we are in the intelligence
business, so we signal potential things. How that i-itormation is used by the police forces is their own
decision. We did have to testify in cou{-t once or twice, I think; ICI explain how ou- fin anc.al information was
used, but as I said, it is part of a much larger way of wark'ng,

Senator Dagenais: Mr. Cassette, thank you for being here.
Wny has t been mitre difficult to convict a person believed to have engaged in terrorism financing
compared to *Honey laundering?
Mr. Cassette: Once again, Mr. Chair, it's diff-Gult for me to assess how the judicial system works, once
outside the -calm of my own mandate- The onl y thing I would say is that te rroris m, un fortunately, is
international acti vity- In ternational act ivlties are always more IIrflcuIt and corrrplex in nature than national
one- I will:stop here. Lawyers or prosecutors would be in a better place to explain how the systems works.
I'm sorry.
Senator Dagenais: 1 have another question. FINTRAC says it has analyzed trends in rnrley laundering
and terrorism financ ing- What kinds of general trends have you discerned in terrorism financing? Do specific
countries, regions and other cause s stand out statistically in this regard, and do certain categories of
Canadian and dual rtatianaIs from specific reglen 5 figure more prominently statistically?
Mr. Cassettes I[ t may, Mr. Char- I w.II not provide specific nurnb•ers- This is nfarmatian, of course,
which cannot be made public. What t would say, though, is that we are looking at money transfer from
Canada to conflict zanies. IF you're asking us if we're looking at what's going on in Syria; yes, we are. IF you're
asking us i we're looking at what is going or In Fran; Yes, we are- Yes, we are looking at what's Doing on in
Iraq right now, to identify whether pattern that occurred before those conflicts have changed- Are thare
individuals or companies in Canada which used to send money to Syria, let us say, for the sake of argument,
that don't any longer because Syria Falls under sanet'ons, but are sending the money all of a sudden to a
border country with which they never did business before?

•
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We lank At these kinds of things to o0K at patterns. These patterns are used not only by our security
partners, but trey -nay be used by a larger number of partners, such as the Department of Foreign Affairs or
the pepartment of Transport or even the banking system, if it may be relevant.
In that context, we look at transfer, as I said, toward Conflict Vanes, But we do the Same thing when it
comes to specific grauRs in Canada, where their money may be going end whether these patterns are
rhang-ng. We may be looking as well at money coming into Canada. Take, for instance, a sampling, a kind of
transaction, and see whether, if you compare that w th ancrther group, you see the same kind of pattern, At
the macro .eveI, we da that as well, but of LQurse we cannot disclose. Even in trip co -nmun cat'ons We nawp
with partners Such as DFAIT, we cannot disclose ti,e name of the individual, ine narrc of the banks or that
k.nd of Information,
The Chair: I want to fallow up, if I could, ;n respect to the question of laundering money for orga.n:Ted
crime versus perhaps that of terrorism. Following up with the money with organ+zed crime, you obviously
have the ability, at least to identify in part, that type of crim:nal organization that is actually. laundering
money to somewhere -n the world; is that riot correct? Through FINTBAC you at least identify in a genera;
sense?
Mr. Cassette: We do identify groups because our enforCe-nent partners provide us with the names and
the connections between that name and tie group. As I said before, if I see a transaction under my name, it
doesn't say "Gerald Cassette, -number of X trimina: group," but we do receive information from our pa-tiers
saying, as I said, "belongs to such a group."

_

The Chair r want to folio up with c ganized €•°me, because it has been said that perhaps in some cases
organized crime is involved in one way or another in financ;ng some of this terrorism activity. Is there any
truth to that? Perhaps you Could expand further on that particular question.
Mr-Cassette: The man difference oe wean cri:ïiin i organifationsarid terrorist organizations :s that
terrarists use illegitimate 710rey arid they acquire that illet;itIrn to -honey thie.sarne way the organ>ted crime
does: fraud, credit card fraud and so on. so how they make money is similar to what the organized crime
does.
Where It differs Is that there Is illegitimate money, proceeds of crime, but there is also legitimate money.
People may cpntritrute to terrorist organizations form their salary. SO 'he. money IS not necessarily
illegitimate; Lie source of that money Is legitimate.
Tire second difference is that organized crime commits crime for profit. Terro'-sts collect money as a
means to finance terrorist activities and terror, That's the main difference. But the way they accumulate
wealth as it pertains to illegal means arc more or less the same: credit card fraud, stealing, Poizi scheme,
extortion,
Senator Day: Mr. Cassette and Mr. Beaudry, my oiagis for being a wee bit !ate. I d{d have the
apportu-Hue, Mr-C64Sette, to resew your written comments, so I know generally what happened when I
wasn't 'le re-

Cou d you tel. me how many ern uloyees and how my nist yu have in your organization?
Mr. Cassette: We have about 3G5 employees, so lit in different groups. The groups which would be of
'Merest to this committee are basically the corn pllanfie group, which Is In charge of the Interface with the
reporfitrg,ent-tiesr and thei the t:nanrial analysts, the gaup to which Luc belongs, where they do basically
the Financial analysis.
Senator pay: 5Q wilat you're providing, i firiaricial intelligence to your enforcement partners, those
entities you're entitled to reveal the information to. So that is financial information you've received from all
the financial. inskitutions, et cetera, that has fleen anayzed. Are all the analysts aialyzing that according to
your mandate, money laundering and anti-terrorise i, or do you fine-tune your a/121ysis and different analysts
'ooR. at t.e information from a different po-nt of view, depending on to whom you're giving the information
and you're passing It on to?
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Mr. Cassette; Our mandate ;5 very clear and marrow- It's about money laundering, terrgrism
financing/national security. in order for us co disclose information to our law enforce merit and Security
partners, we need to reach that threshold, which means that we do receive repoFts from financial institutions
that may never be disclosed because there is nothing in the report that shows suspicloi of money laundering
or terrorism financing, unless we get a specific name of a terrorist; he'5 a ter-brist. Put even then, the

transaction Has to suggest something; athe'wise we would be dis€losing everything we "eceived.
Our legislation has been written in such a way Chat.lt has to be based on suspicion of monPr'attntiering
and terrorism financing. We do not disclose on proceeds Of crime. We to riot disc use for fraud- We
disclose a5 long as it pertains to money laundering. As you know, proceeds of ermine lead to money
Faundering most of the time,
Senator Mitchell: I'm interested In the example you used, Mr. Cassette, of a company that may have
been sending money to Syria and then, due to cr,anges with that relationship, they're sewing it to a border
state, and that rases suspidons. How do you get on to that company In the first place? Are tie banks letting
you know or do you need a warrant to then go the next step to check them? What's n.e legal relationship t0
your bring able to get that information?

Mr. Cassette! We have no investigative =weir. That has to be c ear. Investgative powers reside with
police fortes. So how it works is that the Iegis;ation Compels financial institutions to report on a certain
Harmer of t1ing5. Once we get the information and we establish that it's suspicious or there is a change in
pattern which may suggest s im&thing, we may disclose to the police force and say, "We see here a change in
patterns which suggest either -Honeylaundering ur terrri. srrrFinancing." The ool-ce force decides irfthey
want to proceed, If they do, then they may obtain a warrant or production order, gut we have no I al
authority to do that.

•

r

:.

r3 -.BAs
We're being asked that, Mr. Chairr vPry often!' Why don't ydu go back to financ a institutions? Our
legislation does not allow Ma:. That's fo• the enforcement agencies to do. If They fled Ile basically to pursue

their investigation, then they do whtttheyr havr to da.

5er►atorMitChem Do you haver+Cpinien abouf whether your legrslabon shou.d al ow that?
Mr. Cassette: The regime allows it in the sense that tie podia farce can do that job-

Senator Mitchell; You don't think it's something that you need to be able to do?
Mr, Cassette: I think Parliament has to decde how Far we want to challenge the privacy of Canadians.
Our legislation provides us with a very law threshold. If we wanted to go further, I think parliamentarians
will have to assess whether privacy in this context is -n are Important than security.

Given the fact that OW threshold is low, because we receive the information, the way we may use that
informat on i5 limited by our mandate in Iegisiation,
Senator White: Thanks for yoUr answers. They're excellent. You made 3 comment earlier about X
criminal group or criminal organization. In the Case of terrorists or terrorist organizations, we list them in this
country and it aretty easy to Identify when they're sending money to a specific Country- WB can quickly
Identify whether or not they're going to 3 listed terra'-5t Rroup- Would it help if the Eisted criminal
organmat. ons as well?
Hell's Angels are a criminal ùrga`liiat-on, ever-woody in the country knows it. yet we still don't list them 05
one, ew,ii thnugh I think we're saying it publicly today. Would that be helpful to the manner in which you

provide inform at co, that the information could go back and forth if we start listing known criminal
orgdni2ation5 tnat have been idntified in courts a number DI times, for exampled How we list them is up to
Parliament, I guess.
Mr- Cassette! It would not be helpful in the sense that we're tracking individual and business
traisa
Elio ns. So even a terrorist group in Canada, Hamas or any terrorist group, unless you have names
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associated with people belonging to I-lamas It s impossi:,:e for us to know that they're Harnas, From that
standpoint It has its limitations.
Senator White: But the fact is, with llamas there are nameS attac fed to It. So It does help at some
point. An investiga Live authority at least, it they're coming back and sayi'lg so-ants-so belongs to Hamas, we
have a couple of t-ansactons, obviously you want to know when they're do:ng transactions, don't you think
the next step in Lne crim.nal organization would also do it? I'm riot trying to be argumentat vc.
Mr- Cassette! To a certain extent, Mr. Chair, that's what happens now.
5enetor 1Nhite: With terrorism?
Mr. Cassette: With criminal organizations as well, because the investigaLo*s may come in and say we a re
investigating Mr. So-and-so, who is sin-and LSD. That's how, at the strategic level we can track, for instance,
the amount of meney we may say related to the Hell 's Angels or any other criminal organization,
It ready depends. as Luc was saying, on the information whici was provided to us or. specific cases. So
sometimes the informatFon requests are very com pre hensiae and they tell us tete whole story. Other times
'VS more I:rnited .
Senator Day: I have two questions and I only have a ,invited amount of time, so I'm ping to try to
combine the questions if I can. Pt relates to the analysts, again.
You analyze according to your mandate, but same of the entitles in Canada, In aart.cular, may have an
interest that '5 a little bit different because of the particular entity, What are your views with respect to your
database be•ng made available to these other entities so that they could analyze according to their particular
mandate as apposed to taking the i,te'ligence that is a result of your analysis?
One of tie entities that I am thinking of is Revenue Canada. They may well be •nterested in tax evasion,
which could easily be tied in to ant-.terrorisil -f you wanted to take a broad perspective Ike you did eariier in
relation to laundering.
Mr. Cassette! Mr. Chair, we already disclose to CPA. We disclose for tax evasion purposes, as long as the

i nfo--nation wh:th is provided to us -fleets two thresholds. The first is money laundering; second it tax
evasion. SD we disclose to CRA. as we s pe a c.
Moreover, in Budget 2014, if I'm right, or in at'er legisletion, in fact CRA WI I now have access to the
same international electronic fund transfer that FINTRAC accesses right now- CRA will riot have access to our
database- Technically the information will come from the financial institutions, one way to FINTRAC, one
way to CRA, exactly the same international fund transfer. Not all the other information, but that information
because its relevant to them when it comes to tax evasion.
What may have been perceived in the oast as a lack of sha`ing of inform at; on between our two agencies
Is disappeari.- r very quickly because that capacity will be made available as of January 2015.

5e rretor Stewart Olsen; Just very briefly, and it's more a point of clarification. Is this information tracked
two ways? Fo- instan ce, can an investigative agency, say CSIS or RCMP, give FINTRAC a name or a'f
arganizàt;on and ask for information on that?
Mr. Cossette= Tia.'s w*rat wo xs Brost of the terre. That's how we proceed I don't anew what the
percentage of the au sines s is.
Mr. Beatrdry; Approximately SO to 85 per cent of our cases are based on information Voluntari. y
provided by our partners, and 15 to 20 per cent of the cases are those that we proactively initiated. That's
roughly, I would say, the breakdown,
Mr. Cossette! For precision, we rece.ved more than 1,300 rettuests from CSFS and the RCMP last year, to
which we responded 1,143 Limas.
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Senator Mitchell: I'm Interested in the question of, again, the relationship with these other agencies and
the sharing of -nformatIon- You made Lh paint, Mr. Cilssette, Which was very pertinent, that you've sped it
up. You implied that you've changed the process to some extent to do that- I wonder if there's a way that
you could reveal that to us.
it was suggested by the Clanking Ccmrift-tee that actually other agencies, Cf35A. CS IS., have direct access.
wouldn't ha too
I'm mayhe rehashing that ground. Do you think rt would speed it up even more and t
niuchdow nsiCe -fthey did have direct access•,, Or are you a pruaonent of keeping the two separate and
having the door they Fiave to pass through and you he re co pass through to make sure thins are cffntâir+ed2.
Lv

Mr. Cassette; When :t comes to speeding up the process, l'll let Luc explain the cnanges we'da made to
our processes so

I gües. faster. Put when it comes to direct access, there are two things.

Our legislation flows from the Criminal Cede, so therefore the threshold :s ueiy ow. That explains why
we have no Invest; gative powers and witty police enforcement agencies need warrants and so an and so
forth- If you were to give access to our data base to other o ganizations you would need to change the
nature of the relationship. The legislation has been created explicitly not to give access, given this ve-y !ow
tn reship Id. That's the first issue.
The second issue is if you work to give them direct access they would need to deve.op their own capacity
in terms of anatyzing the intormation an u ma ting sense of it. 5v we have developed, since 2000, an expertise
which is exclusive to us. Yes, provincial pu:i:e and large municipal polIce forces have analytic capabilities as
well, but that's what we specialize in. if you were to move that elsewhere, you WWI need to reproduce that
same capacity in a series of organizations_ The serviee's very much in dernand, so therefore if we did not do
it somebody eke would have to.
. .
,
Mr. Beaudry: Very sutti+içïly, we'vé nstrurted'dur front=line analysts, who are reviewing all the SCRs, all

the information that is coming up, with the authority to bring up to the line of management di'ectly when
she sees issues of national interest rapidly.. Essentially we've cut the rest tape around the review of important
alerts,
•
When it's time to get management's approval to release the disclosure, this is sQ meth ing we can do
within a matter of minutes- If we see ,t as an important aspect, we've done disclosures within an hour. It's
possible to do it. So when people ask if we're timely, we pay very close attention to the issue at hand and if It
reQuires immediate ac tion we immediately d'stlose.
The Chain I want to follow up on ono other question he rer and that has LG tM with a statement that you
made in your opening remarks.
You state that, for example, at the end of April the ftCMP's Integrated National Security Enforcement
Teams in Ontario and Quebec recognized our contribution to a terrorist financing investigation on the
International Relief Fund for the Afflicted and Needy Canada, IRFAN Canada, an organization allegedly lirfsed
to tfyq errgri entity HamesNow, rr«y unde_starrding is that that particular organization was under scrutiny or investigation for a
numna r of years. Finally, at this point n time, in April, it was finally identified and certain Steps were taken.

Ir. view of the information that you p r vide d .,s today -- there was, I to Inx, 234 disclosures this past year,
'WE.? as many is the year btnre, I don't know how. rha rry the year before — are we going to see a further
coordination of government resoons.bilities to ensume that if an organization such as this is utilizing their
charitable status h a '-nannerwhere it is financing terrorism. that we're going to be able to lay charges earl ier
than later as opposed to this situation we're facing right here?

Mr- Cassette: The thing I can say about this, not this specific instance but the approach that is being
taker' when it comes to non-governmental organizations is work is being done right now under the Financial
Action Task Gaup to better understand crow non-governmental organizations are usedr In fact, to channel

money to terrorists or illegitimate organizations.
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With regard to this specific case, it k a long story of knowing what is happening, not knowing what is
happening, know-ng what Is happening, not knowing what is happening, and when it became clear enough
then there was a possibility for the enforcement agencies to take action, but it Is very difficult just at the
outset to understand or, basically, to establ-sh whether an organization does provide money to a terrorist
organisation.
It was possible to establish the relationship between IRFAN and llamas, but t i r ot necessarily possible,
given the way they hide their mo ney sometimes, or the way. they transfer the money arcund the world
before it hits the finaI destination, the same way c•-rri naIS do. it is a field which, -n tacit, 5 of s gnific nt
interest not only to Canada, but to a number of wont"' PS, tc nave research [mark done.
The Chair: If I could, colleagues, I want to follpw up an this. Is this lust an example urfFere you have a
charitable beganixation identified with a direct link with a terrorist group, and Vet we're not in a positron to
affect any changes in respect to what is transpiring because we haven't got enough rpcnrds there on the
financing going from one country to another?
Mr. Cassette: in the case of IRFAN, or any o'gani7ation, what you need to do k establish a relationship
between th is organization and the organization abroad.

The Chair Rig it.
Mr. Cossette' Organizations that would like to provide money to terro,'st o- an izatiohs wouid use, more
or less, the same kind of technique they use for laundering money, so it is difficult to establish the direct link
between the pe'p'e providing funding here and how the funding is used al the end.

In terms of terrorism, you need to astabli h that th e fund at the other end is used for support planning
and so on. It is difficult; it is more diffitufl than we.wbuid like it to be, #}ut it is still difficult.
The Chair: Colleagues, we nave gone ave r time. r want to thank our witnesses. Mr. Cassette, you have
been very info,niative. Thank you for the time you have taken to present your information. This is part of
the public conversation that we ntend to have on this particular issue aver the next coming months so that
Canadians became aware of the threats we face and the respo;isibil ties that government is taking on to see
that they protect our peace and Aecurity.,
jv 11.
411 f r

{

Thank you for corning. We appreciate your work on beh a' f of ail CanadiansWe will now conti nue our look at the terrorist threats to Canada. We. are.pleased to have with us
Mr. Jeff Yaworski, Deputy Director of Operations, Canadian. Security Intelligence Service. Mr. Yaworski, titr£

appreciate your taking the time to he here with us today. I understand that yeti have an o pe n i ng statern ent,
Please begin.

Jeff Yavvorski, Deputy Director of Operations, Canadian .Security Intr#fflgence Service= Goad afternoon.
honourable senators. Thank you for your invitation today to discuss terrorist threats. I will focus my remarks
an the threaEto Canada from terror.sm and now the kerrori5t threat is rapidly evolving given recent world
events.
As :he director of C5I5 stated on October 8 to a committee of the House of Commons., the threat from
terrorism is real, and Ca nada must be vgi!ant in the face of it. The rise of the terrar;st group known as t
Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant, or l5]{, after breaking from al Ckeeda Oyer a year ago, represents a
signifeant shift in the internal UClitiCS of global Su-ini extremism and increased the complexity of the threat
both international'y and to Canada.
ISIL's successes over the past year are largely due to its aggressive recruitment, fund-raising and
propaganda efforts and its opportunistic territorial expansion into Iraq and Syria- Canadian Interests could
be affected oy the region's continued slide into instability. This includes the se€urity of our Armed Farces
who are deproyed and in the process of deaioying to the region, the security of our regional allies and the
potential for greater refugee flows and displacement of persons. CSIS w-II continue to appropriately advise
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the government an these threats and issues just as we have in the past, for instance, pn Afgnani9tarl and the

conflict In Libya.
ISIL's recruitment and propaganda efforts, alongside other extremist groups, continue to attract violent
radicaI Muslirns worldwide to join its ranks. ISIL has engaged in one of the most sophisticated and successful
social media campaigns of any terrorist group to date. While some of fSIt's propaganda videos are certainly
gruesome, they also work. ISIL has recruited thousands of individuaIs.ftum across the West and the Middle
Fast, particularly young ckiser,frencnised mares with a tascli-râtfan and oencnar t fir violence.
Honoura'oIe senators, as we know, Canadians are not Immune from such efzorts. T'ne Service is aware of
at least SO Canadians involved in terrorlst•re.ated activities with !Sit and other extremist groups in the reg'on.
Of these individuals, we are aware of approximately 30 In Syria alone, with the remair der located -n Iraq,
Turkey and associated border regions. The participation of Canadians in these conflicts is harmful to our
international reputation and destabilizes regional security. Canada has an obligation to do her part rn
prevent such travel.
As the director of CSIS noted recently, we also remain concerned over the threat prised by individuals
returning to Canada after having engaged n threat-related activities abroad, whether with ISIL or other
groups, like la
aI IN us rah Ir 5yfia. Whil e such individuals' experience and deterrnination vary widely, it
on.y takes one i rid ividua'-or a small group af individuals to cause great harm- We a-e currently aware of
a pproximately 80 individuals in this regard, and we actively monitor them, same under judicia l warrant, for
arty threat to public safetyWe also remain concerned that global events cougd shape the threat environment in atier ways
detrimental t0 Car adïan interests. Fir ooviov5 reasons, CSIS remains concerned that 15IL's message and
successful social media strategy could inso-re -adica-ized individuals to undertake attacks here In Canada.
Senators wau;d by aware of Such a possibility from recent arrests in Australia, where an I5IL-inspired terrarist
grout] planned to engage in random acts Of via:enre against innocent civilians. CSIS is actively investigating
any such possibilities and wi,1, of tourSer advise the apprupr:ate parties on such matters, but I would also Tike
to Stress that, as the director has stated, CSIS has no inforrnati n Lu ;rid cate that a Ler rorist attack in Canada
;s imminent.
In addition to dhmestiçthreats, glabal events increase the threat to the safety of Canadians -n embassies
throughout the world. CSIS works cooperatively with and provides advice to our partners at DFATD to
address such threats. However, as always, I would certainly encourage Canadia ns to chec f>FATR's travel
advisories before travelling internationally to make informed decisions on the rriattersHonourable senators, the dynamics between global jihadist groups isof concern for CSIS. How the
competit"on between ISIL and al Qaeda plays out will determine much of the evolution of future threats. For
instance, even the rise of ISO_ al Qaeda and its affiliates may increase their operational tempo against
Western targets as a means to mai ntain relevance with followers who are increasingly I4.aving al Qaeda to
join ISIL- Such a scenario is of plain concern. Converse:y, one could also see a raooroxhement 4etween the
two grouosr which could lead to a Leveraging and coordination of resources between the groups
CSIS is wurking with our international partners to keep a keen eye an such developments to ensure that
the Gave-nmert of Canada is well advned in this Increasingly complex threat e.nvironrrient- In that regard,
we w ;CI;t1TIP the minister's announcements Last week proposing various amendments to the CSIS Act,
Hartic
byCanfirmingourabi I•tyton pPratein4@-nationally.
y
`Ca
,
lr-}
r..4 '4;-1—')1111/p •r44f,.- ''L.PI-.
.11,5 trlédfS€USSiti r.5 4J rtprrprkm and ISI 'tndaidPnrnnstrate, the ability of CSIS to work abroad is vital in
addressing threats to Canada's nark na. sear ty Without such an international presence. Canada would Zack
understanding of threats to the Security of Canada that originate or farm overseas.
Senators, I say these tktiingsta put the threat In pia:I3 s:ght. The men and women of 0515 are actively
engaged in Inve5f.gating all of these cotent-al dangers with our aariner at hume and abroad.
As senators would be aware, the government recently released Its public terrorist threat report, which
updates the government's four-pronged strategy to prevent, detect, deny and respond to rite terrorist
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threat. These rvIce's primary rose in this strategy is to detect the tetrorlsl threat a n C provide to a government
with threat-related advice_ Such a role is eat rely tcnsistent with CSIS' mandate under its ad, which is to
provide advice on threats tQ the security of Canada to a,rariety of government departments and asencies.
In that regard, such advice can take many Farms and can address the threat at different stages. For
Instance, CSIS provides screening advice to the CE1SA. to prevent dangerous individuals from entering Canada
in the first place_ For Passport Canada, we orovide advlco that can lead tD tie reVOGatiwrl of passports to
prevent Canadians from travelling to planes like Syria and Iraq to engage.. armed cOnflfct Of course, we
Continue to work with our co=leagues in the RCMP, who can initiate crimina invest:;gations upon receiving a
disclosure letter f-om CSJS. In cols regard. C515 is proud of our part ir. many of the successful prosecutions
since the attacks of gf IL I understand tree RCMP is scheduled to appear later on this tapir, I err, carp they
can provide Further context on these matters.
Senators, while cooperation with our government partners is essential, our work also re ies on the
cooperation of citizens. As I have stated before, CSIS has no information Indicating an imminent threat, and I
would encourage all Canadians to go about th&-daily lives. That said, nation

cu: ty is everybody's

business, and I would encourage Canadians to be vigilant and to report any potential threat to nation}I
security to CStS or their local police or ay making use of the RCMP's national secu-ity tip :one.
with that, I welcome your questions.
The Chair Thank you very much, Mr. Yawo-ski. We appreciate you coming here this afternoon to
discuss a very serious ,ssue that Canadians face, and I would like to begin with the first questioner, Senator
Mitchell, Deputy Chair_
Senator Mitchell! Thank you, Mr. Yawcffski, for beird here with us. I'm interested, as I'm sure mast
Canadians are, 'n the annauili meet by Public Safety Minister Blaney about changes that he's contemplating
to your ability to do what you need to do,.

if you were aim far a few trioments, what changes would you want Fn your at# or In you, mandate and
your tho r ty to do what you Feel y are not able to do now?
Mr. Yaworski! I have to be careful fn. m answer to this question, senator. As you are well aware, the bi.l
hasn't been ir stroriuced wet_ It will be introduced this week, and I would feel ern

more comfortab}e

addre55irig th05e SQrts pf questions after the bill is actually Introduced_
There has seen carne speculation on the content of that bil , same spetulatFpn that perhaps !s not as
well-educated as it could be, and, certainly, F think those issues will be addressed in significant detail once the
bill is introduced in the 14ouse of Commons.
One of the issues that does came up and that I xnaw has already generated media attention concerns
Cl
tis's human sources. What I would like to say on that paint is that the service relic=- Cxtensivcly on
information that is provided to us by human sources. We can't do our jqb without it. They provide us with
lead Intel igerce that helps to save Canad;an lives. They're operating against slime very nefarious groups, It
doesn't take much i•naginatlon to look at w-iat we nave a ready seen in terms of what these groups ate
cayan.e of with individua r innocent €'v liens. For them to d.scov r a perceived traitor n their midst, who is
providing information or intelligence to.C..515, would be extremely risky for that ind-v-dual, as well as for that
intlividual's fern i.

v

'

Se=nator Mitchell: To get mere specific, yo u use the number of BOlndiw,duais, approximatetyr that your
c rganieat an bel ieves have returned from fighting in sortie sort of a lerrorist Orgarl'Lation and are now in
Canada. At face value, that might ae disconcerting to people. What reassurance can you give? Do they stilt
have passports? oo they walk freely? Wnatdoyou do about then,? Are you watching there sec that you can
see If they have networks?
Mr. YaWDr5k1: Certainly, thane 80 individuals that I referred to have had different experiences over
there. While you refer to fighting with these groups, that's not fair to say for each and every one of them.
SomE have been involved in fundraising. Some have been used to assist with their media and their Facebook
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pages. They're very media savvy, and they've been used for that purpose. Others have attended anguage
schools. Some have attended more radical schools that we are quite concerned dbuutr but not all of them are
hardened f ghters as you described it. Eacn of tier experiences has been different.
Therefore, when they do came back to Canada, obviously, we have to monitor their activities as much as
we ca n but priu-'tine as well. We can't devote all of our resources to all of them all of :he time. So we do

?rave to priaritize those individua:s. We do know where they are. We iha re 'nform ati no with the RCMP
wherever possible. Your question about passports is a valid orie. In order to get back into the country, they
would have lad their passpo' ts. In o rde r to leave the# iu,ntrlr, they wçujsl have had passports.
ti

It Is important to note, as well, that, in terms of tracking these individuals When they leave. Canada does
not have an exit information system- It is not a;ways easy to know when these individuals have !nil.
Senator White; Thank you very much tor being serer Mr. Yaworski, and for your responses. We have
heard the terminology "extremist traveller" a lot lately. I'm trying to get my head around why there's been a
change from jihad it ta extremist traveller- Is there something that has changed, or 's ,t just a new
terminology?
Mr- Va>wwor;rkc I think it is probably more of a terminology tiing tnan anything else- As I said in my

answer to Senator Mitchell, they're not all involved in jihadist-type activity. "iihadict" i would attribute to
actually fighting and potentially seeking to be killed .n combat. The experiences of others, as I have already
indicated, are quite different.
Senator White: Can you walk us through your key areas of concern outside of ISIL? Before ISIL came
along, I know you guys were plenty busy. Can you give us an Idea of what you are busy with besides ISIL right
now?
Mr. Yaworsid; it's CT threats because t+rev sill re -ma; n the most prominent threats. If you rook at
radicaiitationr it comes in many forms. Far.h Individual's path to:adiralixa#inn is quite different and unique.
There's no one descriptor that can explain how one person wenttroin sitting in tare basement of his varents'
homer surfing certa-n radical websites, to *wehy being engaged in the conflict it Sr a itself. That step of
radicaliration and arose individuals that are radical}ted are quite concerning.
The al Qaeda core has probably diminished n terms of irnportancer but its message continues to
resonate throughout the Internet. In this day of the Internet, these messages are reaoiiy available, and
they're influencing the next generation- It Is not sirnp:y to go and fight with ISR, which is the group today, as
there are other groups.
Canada has between 130 and probably 145 Canadians right now that are over there fighting. They're not
all with ISIL. They're with other terrorist groups, such as Hezbpllah, and in other party of the country and
North Africa. East Africa and West Africa. These Canadians are involved in activities overseas that they
shuu:dn't be. The CT threat is much broader than just the ISIL gaup. It is sometling that tonteras us gr5eatiy
and.1;.Q ur racrj be r one p''o rive.
C-0
Senator Stewarkilsenr You mentioned that we have about 130 Canadians, and then you said there are
about 145. Is than nurnber to the vest of yo ur know edge or can you share that with us?
Yaworski: On anygiven day, the numberr.-ranges- Individuals are put on the list when we acquire
edditionai information that cone rmsthe r idenfty — that confirms their nexus to Canada- Individuals come
off the list when they. have returned to Canada or if'we believe they have been k'Iled in action- That number
is a snapshot in time.. Over the past year, tie number has ranged between 130 and 145.
Senator Stewart Olsen: Of the 90 Canadians that you are monitoring, you said you can't monitor therm
ai! the time flow would you say you are monitor"ng them? Do you pick the most dangerous? How woirid
you monitor them? How many gr an-hours are i vul,red, app roxima Lei y?
Mr. Yaworskt: It is difficult to attribute man-hours- I don't want to give away all of our methodology in
terms of what we're doing.
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Senator 5tewa rt Olsen: I understand.
Mr, Yaworskiï With a number as sign fleant as that, we have to prioritize. The point I was trying to
make, Senator Olen, is that we have to prldr tit.2 these organzations. We have to dedicate our limited
resources to those we think are the greatest threat. For some of that, we have a wide variety 4f techniqu es
we can use. I snake about human sources earlier, which are our bread and butter in terms of determining
what is going on and which individuals are more radical than others- We have the capabiI y to acquire
warranted powers cm those who are the moat Significant risk to the country In terms of ne activfties that we
believe they're involved In. The Spectrum is quite wide, but we origriti;e those targets as rnuith as we

Jossi bly canThe Chair: if I may, I'll follow up on this with respect to your knowledge as an organization and other
gove•imerlt departments- We know that there are up to 145 actively f ghting cr fund-wising o doing
sornetrting el SP in respect of terrorist groups outside this country. We have SO who have returned and are
resident ;n Canada I assume they are Canadian Citizens.
Mr. Yaworskl: Yes.

The Chair; Do you have an estimate of haw many supporters here are actively involved with those 200
or 21:5 identified terrtriitactiviStS? How many Canadians are involved in supporting them? They have to
have family; they have toga home; they have to do something. Do you have any 'idea? Are we taking aoc Jt
11:14 n- ADD Dr 50C people?
Mr. Yaworski: It is a goad question, senator, became you are introducing another concept hereof what
we don't know, quite honestly- These are numbers we knew- What keep me up at might are those who
haven't come across our radar screen- a'c're very dependent domestically, oa+riously, on working with our
Close partners at C33SA and f5F and with the RCMP. Ove.rseas, where many of these threats originate, we
rely ve ry much on our close cooperation wit our aFies
The threat of terrorism Is not something that we can manage on nor own through nu r own platforms.
We leverage heavily our partner agencies as they du us, quite frankly. We cannot do it alone and nor can
they. We have many partners that help us in terms of th;s.

With resaect to those we don't know -n Canada, the support
II , as.0U 2 Vr eath clay we reassess
our to rget inventory and earn about new individuals. W hon we're focused art one dartitu lar target, The
ripple, if you will, when you cast the stone on the pond broadens quite extensively; and there are others wno
are affiliated with it. Our job is to determine which of those supporters, as yo..r have descrilaed themr warrant
further targeting. We constantly reappraise du target list and ensure that resources are dedicated to those
at the top of the f st.
Senator Day; May I have a point of clarification, Mr. Yaworski?
Mr. Yaworski: Sure, Senator Day.

Senator Day; 151L and 45IS: What relation, If any, do they have to one another?
•
Mr. Yaworskf: A close relation, They're the same thing. 15IL and 1515 are one and the same — tslamic
st are in the Levant or I siarrric state in Syrra, It Ls 2 different translation of the same group, but they are the
Same. They are also surneti mei e now simply aS LS' amie Stale,
Senator Day: Have they rontactpd you and .said tney would rather be called ISIS than ISIS?
Mr. Yaworski: No, the communicat.an channels are not that gnarl.

Senator Day; Let's tail( about the integrated Ter'afism Assessment Centre.
Mr. Yaworski: Yes .
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Senator Day: Our information Is that it brings together federal inteligence resources and various
Canadian entities along with the anatysts and their database. Is FMTRAC Dart of that group?
Mr. Yaworski: I believe FINTRAC
TRAC has representation on ITAC. ITAC as you described it i5 exactly that -- a
collective community effort that provides assessments on Counterterrorism files. While it is housed in 0515, it
s an Independent entity. The intent of ITAC is to bring together those agenc us as well as access to their
respective databases.
good number of analysts, that they dari't share
Senator day; We just heard from FINTRAC, which
their database with others, yet maybe they do share indltectly through tie In.eg rate El Te^xirism Assessment
Centre. We will have to try to trace that.
Mr. Yawarskl; YesSenator Day: Are you aware of the analyses time and provided by FINTRAC on financLa! transactions
that could possin4 relate to terrorism? Is that information hekpful to you n its axiSting form ar do you have
to analyze it more from the point of view of CSI5?
Mr. YaworskT: First, let me clarify with respect to ITAC- While their employees are members of ITAC, it is
their respective employees who have access to their database- They extrapolate from those databases what
is germane to whatever file they're work ng on. It 's not as if their databases are housed in 0515 as they're
completely separate.
Second, in ,erms of what FINTRAC has provided usr 13e. use of their access to 1iriancial Institutions,
FINTRAC is provided info rate tia, with respect to baying transactions. Through tie information that they
r nection$ between individuals In Canada who are transferring
provide to the sere ce, we're able to m2-k
funds to other parts of the wyarid.
' [`
•
il

Pty.

Senator bay: Yes,

%
C r
{
1C
h
rie
Mr- Yaworskt: We're Is a63e to seer through our awn investigations, where the recipients of that
money are. In SQ rne cases, the recipients are a`.f:liated with terrorist organLzations..blle can solicit information
from FINTRAC directly. Also, an occasion, Fl WRAC provides Lead Information to us far potential investigative
purposes- We get both.
/

Certainlyr kn the past couple of years, the volume of information we're gett-ng from FINTRAC is on the
increase and has proven to be %..e.-y ua!uable ta our Investigations.
SendtOr pay How long has ITACr with the various pititiig and infer rnaLian•gathrirlg eat ties, been in

operation?
Mr. Yaworski: II iu5t celrbr,Led Itb tenth ann versary. CSIS celebrated 3D yeas and FIhtTRAC has
ce r! bra Led 10 yews.
Senator Beyak: It'5 ITN understanding that CSFS and the RCMP participate in outreach to terror threats
and those who wou:d.perpetrate them. Is it working in your opinion? On Valance, is it interfering with the
possible Iayi-1g of crimrnaI charges oefore they go furtne•
Mr. Yawarskl: The service has been involved in outreach. We do meet with -members of the com'„unity
on a fairly 'egul air basis, butt wou'.dn't say to n€ extent of the RCMP k terms of the work they are doing o n
counter and radicalization. They've devated lot of effort, and if tie RCMP does speak to the committee
they will be able to expand more In terms of what they're doing to learn mo -e about rad-cal-ration and
countering radicalization in its very earl iQ stages. t can't help but think that would be a wonderful thing.
CSiS is not in that space. We gave individua.s who have are expertise in radicalization, but our focus is
more on targeting and ensuring that wu're awarn of those •ndividunk that arc problematic, engaged in
threat-related activities. In turns of whether outreach impacts criminal cnalges or not, that's best put to the
RCMP.
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5enatorDagenai5r Thank you, Mr- Chair. My First question, how are terrorists glorified in Canada and
what can be done to prevent -- clarification of radials at schools, temples, mosques or other such places?
Mr. Yaworskl: It is a very good question, Senator Degenais. it is one that süe ks directly to the
radicalization process itself- We are concerned that certain individuals who cone back after having
experienced combat -- in many cases from fai-reac*!:ng places like Syria and [rag eL.rrcrtly —who have been
exposed to t^!e military aspects will have obtained training in explosives, and those who have been directly
engaged in the confl:ct themselves do come hack to Cartada with a deli do n a! street creel i it ity and the ability
to further radicalize others within the community.

,

i

The glorification of those individuals is sorneLhing that nadriti h ppins in small circles, R is something
that is a big part of the radicalization process online. ISIL itself is extrerneiy media savvy. They !rave a very
good media program that helps in the radicalization and they do out great ef`art
ry;ng to romanticize the
conflict, romanticize what is truly a bloody and gruesome activity into something t,at has a more romantic
appeal to it.
From that point of view, they are trying to glorify what are effectively terrorists engaged in terrorist
activity.
Senator One nala: We read last week that those Fling around nuclear plants in Ontario we re given
anti-radiation tablets- Can you describe the threat to our electricity grid and our power suppky from
terrorists?
Mr. Yaworsk1: Probably not as well as I should. I can tell you that nuclear facilities themselves are
extremely secure. They have their own security facilities and guards who are functioning niece- Obviously If
the service was to ecqu-re information on a spec;fic threat to a nuclear Facility, we would be directry engaged
with them. We have no such information at this time in terms of Canadian nut: ea r fealties.
There is a threat out there to them- They are a eateritial target, but at this point there is certainly
nothing, senator, that I would say is imminent in teems of a Siecific threat directed against our nuclear
fadilities..
Senator Kenny: Welcome, Mr. Yaworski. mrri concerned about your resources. It wasn't too long ago
that Jim Judd appeared before this committee and aa;dthat 5Q per Gent of C515 re.Sounres were directed at
Chinese spying in this country. We have also rece wed testimony from members of your organization that it
takes between 14 and 12 oe rsonnet to plant a listening rieyire, and as marry as 76 to 78 to follow somebody
surreptitigt,sly- If you have 8❑ peopke in the country now . •and I did hear you say you pritaritz ed -- it sounds
like you ace going to have to put a lot of focus an a relatively Small nurn be r l ust because your resources are
limited.
Mr. Yeworskk Thank you for the question, senator. I can tell you, like other agencies and departments,
we work within the budget that is assigned to us. We do have to prioritize, The foreign Fighter threat is one
that is growing. The returnees arc one that does concern me a great dea..
For every extremist tit we prevent from going overseas to engage in errtremist activity is one more
irullwi dual that we have to nvestigate close. y because they're radicalized ta the pont where they want to
eaveSaying ail of that, there .s hdthing more we Can do with the budget we have except to prioritize internally
as effectiNrely as we.can, and I think we're dain that.

Our su&ess rat's has .. een quite'gbod. I say that with some pride in terms of what we nave been able to
accomplish, I woi ild be foolhardy to say we have ail tie
tnebases cowered. We d4 who: we can wiLh the budget
we have, sir.
Senator Kenny:. In Afghanistan, CSIS played a very Significant role. Currently we have 2 situation where
Americans are bombing targets in the Middle East and they're using CIA and $OE to assist in targeting the:r
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aircraft. When the time Will es tar Canadian aircraft to be flying, do you anticipate that role will be taken by
Canadian SOF or by C515?
Mr. Yaworski: CSIS has not been asked to playa role yet in our combat mission in Syria. If we are, we
certainly wit: be there. As you are well aware, senator, we have played the ro e, as you have described :t in
Afghan:5tanr and we Continue to have a presence in Afghanistan. What we're focused on now are areas
outside of the immediate conflict zone and we're covering what we can ihvough the deployment of human
SOurtas into the area.
It is a very difficult area and the ability to get clear v sib;lity on:Canadian targets that might be threrer or
any other targets from an 15IL perspective, is a very difficult one.
I am speaking from a CSIS intelligence aerspective, not from a military perspect we. I ean't answer your
question on targeting. That's something best paced to the military in terms of how they're going about their
targeting. I would Imagine based on what I knew that it's a collective effort of ail :hose who nave
representation, in terms of their air fu..' es and the specific targets that are being 5e.erred.
The Chair: I would like to ask a question in res?ect to more information" bo you have a list of now many
Canadians or dtia citizens with Canadian cit"zenship have been convicted of terrorism outside of Canada over
the course of the last 10 years?
Mr" Yawnrski: Canadians and dual Canadian titi zens that have been convicted outside of Canada for
terrorism I don't have that information, senator. Certainly In the last five years, that number is not a large
one. We have had some success domestically h terms Ot the convictions we had from a counterterrorist
perspective and there are rases before she courts right now of Canadians and dual citizens. But en terms of
conv:etlons overseas, senator, I don't have that 'nformatlan.
The Chair: Could you get is that fist if the -e is ore?
Mr. YaWOrski: Certainly I. can endernvour to geL
Senator Mitchell: t would like to fol'ow uo on Senator Kenny's paint about resources, because if you are
prioritizing the 80, haw many resources do you ,lave far the others that you say you're not sure you even
know about? l wil% ask a question that provably broaches policy and maybe you can't answer it" Hopefully I
h a way that you will.
can as- t h
It does beg the question for the need of a Parliamentary trrer5 igilt body that has oath sides, as it were. It
is nor so that your community isn't just relating to a m nister auk a rob inet, which could do a great j ubr but
might not have another perspective.
In your relationshipwith
withthe
ti Rye Fyes — the attier countries, including the U.S. and certainly the UK, have
such a body •• are you aware If it is useful to the intelligence communities "n those countries to have tha t
kind of oversight and body to confide policy issuesr to confide budgetary issues anti problems in a way that
they can be dea't with n a balanced fashion?
Mr. Yaworskiï Thank you for the question, senator, I can tell you that this Is a pu.icy issue for
government totfecide. However they decide, we will accommodate whatever that final decision ultimately
is, but I'm quite confident in the rota that SIRC plays in review of everything that we do. AI of our
invest'gatirsns, all of our human resources, all Of tlte.aetiQ Lies of OUT inviestigators, on the street, domestically
aid overseas, they have access tr. all of that That's not sorneth.ng that the Five Eyes community has access
to and we rely very heaviq on the advice and tie questions that SIRC put to us. They keep us on our toes.
They challenge us when they think ir's appropriate, and we respond to their advice and counsel in terms of
what things need remedying. It has made us a better organization over the past 30 years. 5o l'm quite
confident that the review we have place prou:des Canadians the assurances they require to have comfort
That we do everything we do within constitutional and legal frameworks,
Senator White: Thank you for your responses. You referred to radicalization and the RCMP being at the
front end or the pointy end of that stick, not CS15. I accept that, but Ontario and Quebec and every major city
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n Ca nad a has a Palice service other than the RCMP that's a sarvice of juridiction. Are you working with
L'len, and providing the education and the advice they need to make sure that they're drawing on that
information as well? The RCMP doesn't have tie resources any more than many do.
Mr. Yawarskl: We do certainly interact with the local. police forces as wee as tie RCMP, The RCMP has
connectivity through the Canadian Associ ation of Chiefs of Police, as yau'ee well aware, Senator White, and
they are often the venue for that information. But to Senator Day's nuestio, Earlier, ITAL a so plays a role in
informing first responders on any threels of that Mat ure, I rnd'Cated that tne' RCM P has the I Pad in terms of
advanced work in countering radicalization. Public Safety s also dirett.y involved in tlrat soace and ' 5
wo rking on the rad:caliration Issue as wet . Se .,'s not just law enforcement; Public Safety has taken a lead
role as well.
Senator Day: I'm going to your earlier comments and I would just like to'cunfirrn what CSIS is entitled to
do internationally now. You were talking about the minister's announcement and that you were plearyed
with it, and you said particularly by confirming your ability to operate internationally- So you a•e operating
internationa.ly now and he's Confirming it?
Mr. Yaworskl: We are operating internationally- We have had that ability for the 30 years that the CSIS
Act has been in place- There's na geographic limitation an where we can investigate threats to the security of
Canada. Vide do it both domesticaliy and abroad. The issue that I believe the minister was referring to is it's
not as agony articulated within the CSIS Act itself, our overseas mandate.
Senator Day When you go on and say Canat{a wou ld lack understanding on threats to the security of
Canada which originate from overseas, you're saying that would be the case if there happened to qe
legislation saying you couldn't operate internationally. Rut you can, and you don't tack that information now,
and then the ministers just going to confirm that you can continue to do that?
Mr. Yeworski; That's correctr s-r. Many of the threats we're facing originate overseas. You just have to
look at the recent med[a.reteases of ISIL, wh D have threatened Canada directly. Osama bin Laden, in his
Abbprtabad compound, had doe Jrnen{at ion naming Canada as a target. The threats to us are not unique to
our own borders; they do originate fron, outside the Courury, and .n order to acquire the intelligence, we do
have to engage in overseas activities.

Senator Day, Which you're doing?
Mr. Yawarsld; Which we're doing-

Senator fleyak: Thank you very much, Mr. Yawarski, I wonder 4 you would be able to tell me 4 we have
a list or tie actual number of terrorists prterrori.st organ.zations ope rating in or from Canada.
Mr. Yaworski; That's a difficult question to answer. We do have sunportersr certa.nlyr of a vast number
of terra n5t p -ga n i7atia ns within Canada. I think the best way to answer that question is to p i' i t ILO the
number of te•rarist entities that the Canadian government has determined are wrarthy df a terrorist listing.
That number s 1;3. There are 53 terrorist organizations that Canada has listed. Therefore, I think it's safe to
say that Canaria ss Ennçerrled about those organizations and we probably, In orle shape or another, have
i nrlivid i ~a l~ tnatr at the very leash support the r respective C2u523-

Senator Mitchell: You do a good deal of work w,th the F Eyes. You do need to leverage information,
ou'cand theirs, one tom pnunding the other.Wi t
u L 1h.s q,iesUonof third parties and the information,
again :it the context of Ara r, that Roes to them'' Do we have control aver whether or not it can go
som ewer a .e!se? I f h at, who L can we do about that and what should we do about that?
Mr. Yaworski: That's a„rery gaud question, senator. As I said h earlier Camir,ents, we're very reliant on
the intelligence that we receive from our partners across the board, File Eyes in particular, The service has

formal arrangements with 290 separate a -ga nizatio.,s in about 1E0 countries, so that giva9 you an idea of the
breath pf intelligence cooperation that we have.' As t indicated, Canada cannot operate on our own
intelligence platforrrk a one- We do leverage the reSaurces of other pr anizatipns in that space.
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That said, when we do share inte;ligencP, we caveat the intelligence that we share EFy "caveat," I mean
there are specific directions about how our information can be used, and we do that to ensure that it's used
within our own legal framework and our own constitution, When we share information, there are limits on
how atner a rlcies can use that, They cannot further disseminate that information
us and requesting bur permission to do so. That's effectively the third-party rule that you're referring to,
senatu•. They cannot pass on information w-shout ourdlrea consent.
Senator Mitchell; One of the concerns that was raised by the railis to • in his discussion of why he would
be cha rig; ng the act was the prabtem, as he Outs it, I think, or of tica Is say that judges nave constrained the
agency's powers in the name of preserving civil liberr es. That waui,d be a pretty impu—tent constraint In
anyhffdy'S assessmentIt's a delicate issue to et art addressing that balance- Could you give us some clarification of how it has
been constrained and how that .s, in turn, limiting your a bility to do what you trunk you need to do?

Mr, Ifaworsklï On that point, senator, l'm afraid rill have to defer to the artua• introduction of the
legislation. What I ca n say is that we respect fundamentally the decisions of the cou.t and everything that
we do must he within the framework of Canad-an aw and speak to Canadian values.
SIREplays a great role in oversight and review. We do all of our investigative activities. rf there are
specific Issues that speak to concerns of the courts, SIRC will look into those, and they have done on a regular
basis, With respect to the legislative charges, I think it's only fair to wait until they're debated in Parliament.
The Chair: Col leagues, I would ;Ike to pursue a question that fias to do with the 'egai framework that
Canada presently has in place- What is actually rrappenirig day to day, which we read about, is Canadïans
going to, n this case, Syria, Iraq or other countries, poising terrorist groups, mayne even fundraising for
terrorist groups and then corkng back as a Car adian, and as far as I know they're working at Wal mart now
and you're watching there, the way you described it earlier.
Are there other count{ es where the legal framework is such that iF someone leaves their country, joins a
terrorist group, fghts or Fundraiser with a Lei rorist group, then comes back as a ctizen of that countryr they
car be charged under their legal framework? Tien we don't Bowe limited resources, vat€Wing tnese SO
individuals who we are led to Uelleve and have every reason to believe have been taking act;or,s that we, as
Canadians, don't agree with.
Mr. Yaworskf: If I understand your question, senatorr certainly other countries do have `aws that are
different from our own. Other western countries have a much larger proalem than we do in terms of the
volume, the rumbers that are actually inca vedBut you do touch on another issue that E think is fundamental for the discussion. We have great
relationships with other countries around the world. We respect the citizens of those countries who may be
travelling on their passports. So if an individual from Sweden or Norway travels to a conflict Zoner is engaged
in Carr - rikt activities in support of ISIL and then dec.des to come to Canada, without the cooperation of those
countries 'n Sweden and Norway who provide us lead information on that individuai we wound natura.ly let
them into the country wthoiit the requirement for a visa. So that is an addit"onal concern, certain; y, that we
senalor.
In terms of their own legai titress-hotds to convict these individuals, I'm not knowledgeable un the specifics
of wnat other countries may have.

In teams uF our uwri ecur_try, we have adopted recent leg-station which makes it illegal to travel or
attempt to travel to t nisf:ict zones to engage or support terrorist activity, and we have had some success to
this point. I think the RCMP will be able to provide you more detail on that, out the-e is legislation in place
currently that will help us in that space.
The Chair: Th-s is legislation tha r. was just re€ent?y passed?
Mr- yaworsid: Yes, the Combating Terrorism Act in July of 2013.
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Senator Day: I think it would be helpful for the record If we could clarify this issue of caveats that you
mentioned and leveraging, so that the record will be clear on what we're talking about in the context of

nti-terrorism and gathering information.
'rot] indcated that whenever you share information you may put a caveat Q, there that LFNe Lnird party
that you've passed it to not being able to pass It on to somebody else, presumably that also au plies to some
of the information that you receive?
.Lr,
wf
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Mr. Yaworski: Yes.
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Senator Day; So it flows both ways?
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Mr. Yaworskl] It does indeed flow both ways. Certain y the third-party.rule'5 one o`t*,e major
requirements of any interaction with any other service. We're also quite selective in what we snare and wilo
we snare it with. We take into account the potential far human rights v'olations Ina country t.at may
r teive It, and tQrtainly with our i tc Eyes partners we're at liberty to share more in form at:on than we would
with some other countries that have questiondb a human rights records.
Senator Day: Are there caveats on the information you receive from these major partners of ours, the
Five Eves?
Mr- Yawarski: There are caveats in some cases. There Is a requirement to respect the third-party n e in
al. rases- Not all organizations provide the same caveats as we do an the information they share.
SenatorDay: The leae`agi^g of the information, if -t has the caveat you can't leverage. CouEd you
explain what, in your context, leveraging would er4ta'l?

Mr-Yeworskl; I s#hould lie clear on that po!nt. We can certainly receive tie information. We can use it
for intelligence purposes to inform ol.11 own investigations, to ardvance thoase invest"potions as appropriate
and we can use that inlet rgence to heap us acquire fu •thcr warranted Dowers, for exam o le, should that be
required, But those are in-house tools that wf.i use the intelligence wp receive to 'urther our awn
investigations- We can't take that Inforrrtetion because we think it's irlteresrng and.sh are it with another
organization or another country, 5o that's where she restriction 's, senator, in to-ms of what we can do with
the information.

Certainly in house, and within the circles of Informing the Government of Canada, we can use it. That's
one of the purposes it was provided to us for.
Senator Day_ And the term "leveraging'?
Mr-Yawprskk Leveraging Is about resources and capabilities that other organications night bring to
❑enr nn a certain target, which we don't- filling intelligence gaps is a better way to describe it.
Senator Day: Just so It's clear, are you saying that you take information that you acquire from another
count ry, une of the r ive Eyes Countries, and give that to some other nation in exchange for information back?
h that the leveraging that you're talking about?

Mr. Yaworskl; Na, quite the opposite, senator If Information comes to us from a third party, a nother
country, we are prevented from sharing that with an additional country. we use that Information internally

We may use t to provide assessments and advice to government Internailyr but we cannot Stare other
parties' ir: urrnati. .il with a thkcl dart}'.
5enat4r Dain My difficulty is I da n't understand the term "leveraging.' What a re we ta I,* i^ig =out?
Mr. Yaworskl; Leveraging h taking advantage of the capabilities and access that other organizations
have. They may have very good coverage on one t H rtOrist group Oran¢ particular Cali which we have no
knowledge of nut are very interested in
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Similarly, or conversely, we -nay nave access to a certain particu'•ar organization oratertaln particular
activity_ We may wish to share that information with them, and in turn they share information with us that's
relevant to the threat we're investigating.
Senator Kenny: Mr. Yaworski, it's been widely reported that Canadians have been spied upon by other
members of Five Eyes at the request of Canadian intelligence agencies. is this pass ble?
1V1r. Yaworski: Canadians have peen spied Coon ay,otrterFiti(e
X14 Eyes par tne,rs.~
r .-

• ,

•

Senator Kenny: At the request of Cariad:an intelligence ageriirFes
Mr. Yaworski: I think what you're referring to, at least in the context of individuals wno nave travelled
overseas, is the ability for other agencies with certain capabilities, particularly in a technical space, to acquire
intelligence on Canadian citizens, Where that has happened and where we've had any ;pie in it, it has been
based on warranted targets that we have had covered. But other agencies have the aj;lity to target
whomever they see fit, based on risks to the. - ow n countries or their own nationa• interests. We do not have
any control pee r t•ratr It's based on their own laws and their own capabil-ties. But the general rule is that Five
Eyes partners will not spy an each other.
Senator Kenny, Would I be fair to interp -et your answer as saying this is principally a communication
security establishment problem?
Mr. Yaworski, I don't think it's a pro olern. I tl-f nk the curnrnunicatiorrs security establishment has very
goad relationships with their signals Intelligence counterparts, particularly in the Five Eyes. It's a cooperative
relationship. it's like us with our fellow HUMINT sc'viccs. The -elationships are strong and they work closely
together in Identifying and targeting commr}n tnrears.
The Chair: I'd like to, if t could, pursue a question that was earlier it by m e ar-d others, and that has to
do with the 80 individuals who have lets the country, have peen active in a terrorism act of sorite kind 41"
identifeo and rave come back tu Canova.
I asked now they could came back here and not have any charges of any kind laid against these
individuals in view of the knowledge that the nave. The response, if I'm not mistaken, was that under the
new legislation, the Combating rerrorlsm Act, individua.s who left the country with the intention of getting
involved in terrorism could be possibly charged.
Am I correct in that? This new legislation should, et least :ri part, deal with these individuals if they do
rnme beet to Canada?

Mr, Yaworski: lll try tu answer that question, senator, but I would encourage you to put those questions
to the RCMP who obviously have expertise in this area.

I think one of trie difficulties that they're facing is the aurdcti of proof, prov•ng intent to rpmmit an act nr
to}rI a certai-, group.
These individuals, when they're about to leave the country, will not advertise where they're going. They
w;11 not purchase a direct ticket from here to Syria. They will travel to other parts of the world where it's very
difficult to then connect the dotsin terrrrs.p.#.where they subsequently travel and when they actually end up
.3F
.t 4 C!.
_

in a conflict Zone in Syria.

They obfrscate ttreir routes. In certairi cases, When tney are prevented, they burrow or steal passports
of other individuals tv facilitate their travel. they engage in activities to hide their trails and to make it
diFfitultto prevent their departure. ' dher they turn to Canada again, it's one th•ngfor us to be able to
provide to the RCMP lead iifarmarun saying suci•and•such an individual was in Syria and was engage-d, wp
believer in operating with a terrorist group ;ike laohat al-Nusrah, but it's something else

fn- them La prove it

in a court of law, and the threshold to prove that they've aontmitted an act that is worthy of terrorism
charges in this space has been a difficult one.
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There h as been some suoCe$5. Certainty the new keg:slatian that we're referring to provides an extra taal
(Or law enforcement to use, but it's not an easy or:spect to go from a wilful desire Lo go engage in sot sties
overseas and to be axle to prove that Ina court 6f Iaw once /hey return to Canada. I would encourage you to
put those q uesri nns to the RCMP, sir.
Senator Kenny: I have a follow-up to that" Would it a•su be she case. M . Yawvarski, that the RCMP and
CSIS would •n fact have different points of view an somebody coming har.k from t me to t.me; and in factr
your folks might be mare interested in ruining an agent and try.ng to collect more iriormatinn through himr
and the RCMP are really primarily interested in collecting enough evidence that they can go to court?
Mr. Yaworskl: Senator Kenny, clearly these are differen s'in.turmandates, between us and the farce"
We work we-y cooperatively on CT issues, Put to your point, abso utely. There :s a difference between an
Intelligence -nvestigatian and a Criminal investigation, which is why in the cauhterterrar,st area we.run
paralle. investigations. The RCMP, as you indicated, is looking to lay charges" We have an .nteresf in
developing further intelligence and perhaps recruiting that individual that you say came back. to acquire
additional information on where the next threat Is coming from. So there are differences in a u r rna ndater
and yes, you're absolutely correct in that regard.
Senator Kenny; Chair, would you rind It useful if we asked fora desc.riPtion Of the parallel investigations?
The Chair: Go aheadr ask hire"
Senator Kenny: Could you describe for the com mittee, if you would, how the two processes run In
pars:lei and haw you resolve slues where you tfisagree o7 whether somebody should oe charged ar
somebody should be run?
Mr. Yaworski: The success that we've had OUR r the past several years, but even with the cases that are
before the courts right nave, the VIA fail th,eat, for example, that I'm sure you're awa-e of, and other cases
that we've had, the Canada Day attempt to bomo the Victoria legislature, those cases, while they're before
the courts, are similar in nature; and 1' in hat going to get Mtn any 5peclfi;S in Those rases, but generally to
answer your question I'll say that what we've IE2r nod ove' the years ifn terms of imp'ovi ng the -el ationship
with ourselves and the RCMP has led to a System where we wi,l provide tnen, cad 'nformatian, because it's
only natural we will be the first ones to come across that ca rrterterrarisrn-Iyoe information, We have a
lower threshold in terms of acquiring ovr warrant of powers. lhre nave a lower threshold to use those
intrusive techniques that wlli lead to the inte.ligence Mat i i ioates a dear threat.
At some paint we will receive Information that suggests this is going to procked from an inter igençe
investigation to a crimi na l invest'gation because they've met that threshold. At that point, we will provide a
disclosure to tie RCMP. who will then initiate their own investigation, so that disclosure is relatively light in
terms of content. That disclosure gives the RCMP just the bare bones of what they need to i vitiate their awn
Investigation, to deploy their own resources, to deploy their awn surveillance, to go up in their own Part VI
applications to get their own warranted coverage" They use our lead information to advance to a point
where they can initiate their own inwest:gation, and they will take over primacy on those targets that are now
being looked at from a criminal perspective.
Our para:lel intelliger,ee investigation will IooK at those others in the periphery, perhaps those that
haven't made the top Ilst of l3CMF' from a criminal tnresho€d perspective They're focused on nose,: we're
looking at the others around the outs' side, the perimeter, because our concern is not on the case that we've
uncovered. The RCMP handles that. Our Concern i5 on what's coming next, who else may be ialai:eked in
this: If ,here .s an l nhIs L! ti On over here, what's going on over there. I've tried to answer your question
that way, senatn
The Chair: I want to ask one further question that the witness mentioned earlier, and that was a
question of an exit "nformation system at the borders. Perhaps you Cauid expand an how helpful thIs would
be For you to be able to do your job aid your ath e r departments that you work with.
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Mr. Yawarskir Thank you. senator, and I did Choose those words quite carefully_ An exit Information
system is not exit control. There i no coot -al. Canadians have every eight to leave the country and enter the
cpuntry again whenever they wish.
Exit info—nation 15 50methir' we're.acking rignt now, and 114 5 qu;te germane to tie foreign fighter issue.
We don't know when certain individuals on Canad'an dacurnentat-an have left the couitry, We Just don't
have that information ava-lable to us right now in terms of something that can be corrabo•ated in terms of a
passport that has been swiped on the way otrt of Canada_ Asa result, we have LD re y on other techniques
We have to rely on other investigative methods Lo determine when subjects or interest to uS ha.VE left the
country. In many cases it's through allied reporting from â certain other country that they land in, but we do
riot have that exit information on the way out and, to your point, would be extremely heinfu moving fprwa-d
in add,ess,ng the foreign fighter phenomenon.
The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Yaworski. You were very fnrrnright, and I felt you gave 8 very good
presentation. This has been of benefit to us as a comrntttee_
On June 19, 2014, the Senate approved the foilcwmg reference for this committee: That the Senate
Standing Committee on National Security and Defence be authorized t4 studly and re.port on national Security
and defence issues in Indo-Asia-Paç fic Relations and their irrlplicaLicos far Canada's national security and
defence policies, practices, circumstances and caoabilMies; and that the committee report Lo the Senate no
later than December 31, 2015.
The Indu-Asia-Pacific is a new tern, for Canadians_ It is important that we recognize that the region is not
simply Asia, a term that is very i?miting from a security and defence perspective, but rather It stretches From
Indu over to Japan, down to Australia and New Zealand.
With us to set the stage for our study is a gentleman who is perhar}s Canada's preeminent scholar and
authority in this region, .Or. James A. Boutii ier Dr. bo utiPi e r i5 the Special Adviser on Policy at Canada's
Maritime Forces Pacific headquarters based in Esquimait. British Colunibkti, Dr. Bouti;ier's current
responsibilities include advising the C4-nmander of Maritime forces Pacifit on 'natters related to foreign
policy , defence and maritime security In the Asia-Pac ific region.
Dr. Boutilier recently hosted the maritime security conference in Victo--a, which orought together many
of the nations in this region and allowed Canada fb play a foremost role as a maritime nation by hosting this
biannual gathering.
A5 an as:de, Senator Kenny and I were ab e to attend that conference, and f want to congratulate you on
a very we I-run and informative conference.

Dr_ Bouliiier, welcome back to the committee. I understand you have an opening staterneit_ Please
begin, We have one hour for th s panel.
James A. 6autilier, Adiunct Pro#uSsir, Poetic Studies, University of Vktariia, as an individual: Thank
you, Mr. Chair, and greetings to your fellow committee members.
I think probably t1e most important issue For us to wrestle with at present is tie trans-f aciflc relationship
between Washingtonand 6elJing, ii tree :r-se of China in the last quarter of the 206 century was the most
important global phenomenon, certainly the management of the relationship between the United states and
China -5 the most -mportant and compelling :ha!!enge fo- the first quarter of this century_ It's a relationship
under girth. I would suggest, with profound strategic a mbiguity and a lack of trust_ Despite efforts at the
highest evel to build bridges between Washington aid Beiji ng, there is a great deal of uncertainty as to what
China's end game
—
{ •1
5e . UPPart of the issue is the so.called Arne..-Can rebalance into the Pacific. It is important to note that the
Americans nave been deeply engaged in the Paç'.fït fat many years indeed. What we see now rn the
post-Iraq, post-Afghanistan period •s a reanimation of trier ties and activities In the region. It is a critical
development. From Beijing's perspective, however, they see all of their —that is to say, China's -- BCtiyitteS 25
entireiy legitimate and in response to W;Sningtün's activities in the region.
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There is a sense of victim hood in China, which is 9 prism tnraugn whiel the Chinese see almost all of
their actions, It's very difficult to wean them ofF this sort of word view. It governs all of their activities in the
iestern Pacific and into the Indian Ocean.
Ithink it is also important for us La pay passing attention -- or perhaps more than passingattentien -• to
the question of the energy and effectiveness Of the Chinese ecunorr y. Some years ago, we were concerned
about a China that was too powerful_ Now I would suggest to you that there may he an argument far being
co nice rned about a China that is not necessarily weak but is weakening, Certainly the leuet of economic
activity is in a state of decline, and there is a orofound array of structuraJ challenges LhB1 Face Chinese
leadership.

How will these manifest themselves in terms of China's foreign polity, its .nteract-on with other players in
the region? I would suggest further that there is an architectune of containment that has begun to arise_ It is
inform a', Put-t is there nonetheless, and it days to China's sense of paranoia tnat 5urrot,nding the whale of
Chfr,a and denying China its legitimate ambitions i5 a structure of countries all dedicated to trying to check
China's rise.
One of the sources of concern, of course, as all of you are aware, is tine dramatic growth in Chinese
m"litary ca pab'lity over the past quarter century. The Chinese, 4f course, would rnainta n that their defence

budget, which has risen at a cFouble- digit ra te for more than two decades, is s moly a reflection of
comparable growth in their national GDP. Tie fact of the matter remains, however, that the maritime
architecture of the region, has ehartged profoundly. The Economist news magazine, for exemp le, would
suggesi in a rather simplified graph that China has now surpassed the United Slates in terms of the number
of naval hulls. That, of course, is something of a cartoon because it lacks the qualitative nuances that are
critical for your consideration, but nevertheless, the dramatic appearance of an Increasingly large and
sophisticated Chinese navy s something that mates Washington's calculations more and more challenging_
Where do we fit in all of this as a modest, mid-lever oaton WO modest, mid-level military assets? I
would suggest to you that we are very late :rirthe day in coming to gr'ps with the importance of Asia. If we go
hack to 1983, what we see is that trans-Pacific trade exceeded trans-Atlantic trade, and that phenornenon
has continued to the present day. t hree acrd a half times' greater proportion of world trade moves across
the Pacific to Canada than across the Atlant-c.
r_- r 5 ;
s
But for a variety of reasons, historic and structUrel, Canada, I wisuld suggest to you, has ignored the new
realities emerging in Asia and is coming to them at the eleventh hour. One of the big Challenges for Canada is
eiow tc estab.lsh our brand, our sense of commitment to the regionr because through out -n uch of Asia, we
are, frankly, invisible- one of the things that we have to do Is build up a reputation for bang actually and
truly committed to the region, and in the process, we have to remember that disaggregat.ng security froth
trade is almost impossible in tie Asian context.

So we nead a great deal more focus and energy. Rhetoric. alone will not sustain us, and we have to be
much more st'3tegic in terms of how we advance in a region that i5 vast and increasingly challenging_
Let me leave it there, Mr. Chair, and then I would be happy to entertain questions.
The Chair_ Thank you, ,fir. 8autiJier. I would I.ke to set the stage, If I Could, in respect to questions overaH
as far is the Inde- Asi a-Parifir region is concerned.
The Canidian Security Intelligence Servl[e has commented on the economic, demographic and political
changes uncle' way In toot region. Tney Plategorlisd la ra5 ry say that threat asses srneits have identified a
number of key co ncerns, including terro ris m, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, espionage,
Foreign interference and cyber-serurity.
Doctor, wnat are your thoughts on tie terrorise n and extremism in the indo-Asia-Pacific region, and tp
what extent do these activities threaten Canada's rational security?
Mr, Boutili.er we are faced straightaway with a sort of theol ogical issue in terms of where the IndoPacific region stretches to where, But if we, in fact, take the northwest Indian Ocean as the western frontier
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of the Indo-Pacific, then that clearly encompasses countries like Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, India and so
form.
We ran see that coming out of Southwest Asia, there are certainly influences that affect Muslim stags in
southeast Asiar fur example, and there are forces that stimulate radical activities in a state like Indonesia,
where 90 per cent of the population adhere to Islam. In fact, the Indonesians have acted fairly effectively
over the years to try to eliminate terrorist activity in Indonesia, but it spi.ls over to the Southern Philippines,

and it prrasinnaI;ys appears in Malaysia.
It has not been an enormous threat in the way that the a€t;. ties of !Slit in Iraq and Syria have been,
[slam in Indonesia is a much more relaxed and informal forum than it appeals h the 1.6A0:0{1 areas of
Southwest Asia.
Terrorism is an issue. It is partly in the eyes Of the beholder, as well, h2t-ause u:, in Wr iste•i China, the ,e
•s a Turkmen population whose eagerness to achieve a degree of independence is a source of deep dismays
for the auth1 ties in Beijing- That's an area of constant tension, and unrest In Western China.
Senator Mitchell: Thank you very much, professor- We met w:th you some ye 2{5 ago when I was in
Victoria when our committee was there, and it was very impressed, as it is today,
The question I would like to get at Is the nature of the threat of China, if it is a threat, or what it proposes
in the context in which you are discpssing- It is known tnet China holds trillions of dal ars of U.S. bonds,
which begs the very question: Why would China do anything to threaten the U.S. economy if tie U,S. owes it
so much money? Isn't that in itself a stabi icing factor in that relationship?
Mr. Bout! ller: Well, it certainly is. I always Compare it to two climbers Qn the north face Cif the Eiger.
They're raped together, and as lung as the two econoinie5 are functioning In tandem, they're in a safe
condition. It would be,eatastrophic --suicidal, I wç4;d 5u$6 t — for the Chinese to begin Selling off treasurys
bonds on a major scale. That would, n fact, weaken fundsmentally an already problematic econamy in the
United States.
I don't see that. What I do see is the Chinese arc rncrcasingly using the $4 trihion:Mn foreign exchange to
target, by way of sovereign funds, majo. prQjeck around the world. Pn Afr;ca, even in places like Iceland and
Greenlandr they're the largest purchasers cf land in those two north Atlantic areas
They're increasingly concerned about how to turn this array of fe.re gn exchange into political
nstruments, out I think your basic premise is entirely correct.
Senator MitchelIÏ In a sense your obse ,weL;on of the velocity, .1 I can use that word, with which their
military is being increased or enhanced is startling- At face value, that might look like a military threat to the
nest of the world or to the region. But is it also not the Case that while we wnsde r the Chinese government
to be a dictatorship and, ultimately, completely •n control, it is a country of 1.4 b'llion people, give or taker
that's extremely difficult to control. At the back of the eadeishl p`s mind, Is It not possible that they're
cones-ned with econo-nic pressures, with the geographic diversity, with minority groups, et cetera, and that,
.n fact, t hey might have a stability problem within their own country and that some of that militarization Is a
reflectior, of that and Of c.rCitin .jpb5 for a massive population that .n some regions doesn't have ea]

aPaortun[y'

o f 'r 5.1 tip ,.

Mr. R wti I ie r ,•7deedr you have targeted snarly of the critical concerns for the senior leadership in

fte Jing
f'.

One of the things that is worthy of note •s gnat a highly developed sense of nationalism prevails In
northeastern Asia, a nationalism that we might compare with the nationalism that was exhib led in Euroae

an the eve of the First World War- Thi
Thismakes nu Lionel responses increasingly emotional and Sensitive, This,
of course, is also an instrument which t h e feade'shipis able to play to an occasi on when it wishes to
generates fo - example, anti-tapanese sentiment and so forth- But the leadership has an enormous array of
challenges.
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Clearly, one of the biggest Issues IS the unequal distribution of wealth w"thin the nation.. In the sense
that we often think of high levels of distinction between those of wealth and those without in a nation like
the United States, In fact, the Gini coefficient, which measures that relationship, is significantly higher in
China. So the leadership is dedicated to trying to spread the wealth, Put it has not been very successful In
doing that.
ft is also faced with an array of fundamental issues related to the environment. The environment is, n a
ward, a mess, and while they're attempting tQrnad"ate it, it has b ecome Increasingly a check on economic
growthWe also see that in keeping with a Tong tradition in China the flats or directions that go out from Beijing
are, in many cases, ignored by local party cadres in distant provinces. So they're.wrestfing woth that
challenge.
They see themselves as a nation that has now arrived after rnaie than a oenLury and a hair of horn liatian,
and the growth of their military capability and, more specifically in this case, theft navy, is seen as a hallmark
of a nation which is now a nation of global standing. One of the critiques, of course, is that while the Chin PIP
may wish to been seen in that way, they have failed in the eyes of many Western observers too }serve
Internet ianai norms and to be a rasp nsitrle globaI player.
So you are quite right in suggesting that the [eadership faces an array of Challenges, internal, external
and throughout the region, I would suggest, to you, that there's a profound sense of uncertainty as W what
China's end game is, Virtually al' the major nations have China asthe=r number one or two trade partner, but
they're all keeping their powder dry because trey don't know how China is going toti.ire its burgeon,ng
military taoabil-ty,
5en.atar WNIte: Thanks for appearing today, Mr. Bo uti ier, We see Canada looking at mowing mare
greatly into international trade and into th e As ia-Pacif ic area, What doyou See assume of the national
secu- ty threats that we can expect to face?
Mr, Boutilier: It is important, among other things, to underscore the fact that ,he American rebalance
into Asia, while frequently denominated in rrrilftarg terms, is in fact, a rebalan ce which has a profound
et or rnic component of which the Trans. Pacific Partnersh-p is a key element. And we of courSe, are
becom-ng partners n that trans-Pacific economic relationship.
Asia is not, in many cases, an easy world 'n which to do bus Hess_ We find that the opaque nature of
business in China, the lack of legal predictability, makes it a cha•lenge for tiirn5 large and Small to Conduct
operatic] ns_

Similar c•-tigties coed possibly be wised with respect Le doing business in India, even though India i5 a
good deal more open in many ways and predictable than "s the case in China.
One cif the challenges that we face as a nation is that very few of our companies are major companies,
a though there are many small companies toot have expertise or products or capabilities which are very
much sought after in Asia,
The hig ;.ha.lenger of course, is that you have got to be there. We're arriving at the eleventh hour and
we're faced with same very strong competition.
I had the Rood fortune of addressing an audience of ;nternatlanal barristers recently, and I said if there's
one thing you take away from my presentation, it is a sense of urgency. While I would not wish to undermine
the col abarative and inclusive processestywhir..hwe're dedipted here its Canada, we have to realize that
many of our competitors are moyi ng eh' ' :fastrtr loan we are in terms or trying to establish economic
{
bridgeneads in the region. ; ..
L (4 » 1 :.'.t ftr
We do have areas of expertise, whether It is imenvlronment, air traffic, and engineering or irk off shore
activities and so forth that have very considerable market potential in Asia. If you were to look at the
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statistics, our share of Asian trade has continued to shrink, relatively speaking. It has grown in asset terms,
but, over and against many of our corn pet -tors, we are simply riot holding our awn.
Senator White: What do you see i5 necessary to reverse that trend?
Mr. Bautflier: This is a very good question. It aises some theotogital questions about the degree ro
which tie government can actually create a mare conducive atmosphere or envi;onmertt for trade, there
are some big challenges in Asia In ternis of distances, language capability and dçquiring.the right sort of
partners. Now, these sorts of concerns affect business anywhere irrternationelly,

.

We have begun to turn our attention, but we c❑nt'nually are distracted by ot+rer developments
international y. We have to demonstrate, I thin K, teat we are fu'1y cammitterf to the reR:on because in many
quarters we're seen as pleasant corn pani❑ as and colleagues, but newer here, and we have not built the track
record of continued commitment to the region. Of course, as I suggested earlier, security and trade are, In
many cases, indistinguishable in terms of build ngouroreserice, out track recorc, k the region. it is an area
that places enormous importance on security, and it is an area in which many people who have been in the
secur-ty business nave moved on into senior pn Itical or advisory roles- 'We see that in countries like
Tha.la id, China and elsewhere.
It is a question of much more and much more quickly to develop a tratk record in the region, or wp turn
our back on the region and focus elsewhere- One of the issues, for the moment, is that we're technically
Committed to developing our priorities in Latin America, arid, yet, I would argue that Asian markets are a
good der' more compelling in terms of their potential than the ones south of us.
Senator Beyak' I wonder if you could tel. me, sir: WE have ree ntly neard a.00ut the South China Sea and
the stable Pacific. U.S. scholar Robert Caplan writes that, for too long, the West has taken that stability for
granted. Do you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. Bout Her: One of the ironies, r would suggest, of the Pacific a.'ona .s the fact that the dramatic
growth in the C?rinese economy owes a good deal to the overall stability provided by the United States Navy
and the United States' Presence throughout the region. Indeed, throughout the whole of the Endo-Pacific
region, al bF the players are eager to have Washington remain Involved- They have a deep . nçhoate anxiety
that, sorne now, they're going to wake u] one day aid find inert the Americans are gone.
Leaving that aside, if we look more specifically at the SoutFi China Sea, you Wi I see that the South China
Sea is part of the critical connection between the Indian Ocean and the Pacif c Ocean, and $5 trillion worth of
trade flows through that complex, endosetk See, tom ng from and gong to the Indian Ocean and into the
Paci F:c- Similarly if we look at energy flows, whi çh are critical to co nneçting those t wo oceans, Japan, South
Korea and Chi-ia depend entirely on those flows of energy,
Ole of the issues for us is that ownership of islands and other geogr aortic Features :n the South China Sea
woulrr normally be considered to be under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, The Chinese, however,
I would suggest, are providing a hi$-iIy aberrant Interpretation of that convention, and that puts them
squarely at odds with many of the other claimants. Fn the South China Sea, the maritime areas of a number of
states overlap. The Americans have stood at arm's length in the sense that they have not supported one
ç'ai•na-it owe' another, but they are incfeasingly concerned about peace and stab rty at Sea,
what we See Ir., not only Lhe South China Sea but also in the East Chula Sea and in Northeast Asia, are
ships actually fi--rig on one another and people dying et sea. You will recal., perhaps, the tragic rase, in 7076,
of a South Viiireari € arvette that was blown.up Jaya tdnrth Korean submarine.
•"
So this i§`an Or ertâ that iSinbreasingy brittle and problematic and where the area of miscalculation is very
considerable indeed. It may nut happen at the level of admirals and generals, but It could very we`I happen
at the evel of local area commanders or even s€r:p caiatains. 5o it is a (lantern to analysts throughout the
region and beyond that Neriouw hosti'ir'EN could erupt Fse ruse of a lea Or tranquility at sea.
SenatorBeysk: Thank you, sir. With your knowledge of this area, wou: d you have any advice for Canada
fora strategy in that region?
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Mr. Boutilfer- Of course, Canada was one of iconic founders of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
n the late 1970s, early 19805. Subsequent to that, Fora period of almost 10 years, Canada was the co-chair
of the Indonesia-Canada South China Sea Informal Working Group. That working group did not address the
prickly issues of state ownership. However, they addressed an array of other issues related to fish stocks,
hydrography and so forth, and, fora very modest sum of money, they established Canada's bona fides in the
region as being genuinely Concerned about ensuring peace and stabifty We were iot drawn into hard
seçurty, but we were seers throughout Southeast Asi a as being friends a.nd Sri, tners in this prpcens,
I know fu. a fart, having spoken with the Indonesian co-chair of tnat process, who was nere in Canada

only a fortnight ago, -that they're very eager to reanimate that and would be del i$nted to see Canada deeply
involved woe again.
The chair! t would like to enter the fray here wits you, Mr. Bautilier, with respect to you, response to
Senator White with respect to Canada's involvement and what further invo.vement we could have in that
particula• area of the wo^d. You were saying that we're ir, the it hour. Per'laps that may be true, but I
would say that, in the last number of years, there have been some uretty sign'ficant Steps taken with •espeet
to estab.ish-ng Canada's presence, i.e. the agreement in the Philippines on defence. There was an agreement
in law a number of years ago, and they're negotiating still fora free trade agre e ment. There's a free trade
agreement with South Korea. Our bi late ra: trade with Taiwan is exceeding $6 pillion. That has been
ere r-selL rig over the last number of years.
I would like to ask you, wish respect to where we are today: What more should we be doing over and
above the various trade agreements and defence a gteernents that we either have negotiated or are
negotiating? Secondly, what should we be doing with respect to our navy and estaalis ing its presence i n
that particular area of the world?
Mr. B,outilier The fac#s.that you have eiimerated ace compelling. However, I would suggest that they
are, In many cases, products of theaa.st half-decade and not the oast 25.years. IF we look at some of our
compet'tors, ike Australïa;tfor example, one would arg,ae, parenthetically, that tie area is of even g=eater
Concern to Canberra than it is to Ottawa, Dui the fact of trie matter rema'ns that they have been far more
aggressive, In a positive sense, n terms of frirg.ng these necessary. t es.
Once again, I come back to the sense of urgency. I would suggest that, increasingly, countries that may
have seemed distant or even remote to us are open far àus. nos s, like Souttr.k rev, Japan, Singapore and so
forth. Some rrf these negotiations drag on endlessly, I will bE tie first to a dm"t, bu' we need to enhance our
attention to and pressure an these agreements, which, In many cases, set the stage for many other things
that fallow from that.
With respect to maritime issues, clearly, our navy is Small but highly profess onal, but the bulk of the
navy, relatively speaking, is in the Atlantis. It sfha uICI iae noted, of course, that, were you to work on the
principle of sheer distance, one can reach the northwest Indian Ocean more effectively from Halifax than one
can from Esquimalt, but, it we turn to Esquir»alt, we're looking out on the world's la-gest ocean and the
CiCéian that 15'likely to be the most volatile -n terms of maritime interactions.
How can we affect tie course of events? Well, we can clearly do so, as I suggested with the previous
question, in an informal, soft-oowerway. P'Q ab.y, the location of our assets further Forward into the
Pad Fc, Ina strategic way, would be One of the tn-ngs that k really Critical. It was cc ,teinly a lesson that the
United States Navy learned in World War II that the tyranny of distance had, somehow, to be Overcome.
Whether it is a case of rnnr:ng some of our assets into, far example, Northeast dgian waters to work with
the Urlited.5tate.s Navy or whether 't is a question of moving them elsewhe'e, the dep;oyment times from
the West Coast of Canada into the deans of Asia are very considerable indeed,
O jr
Five Eyes colleagues, wha were the
I th-nk that a forward presence would pro•bably be welcomed by
subject of your earlier discussions with the reviaus 5 oeaker, I think there are ways in which we Can leverage
relatively modest maritime resources by targeting them and having there in the right location. ft is a
question, in many cases, of symbolism, which may seem like a weak read- However, :t's critical far our Asian
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corleagues that they see wP' rP actuary committed to doing something to contribute to the peace and
stah=lity in the region..
Senator Day: You made a comment early in your presentatipri that yor; think China is in a state of
decline. I understood from your comment that it is a permanent:St$xeQf decline as opposed to a cyclical
downturn ntheeconomy, WouIdypu ik taexpantlonthat?
Mr. BautlIfer: I certain{y wouldn't want You to go away from til s inleratt`un with the :repression that
China -5 in a state of decline- However, I would agree that what we're witnessing row k p•otrably cycricai in
terms of the downturn in the Chinese economy. We w'are accustomed, of course, in tie 19965 and in the
first decade of this century, to seeing growth rates in the 10 per cent to 12 per cent range. Now, we're
probably down to 73 per cent to 7.4 per cent. Same analysts would suggest that gong forward we may be
down to 4 per cent. Others would argue that despite the one-child policy, with the sheer numbers be..ng
added— probably every 30 to 36 months China adds a population equal to Canada-- you have to have ar
economy that's ooe-acing at S per cent or 7 pe: cent to meet the internal demand.
The Chinese leadership i5 faced with, as I suggested earlier, the whole array of structural issues. They ari .
trying desperate y, t0 reform Lhe economy. Tney realize that the export-led mod elr wh•ch was the key to
their explosive growth over the past 30 years, has become, in fact, increasing y a thing of the Oast. The;r
wages are bgmri.ng to climb, and some intern ational firms are relocating to Vietnam, Bangladesh and
elsewhe-e in search of cheap labourWe can a sa see that the Chinese are dedicated to probably the largest fraternal movement of people 'n
world history with several nun dred millron people moving out of the countryside and into the cities of China.
This, of course, has the effect of increasing the environmental casts hi the sense that energy demands.
poi utiuri aid so forth all begin to soar weer we have enhanced urban populations.
for a variety of reasons, the Chinese are desperate to try to stimulate a new wave of economic growth
predicated an domestic demand. it remains to be s.Ee*a, and I arc, quite pessimistic about it, how quickly they
can generate that transition. It's probably a 2O-year phenomenon at the very least. There "snit the money in
the country5ider where hundreds of millions of people still ive on US :2 a day, to develop the Sort of
domestic consumption engine that will replace the: export-;ed engine of the past.
'+lei r {
We're seeing a period of consolidation, and h dremâ#ir. growth of the oast may veryt well be a th rig of
the past, in the same way that it was In Japan once we got to the ea*'y 1990s, Some would suggest, by the
way, that the bank-ng system and infrastructure inventory are as over reached in China today as they are in
Japan; but that remains very much to be seen.
Senator Elmo: I didn't apprtc,ate that the answer would ae quite that long. It was an excellent answer to
a complex issue. There's a lot of wading of green tea leaves on this one. Are you awe :c of the Kiangshan
Forum t'iat China is hosting in NOwemb2r? l'm riot f amiliar with it, It is a regional seCLE:ty ç.nnference Are
you fa:ni id' with that foruin and should we be tak-ng it 5eriausly?

Mr. Boutllfer: I am aware of it, It will be tram November 20-23 in Beijing. I hope to attend to get an
assess-Went of its legitimacy and value. I was not aware of it before, to be frank with you. I was at the
i?cademyof Military Sciences 'n Beijing 10 days ago, which is a think tank that adv;ces the Central Military
Commission. They invited me to attend sa J'm happy to accept tier invitation. Lake you, f'm eager to assess
the validity of this undertaking,
it should be noted that there are many security foîvms throughout the Asia•Pacific region in Indonesia,
SOutn Korea, Japan and so fOrth. I wil' be very interested to see haw this is organ}aed, To dater it has not
been wildly impressive, but some of the a enary sessions promise to provide an Interesting w;ndaw an
Chinese thinking.
.f • •
Senator flay_ I don't think this committee Is planrsng to send anyone so we'll be •nterested in your
comments once you've had an opportunity to attend.
Mr- Bautilier: Absolutely,. Senator U

.
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Senator Mitchell: It seems., in a way, that there are two competing forces tom:ng from your testimony.
One is that we need to be more visible in China because of the economic opaartunity and the other is that
with their mounting military and strong nationalism there could be a miiltary threat and we need to be
-epositianing perhaps naval and other assets. Aren't the two in complete co nf.Ict, r, a Sense? One would he
ntringiçally threatening while jpppardix ;nB the opportunity .n the other?
Mr- Boutiker You Could probably draw that inference from what rite Suggested — that we're looking at a
competitive state crf affairs. First. I wouldn't want to €onfrie myself to China done Iii tie sense that there are
many other o pportunities for international trade across R ia whether in South Korea, the Philippines,
Indonesia, and so forth. That would be my First comment,
Second, compared with the economies of many parts of the world, the Chinese economy, even in a
period of slowdown, is still very muscular, especially compared with Eu -op an economies currently.
Third, I would suggest that there k a good deal of anxiety about what Chsna's endgame is. That should
not preventusfo r the moment from utiI;zing our trade opportunities, where appropriate: It may
well be that
this wit conti nue fora very long time or it may be resolved- I think that the whole of the region provides
potentially greater oppormnity than elsewiere, and China is clearly at the centre of the economic growth
throughout Lhe region. There are Still opportunities despite the anxieties. Of course, this is borne out by
what I Saida moment ago that China is prooably the number one trade partner for a.most every major power
iii the Indo-Asian area,

Senator Mitchell: A couple of ti.-nes you mentioned other countries of a€onornic oppo rtu nIty, including
V.etnam, n passing but not in that context. Vietnam is the twelfth largest population in the world; and it's
flexing Its muscles. Having been them ! would have to conc:.ude that the communists actua:ly lost that war
because it now has a robust capitalist economy- What. are the opportu n it;es there and should we be looking
at those?
Mr, Poutilier: Vietnam nos promise- I would suggest that probably ab .uL 10 years ago Vietnam was the

economic poster boy of the region. More recently, its economy ha s sIowed. One commentator said that the
VVetna-ese Having waged war for SU years had io learn how to wage peace- They're faced with the same
challenges that sporadic communist systems encounter in .making{ the Tra nsiti on f rom a command economy
to oie that's driven by Me marketplace- They're eager to effect reforms. They re ize that corruption is a
significant issue. They have not had the sw-t of g-owrh ;n the past couple n# yParS. that they Would like, bue
they're Increasingly looking to emulate the Chinese model. Thev''e looking outwards In the security realm to
countries like the United States and India. I think that, in time, Vietnam may hold considerable promise for
interr,atlon a! trade.
It also is an arena which is very much in need of talents in terms of engineering., offshore o I and sa forth,

of the sort that I enumerated earlier. It is an economy that is beginning to rise, but it.s not one without
problems.
The Chair: Colleagues, are there no further questions? I would like to thank Dr. Boutllle r for spending his
time here today wit`y us. It was very informative.

Senator Ngo; I have a question, iF we have time.
The Chair: Yes, we have time
Senator Ngo: Thank you, pfofessrr_ The Indo-Asia Pacific region i:s now highl y miIJtarized. Seven of the
world's 10 largest standing armies are in the •egion, five of them including Vietnam, China, Forth Korea,
South Korea; and they also have five of the wo - d's declared nuclear powers; China is there In your
presentation you say that China's amb'tion with Being is aggressive in the area of South Asia South Chula
Sea. Recently China uni; ate rally declared ownership of those islands or lands in the particular dispute area,
and bullying countries such as Japan, Phi Iippines, Vietnam, and so on,

What are the security challenges posed by this Ievel of dispute? I'm talking about military in this region.
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Mr. Bputi lierr Your question is an extremely sound and appropriate one. C;ea rly, when we rook at global
arms sales, for example, the Indo-Pacific region Is at the Lou of the tables. indeed there is an anxiety among
many analysts that there's an arras race urifold-ng in the region, that we've moves beyond sheer
rnadernitatlork of navies and armies to an actior./reaction model in which countries are beginning to acquire
assets irk response to what the r neighbours are doing. You can see that, for example, between Japan and
South Korea.
One of the issues of particular concern is the dramatic growth in the suJmarine fleets of the regon. The

Chinese are building submarines three or - four tim es as fast as Am eticans, and we proûably have some 700
submarines active throughout the region. So at the time when we tuned ou r backs on the Atlantic thinking
that the Cold War was over, we failed to appreciate the way .n which new leveas of instability would aaapearWhat's interesting, among other th-nps, is that if you go bacx to 2G14, Chlnesr Hosted an international
maritime Conference in Qingdao, the centre of their log hern fleet. Central to that was -he so-ca led
harmonious seas concept. This was the marit ime equivalent of the peaceful rise of Chine. Then almost
immediate y thereafter, Chinese body language and activities took a dramatic turn_ Far from harmonious
seas, they in fact became increasingly bullying and aggressive in the South China Sea at the expense of
nations Ike the Philippines and Vietnam- Some of their actions are deeply reprehensible. In the case of
Vietnam, as you know, a Vietnam vessel t,ai irkg hydrograph;c equipment had the equipment cut through by
Chinese vessels twice. We can see that the Chinese. nave strong-armed the Filipinos when it has come to
resupply of one of their ato;is.
One could go on with this long and dismal catalogue. It makes you wonder what's happening internally
in China. Was it a perception of a lame duck presidency under Hu lintao? Was It the party military getting
out ahead of itself? What were the reasons fer this sudden change in China's actions? Certainly I think there
is growing awareness in South east lksla, which has been icharatterited by a high degree of passivity aver the
past decades that this is a rital.threat to the sovereignty of many of the players. Ewen countries that were un
the rnargIns, ike Malaysia, have now begun to adopt a rather anti Chinese sentiment.
It will be very interesting to see whether the Filipino case to the international t' banal prevails. I think it
will, and this will certainly be to the detriment of China's reputation at least.
Senator iilgo: Can I fallow up?

The Chair: Go ahead.
Senator Ngoï You say Canada is one of the countries that initiated the law of the sea. Since the dispute
of South China Sea, we didn't say anything- What do you think Canada can do n these Dispute areas with
China? Are we going ta, like the Linited States and othe r co untries, also condone Beijing's aggressive
behaviour in this dispute area because of trade? What tan we do?
Mr. Boutitfer: Na, I don't think we should condone these actions, which are in many ways in direct
contravention to the LPN Convention on the Law of the Sea, One of the challenges is, if you go back to 7s3'96
and the Chinese rat fication of UNC LOS, the Chinese caveat at that ratification was half a dozen issues, which
in effect mean that Chinese domestic law prevails when it comes to the application of UNCLOS. One could
ask parentnet•caliy whet he: the spirit of the convention has been completely undermined in the process_ It's
very challenging when you have a major parry lice China, which adopts these aberrant interoretatiOns.
For example, for the 12 nautical miles that we all recognize internationally, the Chinese intention ,s to
apply 'that same tern-tor:al authority both to the 2(X)-rnlie nautical m le zone, and there are other theological
issues in terms at how ships conduct them cglves within that zone, whet ner nationa. permission is needed
from China o- nut_ The Chinese, of cuurse, wou d maintain that it is. I think it's very much in our interest- to
try to uphold, in any form, the Integrity of UhlCLOS, Tnis is a critical issue because the Chinese approach,
would suggest, is to repeat though the a errant interpretations frequently in the hope that these wlli
somehow become accepted and customary. I don't think this should be permitted to happen.
Senator Ngo: Thang you, professor.

LItJREVISED—NON-aÉV15E
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The Chain I would like to wind up with one last question, if I cud If you cr]u d comment on this,
doctor, what Should be Canada's -nain secux:4y priorities in the lnda-Asia Pacific region2 What should
Canada's priorities be?
Mr. Bouttlier, 'think that clearly what we've gat to do is work through reg anal organixarion5, and we
attempted to jo-n the ASEAN Defence M:n-sters' Meeting but our membership wa y turned down flat because
the perception in the region -- and this was severe: yearts ago was that we simply had no profile
whatsoever, that we simply weren't committed to the ae4 an.
We have to work through those organi2ations and there's a maritime organiFati nnr the Viiedern Pacific
NavaI Symoosi urn, which brings together the heads of all navies. This 's another agency through which we
have to try to encourage, in whatever way we can, greater peace and stabilFty because this is.an area that is
increasingly volatile and in which Chinese moves in particular are opaque. So it behooves Us. I think, to be as
involved as we can In the region and to try to exploit opportunities for maritime tollabbratiorl, which will in
fact Ire confidence-building measures because ;VS On1ly in this way that we can begin to break down svrneof
the barriers that exist in terms of Lne narratives between same of the major Players.
5.enator Day, Doctor, just for the record and for your information, the Senate - as participated in the
ASEAN parliamentary forurn fora good number of yea-s and that may be an area where we can make some
inroad.% where other levels of government may nut have been able to do so.

Mr.6outiiier, Absolutely. I think One of the ce tical issues Is consistency, in the sense that if you're
partaking, you have to turn uo every year. This is really critical- you can't appear episod ically, That's almost
worse than not at all. It e55enti.%to build relationships from which almost everything else stems in this
region. I can't underscore errough the importance of relatiorsship building in Asia.
SenatorDay: I agree wholeheartedly. AIPA is tie ASEAN interaarliamentary group and I have attended
for about 10 years in a row, so we have had representation there, not just me, but a nu.m bér of
aarl iamentarians fol2 good number.pfyears. . But you're ab5alutety right. It takes a brig time in Asia La build
'' ~sj'
~•l^ 'û
trust.
Lbt
-41
4,3
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Mt. Boutilier; Absolutely,
rj
4`

Li

The Chair; Colleagues, I would like to thank# 4;.b itiller for'
testimony-

r np before us arid giving his

You certainly bring a perspective in respect W an area that you know very we I. I'm sure that we'll be
calling upon your expertise at a later date as we go further into the study. Once again, thank you very much,
Dr. Soutilier,
1The committee adjourned-)
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PREVIOUS STATEMENTS FROM SECU APPEARANCE
On October 8, 2014. the Director of CSIS made a joint appearance with: Stever?
Blaney, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness: RCMP
Commissioner Bob Paulson: and Public Safety Deputy Minister Francois Guimont
at the House of Commons Standing Committee on Public Safety and National
Security (SECU) to testify on matters related to foreign fighters/extremist travelers.
Below are key statements made at that appearance:
•

On the threat to military personnel: "Specifically on that issue, you may remember
several months ago the serviceman in Britain who was stabbed to death on the street
while he was wearing his uniform The Senuioe obviously will look at that kind of incident
— and not just the Service but ITAC also. It's part of their job to do the terrorist
assessment. And we'll make an assessment in terms of potential threats against, in this
case: military personnel As I mentioned, the rote of the Service is to advise the
government. In this case. we would advise DND and it would be up to National Defence
to decide what kind of stance it had to take to mitigate that threat: whether there really
was a threat, and what measures they needed to put in place.' {Director Michel
Coutombel For responsive lines, see Tab 3B}

•

On foreign fighters "The Government of Canada is aware of at least 130 individuals
with ties to Canada who are suspected of participating in terrorist activites..we know Of
about 80 who have returned to Canada." (Minister Blaney) For responsive lines, see
Tab 3E}.

•

. Uhen we're talking about 80 returnees- we're not talking about 80 people who fought In
Iraq and Syria. and we're not necessarily talking about people who are directly involved
in planning terrorist activities...We have Canadians...who are involved in terrorist
activities, but those could he fundraising or propaganda. I don't want people to believe
that we have 80 returnees who were hard fighters in Iraq and Syria. because that is not
the picture we have at the moment,,.All of them could potentially be a threat- definitely "
(Director Michel Coulcmbe) (For responsive lines. see Tab 3E)

•

"On the number we're quoting — at the time, 130. by the time I leave this room will
change. It's fluctuating all the time. It hasn't increased substantial'y since my appearance
in February. That number is the number that we can confirm in a nexus to Canada. and
we can confirm that the individuals are involved in terrorist-related activities. That's the
one we know. Are there some that we are not aware of? Probably. I don't want to
speculate. I've read in the media that it's probably up to 300. The Service doesn't go
there. We go with facts, and the fact is that we can confirm between 130 and 145. It's the
same with the 80: that's not speculation, that's the one we can confirm. They were
involved in terrorist-related activities overseas. they're now back in Canada. It's a firm
number that we're aware of. And yes. we know where they are." (Director Michel
Coulambe) (For responsive lines, See Tab 3E).

▪

On preventing radicalization: "The RCMP counterterrorism information officer initiative

(has seen) '.ore than 1.700 candidates (participate) in the program since its
establishment five years ago In the last year alone, more than 325 people have been
trained by the counterterrorism team." (Minister Blaney) (Far responsive lines, see Tab
3C)7t._'lnr ."rVre . r .f:
•

"With our countering violent extremism program. we're in a unique partnership with
Public Safety, the CSIS. and the Toronto Police Service, who have a tremendously
effective network, one that is tried and demonstrated, into all communities. So we're
overlaying this sort of approach into their existing Infrastructure and we're finding it to be

very useful - (Commissioner Bob Paulson] (For responsive lines, see Tab 3C)_
▪

On exit controls: When asked by committee member Craig Scott if -Canada is
considering or __will need to implement an exit control system as a consequence of (UN
Security Council Resolution 2178)", Minister Blaney replied: -No...Let me be very clear
that we are really not' contemplating exit controls. .What we are contemplating ...is
information exchange. .We are committed to working with other European countries as
well in sharing information, basically the Information you find on a passport, which is
already shared with the country where you are going. This is something we are working
on." (For responsive lines. see Tabs 311, and 3N).

•

On the number of active investigations. "I would include CSIS in this: because we are
joined at the hip in how we manage a response to the threat... the pace and tempo of
operations is fairly brisk. We're opera brig probably about 63 active national security
investigations on 90 individuals who are related to the travelling group.' (Commissioner
Bob Paulson) (For responsive lines, see Tab 3B).

•

On funding cuts: We've (i.e. the RCMP) changed our way of managing our activities.
We changed how we prioritize our federal policing model, and consequently we're able to
move resources into and out of national security cases to match the tempo and pace. So
the cuts have not affected our operations." (Commissioner Bob Paulson) For responsive
lines, see Tab 3J).

•

-The role of (CSIS) is to protect us, especially against the terrorist threat. We are talking
about very substantial resources...Resources are currently being redistributed. For
example. most of (CStS}'s budget covers the main priority of our strategy " (Minister
Blaney) (For responsive lines, sea Tab 31),

•

On the passport revocation decision-making process. Are CSIS and the RCMP
integrated into the decision-making process of the Passport Canada Security Bureau for
passport revocation? "VVe do exchange information not just with Passport Canada and
the RCMP. but there is that integration coordination. and deconfliction, if not daily then at
least weekly, on that very specific issue." (Director Michel Coulombe) (For responsive
lines, see Tab 3N).

•

Is there a way fora foreign frghter• to rri f(e amends and return to Canada? "As
parliamentarians, it's important for us to understand the scope of the terrorist threat. We
need to understand how radicalized these people are and inst how far they re prepared
to go...We re talking about people who are prepared to kill in order to stand up for their
beliefs. We can't negotiate with terrorists_ it's not complicated. There's no issue_ i have a
duty to do everything I can to prevent {them) from killing Canadians. It doesn't seem
complicated {Minister Blaney) (For responsive lines. see Tab 3D).

•

`CSIS's duty is to constantly reassess the potential threat to Canadians' safety, whether
we are talking about information that exacerbates the threat or information that shows
that the individual in question doesn't pose the alleged threat or no longer poses that
threat " (Director Michel Coulombe) (Far responsive lines, see Tab 3E).

•

The characterization of the threat to Canada: The threat, as we can see is real The
threat is there. As a country, we are constantly adjusting to the level of threat.' (Minster
Blaney) (For responsive lines, see Tab 3A).

•

..."Compared to the late iggt}s and 2440s before 911, the threat is different. It's more
diffused. It develops a lot more rapidly. With the use — and the sophisticated use — of
social media: for example, radicalzation can happen really quickly_ The development of
an attack actually can also happen really rapidly There's the movement of people The
threat is different. This phenomenon of what we call "fcreig.^ fighters," especially in the
developments in Iraq and Syria. I think is real, like I've mentioned It does pose a real
threat. Again. we have ^.o information indicating an imer,rne^,t attack, out we have to
remain vigilant. The threat is real. {Director Michel Coulombe) (For responsive lines. see

Tab 3A)
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Daniel Lang (CPC) — Yukon
Chair
•
•
•
•

Sewed in the Yukon Legislative Assembly from 1974 to
1992
Former Saxes Associate in the Yukon Real Estate
industry
Current lice Chairman of the Board of Governors for
Yukon College
Member of the Senate Standing Committee on Internal
Economy. Budgets and Administratyor: and the
Subcommittee on Veteran's Affairs

Grant Mitchell (Lib.) - Alberta
Deputy Chair of the Senate Committee on Energy, the
Environment and Natural Resources
Bachelor of Arts Honour in Palitcal Science From the
University of Alberta and a Master of Arts in Political
Studies from Queen's University
Obtained his Chartered Financial Analyst designation in
19$3
Leader of Alberta's official opposition add leader of the
Alberta Liberal Party {1994-1995}
Official opposition's House Leader (1993-1994)
Member of titre Alberta Legislative Assembly for the
riding of Edmonton McClung (1986-1998)
Former investment advisor with IBC Wood Gundy
Former Budget Analyst in the Treasury Department and
senior Intergovernmental Affairs Officer in the
Department of Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs
Member of the Senate Standing Committee on Energy,
the Environment and Natural Resources; and the
Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs

Vernon White1CPC) - Ontario
■ Former Chief of Police of the Ottawa Police Service
(sworn in in 2047)
■ Led the Regional Police Service in Durham. Ontario
and spent over 20 years with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, heaving as an Assistant Commissioner
■ Diploma in Business Administration from the College of
Cape Breton, a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Sociology
and Psychology from Acadia University, and a Masters
Degree from Royal Roads University in British
Columbia in Conflict Analysis and Management
• Reciplant of the Commissioners Commendation. a
Queen's Jubilee Medal, and a United Way Community
Builder of the Year Award
T- • ■
Chair of the Standing Senate Committee on Rules,
}n ,~ ( ~
Procedures and the Rights of Parliament
1O
1.421/
• Member of the Standing Senate Committee on Internal
Eca•- omy, Budgets and Administration; and the
Surscommittee on Veterans Affairs
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Jean-Guy Dagenais (CPC) — Victoria - Québec
■ Former police officer (1972 to 2011) with the Sdret6 du
Québec
■ Former President of the As.sociafrpr] des pobcréres et
parrc..ers provinciaux du Qud.bee
• Former board member of both the Écoie nationale de
police end the Canadian Police Association
■ Recipient of the Officer of the Order of Ment o' the
Police Forces which rewards c cer
b
s who have
marked the evolui]orq of Quebec or enaaled its
influence in diverse fields
• Member of the Standing Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry; and the Standing Senate
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs

Carol n Stewart Olsen (CPC) — New Brunswick
*
•
•

Has extensive expenence in health and politics
Worked as a Registered Nurse for 20 years
In 198E, named Head Nurse for the Ambulatory Care
Department at Ottawa's Grace Hospital; and later as
Nursing Manager for the Emergency, Recovery Room,
Ambulatory Care, and CSR departments at Carleton
Place Hospital
■ Served as communications assistant and Press
Secretary ta the Leader of tie Opposition; and a s
Press Secretary and Director of Strategic
Communication sn the Office of the Prime Minister
• Member of the Standing Senate Committee on Social
Affairs. Science and Technology; the Standing Senate
Committee on Fisheries and Oceans; end the
Subcommittee en veteran, Affairs

nn Be ak CPC) — Ontario
•
•
▪
•
•

Small-business owner in northwestern Ontario with
several years of experience in real estate, insurance
and tourism
I las served as vice-chair of the Fort Frances-Rainy
River Board of Education
Chaired the Ontario Parent Council
Has been e member of the board of directors of the
Trillium Foundation
Member of the Standing Senate Committee on
Aboriginal Peoples; and the Standing Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
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Thanh Hai N i o CPC - Ontario
•
▪

•
•
•

•
•

•

Appointed Citizenship Judge for Ottawa in December
2007
Educated France and Canada receiving a Bachelor
offArts (Honours), from the University of Paris— la
Sorbonne. and a Bachelor and a Master of Education
from the Unaversity of Ottawa
Chairperson a' the Employment 'Insurance Board of
Referees in Ottawa
Immigrated to Canada in 1975 after fleeing communist
terror in Vietnam
Aic! ve member of venous Vietnamese oommur ities
across Canada and overseas; founder and former
Chairperson of the Ottawa Vietnamese Non-Profit
Residence Corporation
Go-founder of the International Committee for a Free
Vietnam — Canada chapter
President of the Vietnamese Community Association of
Ottawa and Vice-President of the Canadian
Assessment and Placement Centre, Emptoyrnent
Centre for New Immigrants
Member of the Standing Senate Committee on Human
Rights Committee; the Standing Senate Committee on
Aboriginal Peoples; and the Standing Committee on
Socat Affairs, Science and Technology

Joseph A. Da (Lib.) - Saint John - Keniriebecasis - New Brunswick
▪
▪
•
•

•
•

Chair of the Senate Standing Committee for National
Finance
Law Degree arsd had private practice of Business Law;
Patent and Trademark Agent
Forme( President and CEO of the New Brunswick
Forest Product Association
Member of the Lew Society of New Brunswick, the Law
Society of Upper Canada. the Barreau du Québec, the
Association of Professional Engineers and
Oeasa enlists of New Brunswick, and the Laurier Club
Former member of the now defunct Senate Special
C-ommittee on Anti-terrorism
Chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs
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Colin Kenn (Lib ) - Rideau - Ontario
■ From 1969 to 1979, worked in the Prime Minister's

■
■
■
+

•
a

Office as Special assistant Director of Operations.
Policy Advisor and Assistant Principal Secretary to
Prime Minister
Served as an executive we Dome Petroleum in
Calgary in this early 1980s
Served an numerous camrnittpes.of special relevance
to defence and national 5uunty issues
Elected to various positions in the North Atlantic
Parliamentary Assembly between 1999 and 2001
Published on a wide range of,ssues including defend
policy, baflisiic missile defence. Canadas involvement
i^ Afghanistan defence procurement. strategic airlift
alternative fuels, the Arctic and off-shore drilling
operations. aviation security, port security, border
security, and venous Canadian political issues
Became a Commissioner of the Trilateral Commission
in 2009
Became a member of the Johns tiopklns University,
Atlantic Basin Initiative's Eminent Persons Group in
2012
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MEMORANDUM TO TIIE DIRECTOR
MEETING OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
MANAGEMENT ADVI50RV COMMITTEE
9:00 a.m. — 12:00 p.m.
Friday, 16 January 2015
Collaboration Boardroom, 373 Sussex Drive
You will be attending a meeting of the Public Service Management Advisory Committee
(PSMAC), at which the following items will be discussed (TAB 1):
•
•
•
•
•

General discussion;
"My GCHR" Presentation;
ADM Talent Management: New Cluster Approach (TAB 2);
Public Service Commission (PSC) Student Employment and Graduate Recruitment
Programs (TAR 3); and
Policy Suite Reset Proposed Approach (TAB 4).

BACKGROUND
. members discussed a range of issues,
At the last PSAC meeting on 12 December 2014,
including: the Government of Canada Business Transformation Proposal; John Doe y. Ontario
(Finance); and Federal Obligations, Collaboration and innovation: Inuit Employment under the
Nunavut Land Claims Agreement.

ITEM 1: General Discussion
At the time of writing, neither topics nor documentation were provided for this item.

ITEM 2: "My GCJI R" Presentation (No Documentation Provided)
Tammy Labelle, Director General of GC! IR, Integrated Service Branch, Public Works and
Government Services Canada (P1 GSC), will provide a demonstration of the "My GC. -[R"
system.
"My GCHR" is a Human Resources (I IR) modernization initiative that aims to enhance the
efficiency of HR service delivery within the federal public service. It is meant to take advantage
of economies of scale by standardizing and consolidating HR processes and systems. For
instance, over the next three years, the "y GCHR" program will coordinate the transition of all
1/4
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departments and agencies from their existing departmental 1-[R applications to a single
government-wide instance of the PeopleSoft software. "My GC( TR" will carer a suite of common
HR services to meet the provisional needs of departments and agencies looking to offer these
services in a cost-effective manner.
During the discussion, it will be important for you to mention
might inadvertently imply that the Service will take part in this initiative. This is consistent with
what has already been expressed at an earlier PSMAC meeting concerning workplace technology
centralization by Shared Services Canada (SSC), and the letter you sent to the President of SSC

ITEM 3tADM Talent MUnagernent: New Cluster Apnrnach
in advance of the 2015 Winter Cluster Review Discussions, Susan MacGowan, Visiting .ADM,
ADM Collective Management [Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS)], will seek feedback on the
proposed changes to ADM Talent Management in the Public Service. 'these changes are the live
new dusters (Security, Science, Central Agencies and Internal Services, and two Blended), as
well as the renewed emphasis on succession planning.
The proposed changes are in line with the Service's direction in recent years to develop an
integrated talent management program for its EX employees, including performance
management, talent potential, leadership training, and succession planning.
As a separate employer, the Service is governed by its own version of many FUR-related TBS
policies, and is moving in the same direction as TBS in identifying critical positions that will
need to he filled in the future, requiring succession planning in consequence.
The Service supports the proposed cluster approach, which, for the Security Cluster, contains a
total of 78 ADMs, Both positions and employees will be evaluated in this cluster, as certain
ADM positions require more experience than others. You may wish to enquire as to which of
these positions are identified as being critical or essential and whose sustained vacancy would
put the functioning of government at nsk. While the Service is not obligated to participate in this
exercise, it is valuable to align the professional development of Service executives with TBS'
talent management, in the event that they desire experience in the core Public Service
Historically, the Service has had very few executives on interchange with other government
departments and most of the Service's executives are -homegrown' [n light of the foregoing,
you may wish to ask for more information about the specific requirements for ADM positions
and TBS' pool of potential successors within the Security Cluster.

2/4
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ITEM 4s PSC Student Ent luvmcntjnd Graduate Recruitment Pro r• ms

Anne-Marie Robinson, President, and Gerry Thom Vice President (both from the Public Service
Commission) will seek feedback on the design of the student and graduate recruitment programs.
and on the development of strategies to facilitate the use of existing program inventories.
In 2013-20 [4, temporary hiring of students represented 29.1% of all hires under the Public
St-vire Employment Act_ Less than 17% of the Pub]ic Service population is aged 34 or younger,
a number that has been in steady decline since 2011. While student hires have increased by 8.6%
in 2013-2014, the application rate of students has gone down in certain hiring programs.
The Service, as a separate employer, ]ias crafted its own student employment program,
Students
must apply to the Service one year in advance for a work terra and the Service must set timelines
distinct from university and college calendars due to the length and intricacies of its security
screening Process_ In the past few years, the Service has integrated new graduates through the
co-op student program, in the past three years, the Service has hired 76% of its co-op students, In
2013-2014, 56 students were brought into the Service for four-month work terms,
CSIS Recruiting and Staffing has reviewed the PSC Student and Graduate Recruitment Programs
and Hiring Mechanisms and determined that, due to the Service's security parameters and
processes
these particular
programs cannot be integrated in-to the Service's hiring practices.
ITEM 5: Polity Suite Reset — Proposed Approach
Roger Scott-Douglas, Assistant Secretary for Priorities and Planning (TBS) will outline the
approach to TBS' Policy Suite Reset (PSR), including links to the Blueprint 2020 Internal Red
Tape Reduction initiative, and will set out proposed next steps for engagement.
The PSR is an all-encompassing evaluation of TBS and departmental policies that pertain to a
wide range of issues (e.g_ finance, 1- and management) and is expected to yield a coherent,
logically-grouped policy framework By summer 2015, TBS will be interacting with departments
to balance and coordinate policies common to departments as part of the PSR and to test
solutions developed through the internal Red Tape Reduction initiative.
The Service lias an interest in PSR, as it follows TBS policies as required and, otherwise, to the
extent possible (e.g. in finance, corporate services and security). Moreover, CS1S went through a
similar process in 201 1, when it developed the CSIS Governance System (CGS) model to create
a leaner and smarter internal policy suite. The Service succeeded in removing and reconciling
redundancies, streamlining delegation authorities, and minimizing policy silos that had led to a
cluttering of its policy suite. It also made use of web-based technology, much like T13S'
proposed reset approach. The Service experience was imparted to TBS and was well-received,
with TBS intending to use it as a "touch point" when it begins engaging departments_ The deck
at TAB 4 reflects many of the Service's considerations, as well as similar nomenclature, present
in the briefing material shared with TBS.
3/4
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As for the Internal Red Tape Reduction Initiative, its "bottom up" approach to streamlining
policies in order to focus on the user reflects the solution already implemented by the Service,
which, as part of the CGS, developed principles to address situations where decisions would
need to be taken in the absence of au explicit policy. These principles (i.e. whether an action is
lawful and authorized, necessary, proportionate, and representative of an effective and efficient
use of public resources) allow for personal judgment to play a more prominent role in the policy
sphere. They are applicable in real time and bridge the spirit of the Service's mission to the
situation at hand, with policy being adjusted aflerwards. You may wish to relay the Service's
success in this regard.
The above notwithstanding, any policy reset by TBS should recognize that the Service classifies
information differently than most other government agencies and departments. Clarity and
consideration should be given with respect to the type of information collected or :tared by other
government agencies and departments that should be excluded from this policy reset so as to
protect information management practices unique to the security and intelligence community_
1f you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Torn Fenner
Assistant Director
Policy and Strategic Partnerships

Enclosed:

• TAB I: Agenda
• TAB 2: Deck - DM Talent Management - New Cluster Approach (TB S)
• TAB 3: Deck - Student Employment and Graduate Recruitment Programs (PSC)
• TAB 4: Deck TB Policy Suite Reset: Proposed Approach (TBS)
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Agenda I Ordredu jour
Public Service Management Advisory Committee (PSMAC)
Comité consultatif sur la gestion de la fonction publique (CCGFP)
January 16, 2015 le 16 janvier 2015
Collaboration Boardroom, 373 Sussex Drive /
Salle de conférence collaboration, 373f promenade Sussex
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m, / 9h00 - 12h00
1.

General Discussion / Discussion générale

10 min

2.

My GCHR Presentation / Présentation du système Mes RHGC

40 min

T. Labelle (PWGSC TPSG'C)
To provide a demo of the My GCHR System, including its key functlonalities / Faire une
démonstration du système Mes RHGC, incluant ses fonctionnalités des

ADM Talent Management: New Cluster Approach / Gestion des

3.

15 min

talents des SMA ; nouvelle approche pour les examens groupés
5. MacGowan (T85 - OCHRO / .SCT - BDPRH)
To seek. feedback on the proposed changes for the 2015 Winter Cluster Review
discussions / Obtenir des commentaires sur les changements proposes aux Examens
groupés de l'hiver 2015

4.

PSC Student Employment & Graduate Recruitment Programs /
Programmes de la CFP visant le recrutement de diplômés et

40 min

remploi d'étudiants
A.-M. Robinson / G. Thorn (PSC CFP)
To seek feedback on student and graduate recruitment program design and develop
strategies to facilitate the use of existing program inventories / Obtenir des
commentaires sur la conception des programmes de recrutement d'étudiants et dlplbmés
et élaborer des strategies peur faciliter l'utitisation des repertoire existants

5-

Policy Suite Reset - Proposed Approach / Réinitialisation de
l'ensemble de politiques - Approche proposée
R. Scott-Douglas {T85 / SGT}
To outline the approach to TB Policy Suite Reset, Including links to the Blueprint 2020
Internal Red Tape Initiative, and set out proposed next steps for engagement / Présenter
l'approche de la Réinitialisation de l'ensemble des politiques du CT, incluant les liens i3
l'initiative de L'Objectif 2020 sur la simplification des procédures administratives internes,
et établir les prochaines étapes proposées pour la mobilisation

1
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40 min
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Presentation to the
Public Service Management Advisory Committee
ADM Talent Management - New Cluster Approach
Daniel Watson, Chief Human Resources Officer
Treasury Board Secretariat
January 16, 2015

Canada

Objectives
• Discuss the evolution and future direction of ADM Talent
Management.
• Provide an overview and seek comments from Deputy
Ministers on the proposed changes for the 2015 Winter
Cluster Review discussions.

I

Context
• To date, during Cluster Review meetings:
- similar discussions and equal attention were given to all ADMs;
strengths and areas to develop discussed for each ADM
limited discussion on potential successors for positions that may
become vacant and options for individuals identified as ready for
advancement/ movement
• New cluster groupings by specific streams (ie. Security, science)
implemented for fall discussions.
• Planning for the Winter Clusters:
- new groupings will mean more ADMs being discussed (average of
74 per duster);
- need to use time efficiently;
- opportunity to focus the conversations on succession plans for
positions that may become vacant and to identify specific
opportunities for ADMs ready for movement and advancement.
2

ADM Talent Management - progress to data
,r

r2

o

• Discuss strengths and opportunities for development for all ADMs
Validate talent map placements
Ad hoc discussion on critical positions to the Public Service

°

co

sTe
-0

Preliminary discussion on Aboriginal representation at the executive .
levels
,-

G,

CO

O
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la' Evolution of ADM Talent Management meetings
Ad hoc approach to succession planning

Integrated succession
planning

1
.•C)
.i .
a

Cfp.

r

9-1

2011 to 2013
zJX

Prior to 2011

9 -Cluster
Reviews by
Deputy
Heads

Bi-Annual
Cluster
Reviews
• Fall Clusters
introduced to discuss
ADM Feeder Pool
• Mandatory for EX035

2014 to 2015

5-Cluster
Reviews by
Deputy Heads
• Security, Scientific, 2
Blended, and Central

Agency
* Associate DMs invited
• Evolution of Talent
Management to more

integrated succession

management

• 1 Security

• 8 Mix of Departments
Individual
ADMs known by
Meetings with • More
more Deputies
Deputy Heads
'F.

4

Building on learning from
other organizations and literature
Research Highlights
* Business-Driven Planning
- identifying and developing leadership that will lead to the
achievement of strategic goals
• Enterprise-wide Talent Sourcing
- Selecting successors from across enterprise
• Talent and Succession matching
- Talent development and succession discussions are held concurrently
• "Constructive Conflict"
- Senior-level discussions about talent must be candid and productive

"Ifs not the system that counts. It's the conversation that counts"
- Michael Carey, VP of 11R for Johnson and Johnson

5

Proposed pr
1. R asonable
discussion of air
AD s, by talent map
placement

to Winter Cluster discussions
•
▪
•
•
•

r

2. Discuss specific
requirements for ADM
positions and identify
pools of potential
successors

Discuss career

support for
development of
Aboriginal Executives

•

•
•

Ready for Advancement — For what positions?
Ready for Movement — To where? To develop what?
Transition to Retirement — When? Potential successors?
Corporate Support — to what areas?
Wel[-placed in role / Develop in Role — One minute elevator
pitch. Who could be ready for promotion if required?

What specific experience, knowledge, or competencies are
required for these positions?
Timeline for projected vacancies?
•
Who has the necessary experience, skills and competencies
for these positions now? And in the future?
What development andlor lateral move would these
successors need to be ready?

What specific experience, knowledge, or competencies do
these Aboriginal executives need to become ADM ready in
the future?
What will be done following the cluster discussion to
support their development?
e

Cluster Review T k- w y
Succession Plan
Position Profile

Incumbent

• Title
• Level
• Key Requirements (Skills and
Experience)
• Vacancy risk: Now - 1 year; 1-2
years: 2-3 years

Meryl Steep
• Qualifications/ skills
• Talent Map Placement
• Successor for:
• Positions xyz

Immediate Successors

Longer-term Succession Plan

Julianne Moore

Daniel Bruhl (2 years)

* Central Agency
Assignment

Michael Keaton

Jake Gyilenhaal Years)

• Position outside of
functional group

Benedict Cumberbatch

Reese Witherspoon (3 ear)

▪

Experience with
machinery of government
7

Benefits of proposed changes
. ADMs continue to be known by more Deputy Heads
Rather than Ad hoc succession planning, will focus on clear short
and medium term suessi•on plans for ADM levet positions
Ability to clearly identify positions at risk to the Public Service, if no
successors are identified, and to focus our collective efforts to
address these gaps
Critical experiences can be incorporated into the learning plans of
potential successors
ADMs and feeder pool will have a better idea of what experience(s)
they need to progress their career
V Inform future resourcing recommendations for ADM level positions

uoissnosia
Arethereothersuggestionstomeetyourneeds?

Co

z
z

m

CLUSTER GROUPINGS
Total of 65 ADMs
Total of 78 ADMs Science
Agriculture and Agri-Food
CFIA
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
DF0
rrr..- -f ._ . r • :••• . :
CSIS
Environment Canada
DFATD - Foreign Affairs
Health Canada
FINTRAC
NRCan
National Defence
Public Health Agency
Public Safety
RCMP
Security
CBSA
CSC

•

Total of 78 ADMs
Blended
ACOA
AANDC
DFATD - Trade
Industry Canada
Parks Canada
PWGSC
Shared Services Canada
Stats Canada
Transport/ Infrastructure Canada
Veterans Affairs
Western Economic Diversification Canada

Central Agencies/Internal Services
Total of 75 ADMs
Courts Administration Service
CSPS
Department of Finance
Justice Canada
PCO
PSC
TES

Total of 75 ADMs
Blended Canadian Heritage
CANNOR
Canadian Space Agency
CI
Cr
..•
~cy/xi :
CRA
CRTC
,:.:•
DFATD - Development
•
Economic Development Agency for the Regions of Quebec
Elections Canada
Federal Economic Development Agency for Southern Ont
•

E DC

.-

FL

_7
ESDC - Labour
ESDC - Service Canada
Immigration and Refugee Board
Library and Archives

::

'

d
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PSC Student
Employment &
Graduate Recruitment
90‘.-445 6
Programs
„7:

e-zp

,o

, PT),

ka

•

Purpose
• To inform PSMAC about existing student and
graduate recruitment programs and usage trends.
• To solicit feedback on student and graduate
recruitment
ent program design and opportunities for
promoting existing programs.
• To gather intelligence about departmental realities
and to develop strategies to facilitate their use of
existing program inventories.
z

Hiring Activities Under the PSEA by
Tenure (2008-2009 t 2013-2014)
60 000
60 Indeterminate

§pe 6§ecterm

,4

&Q/ WStudetit

50 000

40 000
94

30 000

.17 935
20 000
.10 e[10

O

21..)0S-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

201!.2012

2012-2011

In 2013-2014, temporary hiring of students represented 29.1% of all
hires under the PSEA.
Sources: PublicSeri Commission hiring and staffing activities file P5C Annual Report
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Public Service Employee D
Age Intervale (PSEA) June
., ,.,.,; zf-1451.,.
63'..7?
20.0% ::,::-,!T- p-02r D——
-

16,0% 1'

-

t2.0%)- 4
- ri 4til
10.0%
8.0% 3
:
S-0%
4.0%
:k
2.0%
0.0%
16-19 1 i 20-2
0.5%

2011:
21.2%

I

25-29
5,19E

30-34 • 35-39
_
t .D% • ]4,696 j

by

,-

40.44

45-49

50-54

I5- %

1f-2%

18,5%

55-59
i

12,2%

,

60-64
5.0%

65 and
1.6%

Less than 17% of the PS population is aged 34 or younger;
this also has been in steady decline since 2011

18.4%
Sources: Public Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files, PSC Annual Report
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PSC Student and Graduate Recruitment
Programs and Hiring Mechanisms
The PSC administers three programs that recruit students for temporary,
part-time and summer employment:
• Federal Student Work Experience Program (FSWEP)
• Research Affiliate Program (RAP)
• Co-op and Internship Program (COOP)

The PSC administers two programss that recruit graduates for permanent
employment:
- Post-Secondary Recruitment (P R)
ruitment of Policy Leaders (RPL)
• Recruitment

Other mechanisms to hire students
• Student Bridging
• Internal and External Processes

s

Temporary Employment of Students
PS Hires excluding students

--Student Hires
Includes FS'NfP, RAP, and COOP

42,443

45,000

41,040

40,000
5 0O0/},f
35,0008
30,000
,b

33,923

{ rl` ,•

29,729
25,291

25,000
20,000
15,000

lb

14,247

14,659

13,835

13,099

10,000

9,561

10385

2012-2013

2013-2014

5,000
0
2008-2009

2009-201.0

2010-2011

2011-2012

Based on 2013-2014 data, an increase in recruitment is observed with slightly greater gains for
non-student hires (19.6% compared to 8,6% for student hires).

Source: Publie Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files; PSC Annual Report

Temporary Employment
of Students by Program
121300

10000

9810

9932

9613
8781
8305

80011
5835

6198

-~D-- FEP

6000

• COOP

4842
4000

3757

4520

s"--

4216

•

3408

•••

RAP

3801

2000

33

99

204

245

274

2009-2010

2010•2011

2011-2012

318

387

0
2007 2008

2008-2009

2012-2013

2013-2014

Student programs with greater specialization such as the Research Affiliate Program (RAP) are seeing
the greatest relative growth (Annexe 1)
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3 PSRHires andApplications, by Fiscal Year
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PSR by the numbers...
,.2008-2009 2013-2014
?,ta„,.

2:'C10Y ]
1kJi t)

112
Z008/2009

20L9t2010

2t310i20fl

2012/2013

2: 1

PSR hires are on a continued downward trend, with only 112 hires last fiscal year (Annexe 2).
Source: Public Service Resourcdng System and Public Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files

Bridging and Hiring of Students
14000

1400

1705

—4—Student hires - Primary Axis

1200
"
r

1000
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12000

—N-- P5 Indeterminate hires - secondary axis
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-------....5-R3'43

-De+r
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4000
357

1

979
105

o
2008 2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011 2012

2012.2013

2 594

1go

2000

0
2013-2014

•

From 2008 to 2013, student hiring into permanent positions via bridging or other alternate
mechanisms were on a continued downward trend but an increase was observed in 2013-2014.

•

In 2013-2014, the PSC developed a new measure to estimate the proportion of indeterminate
appointments made through the bridging mechanism. Using this new measure, it was estimated
that at least 255 indeterminate appointments to Public Service were achieved through student
b ridging-

Source: Public Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files
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PSR Campaign Participation
2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015 YTD

5 Departmental Career Choices

11 Departmental Career Choices

17 Departmental Career Choices
(Annex 3)

5 PSC career stream inventories

5 PSC Career Stream Inventories

4 PSC Career Stream Inventories

9,780 candidates

6,491 candidates

6,952 candidates invited to be
tested

Departmental Identified Needs and
Appointments
2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

Up to 164 positions

Up to 334 positions

Up to 227 positions

254 appointments

112 appointments

Not yet available

'4

OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
Internal:
•
•
•
•

Letter to Heads of HR; HRC Updates
National Managers Network
Regional HR interdepartmental committees; Regional Federal Councils
Webex sessions with HR and Hiring Managers

External:
•
•
•

Attending Career Fairs and Targeted info sessions across the country
Working in collaboration with DM champions of Universities
laximizirtg the use of social media such as Twitter, updated website info, use videos in messaging

Feedback from students:
•
▪
•
•

Are very interested in learning more about jobs in the Public Service (P5)
Appreciate the opportunity to discuss with the PSC and federal organizations representatives
Find it difficult to navigate the Web site and to get a job in PS
Think that ail positions within PS are bilingual
Wish that a larger number of federal organizations would participate in Career Fairs
Wish that all departments participating in Career Fairs would join together to display a unified brand

11

IT'S YOUR CAMPAIGN: YOU DECIDE...
Tailored to your needs:
• A variety of positions, groups and levels
• A variety of educational backgrounds
-A variety of experiences and skills criteria
• Possibility of EE group referrals
• Permanent and temporary hiring including casual employment

Easy to use and cost effective
▪ Cost of programs absorbed by PSC no costs for departments
• Promotion of programs by PSC: will be attending over 50 career fairs
• Timely referrals: list of candidates provided within 3 to 5 days
• PSIS centralized testing

Both client- andjo -see .e -centri , student and graduate
provide a quick, frexibre, and cost-effective so ùtüm for our yearround irin neer s r
.

12

For Discussion
Given the low uptake by departments, ar entrali ed
recruitment programs for students and graduates still
relevant or should the investment be reconsidered?
What additional strategies can the PSC use to n oura
more frequent and informed use of its recruitment
programs?
Are there promotion efforts that could be undertaken by the
larger public service to encourage uptake (e.g. establish
target in departmental HR plans)?

13

Annex 1

Student Employment Programs
Activities by Fiscal Year
Federal Student Work Experience Program
(FSWEP)
Research Affiliate Program
(RAP)

pplications
Hires
i pplications
Hires

Co-operative Education and internship Program Placements
(COOP)

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

47 343
8 305

45 146

__38 632
198

1 385

15 9

5 835
318

274
4 520

108

E

3 408

387
,

3 801

While student hires have increased by 8.6% in 2013-2014, the application rate of students has
gone down in FSWEP and RAP

Source: Public Service Resourcing System and Public Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files
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Annex 2

Graduate Employment Programs
Activities by Fiscal Year
Post Secondary Recruitment
(PSR)

2011-2012

2013-2014

36 170

18 470

Recruitment of Policy Leaders
(RPL)

112
1 581

Graduates application rates have fluctuated, depending on the hiring year.

Sources: Public Service Resourcing System and Public Service Commission hiring and staffing activities files; PSC Annual Report

Annex 3

PSR - FALL 2014 CAMPAIGN
Organizational Job Opportunities 2014 (Career Choices)
Department

Position Title

Management Consular Officer, Policy Officer,
1. Foreign Affairs, Trade and
'Commerce Officer, Foreign Service Officer,
Development Canada
International Development Officer
.
~--. Citizenship and Immigration Canada Foreign Service Officer (Immigration)
Canada Radio-Television and
nalyst
elecommunication Commission

4. Statistics Canada

Programmer, IT Application Development

PSC Tests
Required

Group
& Level

Number of
applications
received

yes

AS-04, EC-04,
.CO-01, FS-01,!
PM-04 I

8,223

yes

FS-01

5,268

yes

CO 01

yes

C5-01

278

I

1,317

Statistics Canada

Mathematical Statisticians

no

MA-01

568

Statistics Canada

iAnaiÿst - EC Recruitment and Development
,Program

yes

EC-02

905

;Supply Officer Trainee

yes

PG-02

677

. PWGSC
6. Treasury Board (Secretariat)
Treasury Board (Secretariat)
T. Industry Canada
8. Canada Space Agency
9. Public Service Commi ssi on
20. Canada Revenue

.

Financial Officer (FORD Program)
internal Auditor (LARD Program) Advanced_
Policy Anal yst Program (APAP)
luniorEngineer
Psychologist —
Auditor, Developmental Prograrri

no
yes
No
Yes

no

i

, F1 -011
.
AS-02
EC 03

T EN-ENG-02 i
PS-02
AU-01 ..

1,267
1,211

568
392
23
TBO

4i

Annex 3

PSR - FALL 2014 CAMPAIGN (coNT'D)
PSC Career Stream Inventories 2014
Department
1. Public Service
Commission
2, Public Service
Corr eni.ssior
3. Public Service
Commission . ..
4.. Public Service
CorirnissiQr

NC Tests
Required

Position Title ,?

yes

CCareers in Adrninistration, Arts, Cornmerce
'and Social Sciences

yes
Careers i n Information Techrro1cg_,~ (IT) -

i

.

r

..~

}r -- -

- rŸ :

...-z:,...,-.

.

4,275

AS, EC, CO, /S, PE,
I.
PM
CS

No
:Careers in Pure, Natural arsd Applied Sciences ,
•
Carers in Health Sciences

Number of
applications
submitted

Group
& Level

BF, PC, CH

No

NLI, PS, .

.
.

• 440
.

.

757

.. . .:425*.

''

4:....,..,4,—...:,..,...::,- o..w',i..r;:. :F.--:. •—,-: 44,Z.r yn.ti.- •.:. ....'_L. r;.--4•i-- ...;....-.;.--

* Inventories remain open for applications until December 19.. 2014.
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Annex 4

Student Employment Programs
FSWEP 2014
4 departmentall pro rams
Student Border Services
Officer (CBSA)

Student Guide Program in
France (VAC)

Great Lakes Area Summer
Science Program (DFO)

Canadian Coast Guard Inshore Rescue Boat
.Service

8 featured jobs
Canadian Forest Service
Aboriginal Student
Employment Program
(NRCAN)

Rideau Hair Visitor Services
and Interpretation
Program (GG)

Library Clerk and
Reference Desk Clerk
(RMC)

Student Guide-Interpreter
(SCC)

Parks Canada Student
Employment Program

Canadian Hydrographic
Service — Marine
Geoniatics (DF0)

Civil Aviation Student
internship (TC)

Visitors Services and
Interpretation Programs —
Capital Heritage (PCH)
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TB Policy Suite Reset
Proposed Approach

Presentation to PSMAC
January i6, 2015

Canadi

Purpose
• Recap of the October 10, 2014 PSMAC discussion
• Outline details on approach to TB Policy Suite
Reset (PSR)
- Focusing on "sieve" used to triage policy
requirements
• Discuss links between PSR and BP2020 initiative

1~ -5

,

1111-

• Set out proposed next steps for engaging PSMAC
and departments
2

OP

Objectives of Policy Suite Reset Endorsed
on October 10"

NE-

r

• Only essential policies, grouped logically, with clear
requirements, determined by user needs (TB and DMs)
Coherent policy requirements, within and between policies,
~~ rt without duplicating departmental policies (including shared
~
service providers')
• Appropriate use of principles-based and prescriptive
requirements, calibrated to risks, materiality, and need for
consistency of practice
• Minimal costs for compliance and reporting and maximum use
of information gathered (by TBS and depts.)
• User-centric policy suite, readily accessible to all, with supporting
guidance
• Sustainable policy reviews to ensure on-going relevance and
integrity
3

What we heard on October j0th

o

• Ovelrall support for Reset, noting that it should support both agility
a n d good management
Policy considerations
- Rules and requirements should be "proportional to problems"

~,~~
~~

Requirements should be kept to a minimum, be clear and measurable, with
compliance easily monitored
~~ ~
~~ ~ - Requirements should be clear on "what" the objectives are; departments
cg
should have latitude to figure out the "how"
- Shared accountability for enterprise-wide services should be properly set out in
policy
- Departmental policies' relation to TB policies should be clarified and
compatibility between them ensured

?
~

• Process Considerations
-

Ensure we build on past successes at policy reform and guard against the risk
of "policy reform fatiguer
Auditor General should be engaged at the appropriate time
-- Close links between PSR, BP 2020 and MAF should be maintained
- Technology should be used to improve the user's interface with policies
4

Policy Suite Reset - Proposed Approach
• A staged, four-step approach proposed (see details in Annex A):
Triaging: establishing core policy objectives and essential requirements
by assessing existing requirements of all policies, directives and
standards against key criteria (i.e., the "sieve")
Government-wide Design: validating essential requirements" and
ensuring alignment with user's needs and departmental policies by
engaging departments and functional communities
- User-Focussed Design: ensuring vertical and horizontal linkages among
policy requirements are coherent and clear and user accessibility is
maximized by designing a interactive, web-based policy suite
Sustalnabïlity: building in the "rules to live by" to maintain policy
requirements' integrity and relevance
5

Trlaglng TBS Review of Policy Requirements
• Determine appropriate grouping of policy instruments
• Establish core objectives for each policy
• Identify essential policy requirements using a "sieve" to assess each
existing policy requirement against key criteria (e.g. uniqueness, risk,
effectiveness)
• Determine whether requirements should be principles-based or more
prescriptive in nature
• Identify key "vertical" and "horizontal" linkages among policy
requirements across all policies using "tags"
• Identify common policy requirements (e.g., application, monitoring and
reporting, consequences, etc.) and consider a stand-alone policy for
these
• Develop a lexicon for key terms used across the suite
• Conduct a plain language edit to ensure clarity for users
6

~

d

i

•

Is the Policy Requirement Unique?
• Is the requirement unique to the rest of the supporting Suite and
necessary to achieve the policy objective?
Consider keeping

Or
• Is it already duplicated, embedded or implied in the supporting
instruments (e.g., standards/directives)?
Drop
• Is it within mandates or obligations in existing legislation or policy?
Drop

Does the Requirement Address a Material Risk?
Is this requirement necessary to
ensure...
PolrcylLega l /Regu lato ry
Policy, legal or regulatory obligations and provisions are
implemented in a particular way and understood?

Financial Stewardship

Resources are managed with prudence and probity and
financial controls are in place and maintained?

Stewardship of Assets and Resources
Assets and resources (including HR) are managed to
ensure value, appropriate allocation and internal controls?

f

Safety and Security
Major supporting systems, processes and or infrastructure
are protected?

Drop requirements
that are not essential
to managing material
risk

1

Reputation and Public Trust
Reputation is protected and trust is enhanced?

Performance and Innovation
Results and outcomes are delivered efficiently and
effectively and are Improved to meet new challenges?

Consistency
Consistency across government in critical areas or defined
areas of variablltty are understood?

i

Can the Requirement be Monitored and Assessed?
EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA
CallaCiti J

Do TBS and Departments (Including SDAs) have expertise/resources to
implement/support proposed requirement effectively?

If not, can expertise'Ireseurces be
developed/obtained/provided cost effectively?

ll4torriit~~

lAte`IrMlg11 .

Can TBS adequately and cost-effectively monitor/report
performance against policy? Do TBS and departments have a
process for using the results of the reporting?

Demote to
guidelines those
requirements that
can be achieved
voluntarily or
cannot be
monitored

40v

Is policy requirement adequately integrated and aligned
with other requirements in other policy instruments and processes?

113

Where Is the requirement best placed?
• Consider where the requirement would be best placed within the
policy suite architecture to ensure coherence and vertical
alignment within the policy instrument:
- Policies provide formal direction on what Deputies are
expected to achieve
- Directives/Standards provide formal instruction on how
departmental official must act, including operational or
technical measures, procedures or practices for governmentwide use
- Guidelines are a set of documents, databases, and tools used
by specialists to improve performance and compliance
(voluntary, not mandatory)

BP2020 Internal Red Tape Reduction
Initiative - A UserCentrIc Approach
• PSMAC has recognized the need for close alignment between Policy Suite
Reset and the BP2020 Internal Red Tape Reduction initiative
- Policy Reset represents the "top down" approach to tackling
administrative complexity
- Internal Red Tape Reduction takes a "bottom up" approach
• A five-step, user-centric approach is being taken (See Annex B):
- Explore
- Examine areas where red tape is most frequently encountered
- Expose
- Establish
-- Prototype and test - and share successes or failures
• Ongoing communication with public servants through GCconnex and
GCpedia

12

Reset 81 Red Tape: Complementary
Tlmeframes
• The alignment of timeframes, combined with strong information
~-z.K: flow between both initiatives, provides an opportunity to effect
~~ ~~~ meaningful change to the administrative rules
By Summer 2015, Reset and Red Tape will be engaging
~
departments (see Annex C)
- Red Tape will be in its Establishing Phase (testing and
prototyping solutions in participating departments):

~°

• TB policy triggers
• Departmental policy triggers
• Departmental processes

- Reset will be in its Government-wide Design phase
• Ensure "horizontal" alignment across policy suite, based on
feedback from departments
• Achieve balance and coordination between TB and departmental
policies
13

Engagement of PSMAC
• As policy requirements are assessed, TBs policy centres will
begin "government-wide design" stage and will engage
0 ~~_ functional communities in departments to discuss potential
changes
~~ ~ ~
°}
~~~
~~ ~ ^ • As they are completed, TBS will share with PSMAC findings
~, O
~ from "triage" and "government-wide design" assessment of
4 TB policies and present proposals to change policy
instruments
• As well, over the next year, TBS will provide analysis and
seek direction on broad themes that cut across all TB policy
instruments, such as:
C5

~•' â' ' t: - `

.

.

-

Governance
Planning
Reporting
Approach for small departments and agencies

14

Direction being Sought
• Do you agree with the proposed next steps for
moving forward with the Policy Suite Reset?
• How else would you like to be engaged In Policy
Suite Reset or BP2020 Internal Red Tape
initiatives?

~~

Annex A - Policy Suite Reset Approach
TRIAGE
(TEI5 REVIEW)
Establish corMity object ryes
brisure "vertical" alignment within
hierarchy-of po(ic s, directives,
standards
rdentify'horizontal' linkages
between requirements across
policy suite

GOVERNMENT-WIDE
DESIGN

USER-FOCUSSED
DESIGN

Ensure "horizontal' alignment
across policy suite, based on
feedback from departments

Identify needs of specific users
(e.g. deputy heads, functional
specialists, managers)

Achieve balance and coordination
between TB and departmental
policies

Design a Policy Suite that meets
the Information needs of these
users and is easy to navigate

Assess collective impact of policy
requirements government-wide
on:
• Governance
• Planning
• Reporting

Ensure horizontal and vertical
linkages among policy
instruments are transparent to
users

RULES TO LIVE BY
Build In conditionsfor
continuous improvement
Present proposal revised Policy
Suite to Treasury Board

Eliminate non-essential policy
requirements
Assess every policy requirement
against key criteria (e.g.
uniqueness, risk, effectiveness) to
identify those requirements that
are essential
Develop a lexicon
Conduct plan language edir of
policy requirements

Validate essential policy
requirements with functional
communities and deputy heads

Design and implement new
website to ensure a usercentric Policy Suite (layered
web access) with interactive
component

Establish rules to govern how
TB policies will be developed
and implemented in the future
Revise Policy Suite Foundation
Framework documents with
built in conditions and tests

Identify appropriate responsibility
for policy requirements; i.e. TB5 or
departments

CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT
Ln fx ern en>ï â: every crâg,F- t
4e,1?.

:

in ahat .i45°SSttlPr:',,

iPlidEiilr

irrrrJrlydrko'?S are 4lndeisiooci

dvAtisv heads. #unttrl}naF comm. pi , s, Internal Red `,-301• i- Iriatiyi, President Trea;ury Board;

Annex B - internal Rod Tape Reduction Approach

o

EXPOSE

ESTABLISH

PROTOTYPE
AND TEST

IMPLEMENT
AND SHARE

Explore some of the
biggest Irritants
through user case
stories

Examine areas
where red tape Is
most pervasive

Expose the causes
of these 3 irritants
(and explain their
complexity) within
a 5mali number of
participating
departments

Establish a plan of
action to simplify 3
key processes where
tangible results could
be achieved

Prototype
solutions to the
Issues Identified
In the plan of
action with
participating
departments

Implement
worlrable solutions
and scale up

* Engagement with
all public servants
• Facilitated
workshop and
online
discussions
• Online
anonymous
survey
• Database of user
stories
• Develop case
studies and share
with TM policy
centres

• Categorlse user
stories into broad
themes
• Engagement with
policy centres,
functional
communities and
other networks
▪ Facilitated
workshops
• Interim report of
finding to Board
of Management
to identify and
seek support for
"deep dive" on 3
irritants

* Research and
analysis of
existing
policy/process
• Facilitated
workshops to
determine root
causes
• Develop
alternative
outcomes that
favor end users.

• Plan of action to
simplify key
processes
• Document Phase I
process and final
outcomes
• Present findings to
Deputy Heads of
participating
departments and
Board of
Management

▪ Forma design
team
• Develop
prototypes
• Continual
testing and
improvement
of prototypes
* Document
!earnings

• Implement
workable
solutions
• Evaluate
outcomes
• Share and
replicate
approach across
the public
service

CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT
L4vtge'no,rrt an ct+rnrriurtiratinrr t.2.+r a sta. will1

serval,ts rhr.eugh .1]Cer,n hex. GEii_irfia anti oil-persafr tneEtings

Mt

Annex C. Complementary Timeframe

wsJ•} ~ i''"
~ {~::

• ..

9.>

Government-wide Design

Rules to
Live B

Prototype and
Test

}

Case
Studies
and
Stories

Inform
and
Myth
Busting

Process
Maps,
and
Findings

Flute
Changing
Proposals

(See Annexes A and for more detail on steps)
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Please find attached, as promised, thQktghts and reading on where
the CIO reports in an organization.
DIR
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1

dIO

~
•

i

F
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February 27, 2015
Director

To:

•Sj

~

1; ;,6§1;,::

From:

Subject:As promised, thoughts and readings on where CIO reports in organization

Intro
in our last bilat you raised the question of where in the organization the CIO should report, and
Indicated you were considering moving it into the DDA organization.

This note is a "road map" to guide you through the reading material attached. Quite a number of
articles are attached, and with this memo as a guide, I do not expect you will choose to read all of them.

ti

Note that most of the published writing on this topic is written from a private-sector perspective, so we
need to translate terminology. I assume that when research refers to CIO reporting to CEO or President,
that's equivalent-to reporting to you, while CIO reporting to CFO or Corporate Services can be read as
reporting to DOA.

,. .

i~i:tÿew .. •

•

Summary of Best Practice
cos most often report to one of CEO, CFO, or COO (Director, DDA, or DDO). Reporting to CFO was more
common up to the early 2000s, when IT was considered mainly an overhead expense, but as technology
became critical to the success of enterprises, it became more common for the CIO to report to the COO
or the CEO, with CEO now the most common.
Surveys have Indicated that organizations where ClO reports to CEO are more successful in using
technology to further strategy, while those where CIO reports to CFO are more successful In minimizing
the cost of IT. In organizations focused on low price, CIO should report to CFO, but in organizations
focused on product differentiation or product excellence, CIO should report to CEO. I propose the latter
applies to C515.
Finally, remember that CIO is responsible for 1M as well as IT. All reporting close to the head of the
organization shows a stronger compliance to 1M requirements (and used to be a MAF measurement,
although I'm not sure If it still is).

Tour of Provided Documents
I've provided a selection of articles for your interest. i don't expect you to read all of them (perhaps not
any of them). Following is a summary of the provided documents, referring to the numbers written on
the front of the documents in green pen.

'

9

4. Michael Sisco, "Report directly to the CEO to boost your IT goals and
your career"
1 regret this article's unfortunate, self-serving title. it was written in 2003, when it was still most
common for Clos to report to CFOs, and was one of the early arguments that ClOs should report
to CEOs instead. Reasons include:
•
•
•
•

CEO is closer to operations
CEO drives strategic initiatives
CEO gives CIO more clout
00 becomes "operations advocate"

• S. Brian Watson, CIO Insight, "Should CIOs Report to CEOs or CFOs" and
attached paper by Rajiv Banker et all, "IT Orientation, CIO Reporting
Structure, and Firm Performance; To Whom Should the CIO Report?"
The first article is a brief summary of the second. The second is a formal study that concludes
that:
•
•

Companies trying to compete on a low-price" basis perform better if the 00 reports to
the CFO; and
Companies trying to compete on a "best product" or "unigeie products" basis perform
better, if the CIO reports to the CEO.

(b) Computerworld, Al Kuebler: "it's the age-old question: To whom
should the CIO report?"
A brief opinion piece from an IT news journalist, that 00 should report to CEO or equivalent to
maintain focus on enterprise value.

• 5. (c) FierceClO, David Weldon: "Woe to the CIO who reports to the CEO"
This is a summary of an interview with CIO of British Library, which is attached as a second page.
British Library CIO; "IT is a strategic enabler and working for the CEO makes enahlement really
hard".

Articles on strategic role of 00
I also attach a few articles that are not specifically about where the CIO reports, but about the need for
the 00 to be connected to business strategy. These are both why 1 believe CIO should report to
Director, (and why I wanted CIO to remain member of Ops committee).
1

6. Harvard Business Review, Wang, "The Four Personas of the NextGeneration CIO"
This paper identifies that there are 4 different roles for CIO:
•

Focus on infrastructure

•
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dIO

Dept
C5(
CI3SA
CPA

role

_ Fil Gagliardi
Maurice Chenier
' John Messina

FINTRAC
RCMP
PSC

Deputy Chief
VP, Sci & Tech
Assistant
' Commisioner and
CIO
Stephane Coirsineau D/Dir and CIO
Pierre Perron
Ass'? Commissioner

, Christianne Poirier

CEO

CiC

Soyaung Park

CIO

CSC

Dung-Chi Iran

Cr0

EC

Chuck Shawcross

Lise Duet
Martin Loken

Cisco
Apple
We/mart

`~;~ ~y

~~Y
'`•':'` : '

CIO & Sr. VP
CIO
CIO

Rebecca Jacoby
Mall O'Connor
Karenann Terrell

l~j

~~~? ~. ~~~
'51/i~~r~

~ ~~
~~

~~`~~~ ~y`

~

i Equivalent
Cl0 4 Director
(CIO + ADT1 - Director
00 4 Director

Director
Dep Cmmnin'r,
Specialized Policing
Corporate Management
_
Branch
ADM, Client Service
Modernization
Senior Deputy Comn7`r
Transformation
ADM Corporate Services

CiO 4 Director
' (CIO + AOTn 4 D00

ADM Service
Standards &
1 Architecture & CIO
' Ini rrnatics Branch Corporate Services
CIO
_- Corp Planninj& CFO

-Stats
L_ i OFATD

Reports to
Chief
President
Commissioner

~~4 ~{ ~S~

~f~/

L

boy

Pq
~~~ ~~~
{~~

t.

r

~~

~'
7.4

CEO
CFO
President

_

. 00 4 DDA
No equiv; not director.
No equiv; not director.
Sort of SPOT.
Ci0 4 DDA

00 4 ODA
CIO 4 DOA

CIO 4 Director
_ _ CIO DOA
CIO 4 Director
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rawing the Lines
by Marc Cecere
FROM THE NOVEMBER 2001 ISSUE

any businesses today are grappling with a proliferation of chiefs. Where
there was once a vice president of marketing, there's now a chief
marketing officer. Where there was once a head of the IT department,
there's now not only a chief information officer but also a chief technology officer, a
chief security officer, a chief privacy officer, and a chief knowledge officer. Armed .
with their important-sounding titles, all the chiefs naturally want to report directly to
the CEO. But that's not always feasible—or wise. As illustrated in this chart, companies
need to make hard decisions about which positions are truly strategic.
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Memo to the CEO

Are you getting
the best out of
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Executive summary

~
In an increasingly digital world, the role of the CIO is evolving
rapidly. The rise of consumcrization and new technologies, combined
with a highly competitive envirrmnieni, wïl l pull IT further into the
heart of the business agenda. More and more, OIOs will hold the key to
unlocking competitive advantage and business benefits. With this shift
come growing pressure and higher expectations.
As a CEO, you need to ensure that your CIO and the IT function he or
she leads are best positioned to help shape and enable your business's
response to these opportunities and challenges. This report, which
contains a number of key insights from Strategy&'s inaugural CIO
Success(ion) Study, should provide helpful perspective on the role of
the CIO.
The study, conducted during the first half of 2013, involved more than
60 ClOs from large international companies across industry sectors. Our
goal was to better understand the CIO's career path, succession trends,
and success factors. The study revealed some surprising and unexpected
insights — a number of which are directly relevant ro you as the CEO
— on what the concerns and goals of ClOs are today, where to find the
right people to fill the role, and how to help theru and their IT
departments succeed in nurturing and delivering the digital capabilities
required to effectively pursue your company's business strategies and
priorities.
-Ye
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Regardless of your industry, your company is likely to grow ever more
dependent on a variery of mature and cutting-edge information
technologies to connect with customers, suppliers, and employees; to
stay competitive and to succeed. Digitization is a fundamental part of
the new business model, affecting supply chains and operations,
marketing and sales, interactions with current and potential customers,
and daily collaborations between employees. You are highly aware of
the importance of the technology your company uses.
Your IT department is accountable for helping enable your broader
organization embrace and exploit the potential of digitization, in close
partnership with the business, Therefore, the selection of a chief
information officer (CIO) to lead the 1T function and help shape the
business's IT agenda has never been as critical as it is now. And it
doesn't stop there: Motivating and empowering your CIO —and
creating the conditions that will allow him or her, as well as the IT
department, to succeed — are equally important.

The CIO role is multifaceted and particularly challenging. Coordinating

an increasingly complicated set of internal and external resources and
capabilities, CIOs must ensure that the technologies and solutions that
support critical business processes are constantly available. They need
to oversee the development of complex new IT-enabled projects on time,
on budget, and in a way that delivers the promised business value. They
need to visibly Contain and repeatedly attack the IT cost base. They also
need to ensure that the potential impacts of new and emerging
technologies and solutions are continually assessed and, when
appropriate, pursued and exploited, They juggle all this while shaping
and pursuing a strategic IT agenda For the business and balancing the
inexorable demand for new services and solutions from every part of
the organization.

The selection
of a CIO to
help shape the
IT agenda has
never been as
critical as it is
now.

Strategy& recently conducted its inaugural CIO Success(ion) study. In
this study, we surveyed and interviewed ClOs from a wide range of
large multinational companies, most of them headquartered in Europe,
across industry sectors. Our goal was to better understand the CIO's
Jtrat99}'&
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career path, succession trends, and success factors. The study revealed
some unexpected insights, a number of which are of direct relevance to
you as the CEO. Our findings provide a set of up-to-the-minute
perspectives on what the concerns and goals of CEOs are today, where
to find the right people to fill the role, and how to help them and their
IT departments succeed in nurturing and delivering the digital
capabilities required to effectively pursue your company's business
strategies and piiorities,
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Where should you took for your
next CIO?

The CIO Success(ion) study set out to examine where today's ClOs came
from and how they were selected and appointed.
The vast majority of ClOs are hein recruited externally, our study
found, the implications of which are stark for ambitious and talented
members of your current IT leadership team: The odds of being
promoted to the CIO role in the foreseeable future are slimmer than
they may have thought — assuming, of course, that a CIO turnover even
takes place, First, they are competing against their peers to be
considered for the top IT job, And second, there seems to be an innate
bias among organizations toward outsiders; they usually look externally
for the next CIO (in a handful of cases, they consider sideways moves
from other functions)- The reality for current IT leaders may be even
worse, Through our CIO interviews, we discovered that a number of
today's ClOs who were promoted from within had switched
organizations at the level just below CIO in order to be groomed as a
successor prior to their elevation (see Exhibit ], next page).
There are several reasons that appointing a CIO from outside your
company might be appealing. if your former ClO wasn't seen as up to
the task, why would you expect his or her direct reports to be much
different? As the CIO of a large engineering firm explained, "A high
percentage of ClOs ate brought in specifically to act as change agents,"
Despite this view, many ClOs we spoke with were surprised and
concerned to hear how few of their peers at other companies were
promoted directly into the role. One, the CO of a global energy
company, expressed the opinion that "unless we can demonstrate a
clear path of senior progression within IT, our ability to attract, develop,
and retain the top workforce we need to drive digitization in our
business will rapidly deteriorate." Indeed, almost every CIO we spoke to
made reference to active senior-level succesion planning taking place
within the IT function, although many admitted that when the time
came, serious consideration would probably also be given to identifying
external candidates for the role.
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Exhibit 1
The CIO life cycle
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We offer a simple rule of thumb: If you believe IT and digitization are
currently on the right path in your company, and there is broad
confidence in the strategy and road map laid out by the ClO and his or
her top team, looking internally for a successor should be the default
plan. if, however, these conditions do not exist, consider an external
successor, (You should also then look within your organization to
identify what allowed such a disappointing situation to develop in the
first place, whether on (he business side or within IT itself.)
It seems that although executive search firms continue to play an
active role in finding and placing dIO5, their dominance in this space
has diminished dramatically with the advent of Linkedin and other
social networking sites, According to the CIO of a leading 6rrancialservices company, "a personal referral, based on a combination of
accomplishments and relationships, is increasingly the away that I get
introduced to opportunities, and it's also the way l found many of
my own external hires. The world is rapidly becoming a betterconnected places
Of the ClOs who do come from outside the company, the majority switched
industries to take on the new role. (One exception to the industry-hopping
phenomenon appears to be financial-services companies, where the
majority of ClOs have worked in the industry for most, if not all, of their
career.) And nearly three-quarters of today's CIOs have worked at either a
management consulting firm or a systems integrator at some point in their
career. This suggests that breadth of experience is valuable and that that
value is recognized. "The virtue of experience as a consultant lies in the
exposure to a variety of business problems, large programs, stakeholder
management, and strategic thinking," the CIO of a leading industrial
products company told us.

51rategy&
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Is your current CIO likely to
succeed?
To address the question of what drives success, the CIO Success(ion) study
explored a number of different angles: What do today's ClOs believe the
critical success factors of the role to be? On what key dimensions are CIOs
and their IT functions measured by others? And on the other side of the
coin, what are the primary reasons for CIO failure?
CIO folklore would have k that the quickest way to find oneself being
pushed out of the job is to fail to deliver day-to-day IT services — the ability
to process transactions, quickly access customer information, and even
send and receive email, for example. But although the logic of this seems
irrefutable, in reality we found few current ClOs whose predecessors were
let go for this reason. That may be because technologies and associated
solutions have matured to such an extent that major service failures arc
now far less common than they once were.
We did, however, find that on becoming CIO, half of our study
respondents inherited, and then had to rescue or abandon, major
projects. In a sizable number of cases, the failing program was what Led
to their predecessor's departure (see Exhibit 2, next page).
The proportion of IT projects costing more than US$1 million that fail to
come in on budget and on time, or to deliver the original business promise,
remains high —almost 30 percent, according to 1T research firm Gamier
fric, These are typically big-ticket, multiyear, enterprise-wide programs
involving new ERP, CRM, or core industry-speclhc solutions that promise to
€undamentallychange business performance and competitiveness.
Unfortunately, these complex, joint 1'f-business projects are often allowed
to deteriorate into very costly 1T-driven systems implementation and
replacement initiatives, which lack genuine ownership and buy-in from the
business areas involved.
According to the CIO of a global consumer products company, "If you're not
extremely careful with these programs, business stamina and patience run
out. 'Just get the # a. * $!! system in once and for all so that we can pick
ourselves up again and move on' becomes the dominant refrain. That's of
course assuming that you can get to a working system at all." The result
10.
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Poor business partnerships and failing projects are the primary causes of ClOs' being forced out
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Falling IT programs

Top five reasons for CIO fahure
Note; reasons for failure that were not ranked In the top twee include'ack of innovation; ryal responding to new trends: being
Tate In adopting new tnologiers; and Ineffective outsourcing_
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frequently is an expensive, shiny new IT solution that doesn't quite do what
was promised. isn't well integrated into or absorbed by the business, and
ultimately doesn't have much tangible impact on business performance.
Although many factors affect the success of large programs involving IT,
CIOs need to ensure a strong sense of joint ownership and work in
genuine partnership with business stakeholders on such journeys to
ensure the successful delivery of complex IT-enabled business change.
Recall that failing to establish a strong business-IT partnership was
listed as the number one reason for CIO failure, followed closely by
failing ET programs.
Our survey showed that although a small number of CIOs reported to a
COO or other operational executive, the majority had a direct line to the
CFO or CEO, in roughly equal proportion. All the ClOs we interviewed
noted that the reporting line can be a critical issue, because whom they
report to has a big influence on where they focus their IT organization's
energies and resources. Those reporting to the CEO suggested that they
were typically encouraged to take the perspective of enterprise-wide
business value — how much the IT department delivers to the business
-- whereas reporting to the CFO can shift the primary emphasis of IT to
the cost agenda and automating operations.
According to the CIO of a major transportation company, "The costversus-value equation changes with reporting line. With the CEO, it's all
about focusing on strategy and value. With a CFO, the focus tends to be
on costs in the back office." The CIO of a large beverage company, who
has reported to both CEOs and CFOs, noted, "My experience is that a
CEO reporting line results in more `adult' end-to-end business-oriented
discussions with a far greater focus on value and on shaping a balanced
portfolio of investments, while a CFO reporting line puts a much
stronger emphasis on the ROI of individual investments and a real
obsession with IT costs, sometimes leaving business value on the table."
This suggests that reporting lines typically determine not just what
people CIOs interact with, but how they think and what they
concentrate their IT organizations on. How you select the right CIO and
where you position that person within the senior team will depend on
the nature of your company and the balance it aims to strike between
cost and value. As a CEO, you need to make active choices depending on
what you wish to achieve. Of course, this is not a hard-and-fast rule;
there are exceptions. The CIO of another global energy company who
currently reports to a CFO noted, "At the end of the day, a lot of this
comes down to the nature of the relationship between the executives. If
the CIO is credible [to. and accepted by the top team, and has the IT
management basics like service and cost under tight control, the fact
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that they report to the CFO becomes more of a convenience and doesn't
have to make a lot of difference."
The IT architecture of a company — irs landscape of systems and
technologies — can also reflect the nature of the CIO reporting line,
Companies in which the CFO has a strong influence over the IT agenda
and priorities will often have powerful and well-designed transactional
IT systems, such as ERP and core banking, hut may be weaker in other
areas, such as sales, marketing, and product development, So the choice
of where the CIO role should sit organizationally should take into
account the agenda you believe TT should have in your organization,
today and in the future,
Just as important as the CIO's reporting line is the IT leadership team he
or she builds. More than three-quarters of ClOs cited "people and skills"
as a primary focus upon taking on a new position, second only to
delivering major programs, The third most important focus: the IT
organization itself. Several of the CIOs we interviewed pointed out that
leadership was essential in this area and that they rarely brought their
own people with them into new positions — at least at the start —
preferring to meet the inherited team and learn their strengths and
weaknesses.
Every CIO we spoke to also confirmed the importance of stakeholder
management and the ability to forge strong partnerships at the junction
between business and technology (see Exhibit 3, next page). "To succeed
as CIO you need to communicate, communicate, communicate," said the
CIO of a major logistics firm. "Reach out and get to know people. The
ability to convince people is crucial, so invest time in helping
stakeholders understand the business case of every IT program."
ClOs also ranked "visionary and strategic thinking" — the ability to
envision how their company can benefit from technology combined with
the ability to think strategically — as an exceptionally important
success factor. This is becoming increasingly relevant in an era when
effective use of technology is more and more closely linked to business
success, and therefore is a skill that CEOs should pay particular
attention ta A CIO who combines this skill with the other important
success factors will likely be instrumental in your firm's ability to gain
strategic advantage through technology.
Looking at how the IT organization is viewed from the outside, it is
curious to see CIOs reporting that innovation appears far down on the
list of measures of IT success, well below cost control, sca lability,
flexibility to deal with changes in the business, and quality of solutions
and services. "It's a matter of pragmatism. In my view, the CIO's day job
takes up most of the time," said the CIO of a leading pharmaceutical
Strateyyd
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Exhibit
Stakeholder management and strategic thinking top the list of success Factors for ClOs
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company, "so you can leave innovation ro the vendors." The CID of a
financial-services company agreed with this view. "Don't innovate for
innovation's sake," lie said, "but do innovate selectively, on topics like
(nobility and big data, taking advantage of innovation early where
appropriate,"
Despite the importance CIOs dace on business acumen, strategic
thinking, and stakeholder management, the tension between effectively
managing the cost of IT and creating business value remains their
primary concern. At many companies, IT is still perceived as a cost
center to be managed as efficiently as possible, and ClOshighlight
cost-effectiveness as one of the primary measures of their IT
departments' success. But although cost management is a critical
concern in an age when IT absorbs such a large portion of companies'
budgets, it's not necessarily the way to get the most business value out
of IT (se i Exhibit 4. next page).
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Exhibit 4
Cost-effectiveness remains the most important measure of success for most ÎT organizations
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Where do CIOs go next?

Asa rule, CIOs area restless bunch Almost half have been in their
current CIO position for three to Five years, but more than 40 percent
say they don't expect to he there beyond another year or two. So if
current ClOs are meeting the expectations set for them, understanding
how they think and what matters to them in their careers will help you
retain them_
In one sense, that should be easy. Almost 90 percent of the ClOs vre
surveyed said the top reason for moving to their current position was
the new professional challenge involved, and more than half suggested
that they were dissatisfied with their current role. Providing new
business and technological problems to solve, and the support needed to
solve them successfully, will certainly help provide ongoing professional
challenges and keep your CIO engaged.
At the same time, a third of CIOs are forced out of the role — a finding
that surprised most of the ClOs we interviewed. Half of them thought
that Figure was high, and was a matter of real concern. And the other
half expected it to be higher, given the changing nature of the CIO role,
the growing focus on digitization, and their sense that many of their
current peers at other companies would struggle to be effective in the
new world.
In terms of career aspirations, the majority cf study participants
described another, larger, more prestigious CIO position as being the
obvious next step, most likely at another company_ A third of
participants were in their first CIO role. 25 percent were in their second,
and more than 40 percent had held three or more CIO roles. The rise of
the "serial CIO" is a very real phenomenon.
A small, but quite noticeable, ni inanity of those we spoke to voiced the
desire for their next role to include P&i. responsibility, and a similar
minority were determined to avoid such a responsibility. When
considering options within their existing organization, many pointed to
shared-services operations and other support functions as being obvious
areas that could he put tinder the responsibility of the CIO in order to
benefit from the service management capabilities they had built up in
Strategy8
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the 1T function, and to provide the Opportunity for greater CIO scope
and responsibility without their having to change organizations,
Indeed, some participants have already been given responsibility for
such activities. "The CIO is among the few roles with a cross-functional,
cross-organizational perspective, This in conjunction with running
large programs and driving change should prepare them to become
COOS," said the CIO at an international retailer.
A number of Clos raised the prospect of joining an IT solutions or
services supplier — a ""gamekeeper turned poacher" situation, as one
CIO put it — or a consulting firm, but this is a far less common
transition for CIOs.

18

Conclusion

The best CIOs fully understand the critical connection between In and
the business, and they're adept at managing stakeholder relationships
and forging partnerships. They have an informed, even visionary,
perspective on how digital technology will transform business over the
next several years, and what that will mean both strategically and for
day-to-day operations, They are strong and effective leaders who can
coordinate well across organizational boundaries. Just as important,
they are a safe pair of hands when in comes to optimizing service
quality and costs, and they fully appreciate the importance of being able
to do so.
There is a saying that "every organization gets the IT it deserves." In
order to play a strategic role, ClOs can't go it alone. They need the
support of their CEO and other top executives to maintain the necessary
connect ions with business leaders and to ensure that all stakeholders
understand their role in furthering the use of digital technology to stay
competitive. It`s up to you as CEO to ensure that your CIO is capable and
positioned properly to shape and serve the business agenda, and to
make sure that business leaders and other stakeholders are working
effectively with your CIO. The stakes in the age of digitization are
higher than ever, and the success of your CIO will become more and
more fundamental to both your own success and that of your
organization.
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Report directly to the CEO to boost your IT goals and you
career
By Michael Sis
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Traditionally, ClOs have reported to the CFO, but that's not always the best
scenario for the CIO. By reporting directly to the CEO or president, ClOs can
spur achievements and gain invaluable insight and career help.

Traditional corporate reporting structures tend to have the company's senior technology manager {CIO, VP of IS, CTO}
report directk'to the CFO. In my 20-year management career, I've reported into all different levels and believe that in
today's world we need to leak al a different approach.
ClOs of the corporate world should report to the CEO for many rea sons_ as ni explain in this article In fact, I feel so
strongly about this need that I made ii one of my stipulations when I joined my former employer as CIO.
Why the CID usually reports to the CFO
To understand why something needs to change, you must first unde•siarrd the current concept behind what's in play.
The CFO is typically responsible for the corporate services organizations of a company. These include accounting,
accounts payatle, payroll, humeri resources, purChaairig, and IT, This structure is especially prevalent in small- to
rnediium-site companies.
Several reasons support this reporting structure:
• It provides a consistent management structure across all corporate services organizations that is simpler for the
operations staff to work with.
In many companies. corporate services departments are heavy users of technology, so it's a natural tendency to
have IT report to the CFO.
• CFOs often want the controk of IT because they are detailed types and control oriented, and their own business
organizations depend heavily on technology
- CEOs and presdents don't normally want the responsibility of IT and welcome having the CFO hold the rains. As
we all know, managing IT is definitely a challeng—ppossibly the toughest rote in the company.

13uI while all this reasoning is logical, and most CEOs do welcome the CFO supervising the CIO, it's not always the
best reporting structure for the CID.
Making a case for reporting to the CEO
When I applied for my former CFO role, the company was trying to position itself for major growth through acquisition
and had significant technology issues, What the company wanted in a CIO was someone who could turn IT support
services around quickly and position the company for the acquisition efforts and planned growth.
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Tha opportunely was very appealing to me. and after the company "net my compensation requirements. f sat down with
the CEO and CFO to discuss my request to report to the CEO. I explained why t cauldni accept the pueition unless the
reporting structure' vas right for the business need and used some of the following reasoning:
The CEO Is closer to the operations side,
it's important for a CIO to be closely involved with the operations of the company. A CFO understands the financial
side of the business tut is not aliwirrs savvy to the inner operations of the company. A CIO's iro3 is to heap the
company improve productivity and profitability through technology, and in most companies the best Opportunities to
do this are within the operations staff and organization.
The CEO drives strategic initiatives.
I know that when I was part of a fast-growth company that acquired more than 35 other companies, the fact that I
reported to the president made a huge difference in my early involvement with new strategies. This early
involvement was crilical in both my personal preparedness as well as my ability to position our IT organization for
what lay ahead.
The CEO is usually a stronger manager_
This may nol always be the case, but many times the CEO or president is a stronger manager than the CFO.
Repaving lo the strongest manager always helps you develop more skills the,. benefit you in your career.
• Reporting to the CEO gives the CIO more clout.
There are often times when you may need to make significant changes in an organization, possibly even Cultural
Changes. Major changes inevitably effect the employees and managers in other departments of the company_ It
helps to have the support of the CEO verbally as wall as in the organizational structure of the company to show the
importance of the IT department and the CIO position
• Most of your Internal customers are operational staff_
When most of your technology users are part of operations, reporting to the CEO or the operations side of the
business gives lots of credence to your postthon
• It helps prepare a CIO to become a CEO.
More and more CEOs are corning from the CIO position as companies become more technically oriented. Working
directly for e strong CEO helps y ou develop new skills that are needed if and when you decide to seek the top
position in a company.
• It provides the CIO exposurs to the board of directors.
This may not seem important but it is. The higher you go in an organization, the more you need to be able to
communicate at a high level and present your ideas for improvement. Bigger initiatives require more dollars and
tougher cost justification. As the CIO, you are in the 'big leagues' now. so you need to start getting Comfortable
with your board of directors.
This CIO should be an "operations advocate."
When both the operations departments and the IT department report to the same executive manager, rt chows
differences to be managed more effectively by the senior manager. For example, because one wrnpany president
acted as my mentor. rather than getting confrontational with a regional operations manager_ I could use the
president to position controversial issues so that IT was always viewed as an "operations advocate" or -operations
partner and not an adversary

Position yourself as well as you can
in terms of a CIO's career, one of the most crucial reasons I've outlined is that ClOs looking to move up to the CEO
perch, and those in a CIO role where they're making major decisions that affect corporate structurer need to be able to
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step right into the C',LO's office.
The CIO has to be aware from the start on how to position the technology of the company to support many new
initiatives the company may want to take- Having a direct relationship with the chef executive is vital.
In one of rry prior CIO roles, I reported to the company president and .rt was by far the best move for me Reporting to
the CFO, a visionary but a poor manager, would have been very difficult in that situation, to reporting to the president, I
had the support I needed, was kept informed of strategic plans, learned a lot, and was close enough to the CEO to be
exposed to what went on in the CEO office
The point is that you should Iry to report le the appropriate senior executive in relation to the tech readership role you're
taking on. ConalderaVons you want to evaluate include:
• Strategic initiatives planned by the company
• Oranges you need to make and support needed
• Ability to learn from your manager
• How the position and reporting structure are viewed in the company
• Company growth (high growth means lots of change).
• Personality compatibility
• Positioning yourself for career advancement

tt's undisputed that strong C105 normally excel no matter whom they report to becuse they always xnow how to get
'early warning' news on new initiatives. and they network well within the company at all ieve's. Yet. if there is an
opportunity to rnaKe the decision, your career and your professional achie'demen:s ai the company will be greatly
enhanced by reporting to someone above the CFO level.
Mike Stsca is the CEO of A4DE fnferprfses and has been an IT manager and CrO for more than 20 years. His company
is dedicated' to the training and education of 1'T managers to he+p them achieve more SüCC9ss. For more of Mike's
fake a look ar ills IT Manager Deve+rxpmerl Serres + ~rt~.In~u~r.rraoe.ncuc~~!.
management
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Should CIOs Report to CEOs or CFOs?
Should ClOs report to CEOs or CFOs?
Conventional wisdom, says it depends on a company's strategy, Rajiv Banker, professor of accounting
and 1T at Temple University's Fox School of Business, says that conventional reporting models don't
always produce the expected results.
Ile spoke recently with online editor Brian P. Watson about his research into the misperceptions
surrounding those reporting structures.
CYO insight: What situations indicate that the CIO should report to the CEO?
Banker_ The kinds of companies with that kind of reporting tend to strive for competitive advantage by
differentiating their products and services. To do so, you need to have your organization focused on
innovation-- innovation in technology, introducing new products, increasing the value proposition. The
C:1O has to constantly think about potential new IT chai can widen that advantage_
But we've seen research that shows the CII) isn't involved in strategic planning. Shouldn't he or
she be, in this scenario?
More and more companies recognize that IT plays a strategically vital role. But just because 1T can play
a strategic rule does not necessarily mean the C10 is the one who leads the strategic change.
Very often, [the CIO's] strategic role is supportive. For example. for companies with market-based
strategies, aiming to deliver to customers, the strategy will perhaps be driven more by the marketing
organization. 1T wili then follow up to make sure that strategy is delivered.
When a CIO reports to the CEO, Is there a tendency to let costs get out of control, because of
investing more in emerging technologies or riskier projects with a potentially higher return?
That's exactly right, if that's the way your organization has chosen to compete. On the other hand, if it's
not, taking that sort of risk may be out of line, and the CIO can get in trouble.
That can he averted by having the CFO supervise the decisions the CIO is making. That's the value of
having that reporting relationship It makes you more conservative,
What are the pros ami cons of reporting to a CFO?
We tend to hear it's best for Cros to report to CFOs because it forces them to have a narrower Fi nano€al
mindset or focus on quantifying the success of their technologies. This might not be the ease,
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The challenge for management is not so much to fi nd innovative ways to deliver value to customers, but
rather. [to discover] how they can do so at lower cost. The kinds of technologies used in such oases are
not necessarily at the cutting edge or experimental, but are proven ways to use information systems to
eliminate waste and increase efficiency. ! laving that fi naneial focus actually helps the strategic goals of
the company.
That's the key part here: The role of the ClO should be to support whatever might be the strategic
positioning of the company.
Page : The Path to Success

The Path to Success
When should a ClO report to the COO?
Reporting to the COO is typically seen when a company is interested in having I't play a supporting
role, ensuring that operations are conducted efficiently, Rut we've only seen a kw examples. far fewer
than reporting to the CEO or CFO,
Do these different reporting structures create different kinds of ClOs?
There are two very different types of Clos: the ones very connected to technology and R&D, and the
kind you want in a firm pursuing a differentiation strategy, when: the CIO has more of a financial
background.
What it underscores is the need to recognize that, when you talk about the 00, it doesn't always mean
the same thing. It depends on tine type of business. That means you have to weigh the needs of the
corn pony .
We see this to be a lot more confusing and complex, or even challenging, but we try to extend both these
types of characteristics in the same persons in the same organizations. That's not quite the case: There
are two diferent tracks.
Do you find that one kind of 00 tends to last longer or fare better than the other?
that was a bit of a surprise. People tend to be of the general belief that ClOs are better off in a company
with [an overall] differentiation strategy, because they get to be more creative, apply their specialized
technology experience, and have a greater role in strategic planning_
We find that it's not the case, It's true for companies with a product differentiation strategy, but not true
for companies getting a competitive advantage through their cost structure,
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IT Orientation, CIO Reporting Structure, and Firm Performance:
To Whom Should the C10 Report?
I LTniversity

Rajiv Banker r - Nan Hu 1 - Paul A. Pavlr}u r
uFC'alifirruia, Riverside- 1 Singapore Management University

ABSTRACT
Twenty years after the introduction of the CIO position, the IS Literature has yet to prescribe the ides! CIO
reporting structure, To address this void, this study proposes a continency model in which the (10
reporting structure depends on the limo's competitive firm IT orientation. We introduce Sales over Assets
as a success mce•surc For firms employing IT for strategic differentiation. Also. [.croons{ incurne over
Sales is introduced as a performance measure for firms leveraging IT for operational excellence.
Following the strategy-structure paradigm, this study hypothesizes that firms with higher Sales over
Assets will have their CIO reporting to the highest executive (CEO), while firms with higher Operating
Income over Sales will have their CEO report o a lower-rank executive (CFO)_ In addition, following the
alignment paradigm, we hypothesize that rimy firms with either (i) a superior Sales over Assets and a
C1 CEO reporting structure, or (ii) a superior Operating Income ever Sales and a CiO-CFO reporting
structure will have superior performance over time than the other configurations. Secondary data from
700 firms support the proposed hypotheses. validating the strategy-structure and the alignment theories.
The paper concludes by discussing the ideal CIO reporting structure and its performance implications.
1. RESEARCH MOTIVATION
The CIO position has emerged In the early SOs (Synnolt and Gruber 1981) in response to rapidlychanging technology, frequent changes in consumer preferences that require market orientation and data
mining tools, increased business competition That requires new delivery channels and servsees, enhanced
user sophistication who demand greater functionality, and the emergence of the `information economy'
(Benjamin of al. 1985; Fl+rrning, }00). Since its inception. the CIO position has gradually become more
strategic in nature as IT has been increasingly playing a greater role in t e firm's success (Lancit 2001;
O'Donnell 2001; Lasker and Norton 199%). IS researchers have focused on prescribing several means
(e.g., business background, communication skills, service orientation) by which CIOs could become more
important (e.g., Rockart 198.2). E'odav`s ClOs have many roles, such as from new product development,
knowledge management, business process reengineering, regulatory compliance, and IT maintenance.
The CEO's role varies dramatically among firms (Gottschalk 1999), A key distinction of primary
concern to the ClOs is one between a strategic (IT as a competitive weapon) versus an operational (IT for
cost-effectiveness) role of IT (Watson 1990). This distinction is herein proposed to influence the decision
of the firm's IT structure in regards to Ciro reporting 4,CEi} Vs CFO).
Despite the imporlanl role of the C10 reportlug structure on Firm sIntiegy and performance. the
literature has yet to address the links between IT structure. strategy, and performance. This is what this
study aims LO do by shedding light on two research questions;
• How does a Brio's fl' orientation determine ils CIO reporting structure (CEO Vs CFO)
• Does an alignment between it orientation and CIO reporting structure influence firm performance?

. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 CIO Roles & Reporting Stnidure
There are two broad categories that describe the CIO's role (Stephens et al. 1992; Viaard 2000)_
First, a .strategic role where the X10 Is involved in strategic Owning. participates in strategic
policy committees, stimulates new business opportunities, and influences the firth's decision making
(Gottschalk 2002). This C10 role is associated with a leadership role, increased staff orientation, and
corporate responsibility for information resource policy and strategy (Rockart er al, 1982). Such strategic
r`lOs help align IT with firm strategy and lead IT-enabled strategic projects.

Second. an operational or supporting role that the CIO is responsible for IT implementation.
managing the IT infrastructure, and providing functional IT support in a cost-effective way. This more
traditional focuses on managing `must-do' IT projects with clear payback (Caldwell ei I. 1996).
A key element of a firm's IT s1ructtkre is the CID reporting structure_ Whether the CIO reports 10
the CEO (ate level down)or Cl-O(txwo-Teve€s down) is a well-accepted measure of the relative power
and importance of the CIO in the firm (Applegate and Elam 1992). for the CIO, the CFO is often seen as
an adversary or obstacle due to the difficulty of CIO to show returns on IT investments (Slater 2002).

3. CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Firm IT Orientation
The strategy-structure paradigm (Chandler (962) has long advocated the need to match a tirrn's
strategy with its structure. Since a firm's competitive strategy largely depends on IT (Balms and Treacy
1986), following the strategy-structure paradigm, the IS literature has suggested that a firm's competitive
strategwv is related to its IT structure (ravakolian 1989),
Without loss of generality, Firms have two key types of IT orientation: s'traregfc- Vs operation (.
Finns with a strategic IT orientation focus view It as a competitive weapon and an enabler of new
business opportunities. Firms with an operational IT orientation focus on cutting operating expenses and
emphasizing strict IT spending. allowing business needs to drive IT decisions (and not vice versa). To
capture the relative importance of IT in the Firm, we propose ,Safes over Assets as a success measure for
firms employing IT for strategic differentiation. On the other hand, C.. erwi g income over Sdes is
proposed as a performance measure for firms leveraging IT for operational excellence.

3.2 CIO Reporting Structure
The CIO reporting srn,eture depends on how critical is IT to the firm's strategy, and the culture of
the Firm in terms of FI (Benjamin et ai_ 1985; Jones ¢1 al. 1915). We propose that firms with a strategic IT
orientation tend to have their CIO report directly to the CFO, whereas in lobes where IT has an
operational role, the CIO tends to report to the CFO.
A C10-CEO reporting structure is associated with emphasis on new product development,
business process reengineering efforts, market orientation, and knowledge management. Firms whose
CIO has a strategic role often have a rorrnal IT strategy. an IS strategic orientation. greater IS planning
success_ and greater iS maturity- A CIO-CEO reFwrting structure is often the result that IT plays an
important role in managing knowledge. and the need for the CIO to implement knowledge management
systems (Lasker and Norton [996}. Firms whose CiCls report to the CF.t} tend to leverage IT for growth
and competitive advantage (Caldwell et ai. I998).
A C[O-CFO reporting structure helps bring portfolio management and cost discipline to fT
spending. it focuses IT initiatives on busiiness needs, and ensures adequate [T resourecs dedicatial to
financial reporting and analysis systems (OptimizeMag, 2003). This reporting struct4trc emphasizes
efficiency. infrastructure maintenance, and regulatory compliance.
In summary, reporting to the CEO is an IT structure for arms who view IT as a source of
competitive advantage, while firms whose. CIO reports to the CFO see IT as a way to cut operating
expense. (Caldwe€I et al, I998),
Hi: Finns with a strategic IT sri tttation (high Sales over Assets) have their CIO reporting to the CEO.
H2: Firms with an operetlonel rT orientation (high Operating Incarne aver Sales). have their CiO repart to the CFO.

3.3 Strategy-Structure Alignment & Firm Performance
Alignment or 'contingency-fit', rooted in the information processing view (Galbraith 1977), is
conceptualized as the degree of ideal configuration among relevtint factors (Venkatraman ]989),
following this contingency view, the success of any CIO reporting structure depends upon the limo's IT
orientation (strategic or operational) since the relationship betwccn the CIO and other C-level executives
(CEO or CFO) may influence the success of iT in the firm (Feeny ei d. 1992; Jarvenpaa and Ives 1991).
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Direct CEO reporting improves the similarity of IT perceptions between the CIO and CEO
("shared vision for IT') (Tai and Phelps 2000)and the CIO-CEO relationship and communication
(Gottshcall. 1999; Raghunatham 1992), which would be particularly valuable for firms that emphasize a
strategic IT role, A direct CIO-CIO reporting also facilitates IT implementation (Ciottshcalk 1 999}. which
in turn elevates the attention to the strategic role of IT and the CIO's influence on the CEO {Slofstra
2001}. On the other hand, firms where 1.1. has a supporting role must emphasize strict IT spending and
focus on low-risk projects where IT can result in further efficiency irnprovernems.
Sunutiarizin , these arguments, we expect to have two idea! profiles;
I3: Firma with either (I) a strategic IT orientation and a CIO-Cleo reporting etruciure, or (a) an
operational 13 orientation and a CIO-CFO reporting structure will have superior performance overtime.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & RESULTS
Jo test the proposed hypotht es, secondary data from 7010 Fortune 2431X] firms were collected,
Sales over As eLs= A strategic IT orientation is operational zed with superior sales over assets. The
reliability tC_ronbach's alpha] of this variable was .80.
ORerating Income over Sales- An operational IT orientation is isperationalie.ed with superior operating
income over sales. This variable's reliability was .99.
The dichotomous nature of the CIO reporting structure allowed us to use a logistic repression
analysis using the following equation over a 5-year period;
Report to CEO, fir," Average Operating IncomeiSalea + cue Average Setesaasets
The results of the logistic regression model are shown in Table 1, which validate HI and H2.
The cumulative results (or Saic31asscrs and operating income/sakes are shown in Appendices 1 & 2. which
render support fur H3_ ln sum, the results support all three proposed hypothcse3,

Table 1. Lo stic ltpreuslon Results
Logistic Regression Factor
Lera¢c üperaiin}! Incarner5alcg Ch er 5 Yra75
lAverage Salcs'Asscis Over 5 Years

j Coefficient
2.224a
i
-0_3244

p•value
0,13662
0,0030_

5. DISCUSSION
6.1 Key Findings
The results suggest that a firm's IT orientation determines its CIO reporting structure. Films with
superior sales over assets tend to have their CIO report directly to their CEO. On the other hand, firms
wills higher average operating income over sales have their CIO reporting to the CFO. In turn, the
alignment between IT orientation and CIO reporting structure influence lirm performance. More
specifically, firms with a strategic [T orientation (high sales over assets) that have their CIO report to the
CEO have superior performance over time Similarly, firms with en operational IT orientation (operating
income over sales) and a CIO-CFO reporting structure also have a superior performance compared with
Firm that have other IT Orientation-reportirig structure tun I ïg.urdtian (i.e.. uperatiunal 1T urieulatiun with
CIO-CEO reporting and strategic IT orientation with CIO-CFO reporting structure). in sum. the results
confirm both the strategy-structure paradigm (Chandler 1962) and also the straieg}'-structure alignment
perspective (Galbraith [977, Venkatrarnan 19$91, and shed light on the ideal CIO reporting structure,

5.2 Theoretical and Managerial Implications
The study has implications for the nature of CFO reporting structure and its implications for firm
performance. From a descriptive perspective, the study reveals how a firm's IT orientation (as reflected
by key accounting actors) predicts to whom the CIO reports to (CEO Vs CFO)_ From a prescriptive
standpoint, the study sheds light on the ideal CIO reporting structure depending on a fan's IT orientation.
This finding can help managers design their CIO's reporting structure based on how their firm views IT.

3

5-3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
Economic conditions influence the rule of the Cl0 and her irnpnnance in the firm. Recessions are
associated with an emphasis on cast reduction and reduced IT spending (reduced importance of the CIO).
while economic expansions emphasize new IT-enabled initiatives (enhanced CIO role). Even if the
longitudinal results may have captured changes in economic conditions, future research could examine
the role of economic conditions {among othcr factors) that may shape the ideal CIO reporting structure.
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It's the age-old question: To whom should the
CIO report?
Imagine if the strategic engine of the enterprise didn't report to the CEO
By AI l'Cuebler
Cornputerwarld I Apr 14. 2011 2:00 PM PT
The question has been batted back and forth for nearly as long as there have been ClOs.
To whom should they report? I won't keep you in suspense as to where I stand: ClOs
hold a -level position and as such they should report to the stratec is leader. meaning
either the CEO or the COO.
Why do I believe this? I have several reasons, and hone of them has anything to do with

status_ The simplest is this: Because information technology is the most powerful
competitive enabler available to most businesses, its leader should not be relegated to
reporting to someone who may have other priorities than the organization's strategic
performance.
There are some exceptions to this, and MI get to them. But first. let me articulate the
primary reasons why having the CIO report directly to the CEO is the best arrangement_

1. CFOs have totally different priorities.
CFOs are, by nature, risk-averse. They are charged with protecting the financial wellbeing of the organization_ Their charter is to question expenditures, ensure that proper
controls are in place and ascertain that investments realize the expected returns_ Their
focus is on the short term, and their priority is process. ClOs. on the other hand, must be
risk takers. After all, every strategic system development project is risky -- it has never
been done before in the company and will have long-term impact. ClOs have to focus on
the long terra, since most significant IT developments span many years. Their priority is
introducing beneficial change, not maintaining a consistent process- When a CIO reports
to the CFO. the IT function ends up operating much more conservatively than it should.
That might be OK for certain companies, on a temporary basis, and in the course of my
career as a CIO, I had some productive working relationships with CFOs that I reported
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to. Nonetheless, I think that the days when this sort of relationship could really work are
gone. Quite frankly, a conservative IT function is not going to help most companies to
confront the increasingly intense competitive environment out there.

2. The CEO needs to know what IT can do for the company.
Strategic IT projects can have an enormous impact on the future of a company. That
makes the IT function so central to the company's competitiveness that it's essential for
the CEO to have a working knowledge of the process of IT project creation This is too
important to be blunted by intermediaries. A CEO needs a CIO who can function as a
partner, giving the CEO enough familiarity with the process of IT project creation so that
the CEO can make sure that the company's strategy is being properly addressed by the
IT function.

3. ClOs need to be deeply involved in business operations.
The officers who are closest to the operations side of the business are the CEO and
COO. Most CEOs today want their CIO to help the business compete profitably through
technology, and they recognize that the CIO can better do this when enmeshed in the
inner operations of the lines of business_ A CIO reporting to the CFO or CAO misses out
on working closely with people who are savvy about those things_

4. Clos need credence in the eyes of users.
Most internal IT customers are part of the operational staff. A CIO who is positioned on
the same side of the org chart as them has more credence.

6. Reporting to the CEO provides enterprisewide purview.
Because IT is the strategic engine of the business, its priorities must be set with the
participation of all parts of the organization. When the CIO reports to the CEO, the other
C-level executives understand that relationship_

6. Reporting to the CEO gives the CIO more influence.
Influence should not be confused with status. Status resides inside people's heads, but
influence has real practical value. A CIO might need to make significant organizational
changes, possibly even cultural changes. Anything that affects the status quo is likely to
meet major resistance. and a CIO who is working hand in hand with the CEO is better
rr4rnnyrtpn7r+lrir# nr.m?artïr~~~7SA? 1"6 I-mHn:Aurmrnilil-.4-lh+^ -AVr -rsl{ l-ttlMt-4l inn ...
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able to carry out initiatives effectively. When everyone knows that the CIO reports to the
OEO, they perceive that the CEO accords the IT function and the CIO position a great
deal of importance_ And when any part of the business has a problem with what IT is
doing, the CIO can set up a meeting with the CEO quickly.

7. No one but the CEO is going to adequately support the research
the CEO wants the CIO to deliver.
I ncreasingiy, CEOs want their ClOs to help lead the business to better ways of doing
things through new ideas and technologies. But ifs unlikely that any other C-level officer
is going to fully recognize how vitally important researching emerging technologies is,
and they certainly would be slow to corne up with the necessary funding.

When Is a CIO Not aCI0?
Case closed? Actually, no. There are instances when a 010 shouldn't be in a close
relationship with the CEO and should instead report to someone else. What this comes
down to is the qualifications of the CIO, plus the CEO's definition of a C-level position. In
other words, there are ClOs who hold the title but aren't really considered to function at
the C level.
A -level CIO is not just technically competent. Such OlOs are also proactive in their
technical competence, disptay business leadership abilities and are skilled in
collaboration, communication and persuasion. They know how to create relationships out
of a community of interest in profitably growing the business. and they are able to jumpstart initiatives to move the business to higher competitive levels. In other words, they
have considerable business acumen and are able to talk about their specialty in the
business and stockholder terms that their peers understand.
ClOs who lack these skills -- who cannot clearly articulate how the IT function benefits
business results by avoiding cost, improving service and increasing revenue — should
report to an executive other the CEO, ClOs just don't belong on that level of
management if they are unable to convert strategic and business direction into IT
actions. These ClOs are really technology-focused IT managers who do not understand
all aspects of the business value proposition. They cannot be expected to fully develop
the initiatives the organization needs to derive from its IT function, and frankly, I've found
that such technology-focused IT managers will not lake such initiatives in any case.
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The trend today seems to be toward more and niore CIOs who truly belong on the
level, with some of them holding broad general business management positions. Some
examples: The CIO of one of the largest IT equipment suppliers also directs his firm's
supply chain; the CIO for a major airline is responsible for all marketing activities: the CIO
for a major parcel-delivery company is also responsible for route acquisition and
optimization_
What they all have in common, besides a deep understanding of the business and how
to communicate in business terms, is that they all report to their CEO.
Ai Kuebler was CIO for T&T Universal Card, Los Angeles County, Alcatel and
McGraw-Hill arid director of process engineering at Citicorp_ He also directed the
consulting activity for CSC Europe. Ho is now a consultant on general management and
IT issues. He is the author of the book Technical Impact: Making Your Information
Technology Effective, and Keeping It That Way, from which this article was adapted. He
can be reached at ak@techngcalimEact.com.
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News Scan: Woe to the CIO who reports to the
CFO; Most firms unprepared for cloud
challenges; more
September 29t 2f314' By David Weldon
›->C'1Cls shouldn't report to CFOs, says IT exec
Chief information officers can report to a variety of executive leaders. hut if they report to CFOs,
take of Richard Boulderstone, the chief digital officer at the
they are at a disadvantage. That '
British Library. According to
r] t CIO UK, "IT is a strategic enabler and working fc+r the
uldersiune was quoted as saying_ Boulderstone became the
CFO makes enablement really ha
first CDO at the British Library in May 2013, after having been the head of 1T since 2002_
Commenting on the difference between his previous role and his new role, Boulderstone said "i have
a small team to coordinate the digital efforts of the organimtion and it is liberating as t'm not from IT
and it allows me to gel mum doge."
{Read more on CTOs and CFOs: I he teçhnotogy. CFO: CT's hest trier / CFOs coulda, shoulda be
l'I's tote advocates)
»»Many firms unprepared (or cloud, data challenges
Many organizations like to talk the talk when it comes to cloud computing, but few are doing a good
job of walking the walk. That is the conclusion of a new survey from IBM, which was cited in an
article at L:'!O 7nzigfr_ [he report, entitled "The I T ] nfrastructure Conversation: New Content, New
Participants, New tone." finds that "senior executives recognize 1Tts role as a business and revenue
driver. And most plan to increase their infrastructure investments. However. only a small number of
1r departments are working in tandem with line-of-business leaders to tackle tech infrastructure
challenges." In contrast, those companies that are doing a good job of adopting cloud technology "are
more likely to outperform their peers on several business outcomes,"
(Read more on cloud adoption: iCloud Drive available For Windows ahead or the Mac 1 6 new IT
roles yLau need to til l~
>>Enterprise mobility solutions market growing at 24% rate
Thanks to the growing adoption of bring-your-own-device programs, the global enterprise mobility
management, or EMM, market is expected to reach 515.7 billion in value by 2018. That represents a
compound annual growth rate of 22.4 percent, says an article at Cloud Services Wnrfd, citing new
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News Scan: Woe to the CIO who reports to the CEO; Most lrms unprepared for cloud ch... Page 2 a 2research from Kahle_ "Of the various EMM solutions, the mobile application platform manageaient,
or MAMP, segment accounted for the largest share {4S percent) of the overal t EMM market in
2011." The article notes that the development in the fields of machine to machine and wearables
technologies are also impacting organizations, forcing many to deploy robust EMM solutions to
manage a wide variety of devices and applications.
(Read more on enterprise mobility: lntographic:_Mobile security risks and responses f Infowa s_hic_

c)511'4, or enterprise alloy, BYOD in some lone)

>>CompTIA expanding efforts with Canadian IT industry
Information technology trade association CompTIA has unokalced that it is "expanding its
engagement with manufacturers, distributors, solution providers and other organizations active in
Canada's vibrant iT industry." The Comp-HA Canadian IT Business Community launched with some
60 Canadian business owners, executives and leaders in attendance at a special event in Toronto. In
announcing the initiative, CompTIA said "the community's new name better reflects the broader
make-up of community participants ,,, We're offering companies in Canada's l'I sector a forum for
networking; a place to learn, and share industry best practices; and a think tank to collectively discuss
and address industry issues."
(Read more on CompT1A: lrtdustrE nn}up tirae*'
r~'d ban osl InnCnet: taxes ill talent shortage
tr~~ultilin~

for flans)
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Tech leaders cannot enable if they report to CFOs
British Library Chef Digital Officer sees working for finance as a barrier to business
outcomes
9y Mark C€rdrzgwdrfh I 26 Seprernbgr 2014 I CO
i UK

ClOs working for the CFO cannot position technology as a strategic enabler within the organisation says the new Ct}) ai
The Bribes+ Library, Richard Boulderslone,
Boulderstone became the firsi COO et the British Library In May 2013 having been head of IT since 2002.
'IT is a strategic enabler and working for the CFO makes enablamens reatly hard." he said in a CIO UK profile of his new
role.
"IT gets a bad press though es too many people trying io serve customers don's see the pains of technology, so I sac the
COO role as one of oonn acting 1echnology with the rest of the organisation. As IT you are seen es a cost centre. barrier or
having resou{ca issues," he said of his previous tole and career inn'.
1 have a small team to coordinate the digital effects of the orga niset+on and at is liberating as I'm not from IT and it allows
me to gel more done.'
Manes
oard politic.
By Mark Chilfirngivorth I Follow 26 SeprernOer 2014 J CIO UK
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The Four Personas of the
Next-Generation CIO
by R "Ray" Wang
MARCH 3, 2011

Five years ago, Chief Information Officers (ClOs) were on tap of the world. These
executives played mission-critical roles in driving multi-million dollar projects that
delivered massive change. However, a global recession and the inability of CIOs to
deliver an business value have tarnished their status. Today's ClOs are under pressure
to deliver on requests for innovation, cost reduction, connectivity, and a growing
demand for business intelligence.
Just as previous technology and business shifts have changed the role of the CIO, the
new, more consumer-oriented business models of the social revolution will favor a
new breed of business and technology leader, These leaders will have to navigate
myriad converging and disruptive technologies, align new initiatives to both business
value and technology feasibility, and identify strategies to leverage existing
investments to fund innovation.
OU
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Consequently, the role of the CIO will evolve. Many next-generation technology
leaders will still come from traditional tech backgrounds, but business leaders with a
technology bent will also have a shot. As overall business strategy planning ties closer
to IT strategy, four personas of the next-generation CID will emerge:
.Chief "Infrastructure" Officers focus on cost reduction, and account for 65% to
70% of the overall IT budget. Most of this CIO persona's projects prioritize keeping the
lights on and managing legacy environments. Disruptive technologies such as
virtualization and cloud will play a key role in cost reduction. These infrastructure
officers tend to focus on the technology side and internal-facing activities.

2. Chief"Integration" Officers connect internal and external ecosystems. With 5% to
10% of the overall budget, this CEO persona must bring together a hodge-podge of
business processes, data, systems, and connection points with legacy systems and
newer cloud-based approaches. Projects touch external systems and often address
post-merger integration environments. These integrators tend to focus on the
technology side and both internal and external activities.

3. Chief "Intelligence" Officers empower the business with actionable insights.
Representing between 10% and 15% of the overall budget, this CIO persona must
improve business-user access to information. A key theme includes placing the right
data to the right person at the right time on the right interface. These intelligence
officers tend to focus on the business side and internal facing activities.

4. Chief "Innovation" Officers identify disruptive technologies for pilot projects.
Investing 5% to 10% of the overall budget, this CIO persona must drive innovation on
a shoestring. Typically from business backgrounds, these leaders move fast, fail fast,
and move on. They tend to focus on the business side and external activities,
,r `
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Most of today's CIOs fit squarely in the Chief Infrastructure Officer persona,
dedicating their time and resources struggling to keep the lights an. Shifting into the
Chief Integration Officer role will be a smooth transition for most of them, but only a
few with a business bent will grow into the Chief Innovation Officer role. On the flip
side, many business leaders with a technology bent will evolve into the Chief
Innovation Officer and Chief Intelligence Officer roles.

Among the companies we study, we're seeing three different approaches to
accommodating the different CIO personas:
1. One CIO ran deliver on all four roles this by upgrading his or her skill sets.
2. A shadow CIO-like organization could emerge on the business side to fill the roles

of Chief Intelligence and Chief Innovation Officer.
3. A CIO could have lieutenants charged with one or more of these functions,

R "Ray" Wang is CEO of the technology research firm Constellation Research and author
of the enterprise software Wog A Software insider's Point of View. He is working on a

book for Harvard Business Review Press on the new laws of business.
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IT Cannot Be Only the CIO's
Responsibility
by Donald A. Marchand and Joe Peppard
JuLv19, ~ais

IT is not something that can be managed from a box on the organizational chart.
Unfortunately, this is not the view in most -sulies. Just look at what most do: They
appoint a. CIO and give him or her a budget and a mandate to get on with it! Why? As
one CEO said to us; "I just want to forget about IT and concentrate on my core
business."
Of course, this response would be fine if the challenge were merely to deploy
technology (on time and to budget) and ensure it continues to function properly for as
long as required. It would also mean that outsourcing to a proven tech provider would
be a legitimate response to perceived problems with IT (get someone with more
experience and knowledge to run it for you). Or that the cloud is the remedy for IT's
perceived inability to deliver, its inflexibility, tardiness, and questionable return. (By
portraying IT as a utility like water and electricity, with apps on demand, a pay-as-you
use model, and unparalleled scalability, what could be more attractive?)
The reality is somewhat different. This approach may work for business functions like
manufacturing or logistics, but it definitely won't work far IT.
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For one thing, what a manufacturing director is and is not responsible for is very clear.
So what can a CIO be held responsible for? Technology? This only results in
technology being deployed on time and to budget and works. What about being held
to account for the benefits and value from IT spend?
This raises the fundamental question as to whether a CIC can really be held
accountable for something that will only emerge when their colleagues step up to the
plate. For example, successfully deploying CRNM software on time and to budget will
deliver little unless sales, customer services, and fulfillment processes are redesigned,
staff trained to have the right conversations with customers, data quality improves,
and marketers build the right competencies to use all the data that will now be
available to them,
Let's say that a company's sourcing strategy calls it to move all IT requirements to
best-of-breed cloud-based providers. Infrastructure and IT-based services will now be
provisioned and delivered directly from the cloud. The question is, will problems with
IT go away, particularly the challenges around delivering business value? Of course
not! Why? Because the problems with enterprise IT have generally nothing to do with
1T. They never have?
What the cloud does is make the technology-supply side more efficient and perhaps
more agile. It may make casts more predictable and shift investments from CapEx to
OpEx. It may even lead to access to leading-edge technologies. But these are generally
not where the challenges lie when we look at the situation in most companies
regarding return from IT spend.
The reality is that the organization still requires a strategy for information and
systems. It still needs to make choices around process standardization and the extent
of digitization, define the degree of integration required, and think about innovation
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opportunities enabled by IT, whether they be process innovation, business model
innovation, management innovation, or innovation in the customer experience. And
the organization still needs to prioritize IT spend, run programs and projects, manage
the IT investment portfolio, orchestrate the organizational change to deliver expected
business benefits, and make sense of information.
Accountability for some of these areas reside with the CEO and the other members of
the -suite (we are assuming CIO is a member of the c-suite), for others with LOB
manager, and some will be shared. What is clear is that they are not the sole
responsibility of the CIO. All members of the C-suite needs to recognize and embrace
their fundamental roles.
What is therefore required is strong governance of IT. Be dear about the decisions
concerning IT that need to be made, who gets to make them, how they are made, and
the supporting management processes, structures, information, and tools needed to
ensure that they are effectively implemented, complied with, and are achieving the
desired levels of performance. Unfortunately, we have found that the focus of
governance around IT continues to be on the more operational IT issues of delivering
technology capabilities and IT services.
The basic requirement for success with enterprise IT has changed little over the
decade. There is no magic bullet. The bottom line is that executives need to get their
hands dirty and actively engage with their CIO and IT. Decisions about IT today really
have little to do with technology+
Reinventing Corporate PT
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The CIO in Crisis: what You
Told Us
by Jim Stikeleather
JAI,' 15, 2013

Enterprise IT is in crisis — no doubt about it. Our research, conducted in partnership
with Harvard Business Review, The Economist, CEB (formerly the Corporate
Executive Board), Intel, and TICS Global, finds that corporate leadership has lost
confidence in the C10 as a strategic partner and views IT as a commodity rather than a
difference-maker.
Clearly the roles of CIO and the IT organization need reinvention — and that's the
conversation we've been having over the last few months in webinars and posts. (See
also here, here, and here.) This conversation has generated a lot of interesting
conversation via blog comments, emails, and face -to -face interactions at conferences

and meetings and has revealed a few more insights that should factor into our
evolving thinking.
CiC s need to understand business better, but the C-suite should understand
technology's potential better. While the CIO needs to understand the business to add
value, equally true is that senior leadership and the board of directors don't
understand how to incorporate technology in their strategy, and some don't even see
the need to do so. As gerajohm commented, "The best executives I have met have had
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a great understanding of how to use technology to gain competitive advantage and
improve operations. They also worked with the CIO to help them to understand the
business. They worked together to identify the technologies that could improve the
company's competitive advantage versus technologies that were needed to support
the business. Once this was done, the executive leadership and CIO focused on
implementing technologies that improve the company's competitive advantage."

Every other function of the organization is as out of touch as IT. Victorio M.
commented, `heading this post is both humorous and disheartening. Humorous
because, as a Human Resources practitioner, I hear similar calls for change within my
profession. So it's not iust us+ Yet it's disheartening because it's yet another
organizational function that appears to not be able to keep up with the pace of
business, staying stuck in a transactional, as opposed to strategic, frame of mind."
The Management Innovation Exchange is currently running a competition to "hack"
the human resources function to enable organizational adaptability. As real space and
cyberspace merge, do financial practices like budgeting provide value over their costs
of time, money, effort, agility? All the parts of the organization have to come together
and build a common language to discuss their markets and their enterprise. They
need to have a common appreciation of each other's purpose. The CIO must step up
and mentor the -suite on the potentials, possibilities, threats and opportunities of
information technology, but likewise, the HR lead needs to discuss the impact of a
free-agent workforce, the head of legal needs to discuss the impacts of open
innovation and IP sharing, and so on.

As IT steps up as mentor, it needs to mature as welL IT needs to step up, but
collaboratively — not as the smartest guys in the room. One commentator said.
"About 10 years ago, IT people suddenly became business process experts. Strategy in
IT is one thing, but the process experts suddenly began giving advice about areas in
which they were not experts and honestly felt they should lead strategic planning for
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the entire organization." If IT and the CIO come to the party talking like engineers,
only offer convergent lines of thought (analytical, rational, quantitative, sequential,
constraint driven, objective and detailed focus) and don't offer a more holistic,
shaded divergent thinking point of view (creative, intuitive, qualitative, subjective,
possibility driven, holistic with conceptual abstractions), then they have missed the
point.

CEOs sense the problem perhaps more than CIOs do. This is a totally unscientific
Finding, but it is what I experienced during the two weeks of article-writing and the
culminating webinar, in which 1 engaged directly or indirectly with a large number of
ClOs, IT managers and CEOs. There were a significantly larger number of CIO{IT
conversations that took place in conference or meeting situations, and the CEOs
generally self-selected by reaching out to discuss or gather more information. Unless I
pointed out the topic, many of the IT people were generally unaware or just
tangentially aware. The CEOs were actively aware, concerned, looking at alternatives
such as chief digital officers, or creating "not-so-shadow" IT organizations under the
CI140. Few of the conversations originated with IT people, unless they were already
engaged in trying to address the issues (another self-selection bias?). A number of the
conversations started with the assumption that social engagement, collaboration and
analytics were not part of IT, but the responsibility of marketing.

The bifurcation of IT and business is a myth. There have been two paths of discussion
around this. One is the concept of alignment. The other is the idea that as IT socially
enables companies, the actual concept of management and how we organize and
structure work as practiced today begins to disappear. There were numerous
discussions around COBIT and ITIL -- popular IT process- and service-management
,frameworks — and there is a lot that COBIT in particular offers. But too often, it turns
alignment into supplication or worse, subservience. The CIO must understand and
execute on the differences among leadership, governance, and managing. The CIO
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must lead by showing the way IT can impact the organization both positively and
negatively, sometime leading by how technology is applied in IT itself, then influence
and guide the organization in making the right decisions. Then the CIO must direct
and restrain the use of technology - how it is developed, sourced and applied in the
best interests of the organization and its stakeholders with appropriate governance
mechanisms. Lastly, the CIO must execute by managing the procurement,
provisioning, monitoring and management of the delivery and application of IT to
serve the organization. Several discussions focused in on understanding the
difference between delivering IT and applyi ng IT. if you are delivering IT, then you
are a surrogate IT company that might not be aligned with the enterprise. If you are

applying IT to the business, then by definition you have to be aligned with the
business, or fail.
Multiple roles, one company versus one role, multiple companies. Historically,

people got to the C-suite by progressing up the career ladder in one discipline, moving
among multiple companies until they made it to an executive role in finance, sales,
etc. Now, however, the model is changing. In successful companies, top executives
rotate among multiple disciplines in increasing levels of responsibility until they
advance to the C-suite. Leaders then have a multi-disciplinary understanding of the
organization, rather than an exclusive, deep knowledge of just one area. And as we
are learning, good leaders do not have to be discipline-specific if they engender trust
and responsibility in their organization. Many CEOs expect their next CIO to come
from marketing instead of their or another IT shop.
istarted looking into the role of the CIO with the assumption that the onus was on

CI Os to step up IT's game to enable their enterprise to succeed in the future. One
observation from all this is that there is an endemic problem across the C-suite: there
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has been such along-standing culture of domain and functional specialization
focused on efficiency that the overall gestalt of the business and its efficacy at
creating and maintaining a customer has been lost.
But that doesn't relieve CIOs of their responsibility to change IT to enable the business
to better change. For aspiring ClOs, the best thing for your career is to leave IT and
move to other departments — even if it involves taking a step back. Preferably, these
roles need to be part of the value chain, facing either customers or partners, and
eventually both.. Then, step back into IT, This idea could be true for all departments —
for instance, new business managers should come from outside the business function
to encourage a holistic view of the business.
For existing CIOs, ask yourself a few questions. Are you generating customer value?
Are you (or do you have the potential to be) the best in the world at what you are
doing? Are you required to do what you are doing? Using the answers to those
questions, what do you need to stop doing, start doing or do differently? Where are
you spending your time interacting and relating to the rest of the organization? What
resources should you have and low should you allocate them? What activities
consume most of your efforts and what outcomes are you expecting from there? And
lastly, what are you really focusing on and what questions are really driving you?
The point of all this is to pose these questions to everyone in the C -suite — not

necessarily to be answered, but to start the collaborative, co-creative process to
discover the answers and to continue the conversation.
Reinventing Corporate IT t,1-
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Jim Sti ke eather serves as Executive Strategist. Innovation for Dell Services, the IT services arm of
Dell, where he leads a team of information technology and busiress experts who identify, evaluate and

assess the potential of new technologies, business models and processes to address evolving business,
economic and social trends.
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Attached, for your information, is the agenda for the Management
Development Program (M.DP) Workshop which will take place
from February 12 to 1.3 in the Conference Centre. During this
workshop, certificates will be presented to the first cohort of
graduates from the MDP. A list of graduates is attached along with a
sample certificate,

Director
In addition suggestion topics are included to help guide your, and
the Director's address to workshop participants.
Regards.

CCM# EXE 14-

11'IANAGER1EA ] DEVkLOP14IEN l PKCH;ILA;19 (MDP)
'Workshop 2015
"Towards an Engaged Workforce"
1V klQ Conference Centre
Agenda
Thursday, February 12, 2015

8:00 to 8:30

Arrival and registraliun urparticipants

8:30 to 8:45

Words orwelcoinc —

DDG. LD, Employee Development

OBJECTIVES
• Provide an update on the challenges and
priorities facing the Service.

▪

•

•

Support the professional development of
Service employees participating in the
MDP_

• Create opportunities for networking and
dialogue_

EXPECTED RESULTS
Develop a better understanding of the
Service's mission and mandate. the current
challenges it faces, and the key priorities
going forward,
Acquisition of knowledge and expertise in
key aspects of leadership and management.

• Develop a sense of belonging to the MDP
community and enhance the collective
leadership ability of MIN' participants.

8:45 10 9:1S

Opening remarks — ADFI, John Ciillies

9:1510 10:45

"innovation in the Service„. A panel presentation and discussion —ADl . C10 &

10:45 to 11:00

Iirrnlc

1 I :ü0 to 12;00

"Understanding Human Resources Services". A pond presentation and
discussion — DO. H RS & I)D(.i,

12:00 to 12:45

Lunch

1.

~

:MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (MDP)
Workshop 2815
"Towards an Engaged Workforce"
i+l FIQ Courerence Centre
Agenda
Thursday, February 12, 2015
Simultaneoto workshops— Participants attend one of two professional development
workshops where they will learn useful tools and strategies applicable to their work
environments_

12:45 to 2:15

Workshop A
Dr~frcrrh conversations

Workshop B
Change
ungek Ma rxng errrerx f

Leaders: /CMS

2:15 to 2:30

Break

2:30 Ltr 4:110

Simultaneous workshops - Participants attend a sceond warkohop as outlined above_
Workshop A

-

r

Workshop $
Change Management

Dffliemit conversations

Leaders, fC'MS

Individual reflection and discussion on question, "What have 1 learned Imlay?"

4:00 to 4:30
4=30 to 5:00

Presentation of ideas to AI.1H Cile Discussion facilitated by
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MANAG£MEN 2DEvmLnrMENI PROGRAM (MD r)

Workshop 2015
"Towards an Engaged Workforce"
NHQ Conference Centre
Agenda

[riday,,February 13.2015
8:15 to 8:30

Recap (if Day ! and Overview of |my ! -

g:30 lu ¥ûD

®A View from t1. Bridge" - Nïi| Ct,Eombe,Director

9:00 to 12:00

"A Path to Wake Up, Grow Up and Shtjw Up. & presentation mplo■ry.

l

14lorkahop

irese£ad_ and disentvion

] liar

12!00 to 12: ;0

Lunch

12:30 to 1:30

"Employee engagement" A pmeu Qtiou in plenary -.

1:30b2:30

"What to expect &■■E&ec■tive". Panel presentation and discussion. -

!g0 to 2:45

Break

145 m%15

individual reflection an d discussion on question, "Whk am|going to do
differently as ■ result of this workshop?'

æ1'5m 4:00

Presentation of me& to Director coummt.13isc _si _ Gdæaled by

4:00to 4715

Evaluation

Æ] 5m &]3

DDCi,14n

&
)7 Gradual ion Ceremony for lino. grad _te!i of memDm Meet and greet with the
a~ Director and members of the Executive Committee.
A ._
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Atelier Programme de perfectionnement en ÿeqlon (PPG)
Background

;

Les thèmes de F'ordre du jour furent développés en lien avec les prlorites stratégiques et les attentes des
participants face à cet atelier. Les participants du programme désirent profiter de l'atelier pour téseauter
et pouvoir apprendre des expériences des autres gestionnaires.
Le portrait actuel du PPG
68 participants
45 AR (66°A des participants sont ties agents de renseignements)
2B Femmes Fly 40 Hommes
Suggestions :
■MDP is a 5-year program in which activities aim to develop key competencies in leadership but
participants remain responsible for their own development
▪ Highlight the importance & efficiency of mentoring as a learning activity: more than 75% of MDPers
are paired with an EX, the others will be paired shortly
Veuillez prendre note que nous avons effectué un sondage auprès de notre clientèle PPG, é savoir ce

quils s'attendaient sur cet atelier. Certaines de ces questions ont été soulevées et seront possiblenient
posées lors de cet atelier_
• Postes réservés seulement pour les participants du programme pour les affectations ou transfert
▪ Opportunité de détachement: est-ce qu'il y a une possibilité d'en avoir davantage 7
• L'importance des critères linguistique_ pourquoi que nous n'exigeons pas les me•mes critères
linguistiques, CEE, pour tous les superviseurs dans l'organisation ?

Directeur
Suggestion de points h couvrir pour votre présentation :
• Les attentes du Service envers les futurs leaders : l'importance de leur role dans le développement
de la relève.
• Période de probation pour les cadres : un monisme pour le développement des cadres qui l'in icrit
dans le modernisation, EX Performance Agreement. SVP prendre note que les participants du
programme ont reçu l'information par cournel a ce sujet,
Questions soulevées par les participants du programme lors de notre sondage :
Les impacts suite aux réorganisations récentes tant au niveau des Directions, Sections ou
Régions.
Défis dans la livraison de notre mandat dans le contexte Fiscal actuel.
Mise h jour des défis et priorités auxquels fait face le Service.

i141 RP~
MAn,Ac;EMEN'r DLVCLoi~h1ENT
Workshop 2015
"Towards an Engaged 'Workforce"
NHQ Conference Centre
Agenda
February 13, 3{I15
4:15 to 5:15

Graduation Ceremony for IiN grkiduales of the MDP.
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MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (MDP)

Workshop 201 5
"Towards an Engaged Workforce"
1V H(} Conference C:entre
Agenda
Thursdsy, February 12, 2015

8:{}0 to 8:30

Arrival and registration of participants

8:3[} to 8:45

Words of welcome —

DDG, LD, Employee Development

OBJECTIVES. "
Provide an update on the challenges and
priorities facing the Service.

. :EXPECTED RESULTS . •
* Develop a better understanding of the
Service's mission and mandate, the current
challenges it faces, and the key priorities
going forward.

+ Support the professional development of

+ Acquisition of knowledge and expertise in
key aspects of leadership and management.

Service employees participating in the
MDP_
■ Create opportunities for networking and

dialogue.

+ Develop a sense of belonging to the MDP
community and enhance the collective
leadership ability of MDI1 participants.

5:45to4;IS

Opening rein rks • John C, ill ics, hr}l-1

9:15 to 10:45

"Inivi ah nn in the Service", A panel prefientntinn and discu ss ion — John
Cousineau, ADF, Richard McDonald, CIO &

10;45 to 11:00

Break

11:00 to 12,00

"Understanding Human Resources Services". A panel presentation and
1)0. HRS &
DD{,, TC
discussion —

12:00 to 12:45

Lunch

7

CCM
TOP SECRET with enclosures
For information

MEMORANDUM TO TILE DIRECTOR
MINISTERIAL BRIEFING
25 February 2015. 16:1)0-16:45
+ At the first of a new series of monthly bilateral meetings with the Minister you
may wish to raise the following items: the proposed overall approach to
Ministerial Direction. CS1S' duty of candour and the EX conference [TAB 11.
• The note also provides additional information with regard to S1RC:'s jurisdiction
to consider allegations raising issues of law including those pertaining to the
(:hurler,
Renewal of Ministerial Direction: '

2.

Duty of Candour:

'l'OP SECRET

STR . later issued a report in September 2010 saying
they had the right to rule on Charter issues.

Tmplïcations-

Top SECRET

3.

Executive Conference: A letter seeking Ministerial support for a CS1S executive conference
will be transmitted to the Minister's office shortly !TAB 5I_ The letter will identify the costs
[TAB 61.

As a result, the Service is seeking Ministerial authorization to
hold an executive conference in 2015. in order to continue to respect fiscal constraints, the conference
would be held at the
facility, be shorter in duration (1.5 days), and no outside speakers would
attend. The cost estimate for this year's conference is approximately
which includes all
meals, accommodations, and travel. A memorandum seeking the Minister's approval will be conveyed
to the Minister's office.

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me should you require further information.

Torn Venrter
Assistant Director Policy and Strategic
Partnership
Enclosures:
Tab 1: Agenda
Tab 2: Proposed Framework for Renewal of Ministerial Direction
Tab 3: October 2014 Memo to Minister on SLRC Annual Report
Tab 4: C ZS letter to PCO on Duty of Candour
Tab 5: Dram Memo to Minister on Ex Conference
Tab 6: Cost Breakdown for Ex Conference

TOP SECRET
-4This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandator,' czarmplion under the .Access fo Information .pct or the
PrivarvAct. The information or intelligence rnaç also be prolccted by the provisions of the Canada Evidence. Act, The
information or intclligcrice most mol be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian Security
Isilclligçnçç Scrçice,

SECRET
MEETING WITH PUBLIC SAFETY MINISTER
FEBRUARY 25. 2015

AGENDA ITEMS

1.

Overall Approach to Ministerial Direction flowing from new legislation (further
to Stral=b1briefing on February 23, 2015)

2_

SIRC (duty of candour) (further to PMC FCC questions and Service
response)

3,

CSIS Executive Conference 2015

SECRET

ISSUE:
Though CS1S publicly agreed with the recommendations published in the Security Intelligence
Review Committee's 2013-2014 Anneal Report regarding two separate investigations into the
revocation of Security Clearances, the cases raise a number of questions regarding the Service's
role in SITtC's investigation of complai nts

RACKGRQIIND:
On December [0. 2013, SIRC issued a classified report in a complaint regarding the revocation
Security Clearance that caused a loss ()f employments. Sl RC upheld the
or a
and dismissed
decision
the complaint. However, SIRC indicated that CSiS' duly of disclosure extends beyond producing
documents for review and includes proactively presenting the most relevant pieces of evidence to
the Committee member, and criticized the Service for not having done so in this case.
On January 2 t. 2014, SIRC issued its final report in a complaint regarding the revocation ut'a
secret clearance and reliability status. The report concluded that "there were reasonable grounds
under the Policy vn Personnel.Security for the revocation of the Complainant's security
clearance." The complaint was dismissed._ . . .
The report was, however, extremely critical of how the Service dealt with information regarding
whose reliability was in question. The Member said that.
a
•
•
•

the Committee was seriously misled on this matter as the Service's report that discredits
the
allegation against the complainant was not presorted to the Committee;
the Service demonstrated a lack of candour with respect to the information presented in
this report to
the Committee;
the Service did not demonstrate an acceptable level of disclosure when it failed to provide
the Committee with this report, but rather argued that the report was available at the
Service,

The report nude two recommendations:
1) That the Service provide the Committee with a detailed update on all the changes and
initiatives applicable to security clearance assessments undertaken pursuant to the 2009 DUO
Directional Statement on rigour (this has been sent to SIRC):
2) That the Service issue a policy directive to all personnel about the importance of the duty of
proactive candour in proceedings before the Committee_
ln a letter dated 7 March 2014_ CSIS advised SIRC that it accepted the rcconunetidalions and

provided to SIR[' a detailed description of the relevant initiatives. Further, on 17 July 201 ,1,
CSIS issued a notice to all CSIS Employees regarding the duty of candour, this in relation to
criticisms levied by both SIRC and the Federal Cours.

SECRET

DISCUSSION:
The issue of `duty of disclosure to the Committee,' also rai sect in the context of another
complaint summarized in the annual report, raises a fundamental question regarding the
Service's role in a SIRC investigation in which it must both support SIRC and defend itself.
In accordance with standard procedures, CSIS identifies documents containing the individual's
naine or file number and prepares a package for disclosure to SIRC.. The disclosure package is
made available to SIRC counsel on Service premises_ In addition to reviewing the disclosure
provided by CSIS, while on the premises, SIRC counsel has direct access to CSIS reporting and
may request additional documents. In parallel, CSIS prepares its own defence, generally also on
the basis of the sane documents disclosed to SIRC.
It appears, however, that SIRC is relying on the Service's review and exhibits without informing
the Service of what it believes are the relevant issues or conducting its own independent
investigation to determine what is relevant This is evidenced by the following statement: "The
,Service dirty of disclosure to the Committee goes beyondprodrreing documents for the
(:ommlltee 's review, Tt also inc/ides the duty topre,'err/ the most role vain pieces of evidence
proactively he pre
re cary PresuclirigA ember."

NEXT STEPS:
The Service is of the view that successful resolution would include either of the following
approaches, wherein SIRC reads everything that is disclosed by the Service early in the process,
or identifies additional issues it wishes to investigate along the period of the review so that
relevant Service information may he provided to SIRC .
STRC's 2013-2014 Annual Report provides an opportunity to clarify the issues of the Service's
duty of disclosure, and is the subject of ongoing discussions with SIRC_

Service canadien du
rense4;netnent de sccurité

Canadinn Security
I n tel l igertice Service

Di rector - I ired cur

Na du SCC : l9462
'TRÈS SECRET!
(AVEC L'ANNEXE)
À, titre d'information

CCT 1 T 2014
MÉMOIRE A IJ MINISTRE

RAPPORT ANNUEL DU COMITÉ DE SURVEILLANCE DES ACTIVITÉS DE
RE1VSEIONEME^]T DE SÉCURITE DE 2013-2014

SOMMAIRE
Le Comité de surveillance des activités de renseignement de sécurité (CSARS) vous a
récemment présente son Rapport annuel de 2013-2114, lequel renferme des résumés
non classifiés des études des activités du Service canadien du renseignement de
sécurité (SORS) ainsii que les conclusions d'enquêtes menées A la suite de plaintes
formulées contre le SCRS_

CONTEXTE
En vertu de l'article 53 de la Loi sur k SCRS, le CSARS vous présente un Rapport annuel des
activités qu'il a menées lors du dernier exercice_ Vous êtes tenu de presenter le rapport au
Parlement dans un délai de quinze jours de séance.
Couvrant la période qui s'étend du l" avril 2013 au 31 mars 2014, le Rapport annuel, intitulé
Lever k voile du secret, souligne trente ans de reddition de comptes en matière de renseignement
de .sécurité et coïncide avec le trentième anniversaire d'existence du Service_ 11 évalue le
rendement du SCRS en s'appuyant sur le certificat accordé au rapport annuel du directeur du
SCRS au ministre, les études pur les activités du SCRS et les enquêtes menées $ la suite de
plaintes lormultes contre le Service, En conséquence, le rapport renferme des résumés non
classifies de sept études du CSARS et de quatre enquêtes menées â la suite de plaintes formulées
contre le Service. lI énonce avec exactitude les conclusions et les recommandations classifiées du
CSARS au SCRS et présente les réponses du Service, ajoutées au rapport pour la première fois.

ANALYSE
En prenant a sa charge certaines fonctions de l'ancien Inspecteur général du SCRS en 2012, le
CSARS a signalé l'éventuelle difficulté de conserver une relation d'indépendance rié cessaire et
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TRÈS SECRET,

de vous informer au sujet du rendement du Service, y compris gràe au processus de certification
annuel. Dans son rapport de cette année, le CSARS mentionne que contrairement A ses premieres
préoccupations, ses relations plus fréquentes avec vous et le Ministère ont renforeë son rôle et,
par extension, la reddition de comptes au sein du système, Une fois de plus, le CSARS souligne
tes défis que représente l'examen général des activités relatives a la sécurité nationale du Canada
et mentionne qu'il a présenté sa propre proposition en vue d'un vaste examen indépendant en
vertu duquel il pourrait examiner les activités d'autres ministères lorsqu'elles se rapportent au
SCRS.
Le CSARS affirme qu'il est entièrement satisfait du rapport du directeur du SCRS pour 20132014, précisant que les activités décrites dans te document sont conformes â la Loi lier le SCRS
et aux directives ministérielles, et constituent un exercice raisonnable et nécessaire des pouvoirs
du Service, » il ajoute également que les activités décrites dans le rapport du directeur
correspondent aux tâches et aux fonctions énoncées aux articles 12 â 20 de la Loi sur le SCRS.
Le CSARS suggere toutefois que les opérations A l'étranger du Service et les enquêtes réalisées
en vertu de l'article 16 auraient dû être décrites avec plus de minutie,
Le Service a indiqué au CSARS que le lecteur trouvera beaucoup d'information sur les
opérations ii l'étranger et les enquêtes réalisées en vertu de l'article 16 travers le rapport du
directeur. Le rapport est organisé en fonction des priorités du gouvernement du Canada en
matière de renseignement. En structurant le rapport selon les secteurs d' activité, les régions
géographiques ou les articles de la Loi sur le SCRS, le Service aurait de la difficulté à résumer
ses activités de manière pertinente et cohérente. En outre, le Service a précisé que certaines
activités relatives â l' article 16 peuvent ne pas être signalées en ternies explicites étant donné des
chevauchements fréquents avec des exigences de l'article 12.
Dans la plupart de ses études, le CSARS est satisfait de la façon dont le SCRS a mené ses
activités en fonction de son mandat. ll souligne toutefois deux études qui ont soulevé des points
qu'il a jugés si importants qu'il vous a envoyé directement des rapports, conformément A l'article
54 de la Loi sur le SCRS. Le premier point traite des changements dans l'utilisation, par le
Service, d'informations recueillies A des fins de filtrage de sécurité.

Le second point qui a donné lieu A un rapport (article 54) traite du soutier, aux opérations et de
son utilisation a l'étranger, en portant paniculiercment attention â la gestion du programme
d'amies A feu du SCRS et à sa reddition de comptes. Vous vous rappellerez qu'en mai 2014, je
vous avais signalé cette étude du CSARS. J'avais expliqué la politique et le cadre décisionnel du
Service et mis erg évidence les cas oü le ministre avait ete informé a ce sujet,

TRËS SECRET.
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Le CSARS déclare qu'il a éprouvé des difficultés dans son travail avec le SCRS, en mentionnant
notamment lorsqu'il a fallu obtenir l'ensemble des informations, mais le SCRS a ceuvré avec
diligence pour entretenir sa relation de travail efficace avec le CSARS et s'efforcera de
poursuivre cette collaboration au cours de l'année. .lustlu' â présent, le Service a répondu ii
presque toutes les recommandations du CSARS
Le Service
cherchera également à donner suite â certaines recommandations, au besoin, dans son
attachement a une culture d'amélioration de l'organisation, et toute question se rapportant aux
communications qui émanera de la publication du rapport sera traitée rapidement selon les
mécanismes et procédures en place. L'addition des réponses du Service dans le rapport du
CSARS (rendue possible par un nouvel outil de suivi développé conjointement par le Service et
le CSARS) est certainement une nouveauté utile.
Comme toujours, n'hésitez pas a communiquer avec moi si vous souhaitez obtenir de plus
amples informations,

ïchel Coulornbe
Nice jointe
Annexe : Sommaire des études du CSARS. 2013-2014
c-c. Conseiller à la sécurité nationale
Sous-ministre, Sécurité publique
Le présent document peut faire l'objet d'une exception aux termes de ta Loi sur t'aceës à I'irajdrtnatior ou de la Loi
sur u protection des rens.eigrrernerrrs personnels, On pourra également s'opposer A la communication des
informations ou des renseignements qu'il contient en vertu de ta Loi sur to preuve au ['onerda. Ces informations otr
renseignements ne doivent être ni communiqués ni utilises comme preuve sans consultation prealab]e du Service
canadien du rerdeigrement de sdCuritd.
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TO:

DIRECTOR

FROM: ADIi
BRIEFING NOTE

SUBJECT: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER 9GHRO)
FALL CLUSTER TALENT MANAGEMENT REVIEW MEETING

INFORMATION:
The Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer (OCHRO), Treasury Board Secretariat. (TBS),
has invited you to participate in. a Deputy Head cluster review discussion on talent management
that will take place at 269 Laurier Avenue, le Floor, on Monday, March 2, 2015. The meetings
have been organized by functional community groupings, where possible_ There will be five
Cluster Review groupings: Security, Science, Central Services, and two Blended groups_ These
groupings were piloted during the Fall 2014 Cluster Reviews and were well received_ In
addition, Associate Deputy Ministers are invited to attend an alternate cluster grouping as an
observer.
As discussed and supported by Public Service Management Advisory Committee (PSMAC) on
January 16, 2015, the format of the Winter Cluster Reviews will be modified to enable more
emphasis on ADM's where clear actions are needed and a tailored discussion on ADM
succession management_
The March 2 discussion with the Security Group will be chaired by Mr. Daniel Watson, Chief
Human Resources Officer, TBS. The meeting itself is expected to last 6 hours. Also invited are
Deputy Heads from Public Safety Canada PS), Correctional Service Canada (CSC), Canada
Border Services Agency (CBSA), Department of National Defence (DND), Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP),
and the
Communication Security Establishment of Canada (CSEC).
A copy of the draft agenda is attached For your reference. As well, upon arrival at the meeting,
you will receive a preloaded tablet, for your use during the meeting, with a copy of the ALCM
Community Dashboard, ADM Demographic Overview, AD1vf Talent Map Placement, AD
profiles, and the Succession Planning Document.

Due to the sensitive nature of the ADM Feeder Pool list and the AI)M Area to Develop list,
OCHRO will hand deliver these documents to you, For our eyes only, in advance ol'the meeting.
This information will also support in your preparation for the scheduled meeting.

CSIS INVOLVEMENT:
The meeting will begin with a brief overview of the ADM community, followed by three main
areas of discussion:
In the first part of the meeting, the key objective will remain the same as previous years: to have
ADMs known by more Deputy Reads However, this year's discussion will be organized by
talent map placement meaning that all ADMs with the same talent map placement will be
discussed at the same time (Ready for Advancement first, followed by Ready for Movement,
then Corporate Support and finally, Well-Placed in Role or Develop in Current Role). Note that
she i5 in a secondment position with CBSA.
In the afternoon, the meeting will shift to discussion oi'ADM Succession Management_ For the
Security Clusters, to build on the discussions in the Fall, conversation will start with the core
national security positions. For the Service, the DDO, ADO, ADT, ADS, ADI, ADC, ADP and
EX DM (ITAC) positions have been identified. Deputy Heads will be asked to identify potential
successors by referring to the following questions:
What are the key characteristics for the position? (two or three)
What arc the names (if any) of people within their organization who could take on these
jobs now? What about within 2 years?
Are there individuals from other organizations who could be a good fit?
In what timeframe would they he ready°
If they are not ready now, what do they need to develop to become ready?
As requested, a brief description of the roles of certain key senior EX positions is listed in
Appendix A.
The last portion of the meeting will be a discussion on next steps to support the development of
Aboriginal Executives who have longer-term potential to become ADMs_ The group will briefly
review the individuals identified during the Fall Cluster Reviews and signal if there are other
individuals to add to the list.
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Appendix A. Brief Description of Roles of Key Senior E Positions

ADT
The ADT provides leadership of the overall CSIS technology portfolio and incorporates
operational and business insight to transform the Service's technological activities and assets with the goal of continuously improving business operations .
Key responsibilities include oversight for:
•
•
•

activities related to information and telecommunications systems, records management,
and client services,
scientific and technological capabilities
and
a diverse range of specialized functions
each of which assist the Service in carrying out its mandate.

Key attributes for the role include:
•
•
•

Extensive knowledge of applied technology best practices in a security environment,
Demonstrated experience leading transformational change,
Demonstrated leadership competencies including strategic thinking, engagement, people
management, financial management, and action management.

ADS
The ADS supports the Deputy Director, Operations (DDO) with the overall management of the
Service's national security screening program_
Key responsibilities include oversight for
•
•
•

strategic guidance in regards to ADM- level engagement internally and externally with
partner departments and agencies, including Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
and Citizenship and Immigration Canada (C1C),
representing the program at the operational level and providing detailed and strategic
advice on deployment of the screening program's resources and potential re-allocations,
and
providing advice with respect to wider Government of Canada legislation and policy
developments, as required.

Key attributes For the role include:
•

Extensive knowledge of national security screening policies and procedures,

a,

•
•

Demonstrated experience managing partnerships and relationships across government.
and
Demonstrated leadership competencies including strategic thinking, engagement, people
management, financial nianagenient, and action management_

EX DIR (ITACï)
The main role of the EX DTR (iTAC) is to oversee the production of accurate, relevant and
timely threat assessments on terrorism.
Key responsibilities include oversight for:
•

managing the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (1TAC), a community-based
organization located at CSJS national headquarters in Ottawa,, that is staffed by
representatives from the following federal organizations: Public Safety Canada, the
Canada Border Service Agency, Communications Security Establishment Canada, the
Department of National Defence,
Transport Canada, the Correctional Service of
Canada, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada, Public
Works and Government Services Canada, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the
Canada Revenue Agency and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service_

Key attributes for the role include:
•
•
•

Extensive knowledge of the intelligence and security environment,
Demonstrated experience managing partnerships and relationships, and
Demonstrated leadership competencies including strategic thinking, engagement, people
management, financial management, and action management.

ADP
The ADP supports the Director and, through him, the Minister, in their accountability for the
overall operational activities of the Service and provides strategic policy advice to the Director
and Executive.
Key responsibilities include oversight for:
•
•
•

all external and internal communications requirements and programs of the Service,
ensuring the Service is in a constant state of operational preparedness and prepared to
respond to, and recover from, an emergency or critical incident,
acting as the Service's liaison with the Security intelligence Review Committee (S[RC)
and the Office of the Inspector General (1G),
4

•
•
•
•

civil and criminal litigation case management, including those related to the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Action (IRPA) and the Access to information and Privacy Act
(ATIP),
coordinating and supporting the development of Service policies and procedures, and
domestic arrangements (Memoranda of Understanding),
the overall coordination and development of most strategic-level policy issues within the
Service, and
managing foreign relations matters, including visits from foreign agencies to CSIS, travel
abroad by CSIS Executives, arrangements with foreign partners, agency profiles and
precis, conscious relationships and official passportslvisas for CSIS employees.

Key attributes for the role include:
•
•
•

Extensive knowledge of the intelligence and security environment, the Government of
Canada machinery and policy community,
Demonstrated experience managing partnerships and relationships, and
Demonstrated leadership competencies including strategic thinking, engagement, people
management, financial management, and action management.
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WINTER CLUSTER REVIEWS
SAFETY AND SECURITY CLUSTER
March 2, 2015
Duration: 10:00 arrr — 4:00 pm
2E9 Laurier Avenue West. 10#ftfloor, Executive Boardroom

PARTICIPANTS
CHAIRPERSON
•

Daniel Watson, Chief Human Resources Officer, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

CLUSTER PARTICIPANTS
■

Luc Portelance, President, Canada Border Services Agency

■

Michel Coulornbe, Director, Canadian Security Intelligence Service

•

Greta Bossenrnaier, Chief, Communications Security Establishment Canada

•

Don Head, Commissioner, Correctional Service Canada {absent)

•

Gérald Cossette, Director, Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (absent}

•
■

Christine Hogan, Deputy Minister of International Trader Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada
John Forster, Deputy Minister, National Defence

•
■

Richard Fadden, National Security Advisor, Privy Council Office - National Security Advisor Office

s

Bob Paulson, Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police {absent)

çrançois Guin"ront, Deputy Mlrrlster, Public Safety Canada

SUPPORT
•

Coleen Volk, Deputy Secretary to the Cabinet, Privy Council Office

•

Janine Sherman, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, Secretariat of Senior Personnel, Privy Council Office

•

Susan MacGowan, Visiting ADM, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat {absent}

u

Réa McKay, Senior Director, ADM Collective Management, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

•

Nadine Lemery, Manager, ADM Collective Management Operations, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

WINTER CLUSTER REVIEWS
SAFETY & SECURITY CLUSTER
259 Laurier Averrue West, 10th floor, Executive Boardroom

ANNOTATED AGENDA

Time

Agenda Item

Speaker —`

10:O0am-10:05am

A. Introduction: Objectives and Approach

D. Watson

10:05am-10:15am

B, ADM Demographic Overview

D. Watson

The Chief Human Resources Officer will provide an overview of the ADM
Community as a whole, as welt as highlight the key findings for the Cluster.
10:15a m-12:45pm

C. Overview of the ADM Community
Deputy Heads will discuss the ADMs based an their Talent Map Placement,
addressing each ADM's strengths, areas for development, and progress since
last year as well as specific questions tailored to each Talent Map Placement;
•
•
•
•
•

Ready for Advancement —For what Types of positions?
Ready for Movement—To where? To develop whot?
Corporate Support—What type of support?
Well-Placed & Develop in Role —Who l'5 ready for promotion, if required?
Transit ion to Retirement -, When?

Deputy Heads

Moderator.
D. Watson

12:45prn-1:15pm

Working Lunch

Deputy Heads

1:15pm-3:30p m

D. ADM Succession Management

Deputy Heads

Deputy Heads will discuss the specific characteristics for their ADM positions
and identify pools of potential successors:

3:30pm-3:55pm

E. Discussion on Under Represented Groups — Aboriginal, Executives
Deputy Heads will discuss next steps in supporting the development of
Aboriginal Fxecutives, particularly those with potential to reach the ADM
level.

3:S5pm-4:OOpm

F. Wrap Up and Next Steps

Moderator:
D. Watson
Deputy Heads
Moderator'
D. Watson

D. Watson
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FOR CMS EXECUTIVES
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The Canadian Security lntelligerrrre Service ((ISIS) rcrluests"approvaI for the Conference for
CS1S Executives.

BA[:KGROLTNW
in the past, the Service has held an annual 'con 1erena for all CSTS Executives that brings together
managers from across Canada•id its international posts to re-establish corporate links, to
communicate and discuss corporate..priorities and to participate in annual planning and strategic
discussions. This conference is critical For Service cohesiveness given the geographic dispersion
of the Executive cadre. •
By bringing toetber.our Eeciifives'we are able to ensure a shared vision going forward, a
common underst is ng.of k y initiatives and future plans, white reinforcing consistent
managerrieI t,perspectives and practices. Again this year, there are many important corporate
issues to address., such:as
particularly in light of events over
the past.,few months. Past conferences have proven very effective in addressing these types of
issues. The:conference will be held
taking advantage of this space while removing our executives from the CS'S building to
allow everyone to focus without the competing demands of daily business.
u
DISCUSSION: ' +j`
'?L/Pe-„b .7%14 1.(j$
The Service did not hold an annual executive conference this past year as we decided to try a biannual conference approach as a cost saving measure_ While no firm conclusion has been reached
about the bi-annual approach, not having an executive conference last year has served to
highlight the view or gathering our Executives together. Accordingly we are seeking your
.1

Unofficial English version
»04c# AleMroraudxm,
sagrn d hy fXrecior {',5{5.
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CONFIDENTIAL

We have changed the proposed approach
support to hold an executive conference
for the 20 I 5 conference, eliminating outside speakers,
and reducing the length of the event. all in the interest of 'educing costs.
like conference also offers us the opportunity to achieve efficiencies by organizing a number of
other essential meetings that otherwise we would have to hold at other times (tor example,
Regional Director GeneraI's Meeting).
The cost estimate for this year's conference is
which includes
meals, accommodations, and travel. Great care was taken during the planning 'phase to ensure
expenses were contained.
If you agree, we recommend that this year's conference be held for 1.5 ;days
Each year we endeavour to limit costs. and the- Service ensures that
alcohol is not paid for with public. funds.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Request tir the Conterence for CSIS Executives he approved.
If approved- the Minister is required to sign this. Mcrnorandurn, ..:

As always, please do not hesitate to coolac nie should you,require further inf carnation.
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The Honorable Steven Blaney, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Public Safety and Fmergency Preparedness

Date
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This document constitutes a record winch ma) bc. subjcci to mandatory exemption under the Access ro infonticiVon
Art or the PrivacyAcx, the information or intelligence may Iso be protected by the provision of the Canada
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The infurivasion or intelligence mug' not he disclosed or used as evidence without prior cnnsultaticm

with the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.
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